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Abstract
This study investigates the incorporation of a European dimension in teacher 
education in five countries : namely, Denmark, the Netherlands, Portugal, Scotland 
and Slovakia. To understand changes in teacher education one must explore the 
wider context and the influences operating on the innovation. Consequently, the 
discursive frame embraces three levels of analysis; macro (European), meso 
(national) and micro (institutional and individual teacher educators).
The study aims to demystify the definition of a European dimension in education 
and identify the reasons for its development in teacher education. It considers the 
influences that have led to the promotion of a European dimension and examines the 
different approaches taken to implement it in ten teacher education institutions. Of 
particular interest is the inter-relationship of factors; the links between the 
definition, rationale and implementation of a European dimension in teacher 
education, and the links between influences driving implementation and the 
characteristics of the process.
The study goes beyond an investigation of the rhetoric of European, national and 
institutional documentation. To understand the reality of day-to-day practice in 
teacher education it draws on evidence collected in sixty-three semi-structured 
interviews with a total of seventy-seven people. They include officials from the 
Ministries of Education, personnel from agencies responsible for promoting a 
European dimension in each country as well as teacher educators. Through the 
analysis of the primary and secondary evidence the study attempts to make sense of 
the different discourses.
The data collected illustrate the multi-dimensional nature of a European dimension 
in education and its interaction with a network of concepts including the definition 
of education itself. The study shows that many policy-makers and teacher educators 
are hesitant in their definition, either because of their lack of knowledge and 
understanding of the concept or their perception of its link to political issues. A 
framework approach to its definition is offered in an attempt to provide the clarity 
required for course planners to translate a European dimension into curricular 
reality.
The rationales provided by the interviewees are numerous, but following detailed 
analysis, fall into six main categories aj^thé'tmicro level. The key point that emerges 
is that despite efforts to achieve a more balanced position, an educational
justification appears to take second place to political and economic reasons for 
including a European dimension in teacher education.
Contradictory comments regarding the influences that have led to the promotion of 
a European dimension highlight the complexity of educational innovations. While 
there is evidence of some articulation, it is clear that different influences operate at 
the three levels of analysis. In addition, there is some evidence to suggest that 
influences operate in subtle or hidden ways.
Despite the fact that the approaches to the implementation of a European dimension 
in the ten teacher education institutions differ, there is remarkable similarity in the 
general content of the inputs, indicating some convergence in thinking and a 
developing discourse. Although all the institutions in this study have attempted to 
implement a European dimension, in the majority of cases it is not firmly embedded 
in institutional practice. There is a lack of planning which leads to its relegation to 
the periphery of teacher education. Problems surrounding the incorporation of cross­
curricular issues compound this situation. Key factors and themes which influence 
the process of change are identified.
The study suggests that a lack of knowledge and understanding of the concept and 
the absence of a sound educational justification contribute to the precarious position 
of a European dimension in teacher education. A new conceptual meaning and a 
new pedagogical approach is called for if its implementation is to be successful.
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A European Dimension in Teacher Education 
Introduction
In recent years there have been significant changes across Europe in social, 
economic and political fields. There is an ongoing process of integration with 
European society undergoing constant change. Nyerere (1998) suggests that change 
has, throughout history, been a constant part of human experience; however, change 
today is more rapid than ever before. He says, 'For any society, and for every 
individual, adapting to change at the present speed is very difficult; yet avoiding 
change is impossible.' (p 5).
Governments faced by a multinational, interdependent network economy, find that 
they can no longer make decisions based almost exclusively on domestic political 
considerations, but are realising that trade balances, monetary regulation, interest 
rates, capital flows, productivity enhancement, economic growth, employment 
levels and living standards are internationally linked (Guthrie and Pierce, 1990). 
Sultana (1995) suggests that in this situation of economic competition and 
commercial co-operation in a context of fluctuating markets, most industrial nations 
face a similar set of policy problems which ultimately affect the general approach to 
the question of education.
A report on European education entitled, Moving towards a Learning Society 
(Cochinaux & de Woot, 1995) states that there is substantial consensus concerning 
the inability of educational institutions to adapt quickly enough to the 
transformations presently unfolding in the world. It suggests that there is a growing 
gulf between the slowly changing educational institutions and a society in rapid 
transformation from an industrial to an information society. The report says that 
industrialists stress there is an increasing gap between economic and social realities 
and the output of education systems. Major criticisms relating to deficiencies in the 
skills demanded by employers are highlighted in the report. It states that the 
educational institutions' connections with working life are weak and that in many 
European countries educational institutions remain impenetrable to external 
demands and challenges. The report says, 'We are running the risk of an increasing 
mismatch between the requirements of our new environment and the capabilities of 
our people and our institutions.' (Cochinaux & de Woot, p 36). According to the 
report this threatens Europe's ability to meet the new and complex challenges of 
today's world. Including a European dimension in education is part of a process of
wider change that is required to ensure that the education systems across European 
countries are able to prepare young people to live and work in a post-modern 
society.
On the one hand, there is the reality of an evolving European society which is more 
integrated politically and economically, while on the other, education systems are 
still organised along national lines. The Memorandum on Higher Education in the 
European Community (Commission of European Communities, 1991) highlights 
this point. It says that education systems are designed with regional or national 
needs in mind. However, the memorandum points out that the growing recognition 
of professional qualifications and the development of a European labour market 
results in a demand for a 'European' education, or at least one with a significant 
'European' content. It emphasises the need to ensure that the European dimension 
becomes much more of a feature in the planning and functioning of higher 
education throughout the community. It states, 'Higher education institutions are 
collectively a resource which can contribute significantly to the transformation of 
Europe. Their contribution to the development of human resources is essential for 
economic, social, political and cultural advancement within the community.' 
(Executive Summary, p ii). Higher education institutions across Europe need to 
work together in a more integrated way; setting up networks to enable information 
and ideas to be shared more effectively. This collaborative approach would better 
prepare students for life in an integrated Europe.
Changes in society present a new set of challenges for education, regarding how 
teacher educators prepare their students for their role in an interdependent world. 
The Socrates Vademecum (Commission of European Communities, 1995c) points 
out that education systems across Europe face similar challenges under the 
pressures of economic and social change. The impact of technological advance, and 
the continuing process of European co-operation and integration, all have 
considerable implications for the learning and teaching process. New skills are 
required and students need to be encouraged to take responsibility for their own 
learning so that they are able to continue to adapt to constantly changing 
circumstances throughout their life. According to the vademecum, education must 
respond effectively in order to enable Europe's citizens to fulfil their potential, play 
a full and constructive part in society, and participate actively in the further 
development of the European Union as a whole.
Teachers need to be aware of the kind of society that their pupils are growing up in 
within the context of an integrated Europe, and in turn teacher education must 
prepare people for entry to a profession and a working environment which faces 
constant changes and new demands (CSEE/ETUC, 1995). 'This must be achieved in 
the wide and changing context, ... taking account of the universal values which 
education must seek to promote, and the multi-cultural society and global context in 
which education plays a key part'. (CSEE/ETUC, 1995 p 5).
Vonk (1992) points out that in official publications teachers are often regarded as 
vital actors in the educational scene and are therefore a major concern of 
educational decision makers. For example, the Green Paper on The European 
Dimension o f Education (Commission of European Communities, 1993a) says that 
teachers and their trainers are the main players in integrating the European 
dimension into the content and practice of education and consequently teacher 
education has a crucial role. Ritzen, the Dutch Minister of Education and Chair of 
the Council of Ministers for Education in 1992, says, '...we are convinced that 
teachers can/should play a highly influential role in an international context, 
particularly in view of what we want for/with Europe.' (quoted in Vonk & Van 
Helden, 1992, p ll) . Including a European dimension in education implies change. 
According to Fullan (1991), who writes about educational change in general, the 
implementation process is the essence of change and it follows that teachers as the 
implementors play a central role.
Smith (1992), former Director of the Erasmus Bureau, suggests that teachers of the 
future will be standing in front of classes which will themselves be composed of 
children from different parts of Europe and beyond; therefore an important part of 
teachers' responsibilities will be to prepare these future generations of European 
citizens for life in a more mobile and multi-cultural continent in which they will be 
growing up. He emphasises the importance of education and training as a crucial 
long-term catalyst for maintaining the skills profile of Europe, which he believes is 
the key to its international competitiveness and socio-economic development.
Vonk (1992) goes as far as to suggest that in the long run teachers should not be 
regarded as national public servants anymore, but rather as a European resource. He 
identifies two major issues which challenge teacher education: first, a more open 
Europe and, second, a widespread and growing governmental concern for quality in 
education and teacher education. Vonk believes that the quality of education is of 
the greatest importance for the social and economic development of any country and
that in this context the quality of teaching undoubtedly plays a vital part. The 
European Commission's call for a European dimension in education says that co­
operation between Member States will raise the quality of education throughout the 
Union. Sultana (1995) claims that the action programmes in education funded by 
the EU have as an underlying premise the conviction that 'there is a causal 
relationship between the quality and level o f ... education and training provision and 
the efficiency of the economy' (Lowe, 1992, p 582). The key issue is the criteria that 
are used to judge the quality of education. The choice of criteria is crucial to the 
debate concerning the purpose of education.
Peters (1992) believes that Europeanisation has several heterogeneous objectives. 
He says that the objectives are concerned with the labour market and, according to 
him, education has in this context a largely economic and political slant. He points 
out that central to this is the concept that education can contribute to European 
integration and strengthen its competitive position in world markets. Social and 
cultural objectives only occur as side effects of a Europeanisation policy as it has 
developed up to now. Peters suggests that up to a point labour market, mobility and 
education objectives are preconditions and means for realising social and cultural 
goals. He says, 'EU priorities are in the field of economics and politics and not in 
the field of education.' (p 92). This study seeks to review alternative interpretations 
of the forces at work in shaping the implementation of a European dimension in 
education.
Sultana (1995) argues that value-based questions referring to the 'why' and the 
'what' of the European dimension in education are reduced to technical questions 
referring to the 'how'. This, he says, drawing on Carr (1989), means that words like 
education, democracy and citizenship have become steeped in a technocratic 
rationality which considers education primarily in instrumental terms and interprets 
democracy as a system of political management rather than a distinctive form of 
social and moral life. Sultana believes, 'teachers' work is in danger of no longer 
being considered as a moral activity with a deep commitment to an emancipatory 
value system, but rather as a technical activity, where a competent teacher is the one 
who is able effectively to implement the policies of the government of the day' (p 
163). Similarly, Vonk (1992) says, '...teachers are in danger of becoming mere 
functionaries in the education machinery, forced to fulfil their duties on behalf of 
the state and in compliance with directives and regulations ... ' (p 49). This scenario 
does not allow teachers to feel that they are able to share in the development of
education. Fullan and Hargreaves (1992) suggest that externally devised content is 
constraining rather than enabling and that it creates dependency in teachers.
Sultana (1995) points out this situation has enormous implications for the 
conceptualisation of education, and for the formation of teachers as educators. He 
believes that capitalist influence does not stop in the field of economic decision 
making, but permeates the political and ideological fields as well, so that there is 
congruence between the interests of capital and restructuring of the educational 
field. According to him, since the late 1970s and early 1980s most European and 
other education systems have defined their activities in terms of a vocationalist, 
utilitarian and managerial vision. Sharp (1988) suggests that greater emphasis on 
vocationalism and instrumentalism results in the impregnation of education with 
market and management discourse.
The reality is that there is increasing emphasis on an international business 
orientation for future economic growth, with a subsequent need for employees to 
have knowledge of other countries and an understanding of the cultural differences 
that could affect business negotiations or methods of operation. This does seem to 
suggest that the rationale for the inclusion of a European. dimension in the 
curriculum arises from the need to compete in a global marketplace, indicating a 
utilitarian perspective of education. It could be argued that this results in less 
attention being focused on the view of education as a self-actualising and 
emancipatory process. However, not all writers view the role of education in the 
integration process in only utilitarian terms. For example, some place equal stress 
on cultural understanding and peaceful co-operation among nations. Economic, 
political, social, cultural and ideological influences operating in a European context 
shape policy decisions. It appears that there is a lack of consensus concerning the 
rationale for and the place of a European dimension in education. Clarity of 
purpose may be a critical factor in the successful implementation of a European 
dimension. Fullan (1991) suggests that what is needed is a more coherent picture so 
that the people involved in or affected by educational change can make sense of 
what they and others are doing. He believes that it is necessary to contend with both 
the what and the how of change. This study will also examine why teacher 
educators think that a European dimension should form part of the change process 
in education today. Hargreaves (1994) suggests that if teachers' own desires for 
change along with the conditions that strengthen or weaken such desires are 
understood this will provide valuable insights into how changes can be made more 
effectively and indicate what should be changed.
Vonk (1992) raises a number of key questions. He asks, 'What are we training 
teachers for? What do we benefit from all this internationalisation of teacher 
education? Does not internationalisation imply the loss of a part of a nation's 
cultural identity? Is not our main concern to deliver well-trained teachers for our 
own society with its special needs and demands?' (p 53). Two further questions 
could be added. How does a European dimension contribute to the learning and 
teaching process? and in what way does the inclusion of a European dimension 
interact with the wider process of educational change?
These questions need to be addressed. However, there is a lack of research in the 
field of the European dimension and many crucial issues regarding the relationship 
between the education process as a whole and a European dimension have not been 
adequately explored. Empirical evidence that provides an insight into European, 
national and institutional perspectives of a European dimension in education is 
urgently required. Consequently, this research project seeks to explore some of the 
issues relating to a European dimension in education and provide an insight into the 
contribution it could make to improving the quality of the learning and teaching 
process in a changing society.
The present study analyses European and national policy documents and papers in 
an endeavour to identify the rationale, the influences and the level of direction 
provided for the implementation of the European dimension in education in five 
countries at European and national level. However, the main focus of the study is on 
teacher education. It examines teacher educators' understanding of a European 
dimension in education, the rationale behind its implementation, the part it plays in 
the educational process and the methods used to include it in the curriculum for 
student teachers. In this way, the study will make a contribution to the research in 
this area.
Biographical Note
The author is a senior lecturer in the faculty of education in a university in Scotland. 
She has responsibility for the co-ordination of international education, and in 
particular European education. Her understanding of teacher education and the 
requirements placed upon teacher education institutions regarding the development 
of a European dimension helped her to secure interviews with many fellow teacher
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educators and personnel responsible for promoting a European dimension in 
education (a list of the interviewees is provided in Volume 2, Appendix 2).
During the three year collection of research data, the author was seconded for three 
months to the Socrates and Youth Technical Assistance Office in Brussels which is 
an agency contracted to the European Commission. Its function is to support the 
management and operation of the European programmes. During this period the 
author had the opportunity to work with staff in the European Commission who 
have responsibility in the field of education. Although the period of time spent in 
Brussels was brief, it did provide an insight into the inner workings of the European 
Commission and provided access to documentation in the European Commission 
and Eurydice Libraries, that otherwise would not have been possible.
NB. A glossary is provided at the end of this volume. It provides brief explanations 
of European and national funding programmes; institutions and agencies engaged in 
promoting and developing a European dimension, as well as clarifying 
abbreviations that are commonly used.
Chapter 1 
Design and Methodology of the Study
Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the design and methodology used in the 
execution of this study. It begins by outlining its purpose and aims. It sets out the 
methods used to analyse documentary evidence and justifies the choice of semi­
structured interviews to gain an insight into the reality of the implementation of a 
European dimension in education. The relationship between the empirical data and 
social theory is discussed and it reveals the theoretical strands that will be threaded 
through this thesis.
The selection of the target group for study is explained and details are provided of 
how the interviews which formed a central part of this project were constructed, 
carried out and analysed.
The Purpose and Aims of the Study
The purpose of this study is threefold. First, to explore the nature of a European 
dimension in education : how it is defined and implemented in teacher education. 
Second, to identify the influences which led to the development of a European 
dimension in teacher education : the rationale for its implementation and the factors 
that are most influential in its development - personal, institutional, national and/or 
European factors. Third, to find out how much control teacher educators have in the 
implementation process : the freedom they have to decide on the nature and shape 
of changes, in relation to the development of a European dimension. Of particular 
interest is the inter-relationship of factors. For example, links between the 
definition, rationale and implementation of a European dimension in teacher 
education; links between influences driving implementation and the characteristics 
of the process; and links between the development of a European dimension in 
education and changes in learning and teaching.
Implementing a European dimension in teacher education is a complex process. The 
education of student teachers does not take place in a vacuum. The introduction to 
this study highlighted the fact that post-industrial, post-modern society is 
characterised by accelerating change. The speed of change, particularly in 
information and communication technology is a powerful force driving change in
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all aspects of life including education. Ease of travel, greater cultural diversity and 
different patterns of work all affect the way people lead their lives and place new 
demands on education systems. Factors affecting change function in interaction. 
One element of change in the learning and teaching process impacts on other 
aspects, which means that changes in teacher education cannot be considered in 
isolation.
Vonk (1991) suggests that teacher education is subservient to the school educational 
system. He says that changes in either the educational system or educational 
policies strongly influence both the structure and the content of the teacher 
education curriculum. In other words, to understand changes in teacher education 
one must examine the wider context in which it operates. Turner (1988) argues that 
we cannot fully understand the micro world without knowledge of the macro 
structural parameters that order micro encounters. Similarly, Fullan (1991) 
emphasises that neither level can be understood in isolation from each other. For the 
purpose of this study three levels of analysis are utilised, European (macro), 
national (meso) and institutional (micro). Although, for methodological purposes 
macro, meso and micro are analysed separately, this does not mean that in reality 
there is a substantive distinction. 'In the messy contexts of our real-life social 
behaviour the claims are often mixed up with each other such that there are no neat 
boundaries' (Layder, 1994, p 190). Making a distinction serves as a way of 
theoretically understanding some aspects of society and provides a methodological 
means of analysis of the data. In line with the views of Habermas (1971), things can 
be distinct, but they can also be linked.
The study examines the interactions between the levels in relation to the 
development of a European dimension and separate analysis assists the 
identification of the links. The intention is to identify the inter-relationship between 
the elements and understand how they are linked in reality. These links between, for 
example, teacher educators' views concerning the nature of a European dimension, 
the underlying influences and its development could not be identified by a priori 
theoretical grounds or by textual analysis alone. Empirical research is essential in 
order to gain an insight into the complex interplay of factors that results in teacher 
educators' actions. While the study exænines a range of European, national and 
institutional documents as a first step to understanding the European dimension in 
teacher education, the major part of the study is based on the empirical data 
collected from a wide range of interviews carried out with personnel at national and 
institutional levels.
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More specifically stated the aims of the study are:
• to analyse the influence of European policy documents which seek to 
encourage the implementation of a European dimension in education.
• to find out if there are national policy documents which provide direction 
on incorporating a European dimension in education and analyse their 
impact on the implementation process in teacher education.
• to analyse course documentation in order to identify the inclusion of a 
European dimension in teacher education in different European countries.
• to investigate teacher educators' understanding of the definition of a 
European dimension in education and the rationale for its inclusion in 
teacher education courses.
• to identify the influences that led to the implementation of a European 
dimension in teacher education.
• to investigate the implementation of a European dimension in teacher 
education in different European countries.
• to investigate the links between the aims listed above and their impact on 
the implementation of a European dimension in teacher education.
The task at the outset of the study is to find an appropriate theoretical framework to 
investigate the wealth of qualitative data generated by the documentary evidence 
and interviews. Following a review of a number of schools of thought regarding 
social theory (Marxists, structuralists, humanists, post-modernists etc.), no single 
approach or framework of ideas provided a comprehensive picture that would 
adequately embrace the macro, meso and micro levels of analysis. In line with the 
views of Foucault (1977) a grand theory approach which would underpin the work 
of the study does not appear to be feasible. As Layder (1994) points out, 'The 
circumstances of social life are such that they are an untidy amalgam of different 
influences and phenomena' (p 201). For this reason, the analysis of data does not 
attempt to adhere to any single social theory. Instead a form of eclecticism is 
favoured, in that the study draws selectively from different approaches to social 
theory. This does not imply that ideas are selected in a haphazard way, rather they 
are the result of reasoned choices considering the evidence available.
Layder (1994) suggests that social theory should be judged on its ability to make 
statements that can be tested against empirical evidence and that matters to be 
decided by empirical investigation should not be settled in advance by theoretical 
assumptions. The interviews carried out in this study provide a rich resource and are
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in themselves valuable records of the views of different educational actors about a 
European dimension in education. Unashamedly the focus of this study is on 
attempting to understand empirical reality. However, by taking this approach the 
study does not turn away from social theory: it simply does not wish to be 
constrained by it. This accords with Layder's viewpoint. Although he is against an a 
priori theoretical stance he says, 'An anti-theoretical posture simply substitutes one 
form of dogmatism for another and can only lead to nihilism and sloppy thinking, 
rather than significant advances in knowledge.' (p 223).
Consequently, a number of broad issues that are fundamental to educational 
developments and have been of concern to social theorists over the years imderpin 
the aims of the study. These are to do with beliefs about the purpose of education; 
the debate about European integration fulfilling the needs of society and/or the 
needs of the individual; views about teachers' and teacher educators' role in 
effecting change in the educational process and attitudes about the European 
integration process and education's role in it. Using the language of social theory, 
the main pillar of the study seeks to understand the dialectic between human agency 
and social structures. In other words, one of the challenges of the study is to 
investigate the degree to which teacher educators are capable of changing the 
circumstances in which they find themselves and of responding creatively to social 
constraints, while at the same time seeking to understand the way in which the 
social context shapes and moulds activity and behaviour. (Layder, 1994).
The differing views concerning the extent of freedom or power that teachers and 
teacher educators have to take decisions regarding any form of educational change, 
such as the development of a European dimension, are a concern in this study. Vonk 
(1991) identifies two extremes in terms of approaches to education and the teachers' 
role. They provide an interesting set of ideas which are useful in the analysis of both 
the documentary evidence and the collection of empirical data. One model adopts a 
bureaucratic-managerial approach to education. In this model, Vonk considers 
education as an arbitrary, imposed, pedagogically designed and bureaucratically 
structured delivery system, that results from political and economic debates rather 
than dialogues between interested parties about educational policies and practices. 
The teacher is regarded as a technician responsible for implementing a curriculum 
whose parameters are defined by an external body. Decisions about what should be 
taught and how it should be taught are taken at management level above the 
classroom and the school. This approach to education has implications for teacher 
education and the implementation of the European dimension. Vonk suggests that
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this model could be called the minimum competency model which requires teacher 
education courses to instil a high degree of subject knowledge and pedagogical- 
didactic competence, but places little emphasis on educational theory and teacher 
reflection. A utilitarian philosophy underpins this model: 'Education is seen 
primarily as something that serves extrinsic purposes, such as national interest, the 
economic needs of society or demands of the labour market. In this approach 
teachers have little to say either in their pre- and inservice training or in the 
composition of the curriculum content they teach.' (Vonk, 1991, p 120). Carr (1989) 
points out that standards, professional competence, accreditation, accountability and 
appraisal are part of the rhetoric employed to define the problem of teaching quality 
and to promote certain practical proposals for its solution. In this model, teacher 
educators have little control over the nature and scope of educational change and are 
constrained in the level of freedom they have to develop a European dimension in 
the curriculum of student teachers.
The second model that Vonk highlights implies participant-involved planning, 
collaborative efforts, shared authority and responsibility among various educational 
bodies as a prerequisite for meaningful developments in education. In this model 
emphasis is placed on self-determining teachers who have a central role in decision­
making. 'This approach places the teacher at the centre of the process of improving 
the quality of education.' (Vonk, 1991, p 119). Vonk suggests that in this model the 
teacher is seen as an innovative leader, who is capable of reflecting on his own 
actions and able to identify pupils' needs, to react to them and to evaluate the 
outcomes of those interventions. In this approach teacher educators are free to 
decide on educational changes and incorporate innovations according to the 
perceived needs of student teachers. In relation to this study, the implications are 
that in the case of Vonk's second model, teachers would have control over the 
design, content and implementation of a European dimension in education.
Fullan (1991) also identifies two different approaches to reform in education which 
share some similarities to Vonk's view's. Fullan uses different terminology to label 
the two approaches. The first he calls, 'intensification', which according to him 
results in increased definition of the curriculum, mandated textbooks, standardised 
tests tightly aligned with the curriculum, specification of teaching and 
administrative methods backed up by evaluation and monitoring. Under these 
circumstances the teacher's fireedom to influence change is limited. The change is 
imposed on the teacher. On this account, unless a European dimension is specified
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and approved in the curriculum, it may be difficult if not impossible for a teacher to 
include it in any meaningful way in the teaching and learning process.
The second approach identified by Fullan which he terms, 'restructuring', involves 
school-based management; enhanced roles for teachers in instruction and decision­
making; integration of multiple innovation; restructuring timetables supporting 
collaborative work cultures; radical reorganisation of teacher education; new roles 
such as mentors, coaches and other teacher leadership arrangements and revamping 
and developing the shared mission and goals of the school among teachers. In this 
case the teacher is involved and viewed as central to the change process. This 
approach empowers teachers, enabling them to take an active role in implementing 
innovations, such as a European dimension in education.
Vonk and Fullan both identify two distinct approaches to educational change, which 
represent two philosophical extremes. Fullan points out that in reality combinations 
of the elements of the two approaches are likely to be integrated in some situations. 
Indeed, Handy (1996) suggests that life today is full of paradoxes; of forces that 
simultaneously push and pull people in contradictory directions. For example, a call 
for more diversity and integration may be accompanied by greater emphasis on 
common standards and specification. The key point for this study is the extent to 
which one approach or the other prevails and how it influences the teacher 
educators' and the teachers' freedom to implement changes related to the European 
dimension. It remains to be seen which approach will dominate in this study, or if 
differences in approaches across the countries/teacher education institutions will be 
evident.
The two approaches to change also impact on the nature and organisation of 
teaching. Changes affect teacher culture as a whole. Each approach affects how 
teaching itself is defined and socially organised. Some teachers and some 
institutions may feel more comfortable with one approach rather than another. Some 
teachers may defend with vigour the status quo, while others may acknowledge that 
changes are required. Hargreaves (1994) emphasises that the theoretical debates 
about teacher professionalism on the one hand, and 'intensification' and de-skilling 
on the other hand, are not just matters of academic curiosity. He says that they pose 
fundamental questions about the nature of teachers' work and how it is changing. To 
implement any innovation implies changing the way things are done. This change 
takes place with the context of existing cultures of teaching. This study will
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examine the impact that implementing a European dimension has on teacher culture 
and how the implementation process interacts with wider changes in education.
In the search for understanding of a European dimension and intercultural education 
two models (Shennan, 1991, Bell, 1991) are analysed and discussed. These models 
are significant in this study, as they provide an initial conceptual framework for 
analysing the definition of and the rationale for a European dimension in teacher 
education. These models are explored more fully in the following chapters of this 
study.
As the sections above have indicated, the implementation of a European dimension 
in education involves change in teacher education. Consequently, the study draws 
on work carried out in the field of educational change in general. The work of 
Fullan (1991, 1993), Hargreaves (1994, 1995) and Fullan and Hargreaves (1992) is 
particularly helpful in analysing and understanding the key factors. The analysis of 
the implementation process is also aided by a 'Model for Internationalisation' 
proposed by Bremer and Van der Wende (1995).
The Methodologv for the Project
The fact that this study is the first to attempt an in-depth examination of the 
development and implementation of a European dimension in teacher education in a 
group of five European countries, explains the exploratory and descriptive nature of 
some parts of the project. To understand the context of the development of a 
European dimension, information about the European and national initiatives and 
about the education systems in each country is required. Holmes (1988) points out 
that it is necessary to describe specific initial conditions or national circumstances 
in as much detail as possible before analysis can take place. The descriptive 
approach forms the starting point for the study from which analysis and critical 
investigation can then be carried out.
Analvsis of Documents/Policv Papers
The purpose of the analysis of the EU documents is to provide a macro context to 
the study. It is not possible to analyse every document published concerning the 
European integration process and education as there is a huge amount. To attempt to 
do so would endanger the balance of the project between documentary and 
empirical evidence. The sheer weight of documents means that it is necessary to be
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selective. A large proportion of analysis of the documentary evidence is embedded 
in that a significant amount of research and reflection was required during the 
selection process. Decisions are made about what is fundamental to the study and an 
attempt is made to achieve a balanced selection.
The documents collected are either published by the EU, by agencies or authors 
commenting on EU initiatives and developments. The types of documentary 
evidence selected include European laws and regulations, policies, papers, reports 
and information booklets, as well as some statistical information. The structure for 
the analysis of the documents is in the first instance based on a chronological order. 
The Treaty of Rome (1955) marked the union of the founder countries of the EU, 
but was not significant in terms of a European dimension in education. Therefore, 
more contemporary documents are selected, particularly from 1976 onwards when 
education featured to a greater extent in the integration process.
The education system of each of the countries in the study is examined in order to 
become familiar with the political, economic, social and cultural context 
surrounding the development of a European dimension in teacher education. 
Understanding the forms of education operating in each country is crucial to 
understanding the dynamics of teacher culture. These may limit or enhance the 
opportunity to implement a European dimension.
At the meso and micro levels national and institutional documents/policies are 
analysed which provide more detailed information about national and local 
characteristics of the implementation of a European dimension and specific details 
of the implementation of EU resolutions. The national documents represent 
governments’ views on the developments that are taking place or ought to be taking 
place in the field of education and more specifically teacher education. These views 
are contrasted with the views of teacher educators and the meanings that including a 
European dimension in their work hold for them.
As Cohen and Manion (1994) advise, categories for classification of the information 
collected are determined after an initial inspection of the documents and cover the 
main areas of content. Thus classification categories are ’grounded’ in the empirical 
data.
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Initial Conceptual Framework
At the outset of the project a tentative conceptual framework was formulated to 
serve as a starting point to the investigation (see Volume 2, Appendix 1). It was 
based on the author’s previous work and experience in the development of a 
European dimension in education. Following the analysis of the documents and 
further background reading on the topic, this initial conceptual framework was 
modified.
Project Sample
The sample population is drawn from teacher educators, rectors/deans of teacher 
education institutions, officials from ministries of education and staff from agencies 
responsible for the development of an international/European dimension from 
Denmark, the Netherlands, Portugal, Scotland and Slovakia. The main purpose of 
the study is not to compare the findings of one country against another, although 
this does form part of the analysis. The study seeks to understand a European 
dimension in teacher education and it would have seemed almost a contradiction in 
terms to investigate such a dimension using a single country design. The 
comparative nature of the study enables analysis between, as well as within, 
countries, adding a European dimension to the study itself. It adds breadth and 
depth providing an insight into the implementation of a European dimension in 
teacher education institutions over a geographical and cultural range. The 
comparative nature also provides an understanding of some of the complexities in 
the diffusion of an educational innovation. According to Theisen and Adams 
(1990), comparison can help us to understand, to extend our insights and to sharpen 
our perspectives.
Selection of the Countries
Scotland was chosen because it is the home of the author of this study. The General 
Teaching Council (GTC) in Scotland, published a paper in 1990 stating that a 
European dimension should be included in all teacher education courses from the 
year 1992-93. Following the GTC paper, the author was charged with the 
responsibility of implementing a European dimension in one of the teacher 
education institutions in Scotland. This served as a catalyst to investigate a 
European dimension in education.
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In 1989 the European Commission undertook to organise a series of Summer 
Universities for Teacher Educators during the period 1989 - 1992, with a view to 
developing a European network of teacher education institutions to promote a 
European dimension in education. The Hogeschool Nijmegen in the Netherlands 
played host to the first Summer University. Therefore, the Netherlands was chosen 
because it could offer a perspective from teacher educators who have been involved 
in developing a European dimension in their work for some time. In contrast to this, 
Slovakia, a former member of the East European bloc, was chosen because the 
teacher educators there have only been able to promote a European dimension since 
1993, when the country received its independence. The Netherlands is a founder 
member of the EU and Slovakia is in the process of preparing its application to join 
the EU. This forms a useful point of contrast in the study sample.
Denmark and Portugal were chosen to complete the project sample in order to 
provide a perspective from teacher educators from a Northern European and 
Southern European country respectively.
The sample includes a total of seventy-seven people. Two teacher education 
institutions, situated in different towns or cities in each country were visited for the 
purpose of the study. The plan was to interview five members of staff in each 
institution. This included teacher educators and personnel from the management 
team (a detailed list of institutions and interviewees can be found in Volume 2, 
Appendix 2). However, at the time of the interviews variations to the plan occurred. 
For example, where a history lecturer was to be interviewed sometimes a language 
lecturer had been asked to attend the interview to provide linguistic support. The 
language lecturer then added his or her views. This resulted in more than five 
people being interviewed in some institutions. Difficulties arose because of the 
limited time available to carry out the interviews. Due to other work commitments 
of the researcher, it was only possible to visit each institution for a period of three or 
four days. It was a matter of choosing a time when most interviewees were 
available. If anyone was off sick or suddenly not available due to changed class 
arrangements, then it was not possible to interview them. When this occurred it 
reduced the number of interviewees in some institutions.
At least one official was interviewed from the Ministry of Education in each 
country (Scottish Office Education and Industry Department in the case of 
Scotland). Where more than one was interviewed, it was generally because the 
responsibility for the development of a European dimension was split between
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several people. The number of people interviewed at agency level varied in each 
country according to the structure of the organisations in place. For example, in the 
Netherlands and Scotland there were a number of agencies which play a part in the 
development of a European dimension in education. In contrast, in Denmark, 
Portugal and Slovakia there were either none or few agencies involved.
Three criteria determined the choice of the teacher education institutions. First, as 
the purpose of the study was to investigate a European dimension in teacher 
education, it was necessary for each institution to have at least adopted the idea of 
developing a European dimension. Second, it had to be able to supply five members 
of staff who could take part in an interview concerning the European dimension. At 
least one member of staff had to be the Rector of the institution or the Dean of the 
Faculty or a member of the management team. Where there was an international co­
ordinator he/she was an obvious choice for interview. Third, the staff to be 
interviewed had to have sufficient competency in English to take part in the 
interview.
In all cases, the group of staff to be interviewed was negotiated with a contact 
person in each institution well in advance of the visit. In an initial letter to the 
institution, explaining the aims of the project, a profile of the interviewees was 
suggested (e.g., Rector, Dean, course leaders, staff involved with implementation of 
a European dimension). A list of possible staff was compiled by the contact person. 
In some cases, further negotiation was required to ensure that the group of staff was 
as comparable as possible with the sample staff in other institutions.
It is acknowledged that the sample selected means that the data collected reflects a 
particular perspective and omits the views of many others. The possibility of 
sampling bias is also recognised, since the staff members who fitted the criteria 
were selected by someone within each institution. Undoubtedly, a value judgement 
was made by the contact person about the suitability of the interviewee. However, 
the limitations of the project are understood and any conclusions arrived at from the 
data collected take into consideration the project constraints. If a different group of 
staff had been interviewed in each institution or if different institutions had been 
selected, it is accepted that a different set of data may have been collected. 
However, as the study seeks to explore definitions and rationales for the 
implementation of a European dimension, it was necessary for the interviewees to 
fit a certain profile. Moser and Kalton (1977) suggest that a necessary condition for 
the successful completion of interviews is accessibility. By this they mean that the
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interviewee should have access to the information which the interviewer seeks: 
hence the need to select teacher educators who have some knowledge and 
experience of a European dimension in education. According to Yin (1984) the 
methodological orientation utilised in this project employs data collection methods 
which are appropriate to the type of inquiry envisaged, in that, selection of the case 
studies was dictated by their innovativeness in terms of a European dimension 
rather than their representativeness.
One further consideration regarding the choice of subjects to interview was the 
similarity between the interviewer and the target group. May (1993) suggests that 
they need to share a similar culture in order that the interpretation of the questions 
and the dynamics of the interviews do not vary to a great extent. He believes that 
the more standardised the interviewer is in relation to the subjects, the more reliable 
the data becomes. In the case of this study, all the interviews were carried out by the 
author of the study who holds a similar position to the teacher educators interviewed 
and has extensive knowledge of European documents and initiatives.
Timescale of the Project
The interviews were conducted over a period of thirty-four months: the first on 15 
November 1995 and the last on 23 September 1998. This period included the three 
month secondment of the author to an agency contracted to the European 
Commission. The timescale is not ideal in terms of comparability of the interview 
data, but the project was constrained by the fact that there was only one researcher 
to carry out all the interviews and they had to be fitted around other work 
commitments. It is accepted that the validity of the comparison of the interview 
material could be questioned over such a long period. However, it was felt that it 
was essential for one interviewer to conduct all the interviews and the similarity of 
many of the answers received in the last interviews compared to the first dispelled 
most concerns about the timescale. Also, it was possible to check if things that the 
early interviewees said would be implemented had in fact happened.
The advantage of having one researcher conduct all the interviews appears to out­
weigh the disadvantage of having to accept that the interviews had to be carried out 
over almost a three year period.
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Semi-structured Interview Technique
The semi-structured interview technique was selected as the most useful approach 
for the collection of personal accounts regarding the reality of the implementation of 
a European dimension in teacher education. It permitted a deeper and more detailed 
analysis of processes and structures (Bremer and Van der Wende, 1995). Ackroyd 
and Hughes, (1983) explain the interview approach. They say, 'Interviews carried 
out for the purpose of research have been defined as : encounters between a 
researcher and a respondent in which the latter is asked a series of questions 
relevant to the subject of the research. The respondent's answers constitute raw data 
analysed at a later point by the researcher.' (quoted in May, 1993 p 91).
This technique was chosen rather than using questionnaires because responses in an 
interview can be developed and clarified in a way that responses in questionnaires 
cannot. May (1993) suggests that interviews yield rich sources of data on people's 
experiences, opinions, aspirations and feelings. The semi-structured interview, 
which is not constrained by a prescribed set of identical questions, allowed greater 
freedom of response from the teacher educators, while still providing a structure for 
comparability. The aim was to collect as comparable a number of responses from 
each teacher education institution as possible; therefore face-to-face interviews were 
felt to be more likely to produce this result. The rate of statistical return of 
questionnaires is generally not particularly high and such a method was judged not 
to be appropriate in this study.
There was an added difficulty when interviewing people who have to respond in a 
language that is not their mother tongue. Benney and Hughes (1991) point out that 
where languages are too diverse, where common values are too few, where the fear 
of talking to strangers is too great, then the interview based on a standardised 
questionnaire calling for a few standardised answers may not be applicable. One 
example of where difficulties lie is that seemingly identical terms may carry 
different meaning in different countries. Only further clarification of terms reveals 
the meaning that is relevant in a particular case. Due to the diverse range of mother 
tongue languages and the possibility of cultural differences a questionnaire or a 
structured interview approach was not apposite for this study. Furthermore, 
although the majority of all the interviewees could speak English to a reasonable 
standard, completing a questionnaire in written English may have been a daunting 
task. Hence the semi-structured interview technique was selected for this study.
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A set of research questions (see Volume 2, Appendix 3) formed the framework 
around which the interviews were loosely structured. Interview schedules (see 
Volume 2, Appendix 4) were created in relation to the research questions. However, 
it is important to emphasise that the questions were not adhered to in a strict way. 
The interview schedule served as a useful guide to questioning prior to each 
interview. It was not referred to during the interview. There was no particular order 
to asking the questions. They were asked as they arose naturally in the conversation 
with the interviewees. The interview was conducted in the manner of a two-way 
conversation, rather than a question and answer session. Information gained from 
the answer to a question was often linked to the next question in an attempt to 
maintain the flow of conversation. Alternatively, the interviewer picked up on 
answers given at an earlier stage when asking related questions.
The emphasis in the questioning technique was to allow the interviewees to express 
their own opinions on the issues identified by the interviewer. The same core 
questions formed the basis of every interview, to allow for comparability of data, 
but the structure of the questions was flexible according to how the interview 
unfolded. As Kitwood (1977), cited in Cohen and Manion (1994), points out, each 
participant in an interview defines the situation in a particular, way. This was the 
case with the semi-structured interviews in this study: each interview proceeded 
according to the dynamics created by the interviewer and the interviewee.
Prior to the interview
May (1993) points out that interviews do not begin when discussion with the first 
interviewee begins. He says, 'Preparation by reading and initial exploratory work, 
understanding the situation into which you are going, clarifying ambiguities which 
people might have of the research and eliciting their co-operation and being 
sensitive to ethical, political and theoretical considerations in the process, form a 
central part of the practice.' (p 100). Therefore a considerable amount of ground 
work was carried out prior to the interview stage. For example, it was necessary to 
find out about the education system in each county, analysing national policy 
documents in order to become acquainted with some of the factors affecting the 
implementation of a European dimension at a national and institutional level. This 
information provided specific points for discussion during the interview. In this 
way, the ground work prior to the interviews proved to be invaluable.
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Moser and Kalton (1977) suggest that one factor contributing to the successful 
completion of interviews is cognition, or an understanding by the interviewee of 
what is required of him or her. Similarly, May (1993) points out that interviews are 
social encounters and not simply passive means of gaining information. Therefore, 
it was important that the interviewees not only knew what information was required, 
but they also understood what would be expected of them during the interview. May 
suggests that without this the person being interviewed may feel uncomfortable and 
this may affect the resultant data. He states, ' Clarification is not only a practical, but 
also an ethical and theoretical consideration.' (p 97). Hence, the interviewees were 
sent a short paper (see Volume 2, Appendix 5) introducing the project before the 
interviews took place. It included the project aims and the list of research questions. 
This provided an opportunity for the interviewees to gather any documents relating 
to the implementation of a European dimension. However, although it was clear that 
the majority of the interviewees had read the questions briefly, few had prepared 
anything prior to the interview, or had brought any documents with them. Most had 
to look for information during or after the interview.
Interview setting
At a national level, in the ministries of education/Scottish Office, all the interviews 
were conducted in the office belonging to the subject. The same was true in all cases 
but one for the interviews with personnel from agencies responsible for promoting a 
European dimension. One interview was conducted in a restaurant during the 
interviewee's lunch-break. In the teacher education institutions, the interviews were 
carried out in the teacher educator's own office or in a classroom, with the exception 
of one institution. In this case the interview was conducted in the international co­
ordinator's office over a working lunch. It comprised a round-table discussion with 
four members of staff. This was the only option available to enable this group of 
staff to be interviewed. The fifth member of staff to be interviewed in this 
institution was unexpectedly unable to attend.
In all cases the main criterion for the interview setting was a venue where the 
interview would not be interrupted, in order to ensure continuity and flow of 
conversation.
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During the interview
Despite information being provided prior to the interview, each began with the 
researcher introducing herself and expanding on the details of the study. This served 
to 'break the ice' and helped to set the interviewee at ease. The value of the person's 
contribution to the project was emphasised. May (1993) calls this respondent 
motivation. He suggests that if people feel valued their participation in the interview 
is likely to be enhanced. Similarly, Kitwood (1977) says that the interview is best 
understood in terms of a theory of motivation which recognises a range of non- 
rational factors governing human behaviour, like emotions, unconscious needs and 
interpersonal influences. These factors were understood and acknowledged by the 
researcher throughout the interviews; for example, watching body language for 
signs of tiring, providing sufficient time to answer, but being prepared to adapt the 
question if the interviewee appeared not to understand or looked uneasy etc.
All the interviewees were asked if a tape recorder could be used to record the 
interview discussion. The tape recorder was placed out of sight and a flat 
microphone that looked like a small black disc was placed on the table. Use of the 
tape recorder enabled the interviewer to maintain eye contact and allowed greater 
engagement in the conversation.
Typically, each interview lasted approximately one hour. A one hundred and twenty 
minute tape was used, so that one side of the tape ran for sixty minutes. This meant 
that there was no need to change the tape during the interview as this may have 
disrupted the flow of the conversation. The tape recordings provide an accurate 
record of the interview discussions. There was no danger of the researcher 
substituting her own words as may have been the case when taking notes of the 
conversation. There was only one occasion when an interviewee objected to the tape 
recorder being used, the reason being that the interviewee did not wish her inability 
to communicate in English to be recorded on tape. In fact, the interviewee had no 
difficulty communicating her thoughts in English. In this interview, detailed notes 
were written during the interview, taking care to use the words of the interviewee.
The interviewer attempted to set as relaxed an atmosphere as possible and sought to 
establish a rapport with the interviewee from the outset. Once the recording began 
the first questions asked were of a descriptive nature, in order to get the subject 
talking. May (1993) calls this the use of mini-tour questions; by this he means
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questions which ask the subject about his or her particular role and the tasks 
involved in the role.
Few of the interview questions were of a directive type requiring a 'yes' or 'no' 
answer. In the main, open-ended questions were utilised which allowed the subjects 
more latitude in their response. For example, 'Could you tell me about how you 
include a European dimension in your work?' Kerlinger quoted in Cohen and 
Manion, (1994) defines open-ended questions as 'those that supply a frame of 
reference for respondents' answers, but put a minimum of restraint on the answers 
and their expression.' (p 277). According to Cohen and Manion, 'such questions 
have a number of advantages: they are flexible; they allow the interviewer to probe 
so that he may go into more depth if he chooses, or clear up any misunderstandings; 
they enable the interviewer to test the limits of the respondent's knowledge; they 
encourage co-operation and help establish a rapport; and they allow the interviewer 
to make a truer assessment of what the respondent really believes.' (p 277).
The technique of probing was particularly valuable in this study, especially in the 
case of seeking the definition of a European dimension in education. Many of the 
respondents' answers were rather vague and additional probing was necessary to 
clarify what they meant. Language difficulties sometimes occurred and for this 
reason it was not always clear after the first answer what the respondent meant. 
Secondary questions were asked in order to gain a better understanding of the 
interviewee's views or he or she was invited to expand on issues raised by providing 
more details. On other occasions it was necessary to change the emphasis of a 
question or re-phrase the same question in a different way, to enable the interviewee 
to understand what was being asked. To verify the answer given, the interviewer 
often repeated the answer in a different way in order to check that she had 
understood what the respondent meant.
The use of the open-ended question technique often resulted in unexpected or 
unanticipated answers. For example, one of the teacher educators in Slovakia 
emphasised the level of governmental control which still exists despite the new so 
called democratic regime. This was expressed with more emphasis than other 
interviewees in Slovakia and the researcher was rather taken aback by the strength 
of emotion displayed by the respondent. In almost all cases the interviewer was 
surprised by the interviewees' readiness to answer at length and in some detail. Most 
spoke openly and frankly in a refreshing manner. It appeared that they welcomed
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the opportunity to talk to a sympathetic listener who was interested in what they are 
doing to implement a European dimension.
In the majority of interviews the respondents asked questions of the interviewer 
about developments initiated by the European Commission or about circumstances 
in Scotland. The questions were answered and appeared to add to the spirit of free 
conversation and joint enterprise.
Each interview concluded by the interviewer asking for permission to quote from 
the interview data. Every subject agreed to this, with only one person at ministry of 
education level asking to read the written transcript of the interview before it was 
published.
Post interview
Transcribing the tapes was a long process. A one hour tape took anything up to 
eight hours. The foreign accents of the subjects from four of the countries made the 
task particularly difficult. To be faced with approximately seventy hours of tape 
recordings to transcribe would have been a daunting task. To avoid feeling 
overwhelmed by the enormity of the task, the tapes were transcribed as soon as 
possible after the interviews took place. Therefore, a small batch was done at a time, 
making the process more manageable. Some of the interview tapes were transcribed 
by secretarial assistants, but the majority were transcribed by the author. The 
important analytical stage of becoming familiar with the data was assisted by 
transcribing the tapes, because it was necessary to listen and re-listen to the 
recordings many times in order to type them up.
Analysis by institution and/or by country began as soon as one set of interviews was 
completed. This built up a picture within an institution or within a nation of how the 
European dimension is implemented. Cross-comparison of the case studies became 
easier as familiarity with the individual transcripts grew. The data gathered during 
the transcription of tapes also informed future interviews. As a result of the 
knowledge and understanding gained during the transcription process the 
interviewer was able to probe the respondents in later interviews, in order to 
understand the extent to which answers given were similar to what had been said in 
previous interviews (see Volume 2, Appendices 6 - 11 for transcriptions of the 
interviews).
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Classification of Interview Data
The interviews generated a wealth of information, opinions and ideas, which 
presents its own methodological problems. From the extensive material selection is 
necessary. It is acknowledged that it is almost impossible to ensure that the 
selection, analysis and interpretation of the interview responses by the researcher is 
entirely value free. According to Cohen and Manion (1994), 'No matter how hard an 
interviewer may try to be systematic and objective, the constraints of everyday life 
will be part of whatever interpersonal transactions he initiates.' (p 275). Despite the 
intention to be objective, it is accepted that the reading and interpretation of 
interviewees' views and the experience of other systems of teacher education is 
coloured by the researcher's own value system. Kitwood (1977) cited in Cohen and 
Manion says that the solution is to have as explicit a theory as possible to take the 
various factors into account. In an effort to provide as objective a view as possible 
of the empirical data the conceptual framework around which the interview 
discussions were guided provides an initial structure for the analysis.
Bulmer (1986) suggests that concepts are a means of organising data. The first task 
was to identify a preliminary means of classification using the conceptual 
framework. Responses were categorised under particular headings. For example, 
responses relating to the rationale for including a European dimension in teacher 
education are initially categorised under political, economic, social and cultural 
headings. Bulmer calls this process articulation. According to him it is a means of 
putting a very large number of observations into smaller groups without premature 
closure. He suggests that classification should proceed from the general to the 
particular so that material can be examined in terms of broad groupings or detailed 
categories whichever are more appropriate for a given purpose. As the tapes were 
being transcribed in small batches the categorisation process evolved in a dynamic 
way. At the beginning broad categories were used. However, as the analysis of the 
growing number of interviews got under way recurring categories emerged from the 
respondents' own identification of concepts. 'Once research has commenced 
concepts may be formed by working back from regularities in the data which form 
empirically convenient demarcations.' (Bulmer, p 258).
In the case of this study the concepts discussed are not precise. For example, the 
definition of a European dimension is sometimes described in the European texts 
and by the interviewees in rather abstract terms. Often more than one definition is 
provided by the same respondent. Mutual exclusiveness, (that is, there should be
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one and only one place to put an item in a given classification system) is almost 
impossible. Some comments relate to political and economic issues and are 
consequently applicable to more than one category. Blumer cited in Bulmer (1986) 
distinguishes between definitive concepts and sensitising concepts 'While definitive 
concepts provide prescriptions of what to see, sensitising concepts merely suggest 
directions along which to look' (Bulmer, p 243). This description is useful in 
considering the conceptual framework employed in this study. As Bulmer points 
out, 'There is a constant interplay between the observation of realities and the 
formation of concepts, between research and theorising ...' (p 248).
The crucial point is the need for an open mind when analysing the data. The 
categories are open to modification and challenge by the empirical evidence. During 
the interviews it was necessary to adapt to the respondent's frame of reference and 
present as accurately as possible the respondent's own views of the situation. It was 
not a case of determining a definitive theoretical frame at the start of the project 
then attempting to fit the empirical data to the frame. The search for an 
understanding of a European dimension across a range of countries emerges from 
analysing and comparing the data. Bulmer (1986) suggests empirical findings must 
not be overlooked or subsumed under the social scientist's own categories. To avoid 
the criticism that the empirical data are ordered to fit categories determined a priori, 
care is taken to ensure that any categories which emerge from data as the research 
progressed are either added to the initial conceptual framework or the framework is 
adapted to take account of the respondents' views as is appropriate. Many points did 
fit the initial conceptual frame because the categories are of a general nature. What 
is required is the creation of sub-categorises to take account of the emerging points. 
An example of an emerging sub-category is the Portuguese teacher educators' 
comments regarding the influence of their post-graduate studies on the development 
of a European dimension. This came under the general heading of personal 
influences, but is different to responses in other countries as the emphasis on post­
graduate study was unique to Portugal; consequently a sub-category was required.
Therefore, the process is one of confirming initial concepts together with building 
up classifications from the data. Conceptual refinement is an integral part of the 
analysis process and is carried out in conjunction with the gathering of empirical 
evidence and the findings from the documentary investigation. 'Collection, coding 
and analysis of data are all inextricably bound up in each other. They should blur 
and intertwine continually from the beginning of the investigation to the end.' 
(Bulmer, 1986, p 256).
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The analysis and comparison of the interview transcripts leads to the identification 
of recurring key words, similarities and differences in viewpoints. Patterns of 
responses emerge in the interview transcripts between countries, within countries, 
between institutions, and within institutions. Responses from the interviewees in 
ministries of education and other agencies are compared with the European and 
national policy documents and papers. The analysis also seeks to compare responses 
between the macro, meso and micro levels. For example, responses from personnel 
at a national level are compared with teacher educators' responses.
In conclusion, it is must be acknowledged that the interviews cannot be assumed to 
produce data which reflect a 'real world'. (May, 1993, p 108). Interviews rely on 
people's account of their actions. According to May (1993) a straightforward link 
between a person's account of an action and the action itself cannot be made. May 
points out that interviewees' accounts may be inaccurate for one reason or an other. 
He suggests that while they may be a genuine reflection of a person's experiences, 
there could be circumstances or events which surrounded these of which the person 
is not aware. For example, some of the teacher educators say that there is no 
national policy or guidance regarding a European dimension in education, when the 
documents collected at a national level prove that there is. It is assumed that these 
teacher educators do not know they exist. Just because a respondent says that 
something is or is not the case, it cannot be assumed that in reality it is so. May 
suggests that a fuller understanding can only be achieved by witnessing the context 
of the event or circumstances to which people refer. However, in this study either a 
tentative conclusion is drawn when the same finding arises in other interviews or, 
where possible, the response is checked against other documentary evidence. For 
example, in an attempt to verify some of the interviewee responses, part of the 
analysis process looks for links between the interview data and course outlines, 
institutional guidelines and national policy documents. Cross comparison within 
institutions and within countries also contributes to verification of comments made 
during the interviews. Nevertheless, inevitably, much of the interview material 
(opinions and personal viewpoints) cannot be verified. Therefore, any conclusions 
reached avoid generalising from these views or interpreting isolated events as 
typical or characteristic across all teacher education institutions. The analysis has to 
take account of national, regional and local differences.
Ultimately, the strength of the semi-structured interviews is the emergence of a 
large amount of information, ideas, and viewpoints that has hitherto not been
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available to a wide audience for dissemination. The seventy plus hours of taped 
interview data provide a deep well for further investigation. This study seeks to 
explore particular aspects of a European dimension in teacher education and the 
semi-structured interview technique proved to be a valuable tool, but the empirical 
data collected offers potential for further study of wider issues.
NB. The evidence collected during the interviews is used widely throughout this 
thesis. It is recognisable by the referencing system used. The interviewee's name 
and the date of the interview is followed by the appendix number of the interview 
transcript. Appendix is shortened to App. For example, when interview material is 
used the reference system is: (Hviid, 1996, App. 6). Where a direct quotation from 
the transcript is used the page number is added. For instance, (McCall, 1997, App.9, 
p 468).
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Chapter 2 
European Treaties. Resolutions. Papers and Reports 
and the Development of a European Dimension in Education 
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a historical overview of treaties, policies, 
resolutions and events which have led to the current situation where greater 
emphasis is placed on a European dimension in education. To understand the 
present and contemplate the future it is helpful to look at how the European 
integration process has developed. It also helps to set the inclusion of a European 
dimension in the context of calls for wider changes in education.
The idea of European education is not new. The first suggestion of educational co­
operation in an international context can be traced back several centuries to men 
such as Comenius. Husen (1990) suggests that the idea of cross-national co­
operation in culture, science and education was a hallmark of the 17th century. 
Comenius suggested that the young should learn about the common culture of 
Europe and expressed a belief in universal co-existence. According to Husen 
Comenius was convinced that the main prerequisite for educational reforms of 
international proportion was a common language of instruction in higher education. 
Husen says, in order to understand Comenius's preoccupation with peace and 
international understanding, tolerance and education for pluralism, one has to 
consider a Europe plagued by lengthy and devastating wars. However, the impact of 
war on promoting a closer community of European states and educational changes 
in terms of a European dimension had to wait several centuries. Only after Europe 
had been devastated by two World Wars was the futility of constant national rivalry 
appreciated (Borchardt, 1995).
This chapter is concerned with more recent history, particularly events following the 
Second World War. Since then, there have been many developments, in an attempt 
to move towards a united Europe. There have been a number of key treaties and 
many European resolutions and directives. The historical perspective provided here 
will be selective, in that it will not provide a detailed chronology of all the events, 
treaties etc. which have been part of the dynamic and evolving process of European 
integration. Instead, this chapter will attempt to identify the particular events and 
texts which are of significance in the European integration process and those which
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have influenced the European dimension in education. Teacher education is the 
main focus of this study, therefore resolutions or directives concerning other levels 
of education which are not directly relevant to this field will be omitted. For 
example, while some reference will be made to vocational training, specific mention 
will not be made of European initiatives in Further Education.
The analysis of the European treaties, resolutions and papers will highlight the 
implications for change in education, considering the ways in which the inclusion of 
a European dimension impacts on the teaching and learning process and how it 
affects the nature and organisation of teachers' work. The chapter, particularly the 
last section, will draw on wider literature concerning the management of 
educational change.
The Evolution of the European Union
Borchardt (1995) suggests that Europe's collapse after the Second World War and 
the political and economic disintegration of outdated national structures set the 
stage for a completely fresh start and called for a far more radical approach to the 
re-ordering of Europe. He identifies three factors which he believes finally led to a 
new vision of an integrated Europe. First, the realisation that Europe had lost its 
place at the centre of the world stage to America and the Soviet Union. Second, the 
feeling summed up in the expression, 'Never again!' meaning that after two World 
Wars, military conflict must never be allowed to happen again. Third, the desire to 
create a better, freer and more just world in which international relations would be 
conducted in a more orderly way.
The idea of European co-operation was in the minds of some political leaders of the 
time. For example, in a speech in Zurich in 1946, Winston Churchill put forward his 
ideas for re-building Europe. He said that there was a need to provide Europe with a 
structure under which it could exist in peace and in freedom and proposed the 
building of a kind of 'United States of Europe'. However, it was the initiatives of 
Jean Monnet, Altiero Spinelli, Paul-Henri Spaak and Robert Schuman, which were 
responsible for setting in motion a series of events which began the process of 
closer collaboration between European nations and laid the foundations of the 
European Union (EU). The Schuman Plan led to the Treaty of Paris, signed in 1951 
which established the European Coal and Steel Community. The aim was to bind 
Germany politically and economically to a group of European states. Fontaine
(1995) suggests that in the post-war years the Community was primarily seen as a
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way of securing peace by bringing together the victors and the vanquished within an 
institutional structure. The underlying ideology of maintaining peace was based on 
changing the power structures. The Treaty of Paris was signed by six countries - 
Belgium, France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Luxembourg and the 
Netherlands. This group of countries were the founder members of the European 
Community and were gradually joined by other European countries over the years. 
There are presently fifteen Member States, and the process of enlargement of 
member countries continues.
Different strategies were put forward in order to develop the notion of shared 
power. The idea of a European Defence Community was proposed, but failed. 
While this halted the process of integration it did not end it. The foreign ministers of 
the six founder countries strove to continue the integration process by aiming for 
closer economic collaboration, side-stepping the more sensitive issue of defence. 
The outcome of the negotiations was the Treaties of Rome. The treaties signed by 
the six countries in 1957 established the European Atomic Energy Community and 
the European Economic Community (EEC). The signing of the treaties was an 
important step in the European integration process as it set out the Community's 
legal framework and later formed the core of the Treaty on European Union (1992).
Further efforts to move towards closer political integration met with opposition and 
made little headway. Although the Treaties of Rome set out a detailed programme 
for the introduction of a common market the timetable was not adhered to. It was 
not until the early 1970s that the process of integration was set in motion again with 
earnest. The 1970s marked the beginning of a period of world-wide monetary 
instability which was aggravated by two oil price crises. The need for economic co­
operation became more apparent and strengthened the argument for a community of 
European countries. In 1972 Denmark, Ireland and Britain took the decision to join 
the six countries of the Community. The economic and political rationale for 
membership was dominant.
During the 1970s new Community policy instruments were introduced which 
widened the scope for co-ordination of national policies. The first of these was 
European political co-operation which allowed for voluntary co-operation in the 
field of foreign and security policy. The second was the setting up of the European 
Monetary System in 1979. Its purpose was and still is to create monetary stability in 
Europe (Borchardt 1995). Such a system also serves to intensify the integration 
process between the countries.
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The 1980s saw the expansion of the Community southwards with Greece joining in 
1981 and Spain and Portugal in 1986. Progress towards European union was made 
in 1984 when the European Parliament adopted the draft treaty establishing the EU. 
The treaty was not ratified by national parliaments at that time, but it did put 
pressure on the member countries to make decisions regarding their desire to be part 
of a united Europe and establish what level their commitment to it would be. 
Undoubtedly a critical mass of countries linked in this way makes it increasingly 
difficult for other countries to remain outside the union and to a certain extent 
enforces conformity. This is not an ideal criterion for building a successful union; it 
is based on national self-interest rather than a view of the collective working to 
achieve something greater together.
An important milestone in the integration process was the Single European Act 
which was signed in 1986. It made amendments to the Treaties of Rome, and stated 
that the Community should adopt measures with the aim of creating a Single Market 
by 1993. This encompassed not only the economic objective of a large single 
internal market, but also fi’ee movement of citizens within the Member States. 
Progress towards the Single Market gave rise to further debate in each Member 
State concerning their membership and commitment to the EU, with the level of 
agreement differing in almost every case. For some countries their position in 
Europe, and the terms of their membership to the union, created difficulties within 
political parties causing splits amongst their members. It also highlighted a general 
suspicion of the EU among the general public in many of the Member States.
Events in the 1990s saw the transformation of the political structure of Europe. The 
fall of the Berlin wall in December 1989 led to the re-unification of Germany. The 
early 1990s saw the disintegration of the Soviet Union and démocratisation of the 
countries of Central and Eastern Europe. All of these factors had an impact on the 
European integration process and further strengthened the case for European union.
Progress on the Single Market continued and the prospect of a European Union 
became a reality when the Treaty on European Union was signed in Maastricht, in 
February 1992 and came into force on 1 November 1993. It is based on the original 
Treaties of Rome and the Single European Act, but incorporates further changes and 
extends the responsibilities and powers of the Community. The principal aims of the 
treaties establishing the Community and the Union are, to preserve and strengthen 
peace; to achieve economic integration for the benefits of the citizens of the Union
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through the creation of the Single Market; to work towards political union; and to 
strengthen and promote social cohesion within the Union. The Treaty on European 
Union moves the Member States from an economic community to a political union. 
It also includes a plan for establishing economic and monetary union by 1999 and 
an agreement to pursue the gradual development of a common foreign and security 
policy. Events to date provide evidence that these aims are in the process of being 
fulfilled. This amounts to significant changes and impacts on the definition of 
nationhood. The integration process increasingly affects more parts of people's daily 
lives and continues to court controversy.
One important aspect of the Treaty on European Union is the principle of 
subsidiarity, which means getting the right balance between Community and 
national action. In areas where both the Community and Member States have power 
to act, the Community will only do so if the objectives of the proposed action 
cannot be sufficiently achieved by individual Member States. However, any action 
by the Community in any field must not go beyond what is necessary to achieve the 
treaty's objectives. This is an important principle which ensures that countries 
maintain the right to act according to the needs and wishes of its own people in 
some matters. One such matter is education. The principle of subsidiarity also 
highlights one of the paradoxes of the integration process. The EU recognises the 
need to allow for diversity within the union, but at the same time strives to achieve 
greater unity. Achieving an acceptable and workable balance is a challenge that 
constantly has to be faced.
The path to the signing of the treaty in Maastricht was not a smooth one. There was 
not total agreement on all points in the treaty. A major part of the difficulty 
surrounds differing views concerning the two approaches to European integration : 
the federalist approach founded on the idea that local, regional, national and 
European authorities cooperate with one another, and the functionalist approach 
favouring a gradual transfer of sovereignty from the national to the Community 
level (Fontaine, 1998). This debate has not been resolved and continues to create 
friction between the political leaders of some of the Member States, as well as 
between political parties within the Member States. This on-going political debate, 
while healthy in a democratic process, does not help to inform the general public of 
the reality of the situation. Much of the media coverage of the political debates 
often takes up a negative stance, providing the people with a distorted view of the 
European integration process. As Shennan (1991) points out, the concept of unity 
has always been open to conflicting interpretation, and defenders of national
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autonomy or regional diversity are highly vocal. Issues such as sovereignty, 
defence, the environment, employment and inflation produce the most heated 
debates. The conflicts arise over the extent to which the EU or each nation should 
have responsibility for these issues. At the point of ratification of the Treaty on 
European Union it is questionable whether the general public in each of the Member 
States fully understood all the facts of what a European union would mean for them. 
Such criticisms as, a lack of easily understandable information, too much mis­
information and unnecessary bureaucracy have featured in the general press in the 
UK and other countries. The facts are hard to uncover and it is unlikely that many 
people have taken the time or had the inclination to read the Treaty of European 
Union. Consequently, it is unlikely that the majority of the general public in the 
Member States are aware of European treaties, resolutions and directives or how the 
European Commission and Parliament are organised and function or what the 
advantages of European Union are. Lack of knowledge hinders the possibility of 
understanding the meaning of the integration process. As Fullan (1991) referring to 
educational change suggests, the key to understanding the worth of particular 
changes or to achieving desired changes concerns the sense of meaning that people 
have. Slaughter (1989) believes that meaning is derived from an active process of 
involvement and participation. However, the general public do not appear to have 
engaged with the notion of European integration in any meaningful way. Poor 
turnouts of voters across Europe in the most recent elections of members to the 
European Parliament highlighted a feeling of apathy.
Borchardt (1995) says that at the point of ratification of the Treaty of European 
Union, 'Although it was not possible to convince all the critics of European 
integration of the merits of a united Europe the debate did make one thing 
abundantly clear : European integration cannot be imposed from above, but must 
grow organically - borne by the will and conviction of the peoples brought together 
in the Union. This means among other things, that the processes unfolding at EU 
level must be made more comprehensible and thereby ultimately controllable.' 
(pl4). This is an important message and one in which the education systems of the 
Member States have a role, which is, ensuring that future citizens of Europe are 
better informed of European issues. This does not mean that education should 
promote a pro-European stance. What is required is knowledge of European matters 
and the skills to analyse, criticise and make sense of the issues involved.
The degree of scepticism about European integration was noted by the European 
Commission. The issue of transparency - open debate and making Europe the
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business of every citizen - is one which continues to be a priority for the European 
Commission. One of the intentions of the Treaty of Amsterdam (1997) is to bring 
the EU closer to citizens by improving transparency and access to documents of the 
European institutions. However, it does not follow that access to information will 
necessarily lead to better understanding. One of the fundamental problems is that 
people do not have a clear sense of meaning about the purpose of European 
integration, what it includes and how it is proceeding. The focus needs to be on 
finding strategies which enable and encourage people to engage with the integration 
process. The EU recognises that while the European integration process is a reality, 
European citizenship is still in its infancy. Education's role in developing a sense of 
European citizenship is recognised by the European Commission.
The European Integration Process and Education
Jean Monnet has been described as one of the founding fathers of European unity 
and he has also been widely quoted as saying, 'If I had to do it all again, I would 
start with education'. Shennan (1991) suggests that, in the long run, social 
harmonisation and international understanding can only develop through education 
and grass-roots willingness to co-operate. A study published by the European 
Commission (1994) entitled. Cooperation in Education in the European Union also 
highlights the importance of education in the European integration process. It says, 
'At the end of the 20th century, education finds itself a central political issue and 
subject of debate at national level. Never before has its relevance to economic and 
social development been so widely recognised...' (European Commission, 1994, p 
5). The next part of this chapter looks at the relationship between the European 
integration process and education.
According to Bell (1991), two main bodies have been responsible for progress 
towards a common educational policy ; the Council of Europe and the Commission 
of the European Communities. The aims of the Council of Europe, founded in 1949, 
are : to work for greater European unity; to uphold the principles of democracy and 
human rights; to promote human values and to improve the quality of life of all 
Europeans through creating a sense of European identity based on a common 
heritage. As early as 1967 the Council of Europe was initiating projects to identify 
the essential characteristics of a coherent and integrated educational system (Bell, 
1991). The membership of the Council of Europe is not restricted to the EU 
Member States. It presently has 39 member countries. However, unlike the 
European Commission, the Council of Europe's conclusions on any issue can only
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be recommendations to national governments. Any recommendation must then be 
ratified by national governments. The Council of Europe must not be confused with 
the Council of European Communities which is made up of the Heads of State or 
Government from the EU Member States and the President of the European 
Commission.
The European Commission is drawn only from the Member States of the European 
Union. In carrying out their duties, members are obliged to be completely 
independent of their national governments and must act only in the interests of the 
Union (European Commission, 1995a). The Commission acts as guardian of the 
treaties and ensures that treaty provisions and decisions are correctly applied. The 
Commission also has sole right to initiate legislation. Therefore, the Commission is 
responsible for proposing Community policy and for the administration of the 
Community. The membership of the Commission is elected for a period of five 
years and is led by a President who is appointed by the Member States, (see Volume 
2, Appendix 12 for a brief outline of the four main institutions entrusted with the 
task of achieving the objectives of the EU).
It is acknowledged that the Council of Europe makes a contribution to the 
development of a European dimension in education. However, this study refers only 
to initiatives of the European Commission, which have a predominant role in terms 
of developing European policy. One of the aims of this research is the analysis of 
European policies, papers and documents that influenced the development of a 
European dimension in education; therefore, the key stages outlined below highlight 
the relationship between education and the various European treaties, resolutions 
and papers detailed in the earlier sections of this chapter.
At the foundation of the EEC in 1957 the general tenor was that the Community had 
no part to play in the field of education. These matters remained the sole preserve of 
national governments (Ryba, 1995). Education was not included in the Treaties of 
Rome (1957). The first steps of European integration undoubtedly had to be taken 
with great caution. A matter such as a joint education policy was too emotive a 
subject to approach because it was recognised that education is central to national 
culture and identity.
As has been mentioned the focus for integration in the beginning was clearly on 
political and economic matters. However, the Treaties of Rome did propose a 
common vocational training policy, because it was deemed to be related to
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economic development. This was followed by a Council decision in 1963 which 
laid down the general principles for implementing a common vocational training 
policy. However, as Borchardt (1995) points out, in the early years of the 
Community, education and training were only of indirect importance in the 
framework of freedom of movement and social policy.
In an attempt to identify a specific point when education moved onto the European 
agenda, the 1976 Resolution of the Council and of Ministers of Education, 
comprising action programmes in the field of education (Commission of the 
European Communities, 76/C38/1), which set up an Education Committee 
consisting of representatives of the Member States and of the Commission is the 
most obvious choice. The resolution called for closer relations between education 
systems in Europe and the Ministers of Education from each of the Member States 
now meet at least twice a year. The resolution identified areas for priority action and 
defined the roles of the Member States and the Community and their commitment to 
work together. The European Commission suggested that co-operation in education 
could not be developed without improving mutual understanding of the education 
systems and giving more attention to Europe in the education of both pupils and 
teachers (European Commission, 1994). To facilitate mutual understanding and 
exchange of information about the Member States' education systems, an education 
network system was set up called Eurydice. This network came into force in 1980 
and required action at national level to provide national dossiers of information 
about each country's system of education. This has to be continually updated and 
provides a means for all of the Member States to share educational developments 
and materials.
The need to prepare young people in order to make it possible for them to move 
between countries appeared on the agendas of the decision-makers at national level. 
The 1976 Resolution proposed that co-operation should begin between higher 
education institutions with the development of links which would promote the 
mobility of students, teachers and researchers and increase the possibility of 
recognition of study periods and qualifications gained in other Member States. 
Closer cooperation between higher education institutions is one of the themes that 
recurs in many of the European documents.
The objectives set out in the resolution laid the foundations for future action 
programmes in education such as Comett (encouraging co-operation between 
universities and enterprises regarding training in the field of technology) and
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Erasmus (promoting the mobility of university students). These first action 
programmes were designed to improve comparability between education systems in 
Europe and to organise activities which would promote the exchange of experience 
(Bell, 1991). The programmes also offer the possibility of direct contact with people 
from other European countries with a view to heightening awareness of other 
cultures. The programmes offer the opportunity to engage in dialogue on a personal 
basis, which is important if a shared meaning of a European dimension in education 
is going to be achieved.
Another factor marking a change in the EU's interest in education was a realisation 
that a union based on economic and political integration was too far removed from 
the daily life of people. The Stuttgart Declaration (1983) and the Fontainebleau 
Declaration (1984) both promoted the concept of European citizenship. In 1985 the 
Adonnino Committee was set up to pin-point action that would promote European 
citizenship. This led to the Resolution on A People's Europe (Commission of the 
European Communities, 1985) which had considerable influence on the 
development of transnational co-operation in education. The resolution suggests 
that the Community should help young people to prepare for an increasingly 
'European' future (European Commission, 1994). Specifically, the resolution states 
that the Community should encourage exchanges of young people at all levels and 
that every young person should have the chance to obtain a practical knowledge of 
at least two foreign languages before the end of compulsory education. 'European 
integration will not and cannot be a success unless our young people are interested 
and involved, hence the importance of education...' (Commission of the European 
Communities, 1985, p 7). According to Barnard (1995) education was seen as a 
means to influence the population at a time when the Community was conscious 
that the Single Market needed a human face. It may appear to some teachers that 
education is being used as a vehicle to enhance the European integration process. 
Such an overtly political strategy is unlikely to appeal to many teachers or hold any 
significant value for their day to day work with children. A stronger focus on the 
relationship between the development of a European dimension and the enrichment 
of the learning and teaching process is more likely to be of interest and appear 
relevant to a greater number of teachers.
The Single European Act (1987) strengthened the Treaties of Rome (1957) by 
introducing provision for greater economic and social cohesion amongst the 
Member States. This extended to education and training as the importance of the 
development of skills needed for the 21st century and the potential of the
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Community's human resources was recognised. According to the European 
Commission (1995b), the accelerating pace of technological change and the 
consolidation of the Single Market requires greater adaptability and mobility of the 
workforce in Europe. They suggest that education is the key to producing skilled 
workers in the future and reducing unemployment. While there is merit in this 
argument, simply identifying that changes in education are needed to prepare people 
for life in the 21st century is not enough to ensure practical action. Greater 
understanding is needed about the ways in which a European dimension articulates 
with the changes required in education in general and about the processes involved 
in implementing change.
The drive towards the Single Market resulted in the free movement of workers 
across the European Community as a complement to the removal of barriers to 
mobility of goods, services and investment. This led to a European Council 
Directive in 1988 which called for the recognition of all higher education diplomas 
that qualify a person for a recognised profession, provided the period of study lasts 
at least three years. Without recognition of qualifications across the EU, free 
movement of people between countries is severely hampered. However, given the 
diversity of the higher education systems in the Member States, it will undoubtedly 
take further work over a number of years to see this system work in reality. The fact 
is that at present there remain substantial differences in the national systems and the 
methods used to educate different professionals. Higher education institutions need 
to be willing to work together to establish points of reference between the various 
qualifications. Equally, institutions need to acknowledge the benefits for their 
students that greater parity across European countries would bring. Advances have 
been made recently with the introduction of the European Credit Transfer Scheme, 
but much more still needs to be done to reach a stage where qualifications make 
sense to employers across the European countries.
While the resolution in 1976 aimed to give a European dimension to the experience 
of pupils and teachers in primary and secondary schools in the Community, it was 
the 1988 Resolution of the Council and Ministers of Education (Commission of the 
European Communities, 88/C 177/02), which gave greater emphasis to the inclusion 
of a European dimension in education and outlined a number of concrete measures. 
The Council and the Ministers of Education stated that enhanced treatment of the 
European dimension in education is an important element, contributing to the 
development of the Community and achievement of the objective of creating a 
unified internal market.
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The purpose of this resolution was to strengthen a European dimension in education 
through a series of activities during the period 1988-1992. It encouraged the 
development of a European dimension in schools and through initial and in-service 
teacher education. The resolution aimed to strengthen in young people a sense of 
European identity; prepare them to take part in the economic and social 
development of the Community; improve their knowledge of the European 
Community and its Member States; and inform them of the significance of the co­
operation between those states and the other countries of Europe and the world. In 
addition, it said that young people should be made aware of the advantages which 
the Community represents as well as the challenges it involves in opening up an 
enlarged economic and social area. It appears to mix the ideology of European 
citizenship with an ideology linked to European capital growth. This highlights the 
inter-relationship between the inclusion of a European dimension and the purpose of 
education. What is required is a clearer picture of how the European dimension 
contributes to the learning process in relation to a variety of education goals. This 
underlines the complexity of implementing a European dimension. Is it about the 
development of a European society, or individual development or a combination of 
both? Different factors are likely to influence the view taken. Fullan (1991) points 
out it is necessary to comprehend the dynamics of educational change as a 
sophisticated process involving all kinds of individual, classroom, local, regional, 
national and European forces at work in an interactive way. This study aims to 
examine the forces acting at the macro, meso and micro levels in an endeavour to 
gain an insight into the inter-relationships associated with incorporating a European 
dimension in education.
By setting out a list of aims the 1988 Resolution provides a vision for change. 
However, visions need to be shared and must be linked to consideration of why and 
how changes should be implemented. Change must involve three main aspects: 
what changes to implement, how to implement them and why they should be 
implemented. According to Fullan (1991) these aspects interact and shape each 
other. In other words, it is necessary to understand both the change and the change 
process. The resolution did state that its objectives should be achieved by measures 
at both the Community and Member State levels. However, the subsidiarity 
principle means that the European Commission cannot involve itself directly in the 
change process at Member State level. Its role is to act as a stimulus for action.
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Following the resolution the European Commission have taken action at the 
Community level in the area of teacher exchanges and encouraged the formation of 
networks of teacher education institutions and university departments responsible 
for educating teachers (Réseau d' Institutions de Formation, RIF). The main 
objective of these networks was to establish links between institutions, to assist in 
the introduction of a European dimension into teacher education and to develop 
teaching material on the European dimension. The RIF networks were effective in 
raising the profile of a European dimension in many teacher education institutions 
across Europe. They provided a useful bridge between the ideas being proposed at 
the European Commission level and teacher education institutions. A variety of 
activities were planned and carried out. For example, teaching materials and 
European texts were produced jointly and short courses were devised and run by the 
networks. The people involved in the networks were undoubtedly engaged in the 
change process and some excellent work was produced. However, greater emphasis 
on disseminating information concerning the impact of the changes on teacher 
educators' and teachers' work and the key factors for effective change would have 
made a stronger contribution to the implementation of a European dimension in 
education. What is needed now, as Fullan (1991) suggests, is a better understanding 
of theories of change (the what) and theories of changing (the how). Both sets of 
theories need careful consideration in relation to how they interact with each other 
and affect the implementation of a European dimension in education. Value 
questions, concerning why a European dimension should be included in education 
also need to be included in the debate, in order to provide teacher educators with a 
clearer sense of purpose. Fullan argues that sense of purpose is an essential 
component in the change process.
The 1988 Resolution could and did invite Member States to take initiatives within 
the limits of their own specific educational policies and structures. For example, it 
called on the Member States to develop curricula, devise teaching materials, train 
teachers and support measures to promote contacts between pupils and teachers of 
different countries. Although it could not impose change, the Council of Ministers 
asked the Member States to report on their action and the initiatives taken to 
promote a European dimension, by the beginning of 1993. The resolution 
specifically asked the Member States to set out in a document their policies for 
incorporating a European dimension in education and to make the document 
available to schools and to other educational institutions.
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Although action at a national level was taken, the nature, the extent and the success 
of the action varied across the Member States. For example, in Scotland, the 
General Teaching Council, which is an independent professional body, responded to 
the resolution by issuing a paper. The European Dimension in Initial Teacher 
Education (1990). It states that the objectives of the resolution should be achieved 
through the provision of a systematic and structured programme of training for the 
teachers who will deliver the curriculum. This was followed by a response from the 
Scottish Office Education Department (SOED) in 1991 which says that, '...if young 
people are to be able to benefit fully from closer European co-operation, it will be 
essential to equip them with the knowledge, understanding, skills and attitudes 
which will enable them to take up the new opportunities. Education will have a 
crucial role to play in ensuring that this is achieved.' (SOED, 1991, p 2). Denmark 
did not respond officially to the resolution, in as much as it did not provide a report 
of its actions. This does not mean that a European dimension plays no part in the 
Danish education system, but it serves to demonstrate that different countries 
responded to the resolution in different ways. The impact of the resolution on the 
countries in this study will be discussed in following chapters.
In the context of preparation for the implementation of the Single Market in 1993 
the Council and Ministers of Education reaffirmed the objectives of Community co­
operation and policy in education. The following points were emphasised: 
developing a multicultural Europe which respects linguistic and cultural identities, 
where the European dimension of education instils in young people an awareness of 
being European, and where multilingualism becomes an instrument for dialogue and 
exchange; improving initial and continuing training of teachers to make it one of the 
main components of this development and contribute to improving the quality of 
basic education; contributing to European mobility for young people, teachers and 
students; acquiring the means to provide quality training for all and working 
towards a 'Europe of skills'; and helping Europe to open up to the rest of the world 
(European Commission, 1994). How do these high sounding objectives translate 
into practice? What meaning do they hold for teachers and teacher educators? What 
factors need to be considered to address the objectives? It is the aim of this study to 
find out to what extent the Commission's objectives have impacted on teacher 
education. It is the way in which these issues have been interpreted and made sense 
of in the local context of teacher education institutions that is of particular interest.
The Memorandum on Higher Education in the European Community (Commission 
of the European Communities, 1991) was drawn up by the Commission in line with
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the objectives of completing the Single Market. Economic goals and related social 
goals (especially the conditions required to make the European economy 
competitive in the long term and improve social cohesion) formed a major part of 
the memorandum. According to the memorandum, the success of the Single Market 
depends on having people who have the capability to operate across national and 
cultural boundaries. It suggests that a European dimension in higher education is a 
practical economic necessity, apart from its desirability on cultural and political 
grounds. It emphasises the need to ensure that a European dimension becomes much 
more a feature of the planning and functioning of higher education throughout the 
Community.
The memorandum identifies five main priorities for achieving the objectives of the 
Single European Act. These are: improvement of access for students; extension of 
opportunities for continuing education; development of partnerships between 
education and economic life; promotion of a 'European dimension* at all levels of 
education; and the development of new technology in education. The purpose of the 
memorandum was to stimulate wide-ranging debate during 1992 both within 
Member States and at Community level. The responses to the memorandum were 
analysed and published in a Study by the European Commission Task Force - 
Human Resources, Education, Training and Youth (Commission of the European 
Communities, 1993b, The Outlook for Higher Education in the European 
Community : Responses to the Memorandum). The responses indicate that it is felt 
that higher education systems should play an active part in achieving the goals of 
European integration. However, the study also says that the majority of responses, 
with few exceptions, took the view that the memorandum adopted an overtly 
economic approach which would be to the detriment of higher education. The Task 
Force response in the study counters this by saying, 'But even those who most 
loudly upheld the broader educational aims of higher education have to 
accommodate its vocational purposes and obligations to supply the economy and 
society with the skills and needs it requires to function, develop and prosper.' 
(Commission of the European Communities, 1993b, p 29).
In highlighting the diversity of higher education systems in the Member States, the 
memorandum returned to the issue raised earlier concerning the identification of 
reference points between the systems. The memorandum suggests that with the 
development of a European labour market and the growing mutual recognition of 
professional qualifications there is a demand for a 'European' education or at least 
one with a significant 'European content'. This implies going further than ensuring
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articulation between qualifications. It suggests that the content of courses should be 
changed to incorporate a European dimension. Set against the already considerable 
pressure on subject inputs in an expanding curriculum if the European dimension is 
viewed as an extra to be added, the memorandum's suggestion is likely to meet 
resistance. The impact of such a change cannot be taken lightly. How it affects the 
work of institutions and individuals needs to be more clearly understood. What is 
important in the context of teacher educators is their understanding of the purpose 
of the changes proposed by the memorandum and how they relate to other changes 
they are being asked to make. This illustrates the point that a European dimension 
cannot be considered in isolation. An awareness of the many forces of change at 
work is necessary. Fullan (1991) emphasises the futility of trying to implement one 
innovation at a time. He points out that factors affecting change function in 
interaction and must be treated as such. As Fullan says, change is multidimensional 
and solutions directed at one factor in isolation will have minimal impact. This 
suggests that including a European dimension must be situated in the wider context 
of educational change if its implementation is to be successful.
Many of the points raised in the memorandum are referred to in The Treaty on 
European Union (1992), the Green Paper on The European Dimension o f Education 
(Commission of the European Communities, 1993a) and two White Papers 
(European Commission, 1993 & 1995b). The significance for education, of the 
treaty and the papers is outlined below.
Education Formally Recognised as an Area of EU Responsibility
The Treaty on European Union came into force in 1993, some forty years after the 
birth of the European Community. It extended the powers of the Community in 
several areas, one such area being education. Prior to the treaty. Community 
responsibility in education covered only the implementation of a common 
vocational training policy. (It was a Court of Justice ruling in 1985 which allowed 
higher education to qualify as vocational training, thus enabling students and staff to 
participate in the Erasmus action programme.) The Treaty of European Union 
marked a historic point in Community action in education, introducing new articles 
which formally recognise education as a specific area of Community responsibility. 
Article 126, which refers to education; Article 127, which refers to implementing a 
vocational training policy; and Article 128, which refers to the flowering of cultures 
of the Member States, while respecting their national and regional diversity, form 
part of Chapter Three of the treaty which is devoted to 'Education, Vocational
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Training and Youth'. These articles serve as the legal basis for the EU's activities in 
the field of education and training.
Article 126 is particularly relevant to this study. It states that the Community shall 
contribute to the development of quality education by encouraging co-operation 
between Members States and, if necessary, by supporting and supplementing their 
action, while fully respecting the responsibility of the Member States for the content 
of teaching and the organisation of education systems and their cultural and 
linguistic diversity. The article sets out Community action under the following six 
headings: develop a European dimension in education, particularly through the 
teaching and dissemination of the languages of the Member States; encourage the 
mobility of students and teachers and encourage the recognition of diplomas and 
study periods; promote co-operation between education establishments; develop 
exchanges of information and experiences on issues common to the education 
systems of the Member States; encourage the development of youth exchange and 
exchanges of socio-educational instructors; and encourage the development of 
distance learning. The contents of this article are the result of a process of co­
operation in education which has its origins in the Resolution of the Council and 
Ministers of Education. This resolution comprised of an action programme in the 
field of education (1976) and has incorporated amendments suggested during the 
intervening years. On the face of it, the six headings outlined above appear to 
reiterate much of what has already been said in earlier European documents. 
However, education entering the Community treaties for the first time obviously 
represents a significant change which has implications for all levels of education, 
including teacher education.
The concept of European citizenship is given particular emphasis in the Treaty on 
European Union. Article 8 of the treaty makes specific reference to citizenship of 
the Union. The article states that every person holding the nationality of a Member 
State shall be a citizen of the Union, and that citizens of the Union shall enjoy the 
rights conferred by the treaty and shall be subject to the duties imposed by it. 
European Citizenship is another of the recurring themes that emerge from the 
analysis of the documents. However, the definition of European citizenship is 
problematic. Like many of the concepts discussed in this thesis it is not easy to 
arrive at a single definition that all would readily agree on. There is a distinction 
which needs to be recognised between citizenship as a legal concept and as a 
psychological/ideological concept. In other words, it is one thing to be bound by 
duties and to have certain rights, it is quite another to develop a sense of belonging
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or responsibility towards a community. The latter involves emotions, attitudes, 
beliefs and values. What the European Commission appears to hope is that 
education will play a part in developing both perspectives. The two perspectives of 
citizenship are important when considering citizenship education. Giles Jones
(1996) cites two approaches to citizenship education which bear some relation to the 
two definitions. In the first approach, which is called passive citizenship, education 
is provided about government structures and the rights and duties of citizenship. In 
the second approach, which is termed, active citizenship, education seeks to develop 
an understanding of political ideas and conflicts and encourage democratic 
participation. Discussion of educational approaches to develop European citizenship 
and citizenship in general is increasingly on the agenda of policy-makers at a 
European and national level. This study through the analysis of course documents 
and the interview transcripts, seeks to find out if European citizenship is included in 
teacher education courses.
The Green Paper on The European Dimension o f Education (Commission of the 
European Communities, 1993a) was put forward by the European Commission and 
was in effect the first document prepared by them in the spirit of Article 126 of the 
Treaty on European Union (1992). The purpose of the paper was to stimulate 
discussions on the possibilities offered by Article 126 before concrete proposals 
were put in place. Consequently, the Green Paper provided the Member States with 
an opportunity to consider possible future directions of Community action. This 
discussion phase ought to have given the Member States an opportunity to engage 
with the ideas proposed and allowed Ministry of Education officials and other 
educationalists to consider the ideas in relation to their educational system. The 
impact of the European papers at a national and institutional level will be explored 
during analysis of the interviews conducted as part of this study.
The introduction to the Green Paper points out the importance of taking time to 
reflect on the aims and the means of enabling the Community to contribute to the 
development of quality education, by encouraging co-operation between Member 
States. It says that incorporating a European dimension in education would raise the 
quality of education providing 'added value' through co-operation, exchanges of 
information, ideas and good practice. This in turn would contribute to European 
citizenship, based on the shared values of interdependence, democracy, equality of 
opportunity and mutual respect. The statement that a European dimension would 
result in raising the quality of education in the Member States and contribute to 
European citizenship masks the complexity of the changes that would be required in
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the education systems across Europe. The inclusion of a European dimension may 
well raise the quality of education, but how this will be achieved needs to be looked 
at in more detail. What is lacking is critical debate concerning why a European 
dimension should be included in education. This lack of debate is understandable 
given that European funding is on offer to develop a European dimension through a 
variety of joint projects and exchanges. Funding is not available for projects to 
question why it should be included in education. The focus on 'how' questions rather 
than 'why' questions effectively closes off a debate which could result in greater 
clarity of purpose and meaning.
However, it is to the Green Paper's credit that it appears to acknowledge that the 
development of a European dimension is just one factor in the adjustment of the 
educational process. The paper states, 'In the new context afforded by the Single 
Market, education has as one of its aims the preparation of young people to exercise 
their responsibilities in a wider social and economic area. It is in this perspective 
that the development of a European dimension of education must be seen as an 
important factor in the adjustment of the educational process to the new economic, 
social and cultural environment.' (Commission of the European Communities, 
1993a, p 3). What is needed is a clearer understanding of the way in which a 
European dimension articulates with other changes to the learning and teaching 
process. Empirical evidence is needed to support the view that Member States 
working together can make a better contribution to education across the Union.
Areas of major interest to those involved in education are covered in the Green 
Paper - co-operation between schools, educational innovation, exchanges of 
information and experience, and teacher education (Beemaert, 1994). According to 
the paper, the development of a European dimension in education and the 
development of a European labour market, would help pupils towards social 
integration and provide a better transition to working life. It acknowledges that 
teachers are central to the change process, suggesting that teachers are the main 
players in integrating the European dimension into the content and practice of 
education and consequently teacher education has a crucial role. This indicates a 
recognition that teachers must be at the heart of the change process if the inclusion 
of a European dimension in education is to be successful. Hargreaves' (1994) 
opinion emphasises this point. He says that proposing change is of little value if 
teachers do not play an integral part. Hargreaves points out that teachers do not 
merely deliver the curriculum. They develop, define and reinterpret it. He suggests 
that what teachers think, what they believe and what they do at the level of the
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classroom shapes the kind of learning that pupils receive. Greater understanding is 
needed of how the implementation of a European dimension interacts with changes 
required at the school, classroom and individual teacher level, as well as at the level 
of teacher education institutions and teacher educators. The Green Paper recognises 
the need to secure the support of teachers and teacher educators in the change 
process, but the European Commission is unable to interact directly with teachers in 
the Member States. Teachers work within a cultural context which may help or 
hinder the development of a European dimension in education. Therefore, the ideas 
proposed in any of the European documents have to find support at a national, 
regional, local, institutional and an individual educator level if they are to become 
operational in schools and teacher education institutions.
The subsequent debates and discussions which the Green Paper stimulated, 
contributed to proposals which the Commission has included in the Socrates action 
programme (1995 - 2000). The Community action programmes such as Erasmus, 
Comett, and Lingua were planned to run until the end of 1994. In order to ensure 
continuation of the experiences that these programmes had allowed and to move 
forward with new initiatives, the Socrates action programme was adopted by the 
Council of Ministers in March 1995 for a five year period. Similar to the other 
documents already cited, the Socrates Programme promotes the notion of 
cooperation and joint projects between people and institutions. The overall aim of 
the Socrates programme is to help improve the quality and relevance of education 
for children, young people and adults, by enhancing European co-operation and 
increasing access to the range of learning opportunities available in the Member 
States (Commission of the European Communities, 1995). In the programme. 
Community action is applicable for the first time to all levels of education including 
primary and secondary schools, universities and higher education establishments 
and teacher education institutions.
Commissioner Ruberti, upon whose initiative the Socrates action programme was 
proposed, says that through the exchanges of experiences and the transfer of 
innovation which it enhances, Socrates will contribute to the development of quality 
education in the whole Community and will thus facilitate the professional and 
social integration of youngsters in the society of tomorrow. By promoting amongst 
others physical mobility, the knowledge of languages and the use of modem 
techniques of open and distance education, it will enable a larger number of 
youngsters to benefit from the advantages of a true European space open to 
education. (Commission of the European Communities, 1993c COM (93) 185
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Final). The funding available through the European programmes is intended to act 
as a catalyst for the translation of policy rhetoric into practical action. The grants 
provided enable concrete activities involving teachers and teacher educators from 
different European countries to take place. The action programmes are based on the 
philosophy that working together in cooperation with others results in learning. 
Hargreaves (1995) supports this view. He says that working together is not just a 
way of building relationships, it is also a source of learning.
The Socrates programme reinforces the themes already set out in previous European 
documents. It says that it aims to develop quality education in Europe emphasising 
the link between education and Europe's economic future. The programme seeks to 
play a significant role in opening up the Single Market to both learning and working 
opportunities across national boundaries. The proposal says that in the increasingly 
competitive and global marketplace, high quality human resources and the effective 
production, transfer and sharing of information are of paramount importance. The 
Socrates Vademecum says, 'The Union's capacity for ensuring the closest possible 
co-operation across national boundaries in the pooling of educational resources, the 
stimulation of educational innovation and the provision of the highest quality 
education for the maximum number of people, will play an increasingly decisive 
role in determining the potential for economic growth and the quality of life in 
Europe.' (Commission of the European Communities, 1995, p 10).
The vademecum sets the inclusion of a European dimension in the broader context 
of societal change. It says that the education systems in Europe face similar 
challenges under the pressures of economic and social change. The introduction to 
the vademecum points out that the accelerating pace of economic and social change, 
the impact of technological advance, and the continuing process of European co­
operation and integration, all have considerable implications for education. It states 
that these factors present the systems of education of European countries with new 
and constantly evolving demands and challenges. According to the vademecum, 
effective responses must be found in order to enable Europe's citizens to fulfil their 
potential, play a full and constructive part in society, and participate actively in the 
further development of the European Union as a whole. It suggests that the 
divergence of approaches in different countries offers a rich opportunity for the 
exchange of ideas and expertise. The Socrates programme aims to make a virtue out 
of this diversity by supporting transnational co-operation as a means of seeking 
innovative solutions appropriate to the particular educational requirements of the 
countries participating in the programme. This is not an easy task. It is suggested
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that solving national or local educational challenges by means of transnational 
cooperation is fraught with difficulty. Fullan (1993) points out that many 
partnerships involve individuals and groups coming together with different 
viewpoints, world views and imagined solutions. Educational reference points and 
value systems will differ between and within different countries. This said, other 
writers suggest that differences in views are the very reason why cooperation is a 
helpful exercise. For example, Whitaker (1993) believes that too much similarity 
reduces the ability of educational systems to learn and adapt to rapidly changing 
environments. Humes and Bryce (1999) point out that education is and ought to be 
about diversity. Accepting these views, it could also be argued that in the case of the 
EU diversity is viewed in a positive light, in an attempt to ease any tension that may 
arise from the unity versus diversity dialectic. On the one hand, the EU is about 
uniting people and countries. On the other hand, it must be seen to respect diversity.
The accent on a broad-based education in European texts since the Treaty of 
European Union appears to suggest that the EU recognises that the purpose of 
education extends beyond a purely economic and vocational perspective. However, 
the White Paper on Growth, Competitiveness, Employment - The Challenges and 
Ways Forward into the 21st Century (European Commission, 1993) places the 
focus firmly back on a utilitarian approach to education. The paper's preamble states 
that the catalyst for its publication is the unemployment situation in Europe. It 
emphasises that the crucial problem of employment in a permanently changing 
economy compels the education and training system to change. It continues saying 
that the design of appropriate education and training strategies to address work and 
employment issues is, therefore, a central preoccupation. Its aim is to foster debate 
on the development of European economies, in order to withstand international 
competition and create jobs. What is evident is that it is a complex mix of internal 
factors in the union and external global factors that interact over time and create the 
pressures which lead to calls for educational change.
The paper makes a clear link between high quality education and the European 
economy. It stresses that human resources constitute the European Union's main 
economic asset and suggests that it is the place of education and training in the 
fabric of society and their links with all economic and social activity which must be 
re-examined. Laek of concrete evidence to support the claim that a better educated 
society would necessarily result in a stronger economy fuels debate on the emphasis 
within education on utilitarian and vocational issues. Although the recurring theme 
of the paper is education's role in the development of economic growth, it is carefiil
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not to dismiss personal development completely. It states, 'There can be no doubt 
that education and training, in addition to the fundamental task of promoting the 
development of the individual and the values of citizenship, have a key role to play 
in stimulating growth and restoring competitiveness and a socially acceptable level 
of employment in the Community.' (European Commission, 1993, p 117). The 
challenge for teachers is to find an operational balance that satisfies both the needs 
of individuals and society. This is not an easy exercise for teachers in a context 
where market discourse often appears to be dominant.
The White Paper, Teaching and Learning : Towards the Learning Society 
(European Commission, 1995b) takes forward the ideas raised in the White Paper 
Growth, Competitiveness, Employment (European Commission, 1993). The 1995 
White Paper suggests that education and training have emerged as the latest means 
for tackling the employment problem. The paper's content gives a clear indication 
that it is the change in society towards an information age that is the driving force 
for educational change. It emphasises the importance of acquiring knowledge at 
different times and in various situations and describes the society of the future as a 
'learning society'. It suggests that the future of the EU and its development will 
depend largely on its ability to manage progress towards this, new society. The 
introduction to the White Paper (1995b) says that its purpose is to plot out the route 
to this new society by identifying the options available to the EU in education and 
training. The paper launched the European Year of Lifelong Learning highlighting 
the need to explore new ways of learning, establishing closer partnerships between 
schools and companies and making greater use of multimedia in schools and teacher 
education institutions. Increased importance is attached to the idea of providing 
flexible opportunities for lifelong learning and equipping individuals with the 
capability to adapt to changing needs and different work patterns throughout their 
lives. This is set to be one of the challenges for education in the next century. The 
changes to education suggested in the paper are not superficial. They imply that 
more than tinkering with content is required. What is being proposed demands 
radical changes to the whole learning and teaching process. The focus is on the 
learner learning rather than the teacher teaching. Learning in partnership with a 
variety of people, institutions and agencies is emphasised. The use of new 
technology to access and share information and ideas is highlighted. This provides 
further evidence that including a European dimension in education is one element 
that has to be considered along with a raft of other changes if education is going to 
meet the needs of the information society. What appears to be lost in the paper's 
rhetoric is the nature of the contribution that a European dimension makes to these
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broader changes. In many cases it is referred to in abstract terms or its role is 
understood by implication. This sort of vague language is not easily translated into 
practical classroom realities. What the paper does do for the reader is highlight the 
complexity of understanding the European dimension implementation process.
Part one of the White Paper (1995b) sets out what its authors believe to be the 
challenges facing Europe as it moves into the 21st century. The paper suggests that 
European society faces three factors of upheaval. These are the internationalisation 
of the economy, the dawning of the information society and the rapid developments 
in science and technology. The paper suggests that there are essentially two 
solutions to these problems. First, the building up of a broad base of knowledge and, 
second, the development of everyone's employability using a number of methods. 
For example, by encouraging mobility among young people, by developing 
opportunities for continuing education, by accrediting skills acquired in life 
(irrespective of whether they were acquired through a traditional course) and by 
offering second chance education to those who failed in the mainstream education 
system.
The paper continues the debate about the purpose of education. It says that on the 
one hand, education and training will increasingly become the main vehicle for self- 
awareness, belonging, advancement and self-fulfilment, on the other hand, it says 
getting the best out of our human resources will improve competitiveness, boost 
jobs and safeguard social achievements. 'To examine education and training in the 
context of employment does not mean reducing them simply to a means of 
obtaining qualifications. The essential aim of education and training has always 
been personal development and the successful integration of Europeans into society 
through the sharing of common values, the passing on of cultural heritage and the 
teaching of self-reliance.' (European Commission, 1995b, p 3).
However, the paper emphasises that the essential function of social integration is 
under threat unless it is accompanied by the prospects of employment. It suggests 
that the foundations of any European society purporting to teach its children the 
principles of citizenship would be undermined if this teaching were to fail to 
provide for job prospects. The paper takes the view that the three essential 
requirements in modem Europe - social integration, enhancement of employability 
and personal fulfilment - are not incompatible but are in fact closely linked. The 
paper does not address how education for personal development and education for 
economic growth can both be accommodated in the classroom. It attempts to be all­
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embracing, which may sound feasible on paper, but in reality is much more difficult 
to achieve. As Fullan (1991) points out, the crux of change is how individuals come 
to grips with reality. He suggests that the enormity of the change process is 
frequently underestimated. For the purpose of this study, understanding where 
teacher educators are at and the range of factors that affect their daily work is 
essential if the implementation of a European dimension is to succeed. Fullan says, 
'Change is usually not introduced in a way that takes into account the subjective 
realities of teachers.' (p35). The teacher educators' perspectives of change will differ 
according to a complex mix of personal characteristics and factors relating to the 
context in which they work. Undoubtedly the perspectives of the teacher educators 
in the five countries in this study will be constructed differently from the authors of 
the European documents cited in this chapter. Policy-makers on the one hand, and 
local practitioners on the other, come from divergent worlds (Fullan, 1993). What is 
apparent is the gap which needs to be closed between the aspirational language of 
the EU documents and the reality of day to day teaching.
The White Paper provides examples of the ideal or the goals for teachers to aim at 
and evidence of the paradoxes of change. It says that the school is where the 
learning society has its roots. It points out that while schools have to adapt, they 
nevertheless have to remain the instrument for everyone's personal development and 
social integration. The paper says that education must be opened up to the world of 
work, yet it stresses that this should happen without reducing the point of education 
solely to the purpose of employment. Nevertheless, it says that an understanding of 
the world of work, a knowledge of enterprises, and an insight into changes which 
mark production processes, are some of the basics which schooling must take into 
account. It appears that the aim of personal development and lifelong learning is 
emphasised in order to provide the individual with knowledge and skills to suit the 
needs of employers and new work patterns. The rationale is not about education for 
self-actualisation; the dominant discourse is market-driven. The paper concludes by 
saying, 'The world of work is going through a period of transition and profound 
change and the signs are that in Europe, as elsewhere, a new age is about to dawn 
which is more variable and impredictable than those which went before. It is in the 
European dimension that a forward-looking society can be built...' (European 
Commission, 1995b, p 50). The discourse here appears to suggest an approach to 
education that is increasingly technocratic. A competency-based education with lists 
of skills to be acquired, does not sit well with a democratically negotiated 
curriculum which provides room for individual growth and endeavour. The effect of 
over-determining teachers' work with lists of competences related to the perceived
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needs of future employment may restrict teacher autonomy, de-motivate and 
increase stress levels in the profession. This does not sound like the language of co­
operation and democracy. On the contrary, as Beare (1993) points out the language 
of current reforms appears to be concerned with control and governance. He 
suggests that newly emergent school organisations are characterised by politically 
controlled and efficient management; decentralised responsibility; and reliance on 
national government policies and priorities.
To study the proposals of the White Paper (1995b) in greater detail and to pursue a 
number of education and training policy issues related to the proposals, the 
European Commission established a Study Group on Education and Training. This 
group published a report entitled. Accomplishing Europe through Education and 
Training (European Commission, 1997a). To some extent the report serves as a 
counter balance to the strength of the economic perspective taken in the White 
Paper. It says, 'The vision and aim is that education should make it possible to give 
everyone the opportunity for personal development and for achievement at the high 
levels required by the new competitive economic context, and also to acquire 
personal resources needed for an all-round personal development and social 
integration.’ (European Commission, 1997a, p29). The report states that Europe's 
education and training systems need to respect the basic principles of education, 
whose aims go far beyond a purely utilitarian perspective. For many educators who 
are sceptical of the EU's rationale for education this statement would be welcomed 
if it indeed heralds a shift in the EU's thinking. This more liberal perspective to 
education is in keeping with the cultural emphasis proposed in Article 128 of the 
Treaty on European Union. Once again in this report, it appears that the EU is trying 
to steer a course which will go some way to easing the tension between the 
utilitarian and more liberal approaches to education. In addition, it highlights the 
point that polarised patterns of thinking exclude the possibility of seeking an 
interaction of the two perspectives.
The latest European document. Towards a Europe o f Knowledge (Commission of 
the European Communities, 1997, COM (97) 563 Final), certainly continues the 
theme of education for personal development; however, it is still framed within a 
economic/competitive perspective. It says, 'The Commission's Agenda 2000 
proposes making the policies which drive a knowledge society one of the four 
fundamental pillars of the Union's internal policies. ... Economic competitiveness, 
employment and the personal fulfilment of the citizens of Europe are no longer 
mainly based on the production of physical goods, nor will they be in the future.
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Real wealth creation will henceforth be linked to the production and dissemination 
of knowledge and will depend first and foremost on our efforts in the field of 
research, education and training and on our capacity to promote innovation. This is 
why we must fashion a veritable 'Europe of Knowledge'. (Commission of the 
European Communities, COM (97) 563 final, pi ) .
The document says that the emphasis should be on a solid broad-based education 
and on a set of skills (technological, social and organisational) which is conducive 
to innovation. Similarly in the Treaty of Amsterdam (1997), the Member States 
declare that they are determined to promote the development of the highest possible 
level of knowledge for their people through wide access to education. This again 
implies complex change. How this will be achieved effectively remains to be seen. 
It will be interesting as this study progresses to note how much of the European 
rhetoric found in these texts is incorporated into the discourse of the educational 
decision-makers in Denmark, the Netherlands, Portugal, Scotland and Slovakia.
Changing Times. Changing Education
From the analysis of the content of the variety of European treaties, resolutions and 
papers some core themes have emerged. The European documents are all based on 
the ideology of creating a union of countries linked economically, politically and 
socially, which will be capable of asserting itself on the international scene. The 
documents emphasise education's role in this integration process and comment on 
its interface with economic, political and social factors. Fundamental principles 
such as human rights, equality and justice are emphasised. It appears that the 
implementation of a European dimension is not viewed as an end in itself. It is 
heralded as a way to raise the quality of education across the European Union, 
which, it is claimed, will in turn have a positive effect on the employability of its 
citizens. The European documents included in the analysis chart the changes that 
have occurred in society and outline the challenges for education. The most recent 
documents highlight the need to prepare European citizens for life in an information 
or knowledge society. The implication is that a European dimension must be 
considered as an interconnected part of far-reaching changes required in the 
educational process.
A complex web of external and internal change factors is apparent from the study of 
the documents. Some of the impetus for change has its origins beyond Europe, 
while other factors are internally driven. The analysis indicates that wider changes
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of a global nature have impacted on the European integration process and these in 
turn have resulted in a call for changes in education. For example, the world oil 
crisis meant that it made more sense for countries within Europe to unite for 
economical reasons. The shift in political views which resulted in radical change in 
the former Eastern European countries, strengthened the democratic ideology. 
Within the last decade in particular, technological and scientific advance have 
impacted on society in hitherto unforeseen ways. New information and 
communication technology makes vast amounts of information readily available to 
more and more people through international electronic networks. Integration 
processes within Europe and beyond along with greater cooperation and mobility of 
labour have increased the need for cross-cultural contact. These developments 
create new needs for global communication and tolerance of diversity. All these 
factors are, according to the EU documents, the forces that are driving changes in 
education. According to Hargreaves (1994), the discourse is grounded in the central 
proposition that the challenges and changes facing teachers and schools are not 
parochially confined to education, but are rooted in a major socio-historical 
transition from a period of modernity to one of post-modemity. He says that 
teachers and schools are being affected more and more by the demands and 
contingencies of an increasingly complex and fast-moving post-modern world. 
Hargreaves suggests that without an understanding of where all the pressures and 
changes are coming from there can be no clarity or coherence about the change 
process.
The European documents indicate that the changes have posed challenges for the 
teaching and learning process. The future can no longer be based on stability; rather 
it needs to be based on developing the courage to face change and embrace new 
kinds of life-skills, strategies and goals. The most recent European papers and 
reports cite high quality education as the answer to these challenges. However, it is 
argued that the education systems as currently constituted are not able to respond to 
the changes required. The COMMITT Report, entitled. Teaching and Learning for 
the Future (Plomp et al, 1996) suggests that the present education systems cannot 
meet the demands of a new society. The report says that institutional frames of 
reference are still shaped by current systems or by decades of education practice. 
Slaughter (1989) points out that instead of looking to the future, education systems 
remain caught up in the business of reproducing an obsolete past. Hargreaves 
(1994) suggests that while the rules of the world are changing rapidly the rules of 
teaching have not. Similar to Slaughter's opinion and the views summarised in the 
COMMITT Report, Hargreaves contends that the basic structures of schooling and
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teaching were established for other purposes and other times. He says that while 
society moves into a post-industrial, post-modern age, schools and teachers 
continue to cling to outdated structures and modes of organisation.
Hargreaves suggests that it is necessary to examine the implications for teaching in 
the context of rapid change within teachers' work as well as the world beyond it. He 
believes that on the one hand, there is an increasingly post-modern world, 
characterised by accelerating change, intense compression of time and space, 
cultural diversity, technological complexity, national insecurity and scientific 
uncertainty. On the other hand, stands a modernistic, monolithic school system that 
continues to pursue deeply anachronistic purposes within inflexible structures. 
Hargreaves sees little point in attempts to incorporate innovative changes into old 
mechanistic models, suggesting that innovations twisted to fit established patterns 
of schooling do not amount to real or effective change. He suggests that in a post­
modern world the structure and organisation of schools and teaching needs to 
change. Applying Hargreaves’ analysis to the topic of this study suggests that trying 
to implement a European dimension which involves collaborative practice and joint 
enterprise is doomed to fail in an education system that limits teachers to working 
mainly in isolation with few channels for professional dialogue about the learning 
and teaching process.
Teacher education does not stand outside these criticisms of the inability of the 
education to cope with change. Fullan (1991) points out that teacher education does 
not prepare students for the complexities of educational change. Similarly, the 
COMMITT Report says that present-day training courses do not provide adequate 
training for the teacher of the future. The message is that education, including 
teacher education, is not able to implement many of the changes suggested in the 
EU documents without radical changes to the structure and organisation of teaching. 
Plomp et al (1996) believe that a new relationship between education and society 
will generate a completely new definition of education. The problem is who will 
decide what teacher education courses for the future should be. According to 
Slaughter (1985) many individuals within the education system are aware of the 
obsolescent imperatives which govern their work, but what is lacking is a means of 
coming to grips with the breakdown of industrial society and negotiating new or 
(renewed) understandings and purposes. He believes that a futures perspective is 
what is required.
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Teacher education should be at the forefront of educational change in order to 
prepare student teachers for the future. However, teacher educators themselves must 
be able to understand and cope with the changes needed to orientate to the future. 
They cannot assist students to deal with change and contemplate the future if they 
are locked in the present or worse still the past. The COMMITT Report points out 
that as education systems have to change to meet the demands of the information 
and communication age, teacher education will have to reform accordingly. The 
problem as Slaughter (1989) sees it is that there is a very large gap between the 
speed of change and the imaginative capacity to articulate credible future 
alternatives. Teacher educators need to be willing to engage in the change process 
and be prepared to find new ways of working. It is suggested that incorporating a 
European dimension is part of this process of change.
To prepare for a future as outlined in recent European documents it is necessary to 
attempt to specify the learning needs of the future. Some of the documents offer 
some suggestions. It is pointed out that as scientific knowledge becomes more 
provisional, the validity of a curriculum based on given knowledge and 
incontestable fact becomes less credible. In these circumstances teachers no longer 
have the monopoly on knowledge and this alters teacher-pupil relationships and the 
learning process. The COMMITT Report points out a shift is required from a 
teacher oriented arrangement of the learning and teaching process towards more 
student oriented arrangements. In this scenario the teacher's role shifts from a 
transmitter of knowledge to a guide and a facilitator of learning. This implies a new 
model for learning and teaching. 'Processes of inquiry, analysis, information 
gathering and other aspects of learning how to learn in an engaged and critical way 
become more important as goals and methods for teachers and schools.' 
(Hargreaves, 1994, p 52). Educating young people in skills and qualities like, 
adaptability, responsibility, flexibility and capacity to work with others are 
important goals for teachers and schools in a post-modern society. Hargreaves 
believes that this strongly suggests the need for school environments which can 
generate the autonomous, individualised and meaningful collaboration essential for 
the post-industrial workplace. He says that education for citizenship, political 
participation and social responsibility, will be equally necessary so that the future 
generations will be ready and willing to engage in discussions and deliberations 
about constructive and socially valuable uses of technology, along with new 
associated patterns of employment. Greater clarity is needed in order to illustrate 
where and how a European dimension fits into these complex changes.
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Fullan (1991) emphasises that policy change is not practice change. The European 
documents offer little in the way of insight into practical solutions regarding the 
implementation process. The European Commission is unable to impose changes in 
the Member States' education systems or in the way their teachers work. It has been 
pointed out that the principle of subsidiarity enshrined in the Treaty of European 
Union (1992) limits the European Commission's direct intervention in 
implementing change in education in the Member States. The authors of the EU 
documents have made suggestions about what they believe the content or the goals 
of the changes should be, but what needs to be understood is how the teacher 
educators in this study have engaged in the change process, if at all.
The changes to the learning and teaching process outlined above, imply the need for 
multi-dimensional change. According to Fullan (1991) there are least three 
dimensions to implementing change: namely, the possible use of new or revised 
materials; new teaching approaches; and alteration of beliefs. 'All three aspects of 
change are necessary because together they represent the means of achieving a 
particular goal or set of goals.' (Fullan, 1991, p37). Taking the example of one of 
the European documents, the Memorandum on Higher Education in the European 
Community ('Commission of the European Communities, Î991) calls for changes to 
courses to include 'European content'. Fullan would argue that a change in content 
only is unlikely to be effective if the other dimensions remain the same. None of 
the European documents deal adequately with changes to teaching approaches or 
changes to teachers' beliefs and attitudes. Fullan points out that these dimensions of 
change are much more difficult to contend with, particularly changes to beliefs. He 
says that changes in beliefs challenge the core values held by individuals regarding 
the purposes of education. Furthermore, beliefs are not often explicit, discussed or 
understood, but rather are buried at the level of unstated assumptions, making them 
difficult to change. The European documents do not and perhaps cannot comment 
on how those involved in trying to implement a European dimension come to 
confront the behavioural and conceptual implications of change. These changes are 
not confronted at the level of policy, but unfold in practical situations. In other 
words, it is at the level of teacher educators that change relating to the 
implementation of a European dimension will or will not occur. However, these 
changes must be understood according to the European, national and institutional 
context that the teacher educators are situated in. This highlights the reason why an 
investigation at the macro, meso and micro levels is required.
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Fullan (1991) suggests that it is necessary to think about educational change 
processes as an overlapping series of complex phenomena. Consequently, more 
needs to be understood about the dynamic interrelationship of the three dimensions 
of change, in relation to the implementation of a European dimension in education. 
Fullan points out that it is difficult to define exactly what the dimensions of change 
are with respect to materials, teaching approaches and beliefs because they are 
likely to be transformed and further developed according to the practical reality of 
the learning and teaching situation. 'The real crunch comes in the relationships 
between the new programmes and policies and the thousands of subjective realities 
embedded in people's individual and organisational contexts and their personal 
histories.' (Fullan, 1991, p43). The implication is that any changes made to include 
a European dimension in education and teacher education, will be influenced by a 
range of factors relating to the context of the changes. For this reason differences 
are likely to occur in the way that the European dimension is implemented in each 
country in this study. What works in one country or one institution or for one 
teacher educator may not necessarily work for another. Different teaching cultures 
exist in different situations and at different times. As Fullan (1991) points out, 'The 
nature of educational change should be examined according to the specific values, 
goals, events and consequences that obtain in concrete situations.' (p28). To 
understand the impact of the European documents on the implementation of a 
European dimension in teacher education it is necessary to understand how teaching 
cultures interact and shape actions. Indeed, Fullan (1991) suggests changes 
commonly fail because they fail to take account of teacher cultures.
Another of the core themes evident in the European documents is that of 
cooperation and collaboration. For example, the Socrates Vademacum points out 
that all the education systems operating in the EU are faced with similar challenges 
relating to the integration process and the impact of the information society. The 
suggestion is that educationalists should establish a European collaborative culture 
in order to find solutions to these challenges. The notion is that sharing ideas, 
methods and resources, and establishing a professional dialogue to solve problems 
will contribute to the overall quality of education in Europe.
Hargreaves' (1994) view coincides with the European documents in as much as he 
believes that collaboration should be a key element at all levels of education. He 
suggests that the kind of organisations that are most likely to succeed in a post­
modern world are ones characterised by collaboration and continuous improvement. 
In accord with many of the statements in the European resolutions and papers he
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says, 'Collaboration in dialogue and action provides sources of feedback and 
comparison that prompt teachers to reflect on their own practice. ... Collaboration 
pools the collected knowledge, expertise and capacities of the teacher workforce to 
enable it to respond swiftly to changing constraints and opportunities.' (p245).
At a superficial level the notion of collaboration emphasised in the European 
documents is sound. However, it fails to take account of the complexity of 
establishing a meaningful and lasting culture of collaboration at a European level. 
Teacher cultures have often been characterised in terms of isolation, whereby a 
teacher operates alone in the classroom and, according to Fullan (1991), the typical 
situation is one of maintaining the status quo. He cites Lortie (1975) who says, 'The 
teacher ethos is conservative, individualistic and focused on the present.' (Fullan, 
1991, p35). Like Hargreaves (1994), Fullan (1993) suggests that the way to break 
down traditional isolation among teachers is by fostering norms of collaboration and 
shared inquiry. However, in order to achieve this a paradigm shift is required. 
Greater collaboration requires changes to the traditional model of teaching and 
learning. This in turn requires changes to teaching cultures.
The culture of teaching communities is another concepts that is hard to grasp. Part 
of the problem is that teaching cultures consist of sets of multiple and sometimes 
overlapping cultures. Whether teachers and teacher educators will be willing or able 
to adopt the idea of European collaboration depends greatly on the cultural context 
they operate in and their ability to adapt to and accept change. Some teachers 
educators will be ready to work towards the notion of European cooperation, while 
others will hold back. Miles and Snow (1978) cited in Whitaker (1993) describe two 
quite different ways that organisations have of reacting to a changing environment. 
According to them, 'defender' cultures are characterised by a determination to 
sustain the status quo. 'Prospector' cultures strive for an innovative edge in the 
changing environment, recognising the importance of flexibility and adaptability. 
The balance of defenders and prospectors will determine the degree of difficulty 
encountered in changing the culture. Whitaker (1993) points out that the strength of 
traditional orthodoxy is immense. He says that as institutions struggle to adapt to 
accelerating change it is useful to consider the 'inheritance factor'. 'This can be 
described as a tendency to cling to structures from the past.' (Whitaker, 1993, p8). 
He believes that there is an uncomfortable tension between preservation and 
alteration. Fullan and Hargreaves (1992) emphasise that the difficulties of changing 
deep-rooted teacher cultures should not be underestimated.
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Trying to understand more about teaching cultures and sub-cultures is necessary in 
order to comprehend some of the difficulties associated with changes such as the 
implementation of a European dimension. Teachers and teacher educators are not a 
homogeneous group and cultures do not operate in a vacuum. They are formed 
within and framed by particular structures. For example, cultures are shaped by 
national, regional and institutional factors as well as personal histories. A complex 
mix of factors and influences interact to determine culture. Hence, the cultural 
make-up of individuals and groups of teachers differs. Therefore, it is inevitable that 
teaching cultures will differ between institutions and between countries. Whitaker 
(1993) explains that culture is essentially the human factors of the system - 
'personality, relationships, interacting values, behaviours and experiences.' (p4). 
Fullan and Hargreaves (1992) point out, 'Age, stage of career, life experiences and 
gender factors make up the total person. They affect people's interest in and reaction 
to innovation and their motivation to seek improvement.' (p37). According to 
Hargreaves (1994) cultures of teaching help give meaning, support and identity to 
teachers and their work. He identifies two dimensions to cultures of teaching, 
namely, content and form. Hargreaves suggests that the content of teacher cultures 
consists of beliefs, values, attitudes, habits and established ways of doing things that 
are shared within a particular teacher group or among the wider teacher community, 
based on assumptions that they hold about the learning and teaching process. It is to 
do with, 'The accumulated wisdom of how to handle the job, derived from their own 
experience and the experience of all who have had the job before or share it with 
them.' (Marris (1975) cited in Fullan, 1991, p36). Form, Hargreaves describes as the 
characteristic patterns of relationships and association between members of those 
cultures. He says that it is through the forms of teacher culture that the content of 
different cultures are realised. Hargreaves believes that to understand the forms of 
teacher culture, is to understand many of the limits to and possibilities of teacher 
development and educational change.
The previous chapter pointed out that different approaches to educational 
development exist. Vonk (1991) referred to the two approaches as bureaucratic- 
managerial and participant-involved. At a national or institutional level one or other 
approach may be dominant. The particular approach taken will impact on the 
teaching culture and is likely to influence what is possible in the change process. 
This research project seeks to explore the following question: Are there differences 
in the teaching cultures in the five countries and the ten teacher education 
institutions that affect the approaches taken to the implementation process? Chapter
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Three of this study identifies the more general cultural differences that impact on 
education in Denmark, the Netherlands, Portugal, Scotland and Slovakia. The 
analysis of the interviews carried out with the teacher educators will provide an 
insight into the institutional cultures which support or limit a European dimension.
It is helpful at this point to note what Fullan and Hargreaves (1992) suggest 
characterises effective cultures of collaboration. According to them, '...effective 
collaboration operates in a world of ideas, examining existing practice critically, 
seeking better alternatives and working harder together to bring about 
improvements and assessing their worth.' (p77). Unity must be about, 'creating a 
sense of connectedness, building structures and processes which emphasise 
interrelatedness and participation rather than division and detachment.' (Whitaker, 
1993, p4). Fullan and Hargreaves acknowledge that meaningful collaboration is not 
a simple task. In fact, they highlight the enormity of the task when they say that in 
order to achieve a cultural of interactive professionalism, the profession of teaching 
as a whole must change. This includes teacher educators. Sarason cited in Fullan 
(1993) points out that you cannot have students as effective collaborators without 
teachers having the same characteristics. Similarly in order to encourage future 
teachers to engage in collaborative cultures, it is necessary for teacher educators 
themselves to be willing to work in collaboration with others at an institutional, 
regional, national, European and global level. This will require changes to the way 
that many teacher educators work.
Fullan (1993) believes that it is important to consider changes to teaching cultures 
before attempting to implement structural reforms in education. He hypothesises 
that reculturing leads to restructuring more effectively than the reverse. 'In most 
restructuring reforms new structures are expected to result in new behaviours and 
cultures, but it is much more powerful when teachers and administrators begin 
working in new ways only to discover that school structures are ill-fitted to the new 
orientations and must be altered.' (Fullan, 1993, p68). According to Fullan real 
change occurs when teachers understand the need for change and actively seek 
solutions to the problems of learning and teaching. Whitaker (1993) says that more 
awareness is needed of the complexities of organisational life and the extent to 
which cultural factors affect and influence the key decisions that are taken.
Much has been made in the EU documents of creating a European collaborative 
culture, but it is important to point out that collaboration per se may not necessarily 
lead to positive experiences. Contrived collaboration which involves manipulating
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situations to enable teachers to work together to implement the mandate of others is 
a long-way from the professional interaction that Hargreaves has in mind. 
'Collaboration can be a device to help teachers work together to pursue and review 
their own purposes as a professional community or it can be a way of reinscribing 
administrative control and persuasive and pervasive discourses of collaboration and 
partnership.' (Hargreaves, 1994, pl6).
Herein lies a dilemma for the European Commission. Teachers and teacher 
educators may be suspicious of EU moves to encourage collaboration if they view 
them as a deliberate method of bureaucratic control designed to bring people within 
the Union together for economic and political benefits. In this scenario, the EU is 
acting as an external locus of control and this may result in teachers and teacher 
educators feeling dominated and manipulated. In these circumstances, national, 
regional and local identities may feel threatened by the proposals in the treaties, 
resolutions and papers that call for greater European collaboration. The EU counter­
argument to accusations of attempting to contrive collaboration would be that 
European frmding programmes act as a catalyst to bring people together. It is up to 
the people themselves in each country to select partners and the topic of 
collaboration. It is a combination of top-down and bottom-up factors that leads to 
the collaborative process. What is clear is that the EU needs to be cautious about 
how it presents its desire for greater professional collaboration if it is not to arouse 
feelings of manipulation and control.
Fullan and Hargreaves emphasise that building collaborative teaching cultures 
involves a long developmental journey. European collaboration has only started this 
journey. This thesis is about the implementation of a European dimension in teacher 
education and finding out where the five countries and the ten institutions in the 
study are in terms of this developmental journey.
Conclusion
This chapter has provided an overview of the events and influences leading to the 
EU's promotion of a European dimension in education. The overview serves to 
show the dynamic nature of the emerging EU. Its construction is not complete and 
the latest Treaty of Amsterdam (1997) sets out the EU's plans for enlargement. The 
Union may comprise as many as twenty-five countries in the early part of the next 
century. This puts added pressure on the EU decision-making process and increases 
the difficulties of creating a democratic union that is meaningful to the people.
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The chapter has outlined the range of European texts which have highlighted the 
role of education in the integration process : treaties, resolutions, green papers, 
white papers, memorandums and reports. In other words there has been no shortage 
of initiatives since 1976 attempting to engage education in the European integration 
process.
The main thrust of the argument for the EU's emphasis on education appears to be 
based on economic growth and wealth creation. The same points recur again and 
again in the EU documents and core themes emerge. It seems that much of what is 
said in one text is repeated in the next. This may be a deliberate plan to reinforce the 
Commission's message. The discussion shows that the EU documents have tried to 
soften the economic discourse and latterly they acknowledge that education is also 
about personal development and fulfilment. The texts argue that these factors are 
not incompatible and that education must address both. However, it appears that 
while the individual may benefit from self-realisation in the eyes of the EU, this will 
also contribute to the production of a skilled workforce. In other words, education is 
seen as a means to an end, rather than an end in itself. It could be argued that by 
keeping the main focus on a utilitarian perspective the EU is attempting to avoid 
controversy. If it chose to emphasise personal development to a greater extent it 
may be criticised for attempting to interfere with matters that are the preserve of the 
education systems of the Member States. Efforts to maintain as non-confi*ontational 
approach as possible in many cases leads to ambiguity which does not serve the 
implementation of a European dimension well.
The analysis of the European documents situated the European dimension in the 
wider changes required in education. The discussion showed that much more 
understanding is needed of the changes that are required to meet the needs of the 
21st century and of the change process. The fact that the rhetoric of the EU treaties, 
resolutions, papers and reports is likely to evoke different responses in different 
contexts was raised. This issue highlighted that it is necessary to take account of the 
complex inter-relationship between the changes called for and teaching cultures.
One of the key points for this study is the extent to which the European documents 
have impacted on the education systems of the Member States and teacher 
education in particular. Only the analysis at the meso and micro levels set out in 
later chapters will show how EU proposals are interpreted nationally, regionally or 
locally.
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Chapter 3 
Overview of the Countries in this Study 
Introduction
Vonk (1991) points out that the mode of decision-making and control over a 
country's education system is an issue that divides educational policies in Europe. 
Models range from centralised to decentralised, but most lie in an intermediate state. 
The evidence shows this to be the case in this study. The educational policies in all 
the countries indicate that the teacher education institutions are autonomous and 
operate at a de-centralised level. The legislation states that they are able to make 
decisions regarding the content of their courses and the methods they employ for 
delivery. However, generally guidelines exist that shape the framework of the 
courses. In addition, the reality of preparing teachers to work in a school context 
which has curriculum guidelines issued by central government, or an examination 
system devised centrally, means that the teacher education institutions must make 
their decisions regarding course elements, in the light of centrally-driven 
educational policies. Therefore, changes in the educational system which affect 
schools, in turn influence the structure and define the extent of freedom which 
teacher education institutions have to develop their own courses. This point is 
significant in considering the freedom that the teacher education institutions have to 
make decisions regarding including a European dimension in their courses.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the education systems in 
the countries included in this study (Denmark, the Netherlands, Portugal, Scotland 
and Slovakia). The key features of each country's education system are identified in 
an attempt to understand the contexts in which the educational decision-making 
process takes place. Although teacher education is the main focus of this study, it is 
necessary to have a broader understanding of the education system as a whole and 
the context in which student teachers will work in order to understand the numerous 
factors which influence the implementation of a European dimension in education.
The previous chapter indicated the importance of understanding teaching cultures 
which are affected by a complex range of different factors, including the cultural 
context in each country. Consequently, in this chapter information about each 
country, the educational system and in some cases the philosophy which is strongly 
embedded in the culture of the country, is presented. The selection of content differs
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for each country because, although there are similarities, there are variations in the 
way education is organised and delivered. The criteria for inclusion of information 
are linked to factors influencing decision-making in education or to the 
development of a European dimension. The information presented is collected from 
a variety of sources. For example, from the Eurydice network which regularly 
updates information on each country's education system, from national documents 
and from up-to-date information gathered during the interviews conducted in each 
country.
Chapter Two highlighted the diversity that exists in higher education institutions 
across Europe. Similarities and differences in the form of teacher education courses 
in each of the countries in this study are evident. The core elements of teacher 
education courses are similar, although the terminology differs. Each course 
includes subject studies, professional studies and teaching practice. However, the 
balance between the core elements and the emphasis placed on the theory/practice 
relationship is different. These differences are of interest to this study because the 
different forms of teacher education may impact on the nature of a European 
dimension and the way that it is implemented in course work. It is also necessary to 
consider the magnitude of the changes required to implement a European dimension 
in each country. Examining the differences in the forms of teacher education 
highlights the different starting points in the change process which have to be taken 
into account. For example, Slovakia, has to embrace the greatest change in order to 
include democratic ideals in education. Norms of collaboration, which are evident 
in Denmark, do not exist in Slovakia. Therefore, it has to be acknowledged that the 
countries in this study have different legitimate priorities which may impact on a 
European dimension, hindering or helping it to develop. Fullan (1991) points out 
that the relevance of change, the readiness for change and the resources available to 
support change have to be considered. Each country will be at different points in 
relation to these three states identified by Fullan.
The main intention of this chapter is not to compare, contrast or identify patterns of 
relationships between countries. This will follow in later chapters, when looking 
specifically at the European dimension. However, significant cultural differences or 
differences in the form of teacher education which may affect the implementation of 
a European dimension will be highlighted. Each country is dealt with in alphabetical 
order to avoid giving the impression that any one country has more significance 
than another.
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It should be noted that a characteristic that is common to all the education systems 
in the five countries is change. Therefore, the author is aware that changes were 
planned and have been taking place since the data were gathered and the interviews 
took place. As far as possible the changes that were proposed at the time of writing 
have been incorporated into this study.
Denmark
Introduction
Denmark, which is situated in northern Europe, covers a total area of 43,000 square 
kilometres and has a population of around 5 million. It is a country with a 
homogeneous population. Apart from a small German minority it has relatively few 
immigrants compared with other Western European countries (Eurydice/Cedefop, 
1995). However, this situation is changing rapidly as the number of immigrants 
steadily rises.
The Danes describe themselves as individualistic non-conformists who are 
equivocal about their relationship to the state, or to other . large systems of 
government and administration, as witnessed by events surrounding the referenda 
on the ratification of the Treaty on European Union. With only a slim majority 
Denmark voted to join the European Economic Community in 1973.
However, many of the Danish teacher educators interviewed claim that Denmark 
has an international outlook. They explain that Denmark is a small country with its 
own national language, and its geographical position means that it sits at a European 
crossroads. Consequently, it is necessary for its education system to take account of 
the surrounding world and the teaching of foreign languages.
Influences on Danish Educational Svstem
In order to understand Denmark's approach to the implementation of a European 
dimension in education it is necessary to understand the philosophy which 
underpins the education system and life in general. Educational thinking in 
Denmark is to a large extent, influenced by the work of N.F.S. Grundtvig (1783- 
1872), a theologian, historian and writer. He was responsible almost single- 
handedly, for establishing a radical alternative to the predominant way of looking at 
education in the nineteenth century (Bjerg et al, 1995). According to Carisen (1996)
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life in Denmark - the whole cultural environment, church life, educational system, 
political culture, atmosphere and mentality - would have been different if Grundtvig 
had not lived.
The legacy of Grundtvig's ideas on education is evident in many of the aspects of 
the education system in Denmark today. Democracy, individual choice, 
responsibility and freedom of method are the four underlying principles that 
characterise Danish education and appear to be embedded in Danish culture. 
Grundtvig believed that education should be concerned with the needs of the 
individual and that it should provide opportunities for the individual to realise his or 
her full intellectual and emotional potential. He included the whole population in his 
vision and emphasised that the needs of the individual should not be subordinated to 
the needs and demands of the state or the market economy. One aspect of 
Grundtvig's thinking which has had a lasting impact on the methods used to 
encourage learning, is his belief that education should take place through what he 
called the 'living word'. For him two-way dynamic and verbal communication 
between the teacher and the pupil was of paramount importance. The strong oral 
tradition in Danish education today is evidence of Grundtvig's continuing influence. 
Discussion and negotiation in all matters are central features of teacher education 
institutions. This manifests itself in the on-going dialogue between lecturers and 
students during their everyday work. The notion of collaboration as described by 
Hargreaves (1994), where teacher educators collaborate with other teacher educators 
and with students, is the norm in the two Danish teacher education institutions 
visited. This collaborative approach is evident in the implementation of a European 
dimension and will be discussed in a later chapter.
Christen Kold (1816-1870) transformed Grundtvig's ideas into reality in so-called 
free schools and folk high schools, which were established around the middle of the 
nineteenth century (Bjerg et al, 1995). The art of teaching, according to Kold, is to 
awaken the vital potential inside the students and help it to grow and develop. One 
of the underlying ideas in Grundtvig's work was that man has to know himself 
before he can know others (Carlsen, 1996). This concern for the development of the 
individual remains central to the Danish education system. For example, the 
folkehojskoler receives financial support from the state as long as the focus is on 
personal development and self realisation, rather than on preparation for vocational 
education or market driven skills. (Royal Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1996).
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Bjerg et al (1995) point out that such a view of education is a far cry from a 
technical and efficiency-oriented philosophy of education. They suggest that if the 
educational needs and demands are defined from the point of view of the individual 
there will be an inherent tendency to undermine and question the needs of the state 
in education. Grundtvig placed great emphasis on an individual's freedom of choice 
and believed that education was too important an area to be left in the hands of 
specialists and bureaucrats. This fimdamental view of freedom and humanity is 
characteristic not just in the folkehojskoler, but in the Danish education system as a 
whole. According to Bjerg et al, Grundtvig's philosophy of education had in it a 
general and radical strand of anti-authoritarianism and this has had a profound effect 
on Danish educational thinking. This mistrust of bureaucratic institutions does not 
auger well for the acceptance of ideas put forward by the EU.
Whilst the State provides educational opportunities for all, people are free to choose 
alternative kinds of education, whether it be for ideological, political, educational or 
religious reasons (Eurydice/Cedefop, 1995). If a group of parents wish to set up a 
school for their children because they have their own particular view of the world, 
they are entitled to state support for running it. Consequently, different schools 
reflect differing educational approaches. Nevertheless, despite their differences, 
there is broad agreement that it is not for the state or any other public authority to 
decide what is the correct educational approach or the right way to run a school. 
'Any educational approach is based on a certain view of mankind. And that view 
cannot be dictated by the state. No public authority can lay claim to a 'superhuman' 
or privileged understanding of human life. Individual lives are not neatly tied up 
packages that can simply be slotted into a theory or definition, however 
comprehensive or ingenious it might be.' (Royal Danish Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, 1996, p i8). This rejection of central authority remains an unquestionable 
principle in Danish political life together with a belief that a sense of freedom 
should be inviolate and indeed must be defended (Royal Danish Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, 1996). These views have a significant impact on teacher education 
institutions in Denmark. It may to some extent explain any reticence that teacher 
educators have regarding the implementation of a European dimension in their 
work. Any involvement of the EU in the direction of Danish education would 
undoubtedly go against the grain.
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The Danish Educational Svstem
Given the underlying philosophy explained above the Danish education system has 
endeavoured to achieve a democratic form of organisation with common, broadly 
oriented, non-selective schooling, based on the ideal of equal opportunities for all. 
While the educational system in Denmark has functioned in a decentralised way for 
many years, recent reforms in the school system and in teacher education have 
placed even greater emphasis on local decision-making. This derives from the 
assumption that democratic citizens are formed under democratic circumstances. 
The opinions and experiences of each individual must be taken seriously and should 
play a role in the formation of local community’s decisions.
These views are evident in the Danish Folkeskole Act (Ministry of Education, 
Denmark, 1994). It emphasises teachers' freedom to choose their own methods, 
pupil autonomy and democracy. Each pupil not only has the right, but the obligation 
to take part in the democratic process of decision-making, in collaboration with the 
teachers on the question of content, form and method of their learning within the 
guidelines of the Education Act. The general framework for education in the 
folkeskole issued by the Ministry of Education provides guidelines for the aims of 
teaching in each subject or subject combinations, the distribution of lessons and 
establishes rules for the examinations. The school subsequently works out its own 
curriculum. It is possible for teachers to adapt the content of the curriculum within 
the general framework to suit a given group of students/pupils. Consequently, 
Danish teachers would expect the same level of freedom to take decisions regarding 
the implementation of a European dimension in education.
The Danish teacher education institutions that form part of this study prepare 
student teachers to work mainly in folkeskoles. They are comprehensive schools for 
children from the ages of 6 - 16. The aims of the folkeskole state that in cooperation 
with parents, schools should give the pupils the possibility of acquiring knowledge, 
skills, working methods and ways of expressing themselves, which will contribute 
to the all-round development of the individual pupils (Ministry of Education, 
Denmark, Act on the Folkeskole^ 1994). The Ministry of Education stresses that the 
folkeskole should prepare pupils for taking an active interest in their environment, 
for participation in the democratic society and for sharing responsibility for the 
solution of common problems. The Folkeskole Act (1994) also requires the 
inclusion of cross-curricular studies in the school curriculum. The teacher education 
institutions must in turn provide students with experience in this field. The
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following areas are included in the teacher education course : ethics, human rights, 
co-operation between the home and school, tasks and possibilities in future society. 
How these elements are included is up to the individual teacher education 
institutions, but each of the areas provides scope for including a European 
dimension in education. A form of teacher education that is able to embrace cross­
curricular issues should have a positive impact on the development of a European 
dimension. Whether this is the case will be examined in Chapter Seven, which 
discusses the implementation of a European dimension in teacher education.
Madsen (1994) points out that the philosophy for teacher education is based on the 
belief that democratic schools for all require democratic teachers for all. Therefore, 
teacher education must be based on democratic values. Hviid (1994) suggests that 
since teachers in the folkeskole are free to plan and carry out their teaching, the 
main aim of teacher education is to prepare teachers to exercise this freedom of 
approach during their career. Elle (1995a) says that Danish education, especially in 
its practices in schools and in institutions of higher education, will strike observers 
as being characterised by democratic tendencies to a greater extent than the 
education systems and teaching practices of other countries. Observing teacher 
education in practice it is clear that this is not mere rhetoric. It appears that the 
principles of democracy are indeed central to the work of students and staff in both 
Danish teacher education institutions in this study.
At present teacher training is offered at 18 colleges of education (seminaria) 
distributed all over Denmark. In line with the general notion of decentralisation in 
education, all the teacher education institutions enjoy autonomy in their decision­
making. Each seminarium has a board of governors consisting of 5-15 members 
representing local interests (municipality, trade unions, etc.) The board is 
responsible for the running of the college, including the administration of the budget 
and curricular decisions. The rector has responsibility for the day-to-day running of 
the college. Any decision regarding the implementation of a European dimension 
would be discussed by representatives of the board, the staff and the students. In this 
way there appears to be a dichotomy in that on the one hand a teacher educator is 
free to take decisions regarding including a European dimension in his work, yet on 
the other hand, this decision cannot be taken alone; it has to be democratically 
decided upon. In other words, there is freedom, but it is within limits. 
Decentralisation for teacher education is similar to the situation in schools, in that 
the Ministry of Education regulates the scope of the subjects, the principal lines of 
the content of the subjects and general rules for the assessment of students in
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teacher education. The details concerning curricula are drawn up by the institutions. 
However, it should be noted that the curriculum is sent to the Ministry of Education 
to ensure that it is in agreement with the legislation laid down. Nevertheless, course 
validation is not as structured a process as in Scotland, for example. The situation 
that Danish teacher education institutions appear to enjoy is the co-existence of firm 
central direction with maximum individual authority. As Whitaker (1993) suggests, 
the discipline of a few strong shared values provides a clear firamework fi*om which 
people feel able to work confidently in their individually preferred ways.
The general nature of primary and secondary education in Denmark is underpinned 
by the special features of Danish teacher education, where professional knowledge 
and educational theory are taught side by side. This mixture of subject-oriented and 
educational teaching makes it possible for Danish teachers working together in 
teams to follow the same group of pupils through 9 or 10 years of Folkeskole. Elle 
(1995a) points out that for better or for worse, the teacher's professional and ethical 
values and view of life can thus be of great importance to pupils, certainly more 
important than they would be in a system that does not have the same kind of 
continuity. For this reason it is vital for teachers to have an understanding of the 
way in which their values are transmitted to pupils. This is significant when 
considering the implementation of a European dimension.
During the interviews some of the Danish teacher educators expressed their fear that 
the democratic system of education and the emphasis on education for personal 
development is under threat in Denmark. Recently, the Minister for Education set 
up a 'quality development project' aimed at creating more precise objectives for the 
individual forms of education and greater coherence of content. The key words of 
the project were 'values', 'content' ' innovation' and quality'. According to Winther- 
Jensen (1994) the real motivation for the project is that the quality of the 
educational system must be improved if Denmark is to survive in international 
competition following entry to the Single European Market. The introduction to the 
project says, 'In all western countries we find that at the moment increased demands 
are being made on education, teaching and research. This is due, among other 
things, to radical structural changes in the employment market, to new technology, 
increased competition and ever more comprehensive internationalisation.' (Cited in 
Brock & Tulasiewicz, 1994, p 48). Many of the interviewees are concerned about 
the influence of European political and economic integration because of the impact 
that it appears to be having on their education system. Education for utilitarian
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reasons it not a philosophy that is widely supported among the teacher educators 
interviewed in Denmark.
Since the majority of the interviews took place in Denmark a new Teacher 
Education Act (1998) has been passed. This act has led to significant changes in 
teacher education. There is a move away fi-om preparing generalists teachers, who 
are able to teach across the curriculum, to subject specialists. Previously students 
trained in all subjects and specialised in two. Now they will specialise in four 
subjects and will not have inputs in all the curricular areas. The idea is that teachers 
will work in teams of specialists in order to cover the range of subjects. Therefore, 
headteachers will need to choose the make-up of their staff very carefully to ensure 
expertise across the whole curriculum. The teams will continue to work with a class 
as it progresses through the folkeskole.
The act says that students must choose Danish or mathematics as one of their four 
subjects. The rest of the course includes professional and educational studies. For 
example, psychology, general didactics, educational theory, religious and moral 
education and teaching practice. Also included is a number of short courses or 
modules; some are optional, others are compulsory. For instance, handwriting and 
rhetoric, music and drama, school in society, early education, international 
education etc.
Breinholdt (1998, App. 6) points out that the new act does include a few words 
about international education. He explains, 'It says international items should be 
included in teacher education where possible and the local management should 
ensure that there is a possibility for a study trip to another country, as part of the 
student's education.' (p4l). Breinholdt says that he would have liked international 
education to be compulsory, but suggests that it is better than the last teacher 
education act, because at least international education is mentioned.
The changes to teacher education courses were implemented at the start of the 
academic year 1998-99. It is too soon to comment on the impact of the changes. 
However, one of the teacher education institutions in Denmark included in this 
study intends to make an international module compulsory in the students' second 
year of study. This will be incorporated in the course in 1999-2000. This highlights 
the point that although a jframework is set out in the act, institutions are able to take 
decisions concerning the details of the course they provide.
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The Netherlands
Introduction
The population of the Netherlands is around 15 million, within an area of 41,000 
square kilometres, situated in the north-west of Europe, bordered on the east by 
Germany and by Belgium in the south. The fact that the Netherlands has easy access 
to other European countries is emphasised by the Ministry of Education, which 
encourages cross-border links and joint projects with schools in other European 
countries. The Netherlands has demonstrated its interest in European cooperation 
for many years as one of the founder members of the European Economic 
Community. It appears that more than any of the other countries in this study, 
schools and teachers in the Netherlands receive the greatest encouragement from 
their Ministry of Education for the development of a European dimension.
One factor in the Netherlands which highlights the need to include intercultural 
education is that Dutch society is multiracial and multicultural. The population is 
swelled by immigrants from a number of countries, particularly Turkey, Morocco 
and Surinam. One of the big challenges at primary and secondary school is how to 
deal with pupils of diverse cultural and ethnic backgrounds. The government is 
concerned with the accessibility of education for ethnic minorities and stresses that 
education should take account of the fact that pupils are growing up in a 
multicultural society (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1994). This in turn presents a 
challenge for teacher education institutions who must address the question of how 
to educate teachers who will work in the context of a multicultural classroom. This 
means it is necessary to take into account other languages, other cultures, other 
religions and other values in the day to day task of teaching (Van der Dussen, 
1995). These factors are all relevant to the inclusion of a European dimension in 
education.
The Dutch Educational Svstem
Van der Dussen (1995) says that the characteristics of the Dutch school system and 
the role of teachers can only be understood in an historical context. He says that a 
long political and religious struggle about the freedom of education during the 
second half of the nineteenth century and the first part of this century found its 
pacification in Article 23 of the Constitution (1917) which provided for freedom of 
education. This freedom finds expression in virtually all facets of the Dutch
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education system. Key words which sum up the Dutch education system are 
denominational autonomy and politically negotiated consensus about structure, 
content and future direction. Van Dijck (1994) suggests that the Netherlands have 
always been a country with a strongly individualistic mentality, where everyone is 
free to think for themselves and make their own decisions. Similar to the situation in 
Denmark, this level of freedom is likely to influence the implementation of a 
European dimension in education.
The Dutch education system combines a centralised education and funding policy 
with the decentralised administration and management of schools (Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, 1994). Overall responsibility for the education system lies with the 
state, represented by the Minister of Education and the legislative power of the 
Dutch Parliament. The task of central government is to create the essential 
conditions for education, to regulate the structure and funding of education and to 
monitor quality (Eurydice/Cedefop, 1995).
A Commission on the Future of Teaching (1993) has had a significant impact on the 
teaching profession in the Netherlands. The Commission published a report entitled, 
Revitalising Teachers (Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, 1994a). It 
recommends that schools should have more autonomy, including responsibility for 
their own educational policy and the conditions of work of their own employees. 
The report suggests that too much legislation has made schools rather passive and 
that through deregulation and decentralisation possibilities could be created for 
schools to develop their own profiles. Freedom extends to setting up schools, 
organising them and determining the religious or ideological principles on which 
they are based. However, diversity in teaching content and standards is not as great 
as it might be because, as Van der Dussen (1995) points out, the establishment of 
schools is subject to an intricate web of legislation and regulation by central 
government. For example, all children must attend school from the ages of five to 
sixteen, followed by part time compulsory schooling until the age of eighteen. 
There is a core of defined subjects which must be taught, as well as rules relating to 
the combination of subjects taken by pupils. The minimum time spent on each 
subject, examination syllabuses and national examinations are also stipulated. As is 
the case in Denmark, freedom to make decisions in education is bound by a 
centralised framework. This seems to suggest that in both Denmark and the 
Netherlands a combination of educational approaches co-exist. Both a bureaucratic- 
managerial and a participant-involved approach (Vonk, 1991) are evident. The
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individual teacher or teacher educator has a voice and freedom to make choices, but 
a framework limits the extent of the choices that can be made.
Both the Dutch institutions visited for the purpose of this study prepare teachers for 
primary and secondary education. Primary education is provided in the 
'basisschool', which is subject to the Primary Education Act (1985). The Act lists 
the subjects that must be taught. However, primary schools are free to choose their 
teaching methods and children are encouraged to develop their individual character 
(Van Dijck, 1994). After completing primary education, pupils move onto 
secondary education which is governed by the Secondary Education Act (1986). 
The organisation of secondary education is rather complex as it is divided into : pre­
university education (VWO, for 12 - 18 year olds); senior general secondary 
education (HAVO, for 12-17 year olds); junior general secondary school (MAVO, 
for 12-16 yem* olds) and pre-vocational education (VBO, 12-16 year olds).
The school system is in the process of reform, including changes in the curriculum 
and in the organisation and management of the schools. In 1993 a new law was 
implemented which means that all types of secondary school must begin with a 
three year period of basic education offering broad-based general teaching in fifteen 
subjects (Ministry of Education and Science, 1994b). The aim of the act was to 
delay the choice of studies and modernise the curricula. The Dutch National 
Institute for Curriculum Development (SLO) has steered this process. New 
objectives have been formulated and national attainment targets are being set for all 
the subjects in the basic curriculum The main features of the new curriculum are : 
pupils must be able to use the things they learn in present or future circumstances; 
pupils should develop skills to enable them to acquire new knowledge and pupils 
should recognise the interrelated contents of different disciplines. The new 
curriculum focuses more on practical applications, cross-curricular issues and 
providing pupils with opportunities to take responsibility for their own learning. 
There is scope within these features to include a European dimension in education.
There will also be a revised structure in the later years of secondary education 
(HAVO and VWO) which means that pupils will choose from four clusters of 
subjects, known as 'profiles'. The clusters are science and technology; science and 
health care; economics and society; and culture and society. Each profile is made up 
of a common component, which is the same for all profiles; a specialised 
component, related to the relevant profile; and an optional component. Schools are 
free to devote half of the teaching time set aside for the optional component to non-
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examinable subjects chosen by the school itself (Ministry of Education, Culture and 
Science, 1998). According to the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science 
(1998) the aim is to prepare pupils for tomorrow's society. 'There is a growing need 
for flexible individuals with a broad general education who can study and work 
independently.' (Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, 1998, p 3). These 
words are similar to those used in many of the European documents cited in Chapter 
Two. There is recognition of the changes that need to be made to the education 
system, in order to prepare pupils and students for life in a post-modern society.
The teacher education institutions must a.djust their courses in order to prepare 
teachers for the new curriculum, including the exploration of alternative teaching 
and learning strategies to promote independent learning and cross-curricular issues. 
The Ministry of Education, Culture and Science (1998) says, 'Teachers will be 
asked to function not only as teachers, but in many cases as a coach or monitor to 
students engaged actively in learning. This is no insignificant change to demand 
from teachers who have been trained to teach their subject. Suddenly they are being 
asked to teach all sorts of skills, including socio-emotional skills, such as teaching 
students to plan ahead and how to handle conflict situations.' (p 8), The first 
changes to the upper school were implemented in August 1998, but will be phased 
in gradually as schools are ready. Evaluations of the outcomes of cross-curricular 
learning and teaching will not be available for some time. However, it will be 
particularly interesting to note if the changes have a positive effect on including a 
European dimension in education.
Government reforms also emphasise the continuing professional development of 
teachers and consequently teacher education institutions must develop new profiles 
to compete with private training agencies in order to offer innovative courses and 
meet the needs and demands of teachers. One of the Dutch institutions visited is 
involved in providing inservice courses which assist teachers in implementing a 
European dimension in their work.
Both the Dutch teacher education institutions in this study are categorised as 
providing higher professional education (HBO). They have a tradition of academic 
freedom and autonomy and are responsible for the content of their degree 
programmes. The institutions are visited by a team of inspectors every six years. 
The results of the inspecting team are published and are linked to future funding and 
provision of courses of study. Bartels (1995, App. 7) explains that the inspection 
report includes information about international education and the provision made
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for students to participate in mobility programmes enabling them to study in other 
European institutions. Undoubtedly this places a greater emphasis on the need to 
include a European dimension in teacher education. Once again this provides 
evidence of the rhetoric proclaiming freedom while in reality there are constraints 
which dictate to a certain extent decisions that teacher education institutions take.
Portugal
Introduction
Portugal covers an area of around 91,000 square kilometres and is situated in the 
south west extremity of the European Union. It has a population of around 10 
million. This includes the Azores and Madeira which are autonomous regions of 
Portugal, but considered integral parts of the republic. In accordance with the 
Constitution promulgated in 1976 and revised in 1982, Portugal became a 
Democratic Republic and the process of démocratisation began. After 1974 around 
2 million people returned to Portugal. The large immigrant population includes 
people from former African colonies such as Angola and Mozambique. This 
enormous influx of people creates many challenges for Portugal, not least 
educational ones.
The Portuguese Education Svstem
Education in Portugal is in the process of tremendous change. A Comprehensive 
Law on the Education System was passed in 1986, the same year that Portugal 
joined the EU. The Law states in its preamble that reforms are necessary to meet the 
challenge of modernisation raised by joining the European Community. Belard and 
Teixeira de Matos (1994) explain that a Programme of Educational Development 
for Portugal (PRODEP) was worked out. They say that the programme was 
designed to achieve Portugal's effective integration into the European Community. 
The programme recommended systematic reforms and major investment in 
education in order to approach the level of education achieved in other European 
countries.
The Comprehensive Law established the general framework for the reorganisation 
and development of the Portuguese education system. Similar to Denmark, the 
Ministry of Education's regional services are being restructured with a view to 
decentralisation at all levels of education. The decision-making powers of local and
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regional authorities are increasing and educational institutions themselves have 
greater autonomy. Public universities and polytechnics have administrative, 
financial, academic and pedagogical autonomy. Teacher education colleges were 
created as polytechnic schools in the beginning of the 1980s. Many of the reforms 
are still being implemented and there are several problems facing the reformers - not 
least in seeking to change long standing traditions and processes 
(Eurydice/Cedefop, 1995).
Despite decentralisation, national policy on education is the responsibility of the 
Ministry of Education, whose functions are concerned with the design, 
development, co-ordination, evaluation and inspection of the education system. Its 
duties are to promote the development and modernisation of the education system, 
strengthen the link between education and research and preserve and spread the 
Portuguese language (Barrios, Peck & Ramsay, 1996).
To illustrate the dramatic changes that are taking place in Portugal a brief summary 
of the school system is provided. It is necessary to understand the enormity of these 
changes in order to appreciate where the implementation of a European dimension 
sits on educational decision-makers' priority lists. Until 1987 there were only six 
years of free, compulsory education in Portugal - with a school leaving age of 12 
years. This is now extended to 9 years with a statutory leaving age of 15. These nine 
years of basic education are organised into 3 cycles, entitled EB1 (first stage), EB2 
(the middle stage) and EB3 (the third stage). The first cycle covers a four year 
period of schooling (6-10 years) and takes place in primary schools (escolas 
primarias). The teaching is provided by generalist teachers. The second cycle, which 
lasts for two years (10-12 years) takes place in preparatory schools (escolas 
preparatorias). Teaching is provided by specialist teachers, with each teacher taking 
responsibility for a study area which brings together a niunber of disciplines (for 
example, one teacher will take mathematics and science). The third cycle lasts for 
three years (12-15 years) and completes the basic education. In this cycle each 
discipline is taught by a specialist teacher. The Portuguese teacher education 
institutions (escolas superiores de educaçâo) visited for the purpose of this study 
educate teachers who will work in first and second cycle schools.
As the new pattern of nine years of compulsory education is put into place, 
preparatory schools have also assumed, in some cases, responsibility for the third 
cycle. In other words, the school has become an EB2 and an EB3 school. Third 
cycle education also takes place in secondary schools. Secondary schools are often
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large with more than 2000 pupils. In these schools there can be two or even three 
shifts in operation. One in the morning, one in the afternoon and possibly one in the 
evening. In this situation pupils attend classes in 'core' subjects in the morning or 
the afternoon and on some days also attend school at other times for physical 
education, music and religious classes. In some communities attempts are made to 
integrate all three cycles into one basic school, while in the cities it is more common 
to find separate EBl or escola primaria schools. Under these circumstances there is 
a sharp focus on the most fundamental reform issues.
Prior to the reforms in education many Portuguese classrooms were staffed by 
untrained teachers. Plans to remedy this situation have been put into place. 
According to the Comprehensive Law (1986), the initial training of teachers of the 
first and second cycle of basic education may be provided in non-university 
institutions of higher education (the escolas superiores de educaçâo), or in 
universities. The training of teachers for the third cycle and for secondary schools 
takes place solely in university departments of education. This is a point of 
controversy which is highlighted by one of the Portuguese teacher educators. As the 
reforms have resulted in some preparatory schools embracing the third cycle of 
education, the escolas superiores believe that they should now be responsible for 
educating teachers for all three cycles. Morgado (1997, App. 8) explains that there 
is a tension between universities and teacher education institutions as providers of 
teacher education. Alfonso (1994) says that basic education must be seen as a 
whole. He points out that the three cycles share common objectives and the same 
philosophy and should therefore be regarded as an integrated system. Morgado 
(1996) suggests that differences arise from feelings that universities represent high 
culture and polytechnics with their schools of education represent low culture. She 
believes this leaves graduates of the teacher education colleges feeling of lower 
status. According to her, university courses follow the traditional theoretical 
subject-based model of education, while teacher education institutions are trying to 
adopt a more practical approach, related to contexts of the pupil in school. Courses 
that are heavily dominated by the transmission of subject disciplines leave little 
room for cross-curricular issues such as a European dimension in education. 
Miguens (1994) suggests that it is necessary to change teacher education courses 
that have in the past been focused on up-dating teachers' knowledge and training 
certain skills. He says that greater emphasis on personal and social education is 
necessary.
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These changes are being encouraged as a new law has been passed on continuing 
teacher education (1992). It aims to promote the quality of teaching and learning 
through theoretical and practical teacher development, encourage self-development 
and improve teachers' pedagogical competence. However, implementing change 
will not be an easy task. Long-standing methods are difficult to alter. The 
curriculum in schools still remains largely examination-driven. Nunes (1997, App. 
8) explains that students are very much pressured to study for their national 
examinations and they do not appear to care about aspects in the curriculum that do 
not give them a grade. As Wise (1988) cited in Fullan (1991) suggests, this 
emphasis on examination results may lead to bias in the curriculum. Wise says that 
some teachers may emphasise the content as it will be tested, which results in the 
rest of the curriculum being de-emphasised. If this is the case in Portugal, then it has 
implications for the priority placed on implementing a European dimension which is 
a non-assessed element of the curriculum.
Portugal has had to cope with major educational reforms in a relatively short period 
of time. These radical changes have come about largely due to the country's effort to 
raise its standard of education in line with other European countries. This is wholly 
consistent with the EU's policy of integration and cooperation which it believes will 
lead to the raising of educational standards across Europe. As a later section of this 
chapter shows, Slovakia is facing a similar situation of radical reform in order to 
meet the challenges of EU membership.
The Comprehensive Law (1986) emphasises that the new curricular structure 
endeavours to fulfil the complex requirements that the education system must 
satisfy both at national and international level. To this end it says that education 
must aim, 'To contribute to preserving the national identity and strengthening 
loyalty to the historical background of Portugal by raising awareness of the 
Portuguese nation's cultural heritage within the framework of the universal 
European tradition and the increasing interdependence and essential solidarity 
between all nations of the world.' (Article 3, paragraph a). The same article places 
emphasis on, 'Ensuring the right to be different through respect for individual 
personalities and ambitions and consideration and appreciation for different learning 
and cultures.' (paragraph d). These aims create the opportunity to include a 
European dimension in education. The curricular reforms also make provision for a 
timetabled period called, 'school area' which comprises multidisciplinary activities 
and projects which aim to enhance learning, make pupils aware of the connection 
between the school and the environment and contribute to personal and social
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development. The rhetoric claims that this should enable teachers to develop 
activities designed to promote a European dimension. But the interview findings 
illustrate that the teacher educators believe that this 'school area' time is not being 
utilised in the way it is intended, because other curricular concerns are more 
pressing. It appears that overcrowded schools and curricula constrained by a 
centralised examination system to a large extent restrict the implementation of a 
European dimension in Portugal.
The education system, including teacher education is still in transition. A 
bureaucratic-managerial approach to education remains in evidence. Although 
traditional methods are slowly changing and new structures for teacher education 
have been in place for over a decade, there is little to indicate that a more 
participant-involved approach has been widely adopted. The changes that have 
taken place in education, and in the country as a whole since 1986, could be 
described as dramatic. When one considers the starting point for change, much has 
been achieved. It is debatable whether the extensive changes would have taken 
place in such a relatively short period of time without a bureaucratic-managerial 
approach. However, as several of the Portuguese interviewees suggest, it is now 
necessary to do more to involve teachers and teacher educators in the change 
process.
Scotland
Introduction
Scotland is a country of 78,722 square kilometres with a population of around 5 
million. Ethnic cultures in Scotland derive predominately from India, Pakistan and 
China. It is important to note that Scotland has its own education system which is 
distinct from England. The official texts suggest that Scottish education is based on 
a philosophy that supports comprehensive, compulsory, democratic and free 
education for pupils of all abilities. As part of the UK Scotland joined the EU in 
1972.
The Education Svstem in Scotland
Until 1999 the Secretary of State for Scotland was responsible to the UK Parliament 
for the overall supervision and development of the education service (from 1 July 
1999 responsibility for education will lie with the Scottish Parliament). The Scottish
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Office Education and Industry Department (SOEID) - from 1 July 1999 the Scottish 
Executive Education Department (SEED) - has national oversight of education, 
advises on national policy and co-ordinates the activities of education authorities 
and other agencies. Most children between the ages of 5 and 16 attend schools 
which are comprehensive, co-educational and provided free of charge by the 
educational authorities. The delivery of the school curriculum is the responsibility 
of the education authority and the individual school. However, in practice the 
existence of national guidelines on the content of the curriculum and a programme 
of inspection has led to broad consensus on what is taught. The Scottish 
Consultative Council on the Curriculum (SCCC) is charged with keeping under 
review the curriculum of schools in Scotland, and issuing guidance on the 
curriculum to education authorities and schools. It has produced some guidance on 
including a European dimension in the curriculum in schools (SCCC, 1993, 
Thinking European). Some of the Scottish interviewees spoke positively about the 
Thinking European document, while others had a more negative view. This appears 
to reflect the differences in opinion regarding the priority that should be attached to 
a European dimension in education, the place that it should hold in the curriculum 
and the type of support resources that should be available. These differences in 
views concerning the implementation of a European dimension will be discussed in 
Chapter Seven.
Scotland, in common with other countries, has undergone a period of substantial 
change in its educational provision. The thrust of these changes, which have 
manifested themselves in a series of government innovations, has been directed to 
enhancing the quality of education in the schools, securing greater value for money, 
making the educational system more responsive to the changing requirements of 
industry and commence, raising the level of pupils' achievements and improving the 
educational effectiveness of schools. Within the UK as a whole there has been a 
move toward a much more publicly accountable and structured view of education 
which places greater emphasis on outcomes and national standards of performance. 
As Whitaker (1993) suggests, schools more than ever before have to plan within a 
complex framework of educational content and subject targets. This more 
managerial approach to education has resulted in increased codification of the 
curricula, the publication of national guidelines, increased emphasis on testing and 
outcomes and increased accountability for teachers (Adams, 1995). The language 
used is in line with the bureaucratic-managerial approach to education described by 
Vonk (1991). This does not equate with open and democratic debate in education. 
Teachers often appear to be at the edge of the decision-making process in
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educational change, yet policies acknowledge that the contribution that teachers 
make to education is crucial. According to Kirk (1995) the changes that have 
occurred in teacher education have to be seen as integral to a wider restructuring of 
education and of curricular renewal, which have made new and increased demands 
on teachers. He says, 'We are under an obligation, therefore, to ensure that teachers 
are trained to enable them to discharge effectively the new responsibilities expected 
of them.' (p 15). The European dimension must be considered in the light of this 
wider restructuring, both in terms of its place in the change process and in the 
contribution it can make to enhancing the learning and teaching process.
One major development which has shaped educational change in Scotland is a 
programme for pupils aged 5-14 launched by the government in 1988. Its stated 
aims are to improve education, equip children for life in the 21st century and ensure 
that the best practices and the highest standards are spread as widely as possible 
(Scottish Office, 1993). The main thrust of the 5-14 development programme is to 
encourage more systematic approaches to the organisation of pupils' learning, with 
assessment targets set for particular stages; the emphasis being continuity, 
progression, coherence and differentiation throughout the primary stages and across 
the primary/secondary interface (Adams. 1995). This national development has 
significant implications for primary teacher education courses in both the content of 
the course and in the expectations that are placed on the students in terms of their 
ability to think and plan in relation to the structures laid out.
Change has not been limited to primary schools. Children normally transfer to 
secondary schools around 12 years of age. In the first two years of secondary school 
pupils follow a general course. In third and fourth year pupils usually take courses 
leading to the Standard Grade of the Scottish Certificate of Education as well as 
courses in a wide range of vocationally orientated subjects offered by the Scottish 
Qualifications Authority. In fifth and sixth year pupils who elect to remain at school 
may follow a range of courses leading to further qualifications. Depth of study is an 
important requirement at this stage of study, but the Scottish characteristic of 
curricular breadth remains a priority. A new unified curricular and assessment 
system is in the process of being implemented in fourth, fifth and sixth year called 
'Higher Still'. This will bring together the range of existing qualifications in the 
upper secondary school. These new arrangements have caused widespread debate 
among teachers who do not feel adequately prepared to cope with the initiative. 
Consequently, the implementation of Higher Still was delayed and will now be 
gradually implemented from August 1999. This situation is significant as it
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illustrates Scottish teachers' views concerning new developments. Central guidance 
is demanded in the form of curricular resources and additional funding. In addition, 
time is required for staff development. It appears that there is an expectation that 
new initiatives will be implemented via a 'top-down' approach. This means that by 
default anything that is not introduced following this pattern of Scottish Office 
direction and support may not be perceived to be of particular importance to the 
education system in Scotland. This has implications for the implementation of a 
European dimension in education. The delay to the implementation of Higher Still 
also indicates that teachers, particularly through teaching unions, have a voice and 
can influence the pace of change. In Scotland, it is normal practice for groups to be 
brought together by the SOEID to discuss the nature of change. These groups 
usually include teachers and teacher educators. This should allow teachers' opinions 
to be presented and give them an opportunity to participate in the change process. 
However, Hargreaves (1994) points out that token membership of such groups is 
not enough. He suggests that this does not give the majority of teachers in school 
the feeling that they are involved in change. It does little to help them understand 
the meaning of the nature of change or ease their feelings of anxiety concerning the 
change process. This indicates that strategies to include a European dimension in 
education and teacher education need to be carefully thought through if they are to 
succeed. A bureaucratic-managerial approach is unlikely to be effective.
During the 1990s all the colleges of education responsible for teacher education 
have become or are about to become part of universities (Clark & Munn, 1997). 
Like the other countries in this study, Scottish higher education institutions are self- 
governing organisations with responsibility for the management and administration 
of their own affairs. Institutions receive public funds for teaching, research and 
associated activities from the Scottish Higher Education Funding Council. Although 
changes in the system are about to be made, at present teacher education courses 
undergo three phases of scrutiny. They require the approval of the Secretary of State 
for Scotland; they require to meet the approval of the teaching profession through 
the General Teaching Council (GTC); and they must be judged academically valid. 
Guidelines for Initial Teacher Education Courses in Scotland (SOEID, 1998) set 
out the Secretary of State's policy on the content, nature and duration of courses 
leading to a teaching qualification. The guidelines include a set of competences 
which all courses must aim to develop in student teachers. These competences cover 
four broad categories relating to: subject and content of teaching; the classroom; the 
school and the education system; and the values, attributes and abilities integral to 
professionalism. Each of these categories is sub-divided and in total there are forty-
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eight separate competences which all teachers in Scotland must demonstrate in 
order to be successful in their courses. In addition, a Consultation Paper (1998) sets 
out SOEID guidance on the use of information and communications technology 
(ICT) within courses of initial teacher education. The ICT guidelines identify broad 
categories relating to knowledge, understanding, critical thinking and practical skills 
associated with the effective use of ICT. In each category there are lists of 
statements which outline what a newly qualified teacher should be able to do. These 
sets of guidelines issued by the SOEID are a way of reinforcing a national system 
of teacher education. They constitute the mechanism whereby the characteristics of 
teacher education may be controlled. Like the other countries in this study, on the 
one level teacher education institutions are autonomous, while on the other they are 
bound by centralised constraints. The guidelines do provide scope for variation. 
However, at the point of validation of teacher education courses, visiting teams 
which include members of the GTC and the SOEID scrutinise carefully course 
documentation and check that student teachers are being prepared in line with the 
competences set out.
To be eligible to teach in Scotland it is necessary to hold a teaching qualification 
awarded by a Scottish teacher education institution or an equivalent qualification 
approved by the GTC. Through the GTC assurance is given that teacher education 
courses are in line with professional expectations as judged by teachers themselves. 
Consequently, the GTC's paper, The European Dimension in Initial Teacher 
Training (1990) marked an important point. Recommendations made by the GTC 
are taken seriously by teacher education institutions during the validation of their 
courses. Although the methodology and the level of emphasis differs, following the 
publication of the GTC's paper all the teacher education institutions in Scotland did 
attempt to include a European dimension in their work.
A recent White Paper, Targeting Excellence: Modernising Scotland's Schools 
(SOEID, 1998) sets out new proposals for Scottish education. The contents of the 
White Paper point to a more influential future for the GTC. This may include a role 
in overseeing teachers' continuing professional development as well as the provision 
of guidance to education authorities and schools and dissemination of best practice. 
A continuing interest in a European dimension in education by the GTC would 
undoubtedly have a significant effect on its implementation in Scottish education.
Higher education in Scotland is also subject to independent scrutiny; a quality 
assessment is carried out by the Scottish Higher Education Funding Council and
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involves visits to institutions in order to evaluate the quality of the teaching 
provided; quality audit, carried out by the Quality Assurance Agency, also involves 
visits to institutions to scrutinise the mechanisms institutions have in place for 
quality assurance and control. The choice of performance indicators is crucial. 
Unlike the Netherlands, up to now, little importance has been attached to European 
activities during inspection visits. It is to be expected that in times of reduced units 
of resource the managers of teacher education institutions focus their attention on 
issues that inspection teams appear to show the greatest interest in. This makes an 
important value statement about what is perceived to be of high priority and may 
hinder the development of a European dimension. Teacher educators are faced with 
greater pressures than ever before to increase their research profiles. This in itself is 
changing the nature of many teacher educators’ work. Prioritising activities to fit 
what is valued institutionally, nationally and at a European level is the challenge 
that faces teacher educators in Scotland.
With the advent of a new Scottish Parliament greater attention has been focused on 
Scottish identity. It is notable that within some educational circles in Scotland the 
debate has been centred on the level of 'Scottishness' of the content of the 
curriculum, rather than the development of a European perspective. The new 
parliament is a watershed in the history of Scotland and it provides an excellent 
opportunity for educational decision-makers to consider the value messages implicit 
in the curriculum concerning Scotland's identity and its inter-relationship with 
countries in Europe and beyond. This opportunity should not be missed.
Slovakia
Introduction
Slovakia covers an area of 49,039 square kilometres. It has a population of around 5 
million inhabitants of mixed ethnic backgrounds. The breakdown of the population 
is 85.6% Slovaks, 10.8% Hungarians, with 3.6% made up of Romanies, Czechs, 
Ruthenians, Ukrainians, Poles, Russians and Germans. The official language is 
Slovak which is also the language of instruction in schools, with some teaching in 
minority languages in regions where linguistic minorities exist. However, all 
minority language pupils must study Slovak (Matusova, 1996). The Slovak 
Republic is now governed by a democratically elected parliament (The National 
Council of the Slovak Republic). At present this is a rather complex coalition
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government. Also the actual level of democracy that is enjoyed in the republic is 
questionable.
Slovakia ranks among the post-communist countries in transition and is in the 
process of restructuring the economy and the labour market through 
denationalisation and privatisation. The key date triggering change is undoubtedly 
1989, with the fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of Communism. This 
subsequently led to a number of former Eastern Bloc countries gaining their 
independence. Slovakia gained its independence on 1 January 1993, following the 
'Velvet Revolution' (a revolution without military action which separated Slovakia 
from the Czech Republic). In 1995 it applied to join the EU. Although it is part of 
the wider process of EU enlargement, Slovakia has not yet met the necessary 
criteria in terms of démocratisation to be considered for membership.
According to Mistrik (1996) Slovak society stands at the junction of transition from 
a closed society with a relatively firmly fixed inner structure to an open, flexible 
one; through democratic mechanisms it is still modifying and searching for an 
effective inner structure. He says that the search for a possible future shape of 
Slovakian culture constitutes part of the process as well. Mistrik points out that 
Slovakia is moving from a monolithic culture in which all hierarchies were firmly 
pre-set and the system of values was black and white and unchangeable to one in 
which various value hierarchies compete and none of them occupies a previously 
determined position. Bernhardt (1996) says that this post-communist ideological 
vacuum makes for a loss of direction and the disappearance of reference points. He 
emphasises that this often prompts a quest for identity and withdrawal into oneself 
and one's cultural community. This appears to be exactly the situation that presents 
itself in Slovakia today. The political and economic system that has been created as 
a result of the ongoing transformation of the economy and society, together with the 
fast opening of the country to the world, has posed difficult problems. In particular, 
how to survive under the conditions of the global economy and free market in such 
a way that the national identity of the Slovak culture will be preserved (Klinec, 
1996). These radical changes are difficult for people to cope with and teachers and 
teacher educators are no different. Changes in education are set against dramatic 
national changes in all areas of economic and political life, as well as the European 
and global changes which face all the other countries in this study. The starting 
point in education in Slovakia means that it faces the greatest challenges in order to 
implement change, in comparison with Denmark, the Netherlands, Portugal and 
Scotland.
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As Urbanek (1996) points out, Slovakia is post-integration in the 'Eastern bloc' and 
pre-integration into 'Westem-structures'. He says, 'We have experience with past 
integration and we know how it devastated our national identity for decades and 
loosened our relationship to our native land.' (Urbanek, 1996, p 107). According to 
Urbanek, the critical question concerning future integration is how to avoid similar 
consequences occurring again. However, the search for Slovak identity is complex 
due to the mix of many different influences throughout the history of the country. 
Mistrik (1996) explains that the geopolitical connections of Slovakia are varied. He 
says that the territory of Slovakia is for Germany and Russia a road to the east, or 
west, respectively, and an important meeting point. Across Slovakia runs the 
historic amber route from southern Europe to the north and vice versa. For 
Hungarians, Slovak territory is a natural obstacle to their influence in the Carpathian 
Basin. For Czechs, it is a gate to the Ukraine and Balkans, as well as a link with the 
great Slavic world. Mistrik suggests that all these connections and political 
influences have impacted on Slovakian culture; since Slovakia was a crossroads of 
political interests, it was also a crossroads of cultural influences from various 
directions. This places Slovakia in the position of looking inward in search of a 
national identity while at the same time facing the reality of the need to play a part 
in an integrated Europe in order to survive. Stevcek (1996) says, 'We want to find 
ourselves in an integrated Europe under our own name and with a well 
distinguishable state and national face.' (p 17). This presents a dilemma for teachers 
and teacher educators trying to implement a European dimension.
The Slovak Educational Svstem
Transformation of the Slovak society is a great challenge for education requiring 
global and systematic reform relating to many aspects. The education system is still 
in a stage of transition. The reforms which took place after 1990 are only considered 
to be the beginning of a long term transformation process to bring Slovakia to a 
level corresponding to that of the European Community countries (Malikova & 
Hartanska, 1995). The education policy of the government is based on an amended 
constitution which proclaimed education for democracy, humanism and patriotism. 
In addition, with a view to internationalisation and Europeanisation, a special 
emphasis is placed on foreign language education (Matusova, 1996). These changes 
will not happen overnight. Changing deep-rooted opinions is not an easy task, but 
education must rise to the challenge.
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The Ministry of Education remains the main policy-making body. It is in charge of 
policies for educational development and management, for vocational education and 
training, for building up networks of basic and secondary schools and for issuing 
rules on the provision of finance for schools and school facilities. The Ministry of 
Education is also responsible for the curricula of primary and secondary schools, 
although it devolves the development of the curricula to the National Institute for 
Education (SPU). Curriculum specialists at the institute with the assistance of 
curriculum subject committees, consisting of teachers, headteachers, inspectors and 
teacher educators, prepare the curricular documents which are then submitted for 
approval to the Ministry of Education. The curricular documents define subject 
objectives and content; set out the fi*amework for the number of lessons in each 
area, and outline the performance indicators.
In 1996, the Act of the National Council of the Slovak Republic was passed. In the 
spirit of this act the competences in school governance were shifted to departments 
for education at regional and district levels. This process is in line with processes of 
decentralisation in education taking place in other countries. The departments of 
education are responsible for the implementation of educational policy (Slovakian 
Socrates National Agency, 1997).
Compulsory education lasts for nine years. It covers four years of primary level and 
4-5 years in lower secondary school. The main task of compulsory education is to 
provide pupils firom 6 - 1 5  with the basics of education in general subjects. Upper 
secondary schools are divided into three types: specialist schools; secondary 
vocational schools; and gymnasia. Specialist schools prepare pupils for a range of 
professional activities. For example, technology, management, health care, tourism 
etc. Specialist schools add a new dimension to secondary education in Slovakia. 
They have been developed in close cooperation with other European countries in an 
attempt to answer the requirements set out by the EU relating to the preparation of 
the labour force. The aim is to give Slovakians qualifications that will enable them 
to participate in a European labour market. Secondary vocational schools prepare 
pupils for training linked to the apprenticeship trade being followed. The main task 
of the gymnasium is to prepare pupils for further study in higher education. At the 
end of the gymnasium pupils sit a school leaving examination consisting of a 
minimum of 4 subjects (Slovak and either mathematics or a second language, plus 
two optional subjects). Pupils must pass this examination to be eligible for 
university entrance examinations. Matusova (1996, App. 10) points out that in 
schools the learning process is still strongly teacher-led. She says that the pupils are
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good at knowledge acquisition and memorisation, but have little experience of 
higher-order thinking skills, such as interpreting data, application, analysis and 
problem solving. According to Mistrik (1999), conventional teaching methods are 
still widely utilised in schools. These include selecting facts, teaching information 
and knowledge and providing explanation. He emphasises that the teaching 
community is not used to active learning methods, where the focus is on the learner 
learning. Teachers need to be prepared to cope with this change in their role; from 
transmitter of knowledge to facilitator of learning.
Institutions of higher education are self-governing bodies and, in principle, they are 
free to make decisions regarding course development and design. However, 
according to Matusova (1996, App. 10) the rigidity of the approved curriculum in 
schools restricts the possibilities for teacher education. Efforts are being made to 
conduct a thorough investigation of the entire educational system, its shortcomings 
and its strengths. A significant contribution to this was the analysis of the system of 
Czech and Slovakian higher education which was conducted in 1992 and 1993 for 
the OECD. Since then the slow process of change has begun in an effort to meet the 
needs of the new Slovakian society and fulfil the necessary requirements for future 
membership of the European community.
According to Vantuch & Kostelnikova, (1994) the teaching profession still suffers 
greatly fi*om the heritage of the past. They say that under the former totalitarian 
regime the public image and the self-image of teachers was often negative. Teachers 
depended on instructions from above and in all subjects the official ideology had to 
be inculcated into the heads of pupils, even if it was done with little enthusiasm on 
the side of the teacher and with little success. Since 1990 several significant changes 
have occurred in the education system. Most significantly teachers are now free to 
utilise different teaching and learning strategies in the classroom. It is no longer 
necessary to present subjects from one particular ideological viewpoint. However, 
Vantuch & Kostelnikova, (1994) say that the situation changes only very slowly. In 
all schools, teachers now have the right to choose 30% of the subject matter 
themselves and may adapt content to suit regional needs or the profile of the school 
or their own preferences and professional point of view. Unfortunately, this right is 
not sufficiently exercised by teachers, the main reason being a lack of experience in 
curriculum development and also a lack of motivation to think for themselves. 
Vantuch & Kostelnikova point out that teachers' efforts to implement innovations 
are not honoured either financially or professionally. As Whitaker (1993) points out, 
it takes a considerable amount of courage and effort to move away from the
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demeaning and dispiriting command styles of the past. Clearly commitment to 
change will vary according to knowledge and ability in relation to the changes 
proposed. Both teachers and teacher educators will have to work through the 
process of change. Understanding the meaning and relevance of the changes will be 
significant factors influencing the success of the innovation proposed.
Malikova & Hartanska (1995) suggest that the status of teachers, low salaries and 
lack of incentives for them to participate in changes are major barriers to 
improvement in education. One particular problem is that over 40% of the teachers 
are more than 50 years old. At this time in their careers they may not be particularly 
open to change. Malikova & Hartanska say that the situation is critical because of 
the small number of student teachers presently in teacher education. According to 
them, the number of student teachers represents only 3% of the total number of all 
teachers teaching in primary schools. To add to the problem many student teachers 
do not plan to apply for teaching posts when they qualify. A long lasting shortage of 
teachers of foreign languages and computer science is due to more lucrative jobs 
outside education. Consequently, there is a shortage of qualified teachers in 
Slovakia, which means that 20% of all teachers are not university graduates 
(Malikova & Hartanska, 1995).
Vantuch & Kostelnikova, (1994) also raise another problem concerning language 
teachers in Slovakia. They point out that the political leaders of former socialist 
countries did not support foreign language education, except for the teaching of 
Russian, which was a compulsory subject in all schools. In the 1970s modem 
language teaching was completely abolished in all teacher training colleges and 
language departments disbanded. After 20 years of neglect of foreign language 
teacher education it is hardly surprising that there is a serious shortage of language 
teachers in schools. Now under the new regime, it is Russian teachers who find 
themselves in a difficult situation. Due to the political changes approximately 5000 
teachers of the Russian language are no longer required and have lost their jobs or 
have opted to retrain in other subjects.
The government recognises the need for the younger generation to communicate 
with the outside world and places a special emphasis on language learning. 
However, it is difficult to implement change without sufficient numbers of qualified 
language teachers. The lack of language teachers presents a challenge for higher 
education institutions. Departments of English, German, French and other modem 
languages have been re-established. In addition, many teachers of Russian have had
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the opportunity to take a 3 year course re-qualifying them to teach a different 
language (Vantuch & Kostelnikova, 1994). The education system is faced with an 
enormous task in terms of opening up to the world, while trying to cope with major 
reforms in schools and teacher education. Undoubtedly, implementing a European 
dimension in education is unlikely to occupy a prominent place in educational 
decision-makers' priority lists.
Differences in the Form of Teacher Education
While there are similarities in teacher education in the countries in this study, the 
different cultural perspectives shape and form the courses for student teachers 
differently. As Ryba (1992) points out, each European country has its own specific 
arrangements regarding teacher education and notwithstanding resemblances, the 
picture of educational provision in Europe is a complex one. In the schools sector 
there are variations in the structure, length of compulsory education, certification at 
the end of schooling, progression from schooling to further and higher education 
and provision in higher education. All the teacher education institutions in this 
study are deemed to be equivalent to higher education. However, in the case of the 
institutions in Scotland and Slovakia teacher education takes place in university 
faculties of education. In Denmark, the Netherlands and Portugal the institutions 
(seminaria, hogeschools and escolas superiores de educaçâo respectively) are 
colleges of education.
When considering the nature of a European dimension in teacher education it is 
necessary to understand how the differences in the forms of teacher education in 
each country may impact upon it. As has been pointed out, differences occur in 
many cases due to the different arrangements in the school systems. The teacher 
education institutions prepare teachers for different age ranges. This is significant 
because the teaching cultures in primary and secondary schools differ. The 
organisation and structure of the content is different. The learning and teaching 
approach differs, as does the relationship between teachers and pupils. Primary 
education often involves a teacher teaching a variety of subjects, whereas the 
majority of secondary teachers are usually subject-specialists. Hargreaves (1994) 
argues that the way that secondary schools are structured in subject departments 
creates barriers to collaboration and limits the opportunities for cross-curricular co­
operation. Some secondary teachers may believe that anything that takes time away 
from subject studies is time that is not well spent. The priority for them lies within 
the sphere of their own discipline. Value judgements based on subject status
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underpin these beliefs. These views are founded on narrow subject perspectives and 
do not give adequate attention to the whole learning process or the integrated world 
of today. These different views mean that the change process required to implement 
a European dimension needs to be considered in the light of the differences in 
primary and secondary school cultures and in more general views about what is of 
value in the educational process.
The terminology used to describe the different forms of education is problematic. 
The terms 'primary education' and 'secondary education' are not relevant to all the 
countries in this study. Differences are also apparent in what is deemed to be the 
best way to train teachers. There are different ideas about the most appropriate way 
to organise the teaching process. The most notable difference is the generalist form 
of training as opposed to specialist training. For example, some of the courses 
prepare generalist teachers who are able to teach a wide range of subjects, others 
offer specialist courses in one to four subjects and some of the institutions in this 
study offer both generalist and specialist courses.
In Denmark, Scotland, the Netherlands and Portugal the 'primary education' course 
is of four years duration. Subject matter, professional studies and teaching practice 
are taught concurrently. However, this is almost the extent of the similarities. As 
has been mentioned, Denmark is moving away from a generalist course. Recent 
reforms mean that students now specialise in four subjects. As teachers they will 
work in teams with classes. On the one hand, they will work as subject specialists, 
but on the other hand, they will not be left to work in isolation. They must 
collaborate with colleagues in a team when working with one class. Ideally, the 
same team will move up through the school years with the same classes. The 
thinking behind this innovation is to keep the number of different teachers that work 
with one class to a minimum, while still providing specialist expertise. These teams 
of teachers must also work together on cross-curricular issues, as set out in the new 
teacher education act (Danish Ministry of Education, 1998). This form of teacher 
education is conducive to teachers working together across subject boundaries on 
issues such as a European dimension in education.
In Scotland, primary education students engage in a generalist course. Secondary 
education students have already completed a subject degree at a university, before 
they engage in a post-graduate year to obtain a teaching qualification in their subject 
specialism. Students who already have a degree may also train to be primary 
teachers. They engage in a one year post-graduate course which is similar to the
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four year primary course, only in as much as it prepares them to teach in all primary 
education subjects. The post-graduate courses are intense and the course leaders are 
faced with difficult choices regarding course content. Chapter Seven will discuss the 
challenges associated with incorporating a European dimension in post-graduate 
teacher education courses.
The form of teacher education for primary teachers in the Netherlands is similar to 
that in Scotland. The students follow a generalist course covering all the subjects in 
the primary curriculum. The secondary teachers being educated at the hogeschools 
are subject specialists. However, unlike the situation in Scotland, they follow a four 
year course. When they graduate they have what is called a lower secondary 
qualification which enables them to teach in the first three years of secondary 
schools. In Portugal the teachers for the first cycle of education follow a generalist 
course, while teachers preparing to work in the second cycle are educated as subject 
specialists.
In the Netherlands, the recent reforms in secondary education have tried to address 
the challenges of incorporating cross-curricular elements. An earlier section of this 
chapter explained that arrangements have been put in place to encourage teachers to 
collaborate with one another in order to make pupils' learning more relevant to the 
inter-dependent world of the 21st century. The accent is on the learner and practical 
applications of knowledge and skills. These changes in the form of teacher 
education in the Netherlands are in line with wider changes to the education system 
that aim to prepare students to adapt to changing life situations. In Portugal, some 
thought has also been given to finding space in the curriculum to include issues that 
extend beyond subject-learning. However, as mentioned, the evidence suggests that 
the time set aside for cross-curricular issues is not used appropriately in schools. 
Also, it seems almost a contradiction in terms to plan for a separate time to deal 
with cross-curricular issues. The Dutch approach which encourages subject teachers 
to think about how and what they teach in a different way may prove more 
successful in breaking down subject barriers and placing the focus on cross­
curricular learning rather than subject-teaching.
The arrangements for teacher education in Slovakia differ from the other four 
countries in this study. The faculties of education visited prepare teachers for 
primary and lower secondary schools. Primary teachers who are responsible for the 
first four years of pupils' education train for four years. They follow a generalist 
course. The students preparing to teach in lower secondary schools follow a five
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year course which enables them to specialise in two subjects. The priority in the 
past was on a knowledge-based course rather than the development of practical 
skills. This is changing and the teacher education institutions are trying to alter long 
standing teaching methods. Efforts are being made to include innovations such as a 
European dimension in education. However, changing views about the promotion of 
personal development and interpersonal skills for example, poses a far greater 
challenge for teacher educators in Slovakia than it does in Denmark or the 
Netherlands.
What is particularly significant is the different cultural traditions that underpin the 
different approaches to learning and teaching. These differences are linked to 
complex views about what the purpose of education in each culture is thought to be, 
how best to educate pupils and what is thought to be best for the future of society. 
Value judgements impact on the decisions made regarding the emphasis placed on 
theory compared to practice, the choice of content of courses and the pedagogical 
approach. Differences are also noted in the opinions held about the priority that 
should be placed on cognitive, affective and social elements in the course content.
The previous sections in this chapter illustrated that the arrangements for teacher 
education in Denmark and the Netherlands are based on democratic ideals that aim 
to give teacher educators, teachers and students freedom to take decisions. 
Collaboration, cooperation, negotiation and discussion are the norm in their teacher 
education courses. Higher order thinking skills, such as critical thinking and 
problem-solving are encouraged. Emphasis is placed on student-centred learning; 
where students are encouraged to take more responsibility for their own education 
and engage actively in the learning and teaching process. The development of the 
whole child is fundamental to the teacher education courses. Although Danish 
students are now subject specialists, it is hard to imagine that the importance of 
personal development, that is so deeply ingrained in Danish culture, will lose its 
place in teacher education.
Teacher education courses in Scotland, like Denmark and the Netherlands, would 
claim to emphasise student-centred learning, active learning methodologies and 
practical applications of course elements. However, the organisation of the courses 
into curricular and professional studies often creates barriers to cross-curricular 
collaboration. Many of the teacher educators interviewed in Scotland acknowledged 
this challenge. Different strategies have been tried and have not met with great 
success. One interviewee describes the implementation of cross-curricular modules.
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but explains the concerns that subject specialists have about losing time in order to 
accommodate them in the course. Different elements in the courses seem to be 
deemed more important than others. However, the majority of the interviewees 
appear to be aware that changes need to be made to the courses in order to meet the 
changing needs of teachers and pupils in an information society. This study will 
explore where and how a European dimension fits into the different forms of teacher 
education in Scotland.
Portugal and Slovakia, although changing slowly, are still rooted in more traditional 
models of education. However, as Morgado (1996) in Portugal explains, the escolas 
superiores de educaçâo are trying to implement a different form of teacher 
education from that offered in Portuguese universities. They favour a more 
practically-orientated approach. For example, the teacher educators interviewed, 
who are language specialists, emphasise that they place great emphasis on the value 
of the communicative approach, which encourages students to engage actively in 
language learning. This is quite different fi-om the more traditional emphasis on 
reading and translating foreign literature. Nevertheless, cultural opinions concerning 
what education should be about run deep and in many cases teachers and teacher 
educators in Portugal and Slovakia have to reflect on how to change long-standing 
learning and teaching approaches.
Conclusion
Despite differences in the form of teacher education in each of the countries in this 
study, points of similarity emerge which will be followed up in subsequent chapters. 
For example, there is a general trend towards decentralisation and greater autonomy 
in local and institutional decision-making. However, the extent of the freedom to 
make curricular decisions varies. Each country has different factors influencing the 
direction of their educational system and the change process. In Denmark there is a 
strong philosophical underpinning; in Portugal economic factors constrain the speed 
of implementation of the major reforms proposed; in Slovakia, the changing 
political situation which has given rise to a more open society is a major upheaval 
for all aspects of life there including education. The Netherlands are also faced with 
dealing with major reforms in the system, while maintaining the sense of freedom in 
individual schools and higher education institutions for teachers and teacher 
educators to make decisions. New guidelines for teacher education in Scotland have 
been published with additional competences added to the already long list. The new 
Scottish Parliament is also set to bring further changes in the administration and
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direction of education. All of these factors are relevant when considering the 
implementation of a European dimension in each country.
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Chapter 4
National Policies on a European Dimension in Education 
Introduction
One of the aims of this study seeks to find out if there are national policy documents 
which provide direction on implementing a European dimension in education and 
teacher education in particular. Following visits to each country the evidence 
collected shows that the Netherlands, Portugal and Scotland have all published 
policies, papers and/or guidelines concerning international education and a 
European dimension at a national level.
Denmark and Slovakia have not produced policies at a national level due to reasons 
specific to the context of each nation. Denmark perhaps more than any other country 
in this study, operates a decentralised form of governance in regards to the 
educational system. This is linked to the country's philosophy of the people being 
free to make decisions locally, as highlighted in Chapter Three. This is especially 
true of matters European. Denmark's action on a European dimension adheres 
steadfastly to a decentralised approach. This stance is made clear by Jaspersen 
(1996, App. 6), from the Ministry of Education in Denmark. He says that he does 
not believe that the development of a European dimension is something that the 
Ministry should take a lead in, or that a central policy is desirable or required. 
Consequently, the emphasis is almost entirely on initiatives at the institutional level.
Slovakia is just beginning to initiate discussion at a national level, in order to set in 
motion the process of incorporating a European dimension in education. This forms 
part of their endeavour to meet the criteria set down for membership to the EU.
This chapter sets out some of the key features of the policies gathered and discusses 
them in terms of the level of direction provided concerning the development of a 
European dimension in education. Although Denmark and Slovakia do not have 
national policy documents, the last section of this chapter highlights the action that 
has been taken at the meso level concerning a European dimension in education.
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The Netherlands Policies on a European Dimension
Of the three countries where a national policy exists, action to develop a European 
dimension in education is by far the most comprehensive, systematic and 
convincing in the Netherlands. When considering the different stages of 
implementation, they have moved beyond the stage of awareness-raising to a stage 
where it is embedded in the rhetoric of national policy documents. A Ministry of 
Education and Science document entitled, Education for International 
Understanding published in 1994 states that, 'In the Netherlands, the importance of 
internationalisation in education, including the development of international 
understanding, is evident. Elements of internationalisation are increasingly apparent 
in every sector of education.' (1994c, p 11). In contrast, neither Scotland nor 
Portugal appear to place a European dimension high on the national education 
agenda.
In the Netherlands, the policy framework for the internationalisation of education 
was set up in a series of documents published by the Ministry of Education and 
Science from 1987 to 1989. This was followed in 1992 by the publication of the key 
policy paper, Widening Horizons^ (Ministry of Education and Science, 1992). The 
paper begins with a brief rationale for the development of a European dimension. It 
states, 'We live in a world in which national borders are fading and technological 
possibilities abound. In education as elsewhere we have long since had to look 
beyond Dutch borders. An attitude which helps widen horizons by being open to 
other cultures and learning about them is becoming a prerequisite to functioning 
well in society.' (p 5).
Similar to the EU documents there is an acceptance of the European integration 
process. It says, 'This policy document is published at a time when the importance 
of internationalisation is no longer disputed.' (Ministry of Education and Science, 
1992, p 5), The paper identifies three main objectives: to adjust the content of 
education to the requirements of the international community; to promote 
international contacts among educational establishments and among students, pupils 
and teachers; and to initiate and maintain international contacts at government level. 
Objectives two and three are similar to the objectives set out in the Scottish and 
Portuguese policy papers. However, objective one is unique to the Netherlands and 
indicates the level of importance afforded to internationalism. The paper states 
clearly that internationalisation should be taken into account as much as possible 
when determining education policy: 'Legislation and regulations will have to be
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drafted increasingly within a European or broader international perspective. Policy 
development will take its bearings partly fi*om views and experiences originating in 
the educational world in other countries.' (Ministry of Education and Science, 1992, 
p 9). Krikhaar (1995, App. 7) of the Ministry of Education in the Netherlands 
emphasises this point, saying that the Ministry of Education and Science wants the 
international aspect to be part of other educational policies. The Netherlands is the 
only country in this study that states in a policy document that it seeks to integrate 
an international/European dimension within its own national policies. In the other 
countries, the European dimension appears to be on the periphery of national 
education policies, not an integral part of them.
However, the Widening Horizons Policy Paper says that the notion of transferring to 
EU bodies competence in essential aspects of education policy - such as content and 
funding of education - is simply not on the agenda. It points out that education 
policy is and remains the responsibility of the national Member States. 
Nevertheless, the paper states that with the completion of the internal European 
market, and in the context of heightened EU activity in the field of education, Dutch 
education is increasingly facing contact with the surrounding countries: 'For this 
reason, the EU occupies a central position in internationalisation policy, and priority 
is given to stepping up co-operation with the EU and especially with countries 
bordering on the Netherlands.' (Ministry of Education and Science, 1992, p 10).
While the Dutch interest in matters European has been emphasised, Oonk (1996, 
App. 7) suggests that the government believes that its support for mobility 
programmes not only increases co-operation between countries, but it also 
contributes to raising the quality of education in the Netherlands. He says, 'You can 
say we are international, but in my view we are also national. There is a lot of self- 
interest in sending out roughly 4000 Dutch teachers to other countries. ... These 
teachers can collect ideas from good practice and implement them here, in order to 
improve the quality of education.' (Oonk, 1996, App.7, p i64). This highlights 
another link between the rhetoric of Dutch policies and EU policies. Similar to 
many of the European texts, the Widening Horizons Policy states that educational 
establishments should find that international co-operation enhances the content and 
quality of their own teaching, with the ultimate goal of better preparing pupils for 
life within the international community. For Van der Wende (1995, App. 7), 
'Internationalisation is not only an end in itself, it is a means to keep up and improve 
the quality of education.' (p 209) This point echoes the EU goal of 'added-value' 
through co-operation.
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Concerning the promotion of a European dimension in the Netherlands, a mixture of 
decentralised and centralised decision-making is apparent. The objective of the 
central policy framework is to encourage the internationalisation of education, by 
providing establishments with sufficient scope to develop their own initiatives. In 
line with the Freedom of Education Act, the priorities set by the policy document do 
not interfere with the institutions' freedom to set their own policies. The Dutch 
government creates the enabling conditions for schools, teacher education 
institutions and universities to allow them to include an international dimension in 
their work by providing a framework for a systematic set of activities. It is then up 
to the institutions to implement them if they wish. Van der Wende (1995, App. 7) 
summarises the principles of the national policy: 'It is there first of all to stimulate, 
secondly to give a framework, a policy context, and thirdly ... to break down 
obstacles to international co-operation.' (p 207). Krikhaar (1995, App. 7) points out, 
'We cannot say, you have to do this and this, because they (the institutions) are 
becoming more autonomous, so we have to leave it to them. But we are saying, it is 
part of your school policy, of your duty as a school to think about international 
relations.' (pi46). This type of language used by personnel from the Ministry of 
Education, inevitably influences decision-making in schools and teacher education 
institutions, as it indicates the value that the Ministry attaches to the European 
dimension. In Scotland, Johnston (1997, App. 9), Head of the International 
Relations Branch in the Scottish Office, makes a similar comment, indicating that 
the Scottish Office could strongly recommend, but could not say something must be 
done. However, she points out, 'Messages are sent in oblique ways to say that this is 
an important area and you should concentrate on it and make sure that you 
incorporate it in some way in your thinking and your teaching.' (p 374) Via this 
method, education institutions receive covert messages about what they should or 
should not include in their curriculum.
The Widening Horizons Policy Paper recognises that individual bodies often lack 
sufficient resources and expertise to solve problems encountered in the field of 
internationalisation. In order to ensure that the policy paper would lead to concrete 
activities, the government made funds available to allow exchanges and joint 
European projects to take place. The importance of supporting policy initiatives 
with adequate funding is a further factor unique to the Netherlands. Brosse (1996, 
App. 7) explains that the substantial funding for international activities which came 
from the national budget is a relatively new phenomenon. Oonk (1996, App. 7)
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stresses 'It wasn't just a policy, they (the government) also created a budget. You can 
make beautiful policies, but if there is no budget then it is difficult.' (App. 7, p 165).
In relation to funding Brosse raises a different point. He says that the Dutch 
government think that it is much too important to leave the institutions at the mercy 
of one funding source. This is not an issue raised in any of the other countries, 
although it is clear that the EU's intention is that funding from Brussels should be 
complementary to that available in each Member State. However, no other country 
in this study appears to have the will or the means to support international education 
to the same extent as the Netherlands. Van der Wende (1995, App. 7) acknowledges 
that the additional source of funding provided at a national level places the 
Netherlands in an advantageous position. In Scotland and Portugal where the 
governments have produced policy statements, these are not backed up with funding 
to the same extent as in the Netherlands.
However, the Widening Horizons Policy Paper is not just about providing funding. 
The government recognised that international activities create diverse new executive 
responsibilities which should be fulfilled at a central level for the benefit of the 
various sectors of education. Therefore, the second element of the policy created an 
infrastructure to stimulate and facilitate the development of a European dimension. 
Zwaga (1996, App. 7) says, 'This policy paper was not just lip service by the 
government, it also contained very pragmatic, concrete steps forward in assigning 
tasks to three different agencies in the country. By doing so and delegating other 
activities that they had done themselves before, they made a beginning in 
implementing a European dimension, within the theoretical framework of 
internationalisation. For the first time in Dutch history, the government was really 
making an effort to implement activities in this whole area.' (p 180). This fulfils the 
requirement of the 1988 Resolution which called on each country to initiate 
activities to promote a European dimension in education.
The intermediary agencies which were put in place by the government have a role in 
assisting schools, teacher education institutions and universities in developing an 
international/European dimension. The two agencies relevant to teacher education 
are, the European Platform and Nuffrc (the Netherlands Universities Foundation for 
International Co-operation). These agencies not only manage the funding available, 
but provide access to information, opportunities for inservice and some teaching 
materials. By giving tasks to organisations like Nuffrc and the European Platform, 
the Ministry of Education carries the general responsibility, but the execution of
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policy is fulfilled by the local organisations. On the one hand, this may be a positive 
move; on the other hand it could expand the bureaucracy surrounding the 
development of a European dimension in education in the Netherlands. The 
evidence collected shows that to a certain extent the latter is the case. Some of the 
teacher educators interviewed are confused about which agency they could apply to 
for funds. The problem appears to be that there is an overlap of responsibility 
between Nuffrc and the European Platform for supporting a European dimension in 
teacher education. Zwaga (1996, App. 7) says 'If you look at the total budget of the 
Platform, and look at the funds that go to our schools and colleges, you would find 
that about 96% or 97% would go to primary and secondary education, so there is 
only a tiny bit left for the other types of education, specifically, teacher education.' 
(App.7 p 173). According to Zwaga, Nuffrc have a bigger percentage of funds for 
teacher education. However, Van der Wende (1995, App. 7) explains that Nuffrc's 
focus has been up to now on higher education. The teacher education institutions 
have only recently received university status and are only now termed to be part of 
the higher education system. Herein lies the reason for the teacher educators' 
confusion concerning the relevant funding agency.
The main pillar in Widening Horizons Policy Paper is mobility. Oonk (1996, App. 
7) believes that this mobility programme is important in creating an understanding 
of the European dimension in education: 'After 5 years I would say it is the best 
thing that they (the government) could do for internationalisation. This mobility of 
4000 teachers per year creates a lot of things in the schools. We would never have 
been able to do it, we would have needed an institute of 200 people.' (p 165). Rather 
than spending money on inservice and trying to get teachers to come to an 
understanding of what a European dimension might be, the government created a 
policy which allows the teachers to experience it for themselves and decide on its 
value themselves.
The feeling of occupying a place in a league of European countries was something 
that was mentioned only in the Netherlands. Krikhaar (1995, App. 7) says, 'You 
have to keep your educational standards up to what they are in other countries. ... 
When we change our policies it is unthinkable that we wouldn't look at the policies 
in other countries.' (App. 7, p 138). Van der Wende (1995, App. 7) suggests that the 
emphasis is shifting in recent policies from mobility programmes to concern for the 
position of Dutch education in an international context. In the policy document 
relevant to higher education: Higher Education Research Plan (1994d), the major 
themes are the strategic position of the Netherlands in the long term, and the
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positioning of Dutch higher education institutions in the global market. According 
to Krikhaar the aim is now to export knowledge. Rather than signalling feelings of 
co-operation towards raising the standard of education across Europe, in an 
atmosphere of collectivity, this type of discourse reveals the tensions operating in a 
European union of nations. The competitive, market-driven ideology is more 
dominant. This highlights an important issue: how can feelings of co-operation and 
solidarity amongst nations be achieved when national education systems are 
influenced by market competition. In this situation forces tending towards unity 
appear to clash with separatist interests. This relates to the fundamental issue that is 
not addressed adequately in any of the EU texts; how to achieve unity in the context 
of European diversity.
Although policy initiatives in the Netherlands have endeavoured to develop a 
European dimension in a systematic way and there is some evidence to suggest that 
this has been successful at the level of schools, the same does not appear to be true 
for teacher education. According to Krikhaar, research carried out by a teacher 
education organisation for international affairs (WHITLOW) shows that few teacher 
education institutions are active in this field. Zwaga (1996, App. 7) says, "... from 
the side of the teacher educators and the training institutions themselves, there has 
not been an impressive response to the notion of the European dimension.' (App. 7, 
p 173). However, he does point out that this is perhaps understandable because they 
have just undergone a major merger where all the institutions of higher education 
have come together in hogeschools and they have also suffered from cuts in 
funding. These pressures have resulted in the emphasis being placed on aspects 
other than a European dimension in education.
Krikhaar explains that there are further changes on the way. She says that 
professional profiles with competency requirements for teachers (in primary and 
secondary education) are being formulated and will be used in teacher education. 
The way in which an international perspective will be realised in these profiles will 
influence the design and content of future curricula. According to Krikhaar 
attainment targets will advance the international orientation in the training of 
teachers. She believes that is the only way to develop internationalisation ideas in 
the educational institutions. Whether competences in teacher education in the 
Netherlands help or hinder the development of a European dimension remains to be 
seen.
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Scotland's Policies on a European Dimension
In response to the 1988 Resolution on the European dimension in education a policy 
statement was published by the UK Government in 1991. It created an infrastructure 
for the development of a European dimension. The Government's legislative role 
relates to taking appropriate central initiatives to assist and encourage the 
dissemination of good practice. A decentralised approach is taken in the 
implementation process. Although Scotland has a separate education system from 
the rest of the UK, the lead department for international relations is in London. 
Consequently, the Scottish Office Education and Industry Department (SOEID) 
strategy has been developed within the framework of the UK Government's policy. 
The 1991 policy statement (Department of Education and Science (DES), 1991) 
indicates that the UK Government encourages the development of a European 
dimension in all sectors of education through policies which support language 
teaching and learning, bilateral links and exchanges and support for and/or direction 
of the work of non-government organisations and non-departmental public 
government bodies which are concerned with the development of the European 
dimension in education.
A Policy Models document (DES, 1992) which arose from the 1991 policy 
statement moved the process forward. It says, 'After establishing a policy the next 
stage is to translate theory into practice', (p 10). The document set out to provide 
practical suggestions for implementing a policy in schools and in teacher education 
colleges. However, in reality the action taken was limited to relatively small 
numbers of schools and colleges. Failure to disseminate the document widely or 
support it with extra funding appears to have contributed to a lack of widespread 
development of a European dimension.
Action to initiate European activities got off to a slow start in Scotland. 
Nevertheless a range of influences gradually edged things forward. Mitchell (1997, 
App. 9) explains that it was not until 1990 that he had the opportunity to take 
initiatives to promote a European dimension in Scotland. He says '... there had been 
anxiety expressed about the lack of information that we (the Scottish Office) were 
getting either directly from Europe or from the DES in London.' (App. 9, p 383). 
According to Mitchell this was combined with an awareness by the senior 
management in the Scottish Office, that things were happening in schools and 
teacher education institutions. Also as Wake (1997, App. 9) points out local 
authorities were very critical of SOED (as it then was) for not having a policy on a
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European dimension. However, when the Scottish Office did take action it did so in 
a tentative way. Mitchell says that he was asked to 'dip his toe in the water ... and 
see how it goes'. (App. 9, p 384). This does not suggest a planned Scottish Office 
strategy at the outset.
Mitchell explains that a coordinated infrastructure to support a European dimension 
was needed. In 1990, the Scottish Office set up an International Relations Branch 
(IRB). Two of its first objectives were provision of easy access to information about 
the EU and establishment of a number of networks to facilitate the developments of 
a European dimension. The structure for dissemination of information and 
coordination of developments takes the form of a triangle (see diagram in Johnston, 
1997, App. 9 p 382). At the apex is the IRB which includes a Eurydice unit. The 
triangle's base is completed by Eurodesk and a Central Bureau for Educational 
Visits and Exchanges. Eurodesk is an agency which was unique to Scotland, It was 
launched in 1990 to provide information and support for developing a European 
dimension in schools and further and higher education institutions. Since 1990 other 
countries have sought to set up similar agencies modelled on the Scottish Eurodesk. 
The information triangle is furthered strengthened by links with a series of 
associated Scottish networks. The IRB believes that this concept of networking is 
the key to the development of a European dimension in education in Scotland. 
Unlike the Netherlands, where the policy led to the infrastructure, the infrastructure 
came before a Scottish policy paper was published. This highlights Esteves' (1997, 
App. 8) point that activities are often in place before policies are written. In other 
words practice drives policy. This appears to be a typical characteristic of 
educational development in Scotland.
As has been mentioned in Chapter Two, the General Teaching Council (GTC) also 
responded to the 1988 Resolution by publishing a paper. The European Dimension 
in Education in Initial Teacher Training (1990). It recognised the central role that 
teachers have in developing a European dimension and that change within the 
system would only be effective if those responsible for delivering the curriculum 
were well trained. The paper states that the objectives of the resolution should be 
achieved through the provision of a systematic and structured programme of training 
for the teachers who will deliver the curriculum. It recommends that all courses of 
initial teacher education for primary and secondary teachers should incorporate a 
European dimension. Undoubtedly, this paper had an impact on the development of 
a European dimension in teacher education in Scotland. However, as Sutherland 
(1997, App. 9), Registrar for the GTC concedes, the paper was not followed up
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adequately. He says that perhaps the Council should take a more active stance. At 
the point of course validation, teacher education institutions do have to indicate that 
the course includes a European dimension in some way, but this does not 
necessarily amount to systematic inclusion. In an attempt to justify the GTC's 
approach, Sutherland points out that it is not for the GTC to prescribe to teacher 
education institutions what to do: 'It is just for us to drop ideas into the pool, in an 
effort to fulfil our remit, which is to make sure that teacher education is up to date 
and taking account of modem issues and preparing teachers to teach in today's 
world, and yet be flexible enough to be ready for tomorrow's world so that they in 
turn prepare children similarly.' (App. 9, p 410).
Similar to the Netherlands, the value of a decentralised approach is emphasised. 
Mitchell (1997, App. 9) says, 'We did want to encourage a 'bottom-up' approach, 
rather than imposing something from the top. There were a lot of examples of things 
that were imposed from the top and they just did not work. So I was happy to 
encourage and recognise grass roots initiatives.' (App. 9, p 394). He points out that it 
was a bubbling up of interest from underneath that led to a Scottish Office 
development to produce a policy on the European dimension.
In 1994 the Scottish Education and the European Community - Policy, Strategy and 
Practice paper (SOED, 1994) was published by the Scottish Office. It sets out the 
Government's policy, which essentially is a re-statement of the aims identified in the 
1991 UK statement. It explains the legal basis for the EU action, providing 
information about the 1988 Resolution, the Single European Act and the Treaty on 
European Union. The same unquestioning acceptance of the EU policies as the 
Dutch and much of the EU rhetoric is evident. The Scottish Office priorities are 
listed (nine in total relating to the development of a European dimension in 
Scotland). The specific objectives of the strategy are also listed. The policy states, 
'The ultimate goal of such objectives, as stated in the 1988 Resolution and 
underlined by the Government's policy document of February 1991, is to strengthen 
in young people a sense of European identity, whilst at the same time, preserving 
their sense of being Scottish and British.' (SOED, 1994, p 3). It is worth noting that 
the Widening Horizons Policy (1992) made no reference to the preservation of the 
Dutch identity, but both the Scottish and Portuguese policy statements refer to 
national identity. The Comprehensive Law on the Education System (1986) in 
Portugal states that it was drawn up so as to contribute to preserving the national 
identity and strengthening loyalty to the historical background of Portugal by raising 
awareness of the Portuguese nation's cultural heritage within the framework of the
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universal European tradition and the increasing interdependence and essential 
solidarity between the nations of the world. Harrison (1997, App. 9) remarks, ’It is 
curious that the more European a country or a region gets, the more conscious it is 
of its own identity and the stronger its own identity becomes,' (App. 9, p 401). The 
evidence gathered from the interviews at a national level in this study does not 
wholly support Harrison's view. The Netherlands appears to be the most European 
in its outlook, yet it is the one country that does not strongly emphasise maintaining 
a Dutch identity in its international policies.
The Scottish policy paper (SOED, 1994) outlines the organisational structure for the 
development of a European dimension. It also includes a chapter on a European 
dimension in practice, at all levels of education. The paper concludes with a 
checklist for institutional self-assessment, which uses the framework, education 
through Europe, education for Europe and education about Europe. Mitchell (1997, 
App. 9) explains that, it was always intended that the inspectorate would inspect the 
European dimension. When the strategy paper was produced Mitchell says that he 
put together a series of questions that the inspectorate should ask. According to him 
it is fairly obvious that if schools realise that the inspectorate are asking questions 
about things they will begin to do them. Mitchell says that the. intention was the 
questions would go at the end of the strategy paper and that schools would be told 
that in the year 1996-97 they would form part of the inspection process. However, 
he explains that this was not acceptable to the senior management in the 
inspectorate, because of other educational changes going on at the time. They felt 
that the furthest they could go was to include in the policy document a set of self- 
assessment questions. Nevertheless, Mitchell says that the inspectorate were 
instructed that if a school has European links or is doing good work on the European 
dimension in the curriculum then a sentence or two should be included in the 
inspection report. This remains the situation to date.
One major difference from the Dutch policy is that there was no substantial budget 
to kick start any activities. Mitchell points out that the way that the system works in 
Scotland is that funds are devolved to the education authorities and institutions for 
them to spend as they see fit within guidelines and recommendations. There is no 
budget for international education. Johnston (1997, App. 9) says that the budget in 
the IRB is for staffing. Any other initiatives, such as curriculum support materials 
have to be funded from other sources. Lack of resources at a national level means 
that Scottish teachers and teacher educators must rely almost entirely on European 
funding for European activities and exchange programmes.
I l l
The SOED strategy paper (1994) and the GTC paper (1990) both emphasis the role 
of teacher education institutions in promoting a European dimension. However, 
similar to the Netherlands, those interviewed in Scotland at a national level, do not 
believe that teacher education is doing enough to encourage a European dimension 
in education. Mitchell says that despite the efforts of individual teacher education 
institutions, teachers are not given enough help to come to terms with the notion of a 
European dimension and how to build it into their teaching. However, Mitchell 
(1997, App.9), Sutherland (1997, App.9), Wake (1997, App.9) and Harrison (1997, 
App.9) all acknowledge that there are many pressures which result in teacher 
education focusing on other priorities. Sutherland says, 'It is easy for me to sit here 
and be critical of what the teacher education institutions have done and what they 
have not done. The truth of the matter is that there has been a lot of pressures over 
the last number of years, not the least of which has been shrinking budgets and 
increasing group sizes. To an extent it is the same as in schools; there is curriculum 
overload. It is not surprising that the European dimension has not been taken up to a 
greater extent.' (App.9, p 415). Nevertheless, if a European dimension in education 
is deemed to be important then teacher educators must overcome the challenges to 
ensure that it forms part of the course for student teachers. It should not be isolated 
from other educational changes.
Portugal's National Policy on a European Dimension in Education
The Comprehensive Education Law published in 1986 in Portugal, provides 
evidence that some consideration is given to a European dimension in education. Its 
preamble says: 'The curricular structure now adopted endeavours to fulfil the 
complex requirements that our education system must satisfy both at national and 
international level. This is in order to draw up the project of a society which, while 
preserving national identity assumes the responsibility of meeting the challenge of 
modernisation raised by our joining the EC.' (cited in Belard & Teixeira, 1994, p 
147). The main activities in Portugal concerning a European dimension appear to 
relate to changing their educational policies to bring them in line with criteria set out 
by the EU at the time of their membership.
However, a Portuguese policy on a European dimension in education was proposed 
in 1992, The policy was approved by the National Council of Education of the 
Ministry of Education. The policy paper begins in quite a different way from either 
the Dutch or the Scottish papers. It takes a much more theoretical line. It opens with.
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'Who are we? Where are we going to? To talk about the European dimension in our 
times cannot be restricted to the short term concerns and to the simple activity of 
existing mechanisms in the framework of intergovernmental co-operation in 
Europe.' (Ministry of Education, Portugal, 1992, p41). Unlike the Dutch and 
Scottish policies it does not assume acceptance of the EU or of a European 
dimension in education. Instead, it seeks to stimulate thinking about Portugal in 
relation to the EU. The paper raises the issue of Europe being more than the 
Member States of the EU: 'It is essential to know which Europe we are referring to 
and also what goals we wish to achieve.’ (Ministry of Education, Portugal, 1992, 
p41). It opens the European debate, by raising the concept of the nation state and the 
notion of sovereignty in the 21st century. This differs from the discourse in the EU 
documentation and the Dutch and Scottish policies.
A dialogue concerning individual civilisations versus Eurocentrism is included in 
the policy paper. The dialectic of one nation and a group of nations is raised. The 
articulation between the individual and society and the gap between different points 
of view and differing visions of the world is discussed. The paper says that learning 
about citizenship cannot be built on speeches; it must develop through real actions, 
examples and experiences. It argues, '... cultural identities in an. open Europe must 
be understood not as exclusive belongings, but as multiple possessions.' (Ministry of 
Education, Portugal, 1992, p49). The paper then moves from the theoretical to the 
practical level. The language used is less abstract in later sections of the paper: 'Let 
us not have any delusions: in the European context, a country like Portugal - in an 
intermediate development level, still far from its wealthier European counterparts - 
will need to make greater investment efforts in human resources, education and 
training. Quality is expensive and the mobilisation of the educational players is a 
sine qua non prerequisite for the attainment of an expressive outcome.' (Ministry of 
Education, Portugal, 1992, p 50). It suggests that the way forward is not teaching 
about Europe or forcing the instillation of European messages. Instead, the paper 
points out that it is essential to establish the methodology of dialogue, interchange 
and better mutual knowledge. It concludes, 'We must understand that being a citizen 
and an individual demands the ability to question where we came from and where 
we are going to and the assumption of both our liberty and autonomy's strength.' 
(Ministry of Education, Portugal, 1992, p 51). This emphasis on a questioning 
approach is not made so explicit in either the Dutch or the Scottish policies. 
However, in line with the EU documents the Portuguese policy tries to balance a 
utilitarian perspective with personal development.
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Similar to Scotland, Esteves (1997, App. 8) from the Ministry of Education points 
out that the policy paper was published after action to promote a European 
dimension in Portugal had begun. Belard (1997, App. 8) explains that a Centre for 
European Education was already in place. She is the co-ordinator of the unit and is a 
key figure in promoting a European dimension in Portugal. Belard launched the idea 
of European Clubs in Portuguese schools. The main aims of the clubs are: to 
prepare and educate pupils for the new Europe; to develop understanding 
concerning the reasons why some countries are members of the EU and others are 
not; and to contribute to the understanding of similarities and differences in Europe 
while preserving Portuguese national identity.' (App. 8, p305). This equates with 
both the language of national and EU policies. Like the methodology supported in 
the other countries in this study, Belard believes that teachers should be fi'ee to plan 
their own activities to promote a European dimension. She suggests that if ideas 
about a European dimension were to be introduced by the Ministry of Education as 
a compulsory part of the curriculum then its development would not succeed. 
According to her, teachers need to be able to see the relevance of it for themselves 
for any input to be effective. This is a significant point for the change process, 
which is also raised in the interviews with the teacher educators.
The Portuguese policy paper (1992) while referring to the fact that investment in 
education is needed, does not commit funds for the development of a European 
dimension. Little money comes from the Ministry of Education for the European 
Clubs. Esteves (1997, App.8) explains that funding is one of the big problems in 
Portugal: 'We have it in the law, we have a decree saying that some of the 
Departments of the Ministry and some of the Regional Directorates should have in 
their budgets some money to support the European dimension, but so far this has not 
been possible.' (App.8 p 314). Lack of funds has perhaps led Belard to support an 
alternative route to promoting a European dimension. She emphasises that it is not 
about the curriculum or about mobility: what matters is the creation of a new 
mentality, new ideas, different approaches and perspectives - a cultural approach. 
This approach may be preferred because of pragmatic reasons. Funding large-scale 
mobility programmes is not an option in Portugal, therefore it may be that Belard 
found it more valuable to emphasise activities that are possible and then sought to 
defend this position. Nevertheless, she recognises the need to take teaching cultures 
into account in the change process.
Like those interviewed at a national level in the Netherlands and Scotland, Belard 
believes that not enough is being done in teacher education institutions to promote a
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European dimension. She explains that in the beginning she organised seminars with 
teacher educators, but they were not successful, because in Portugal, teachers have 
different backgrounds; some are university trained, others are trained in escolas 
superiores de educaçâo (teacher education institutions). These institutions are all 
autonomous and their courses are different. Belard advocates that it is better to start 
with teachers in schools. She says that in this way teachers are able to see that it is 
not theory, it must be practice. According to her different schools have different 
problems and the implementation of a European dimension must relate to local 
circumstances. It is clear that Belard is anxious to move the theoretical discussions 
evoked by the policy paper towards practical action. She understands the reality of 
the problems in the schools, such as poor facilities, lack of resources and 
overcrowding. Belard suggests that the only way to be successful is to motivate the 
individual teachers in an atmosphere that shows understanding of local constraints. 
Once again, these are important points that are very relevant to the successful 
implementation of a European dimension in schools. It is necessary for teacher 
educators to be equally aware of the constraints that teachers face in their day to day 
task in order to ensure that a European dimension can be incorporated in a way that 
is meaningful in the situations that prevail in schools.
Countries without a Central Policy in a European Dimension
Denmark and Slovakia do not have a separate policy to promote a European 
dimension, but this does not mean that no account is taken of it at a national level or 
that education policies make no mention of the European integration process.
Although the approach in Denmark is a decentralised one, the Ministry of Education 
acknowledges the value of international education. Jaspersen (1996, App. 6) 
explains that Denmark has always had a tradition of international education. He 
points out that although a European dimension is not mentioned explicitly in the 
curricular framework, one of the aims of the folkeskole states, 'It shall familiarise 
the pupils with Danish culture and contribute to their understanding of other cultures 
... The school shall prepare the pupils for active participation, joint responsibility, 
rights and duties in a society based on freedom and democracy.' (Ministry of 
Education, Denmark, 1994, page 3). This aim is relevant to the development of a 
European dimension and in this way it is possible for Danish teachers to decide to 
take a European perspective when promoting intercultural education.
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The decentralised approach is clearly evident in relation to the development of a 
European dimension in teacher education. The responsibility for planning teacher 
education courses is devolved to the eighteen colleges. As a consequence of this 
policy it is to be expected that the different institutions would take different 
approaches to the inclusion of a European dimension in their work. This was the 
case in the two Danish institutions visited. One has been including a European 
dimension for some time and has developed an international course. The other is 
just beginning to consider the inclusion of a European dimension. However, both 
institutions have been making provision for students to participate in European 
exchange programmes for some years.
It appears that whilst the approach in Denmark is decentralised there is some central 
assistance and financial support for international activities. An important 
intermediary between the Ministry of Education and the teacher education 
institutions is the International Committee of the Rectors. This committee provides 
information to the rectors of the teacher education institutions on international and 
European education and liaises with the Ministry of Education. According to 
Breinholdt (1998, App. 6) it is also responsible for administering the financial 
support (half a million Kroners in 1997) that is provided by the Ministry of 
Education for international education. This funding is used to pay for meetings of all 
the Co-ordinators of International Education from the eighteen colleges and the 
remainder is distributed amongst the colleges to pay for international activities 
(staffrstudent exchanges, pay for time to free up the International Co-ordinators 
etc.). This is significant in the development of a European dimension in Denmark. 
No such funds are available for teacher education institutions in Scotland or 
Portugal although they have a policy to encourage developments. Denmark prefers 
to provide support through additional funding rather than policy rhetoric. This 
approach is likely to be welcomed by many teacher educators, as it is consistent 
with the approach taken for other educational developments in Denmark.
In Slovakia, Skovajsa (1996, App. 10) points out that the Ministry of Education has 
a role in the promotion of a European dimension, but they are just at the beginning 
of the process. He says, 'The priority now is to implement European programmes. 
For example, Socrates - because it has a strong element of mobility and emphasis on 
the development of a European dimension.' (App. 10, p 512). Skovajsa explains that 
his department in the Ministry is preparing information for the government: 'There 
are needs in the programme which we are trying to meet. ... This year is the 
preparation year, so we were given EU money to establish the organisational
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structures, the national agencies, offices and training of staff for Tempus, Socrates. 
Leonardo and Phare.' (App. 10, p 512). According to Skovajsa, the Phare 
programme has had the biggest impact so far. He says that the aims of the Phare 
project are: 'to bring the level of education in Slovakia up to meet the level of 
education of the European Union; to know more about the European Union and to 
tell them (the other EU countries) more about Slovakia. It is a two-way process. It is 
a national Phare project and it is also a multi-country project.' (App. 10, p 512). He 
emphasises the role that the Socrates programme will have in initiating projects in 
schools and teacher education institutions, saying that these projects will demand 
activities to be initiated in schools and that it is better than something that is started 
from the top. It appears that Slovakia is favouring the same bottom-up approach 
referred to in all the other countries in this study. However, the interviews with the 
teacher educators in Slovakia reveal a different picture. They appear to suggest that 
this is fashionable rhetoric on behalf of the Ministry of Education. Some of the 
interviewees explain that in reality the ministry do not encourage the development 
of a European dimension. The difficulties of a coalition government supporting 
different views regarding the European integration process are apparent. This 
creates difficulties for the teacher educators trying to incorporate a European 
dimension in their work.
The State Pedagogical Institute, which is funded by the Ministry of Education is 
responsible for curriculum documents, pedagogical research, textbook evaluation, 
inservice training of teachers and for maintaining links with teacher education 
institutions. Matusova (1996, App. 10) explains that some of the staff who work 
part-time in the institute come from teacher training colleges. Therefore, there is a 
two-way transfer of information. According to Matusova the next step is to provide 
some guidelines for teachers. Unlike Belard (1997, App. 8) in Portugal she says that 
she is convinced that it makes sense to start with teacher training at under-graduate 
level and not somewhere in the middle of the teaching career. However, she points 
out that funding for guidelines is the problem: 'We get a budget at the beginning of 
the year and it is our responsibility to decide how to use it. We have to plan our 
activities according to priorities. The main strategic priority is patriotic education...' 
(App. 10, p 523). To date no guidelines for teachers regarding a European 
dimension have been produced in Slovakia.
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Conclusion
The rhetoric of the Dutch and Scottish policy documents appears to be similar to 
that of many of the EU documents; particularly the unquestioning acceptance of the 
European integration process. The Portuguese document is significantly different, in 
that it does raise questions. However, it provides no answers and its use of rather 
abstract language makes it difficult to understand. This lack of conceptual clarity 
means that it is of little help to teachers who wish to develop a European dimension 
in their classrooms.
Although policy documents exist in the Netherlands, Scotland and Portugal it 
appears that they have not had a significant impact on the development of a 
European dimension in teacher education. The rhetoric does not match the reality as 
far as teacher education is concerned. The Dutch policy does appear to have 
stimulated activities in schools, especially the mobility of teachers, but has not 
influenced developments in teacher education institutions. In Portugal, as Belard 
(1997, App. 8) describes, initiatives have focused on setting up European Clubs in 
schools. These clubs are not mentioned in the Portuguese policy document, 
European Dimension o f Education (Ministry of Education, Portugal, 1992), yet the 
idea was launched before the policy was published. This highlights a gap between 
policy and practice. No centralised action in Portugal appears to be directed at the 
development of a European dimension in teacher education. In Scotland, as Mitchell 
(1997, App. 9) admits the policy document came after grass roots activities were 
underway. The policy does not appear to have added to the level of development of 
a European dimension in a substantial way, in either schools or teacher education 
institutions. Mitchell raises the point that had the policy in Scotland coincided with 
the inclusion of European activities in inspectorate visits, then developments may 
have been very different. The lack of funds to support the launch of the documents 
in Portugal and Scotland or any follow-up activities, may also explain why they 
have had such little impact.
Interestingly when comparing the level of activity in Denmark with the other 
countries in this study, it appears that a centralised policy is not necessarily required 
in order to promote a European dimension in education. The recognition of it as 
being of value in education together with financial support to initiate activities may 
be just as effective. Further examination of the impact or lack of national direction 
concerning the implementation of a European dimension in teacher education will 
be explored in Chapter Six of this study.
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Chapter 5
Rationales for and Definitions of a European Dimension in Education 
Introduction
One of the main aims of this study is to investigate teacher educators' understanding 
of a European dimension in education and to find out if they are able to provide a 
definition. Chapter Two illustrates that a European dimension in education is a 
phrase that often appears in official texts of the European Union. However, in these 
texts, the European dimension is used as a general term. The definition is not made 
explicit and assumptions can only be made about the implied definition. These 
inferences are formulated according to a person's values, knowledge and 
understmrding. Therefore, the clarification of the concept is seen as a necessary 
starting-point in order to understand teacher educators' thinking of a pedagogical 
nature, where the aim is to include a European dimension in teacher education.
However, how the concept is given meaning and developed depends on a larger 
network of concepts in relation to the definition of education itself. Despite the 
media emphasis on European integration as a political and economic process, social 
and cultural factors must be taken into account. When educators set out to include a 
European dimension in education one assumes that they believe that it contributes 
to the educational process in some way. To explore this assumption more needs to 
be known about their rationale for including a European dimension in education, 
their definition and what they understand the purpose of education to be.
Sultana (1995) emphasises the need to consider the reasons that lie behind the 
development of a European dimension. He believes that when teacher educators are 
invited to make their contribution to a European dimension in education, they 
should consider carefully whose agenda they are responding to, and in whose name 
they are acting. In other words, is the rationale for incorporating a European 
dimension based on decisions made by the teacher educator who believes in the 
value of incorporating it in the educational process, or is the rationale based on 
factors imposed either explicitly or implicitly from above, be it institutional 
managers or national or European policy-makers?
The chapter begins by exploring the range of rationales provided for implementing a 
European dimension and how they relate to views concerning the purpose of
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education. The rationales are explored at each level of analysis : European, national, 
institutional and teacher educator levels. The second part of the chapter discusses 
the variety of definitions that arose during the interviews conducted at national and 
institutional level. The definitions are not analysed separately at meso and micro 
levels because the classification process did not highlight distinct categories at each 
level, similarities and differences arose across all interviews. Use is made of both 
empirical and literature sources for the discussion of rationales for, and definitions 
of, a European dimension in education.
Rationales for including a European Dimension in Education
Educators, politicians and parents are seldom completely in agreement about a 
definition of education. Any definition is closely linked to the value that one 
attaches to education and what one believes its purpose to be. The extent to which 
one believes that education is about preparing people for society and/or for 
individual self-fulfilment opens up a philosophical debate. Walsh (1993) points out 
that 'education' is a word with many senses and a multiplicity of uses and that 
everything depends on the view of human development and the 'wider scheme of 
things' that is favoured.
Shennan (1991) suggests that the broad aim of education is to provide a preparation 
for life. Husen (1990) proposes that education should provide individuals with the 
tools and insights that give them access to the culture they share with other citizens 
in their community, country and region of the world. Fullan (1991) says, 'There are 
at least two major purposes to schooling: to educate students in various academic or 
cognitive skills and knowledge, and to educate students in the development of 
individual and social skills and knowledge necessary to function occupationally and 
sociopolitically in society.' (p 14). A document published by the Ministry of 
Education, Culture and Science in the Netherlands {Education for International 
Understanding, 1994c) states that, education helps equip people to function in 
society and that one of education's most important tasks is to teach people, openly 
and critically, about society's values and standards. Hellgren (1992), concludes that 
irrespective of how education is defined, the educational process itself implies 
dealing with knowledge, feelings, values and skills. The link between the definition 
of a European dimension and that of education itself is explored in the discussion of 
the rationales. At a macro level the European documents were analysed in an effort 
to identify the rationale for including a European dimension in education. At the 
meso and micro level, the personnel interviewed were asked about their rationale for
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including a European dimension in education, what they understand it to mean and 
its role in the educational process as a whole.
Macro Level : Rationales underlying the EU's interest in education
Chapter Two analysed the European documents relating to a European dimension in 
education. From the analysis it is clear that the EU's rationale is linked principally 
to vocational, economic and political factors. The underlying rationale at the time of 
the birth of the concept of the European Community was lasting peace to be 
achieved by means of joint economic and political co-operation. The first tentative 
steps in the direction of EU's interest in education were firmly linked to vocational 
training because it was deemed to be related to the economic development of the 
community. This rationale has and continues to have a dominant place in the EU's 
thinking.
According to Sultana (1995) it is crucially important to understand the kinds of 
economic, political and ideological pressures that directly and indirectly, overtly 
and in subtle and hidden ways, are defining what we understand by teaching and 
what education is all about. Sultana argues that 'Europe' in so. far as 'it' exists is 
subjected to the process of globalisation of social life where forms of social 
association and interdependence span the earth. Despite real differences between 
countries, the emerging global economy virtually demands that nations address 
similar educational issues (Guthrie and Pierce, 1990). The European Commission 
White Paper, Teaching and Learning : Towards the Learning Society (1995b), 
begins by emphasising the internationalisation of the economy and how the labour 
market relates to it. It states that workers need to be equipped with the skills and 
knowledge to adapt quickly to change and to new labour demands. Here an 
economic and vocational orientation is seen to be of paramount importance.
However, Walsh (1993) asks, 'Should educational relevance be interpreted in purely 
or even primarily, economic and job-related terms?' (p 21). He says that a broader 
viewpoint would propose the ideal that all should be rendered fully able to 
participate politically, culturally and interpersonally as well as economically. He 
acknowledges that this might be thought to miss out on the individual and to over 
identify with the participant. The distinction between education for the individual 
and education for the citizen is a subtle one and it appears to have been overlooked 
in EU discourse.
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One of the key points to emerge from the analysis of European documents, is that 
there has been a marked change in the EU's view of its role in education : from a 
situation where education was seen as an area that the European Community should 
steer clear of, to one where it is firmly on the agenda. Today education is at the 
forefront of the EU's priorities to build a more closely integrated and enlarged 
European Community. It appears that there has been a change in the EU's 
perceptions of the purpose of education. Although the emphasis in the documents is 
still on links between good quality education and a strong economy, latterly they 
also recognise the important role that the educational process plays in the 
development of the individual. The importance of raising the quality of education 
throughout the Member States for the good of the Union and for individual citizens 
is highlighted. Beemaert (1997. App. 11), says that it is necessary to be realistic. He 
adds that it is not possible to survive in this world without being competitive, but 
that does not mean that education should stress competitiveness and not human 
development.
Contrasts between definitions of education for the individual versus education for 
the economic good of society provide a simplistic description of two poles of 
thought. They do not do justice to the many definitions that fall some way between 
the two polar points. Walsh (1993) points out that the various views about the 
purpose of education need not be in competition with each other. He says that to 
believe in one does not mean that it is necessary to eschew others. This implies that 
a more balanced view of the purpose of education is in theory possible; in reality it 
is debatable whether external pressures enable this route to be pursued by teachers 
and teacher educators.
Thinking European produced by the Scottish Consultative Council on the 
Curriculum (SCCC, 1993) mirrors the rhetoric of the EU documents of the 1990s. 
In its introduction it identifies some of the challenges facing teachers today as they 
endeavour to prepare pupils to play their role as European citizens. It says, 'It is 
important that young people of all abilities, in all sectors of education, are given 
opportunities to develop the type of knowledge and skills which will prepare them 
for living in a wider and more mobile society. Young people also need to examine 
and clarify their values and their attitudes towards Europe and to recognise the 
similarities as well as the differences in a Europe made up of people from many 
ethnic, linguistic and cultural backgrounds. The imperative is to provide young 
people with a sound foundation on which to base moral and ethical decisions and 
behaviours. These should respect the nature of the interdependent world in which
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we live and the rights and dignity of others.' (SCCC, p ii). This introduction 
acknowledges, on the one hand, the utilitarian view of the educational process, 
while on the other, it emphasises the importance of intercultural education and the 
need to encourage pupils to develop a critical awareness.
Vonk (1992) points out that the current European social system, contains a powerful 
dialectic : uniformity versus cultural diversity where policies are continuously 
undergoing elaboration in the various national societies. Vonk suggests that one 
pole is the ideology which regards the state as the centre of social organisation and 
vehicle for social development (emphasising uniformity); the other is the ideology 
of the individual as the basic unit of social action, the ultimate source of value and 
the locus of social meaning (emphasising cultural diversity). He says that these 
poles are united in the ideology of citizenship, in which the individual is seen as 
both contributor to the national development project and as beneficiary of state 
organisational action. This dialectic has clear implications for the meaning of the 
curriculum and the structure of the educational system and consequently, the 
definition and implementation of a European dimension.
Vonk (1992) argues, 'the ideology of the individual presupposes new members of 
society to be essentially unformed beings who require comprehensive initiation and 
socialisation. Education in this context has two purposes : first, to integrate 
individuals into the social structure (emphasis on uniformity) and secondly, to 
provide individuals with the means to carry out their own, self-directed personal 
development (emphasis on cultural diversity).' (p 45). According to him, 'All of this 
takes place in the context of dedication to the myth of progress' (p 46). Vonk points 
out that progress is seen as the summation of the individual citizen's efforts to work 
in harmony under the overall planning and supervision of the nation state. This 
accords with Walsh's (1993) view that the emphasis is more on the participant than 
the individual.
Education is seen as a major source of value in that it creates cultural capital which 
can be used by individuals for further progress. State leadership with respect to 
social progress includes the planning and supervision of education and training. The 
European Commission White Paper, Teaching and Learning : Towards the 
Learning Society (1995b) provides evidence that this leadership in the educational 
field is now on a pan-European scale. Vonk says that since western European 
societies are becoming more and more complex and social standards continue to 
increase, the need continuously to raise the minimum standard of capital
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automatically has led to stronger state leadership in education. As a consequence of 
this, in many European countries there is a greater emphasis on uniformity, i.e. 
common goals, and less on self-directed personal development. In this situation 
school curricula are prescribed in more detail by national governments and a firmer 
grip on quality control in education is seen through tests and examinations. Whether 
this equates with an increased influence of the EU over the Member States in 
education will be explored in a later chapter.
Meso Level : Rationales for the European dimension at a national level
The two key elements highlighted in the EU policies - links between education and 
economic growth and the importance of raising the quality of education through co­
operation and collaboration - are also proposed as rationales for the development of 
a European dimension at a national level. This illustrates a point of interaction 
between the macro and meso levels and supports Vonk's (1992) view that all 
European countries are concerned with similar goals in education.
In particular, the economic discourse is evident in the interviews with personnel at a 
national level in each country. Economic progress is linked to the promotion of 
European and international co-operation. Brosse (1997, App. 7) in the Netherlands, 
says '...we have to adjust our educational policy, our educational activities to bring 
them into line with developments abroad because of the economic internal market' 
(p 186). In Scotland, Mitchell (1997, App. 9) strongly emphasises the vocational, 
utilitarian view of education at the expense of the liberal. He says that the reality is 
that you have to work to survive and 'in this highly competitive world I do not think 
we have a choice. I think that we really have to have a system that produces young 
people who have skills and knowledge, who can go into work and help themselves 
and this country to survive.' (p 391). However, Harrison (1997, App. 9), also 
Scottish, sees things differently. He says, 'You do not have to argue from bald 
utilitarian principles any more, it is possible to demonstrate ... that the goals of a 
broad liberal education produce people with exactly the kind of qualities which 
make them most useful in the organisations of tomorrow. ... The broad liberal goals 
of education for the development of the individual, the adaptive individual and the 
personal consciousness of the community, those kinds of goals are coincident with 
the broad economic needs of the country.' (p 402). Sutherland (1997, App. 9) takes a 
more pragmatic line suggesting, like Vonk (1992), that it is the classic educational 
dilemma ; 'How much (of the curriculum) should be to do with the student's own 
personal development and how much should be vocationally orientated?' (App. 9, p
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413). Which view is taken is likely to impact on the nature of a European dimension 
in teacher education.
The majority of those interviewed at the national level also emphasise that 
international co-operation and collaboration play an important role in raising the 
quality of education. 'Internationalisation is not only an end in itself, it is a means to 
keep up and improve the quality of education.' (Van der Wende, 1995, App. 7, p 
209). This point echoes the EU goal of 'added-value' through co-operation and 
enhancement of the quality of education. The need to provide young people with the 
skills and knowledge for life in an integrated world is stressed repeatedly in each 
country. Education for the good of the individual is acknowledged as being 
important, but the dominant voice is education for survival in a competitive and 
inter-dependent world.
Micro Level : Rationales for the incorporation of a European dimension in 
teacher education
All the teacher educators interviewed were asked a general question about the 
reasons for including a European dimension in teacher education today. The 
responses provide a variety of rationales. Across the countries there are similar 
reasons suggested. Where differences in the rationales arise these can be explained 
by the particular context of the country. The following analysis and discussion of a 
selection of some of the teachers educators' responses illustrates the similarities and 
differences, the overlaps and variety of rationales. The rationales fall into six main 
categories: political ; economic; survival as a nation and as an institution; raising the 
quality of education; environmental issues; and human rights.
In all the countries in the study the teacher educators interviewed make reference to 
the European integration process. There is a general recognition of the need for 
education to play a part in this process. For some, it is a matter of squaring up to the 
political and economic process of integration and ensuring that student teachers are 
prepared for the environment in which they will teach. In Denmark, Glahn (1996, 
App. 6) suggests, '... the European dimension is a political reality. You can like it or 
not like it, but we are in a European Community and our governments have decided 
that we are united in some economic ways, some social ways and so on, therefore I 
think that it is very important for our students to know something about it.' (p 118). 
Kirk (1998, App. 9) indicates that he believes that the construction of the EU is a 
political plan. He says, 'The institutional response to Europe was motivated by the
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political determination to effect one of the major changes in the post modem world. 
... Those who wanted to see Europe as a family were keen to see the obvious 
educational advantages - using the educational system as a kind of mixer, cement or 
social glue that was going to bind us together - therefore it was important to have it 
(a European dimension) in education.' (p 430).
Few of those interviewed offer a value judgement about the integration process. 
However, the general tenor in the interviews appears to be an acceptance that 
European integration is happening and, consequently, it is necessary to prepare 
future teachers for it. In Portugal, Nunes (1997, App. 8) comments, 'It would be 
very strange not to include a European dimension. ... It seems normal to us to 
include it in teacher education.' (p 360). Similarly, in Scotland Tweddle (1998, App. 
9) suggests that when presenting a module on understanding society to student 
teachers, 'It would be perverse not to include the European dimension...' (p 503). 
The need to prepare pupils for life in a changing society is raised by several of the 
teacher educators. They suggest that teachers need to be aware of the kind of society 
that their pupils are growing up in within the context of an integrated Europe. This 
coincides with Niemi's view (1992). She says that a teacher's capacity to orientate 
towards the future is one of the most important factors to enable the teaching 
profession to change and develop. She emphasises that it is not enough that teachers 
learn to reflect on what is going on inside their classrooms; equally important is 
their readiness to look towards the future and see their profession in larger societal 
and cultural contexts.
The economic rationale for a European dimension is proposed in each country. The 
reality of the market economy within a European and global context is raised. For 
example, Hilde (1995, App. 7) suggests that the economy is dependent on Europe. 
He says, 'The Dutch government indicates very clearly that internationalisation is to 
do with the new commerce in our country. They say that it is very important for the 
country to have a global perspective. The ideas behind this are economic influences, 
possibilities inside the EU countries and the free movement of labour.' (p 248).
The responses of some of the teacher educators link the development of the 
economy to the need to develop skills relevant to the European labour market. Van 
Meegen (1995, App. 7) in the Netherlands suggests that it is necessary to prepare 
pupils in the next generation for working in an international society and 
consequently it is necessary to prepare future teachers for that situation. A similar 
response is provided by Ondruskova (1997, App. 10) in Slovakia : 'Life in Europe
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for the younger generation will be about living together, so they must co-operate 
with each other. For teachers this is a very important moment. Pupils spend a lot of 
their day in school and teachers have the responsibly of preparing pupils for life in 
the future.' (p 556).
It is recognised that the free movement of people results in the need to develop a 
European dimension in education. This indicates some interaction between the 
macro, meso and micro levels, whereby knowledge of the Single European Market 
impacts on the opinions of teacher educators. The value of mobility programmes is 
emphasised. F.E. Larsen (1996, App. 6), the Rector of a Danish teacher education 
institution, and a former headteacher, says, 'In order to produce teachers for the 
future who are prepared to work in an international way, we must provide students 
with the opportunity to spend part of their studies in another country. This 
experience will be worth a lot when headteachers are looking for new teachers. I 
would prefer teachers with this dimension.' (p 57),
This perspective views the value of education in relation to the job market and the 
provision of knowledge and skills required by employers. However, Mistrik (1997, 
App. 10), like Harrison (1997, App. 9), does not see the vocational/utilitarian 
rationale as incompatible with a more liberal approach. He says, 'Can you imagine 
anyone working towards scientific progress without being creative? Can you 
imagine a manager of a company who cannot think creatively? I believe creative 
thinking is the basis for living in a changing world.' (Mistrik, App. 10, p 551).
The notion of survival is invoked at several points, first in relation to a nation. Hviid 
(1996, App. 6), says, 'I think the demand has been expressed from the labour 
market, from the business world and industry. ... I think the development of our 
society needs well educated people more than anything else.' (p 79). Survival is 
linked to the size of the country. Some of the teacher educators interviewed in 
Portugal, the Netherlands and Denmark make reference to the small size of their 
country and the fact that their language is difficult to learn, thus requiring people to 
look outward and learn other languages in order to communicate. Survival is also 
linked to geographical position. This was especially the case in Portugal. Godinho 
(1997, App. 8) comments, 'We are far from the decision-centres here in Portugal. 
This country is not very powerful in these kind of things, so it is very important to 
maintain contact with other institutions.' (p 341). Trigo (1997, App. 8) emphasises, 
'We are here in the far south west and the European dimension is really something 
that has to be introduced.' (p 333).
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Survival as an institution where competition to attract students is increasing is also 
mentioned. A. Larsen (1996, App. 6) says, 'If we want to survive as a college we 
have to strengthen our relationship with other European institutions. If we cannot 
offer that dimension to young people, I think that we will dig our own grave.' (p 
127). All the comments linked to survival as a nation and as an institution point to 
the teacher educators' awareness of the competitive nature of life today. Such 
comments do not sit easily with the concepts of European democracy and solidarity.
The issue of developing a European dimension in order to share ideas and learn 
from the experiences of others in an effort to raise the quality of education is 
referred to by the majority of the interviewees. The opportunity to find out about 
other ways of doing things in order to reflect on one's own methods and course 
content is raised. McKay (1997, App. 9) in Scotland comments, 'What is good about 
it is it starts to make you think about your own system and why you do things in 
particular ways.' (p 485). Although the Treaty on European Union promoted the 
idea of encouraging co-operation between the Member States in order to raise the 
quality of education throughout the Union, none of the teacher educators 
interviewed make any direct reference to the treaty. They appear to be influenced by 
their own intrinsic desire to provide the best possible experience for their students 
and enhance their own expertise.
The need to introduce student teachers to other systems of education in Europe and 
beyond is commented on, particularly in relation to encouraging student teachers to 
be more outward-looking. Adams (1997, App. 9), a Scottish teacher educator, says 
that it is very important that student teachers are aware of their place in a wider 
community of professional educators. The importance of looking outward is 
particularly stressed in Slovakia. Pauer (1996, App. 10) emphasises, '... students are 
not very much aware of where they live and how different cultures, civilisations, 
societies and countries fit together.' (p 584).
The interviews provide evidence of an acceptance of the need to work together and 
a recognition that to do so successfully different cultures need to understand and 
respect each other. It is apparent that those interviewed have accepted that teacher 
educators should contribute to the European socialisation process by raising the 
cultural awareness of their students. The role of education in contributing to the 
development of a better understanding among the people in Europe is
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acknowledged, but this is not explicitly linked with encouraging a shared identity or 
the promotion of European citizenship, as proposed in European documents.
Improving the level of students' communication skills is also emphasised. This is 
not surprising as several of the teacher educators interviewed are language 
specialists. A number of those interviewed particularly stress the link between 
understanding the culture of the country and learning the language. Nunes (1997, 
App. 8) says that students need to see and experience the culture of the country for 
themselves. According to Willems (1996, App. 7), only people who have 
experience of other cultures and other ways of thinking through learning another 
language are able to communicate successfully. He stresses, "... there is nowhere on 
this earth, where in a small area like western Europe, you have so many languages 
and cultures and such a rich history. If we can make this into a laboratory of 
learning, ... try to understand one another and try to communicate across our 
cultural borders then European integration is more likely to succeed.' (p 286).
The discourse at the micro level suggests that while accepting the reality of the 
economic situation, the teacher educators value the development of knowledge, 
skills and cultural awareness more highly, in an effort to raise the quality of 
education.
The rationale for the development of a European dimension is linked to 
environmental and human rights issues by a small number of teacher educators. 
Hviid (1996, App. 6) from Denmark says that certain problems can only be solved 
by nations working together. For example, acid rain knows no boundaries. Van 
Meegen (1995, App. 7) from the Netherlands emphasises that today's society is 
multicultural and learning to live together must be part of the learning process. He 
points out that the rationale for the development of a European dimension is to 
ensure peace : 'We do not want to have war any more, so students, the future 
teachers, really have to be aware of what is going on in Europe, not only the 
integration process, but also the disintegration process, the regionalism issue in 
Europe and the possible effects on the new political map of Europe.' (p 271). He 
highlights the need for student teachers to understand the delicate balance of power 
and the sensitivities that exist between cultures.
Given that the birth of the concept of the European Community was based on 
maintaining peace, it is significant that only a few of the teacher educators mention 
it as the rationale for the development of a European dimension in education. The
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reason for this may lie in an acceptance that the EU is about peace and it is so 
obvious that it is not worth saying. This would offer some evidence of a 
normalisation process at work - the naturalisation of an ideology. Alternatively, it 
may be that other factors such as the political and economic dimension of Europe 
have grown to such an extent that the idea of a European community based on the 
preservation of peace has diminished and is no longer rated as one of the 
fundamental issues.
The different rationales have been analysed separately; however, they interact with 
each other at different points. It appears to be a question of a difference in emphasis 
depending on what the interviewees' view as a priority, rather than a different 
educational stance. At a national level quality issues and economic factors are 
undoubtedly dominant. These factors are acknowledged and accepted by the teacher 
educators, but some still choose to emphasise individual student development, while 
not losing sight of the reality that future teachers will face in the classroom.
The next part of the chapter explores the range of definitions that emerge from the 
analysis and seeks to find out if there is a relationship between the rationale 
provided for including a European dimension in education and its definition.
Definition of a European Dimension in Education
Chapter One explained that cross-cultural communication is a feature of this study 
and that the teacher educators from the five different European countries each have 
different mother tongues. This in itself adds to the complexity of the task of 
clarifying the definition of terms. As Walsh (1993) points out, language shapes the 
contours of one's thoughts. All the interviewees were asked to define what they 
mean when they talk about a European dimension. These definitions are expressed 
in words relevant to their own language or their knowledge and understanding of 
the English language. Jordan (1998, App. 9) says, 'I find that the meanings behind 
the words are very different. ... Perhaps nobody is aware of that and it is just part of 
the learning process.' (p 456).
Almost without exception every interviewee hesitated before attempting to provide 
a definition. The majority claim it is difficult to define: some go further saying that 
it is impossible. Across the countries the immediate responses from the teacher 
educators are notably similar as the following transcript extracts show. Hviid in 
Denmark (1996, App. 6) comments, 'I don't think I can define it.' (p 70) Tweddle
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(1998, App. 9) in Scotland says, 'I don't know what the answer is. The more you 
think about it the less sure you are.' (p 501). Ondruskova (1997, App. 10) in 
Slovakia says, 'I can't say exactly what it means.' (p 555) Barrios (1997, App. 8) in 
Portugal, is more emphatic saying, 'For me it is difficult to define. I don't know if it 
is possible.' (p 317). In the Netherlands, Bartels (1995, App. 7) says, 'That is a 
problem, because I do not have one definition, it is so multi-disciplinary. You can 
put a lot of things into it.' (p 225). This viewpoint is shared by many other 
interviewees who also suggest that a single definition is not possible or helpful.
The difficulty of providing a definition is not restricted to the teacher educators. The 
same hesitation is noted from those interviewed at a national level. In Denmark, 
Jaspersen (1996, App. 6) comments, 'I think that it is very difficult to define.' (p 32). 
Johnston (1997, App. 9) in Scotland says that any phrase including the word, 
'dimension' causes difficulties and the problem is that everyone has a different 
understanding of it. She explains that she tries not to use the term. Similarly, 
Krikhaar (1995, App. 7) in the Netherlands admits, 'I have difficulties with that. I 
avoid the term to be honest' (p 141). Like Barrios, Belard (1997, App. 8) fi*om 
Portugal says, 'I do not think it is possible (to define) - it is many things.' (p 305). 
Esteves (1997, App. 8), also fi'om Portugal, states, 'That is something I cannot tell 
you. I do not think that anyone can tell you.' (p 312). She continues saying, 'We read 
all these European documents regarding the European dimension, but what is it? (p 
312). Defining a European dimension in education is undoubtedly a complex matter 
and for many it is a vague and elusive term.
Ladage (1995, App. 7) from the Netherlands suggests that the problem with 
providing a definition lies in the fact that different people view it fi'om different 
perspectives. He says, 'You can't define it, because everyone has a different 
definition of the European dimension.' (p 70). All these comments confirm Stobart's 
view, (cited in Shennan, 1991) : according to him a European dimension in 
education is a dynamic, evolving concept, difficult to encapsulate in one tidy 
definition.
In many cases, the difficulties associated with defining a European dimension begin 
with the concept of Europe itself. Some interviewees find it difficult to formulate a 
clear definition of what constitutes Europe. Hviid (1996, App. 6) asks, 'Where are 
the boundaries?' (p 70). Jaspersen (1996, App. 6) also questions the understanding 
of Europe in the context of an enlarging union of countries. He asks, 'What is 
Europe in this sense?' (p32). The discussion about what is Europe raised several
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questions in a number of the interviews. Is it a Europe of only the European Union 
countries? Is it a Europe including all the countries from the Atlantic to the Urals? 
Is it a political definition of Europe as a group of democratic nations? Is it an 
economic definition of capitalist societies? Is it a group of nations with a shared 
history and cultural heritage? In the majority of cases, the questions are stated as 
rhetorical questions. The discourse is of a reflective nature with the interviewees 
appearing to weigh up the pros and cons of each question in their own minds as they 
speak. None arrive at answers to all the questions. Most indicate that they would not 
wish any curricular inputs on Europe to be limited to only the EU countries. There 
is general agreement that this is an area that needs clarification and that student 
teachers need to reflect on these questions and this in itself is part of a European 
dimension.
To add to the difficulties some of those interviewed suggest that a European 
dimension is too narrow a concept. They emphasise that Europe is so dependent on 
the rest of the world in today's global economy, it makes no sense to talk only of a 
European dimension. Van Meegen's (1995, App. 7) views typify those who feel this 
way. He suggests that an international dimension is more meaningful than a 
European dimension. He says that the only reason he uses the term European rather 
than international, is because funding applications to the European Commission 
require the term European dimension to be used.
The majority of the teacher educators in Denmark say that international education is 
a preferable term because many people in Denmark remain sceptical about the 
country's membership of the EU. Several of the teacher educators explain that 
Denmark is a hesitant participant in the EU and cite the slim margin of votes which 
led to Denmark joining the Union. They acknowledge the importance of looking 
beyond the border and preparing student teachers for work in a more integrated 
world, but are concerned about a Eurocentric approach.
Others suggest that international education is too narrow a concept. Ondruskova 
(1997, App. 10) says, 'I think that we should not just emphasise European 
integration, we should emphasise global integration for the next century.' (p 556). 
Speaking about her own country, Slovakia, she stresses, 'We must first clarify our 
relationship with Europe and then look beyond.' (p 556). This view is similar to 
Teichler's (1994) who suggests that there has been a growing awareness of global 
interdependencies, universal elements of scholarship, the cultures of big global 
regions comprising several countries and supra-national forms of political co­
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operation. According to him, 'international' is no longer the generally agreed 
keyword. Van Dijck (1991) attempts to find a solution to the Europe/global debate. 
He says that introducing a European dimension in education could be defined as the 
adjustment of education to the needs of an integrating Europe within a global 
society.
Beemaert (1997, App. 11) is one of the few interviewed who speaks out strongly in 
support of a European dimension rather than an international dimension. He 
believes that the creation of a European community of nations is a political plan. He 
emphasises that he means political in the broadest sense, referring to the Greek 
notion of developing a society where people live together in a certain way, based on 
a set of attitudes and values. Beemaert says, 'If we live in Europe and create a 
Union with other people, then there should be a European dimension to citizenship', 
(p 612). This is a key point in understanding a definition of a European dimension 
in education.
Despite the initial hesitation and with some prompting, all the interviewees do 
attempt to provide a description of a European dimension in education. The 
majority say that defining a European dimension is a very personal thing. Many of 
the teacher educators find it easier to give practical examples of how they include it 
in their work, in order to clarify their definition. Barrios (1997, App. 8) sums up the 
view given by several interviewees: ' It is easier to speak about what we do and why 
we do it.' (p 317). The respondents relate it to the context in which they work and 
the subject area they are responsible for. This is particularly the case for the 
language and history teacher educators interviewed. Ladage (1995, App. 7) says that 
this is the most meaningful way to interpret a European dimension. According to 
him it should be 'tailor-made' according to the relevance within a particular subject 
area. However, this subject-based view misses out on the possibilities a European 
dimension offers for the development of cross-curricular issues.
Beemaert, Van Dijk and Sander (1993) suggest that some educationalists start from 
a very wide concept of the European dimension in education. In some of the 
interviews in this study, this is indeed the case. The interviewees attempt to give a 
definition that covers a general perspective rather like the broad definitions given in 
the European documents. Sutherland (1997, App. 9) suggests, '...it's a peek into 
Europe in all its manifestations.' (p 410). Godinho (1997, App. 8) is only a little 
more specific saying that it is everything related to the EU, mentioning the funding 
programmes in particular. Harrison (1997, App. 9) believes that only a generic
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statement about a European dimension is possible. He says that it is about the 
curriculum reflecting something beyond the borders of the culture of the nation, 
particularly something of the culture of Europe.
According to Beemaert (1997, App. 11), The European dimension is about making 
many people aware of many things and trying to create an economic, political, and 
cultural system which has its own characteristics.' (p 609). These very general 
definitions are not meaningful or helpful for teachers and teacher educators who are 
trying to translate a European dimension into course elements. If it is described as a 
broad 'catch-all' concept then there is a danger that it is too big to tackle, too 
difficult to identify a starting point, and so generic that it is unclear whose 
responsibility it should be to ensure that it forms part of a teacher education course. 
Also, the quality of the input will prove difficult to evaluate if there is no clear 
understanding of what is to be achieved.
The altemative to a wide definition is a narrow view of a European dimension. 
Many of the interviewees do choose to define a European dimension in relation to 
specific issues; for example, information about the European institutions and the 
impact that they have on the daily lives of European citizens. Hayes (1997, App. 9) 
says, '... it is about knowledge - the history of Europe, the money systems, the 
languages of Europe, the forming of the EU, the institutions, the religions of 
Europe, etc.' (p 450).
In Slovakia, knowledge of European institutions and stmctures is particularly 
emphasised by Pauer (1996, App. 10) and Malikova (1996, App. 10). Pauer says, '... 
in reality when you are facing a class that has no knowledge of the outside world 
and knows very little about how government (any government) works then it is a 
problem.' (p 583). Malikova thinks that knowledge of these matters is vital for 
student teachers, in order to develop an informed Slovakian society regarding the 
EU. Malikova's view provides evidence of teacher educators focusing on an issue 
that is of particular importance for their students. In this case, emphasis is placed on 
gaining knowledge as that is believed to be the immediate priority for Slovakian 
students. The key point is this does not mean that Malikova does not view other 
issues as important, or relevant : it is simply a question of emphasis on a priority. 
This is a similar situation to the choice of rationales.
Beemaert et al (1993) suggest that different criteria may be used in order to arrive at 
a narrower, more precise definition; for example, geographical, cultural, socio­
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economic, historical and political. In the interview data there is no difficulty finding 
definitions that fit these headings. However, even using these criteria there is scope 
for wide ranging debate. The definitions do not stand alone. The criteria are closely 
interrelated and make little sense if discussed in isolation. For example, 
geographical boundaries of Europe have through history been closely associated 
with religious, cultural, socio-economic and political factors.
Adopting a narrow view of a European dimension to the exclusion of other 
possibilities is not necessarily a more effective strategy for course planners than 
taking a wide view. A definition that describes a European dimension as acquiring 
knowledge about Europe, while omitting important factors such as providing 
student teachers with a range of skills to enable them to fulfil the teaching task they 
will face in a future European society, is hardly satisfactory. The same is true of a 
definition that embraces only attitudes and values to the detriment of knowledge 
and skills.
Similar to Bartel's (1995, App. 7) view quoted earlier, the interviewees at national 
and institutional levels fi*equently refer to the difficulty of selecting a single 
definition or justifying one definition over another. They claim that the definitions 
are interrelated and there is often a tendency to switch between different definitions 
within a single discussion. On the whole, the interviewees provide not one, but 
several definitions of a European dimension.
The problem of attempting to define Europe and a European dimension is clear, it 
cannot be described as a unitary concept. It appears that there is no single definition 
that everyone would easily agree on or one set of strategies to implement a 
European dimension. Most agree that it is a pluralistic concept. This point is 
acknowledged by Beemaert et al (1993) who say, 'It seems a futile task to attempt a 
standard definition of the European dimension in teacher education. ... We are 
dealing with a multi-faceted phenomenon, a controversial subject, shifting images, 
more or less differing points of view, many unsolved problems, and not a simple 
common denominator.' (page 35). Mitchell (1997, App. 9) and Tweddle's (1998, 
App. 9) comments illustrate the views of many of the interviewees. Mitchell says, 
'There are half a dozen strands to it.' (p 389) and, similarly, Tweddle suggests that it 
has a number of elements.
This multi-faceted view of the concept concurs with Blumer's (cited in Bulmer, 
1986) distinction between definitive and sensitising concepts. A European
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dimension is not a precise concept, whereas it could be described as a sensitising 
concept. This type of concept, as Blumer explains, gives the user a general sense of 
reference and guidance in approaching empirical instances. However, even points of 
reference in a European dimension in education are not in sharp focus.
The lack of a clear definition does undoubtedly lead to ambiguity. Shennan (1991) 
suggests that an eclectic formula for the implementation of a European dimension is 
not effective, because it is open to misinterpretation and muddle. She says that 
describing Europe as the outcome of a set of relationships or as a place where 
certain values are the norm is neither helpful nor suitable for curriculum planning. 
What is required is a framework that teachers and teacher educators can use with 
students and pupils; one that they can understand and work from in the 
implementation process. Shennan (1991) emphasises that a European dimension is 
not a simple notion, but a complex concept and therefore suggests that a multi­
dimensional model is required. (See Figure 1).
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Figure 1 The European dimension : a multi-dimensional model (Shennan. 199H
Figure 1 illustrates Shennan's model which provides a helpful framework for the 
analysis of the definitions provided during the interviews at national and 
institutional levels, as well as a useful guide in the implementation process. The 
outer ring of the model includes learning about Europe; learning for life within
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Europe and learning through Europe. The second ring includes knowledge, skills, 
attitudes and values. In the third ring, Europe is at the centre, encapsulated in its 
substantive dimensions of culture, area and time. Matusova (1996, App. 10) 
expresses a similar multi-dimensional view. She says, '... it is education for Europe 
and education about Europe... It is about giving our pupils and students the 
opportunity in education or outside education in extra-curricular activities, to 
acquire knowledge, skills, insights and attitudes to participate constructively in a 
changing Europe.' (p 515). Matusova omits learning through Europe. The reason for 
this is perhaps that the opportunity to take part in mobility programmes is still 
limited in Slovakia.
Learning about Europe is perhaps the most concrete and easily identifiable element. 
Tweddle (1997, App. 9) emphasises the need for a knowledge base about Europe. 
Adams (1997, App. 9) points out that students come with very little knowledge and 
understanding of modem Europe, According to him, students need to learn about 
the countries of Europe, the geography and the history. They also need to have an 
understanding of the European institutions. The distinct aspects of knowledge, time, 
area and culture which are also multifaceted, relate to learning about Europe. Time 
refers to the past, present and future view of Europe. The debate concerning the 
European area has already been highlighted, but the students require basic facts in 
order to participate in an informed discussion about what constitutes Europe. 
Knowledge about other cultures and about shared cultural heritage is a starting point 
in raising cultural awareness.
Like Tweddle, several interviewees stress that knowledge is the basis for 
understanding each other's countries and is a key element in an integrated Europe. 
However, knowledge alone is not enough. Mistrik's (1997, App. 10) comment 
illustrates this point. He says, 'It means not only speaking about Europe, the 
parliament, the structures, democracy and so on, but teaching the students how to 
act and how to behave as responsible citizens.' (p 540). This point provides an 
example of interaction between the different elements of the model. Learning about 
Europe prepares students for life within Europe.
Learning for life in Europe may also be achieved by learning through Europe. This 
latter element refers to the exchanges, virtual and real, that enable teacher educators 
and students to have first-hand experience of other education systems and other 
Europeans. In some cases, the European funding programmes are described as the 
main route into a European dimension. Peck (1997, App. 9) says, 'You could
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perhaps define it as extending links and all kinds of projects, networks and 
opportunities funded by the EU.' (p 495). Hayes (1998, App. 9) points out that it is 
only by exchanging ideas and experiences and getting people within another 
education system to talk about it, that you understand there is a difference between 
their written policies and the reality. She says, 'It is from hearing about the reality 
you can get 'live' material that can be used with students. Information from 
documents is kind of dry and boring.' (p 450). Beemaert (1997, App. 11) 
emphasises that contact between different countries opens up young peoples' minds 
to the reality in which they are living.
Belard (1997, App. 8) has a slightly different view of the European funding 
programmes. She believes that too much emphasis is placed on them. She says, 
'Mobility is often seen as an objective of the European dimension, rather than as an 
instmment to develop the European dimension.' (p 305). Belard places greater 
emphasis on other methods of developing a European dimension, particularly the 
setting up of European Clubs as extra-curricular activities.
Similar to the discussion concerning rationales, the importance of language learning 
in order to communicate is repeatedly referred to. Although, as one would expect 
this point is stressed by the language lecturers interviewed, other interviewees also 
mention it. They describe it as a skill required for life in Europe and many believe 
that exchange programmes which encourage students and staff to use a language 
other than their own are important. Menzes (1997, App. 8) says, '... language is not 
just about language teaching, it is about the culture and way of thinking and 
behaving of other people whose language you are leaming.' (p 345). The interaction 
between acquiring knowledge, skills, attitudes and values through Europe is 
highlighted throughout the interviews in relation to leaming about Europe, leaming 
within Europe and preparing for life in an integrated Europe.
A definition related to education for life in Europe dominates many of the interview 
discussions. Several interviewees stress that the educational process should provide 
opportunities for students to learn about other cultures in order to reflect on their 
own identity. This they say means being aware of their European identity without 
losing sight of their own national identity. For example, Belard (1997, App. 8) in 
the context of Portugal says, 'The main aim is to prepare and educate students for a 
new Europe. ... To contribute to the understanding of similarities and differences in 
Europe, while preserving Portuguese national identity.' (p 305).
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From the analysis of the interview data the focus on leaming for life in Europe 
appears to be on identity, citizenship and culture. This illustrates the relationship 
between this element and leaming about and through Europe, where culture has 
already been highlighted. Johnston (1997, App. 9) describes it as, 'Being European' 
(p 376). She explains that in her context it means being aware of Scotland as part of 
Europe. '... I want to encourage people to think of being European. I want them to 
think about how they can exchange ideas, materials and experiences.' (p 377). 
Skovajsa (1996, App. 10) makes a similar comment to Belard. He believes 'Students 
should know that they are citizens of Slovakia, but at the same time they should 
understand that they are citizens of Europe. They should know about other cultures 
in Europe and cultural differences.' (p 513).
Tweddle (1998, App, 9) suggests that it is about an emotional attachment, exploring 
the question of what is home and how it is placed in a wider community. Adams 
(1997, App. 9) and Pearson (1998, App. 9) both stress the need to provide student 
teachers with a broader perspective of education, highlighting areas of commonality 
and differences with education systems in other countries, in order to give them a 
sense of belonging to a wider community.
Nejsun (1996, App. 6) suggests that it is about building up a European identity. This 
concurs with the view put forward in the European Commission Report (1997a), 
Accomplishing Europe through Education and Training. It emphasises the 
importance of the constmction of European citizenship. The report states that people 
will not regard themselves as citizens because they belong to a shared culture. 
'Rather, they will do so because they will construct themselves as citizens of Europe 
on the basis of new relations which they will establish between themselves.' (page 
16).
Beemaert (1997, App. 11) also stresses the importance of creating a new European 
cultural identity. He says, 'If you want to create a union then there should be 
elements of an identity of this union.' (p 611). It is perhaps to be expected that 
Beemaert would have this view, as he works for an agency of the European 
Commission and was the only person to be interviewed at a European level. 
However his emphasis on cultural understanding and identity is shared by other 
interviewees at both national and institutional levels. As has been shown, several 
interviewees refer to exploring a new European identity without losing national 
identity, and this is in accord with many of the statements made in European 
documents. Beemaert draws from several European papers saying that creating a
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European cultural system with its own characteristics does not mean that you do 
away with cultural diversity: 'We each have our own identity, but on top of this we 
can have other identities.' (App. 11, p 609). Vonk (1992) agrees that under the 
condition 'unity in cultural diversity' it is possible to meet the European orientated 
goals and still respect the cultural diversity in the various nations in Europe (p 55).
Like Vonk (1992), Livingston and Albrecht (1994) suggest that diversity and unity 
are two co-ordinates which need to be labelled carefully, in order to work as a 
reference system for a European dimension in education. To identify differences in 
Europe is not a difficult task. However, many people base their knowledge on 
stereotypical views, which are often misguided and do not represent reality. For 
example, it is possible that a view held of Scotland is more to do with a 'media 
snapshot' of life than the true picture. Livingston and Albrecht argue that a 
European dimension in education is about the deconstruction of pre-formed and 
often long-standing images of European regions, nations and people. Trigo (1997, 
App. 8) emphasises that teacher education needs to give more attention to cultural 
awareness. She says, 'Mostly I begin with the pre-conceptions the student teachers 
have of cultures. As teachers they have to work on that, because they so easily 
transmit their feelings to pupils. I try to get original pieces of documents that can 
bring more awareness, deepen knowledge, clarify cultures and move beyond 
stereotypes.' (p 333).
At the general level many of the respondents describe a European dimension in 
education in terms of raising intercultural awareness. Langkilde (1996, App. 6) 
says, 'Part of the aim is to open up the debate about culture and to provide 
opportunities to work with other cultures.' (p 93). Reference is frequently made to 
the need for mutual respect for each other's culture. According to Vonk (1992) 
respect, in this sense, is based on knowledge, understanding and tolerance and can 
be promoted through European co-operation and collaboration. Many of the points 
raised in the interviews are summed up in a resolution of the Standing Conference 
of the Ministers of Education and Cultural Affairs of the Lander of the Federal 
Republic of Germany (1990) entitled, Europe in the Classroom. The resolution 
says, 'Europe is more than just a geographical term. Europe in all its dimensions 
embraces a common historical heritage, a common cultural tradition, and to an 
increasing extent, a common perception of reality.' (cited in Giles Jones, 1996, p 
82). The resolution also states that the process of European integration challenges 
Europeans to see their national history and traditions in a new light, to appreciate
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other people's perspectives, to be tolerant, to express solidarity and to practise co­
existence with people who speak different languages and have different customs, 
Europeans must recognise the responsibility for freedom, peace, justice and social 
balance placed in their hands.
These views express a rather utopian perspective, suggesting an ideal as far as the 
development of a European dimension is concerned. To be meaningful for teachers 
and teacher educators, this intercultural vision has to be feasible and requires to be 
translated into action. Walsh (1993) argues that while a utopian discourse is 
necessary it needs to be linked to a deliberative discourse. On the one hand, Walsh 
says that the deliberative discourse could not identify the best that is possible 
without the utopian discourse, but on the other hand the utopian discourse on its 
own would be useless. He says, 'An ideal can become an aim if one decides that it is 
feasible or at any rate worth trying but that decision will take one beyond utopian 
reflection.' (p 53). The aims need to be relevant and realistic if implementation of a 
European dimension in teacher education is to be effective.
Much more needs to be known about intercultural education to make it meaningful 
for student teachers; for example, how different identities are created and how they 
relate to each other. It is likely that gaining knowledge about Europe and experience 
through European activities will contribute to a better understanding of other 
cultures, but there is a lack of empirical evidence to confirm this assumption. The 
development of a more critical view on what is happening in one's own country and 
a clarification of one's own cultural preconceptions is an important first step. Vonk 
(1992) believes that this is a pre-requisite for the development of a European 
oriented attitude.
Sherman's (1991) model, indicates a relationship between the elements within each 
dimension, but it does not adequately illustrate the interaction between the three 
dimensions. Also, the emphasis on intercultural education and the creation of a new 
European identity which is evident in many of the interviews requires a stronger 
focus than is given in Shennan's model. Bell (1991) proposes another model which 
is based on seven different processes. According to Bell his conceptual map offers a 
structure for developing the knowledge, skills and attitudes that underpin a 
European dimension (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2 Conceptual Model for the Development of a European Dimension
(Bell. 199n
Bell explains that education for personal identity acknowledges that a central 
feature of the socialisation process must be a well-formed self-identity. This identity 
interacts with education for national identity and places the pupils' self identity 
within a national perspective. This relates to views expressed by the interviewees. 
Both of these processes interact with education for international understanding. 
Education for international understanding also interacts with education for the 
global environment. Bell says this acts as a corrective to Euro-centrism by 
demonstrating the interdependent nature of European and global citizenship. On the 
whole, most of the interviewees, with only a few exceptions, would feel more 
comfortable with this view of the place of a European dimension.
Education for intercultural understanding receives closer attention in this model 
which is in accord with the particular focus it received in the empirical data of this 
study. Bell (1991) says, 'It modulates personal and collective identities by exposing 
the experiences of these societies to the possibilities of other equally worthwhile 
ways of life.' (p 64). Consideration of other perspectives would provide student 
teachers with opportunities to reflect on their own views of the educational process. 
Education for European citizenship according to Bell relates to education for
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economic and industrial understanding and offers opportunities for practising skills 
of intercultural participation through the EU, whose regulatory framework of laws 
are designed to empower its citizens and to protect the environment. Not all would 
share this view. Linking education for economic and industrial understanding with 
education for European citizenship, while in accord with the view portrayed in 
many of the European documents and in some of the interviews at national level 
does not accommodate many of the teacher educators' views. For them, European 
citizenship is created through shared cultural understanding and an emotional 
attachment to the European concept, not through economic integration or EU laws 
alone.
Bell's model does offers a structure for understanding the European dimension and 
solves some of the difficulties many of the interviewees have with European, 
international and global dimensions. It also emphasises intercultural education, 
including personal identity, national identity and education for European 
citizenship. However, two important issues that arose during the interviews have 
been omitted in the discussion so far, and are not dealt with adequately in either 
Shennan's or Bell's conceptual models. The role that democracy and critical 
reflection plays in a European dimension and an understanding of how they 
interconnect, requires greater emphasis according to the views of the interviewees.
Mistrik (1997, App. 10) in Slovakia provides his view of what a European 
dimension is about. According to him it has four elements; two of these relate to 
democracy and analytical reasoning. He says, 'The European dimension is 
differentiated, individualistic, democratic and analytical.' (p 542). He explains what 
he means by each. Like other interviewees he stresses that Europe is a differentiated 
society in comparison to Chinese society and a European dimension must take 
account of diversity. Second, he emphasises that Europe is an individualistic 
culture. He points out, '1 mean individualistic as a society composed of 
individualistic people.' (p 542). The third element, democracy, comes about 
according to Mistrik, as a result of the individualistic culture. He says that if you are 
an individual you must be critical. He summarises his points saying, 'If you teach 
democracy and the European dimension you must teach critical thinking. It is the 
main part.' (p 542). In other words, he believes that democracy and critical thinking 
are inseparable. These are important points which need to feature in any discussion 
about a European dimension in education.
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Esteves (1997, App. 8) also emphasises the need for critical thinking. She says that 
student teachers require knowledge in order to value other cultures, but they need a 
critical mind to enable them to reflect on different viewpoints. The process of 
reflection in coming to an understanding of the breadth and depth of a European 
dimension needs consideration. Livingston and Albrecht (1994) argue that within 
teacher education opportunities for student teachers to debate issues and provide 
reasons for their opinions forms a necessary part of a European dimension in the 
curriculum. Mistrik (1997, App. 10) points out, 'Democracy starts with people 
working for themselves.' (p 540). He stresses that if you first state some theoretical 
structure and then ask people to act according to this structure then it is teaching 
ideology. Students must have the opportunity to discuss and reflect on European 
issues and formulate their own opinions in a democratic way.
Education with a European dimension must prepare pupils for adaptability to 
change and a readiness to participate in conflict and resolution processes in order to 
understand what is happening in Europe. To develop this readiness for change and 
participation, the curriculum has to include access to knowledge on different living 
situations in Europe and apply teaching and learning strategies which develop 
democratic values and critical thinking. Notions like relevance of education and 
education for life in a future Europe need careful handling. The question that must 
be considered is upon whose values is the shape of a future Europe based? Without 
critical reflection the European integration process is in danger of appearing as the 
imposition of an ideology that lacks relevance to life in many of the classrooms in 
the countries in this study.
Interaction between the Rationales and the Definitions
The rationales and definitions provided are undoubtedly linked to the values that the 
interviewees hold, due to their life experiences and beliefs that have been shaped by 
political, economic, cultural and social factors. As is to be expected, the evidence 
from the interview data identifies a range of views across the countries in this study. 
However, as Beemaert (1997, App. 11) and Walsh (1993) point out differing 
rationales and definitions need not be in competition with one another.
Many interviewees offer more than one rationale and correspondingly offer more 
than one definition. Because many of the interviewees gave several definitions it is 
not always possible to identify a clear relationship between the rationale given and 
the definition provided. This could be interpreted as a richness of views or it could
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indicate confusion concerning the interviewees’ understanding of a European 
dimension. On the one hand, it has been shown that a European dimension in 
education is multi-faceted. Therefore, it is likely that there will be a variety of 
views, particularly as the interviewees are from different cultural backgrounds and 
form their opinions based on different personal, local, regional and national value 
systems and implement a European dimension in different contexts. On the other 
hand, undoubtedly there is confusion and a lack of clarity about the term. Some 
interviewees indicate that they have not thought enough about trying to give it a 
definition and as the evidence presented in this chapter highlights many are not 
clear about the articulation between a European, international and global dimension.
What is apparent is that many of the teacher educators see a distinction between the 
ideal scenario and the reality of the situation in which they work. For example, 
while they do not necessarily disagree with the ideals set out in EU documents they 
suggest that they are a long way from the situation that pupils encounter in and out 
of school, where the dominant discourses are the mass media and youth culture. 
Chagras (1997, App. 8) in Portugal emphasises this view saying, 'The European 
Community for most teachers seems very far away from the classroom situation.' 
(p323). The fashionable rhetoric of the EU documents needs to be teased out by 
teachers and teacher educators in a developing discourse that is meaningful and 
relevant to lives of students and pupils in an integrated European society.
Peters (1992) points out that most educational concepts have a national or inter­
regional orientation, not a pan-European one. According to him a European 
dimension does not have a coherent educational and cultural vision as its starting 
point. He poses the question, 'Does Europeanisation require a new cultural and 
educational concept?' (page 97). This question raises an important point which will 
be discussed in Chapter Eight of this study.
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Chapter 6
Factors Influencing the Development of a European Dimension in Education 
Introduction
The focus of this chapter is the influences that lie behind the development of a 
European dimension. Teacher education does not take place in a social vacuum. 
Consequently, the influences acting upon the development of a European dimension 
in teacher education must be understood from a broad perspective. As Fullan (1991) 
points out, there are countless variables potentially influencing whether any change 
programme gets started. In order to gain an insight into the complex mix of 
variables operating in the dynamic context of Europe, a cross-sectional analysis is 
required. It is for this reason that the discursive frame for this chapter encompasses 
the macro (European) level, the meso (national) level and the micro (institutional 
and individual teacher educator) level.
The analysis draws on material from European and national texts and from the 
evidence collected from the interviews carried out with teacher educators, Ministry 
of Education officials and staff from agencies responsible for developing a 
European dimension at a national level. Of particular interest is the relationship 
between the textual material and the interviewees' opinions about the influences 
leading to the development of a European dimension.
At a macro level the analysis attempts to identify ways in which the EU seeks to 
influence the development of a European dimension in its Member States. The 
evidence in this section is mainly textual, drawing on EU documents and 
background reading. At a meso level, the impact of European treaties, resolutions 
and papers on the national education systems is explored, as well as a range of other 
influences operating in each country. The meso analysis draws on evidence from 
national policy documents where they exist and from the interview transcripts. At 
the micro level, the influences that lie behind the inclusion of a European dimension 
in teacher educators' work are discussed. The influence that the Ministries of 
Education (SOEID in Scotland) and national agencies have on the development of a 
European dimension in teacher education is analysed. The evidence at the micro 
level is drawn largely from the interviews conducted at an institutional level. Any 
similarities between the levels of analysis which may indicate a developing 
discourse are highlighted.
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The Macro Level : What is the extent of EU Influence on Education Systems in 
its Member States?
Chapter Two of this study traced the history of the development of a European 
dimension in education through various European texts. It was noted that in the 
early years the focus for integration was clearly on political and economic issues. A 
joint education policy was too emotive a subject to approach because it was 
recognised that education is the sole preserve of national governments. However, 
many of the European documents published from the late 1980s onwards begin by 
emphasising the centrality of education to the integration process. Several different 
influences appear to be responsible for the EU's increased interest in education. 
Unquestionably, the European frame has changed due to societal changes, such as 
growth of knowledge, migration, shared ecology, integrated trade and labour 
markets and increased communications (Husen, Tuijnman & Halls, 1992). As the 
EU matures and grows, more areas that were formally the sole responsibility of 
national governments are coming under the EU's jurisdiction (agricultural policy, 
defence policy, monetary policy etc.).
In Chapter Two a significant number of EU texts were referred to which urge the 
Member States and teacher education institutions to develop a European dimension 
in education. However, the analysis of the European documents shows that in legal 
terms the EU has little power to enforce the Member States to take action in the area 
of education. There is no joint European policy on education. The Treaty on 
European Union (1992), which does provide a legal framework for Community 
action in education, limits the extent of the EU's powers through its inclusion of the 
principle of subsidiarity. In legal terms the delimitation of the roles is clear. The 
Community may not interfere with the detailed organisation or the content of 
education in the Member States. It cannot apply direct pressure on them or teacher 
education institutions to change their working practice. On the face of it, this 
appears to add up to little in terms of EU influence on the development of the 
European dimension in the Member States, in schools and teacher education 
institutions. The task of translating rhetoric into practice appears to lie with Member 
States.
Not all writers would agree with this conclusion. According to Sultana (1997), the 
EU does have an influential educational agenda. He says that the influence of the 
EU on education is not often acknowledged, as the general impression is that 
education and schooling are still peripheral to the EU's agenda. Sultana believes that
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many educators have failed to measure the extent to which the larger economic and 
political agenda of the EU has a direct bearing on the meaning and significance of 
activities in the field of education. He sees a hidden agenda, suggesting that while 
positive European activities, such as the exchange programmes, have been 
recognised, there has not been an understanding of the EU as an economic space. 
He believes that the aspirations of the Single Market, which facilitate the free flow 
of capital, goods, persons and services, represents the offensive of a capitalist class 
in the face of international competition. Sultana emphasises what he sees as the 
political rationale behind the development of a European dimension in education, 
quoting Coulby (1994), who says that the more the children of Europe leam within 
a European curriculum, the more likely they are to grow up to endorse the EU and 
the political institutions which support it.
According to Ryba (1997), Sultana is one of an emerging group of writers 
concerned about the degree of power already obtained by the EU in respect of 
education. Ryba suggests these writers range in their fears from mild concern about 
the EU's actual and potential influence on education to full-blooded conspiracy 
theories concerning the supra-national take-over of educational control by groups 
whose motives are alien to the interests of European governments and their citizens.
In consideration of the first notion, European documents do provide evidence of the 
growing importance of education on the EU's agenda for integration. For example, 
the report Accomplishing Europe Through Education and Training (European 
Commission, 1997a) draws attention to the centrality of education in the integration 
process. Its opening statement says, 'Education and training stand at the centre of 
debate on the future of our societies and European integration. ... If Europe is to 
remain at the driving edge, economic and political progress must be complemented 
by offering a 'European vision' to her young people. Education and training efforts 
must mobilise themselves around this emerging picture' (p 9)
This type of rhetoric, proclaiming the importance of education for Europe and for 
the integration process, arises frequently in the European documentation. However, 
none of the EU documents represent outcomes: they do not use explicit language to 
tell Member States what to do. They aim to create the circumstances which make a 
range of actions possible. Funding is made available at EU level, but the actual 
starting point for action lies with individuals in the Member States. It is a 'bottom- 
up' rather than a 'top-down approach'. The existence of policies and papers on a 
European dimension in education does not guarantee its promotion. Its development
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is much more dependent on national commitment to it, on the personal commitment 
of teachers and teacher educators and students' interest and response to it. 
According to Barnard (1995) the effectiveness of the exercise of Community 
powers depends on whether the Member States will be won over of their own free 
will.
The second notion, which suggests EU governance by some kind of supranational 
force ignoring the wishes of the Member States, seems to be overstating the 
situation on the evidence available. Under normal circumstances control of the EU's 
governance lies firmly in the hands of the governments of the Member States. Ryba 
(1997) points out that it is they, collectively, through their participation in the 
Council of Ministers, who determine the political direction of the Union (see 
Volume 2, Appendix 12). The EU is not, as Sultana (1997) says himself, a solid 
entity with a fixed identity. The political make up of the different member 
governments contributes to checks and balances which reduce the possibility of 
dominance by a single political ideology (Ryba, 1997). Lowe (1992) points out that 
there is no inevitability about the achievement of European integration in a concrete 
form. He says that closer European integration will only come about if 
democratically elected governments and the public really want it.. There is no notion 
of a harmonious European education policy: the EU agenda in education impacts 
differently in different Member States.
The discourse of EU documents in education does not equate with prescriptive 
indoctrination from above. European documents as texts are not powerful in 
themselves in the process of change. As such, the EU texts can only be part of the 
process. For this reason any link between the rhetoric of the documents and action 
in the countries of this study is not straight forward. There is not a clear picture of 
cause and effect, because of the large number of context variables and the number 
of actors involved in the implementation process. The line of communication is not 
a simple one. The content of the documents is filtered through national and local 
contexts. As Ball (1994) points out, policies do not normally tell you what to do and 
they are not necessarily clear, because they map on to the 'wild profusion' of local 
practice (p 10).
Nonetheless, Sultana (1997) makes a valid point when he suggests that reference to 
education in the context of the EU debate is shaped by pro-European rhetoric, 
marked by an uncritical acceptance of the goals and processes of integration. What 
is not clear is how much European rhetoric has become inscribed on the minds of
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the decision-makers at a national level, so that a European dimension creeps 
unconsciously into their thinking. Muller & Wright's, (1994) comment sets alarm 
bells ringing. They say, 'To an extent which is not fully appreciated, the EU is 
slowly redefining existing political arrangements, altering traditional policy 
networks, triggering institutional change, reshaping the opportunity structures of 
Member States and their major interests. These interests are now increasingly 
entangled in relationships at four territorial levels: the international, the European, 
the national and the local, and for some of those interests it is by no means clear that 
the national level is the most important.' (p 6)
Empirical evidence to support Muller and Wright's claim is urgently required, 
because at present the field is divided between people like Sultana (1997), who 
believe that the EU has a powerful agenda and people like Lowe (1992), who says 
that the reality is that European co-operation in education has been little more than 
skin deep and that the appreciation of Europe as an historic entity and the EU as a 
powerful and necessary instrument of social and economic co-operation remains 
weak. Ryba's (1997) concern is the lack of motivation for matters European. He 
says that the critical problem regarding the development of a European dimension 
remains that of under development and of limited official interest, both national and 
international, rather than over-development and dangerous levels of supra-national 
control.
The claims made by both sets of writers illustrate the need to have evidence that 
embraces all levels, macro, meso and micro in order to have the complete picture. 
Without concrete evidence from those at the receiving end of EU policies in 
education any conclusion regarding the power and influence of the EU in education 
remains unsupported and at the level of supposition.
The Meso Level - The influences affecting the development of the European 
dimension
Chapter Four showed that at a national level all five countries involved in this study 
have to a greater or lesser extent taken some action to implement a European 
dimension in education. However, each country is at a different stage in the 
implementation process. European policies permeate national-decision-making in 
different ways and to different extents and in some cases the measures introduced 
are regarded as less of a direct response to EU documents than to national 
initiatives. To understand the development of a European dimension in teacher
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education in each country it is necessary to appreciate the range of influences 
affecting the decision-making process, the national priorities, the innovations and 
the constraints.
Undoubtedly, education as an area of government competence is nationalistic in 
orientation. The legacy of tradition has dictated that education should be concerned 
with the preservation, transmission and enrichment of a country's cultural heritage, 
thus building and consolidating the nation state. The encouragement of a feeling of 
European citizenship as well as being Scottish, Dutch, Danish, Portuguese or 
Slovakian, is a new challenge posed by the European integration process. The 
findings show that some countries are more willing to promote a European 
dimension than others. 'The content of education, for some, is the vehicle for the 
creation of a European cultural identity. For others, the curriculum is the ultimate 
defence of national and indeed sub-national identities which the European Union 
must respect.' (McLean, 1995, p 29).
All those interviewed at a national level in each of the countries, with the exception 
of Slovakia, indicate that the advent of the Single European Market, the Resolution 
on the European Dimension in Education (1988) and the Treaty on European Union 
(1992) have to some extent been influential in putting a European dimension on the 
educational map. In each case the realisation of growing economic and political ties 
led to some action being taken. In particular, the 1988 Resolution required the 
Member States to report on the initiatives taken to promote a European dimension 
in education. The type and extent of action in Denmark, the Netherlands, Portugal 
and Scotland was quite different. For example, as Portugal had joined the EU in 
1986, it was engaged in putting into place a major reform programme in order to 
meet the criteria for membership. In this way, the EU had an impact on national 
education policy. In contrast, Denmark's response to the 1988 Resolution was much 
less obvious.
The Netherlands provides the clearest example of national policy making being 
influenced by European policies. A policy document published in 1994 by the 
Ministry of Education and Science says, 'As a result of the Resolution adopted by 
the Council of Ministers in 1988 concerning the European dimension in education, 
the Dutch government is actively promoting the European dimension in education.' 
(Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, 1994c, p 31). Nevertheless, those 
interviewed in the Netherlands were quick to point out that the initiatives also had a 
lot to do with developments within the country itself.
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In Scotland, as the analysis in Chapter Four illustrated, the 1988 Resolution led to 
the UK government publishing a policy statement on the European dimension in 
education (DES, 1991). The Scottish Office policy paper (SOED, 1994) begins by 
setting out the aims of the resolution. However, similar to those interviewed at a 
national level in the Netherlands, Mitchell (1997, App. 9), Wake (1997, App. 9) and 
Harrison (1997, App. 9) say that they are not sure to what extent activities were due 
to the influence of the 1988 Resolution or to other factors operating within 
Scotland.
Perhaps the most significant effect of the 1988 Resolution on teacher education in 
Scotland is the response that it prompted from the General Teaching Council 
(GTC). As has been mentioned, it published a paper on the European Dimension in 
Initial Teacher Training (1990). Sutherland, Registrar of the GTC (1997, App. 9) 
says, ’We took the view that the whole business of Europeanisation was a 
development of such political and social significance, that schools and teacher 
education institutions could not ignore it.' (p 410).
Belard (1997, App. 8) from the Ministry of Education in Portugal, was part of the 
working group responsible for writing the 1988 Resolution. Consequently, activities 
in Portugal designed to develop a European dimension were influenced by the 
resolution to a great extent. According to Belard, the Comprehensive Law on 
Education (1986), passed nine months after Portugal joined the European 
Community, was closely linked to the framework of EC policy of the time. She 
points out that other government programmes since then have also expressed the 
need to incorporate activities to promote the EU.
It must be noted that Slovakian national policy does not stand completely outside 
EU influence. While the flurry of activity in the years 1986-1992 following the 
1988 Resolution and the Act on the Single European Market did not affect Slovakia, 
the situation has now changed. Skovajsa (1997, App. 10) from the Ministry of 
Education explains that they are analysing their legislation in order to meet the 
requirements to join the EU. He says that an agreement has been signed with the 
EU and that co-operation will be focused on: the reform of the system of education 
and vocational training; lifelong learning; co-operation between universities, 
mobility of teachers, students, educational staff and youths; support for learning and 
teaching in the framework of European studies and the recognition of qualifications 
across Europe.
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If each country is required to adjust its educational system to take account of the 
above aspects in order to become a member of the EU, then it is inevitable that 
educational priorities across the Community will converge. However, it is important 
to note that the discourse at a national level does not appear to penetrate the 
discourse in teacher education institutions. Discussions relating to European 
integration and the signing of agreements do not appear to be widely known. 
Matusova (1997, App. 10) emphasises this point. She says that the documents are 
not available for teacher trainers. 'They remain at the level of the Ministry.' (p 520). 
According to Fullan (1991) the selectivity that occurs as a result of differential 
access to information is a factor related to initiation of educational innovations.
A significant point that emerges from the interview data is that prevailing political 
will appears to affect the extent to which those at the national level influence the 
development of a European dimension. On the one hand, where there is no political 
will, little effort is made to promote a European dimension. On the other hand, as in 
the Netherlands, the strength of political will towards Europe is obviously 
responsible for the level of national funding made available for European activities. 
The Dutch Ministers of Education have over a number of years been positive about 
European integration, and they have emphasised and encouraged the role of 
education in that process. The key point is that international education appears high 
on the list of government priorities in the Netherlands. This same level of political 
will towards matters European is not apparent in any of the interviews at a national 
level in the other countries in this study.
In Scotland and the Netherlands the influence of a particular person on the 
development of a European dimension in education at a national level is mentioned. 
Mitchell (1997, App. 9) points out that it was not until a particular civil servant said 
that something must be done in relation to a European dimension that action was 
taken. Similarly, in the Netherlands, Zwaga (1997, App. 7) comments on the role of 
a civil servant who championed a European dimension in education. What is 
notable is the way that circumstances unfold may be influenced by who occupies a 
position in a particular place at a certain point in history. This does not relate to a 
strategic policy plan, but is more a matter of chance.
Chapter Four revealed that the Netherlands, Portugal and Scotland have all 
published policy papers and/or recommendations concerning international education 
and a European dimension at a national level. Of the three countries where a 
national policy exists, the Netherlands has the most comprehensive policy. Several
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factors have been influential in elevating a European dimension to a central position 
in the Netherlands. One factor appears to be the general acceptance of the EU in that 
country. All the personnel interviewed at a national level in the Netherlands 
demonstrate the same acceptance of the European integration process. They suggest 
that this is a general feeling across the Dutch population. The ideology of an 
integrated Europe is accepted. The notion of a naturalised ideology is evoked. The 
interviewees all indicate that there is limited discussion about membership of the 
EU, because it is an accepted fact that the Netherlands is part of the EU. Zwaga 
(1997, App. 7) says, "... there is no discussion as far as the Netherlands is concerned 
about do we belong to the EU or don't we. There is no question about that at all.' (p 
179). While this acceptance of the EU is mentioned by all those interviewed at a 
national level in the Netherlands, it is not mentioned by personnel interviewed at 
this level in any of the other countries.
The reason for this general acceptance of the EU in the Netherlands may lie in the 
fact that out of all the countries in this study, the Netherlands has been part of the 
EU for the longest period of time. As one of the founder countries of the EEC, a 
generation has grown up knowing nothing else other than being part of a European 
community. Brosse (1997, App. 7) points out, 'We don't talk much about European 
citizenship, we are European citizens already and have been for a long time.' (p 
203).
In Scotland and Denmark, it is general feelings of Euroscepticism that are 
commented on. For example, Jaspersen (1996, App. 6) says that the Danish people 
as a whole are rather sceptical about the effect of the EU. Mitchell (1997, App. 9) 
explains that in the UK under the previous Conservative government the European 
dimension was not encouraged because of feelings of division within the party and 
the general public about the level of commitment that should be made to the EU. 
Feelings towards Europe remain an issue that divides all of the political parties. 
However, some claim that Scottish people in general are more positive about 
Europe than the English, although there is little concrete evidence to support this. In 
Slovakia and Portugal those interviewed indicate that the population at large are not 
as yet well enough informed and do not understand the effects of the EU.
In Portugal and Scotland the policy papers were published after action to promote 
the development of a European dimension had begun. The interviewees at a national 
level in both countries indicate that they have a preference for grass roots initiatives. 
Mitchell (1997, App. 9) says, 'We had a good beginning, it was a bottom-up
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development.' (p 387). Esteves (1997, App. 8) from the Ministry of Education in 
Portugal comments, 'We signed all the treaties to join the EU and the European 
dimension is there in all the documents in general. In the curriculum everything is 
there, but living and experiencing the European dimension is a different matter. ... 
You cannot make such changes only by the law, you have to change the mentalities 
of people and that is difficult.' (p 311). She continues saying that if the mentality of 
people does not change then it is impossible to implement new ideas. A similar 
point is made by Matusova (1996, App. 10) of the State Pedagogical Institute in 
Slovakia. She says, '... the European dimension is not teaching about Europe, or 
educating for Europe. It is really about the promotion of internal attitudes towards 
Europe.' (p 515). Emphasis in each case is placed on the change process starting at 
the micro level with only limited influence from the meso level.
However, while giving support to a decentralised approach, in the Netherlands, 
Scotland and Portugal, some of the personnel interviewed at a national level believe 
that not enough is being done in teacher education institutions to promote a 
European dimension. This places them in a dilemma. They wish to encourage 
grassroots initiatives rather than imposing central ideas on teacher education 
institutions; however, this means that they have reduced control over the 
implementation of a European dimension. Only through providing national 
direction can they make teacher educators accountable for developments in the 
European dimension in education and those interviewed appear reluctant to take this 
course of action. It would run counter to the notion of devolved responsibility.
On the whole it may be concluded that the European treaties, resolutions and policy 
papers have had some influence at a national level. However, it is not clear which 
initiatives have been directly driven by the EU and which have been taken due to 
reform programmes taking place in each country. The analysis of the empirical 
evidence supports the findings of the analysis of the national policies presented in 
Chapter Four. National influence on the development of a European dimension in 
teacher education appears to be minimal, except in the case of the Netherlands. 
However, even there many of the national initiatives are more closely associated 
with the school system. Efforts to develop a European dimension in teacher 
education are much less apparent. The biggest difference is the awareness that there 
is a political will to develop a European dimension in education. Undoubtedly, this 
is a contributing factor to the prominence of a European dimension in national 
educational policies in the Netherlands. The extent to which teacher educators are 
influenced by this political will is discussed in the next section.
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Micro Level : What influences teacher educators to include a European 
dimension in their work?
In order to move beyond the level of general rationales, all the teacher educators 
were asked what influences them to include a European dimension in their work. 
The influences that were discussed during the interviews fall into four broad 
categories : personal, institutional, national and European influences.
The interview data reveals that personal interest, motivation and enthusiasm are the 
most significant influences that lead to teacher educators including a European 
dimension in their work. This is the case in all five countries. In each of the ten 
teacher education institutions visited it appears that it is the interest and enthusiasm 
of one or two teacher educators that drives the initiatives taken in developing a 
European dimension. Two of the Portuguese teacher educators point out the 
problem with this situation is that if the interested person leaves their job, this may 
result in the end of a European dimension in that particular institution.
One point that is raised in relation to the development of a personal interest in the 
European dimension is the link with post-graduate study carried out in other 
countries. This comment is made only by those interviewed in Portugal. Menzes 
(1997, App. 8) says that the main influence leading to the development of a 
European dimension is staff going to the UK and other countries to do Masters 
degrees and PhDs.
A further issue that is raised in relation to the personal interest in developing a 
European dimension is the desire to find ways of improving the quality of the 
learning experience for students. This provides evidence of teacher educators' 
professional concern for the development of a European dimension as a way of 
enhancing the teaching and learning process. Across the countries they support a 
common enterprise : the making of effective teachers (Miller and Taylor, 1993). It 
also highlights one area where European, national and institutional levels agree 
upon a rationale for the development of a European dimension.
In both teacher education institutions in Denmark, one in the Netherlands and one in 
Slovakia, those interviewed indicate that the influence stemmed in part fi-om the 
institutional management or the Dean of the Faculty. In both institutions in 
Denmark, the Rector was supportive of international activities. Hviid (1996, App.
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6) and A. Larsen (1996, App. 6) explain that all new members of staff are employed 
on the basis of their willingness and capability to take part in internationalisation.
In the Netherlands, the teacher educators in one of the institutions all say that the 
hogeschool directorate became interested in setting up an International Centre 
following the first Summer University (an EU initiative following the 1988 
Resolution) in Nijmegen. According to Van Meegen (1995, App. 7), the Summer 
University had a big impact, because it was the first time that the Dean and the 
others in the management team were open to international activities. Willems (1996, 
App. 7) explains that the national policy initiative fitted the hogeschool initiative. 
He says that everyone wanted to make it grow, from Brussels, nationally, and fi’om 
the institution’s point of view. This comment echoes the words of those interviewed 
at a national level in the Netherlands. It is one example where comments made by 
teacher educators matched those made at the national level.
In Scotland, Slovakia and Denmark the evidence shows that a particular member of 
staff was influential. Similar to the findings at a national level, this provides 
evidence that the development of a European dimension is dependent on an element 
of chance, of a certain person being in a certain position at a certain point in time. In 
the Netherlands, it was a particular event that appeared to be influential. The first 
EU Summer University played a key role in the development of a European 
dimension. Had this event taken place in a different town in Europe, things may 
have progressed differently in the teacher education institution in Nijmegen. It 
appears that the development of a European dimension in education is often more 
dependent on factors such as these, than the systematic implementation of policy 
initiatives, underpinned by sound educational theory. This ad hoc situation suggests 
that the process cannot be fully 'rational' or 'systematic'.
Hilde (1995, App. 7), a teacher educator in the Netherlands, sums up the factors that 
he believes influences the development of a European dimension. 'It depends on the 
money, it depends on the people, it depends on the contacts with Brussels, it 
depends on past experiences ... and it depends on your opinions about the 
importance of a European dimension in education.’ (p 251). Notably, an effective 
policy structure is not on his list.
All those interviewed were asked about the role of national influences in the 
development of a European dimension. With the exception of the Netherlands, the 
teacher educators say that they have not been influenced by any national policies,
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directives or guidance. Many of the responses concerning national support are of a 
derogatory nature.
According to Morgado (1997, App. 8) one of the teacher educators in Portugal, 
what the Ministry of Education sends out is interpretations of the European 
guidelines, with their own rules added. This supports Ball's (1994) suggestion that 
policies are represented differently by different actors and interests. According to 
Ball, all stages in the policy process are confronted with different interpretations of 
policy.
In Portugal, there is little evidence of knowledge of initiatives at a national level 
among the teacher educators interviewed. For example, few of the teacher educators 
interviewed had heard about the European Clubs that the Ministry of Education are 
trying to set up in schools. Consequently, there is no evidence of national influence 
on the development of the European dimension at an institutional level. However, 
Menzes (1997, App. 8) points out that the autonomy of the teacher education 
institutions is a key factor. According to her, it means that no one at national level 
can tell teacher educators what to do.
In Scotland, those interviewed do not feel that there has been any influence from a 
national level either. This is not necessarily viewed as a negative situation. Freedom 
to develop a European dimension based on personal interest appears to be the 
preferred option for some of the teacher educators. Tweddle (1998, App. 9) suggests 
that institutions should have their own choice. He says that he does not believe that 
imposition is necessarily the most effective way to bring about change in this area. 
Although Adams (1997, App. 9) acknowledges that the GTC paper on the European 
Dimension in Initial Teacher Training (1990) had been regarded as something that 
his institution should respond to, he says, 'I am not a great believer in course 
development through coercion. There are a variety of reasons why things go onto 
the agenda ... and they are not always educational. The problem is they are political. 
I am much more of the view that you address these kinds of issues and others from a 
professional perspective and find answers to them.' (p 447)
In Denmark, those interviewed stress that the de-centralised system means that 
decision-making regarding the development of a European dimension is at an 
institutional level. Similar to the teacher educators in Scotland and Portugal, the 
majority of the Danes have no wish to have things imposed from above. According 
to Hviid (1996, App. 6), Danish lecturers would never include a European
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dimension in their work unless they thought it was valuable. These comments match 
those made by Portuguese, Scottish and Danish personnel interviewed at a national 
level.
However, the interview data reveals that there is a Rectors' Committee in Denmark 
and three of its members liaise with teacher educators in the eighteen seminaria who 
have responsibility for the co-ordination of an international dimension and with the 
Ministry of Education. This 'Link' organisation aims to support staff and student 
exchange programmes to a limited extent. Although this organisation claims to pass 
on information to the teacher education institutions and meet with the co-ordinators 
of international education twice a year, some of the teacher educators point out that 
the information does not always filter through the International Co-ordinators to 
them. This shows that information flows within institutions may also be 
dysfunctional. It is not necessarily always the national level that is at fault.
Like Portugal, Scotland and Denmark, those interviewed in Slovakia indicate that 
they have not been influenced by national initiatives. One interviewee made the 
point that what is said in words is not matched in actions. Pauer (1997, App. 10) 
says that the government is '... quick to make proclamations, but you do not see a lot 
of action afterwards.' (p 588). He stresses, that what the government does, 'does not 
correspond with official proclamation. It is like an animal with two heads.' (p 591). 
According to several of the teacher educators in Slovakia their government not only 
fails to support a European dimension, but sends out covert messages indicating that 
it does not want to promote it at all. These comments were in direct contrast to those 
made by Skovajsa (1997, App. 10) in the Ministry of Education, who indicates that 
they are keen to support 'bottom-up' activities in the European dimension. These 
mixed messages make it difficult for teacher educators to know where they stand. It 
requires a highly motivated person to continue to try to develop European activities 
under these circumstances.
In the Netherlands, the teacher educators' views concerning national influence on a 
European dimension are different from those of the teacher educators in all the other 
countries. The value of political will is recognised. However, despite the fact that 
the Netherlands has published more policy documents on internationalisation than 
any other country in this study, it appears that this has not necessarily led to a more 
systematic approach in teacher education. Willems (1996, App. 7) indicates that the 
support is mainly financial, rather than direction in educational terms. He explains 
that the Widening Horizons Policy (1992) came out of the Dutch chairmanship of
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the EU in 1992 and since then a lot of the initiative has been lost :'Things only work 
if they are organised bottom-up and then taken over centrally and managed, but if 
you have bottom-up here and there with no management, then it comes to nothing.' 
(p 294). Willems' comment provides evidence of the gap between policy rhetoric 
and practice.
The teacher educators were also asked whether EU treaties, resolutions and policies 
have influenced them in any way regarding the development of a European 
dimension. The overwhelming response in the majority of interviews is not at all. 
The interview data shows that many have not heard of the 1988 Resolution or any 
of the White Papers or policy documents. Although they have heard of the Treaty 
on European Union, commonly known as the Maastricht Treaty, none mention the 
articles in it concerning education. There is little evidence to suggest that any of the 
EU documents have been read first hand. The blame for the lack of information 
from Brussels is often laid at the national level for their failure to pass on 
information. This results in knowledge of European policies being based on 
assumptions, perceptions and personal experiences. This is not a particularly sound 
base for professional educators to build a meaningful European input.
There is a general awareness of political and economic integration and from this 
notions about what it might mean for education are drawn. Few views appear to be 
based on informed judgements arrived at from knowledge of particular documents. 
Second-hand interpretations of interpretations are more common or extrapolations 
from views presented via the media. The abstract, coded and jargonistic language of 
the EU documents appears to be far removed from the day to day discourse of 
teacher education institutions. As Ball (1994) suggests, 'the more ideologically 
abstract any policy is, the more distant in conception from practice, the less likely it 
is to be accommodated in unmediated form into the context of practice.' (p 19). A 
perceived lack of relevance of the discourse of the EU policies to the culture of 
classrooms, means it is unlikely that practitioners will be motivated to read them. 
Fullan (1991) suggests that relevance of change includes the interaction of need, 
clarity of the innovation and utility, or what the new initiative has to offer teachers 
and students in practical terms. However, the language of EU documents is general 
and often ambiguous in order to avoid conflict and accommodate the diversity of 
views existing in the Member States. Consequently, the language of the documents 
appears to be a world away from the language of the classroom. The dissimilarity of 
the discourses at macro and micro levels almost inevitably leads to what Foucault 
called the principle of discontinuity (see Ball, 1990).
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The language used in the interviews regarding the influence of the EU is not the 
language of acquiescence. There is no evidence to suggest that educators succumb 
to overbearing manipulation by the EU. Neither is there evidence of over­
determination in the development of a European dimension. There is no list of 
competences to be achieved, handed-down from either European or national levels. 
On the contrary, there appears to be a distinct lack of guidance on how to promote a 
European dimension in practical terms. The contents of EU documents are not 
known by teacher educators in any detail. The reality is that they are filtered 
through the national context or from media reports and adapted and taken up 
according to local needs, interests and expertise. As Ball (1994) suggests, 'the 
enactment of texts relies on things like commitment, understanding, capability, 
resources, practical limitations and co-operation.' (p 19).
The 1988 Resolution which was heralded as a milestone in the development of a 
European dimension at the European level, and influential in promoting action at a 
national level, appears to have no perceived significance at the level of teacher 
education. This provides yet further evidence of the gap between policy rhetoric and 
the practice reality, and discontinuity between action at the macro and meso levels 
and the micro level.
However, the counter argument to this is that the 1988 Resolution did set in motion 
a number of initiatives, most notably, the development of funding programmes. 
Without being aware of the content of 1988 Resolution, the teacher educators are 
aware of the European programmes. Indeed, at the level of teacher education 
institutions the biggest impact from the EU appears to be the various programmes 
which provide funding for projects. The evidence shows that in many cases the EU 
programmes were responsible for raising the awareness of a European dimension. 
Without the availability of European funding, many of multi-national projects and 
student and staff exchanges would not have begun. Harrison (1997, App. 9) in 
Scotland points out that it is not policies themselves which are influential in the 
educational change process, because most teachers do not operate at the level of 
policy; it is the initiatives that flow from them.
The teacher educators interviewed in Portugal say they are influenced mostly 
through the European programmes - Erasmus and Lingua, and this is how people 
get to know about the European dimension. Likewise, in Denmark, Erasmus 
programmes are thought to have had the greatest effect. This is where EU influence
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lies: the programmes act as a catalyst to bring people together. Undoubtedly, money 
serves as a motivator for action.
Leneart (1994) suggests that, to date, EU priority has been given to applying a light 
touch to the integration process in education mostly through financial incentives. 
Lonbay (1989) expresses this sentiment in a more cynical way. He says that the EU 
has made skilful use of funding measures to exert influence on national education. 
In other words, a subtle approach to educational integration is employed. Whether 
Lenert's or Lonbays' point is accurate is open to argument. However, the aim of the 
programmes is to bring people from the different Member States together and from 
that point of view they are influential in the development of a European dimension 
in education.
One further influence stemming from the EU which is mentioned in a positive light, 
in each of the countries, is membership of European associations or networks of 
teacher educators. Several interviewees mention the contacts that they had made 
through the Association for Teacher Educators in Europe (ATEE) and the 
possibilities this has provided to collaborate with colleagues in other countries. 
Many different European networks and associations exist, some with a small 
number of higher education institutions involved and driven by a specific interest in 
a particular area of teacher education, such as school experience, mentoring etc. 
Although the ideas behind these networks are not necessarily proposed by the 
European Commission, in many cases it provides a small amount of funding for 
travel and accommodation and in this way makes it possible to sustain institutional 
initiatives. Subtle influence is exerted as applications for funding must fit the 
criteria set out by the European programme and thus the EU generally shapes the 
nature of the activities proposed.
On the one hand, the acceptance of the trend towards political and economic 
integration and the successes of the EU funding programmes do appear to lend 
weight to Sultana's (1997) argument that the EU has an influential role, but on the 
other hand, those interviewed do not appear to perceive the EU as a supra-national 
force driving change.
Conclusion
At the micro level the discourse of cultural enrichment and the development of 
quality education is dominant. Practice appears to be driven by professional
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judgement more than market forces, although the teacher educators are not naive 
enough to fail to take account of the political and economic process going on around 
them. The connections between educational processes and the wider society are 
acknowledged. Nevertheless, how invasive the EU influences are is not easy to 
determine. As Williams (1965) quoted in Saunders (1997) points out, 'The way in 
which education is organised can be seen to express consciously the wider 
organisation of a society, so that what has been thought of as a 'simple distribution' 
is in fact an active shaping to particular social ends.' (p 50). According to Saunders 
the pattern of this shaping is currently taking a particular form. He suggests, 'the 
workings of global commerce impact on national economies in such a way to call 
into question the relevance, effectiveness and indeed the possibility of genuine 
national influence and control.' (p 50).
What does emerge from the interviews is the dysfunctional nature of the 
communication channels between the macro, meso and micro levels. Each level 
seems to follow its own agenda, rather than interacting with one another: each 
appears to move along on separate, occasionally parallel lines, in terms of the 
development of a European dimension. The main point of contact between the three 
spheres appears to be the EU programmes, which offer the possibility of practical 
action. Co-operation, collaboration and exchange of good practice, in an endeavour 
to raise the quality of education, are goals that each level shares. Nevertheless, as 
Sultana, Williams and Saunders suggest, it is possible that different rationales may 
exist at each level for the achievement of these goals. Ball (1990) points out the 
world is perceived differently within different discourses.
Many of the European and national policies appear to remain at the level of rhetoric. 
The reality of the situation regarding the development of a European dimension is 
fragmented and to a large extent dependent on the motivation, energy and 
commitment of individuals. It is based on personal interest and a desire to enhance 
the learning and teaching process. Further action is required in order to support the 
promotion of the European dimension in a co-ordinated and meaningful way which 
involves practitioners at all stages of development. What is needed is a combination 
of bottom-up and top-down approaches that brings together agents of change at the 
European, national and institutional levels. The discourse must be shared and 
understood by all parties. An infrastructure for communication is required to ensure 
that information flows between and amongst all three levels; macro, meso and 
micro. Long term strategies for the continuous development of a European 
dimension need to be put in place at national and institutional levels.
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Abdallah-Pretceiile (1993) emphasises that Europe cannot be top-down. She says 
that it must emanate from every level not just from high level technocratic 
institutions. However, she points out, ’We cannot deny our responsibility by putting 
blame on higher and distant levels.' (p 32).
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Chapter 7
Implementing a European Dimension in Teacher Education 
Introduction
In recent years the teaching force has had to face a number of new challenges, 
amongst these the implementation of a European dimension in education. The 
Green Paper on The European Dimension o f Education (Commission of the 
European Communities, 1993a) says that teachers and their trainers are the main 
players in integrating the European dimension into the content and practice of 
education and consequently teacher education has a crucial role to play. A report by 
CSEE/ETUCE entitled Teacher Education in Europe (1995) says that teacher 
education must prepare people for entry to a profession and a working environment 
which faces constant changes and new demands. Teachers need to be aware of the 
kind of society that their pupils are growing up in within the context of an integrated 
Europe. How best to educate teachers in these changing times is an issue that 
teacher education institutions must confront.
Many universities throughout Europe and beyond have long-standing traditions in 
international co-operation. This is particularly true in the field of research. Teacher 
education has not shared this tradition to the same extent. This chapter examines the 
process of including a European dimension in the ten teacher education institutions 
selected for this study. Much of the implementation section is descriptive in order to 
outline the nature of the inputs in the different institutions. However, from this 
description the characteristics of a European dimension in teacher education are 
identified. The different stages and key factors of implementation are analysed in 
order to gain an insight into the change process. Institutional policies, specific 
course documents or module outlines concerning a European dimension, where 
available, are discussed. Similarities, differences and common themes are identified 
between institutions and across the countries. Links between the definition and 
rationale provided and the implementation of a European dimension are highlighted.
Phases of Incorporating a European Dimension in Teacher Education
Ryba (1992) suggests that incorporating a European dimension into education filters 
through different countries at different speeds. This appears to be the case in this 
study. Not only are different approaches apparent, but different stages of
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implementation are noted. Teacher education systems vary from country to country 
and within each country. To a certain extent these differences reflect differences in 
national education systems, as well as other variations in cultures and in social 
systems (CSEE/ETUCE, 1995). However, in some circumstances the differences 
are due more to specific characteristics prevailing within an institution, such as the 
expertise or enthusiasm of individual members of staff or institutional practice, than 
to any other factor. Examples of these features are provided throughout this chapter.
According to Bremer and Van der Wende (1995) internationalisation (within which 
they include a European dimension) may be considered as a process of educational 
change. One of the interviewees in Scotland makes a similar comment. Peck (1998, 
App. 9) says that the European dimension is about change and development in 
education. Bremer & Van der Wende identify different phases of change in relation 
to the implementation of the European dimension, namely : adoption,
implementation and institutionalisation. These three phases are in line with those 
identified by researchers exploring educational change in general. For example, 
Fullan (1991) suggests that phase one - adoption - consists of the process that leads 
up to and includes a decision to adopt or proceed with a change. Phase two - 
implementation - involves the first experience of attempting to put an idea or reform 
into practice. Phase three - institutionalisation - refers to whether the change gets 
build in as an ongoing part of the system. Fullan points out that it is not a linear 
process, but rather one in which events at one phase can feed back to alter decisions 
made at previous stages, which then proceed to work their way through in a 
continuously interactive way. These phases of change provide a useful framework 
for analysis when considering the implementation of a European dimension in 
teacher education in this study.
Adoption phase
Each institution claims to have reached the stage of adopting the idea of a European 
dimension and developing it in some way. However, this has to be understood in 
relation to how the different institutions define a European dimension. The majority 
of the teacher educators interviewed in each country believe that teaching about 
Europe is not new. A.Larsen (1996, App. 6) says, 'I cannot think of any subject in 
the curriculum that does not include a European dimension...' (p 130). Glahn (1996, 
App. 6) points out that in social subjects, content on European aspects has always 
formed part of the curriculum. His views are shared by other interviewees. Hviid 
(1996, App. 6) comments, 'We have always seen our history as part of our
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neighbouring countries, so we have never only focused on Danish history.' (p 72). 
Nejsum (1996, App. 6) in his response quotes from the institutional history course 
outline. It says that the course will develop knowledge and understanding of the 
history and everyday life of different times, cultures and countries, through work 
with a number of themes and subjects, with a special emphasis on Danish and 
European conditions. Nejsum explains that in history the students find out that 
Denmark is to be seen in a Nordic connection, a European connection and a global 
connection. According to him, there is nothing new in this approach. In language 
studies, Morgado (1997, App. 8) in Portugal, says that a strong link has always 
existed between language learning and study of the country or countries associated 
with the language.
Previously these inputs were not referred to collectively, and were not explicitly 
called a European dimension as they are now. Uzak (1996, App. 10) in Slovakia 
refers to one reason for the different approach, 'We already had subjects which 
included inputs on Europe, but they were scattered. We felt that it was important to 
give them a roof, metaphorically speaking...' (p 597). A.Larsen (1996, App. 6) in 
Denmark also recognises that a difference in emphasis is required. She says, 'The 
European dimension has always been there, but now I think that you have to work 
with it in a more conscious way.' (p 127). What the teacher educators do not make 
clear in these points is that a European dimension must be more than providing 
knowledge about Europe.
It is necessary to qualify the teacher educators' statements about already including 
teaching about Europe in courses for student teachers with what they understand by 
a European dimension in education. The dimensional nature poses new challenges. 
Further analysis of the interviewees' statements is required. During the interviews 
they were asked secondary questions to explore how a European dimension is 
adopted by their institution. This line of questioning went to the core of the concept 
of a European dimension. Chapter Five illustrated that a European dimension is not 
a definitive or precise concept. Shennan's (1991) model (see p 136) illustrates the 
dimensional nature of the concept. She suggests that a European dimension should 
include learning about Europe, learning for life within Europe and learning through 
Europe. According to her, this embraces knowledge, skills and attitudes. 
Consideration of area, time and culture complete the process of developing a 
European dimension. This model implies a cross-curricular, inter-disciplinary 
process. Similarly, the secondary questioning reveals that most interviewees believe 
that a European dimension should include more than teaching about Europe.
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Despite differences in the interviewees' perception of what including a European 
dimension in teacher education means, it is clear that each institution has reached 
the stage of adopting the idea of a European dimension. However, acceptance of an 
idea may not lead to the implementation of change. Adoption may be at a symbolic 
or superficial level without real change in practice occurring. Fullan (1991) points 
out that the processes beyond adoption are more complex because they involve 
more people and real change (as distinct from verbal or on-paper decisions). The 
next section outlines the findings relating to the implementation process in the 
institutions in this study.
Implementation Phase
In considering the next stage in the change process as identified by Bremer and Van 
der Wende (1995), all the institutions have moved beyond the adoption stage to the 
implementation phase. However, the nature and scope of the inclusion of a 
European dimension varies considerably. Table 1 (see next page) provides an 
overview of the implementation phase in each institution. On the face of it, the 
similarities are greater than the differences, the main difference being that six out of 
the ten institutions implement a European dimension through a separate curricular 
input. However, further analysis shows that even where it appears at first sight that a 
similar approach is taken, such as all institutions claiming to have a permeative 
approach, in reality the nature of the approach differs. Similarly, the length, scope 
and impact of participation in European projects is different, as is involvement in 
staff and student mobility. All of these aspects are explored in this chapter.
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Institution Staff
Mobility
Student
Mobility
European
Projects
Curricular 
Development 
(Separate )
Curricular
Development
(Permeative)
Haslev
Seminarium • •
Holbaek
Seminarium •
Hogeschool
Nijmegen # • •
Hogeschool
Holland •
Escola 
Superior 
Castelo Branco
# # •
Escola
Superior
Lisboa
# • • •
University of 
Strathclyde
University of 
Edinburgh •
Comenius
University •
University of 
Educ. Nitra • #
Table 1. Implementation of a European Dimension in the Teacher Education
Institutions in this Study
Bremer and Van der Wende (1995) suggest that there are three central elements in 
the implementation phase: student mobility; staff mobility and including a European 
dimension in the curriculum. In this study participation in European projects is also 
central to the implementation phase and may be seen as distinct from either staff or 
student mobility programmes. Figure 3 shows that Bremer and Van der Wende 
believe that staff and student mobility influences the process of developing a 
European dimension in the curriculum.
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Implementation Phase
student mobilitystaff mobility
curriculum development
Figure 3 : Adapted from Model for Internationalisation.
(Bremer & Van der Wende. 1995)
In this study, in some cases, a relation between the development of a European 
dimension in the curriculum and the mobility of staff and students is found. As 
pointed out in the previous chapter, one of the main influences that has led to a 
change in perspective regarding the implementation of a European dimension in 
teacher education appears to be involvement in European programmes (staff and 
student mobility programmes and participation in joint projects of a short and long 
term nature with other teacher education institutions in Europe). Staff and student 
exchanges appear in most of the institutions to have been the first step in the 
development of a European dimension. In the Netherlands, Minnie (1995, App. 7) 
says that over the past years mobility by both students and teaching staff has 
increased considerably and that international contact has become commonplace 
within his institution. According to him student and staff exchanges impact on 
students and staff who are not involved in mobility programmes and that European 
projects have spin-offs for the content of the curricular course and the learning and 
teaching process in the institution as a whole. These comments are based on 
anecdotal rather than empirical evidence. Consequently, it is not possible to 
ascertain whether it is rhetoric or reality without further investigation.
In Denmark and Portugal, the importance of the Erasmus and Lingua projects is 
commented on. The teacher educators value the opportunity to take part in
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exchanges and work with colleagues in other European institutions on a range of 
educational topics in order to develop their own thinking. The evidence from the 
interviews shows that in the majority of cases European links made during staff 
exchanges have led to involvement in joint projects and to student exchanges. The 
institutions in Denmark and Portugal particularly welcome the opportunity to 
encourage students to spend part of their course in another European institution in 
order to broaden their horizons and improve their language skills. Well established 
links through joint project work have facilitated meaningful student exchanges, 
because institutions have established a trusting relationship and quality issues 
regarding student programmes have been addressed. The interviewees claim that all 
these factors impact on the curricular course for student teachers to some extent. 
Again there is a lack of rigorous research to support these claims.
In Slovakia, the Tempus programme has allowed staff to travel outside their country 
for the first time, to visit and study in universities and teacher education institutions 
in other European countries. The effect of this programme is significant personal 
development of these staff. This in turn has created and/or enhanced the interest to 
incorporate a European dimension in the curriculum for student teachers in the two 
teacher education institutions in Slovakia.
Several of the teacher educators interviewed indicate that they feel motivated by 
seeing other ways of doing things, which influences their teaching. They say that 
experiential learning broadens their outlook and allows them to view issues and 
activities from different perspectives, which enhances reflection and promotes a 
critical consciousness. It is suggested that the 'value-added' element, referred to in 
the preamble in the Socrates Vademecum (Commission of the European 
Communities, 1995), comes from reflecting on experiences gained from mobility 
programmes and adopting new ideas into one's work. Some of the interviewees 
claim that there is a multiplier effect of these exchange programmes, where staff 
and students returning home act as a motivational force for others. This they say 
leads to the involvement of more students and creates an interest amongst other 
staff, which results in a situation which is conducive to the introduction of 
curricular change and the incorporation of a European dimension into course work. 
Concrete evidence to support this position would go some way to raising the value 
of a European dimension in the educational process.
The examples described above coincide with Bremer and Van der Wende's belief 
that there is a link between staff and student mobility and the development of a
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European dimension in the curriculum. Minnie (1995, App. 6) in the Netherlands, 
like Bremer and Van der Wende, believes that mobility is important and regards the 
next step as the systematic inclusion of an international dimension in the curriculum 
for student teachers. He highlights a change in policy in his institution. He says that 
the emphasis is shifting from student mobility towards structural curriculum 
development, a move from what he describes as occasional projects, towards an 
institutional policy on international education. He believes that curriculum change 
and innovation are less ad hoc than student and staff mobility. Implicit in Minnie's 
comment is the idea of progress from mobility to the ultimate aim of curricular 
development. This view is shared by many of the Dutch teacher educators 
interviewed, but not by all the interviewees across the countries.
Tweddle (1998, App. 9) and McCall's (1997, App. 9) viewpoint, which is 
representative of other teacher educators interviewed in Scotland, illustrates that 
they do not see the development of a European dimension in linear terms, where the 
first step is staff and student mobility programmes and progress equates with 
curricular development. Tweddle says that he is not convinced that including a 
European dimension in the curriculum is very effective. He points out that there is 
great pressure on course designers to fit all the curricular areas into the course for 
student teachers. Consequently, he feels that the time available for a European 
dimension within the formal course structure is minimal, which results in only 
superficial coverage. McCall makes the same comment. He fears that given the time 
constraints any curricular input is likely to be superficial and only a token gesture. 
Tweddle argues that if a European dimension is about developing a European 
notion, it is not possible to teach that. He says, '... it has to be learned and the only 
way to learn it is by being there and being part of it.' (p 501). This matches Lowe's 
(1992) viewpoint. He says that student mobility may have greatest value in teaching 
citizens to navigate through the shoals and narrows of national differences.
Tweddle suggests that the informal contacts that one develops are far more powerful 
than any formal structures of the course. He acknowledges that student mobility 
programmes only include small numbers of students each year. However, he 
believes, '... that a small number (of students) who have a good understanding and 
knowledge is actually more effective, than a very superficial knowledge and 
understanding of all the students.' (p 502). Tweddle thinks that it would be more 
effective to harness the individual experiences of those who do participate in 
mobility programmes and bring more meaning to them through a process of 
reflection. Furthermore, he says that more opportunities should be provided for
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students to share their experiences with the students in their home institution. When 
time would be available for sharing of experiences in the tightly packed curriculum 
that Tweddle refers to earlier is not clear.
In Scotland, a European dimension remains at the periphery of the educational 
process and is not viewed as a central feature. While the teacher educators there all 
agree that it is important, they do not believe that it is an essential part of the teacher 
education course. To a certain extent this appears to mirror the Scottish Office's 
view, whereas in the Netherlands, international education and a European 
dimension enjoys firm support from the Ministry of Education. The latter is 
advocating a more structured view of a European dimension and encouraging 
schools to write it into their development plan. This perspective of the value of a 
European dimension in education appears to be reflected in the teacher education 
institutions in the Netherlands.
The interviewees in Scotland were not alone in believing that student mobility 
should be promoted rather than curricular development of a European dimension. 
Others indicate they believe that mobility gives a European dimension concrete 
reality. F.E.Larsen (1996, App. 6) in Denmark says, '... only including it in the 
curriculum is too much through another person. It is not first hand experience. It is 
better if it is a direct experience. This process is better, you can offer a real 
experience to students.' (p 57) This coincides with the element in Shennan's (1991) 
model which emphasises 'learning through Europe'. Similarly, CSEE/ETUCE 
(1995) suggest that the European dimension should be based on a European 
experience. They quote fr’om the Memorandum on Higher Education in the 
European Community, (Commission of the European Communities, 1991) 'It is 
most important that this dimension should rest firmly on a foundation of European 
experience and that teachers who are charged with devising, interpreting and 
ultimately teaching such a dimension should be able to draw on such an experience.' 
(paragraph 133).
At present the Portuguese teacher educators, in contrast to Belard (1997, App. 8) at 
a National level, favour mobility programmes and joint European projects and have 
not moved towards developing a European dimension in the curriculum in an 
explicit way. Barrios (1997, App. 8) from the Escola Superior de Educaçâo in 
Lisbon explains that her institution has many projects and many links with other 
countries. Similarly, Menzes (1997, App. 8) and Morgado (1997, App. 8) fr-om the 
Escola Superior de Educaçâo in Castelo Branco say that their institution is also
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involved in a range of projects. What is unclear is whether they have made the 
conscious decision to favour mobility programmes and involvement in projects 
rather than curricular development. It is possible that they may move on to consider 
inclusion of the European dimension in the curriculum when the experiences from 
the mobility programmes and project work are well established in the institutions. 
Major reforms in teacher education in Portugal and a lack of clear encouragement 
from the Ministry of Education in Portugal are also a factors that influences 
decisions about priorities for course content.
Like the Dutch, the Danish are moving towards developing a European dimension 
in the curriculum. Haslev Seminarium has an international course and Holbaek is in 
the process of developing one. Hviid (1995, App. 6) points out that the new 
Folkeskole Act mentions the international aspect : 'The Folkeskole shall familiarise 
the pupils with Danish culture and contribute to their understanding of other
cultures ' (Ministry of Education, Denmark, 1994, p 3). According to Hviid for
this reason most of the Danish Colleges of Education include an international aspect 
in their courses, although she emphasises that some are more advanced than others. 
There is also evidence to suggest that both institutions may have embarked on this 
road, not only for the benefit of their own students, but in order to attract more 
European students. Without the curricular programmes which include a European 
dimension, and are usually taught in English, the possibility of foreign students 
coming to study in their institutions is limited.
In Slovakia, a different situation prevails. While some mobility has been possible, it 
is only recently that Slovakia has been included in the funding programmes of the 
European Union, e.g. Socrates. Prior to 1997-98, the only possibility was the 
Tempus programme which has more complex funding criteria. Added to this 
travelling to other European countries remains very expensive for most Slovakians 
as their currency is weak in comparison to others in the EU. For them the greatest 
possibility of informing students and raising their awareness of a European 
dimension is through including it in the curricular course. Clearly different factors 
influence the decisions regarding the implementation of a European dimension. 
While the interview data provides some support for Bremer and Van der Wende's 
(1995) view that student and staff mobility programmes are linked to curriculum 
development it is not unanimous support. Some teachers educators favour mobility 
programmes, others favour curricular development and others support both. There is 
no evidence to indicate which approach is the most effective in the development of 
a European dimension in education.
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The Characteristics of a European Dimension in Education
Table 1 illustrates that all the institutions claim to adopt a permeative approach, and 
six have developed separate course inputs. In the following sections, the 
characteristics of the inclusion of a European dimension in the curriculum are 
explored in terms of formal aspects (separate or permeative approach, design and 
structure, values, aims, course content), and operational aspects (teaching and 
learning methods, target group of students, duration of course, place of study).
Permeative approach
By the permeative approach the interviewees mean that the European dimension is 
included across a number of course elements. Barrios (1996, App. 8) says, 'It is not 
like a discipline. It is not included in an explicit way, but in every course component 
there are activities and discussions about it. For instance, in foreign language study, 
in social sciences and so on.' (p 317). Morgado (1996, App. 8)) explains why she 
favours the permeative approach : 'When you teach a subject separately, ... it is my 
feeling that it is learned as content to be forgotten, rather than as content to be 
integrated into the personal life. I always prefer when it comes to a cultural matter 
to do it in an integrated way.' (p 354). Morgado sees a distinction between 
knowledge based inputs which may be handled separately and the presentation of 
skills and attitudes which require a different methodology.
The comments of the Portuguese teacher educators compare with those of Deetman, 
the Minister of Education in the Netherlands. He emphasises the importance of 
including a European dimension in a natural way rather than a contrived way. He 
says, 'Europe is not a separate entity, but part of our everyday life and as such 
should be absorbed naturally into the various existing subjects in the curriculum.' 
(Centre for International Education, 1987, p 13).
Several of the interviewees provide examples of how a European dimension is 
included in their own subject area and they have no difficulty justifying its 
inclusion. They claim that it is not added for the sake of adding it, but forms part of 
the work of their course element. A.Larsen (1996, App. 6) explains that although 
there is not a specific input entitled, 'The European dimension' at Holbaek 
Seminarium, staff do include it in their teaching. She uses her own classes in 
English literature as an example. 'To help students understand about romanticism I 
compare literature in Denmark and Germany, or Denmark and England.... I also use
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articles from British newspapers, we discuss the contents and compare them with 
what we would do in each case. Sometimes we come up with different views, 
sometimes the same views. I think that knowledge about each other's culture is very 
important, because it helps you reflect on your own language and culture and it 
helps you to make your own identity clear.' (p 127)
In the Comenius University in Bratislava, Mistrik (1997, App. 10) says that a 
European dimension is not written as a separate subject. He includes a European 
dimension in the civics course which forms part of teacher education in Slovakia. 
Mistrik believes that it is not possible to differentiate between teaching democracy 
and the European dimension. He says, ' ... if you teach democracy you really teach a 
Western way of life. If you teach about the history of Europe, the structure of 
Europe, the political institutions, communications between European countries and 
economic life in European countries, you are teaching democracy. If you are doing 
one, then you are doing the other.' (p 540). Mistrik uses a European dimension to 
create an understanding of the philosophy of democracy. For him, it is not just 
about providing knowledge, it is about teaching and learning through Europe and 
preparing student teachers for life in Europe. Mistrik points out that it is not written 
down in a course document, but it is discussed by the staff in the Civics Department 
and it is included in the course.
Not all interviewees are convinced about a permeative approach. Several highlight 
the danger of relying on this method to develop a European dimension. This opinion 
is not limited to the teacher educators who have opted for a separate input on the 
European dimension. Those who favour a permeative approach, such as Tweddle 
(1998, App. 9), McKay (1997, App. 9) and McCall (1997, App. 9) in Scotland, also 
recognise the problems of a situation where everybody and yet nobody takes 
responsibility for including it in their work with students. McKay explains that in 
the Faculty of Education at Strathclyde University, course planners expect the 
teacher educators to be aware of a European dimension and bring it into what they 
do. However, according to McKay, most course leaders think that there are too 
many permeative elements, such as gender issues, special educational needs etc., 
which means that permeation is likely to equate with tokenism. McKay believes that 
permeation does not work unless it is closely monitored and a conscious attempt is 
made to ensure that it is included.
Both McKay and McCall highlight the dilemma for course planners when taking 
decisions about the most effective method of including a European dimension in
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teacher education. They explain that there are good points and bad points associated 
with the permeative approach and with a separate input, McKay states, '... the 
permeative approach is less effective, but if there is only a separate input the 
argument is that it never has any impact on other parts of the course. Yet, if it is not 
separate the concept and the ideas may not be clear.' (p 488). McCall also comments 
on the drawbacks of each approach. He suggests that a mixture of both approaches 
is the answer. However, he distinguishes between what is possible in a four year 
B.Ed. course compared to a one year PGCE course. He says, 'There are arguments 
in favour of having a defined module that is well taught. The danger is that this may 
be divorced from other aspects. ... if it stays in its own little box, then it is only 
going to operate within that box and not within the wider context of the rest of the 
curriculum.' (p 470). He continues saying, 'There are all sorts of arguments for the 
permeation model, but on balance in shorter courses I would prefer to see an input 
that is clearly defined. On longer course you can take the risk of the permeative 
approach working.' (p 470). McCall believes that the nature of the form of teacher 
education impacts on the way that a European dimension can be implemented. The 
four year course offers different possibilities compared with the one year course.
These arguments for and against permeation and separate inputs perhaps explain 
why some institutions ultimately opt for a combination of both approaches. Both 
institutions in Scotland, one in Denmark, one in Portugal and one in the Netherlands 
claim to utilise both methods. The value statement implicit in each approach is 
worth considering. Where there is only an unstructured permeative approach, the 
European dimension may be perceived by students to feature at the periphery of 
their course. Without careful monitoring as mentioned by McKay, the value of a 
European dimension may become diluted or non-existent in the eyes of the students. 
Worse still, without clarity, the concept may go unnoticed by some student teachers. 
A more strategic approach which strives to include it as an integral part of the 
course in a systematic way, whether it be permeative, a separate input or both makes 
a statement about its worth to staff and to students.
Interestingly, Tweddle (1998, App. 9) admits '... it is not heavily promoted in this 
institution. I do not think that I have ever been asked about it in an internal scrutiny.' 
(p 504). Similarly, McKay says, 'There has not been a central thrust in the European 
dimension other than in every document about courses it gets a mention.' (p 488). 
This appears to provide evidence that permeation can equate with tokenism. This 
also sends out signals about the value placed on a European dimension in the 
curriculum in this particular institution.
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Holbaek Seminarium and the Comenius University only utilise the permeative 
approach at present, but both claim to be planning a separate course input. In this 
study it appears that where institutions select to offer a European dimension as a 
separate course element they place greater value on it. However, this in itself does 
not provide sufficient evidence to suggest that a separate input is more effective 
than a permeative approach in the development of a European dimension. Further 
research is needed to examine and understand the range of factors which surround 
each approach in order to make a claim regarding which offers best practice.
Separate curricular inputs
One of the aims of this study is to investigate the implementation of a European 
dimension, therefore the next section of this chapter discusses the enormous 
differences in the nature of the separate inputs provided in six of the ten institutions. 
The differences include course length, the target groups of students, and the content. 
Table 2 illustrates that there are some similarities as well as differences. Some 
institutions appear in the table more than once, because they have more then one 
separate curricular input.
Institution Length of input Target Group No. of students Course Language
Used
Haslev
Seminarium
4 year course International
Class
20 students per 
year group
Joint Degree 
Programme
English
Haslev
Seminarium
Two
weeks
Home/foreign
students
25
students
Intensive
Course
English
Hogeschool
Nijmegen
One Module Home Students 
Year 1
All Year 1 Curricular
Course
English/Dutch
Hogeschool
Nijmegen
One Module Home Students 
Year 2
Small no. of 
students
Elective
Course
Dutch+other 
European lang.
Hogeschool
Nijmegen
Three
Months
Home Students 
Year 3
Small no. of 
students
Optional
Course
Dutch+other 
European lang.
Escola
Superior
Lisboa
Two
weeks
Portuguese/
English/Dutch/
Swedish
Small no. of 
students
Intensive
course
English
University of 
Strathclyde
Half Module Home students 
Year 1
Small no. of 
students
Elective
Course
English
University 
of Strathclyde
2 Days Home students 
PGCE
All PGCE 
(secondary)
Curricular
Course
English
University 
of Edinburgh
Half Module Home Students 
Year 4
All Year 4 
students
Curricular
Course
English
University 
of Education 
Nitra
5 year course Home/Foreign
students
15 students per 
year group
Degree
Course
English/
Slovak
Table 2 : The European Dimension Implemented as a Separate Input
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The table demonstrates that there is no national pattern of provision in terms of 
course length, target group or course type. Out of the ten institutions from five 
countries, Scotland is the only country where both institutions studied provide a 
separate curricular input. This may be explained by the fact that the professional 
teaching body in Scotland, the General Teaching Council, makes the inclusion of a 
European dimension a requirement for course validation. However, it should be 
noted that a permeative approach would satisfy the requirements. The details of the 
similarities and the differences in the elements illustrated in the table are explained 
below.
Design and structure of curricular inputs
This section focuses mainly on identifying the design and structure of the separate 
curricular inputs in an attempt to understand the different possibilities for change. 
The amount of time devoted to a European dimension in the curriculum varies 
widely. The separate inputs range from full degree courses, as in the case of Haslev 
Seminarium in Denmark (a four year programme equivalent to a B.Ed.) and the 
University of Education in Nitra in Slovakia (a five year programme equivalent to a 
Masters Degree), to a two day input with post-graduate students in the Faculty of 
Education in the University of Strathclyde, Scotland.
While Haslev and Nitra both offer full degree courses focusing on international 
education/European Studies, close examination of the details of each course reveals 
that there are marked differences in the design and structure of the courses, yet some 
similarities in the content. In Haslev Seminarium the students opt into an 
international class in their second year of study and complete their four year course 
in this class. Two semesters have specifically designed elements with an 
international focus. During one of the semesters students have the opportunity to 
study in another teacher education college in Europe. Students from other teacher 
education institutions in Europe are encouraged to join the course. 'We have a core 
body of our own students who are supplemented by foreign students, that makes an 
international aspect as well.' (Hviid, 1996, App. 6, p 76). Both Hviid and Langkilde 
(1996, App. 6) emphasise the value of the cross-cultural relationship between 
students for expanding and enriching the education of all the students in the 
international group. This collaborative learning environment is a key factor in 
establishing a European dimension. However, cross-cultural groups of students are 
difficult to establish and are usually small in number. Hviid points out, 'We send out
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more students than those who come in.' (p 76). This is opposite to the situation in 
Scotland.
The students who complete the international course in Haslev, receive a European 
Bachelor of Education which is awarded by Canterbury Christchurch University 
College. Although the degree is awarded by an English institution it is not necessary 
for the students to spend their semester at a foreign institution in England. The host 
university may be in Portugal, Sweden, Scotland etc. Some Danish students opt to 
join the international class, but do not spend a semester in another country. These 
students are not awarded the European B.Ed, but appear to choose the international 
class in order to improve their English and their understanding of intercultural 
education. Inclusion of non-mobile home students illustrates a recognition that 
mobility programmes are only possible for small numbers of students. It also 
signals an acceptance that non-mobile students can benefit from an international 
education curricular input and the experience of sharing their studies with visiting 
students from other countries. An evaluation of the factors that make the 
international class worthwhile for students not participating in the mobility 
programme would help to clarify the needs being addressed.
English is the main language chosen for delivery of the course. At present the 
students in the international class qualify as generalist teachers, eligible to teach in 
the Danish Folkeskole. Similar to all Danish teachers, in addition to their general 
qualification they will also be able to teach two specialist subjects, (e.g. English and 
Social Subjects). This situation will change due to the reforms in teacher education 
in Denmark, which were described in Chapter Three.
The students in the University of Education in Nitra, choose the European studies 
programme at the outset of their course. These students are specialists training to be 
language teachers in the secondary school. They study two major subjects. One 
subject is a European language, (e.g. English, German, French, Spanish or Italian) 
and the other subject is European Studies. Unlike the course at Haslev, there is no 
period spent in another European institution. Foreign students are encouraged to 
join the course for short periods (e.g. 3 months), but to date there are very few of 
them. While in effect the structure of the course centres on language as a specific 
subject, in the European studies part of the course an interdisciplinary approach is 
taken.
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In Haslev and Nitra the number of students involved in the degree courses is 
relatively small. In Haslev around twenty students opt for the international class and 
between two and four students join the class for one semester from other teacher 
education institutions in Europe. In Nitra, the first cohort of students started in 
1993-94 with fifteen students. At the time of the interviews with staff there, this 
cohort were just about to complete their second year. In total there are thirty-two 
students enrolled on the course, seventeen in the second intake of students. As the 
course develops and each year has a group of students, then the total number will 
rise. Nevertheless, it is still a small number of students compared to the number 
training as teachers at the institution. The important point is that the change process 
has started. Fullan (1991) cites Huberman and Miles who say that there is some 
evidence to suggest that large-scale participation at the initiation phase is sometimes 
counter productive. In Slovakia's case the scale of the change required to implement 
a European dimension is so great that any efforts to include all students would have 
necessitated protracted discussions with no guarantee of any change. As Huberman 
and Miles point out endless meetings and debates can consume large amounts of 
energy and time and can create confusion and alienation in the absence of any 
action.
Table 2 illustrates that Haslev also offers another small section of twenty-five 
students the opportunity to take part in a two week curricular input on intercultural 
education. This programme is run in partnership with a teacher education institution 
in Scotland. A similar number of students are involved in Scotland. Each group of 
students works in their home institution. The two groups communicate via computer 
link and by means of video conferencing. The input considers cultural, religious and 
language issues with an underlying European perspective. The students compare 
their opinions and identify similarities and differences, conflicting views and points 
of unity. The two week period is intensive and the students are engaged solely in the 
joint programme. This type of curricular input which utilises new technology is 
supported by the EU and by national governments anxious to harness the 
educational benefits that cooperation via electronic means can bring (such as instant 
exchange of ideas and opinions, opportunities to gain up to date information, shared 
learning experiences not limited by geographical location etc.). This link between 
new technology and the development of a European/international dimension in 
education is a significant one. It may be that one of the effects of an increase in the 
use of electronic communication in classrooms and teacher education institutions in 
Europe will be a greatly increased profile for a European/intemational/global 
dimension in education. To make the most of this ready access to the world.
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teachers must be prepared in order to understand and exploit the educational value 
of new technology. Similarly, teacher educators themselves need to ensure that they 
are adequately informed in order to understand the potential of new technology to 
bring different worlds into the classroom.
Neither curricular inputs described at Haslev are compulsory for every teacher 
education student. They only impact on sections of the student population. In the 
case of the Hogeschool Nijmegen and the University of Edinburgh, the curricular 
inputs are compulsory for all students engaged in teacher education.
The compulsory module in Nijmegen is for primary and secondary education 
students. It takes place in the first year of their course. It is delivered separately to 
primary and secondary education students. The secondary students are further sub­
divided, so that the input is provided for language, science and arts students. Bartels 
(1995, App. 7) explains that the emphasis for each group is a little different. The 
module takes place over five weeks and amounts to approximately forty hours of 
study. This includes an introductory informational input, group lesson preparation 
in the European dimension within the students' own subject area, preparation for 
study in another country, including finding out about other educational systems and 
finally an excursion across the border to Germany. Comelissen (1995, App. 7) says 
that there is a mix of contact time with staff and independent student study. In the 
second year of the course in Nijmegen there is an optional module which is 
specifically aimed at preparing students for a period of study in another institution 
in Europe. The study period abroad then takes place during the third year of the 
course for three months. After the exchange the students have to present a report on 
the experience. The idea behind this report is similar to the one proposed by 
Tweddle (1998, App. 9) in Scotland; students who have not had the opportunity to 
travel are supposedly able to share in the experience through hearing from their 
peers about the exchange visit. In reality how beneficial this is and how much it is 
appreciated by students who have not been involved in a mobility programme is not 
clear.
The University of Edinburgh choose to include a compulsory half module for all 
students across a range of their courses. The input impacts on a large number of 
students. Adams (1997, App. 9) explains, '... we identified a number of issues which 
we felt were common to all courses, not just teacher education, but social work, 
community education and the other kinds of courses we run here. ... These issues 
were designated as so called common modules in the courses.' (p 439). Each issue
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identified is allocated a half module, which is twenty hours contact time with staff, 
and thirty hours independent student study. Adams says that the original idea was 
that these common modules would be delivered on a cross-course basis, i.e. students 
from primary and secondary education, community education and social work all 
coming together, but logistically this proved to be impossible. Consequently, they 
are delivered on an individual course basis, contextualised as appropriate to fit the 
students' needs. In the B.Ed. primary course, the half module on the European 
dimension takes place in the fourth year. The module is designed for students based 
in Scotland, not for foreign students. The fact that it is left to the final year of the 
course means that there is a danger that it will be seen as an isolated issue by the 
students, unless it is handled in a way that helps students to relate the input to other 
aspects of their course and to their future teaching..
The half module on a European dimension offered at the University of Strathclyde, 
differs from the University of Edinburgh's in that it is offered only as an elective 
and only on the B.Ed primary course. Therefore, it impacts on a small number of 
students. Tweddle (1998, App. 9) explains that the typical number of students 
opting for the elective is twenty and that the course does not run each year. The 
elective is situated in the first year of the students' course. The hourage attached to 
the half module also differs. In Strathclyde's case, a half module amounts to twenty- 
four hours of staff contact. No mention is made of the hours attached for 
independent study. However, Tweddle points out that the opportunity to take part in 
a visit to a teacher education institution in the Netherlands is offered to the students 
selecting the course. This takes place during the students' Easter vacation and is part 
funded by the institution and part funded by the students themselves. Not all 
students are able to take up the opportunity to do this, thus further marginalising the 
value of a European dimension. If it is deemed to be important for teacher education 
then it should occupy a place in the course that enables all students to benefit from 
it.
The University of Strathclyde provides a curricular input for all the post-graduate 
(secondary) students (PGCE). This is structured to take place over two consecutive 
days. The PGCE course takes place over a thirty-six week period and pressure on 
student time is a permanent feature. Therefore, it is interesting to note that two days 
are found for all PGCE (secondary students) yet the four year B.Ed. course only 
offers the European dimension as an elective. This anomaly appears to be due, on 
the one hand, to the particular interest and expertise of a member of staff who 
teaches on the PGCE course and, on the other hand, the B.Ed course leader's belief
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that including a European dimension in the curriculum is not the most effective 
approach.
The Escola Superior de Educaçâo in Lisbon is involved in the occasional delivery of 
two week intensive courses. These courses involve student teachers from different 
countries; for example, Portugal, England, the Netherlands and Sweden. Barrios 
(1996, App, 8), provides details of one such course entitled, 'The Teachers o f 
Tomorrow : Perspectives for Early Years and Primary Education in Europe' She 
says that the delivery of this course is an example of how the involvement of staff in 
a joint European project has led to curricular developments. Barrios claims that the 
intensive course has spin-offs for the full time curricular course as it motivates staff 
to include a European dimension in their day to day work with students. This claim 
is based on Barrios' subjective view rather than clear evidence.
One of the significant similarities between the institutions and the implementation 
of a European dimension is the role of foreign languages. Various patterns 
regarding the role of language are noted from the interviews and the course 
documentation. Namely:
• the curriculum is taught mainly in a language other than the country's own 
language, switching back to the mother tongue on some occasions
• the foreign language is used exclusively as a medium of instruction
• foreign language learning forms the major subject in the curriculum, 
combined with cross-cultural communication issues and intercultural skills.
Table 2 shows that in almost all cases the curriculum is taught in English. Other 
European languages such as German only play a part when students take up a 
placement in another European country (e.g. Dutch students crossing the border to 
Germany on placement). Delivering the course in English plays a significant role in 
improving the language skills of the home students, as well as contributing to 
attracting foreign students to the course (Haslev, Nijmegen and Nitra). 'In the 
international class we have this special difficulty of language, because none of the 
foreign students can cope with Danish.' (Hviid, 1996, App. 6, p 74). This feature of 
the input proves difficult in many cases because the institutions have to find staff 
who are willing and able to deliver their course input in English (e.g. staff with an 
expertise in history and English). In Haslev and Nitra, students on the course are 
specialist English students and the language input forms part of their course 
anyway. What is different is combining it with a cross-curricular input incorporating 
a European dimension.
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The evidence drawn from the interview transcripts shows significant variation in the 
structure and design of the implementation phase of a European dimension. There is 
no single factor that may be attributed to the differences nor are there particular 
differences between what happens in one country compared to the other. The factors 
responsible for the differences appear in many, but not all, cases to be institution- 
specific. In addition, the factors contributing to the differences do not appear to be 
stable. Cultures change as one endeavours to understand them and the culture of 
teacher education is no different. The situation within each teacher education 
institution, as described above, is as it appeared when the interviews took place. 
Teacher education courses change continuously and several of the interviewees 
signalled change in the future. In some cases this means moving to developing a 
separate European input (Holbaek Seminarium, Hogeschool Holland); in others, it 
means dropping the separate curricular input (University of Strathclyde, University 
of Edinburgh).
Minnie (1995, App. 7) refers to the changing nature of the concept. He describes 
internationalisation of higher education as, "... a multiple and comprehensive 
happening which means that it is often difficult to see or hold the course of policy to 
follow.’ (p 297).
Values and aims
In general, the values and aims provided by the interviewees in respect of 
implementing a European dimension in their work reflect an understanding of the 
changing environment of teacher education (i.e. the European economic and social 
integration process). This relates to the rationales for a European dimension in 
education that the teacher educators provided during the interviews. Minnie (1995, 
App. 7) refers to a booklet which presents the Hogeschool Holland's aims for 
international education {International Education, 1995). It says, 'The Hogeschool 
Holland supports continuous renewal of education. One of the social developments 
that is most striking is the process of internationalisation. ... It is not only the 
continuing process of European integration which is important, but also the process 
of globalisation. (English translation, p i ) .  This acknowledges changes in the wider 
context of teacher education.
The concept of integration is a key term (cultural and social integration, political 
and economic integration), which is repeatedly mentioned by the teacher educators.
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Essentially, the curricular inputs appear to have as their aims an understanding or an 
awareness of the integration process and the effect that it is having on life at present. 
The assumption is that through the integration process we are continuously 
confronting political and economic issues as well as each other's customs, traditions, 
norms and values. In particular, an understanding of the effects of migration of 
people is emphasised and the multi-cultural nature of European society. While 
understanding value systems in different countries is mentioned by many of the 
teacher educators, which implies that there are differences, the underlying values of 
European citizenship that are referred to in each institution appear to be the same. 
They match the common values identified in the report Accomplishing Europe 
through education and training (European Commission, 1997a, p 18). They are:
• human rights
• fundamental freedoms
• democratic legitimacy
• peace
• respect for others
• a spirit of solidarity
• equal opportunities
• personal responsibility
• preservation of the ecosystem
The optimistic view that the implementation of a European dimension should 
enhance not only students' knowledge of European structures and countries, but also 
increase their tolerance, sense of co-operation and understanding of diversity is 
widely shared by the teacher educators in each country. Whether the courses 
actually achieve these aims is questionable. The difficulty is that there is no simple 
method of measuring the success of the course inputs in relation to value, attitude or 
behavioural change.
Analysis of the course outlines available from Haslev Seminarium, University of 
Edinburgh, University of Strathclyde and the University of Education, Nitra provide 
further evidence of the similarly in the broad aims of each course. Although each 
uses a different form of words, with slightly different emphasis, several major aims 
emerge. They refer to developing knowledge, awareness and understanding of 
cultural issues, human rights and democratic principles. The sample of some of the 
extracts from the course documents provided below, illustrates the similarities in the
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course aims in different teacher education institutions. The first set of extracts from 
four course documents relate to aims concerned with cultural processes.
'To develop an awareness and an understanding of both the diversity of and 
the common elements underlying European cultures.' (Haslev Seminarium, 
Framework for Two Compulsory Modules, 1996, p i )
'To develop an awareness of the nature of Europe, its inhabitants and the 
historical and cultural processes of its evolution and development.' 
(University of Edinburgh, B.Ed. Module Descriptors, 1996, p 54).
'To gain background knowledge about geographical, historical, social and 
cultural aspects of Europe.' (University of Strathclyde, B.Ed. General 
Electives Handbook: European Studies, 1998, p 1).
'To have an understanding of European cultural heritage and the part that 
Slovakia played in it.' (University of Education, Nitra, European Studies 
Course Document, 1996, p 1).
In order to illustrate that similarities in the course aims in the four institutions are 
not restricted to one feature, a further extract from each course document is 
provided. In this second set of extracts the aims relate to human rights, racism and 
democratic principles.
'To provide students with the means and methods to address the problems of 
stereotyping, racism and gender bias through a European and global cross- 
cultural dimension. (Haslev Seminarium, Framework for Two Compulsory 
Modules, 1996, p 1)
'To give consideration to the structure and function of the agencies of the 
European Community, particularly where these relate to principles of 
democracy, social justice and respect for human rights.' (University of 
Edinburgh, 5.E’J. Module Descriptors, 1996, p 54).
'To identify and seek solutions to some contemporary problems and issues 
affecting European societies and thereby reduce tendencies towards 
insularity and stereotyping' (University of Strathclyde, B.Ed. General 
Electives Handbook, 1998, pi ) .
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To understand and tolerate diversity and see minorities as bridges between 
states.' (University of Education, Nitra, European Studies Course Document, 
1996, p i ) .
These two sets of extracts highlight the remarkable similarities in the aims in four of 
the separate curricular inputs. These similarities are too great to be explained simply 
by chance. It appears that the jargon which exists in guidelines for European 
funding and European texts in general is indeed inscribed in the minds of teacher 
educators as Sultana (1997) suggests. Alternatively, it reveals a convergence of 
thinking in terms of what courses aiming to develop a European dimension should 
contain. In order to identify the complex range of factors which may explain this 
convergence in views further research is needed.
As one would hope in a well planned and thought out course, there appears to be a 
link between the rationales and the definitions that the teacher educators provide for 
a European dimension, their view of the purpose of education as a whole and the 
aims they select for the curricular input. Comparing the teacher educators' responses 
to the different interview questions provides evidence for this. Some of Hviid's 
(1996, App. 6) responses are presented below. They illustrate the interaction 
between her rationale and the course aims.
Hviid offers the following rationale for including a European dimension in teacher 
education: '... if we are going to preserve our globe, we have to co-operate, that is 
the only way we can prevent blowing it up or ruining it by pollution or whatever.' (p 
70). Hviid also emphasises the importance of human rights and understanding one's 
own culture and the cultures of others. The aims set out in the course document for 
the two compulsory modules: Environmental Education and Cross-cultural 
Education and Communication in Europe reflect Hviid's answers as can be seen 
from the following extract:
• European countries find themselves in a time of migration and therefore 
we all experience a multi-cultural reality in our schools, so we all have to 
cope with that multi-cultural reality.
• In order to live peacefully together in the post second world war era we 
have to recognise our common historical and philosophical heritage as well 
as our diversity and consequently we need knowledge about one another
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and about the underlying ideas behind the European Union.
• In order to maintain world peace and preserve our globe, we have to solve 
certain problems together internationally, e.g. environmental problems and 
the problems following in the wake of migration.
(Haslev Seminarium, Framework for Two Compulsory Modules, 1996, p i )
Hviid's rationale has underlying educational aims : personal and social development 
of the individual within the context of an integrated world. This is similar to the 
aims identified in the Accomplishing Europe through Education and Training 
Report (European Commission, 1997a). It recognises that education with a 
European dimension must be more than strengthening European competitiveness in 
economic, technological and scientific terms. It must respect the basic principles of 
education which go beyond a purely utilitarian perspective.
The University of Edinburgh module descriptor (1996) says that the course provides 
opportunities for students to 'reflect upon the anticipated conditions of the new 
Europe, the circumstances of the individual within and the implications for 
professional practice.' (University of Edinburgh, 1996, p 54). This extract refers to a 
course in Scotland; however, the course aims in the four course documents analysed 
indicate the importance of developing students' thinking beyond the Member States 
of the EU. All appear to avoid the idea of a Eurocentric approach. In Haslev, the 
course says it will 'provide a global perspective to the study of European cultures 
and create an awareness of the interdependence of Europe and the world.' (Haslev 
Seminarium, 1996, p 6). The inclusion of international co-operation in a global 
context supports Bell's (1991) model which sets the European dimension in an 
international and global context. It also confirms a preference for an international 
dimension in teacher education, rather than a European dimension. CSEE/ETUCE 
(1995) stresses, 'The European dimension must embrace European national and 
regional perspectives, the cultures of the ethnic minority communities and a broad 
international perspective. It must not lead to a 'Fortress Europe' mentality.' (p 10)
In Slovakia the major aim is not only gaining information about other European 
countries, but finding a way to tell the world about Slovak culture. The need to 
provide student teachers with a thorough understanding of democratic principles 
and seek ways to demonstrate them through their own teaching is central to the 
course. As Mitter (1991) points out, 'The breakdown of socialist regimes in Eastern
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Europe has sharply illuminated a counter-model which previously existed. Teachers 
found themselves concerned with the task of imparting the values which were 
legitimised by the official ideology to pupils, most of whom at the same time were 
associated with alternative or even contrasting value codes in their families and peer 
groups.' (p 144). This kind of model of teaching is hard to change overnight. 
Teachers want to change but do not know how to. They have no experience of other 
practice. Adding a European dimension to course work gives student teachers the 
opportunity to discuss alternative models and consider how they relate to the 
situation in Slovakia.
The ability to accept and put forward differing points of view is a challenge which 
the teacher education institutions in Nitra and Bratislava say they have to face. 
Coping with change, establishing Slovakia as a country in its own right and 
implementing the principle of democracy within the education system and 
throughout the country, forms the basis of the European dimension input, linking 
the broader aims of education in Slovakia and new values systems with the 
European Studies curricular input. 'Since the nature of much social, technological 
and cultural change is that it challenges previously-held beliefs and assumptions and 
requires skills, it must be recognised that the personal value systems and 
personal/professional competence of teachers will frequently be challenged.' 
(CSEE/ETUCE, 1995, p 46).
The values and overall educational aims are closely linked to course content, as 
these factors justify the choice of content. The content of the curricular inputs is 
more than just a list of subjects or topics. Underlying these formal elements are 
beliefs about the purpose of education and the teaching and learning process. A 
detailed description of the content of each course is not the intention of this chapter. 
Instead the section below offers an analysis of the content of the course documents 
collected.
Content of courses
What is included in teacher education courses in different countries undoubtedly 
varies. However, core elements which are embraced are similar. The terminology 
may be different, but each includes subject studies and professional studies, 
including pedagogy, teaching methodology/didactics and teaching practice in 
school. Differences between countries and institutions exist in the balance of these 
elements, but all agree that they form the basis for the development of teaching
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competence. Miller and Taylor (1993) point out, 'Something to teach, a theory to 
justify teaching methods, an understanding of the psychology of learning and an 
understanding of the social setting of the classroom have been and remain the basic 
ingredients of teacher education.' (p 12)
The course outlines explicitly or implicitly state that students should become 
acquainted with the knowledge, skills, values and attitudes which are necessary to 
work in a changing national and European context. This framework for the selection 
of content matches one of the dimensions in the model proposed by Sherman 
(1991).
The content of the course documents provides a knowledge base. This includes 
knowledge of European institutions and structures, geographical and historical 
knowledge of European countries and knowledge related to social and cultural 
processes. Hviid (1996, App. 6) says '... you cannot expand your own ideas if you 
do not have the initial knowledge,' (p 72). In Slovakia, Malikova (1996, App. 10) 
emphasises that for her one of the fundamental reasons for a European dimension in 
education is to give her students more knowledge about things previously out of 
their reach. She says, 'Before the revolution we knew precious little about what had 
gone on behind the iron curtain and little about the European Union.' (p 570). The 
University of Strathclyde also includes content in its course related to providing a 
knowledge base. However, Tweddle (1998. App. 9) says that he believes that using 
staff/student contact hours to deliver knowledge is not an efficient use of time. He 
says that students can retrieve knowledge from databases, textbooks etc. This is a 
valid point as long as students then have the opportunity to make sense of the 
information they have collected through discussion and reflection.
Abstract information can appear unrelated to the reality of students' classroom 
teaching. Added to this, the amount of information that is available is vast and 
students need guidance in developing skills to retrieve, sort, categorise, select, adapt 
and interpret information, and understand it in relation to the classroom context in 
which they will work. Phenix (1964) argues that knowledge will remain in a 
vacuum if people cannot derive perspective meaning from it. Learning about Europe 
in a detached way is liable to contribute to a sense of remoteness from it. The 
European knowledge base needs to be pondered over, teased out and generally made 
sense of in relation to concrete experiences and the day to day task of teaching. 
Knowing how to organise and present the knowledge and ideas and select what to 
do in the classroom is essential to the teaching task. Translating the jargonistic
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language of the EU to a language relevant to the classroom is not easy. It is not 
always clear how the content selected is going to address the development of these 
skills, whereas the development of language skills is explicitly mentioned in two 
out of the four course outlines.
Fellow (1996) points out that when planning for a European dimension in the 
curriculum it is necessary to provide for more than the development of aptitudes; 
that is, the acquisition of knowledge and skills in such areas as geography, history 
and language. He suggests that it is essential to include content that develops 
attitudes and values that will allow for the emergence of a real sense of European 
consciousness. The content described in the course outlines suggests that it will 
attempt to facilitate students in consideration of and reflection on their attitudes; for 
example, cultural diversity, racism, equal opportunities etc. The courses appear to 
work from the premise that from a strong knowledge base students are more likely 
to be able to arrive at informed opinions. The de-construction of pre-formed 
stereotypical views is part of this process. Development of a critical consciousness 
is a key element. Clearly, selection of content is important, but where attitude 
formation and/or change is concerned, equally important is the method chosen to 
deliver that content. Haslev utilises small group discussions. Students prepare to 
support a particular point of view before a class and then debate the issue in an 
open, but informed way. Discussion is an integral part of the learning process which 
helps students to engage in the issues in a meaningful way. Added to this it helps 
them to feel ownership of the learning process and to accept responsibility for their 
own development.
The content in each case indicates that an interdisciplinary approach is used as a 
vehicle for the professional development of student teachers. What appears to be 
lacking, in two out of the four course outlines, is links to educational theory, except 
in terms of acquiring a deeper understanding of the processes where cultures meet. 
This factor may be the reason why some teacher educators view the implementation 
of a European dimension as peripheral to the task of educating teachers.
The practical aspect of teacher education is not forgotten, Haslev Seminarium, the 
University of Edinburgh and the University of Education in Nitras' course outlines 
include opportunities that will enable students to incorporate a European dimension 
into their own teaching. Although the course outline was not available in the 
Hogeschool Nijmegen, both Tillema (1995, App. 7) and Comelissen (1995, App. 7) 
emphasise the need for students to be able to relate the knowledge, skills and
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attitudes gained through the course to the practical situation in the classroom. Part 
of the module delivered in the first year at Nijmegen is devoted to planning lessons 
and producing teaching materials, which will enable students to incorporate a 
European dimension into their first school experience placement. CSEE/ETUCE 
(1995) suggest that the concept of a European dimension can appear to be arcane 
and technical unless it is given a practical reality.
Van der Wende (1995b) categorises what she calls internationalised curricula 
according to typology. The list below is useful when analysing the choice of content 
for the curricular inputs including a European dimension in this study:
• curricula in which the traditional subjects are broadened by an 
international comparative approach
• curricula in foreign languages or linguistics which explicitly address cross- 
cultural issues
• interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary programmes
• curricula of which compulsory parts are offered at institutions abroad
• curricula in which the content is especially designed for foreign students
(Typology for internationalised curricula (adapted from Van der Wende,
1995b, p 15)
These five points identified by Van der Wende are discussed below in relation to the 
course outlines and to the evidence collected during the interviews with teacher 
educators. Regarding point one of Van der Wende's typology, examination of the 
content of the curricular inputs shows that each institution adopts a comparative 
approach at some stage, in order to broaden traditional subject matter. The example 
mentioned earlier, where A.Larsen (1995, App. 6) explains how comparing 
literature from different countries aids her students' understanding, illustrates a 
comparative approach. According to Fellow (1996), 'A thematic cross-cultural 
approach could serve historians, geographers and economists well and help them to 
break away from the restricted explanatory paradigms that dominate so many 
textbooks and so much of our teaching.' (p 60), He emphasises that a European 
dimension could help remove some of the parochialism of these subjects.
Foint two refers to foreign languages or linguistics which explicitly address cross- 
cultural issues. The courses in Nitra and Haslev are both intended for language 
specialists, although in the case of Haslev the students will also qualify in
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other subjects. Consequently, the content of these courses includes examination of 
texts mainly in English and class discussions in English, with visiting students 
where possible. Haslev Seminarium makes use of new technology to develop cross- 
cultural communication. Electronic conferences between students in Scotland and 
Denmark forms part of the course.
Not all institutions provided course documentation for analysis. However, the 
interview responses show that the teacher education institutions in Holbaek 
Seminarium, Hogeschools Nijmegen and Holland, Escolas Superiores de Educaçâo 
Castelo Branco and Lisbon and Comenius University all use the English language 
as well as texts and articles written in English in their courses. Only the course 
outlines in the institutions in Scotland made no reference to developing other 
European languages to assist communication. The University of Strathclyde does 
include content on linguistic perspectives : language groupings and historical 
evolution of mono-lingual and multi-lingual countries, but this is knowledge-based 
content: it does not contribute to the development of foreign language competence. 
This is an area where Scotland and the UK in general is sadly lacking compared to 
other European countries. There are many factors which are responsible for this 
situation. However, the fact is that in Scotland only specialist. language students 
would be able to address cross-cultural issues in a language other than their own. 
That students in all other institutions in the other countries are able to do this, 
emphasises the lack of skill that Scottish students possess in this area. In terms of 
the European integration process this is a problem that must be addressed.
Scotland is not able to benefit from easy cross border access to other European 
languages and cultures. Also, the basic motivation provided by the compelling need 
to communicate with others is not a factor in Scotland. English is the lingua fi*anca 
of the modem world. In contrast, Portuguese, Danish, Dutch and Slovakians are not 
able to communicate easily with other Europeans unless they learn English. All the 
teacher educators in Scotland mention during their interviews that they regard 
increasing language competence as a central requirement in a European dimension. 
This makes it all the more noticeable that neither of the Scottish curricular inputs on 
a European dimension emphasises language competence. However, this omission 
may relate to the fact that both of the Scottish modules are of a short duration and 
one has to be realistic about what is possible in the time available. However, the 
Memorandum on Higher Education (Commission of European Communities, 1991) 
points out that language competence is regarded as being of central importance to 
the creation and progress of Europe. Willems (1996, App. 7) says that he believes
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that language and cultures are inextricably linked. This implies that Scottish 
teachers and their pupils are likely to lack cultural understanding if they are unable 
to understand the language of the culture they are studying. This leads to a situation 
where they remain anchored in their own cultural values (Willems 1996, App. 7).
Similar to Van der Wende's third point, the content in all four course outlines is 
multi- and inter-disciplinary. For example, Hviid (1996, App. 6) explains that all the 
subjects are included in the multi-cultural/cross-cultural module : history, social 
sciences, religious studies, language, discourse and communication, Danish and 
foreign languages, pedagogy and psychology. 'It is a very broad palette.' (p 72). 
According to her a multi-disciplinary study is essential in order to generate an 
awareness of the contemporary situation. The course document points out, 'Insight 
into and understanding of the inter-relatedness of language and culture and of the 
psychological factors underlying prejudices and racism are basic to the study of 
cross-cultural issues.' (Haslev Seminarium, 1996, p 7).
However, the inter-disciplinary nature of a European dimension may be a barrier to 
its implementation. In many teacher education institutions there appears to be a 
traditional dominance of subject teaching and with increasing time constraints on 
contact hours with students, there is often fierce defence of time available for 
subject teaching. Any new concept that is perceived as something that requires time 
may pose a threat to subject area teacher educators. However, Mitter (1991) 
emphasises the importance of concepts such as a European dimension which require 
an inter-disciplinary approach and highlight their value in the educational process. 
He uses the term meta-academic, which he says, 'Signifies that component of 
teacher education which transcends the system of academic disciplines and refers to 
subject matter of ideological, philosophical or religious origin.' He continues, 'Meta­
academic orientation aims at integral education encompassing all aspects of human 
development, linking cognitive and affective domains.' (p 146).
The teacher educators interviewed in Slovakia emphasise the personal development 
of their students and recognise the need to link cognitive and affective domains. 
Malikova (1996, App. 10) explains that the starting point in the European studies 
course is the development of a Slovak identity. The students study the history of the 
Slovaks and their place in Europe. They also study the philosophy behind making 
Europe united. She points out that it is a personal search for identity. This is linked 
to the study of Europe as layers of identity are explored; personal, regional.
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national, European etc. This notion of the construction of different identities is 
similar to the Bell’s (1991) model described in Chapter Five (see page 142).
Hviid (1996, App. 6) explains that they worked in inter-disciplinary teams when 
planning the course content. It appears that Haslev Seminarium have taken a 
systematic approach and attempted to break down subject boundaries through joint 
planning. Working effectively in an interdisciplinary way is not something that 
happens automatically. All too often it seems that course outlines refer to cross­
curricular approaches, but it is not clear if staff have engaged in rigorous joint 
planning to ensure that issues such as a European dimension are delivered in a 
meaningful way across the subject boundaries. Without careful handling cross­
curricular issues may appear fragmented to students and unrelated to other aspects 
of their course work. This is an area that requires greater attention; however, it is 
unlikely to receive it if staff are not convinced of the value of the cross-curricular 
issues and of their place in teacher education. The staff development of teacher 
educators is an important first step in improving the quality of a European 
dimension in teacher education. Many teacher educators are unaware of the 
educational potential of a European dimension because they themselves lack 
knowledge, understanding and personal experience. This inevitably creates 
uncertainties and a lack of confidence about attempting to include it in their work 
with students. This issue must be addressed with some urgency.
Van der Wende (1995b) suggests that another feature of international curricula is a 
period of compulsory study in an institution abroad. Haslev Seminarium is the only 
institution where part of the content of the course must be delivered in an institution 
in another European country. The completion of the compulsory module is required 
in order to receive the European B.Ed. However, not all students in the international 
class undertake this compulsory module. This sounds like a contradiction in terms, 
but what it means is that students who do not take the compulsory module are 
awarded the same qualification as the rest of their peers in Haslev Seminarium who 
complete their studies solely in Denmark, rather than the European B.Ed. This gives 
the students who have commitments at home, and are unable to spend three months 
away, the opportunity to benefit in a more limited way from participation in the 
international class, even though they receive no 'paper recognition' for it.
Holbaek Seminarium, Hogeschools Nijmegen and Holland, University of 
Strathclyde and University of Education, Nitra try to offer students the opportunity 
to undertake a short period of study at another European institution, but this does
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not form a compulsory part of their course. The students are able to elect to do this 
if they wish.
The final point identified in Van der Wende's typology relates to content designed 
especially for foreign students. This feature is not apparent in any of the cases in 
this study. Haslev and Holbaek Seminaria and the Hogeschools Nijmegen and 
Holland have made alterations to their courses in an effort to attract foreign 
students. The main alteration has been to offer the course, module or curricular 
input in English. None have planned their content with only foreign students in 
mind. In the four institutions mentioned any students from other European countries 
who join the course follow the 'normal' course planned for home students.
A.Larsen (1996, App. 6) comments that there is pressure on Holbaek Seminarium to 
plan an explicit European dimension course which would be delivered in English in 
order to satisfy the demands of a partner institution in England that they liaise with. 
The institution has been unwilling to send students for a three months period 
because staff believe that their students would only be able to follow a limited 
course due to language difficulties. Holbaek wish to place students in England to 
improve their language skills. As the new Socrates contract (see European 
Commission, 1997d, Socrates - Guidelines for Applicants) requires reciprocity, this 
would only be possible if the institution in England sends students to them. Hence 
the need for Holbaek to plan a course that will meet the needs of foreign students. 
This need for reciprocity is relevant to all institutions who exchange students and it 
is likely that this feature identified by Van der Wende will apply to an increasing 
number of institutions in Europe in the future.
Teaching Methods and Learning Activities
Three out of four of the course documents available indicate the mode of delivery. 
In general, the curricula consist of a combination of lecturing, group work and 
project work. The University of Edinburgh course document indicates a 
combination of staff-led presentations and student report/essay writing. Their course 
is not formally assessed.
In Nitra, Malikova (1996, App. 10) explains that they use a mix of staff-led 
presentations, visiting speakers, including staff visiting from other European 
countries, and class discussions. The course is assessed by defence of a thesis and a
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State examination. The mix of home and visiting staff gives students the opportunity 
to experience different learning and teaching approaches.
In Haslev, Hviid (1996, App. 6) says that the methodology is discursive: dialogue 
between lecturers and students is emphasised. All themes and sub-themes are 
chosen in co-operation between the students and the teachers. Democratic decision­
making is an important feature throughout the course. This is not unexpected as it 
follows the Danish tradition of dialogue and negotiation of curricula in the 
folkeskole. Hviid says that in the international class work is carried out in small 
groups, consisting of students from different countries. She points out that this 
format makes 'the international classroom' particularly beneficial to the 
development of skills in intercultural teamwork and cross-cultural communication. 
In the main, it is only students from Haslev who are able to experience this. Hviid 
comments, 'It is a mixture of working with your first and own experiences and being 
critical of them ... and then going back to look at your own views again. ... the 
critical attitude is strongly emphasised, but also the attitude where you explore your 
own curiosity and your own experiences, how you experience the world and what 
your own reflections are.' (p 71). This supports Fellow's (1996) and Livingston and 
Albrecht's (1994) emphasis on the development of a critical consciousness as a key 
element of the European dimension in education.
Institutionalisation phase
According to Bremer and Van der Wende (1995) the last phase of the innovation 
process is the institutionalisation of the initiative. They point out that in this phase, 
European activities should become an integral part and sustainable feature of the 
institution's curricular programme. This appears to be similar to Minnie's (1995, 
App. 7) belief that the ultimate aim of implementing European initiatives is to 
include it in the curriculum. This runs counter to the opinions of Tweddle (1998, 
App. 9) who believes that mobility programmes are valuable in themselves and a 
curricular input is not essential.
Institutionalisation of a European dimension holds different meanings for different 
institutions. Rather than evaluate institutionalisation of a European dimension solely 
on curricular developments, it would seem to be more appropriate to determine 
whether a European dimension holds a stable position in the institution and is 
viewed as an important feature, as opposed to a marginalised one. As Van der 
Wende (1995b) points out, marginal activities, '... can easily be chopped as priorities
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shift' (p 38). Also, it would seem important that the development of European 
activities is not the responsibility of a single member of staff.
Using this criterion there is evidence to suggest that the two institutions in Denmark 
and the two institutions in the Netherlands are the furthest in terms of 
institutionalisation of a European dimension. These institutions have a plan for 
development. In Haslev Seminarium in Denmark the development of a European 
dimension is discussed at institutional level and has the strong backing of the Rector 
of the institution. FE.Larsen (1996, App. 6) says, 'I am proud of my staff here who 
have had the vision to find out how to help the students feel what it is like to live in 
another country, to meet other cultures and to understand the reality of it, not 
through books or the internet but by living there.' (p 57).
All four institutions have a designated Co-ordinator/Director of International 
Education who ensures an institutional co-ordinated approach to its development. 
Each institution also has an extended group of staff who value European activities 
and who are actively involved in a variety of European initiatives. In Hogeschool 
Holland, Minnie (1995, App. 7) points out that a new specialism has developed 
within the teaching staff : that of internationalist specialist. However, it is possible 
that this may be detrimental to the institutional development of a European 
dimension as a concentration of internationally minded people may function well in 
themselves, but have little influence on spin-offs for the rest of the institution. 
Equally, a small group of staff involved in international exchanges may lead to 
criticism by other staff who through ignorance perceive time spent abroad as part 
holiday, part work. In order for an interdisciplinary approach to a European 
dimension to be successful and for it to secure a stable position in an institution a 
significant percentage of staff need to be convinced of its value in education and 
involved in its implementation.
In the Hogeschool Nijmegen, some of the interviewees say that while they favour a 
'bottom-up' approach to the implementation of a European dimension and welcome 
the freedom that they enjoy to plan activities, they feel that it is necessary to have 
strong backing from the institutional management. They say that without the 
backing of the management team, a European dimension would remain marginal. At 
a time when staff are under increasing pressure they say they are concerned that 
European activities will be left to a small group of interested people. Their aim is to 
embed the European dimension in a structural way into the work of a wider group 
of staff. Bremer and Van Der Wende (1995) emphasise these points. They say that
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enthusiastic innovators with a strong commitment and a leading academic role are 
indispensable, but it is essential to involve and thus generate a commitment from a 
broader group of staff.
In Slovakia, in both institutions there is a small group of staff who champion the 
development of a European dimension and they have made huge strides forward in 
developing European activities. The curricular inputs, particularly in the University 
of Education in Nitra hold a stable place, in that students are working through a five 
year course. The Dean of Faculty claims to be supportive of the initiatives. 
Nonetheless, it remains a struggle for the staff involved as they still have to 
convince colleagues that it is a valuable activity. This is perhaps related to the 
political context of the country, whereby not all parties in government support the 
Europeanisation process. According to some of the interviewees in Slovakia, people 
are still nervous of openly supporting a European dimension in education.
In Portugal, both institutions are involved in numerous European activities, but 
none are stable. All projects are of a short term nature. Staff exchanges take place 
and staff are engaged in study in other institutions in Europe. However, each 
activity stands alone and staff are not aware of all the initiatives that are taking 
place. The Escola Superior de Educaçâo in Lisboa has a more co-ordinated 
approach than the institution in Castelo Branco, principally because it is the head of 
the institution who takes responsibility for European activities. She is aware of each 
project and all of the exchanges that take place. The European dimension is viewed 
as important, but there is no stable plan for development. In Castelo Branco there is 
a member of staff responsible for European projects, but this relates more to 
advising on applications and providing feedback to management, rather than 
stimulating and co-ordinating new European activities. Godinho (1996, App. 8) says 
that the management appointed an international co-ordinator, because they wanted 
to know how each project was running, because they require money and staff time. 
This implies that the appointment does not relate to stimulating educational 
developments, but to overseeing the management of European activities.
In the two institutions in Scotland there are numerous European activities taking 
place. In the University of Strathclyde, there are many links with countries 
throughout the world and staff are particularly engaged in consultancy work in 
former Eastern European countries. There are individual staff who are highly 
motivated and include a European dimension in their work. However, neither 
institution has an academic member of staff who is designated to co-ordinate a
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European dimension at institutional level. (In both cases the member of staff who 
was responsible for co-ordinating international activities retired and as yet has not 
been replaced). Like the situation in Portugal, staff do not appear to know exactly 
what projects are running. Both institutions have recently joined established 
universities with international offices. The interviewees indicate that it is likely that 
the international office will be responsible for the Socrates programme in future and 
are unsure whether this will have a positive or negative effect on the development of 
a European dimension in teacher education. Despite the level of involvement in 
European projects and the consultancy work that takes place in the University of 
Strathclyde, it does not appear to have a marked effect on the teacher education 
course. This may be an example where concentration of European initiatives with 
internationally-minded staff does not lead to the institutionalisation of a European 
dimension. In terms of the student teachers' course work, in both Scottish 
institutions the European dimension holds a marginalised and unstable position.
Each institution with the exception of one in Slovakia, has either prepared a 
European policy paper or are in the process of doing so. Two institutions have had a 
written policy for some time. For the other seven institutions the Socrates action 
programme acted as the catalyst to write an institutional European policy paper. 
Morgado (1997, App. 8) in Escola Superior de Educaçâo in Castelo Branco says, 
'We had to write a policy for the Socrates programme.' (p 353). Similarly, in 
Holbaek Seminarium, A.Larsen (1996, App. 7) says that prior to the Socrates 
programme there was not a co-ordinated approach to the European dimension. She 
says that the need for a policy statement for the Socrates application led to very 
worthwhile discussions within the college regarding the rationale, aims and 
objectives of European activities. She points out that this made her and her 
colleagues reflect on what they are trying to achieve when incorporating a European 
dimension into their work. '... it forced us to think much more about a European 
dimension and make it more specific.' (p 131).
Like A.Larsen, Minnie (1995, App, 7) thinks that an institutional policy is 
necessary. He emphasises that with the development of internationalisation, both 
within and outwith the Hogeschool Holland, it becomes more and more necessary to 
have a policy document that indicates the direction of development required. In 
general, to fit the criteria set out by the Socrates programme these policy papers 
include a statement of where the institution is in terms of the development of a 
European dimension and they set out a rationale, providing aims and objectives for
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its implementation. In what way this policy statement will influence the 
institutionalisation of a European dimension remains to be seen.
In the majority of institutions the interviewees suggest that there is some mention of 
the development of an international, European, or global perspective in the 
institution's overall statement of aims. In some instances this only results in lip 
service being given to it, while in others, this holds real meaning for concrete 
activities. In Haslev Seminarium, the second goal in the institutional guidelines 
refers to the aim of expanding the international aspect of teacher education. Hviid 
(1996, App. 6) says that there is a clear link between it appearing in their 
institutional guidelines and the development of a European dimension in curricular 
work. Speaking of the institutional guidelines she says, 'That is why we ended up 
having part of the course where the students can choose international education as a 
special subject.' (p 69).
Barrios (1996, App. 8) explains that it was not the Socrates programme that was 
responsible for the mention of a European dimension in their institutional aims. She 
says, 'Our policy was written five years ago and the development of international 
activities was included.' (p 320). Given the period of time that internationalisation 
has featured in the institutional statement in Escola Superior de Educaçâo de Lisboa 
compared to some of the other institutions studied, one would have expected it to be 
more advanced in terms of institutionalisation of the concept, but this does not 
appear to be the case. This may be because there has not been significant efforts to 
include it in the curriculum for student teachers in a structural way; the emphasis 
has been and still is on participation in European projects.
In the University of Education, Nitra a policy statement has been written not for the 
purpose of participating in the Socrates programme, but to seek approval for 
including a European dimension in course work. Malikova (1996, App. 10) explains 
that in order to implement a European dimension it was necessary to draw up a 
detailed statement and course descriptor outlining the rationale, the content and the 
profile of the graduates. She says that the policy paper had to be agreed and 
validated by the Rectors of the institution before the new course could begin. Van 
der Wende (1995b) believes that this formal requirement to write a detailed policy 
statement at the outset may favour the institutionalisation of a stable European 
dimension. She says, ' 'Although the existence of heavy formal structures and 
procedures within an institution may at first appear an onerous task, the advantage 
of reaching a strong consensus in the development phase pays off in the
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implementation phase.' (p 33). According to Van der Wende, if the initiative has 
been endorsed and approved by the management in the implementation process, it is 
more likely that institutionalisation will be ensured in the final phase. Fullan (1991) 
suggests that what happens at one stage of change strongly affects subsequent 
stages. Clarity of goals at the adoption stage helped staff in Nitra to implement the 
changes required to include a European dimension in the teacher education course. 
However, it is important to note that at the outset written statements should not be 
too rigid. Various factors emerge and there should be sufficient flexibility to allow 
for adaptation to changing circumstances.
Similar to Haslev, in Holbaek Seminarium, Hogeschool Holland and Hogeschool 
Nijmegen there is a link between the policy statement and new initiatives to develop 
a European dimension. Van der Wende stresses that this link with an institution's 
broader mission and policy is vital. She believes that institutionalisation of 
international activities in this way should mean that the assurance of its quality 
should also be an intrinsic element of the institution's quality assurance system. This 
must be a key criterion for judging whether a European dimension has been 
institutionalised.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the analysis of the incorporation of a European dimension in teacher 
education in ten institutions across five countries appears to demonstrate a mainly 
incremental approach to its development. This is not particularly unusual in terms of 
change in the educational process. Hargreaves and McNay (1985) point out, 
'Educational change has for a long time taken place according to a principle of 
gradualistic reform and amelioration within the parameters of existing institutional 
arrangements. Innovation has therefore moved slowly, building incrementally on 
the past changes, adapting to local circumstances and utilising limited resources. 
Historical lags take the form of persisting ideas and beliefs about education which 
are inappropriate to a changed economic and political context.' (p 70). This 
statement describes the implementation of a European dimension in teacher 
education well.
Considering the nature of the change process, there are marked differences in the 
development of a European dimension. Haslev Seminarium and the Hogeschool 
Nijmegen are the only two institutions in this study to display a rational approach to 
the development of a European dimension. There is an extended group of staff
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involved and a Director co-ordinating activities. In both cases, the Dean of the 
Faculty is supportive of the initiatives. They have identified goals, specified 
learning objectives and implemented a programme. There is a sense of an overall 
institutional plan that is more than rhetoric.
In the University of Education, Nitra the degree course is firmly established. The 
route to achieving this was structured and precise. The Dean claims to be supportive 
of the initiatives, but some of the teacher educators interviewed in Nitra suggest that 
this is not entirely wholehearted support. The number of staff involved in European 
activities remains small and the focus of the activities is restricted to one course. 
Spin-offs for other aspects of the teacher education course are limited.
In both universities in Scotland the interviewees agree that a European dimension is 
important for student teachers, but the majority are not convinced that it is essential 
when considered alongside other curricular areas. The University of Edinburgh does 
have a compulsory module for all students, but this is not in a stable position. The 
Dean of the Faculty says that he believes that the European dimension had been 
over-rated in his institution. He is unsure that the compulsory module will remain 
when the course is revalidated. The European dimension holds only a marginal 
position.
The University of Strathclyde and Comenius University both have evidence of a 
European dimension in teacher education, but it is not central to the course. In 
Strathclyde University the evidence shows that the type and number of projects 
changes from year to year and staff do not appear to know about all the projects that 
colleagues are involved in. In Comenius University, although the European 
dimension is firmly embedded in the civics course, this is only one element of the 
teacher education course. The number of staff involved is small and while the 
initiative does have a sound educational underpinning, it is a not a central element 
in the education of student teachers.
Both Portuguese institutions participate in many European projects and have a 
policy relating to a European dimension in education. However, the reality appears 
to be that the recent reforms in teacher education are at the top of the priority list. 
The European dimension has been not been noticeable as a prominent feature.
In the majority, but not all of the institutions, the developments appear to be to a 
large extent unpredictable and arise from chance encounters with people or
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from external initiatives which come up at different times throughout the academic 
year. Bremer and Van der Wende (1995) point out that the involvement of various 
different actors, the influence of the international setting, and the characteristics of 
the innovation itself, account for elements in the process that cannot easily be 
planned for at the outset. What is missing in almost all cases, with the exception of 
Haslev Seminarium, University of Education, Nitra and Comenius University, is a 
firm theoretical underpinning to the developments. This is a problem which is not 
easily overcome. The interconnection of educational processes needs to be carefully 
planned. The European dimension is not alone in spanning more than one discipline 
and gathering eclectically fi*om a range of educational theories. Effective 
implementation of interdisciplinary, cross-curricular activities involving many staff 
is problematic. However, that does not mean that it is a challenge that should be 
overlooked.
There is a real need to examine the concept of a European dimension and establish 
what dimensional qualities can contribute to the educational process. Only then is it 
possible to identify quality criteria which would contribute to a more rational 
development. Empirical evidence is needed to show whether institutionalisation of a 
European dimension equips students better for work in an interdependent global 
community, whether it prepares students better for interaction with people from 
other countries and whether, as is often claimed in European documents, it 
contributes to improving the quality of education. Answers to these questions will 
go some way to convincing teacher education institutions of the need to 
institutionalise a European dimension.
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Chapter 8
Making Sense of the Cluster of Discourses Emerging in this Study 
Introduction
The combination of textual analysis and semi-structured interviews proved to be a 
useful methodology for this study. The variety of texts analysed at the macro, meso 
and micro levels provided a broad picture of the context in which the 
implementation of a European dimension in teacher education takes place. 
However, in order to compare the rhetoric of the textual documents with the 'real' 
world of institutional practice the interviews were essential. The personal evidence 
gathered forms an integral part of this study and provides a depth of understanding 
of the reality of the situation facing teacher educators. The line of questioning in the 
interviews often went beyond the parameters of this research study, because the 
author's interest in a European dimension extends beyond this thesis. This additional 
evidence gathered is a resource for future research in this field. Interestingly some of 
the interviewees also commented on the value of the interviews. They say that they 
found the interview beneficial because it forced them to think, about a European 
dimension in a more rigorous way. This final chapter aims to make sense of the 
various discourses that have emerged in this study by drawing together the evidence 
collected from the European texts, the national policy documents, the institutional 
course documents and the interview data in a meaningful way.
The first section of the chapter discusses why the EU now stresses the central role of 
education in the integration process. It also examines the initial European vision that 
brought a group of nations together in the 1950s and contrasts it with the differing 
views held by the Member States today. Undoubtedly, the wider European vision or 
lack of it impacts on the nature of the implementation of a European dimension; it 
sends out signals about the value of its place in education.
The analysis of the EU documents situates the European dimension within the wider 
context of educational change. The interaction between rationales, definitions and 
the purpose of education as a whole is discussed and the inconsistencies in views are 
highlighted. The chapter considers the range of influences that affect teacher 
educators' views and shows that the implementation of a European dimension in 
teacher education is faced with a number of challenges. The chapter discusses the 
need to search for a new conceptual meaning of a European dimension and a new
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pedagogical approach, if its incorporation into teacher education is to be successful. 
Key factors and themes that emerge from the findings concerning the effective 
implementation of a European dimension are outlined. Finally, the chapter 
concludes by identifying some of the key issues that should be considered at 
European, national and institutional level in order to implement a European 
dimension in teacher education in an effective way.
The role of education in the European integration process
The analysis of the EU treaties and docurnents from a historical perspective proved 
to be a useful starting point for this study. It provided an understanding of the macro 
context and revealed the changing circumstances that have led to the EU's 
promotion of a European dimension in education. Tracing the changes offered an 
insight into the EU’s rationale for and definition of a European dimension in 
education. Chapter Two revealed that in the early stages of the European 
Community, the union was founded on economic and political ties, based on the 
underlying ideology of maintaining peace following two World Wars. The six 
founder countries situated in such close proximity to one another were the most 
concerned about achieving a balance of power and ensuring that no single nation 
would be in a position to dominate. At the outset these countries shared a common 
vision and felt a sense of ownership of the integration process. Zwaga (1996, App. 
7), from the Netherlands, explains that initially the European dimension was heavily 
ideologically based. He calls it European idealism, saying that after the war there 
was a time of re-construction and a sense of rebuilding a better place and this feeling 
fitted the idea of closer European co-operation. The key point is that the vision of 
European integration in order to maintain the balance of power was explicit.
Over the intervening years other countries joined to make the present union of 
fifteen. By the late 1980s the European visionaries were looking towards a future 
where the Member States would be linked more closely in a single European market 
with a common monetary system. In comparison to the 1950s, the enthusiasm and 
feeling of ownership of the vision was not shared equally by all Member States. The 
greater number of countries in the union inevitably increases the potential for 
differing viewpoints and reduces the likelihood of achieving easily a reasoned 
consensus. Ever more complicated social arrangements are required to co-ordinate 
populations on an increasingly larger scale (Layder, 1994). The unity versus 
diversity dialectic requires careful handling to create a meaningful balance; this is
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not an easy task in a union where the members have different agendas, which are not 
always compatible.
Anguished debates in several of the Member States as they moved to ratification of 
the Treaty of European Union (1992) revealed sharp differences of opinion. 
Referenda served to show that in several of the Member States there was deep 
public suspicion of the EU. It is likely that this suspicion was based on an emotional 
concern for national identity, as well as more rational reasons such as a lack of 
knowledge and understanding of what the politicians had signed up to, the aims of 
the EU, the extent of its powers and concerns about inefficiency and corruption. 
This situation highlights the fact that in a democratic society the general public have 
a voice and need to be adequately informed to enable them to make reasoned 
decisions. People act towards things on the basis of the meanings that they have for 
them. Generally the media has been the major source of information and it presents 
its own interpretation, often negative, of the European process. As Habermas (1971) 
points out, legitimation problems occur when people do not agree with changes. 
According to him legitimation crises are manifested in citizen apathy and 
discontent. Certainly both these factors were apparent during the referenda.
The European Commission and its political leaders realised that much more than 
economic and political activity was needed to bring about a union of European 
people. The phrase 'a People's Europe' was added to the lexicon of European jargon. 
The European goal posts appeared to have widened to include a social dimension to 
the union. This is hardly surprising as it is unthinkable to expect that political and 
economic union of a group of countries based on democratic ideals could succeed 
without taking into account social and cultural factors. The macro and micro 
elements of society act on one another in an unending chain of reciprocal influences 
(Berger and Luckman in Layder, 1994). For the union to be effective necessitates a 
level of knowledge and understanding and a feeling of ownership at the micro level. 
At the time of the referenda this was clearly not the case. Consequently, greater 
emphasis was placed on transparency within the EU, in an attempt to dispel the 
myths, half-truths and falsehoods that circulated about EU powers and directives. 
Information campaigns were mounted in an effort to bring the European ideal closer 
to the people. It is significant that it is in this context that the level of EU interest in 
education changed, to the point where education now plays a central part in the 
European integration progress.
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This background to the EU's interest in education appears to suggest that education 
is being used as a vehicle to promote the European integration process and serve the 
cause of social-modelling. The European dimension in education did not develop 
from a reasoned educational justification for it. Kirk (1998, App. 9) points out that 
ideas about the European dimension seem to be shaped not by teacher educators 
examining the curriculum and seeing a need for change, but by an external forces 
that initiated the change. He suggests that the EU is keen to use the education 
system as a social glue to encourage unity. Sultana (1997) would agree with this 
view, emphasising what he sees as the underlying capitalist rationale for the union, 
whereby education is being used to serve political ends.
This highlights the relationship of a European dimension in education to a network 
of concepts concerning the purpose of education itself; should the emphasis lie with 
serving individual needs or society's needs or a combination of both? The analysis 
of the EU documents reveals that the rationale provided for a European dimension 
in education has widened from a purely utilitarian view to reflect a broader purpose 
of education. Nevertheless, this does not mean that the original interest in vocational 
aspects no longer has a strong voice. The White Paper, Teaching and Learning - 
Towards the Learning Society (European Commission, 1995b) . clearly links good 
quality education to economic growth and employment. It links broad-based 
knowledge to employability and encourages closer liaison between education and 
employers. Emphasis is placed on producing workers who are flexible and adaptable 
in order to be able to cope with the changing nature of employment in a future 
society.
None of these points can be criticised in themselves. The reality is that people 
require jobs to survive and the teacher educators interviewed acknowledged this. 
However, across all the countries in the study what concerns those interviewed is an 
educational system which appears to be steered more and more by the economic 
system, to an extent where lists of competences determine content, and performance 
is measured by teachers' ability to train pupils in the skills required by employers. 
What most call into question is an emphasis on a utilitarian and vocational 
education at the expense of more liberal ideals. Many of the interviewees take the 
view that in theory there need not be a tension between the two, that a balanced 
education which proves useful for future employment could also embrace individual 
development. However, in reality external pressures dictate course elements and 
curricula. It seems to some that the philosophy for personal growth, enrichment and 
harmonious development of the individual is set in the context of economic
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survival. It relates more to the development of a participant within an economic and 
political system, than an individual striving for self-actualisation. Ball (1994) points 
out that significant parts of teachers' work are now codified in terms of attainment 
targets and programmes of study, thereby reducing opportunities for professional 
autonomy and judgement. Beare (1993) suggests that in many respects, educators 
are not in control of the change process. The discourse equates more with that of 
industrial managers than educationalists. According to Beare educational 
administration is being transformed in an attempt to develop efficient management 
systems. On the one hand, the EU appears to be promoting collective ideals of social 
equality, justice, solidarity and cooperation, while on the other hand, the market 
economy is based on aggressive, individualistic and competitive principles. What 
the teacher educators want to know is how to square these two approaches.
The European Commission are not oblivious to these concerns and recent official 
documents attempt to accommodate a more balanced approach to education. The 
XQ^ ori Accomplishing Europe through Education and Training (1997a) says, 'There 
is evidence that the prime aims of education and training - i.e. personal 
development, and educating and training the citizen, socialisation, enhancing 
employability and the capacity to create self-employment - can be reconciled.' (p48). 
Unfortunately, the document does not cite the evidence which would be useful for 
teacher educators. A cynical view of the EU's change to more humanistic views 
concerning education suggests a belated realisation of the crucial role of the 
individual in construction of the union. The power of the vote means that for the 
union to succeed the people need to support the integration process.
One related theme recurring in the rhetoric of the EU documents is the issue of 
European citizenship. Article 8 of the Treaty on European Union (1992) introduces 
the idea of European citizenship which has significant implications, ' in that it goes 
beyond an economic approach to European integration and accords the Member 
States the role of actors in the process of construction of such citizenship...' 
(European Commission, 1997a, p 51). The EU documents concerning education 
since the 1988 Resolution have encouraged education to play a role in developing a 
sense of belonging to Europe. The Green Paper on The European Dimension o f 
Education (Commission of European Communities, 1993a) says that the added- 
value of a European dimension in education would contribute to European 
citizenship based on shared values of interdependence, democracy, equality of 
opportunity and mutual respect. In this context, the educational task appears to be to 
instil democratic values in an increasingly mutlicultural society and to establish
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reference criteria laying out a form of citizenship. Abdallah-Pretceille (1993) points 
out that the civic role must be re-thought in terms of plurality of allegiance. The 
documents argue that European citizenship does not necessitate any loss of local, 
regional or national identity. The vision is of a society where cultural diversity is 
viewed as compatible with national and social unity. In other words, the creation of 
a community unified in its diversity. This view is consistent with the democratic 
ideals - fi*eedom, equality, justice and human rights. The belief is that by respecting 
cultural differences, the gap between democratic ideals and societal practices will be 
closed. Like Abdallah-Pretceille the documents stress a multi-layered construction 
of identity. According to Vonk (1992) it is in this ideology of citizenship that the 
dialectic of the current European social system - uniformity versus cultural diversity 
- is united. The European citizen is seen as a benefactor of European unity and a 
contributor to it. The European texts appear to accord with Vonk's view. For the EU, 
citizenship is an essential feature of a European dimension in education. However, 
Vonk's argument is not entirely convincing. An alternative view may equate 
European citizenship with conformity to a European ideology, rather than 
promoting individuality and diversity. Where multiculturalism fits in with Vonk's 
view is not entirely clear. Liberal democracy is based on the notion of majority rule. 
A new definition of democracy would be required if the EU wishes to support 
minority groupings in a substantive way. What would be necessary is a form of 
cultural democracy in which the fundamental units would be cultural groups with 
their own value systems. The unity versus diversity dialectic has not been 
adequately addressed in relation to a multicultural Europe. Possible conflicts of 
views are glossed over. Student teachers need to be encouraged to explore the 
discrepancies between the ideals presented in the documents and the realities of the 
world around them.
In many cases, the EU documents employ a discourse concerning citizenship that is 
vague and abstract, which makes it difficult for teacher educators to envisage how 
such notions would be implemented in education. European citizenship is a phrase 
easily stated, but unpacking its meaning is a daunting task. It reveals issues such as 
construction of identity, development of shared responsibility and an emotional 
attachment to a society which includes fifteen countries, many regions and a wide 
variety of languages, cultures, values and norms. In educational terms this has to be 
accommodated alongside the search for self in relation to an intricate arrangement of 
local and national sub-cultures. Citizenship education must be about giving students 
and pupils knowledge, skills and understanding to play an effective role in society at 
local, national, European and international levels. It is not only about rights, it is
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also about responsibilities. The education of informed, thoughtful, and responsible 
citizens cannot be bound to one particular discipline or undertaken in 'bolt-on' 
courses. It is multi- and inter-disciplinaiy and requires cross-curricular initiatives. 
However, this kind of curriculum change is much more difficult to implement. 
When and how European citizenship education can be fitted into the curriculum 
necessitates institution-wide discussion and planning in order to overcome subject 
boundaries that create barriers to cross-curricular learning.
The report. Accomplishing Europe through Education and Training (European 
Commission, 1997a) says, 'European citizenship must be real,' (p 16). It points out 
that it is a social practice and develops through a dynamic process, during which the 
sense of belonging constructs itself on the basis of differences, of communication 
with others, of conflicts and negotiated compromises and of shared images. It 
suggests that it is the route towards a 'post-national' model of Europe to which 
Europeans belong as citizens. This enters the domain of values education and the 
complex issue of attitude and behaviour change. It is understandable that this is an 
area that the EU recognises as significant in their quest for a 'People's Europe'. As 
Habermas cited in Seidman (1994) says, social institutions function effectively only 
if individuals have the appropriate set of beliefs, motivations and values. In this 
scenario European values and norms need to be transmitted alongside national 
traditions. Clarity is needed in determining what European values are in order to 
develop a teaching strategy that matches the level and experience of children. Ryba 
(1995) identifies what he believes the values underlying European education to be - 
a respect for democracy, human rights, freedom and cultural pluralism; acceptance 
of a common cultural heritage and a world order supporting the development of 
mankind; a recognition that the European cultural model is not intended to 
supersede existing national cultures but to respect their diversity; and increased co­
operation and dialogue between countries of the union and the world. The focus of a 
European-inspired education would be democracy as a political-cum-pedagogical 
parameter for a life lived in fi-eedom (Ryba, 1995).
These ideals sound very grand and it is likely that most people would agree that a 
European dimension in education may be justified on the values that Ryba proposes, 
but the problem is the enormous gap that exists between such idealistic rhetoric and 
the reality of classroom practice. How can students, teachers and teacher educators 
relate to these values and make sense of them? The vision of a European community 
needs to appeal and must relate to the life of the individual, in order for him to feel 
any sense of belonging or responsibility towards it. Political discord concerning the
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European integration process has not helped the formation of a positive image of the 
concept. There is a lack of universal support for building an EU that is greater than 
the sum of its individual parts. Its construction is based on a collection of individual 
nations, many of which are striving to cling to their individual identity and hold on 
to their power. It appears to be a question of constantly adjusting the European 
framework to fit the different and often conflicting shapes of the Member States. 
Some countries are reluctant to make any changes to their shape in order to fit the 
collective European framework. For them this would equate with relinquishing 
power to the collective and losing control over what happens within their particular 
nation. It appears that individual countries are only in favour of the EU for the 
economic benefits that can be accrued from their membership. In other words, the 
motivation for membership is based on economic benefits. Membership of the EU is 
seen as a necessary evil in order for a country to survive in a integrated world 
market. Balancing national and EU powers is problematic. The prospect of 
enlargement of the membership of the EU to possibly twenty-five or more countries 
increases the likelihood of power struggles in the future.
To add to the difficulty, in some cases the notion of a nation state is being eroded. 
Within the boundaries of a country there is a collection of different ethnic groups. In 
this situation national leaders have a vested interest in promoting artificial images of 
nationhood and upholding nationalistic feelings. According to Jones (1989) 'the 
state regards customs and traditions as vital properties of an established order. 
Without them a state is weakened ... Thus it regards cultural cohesion as an essential 
prop of state authority.' (cited in Ball, 1994, p 29). In some cases, people are 
encouraged to maintain their feelings of nationality based on a constructed image of 
the country. Flags, coins, anthems and other national items hold symbolic meaning. 
It is a difficult task to try to shape a European union when people are still rooted in 
national characteristics. The dilemma is that the essence of a European society must 
be a feeling of European citizenship. Without the feeling of belonging there will be 
no union of people. The EU will remain a construct based on treaties and laws rather 
than social union. However the difficulty is that European citizenship cannot be 
forced. Actively promoting European citizenship is likely to be counter productive 
as it may lead to a strengthening of nationalistic feelings. This creates 
methodological and ethical difficulties for teacher educators.
On the one hand, there appears to be a number of inconsistencies to be resolved, yet 
on the other hand, regarding the fundamental point of European citizenship, many of 
the interviewees see no tension between developing regional, national and European
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identities. However, they do have a problem with how it might be included in the 
educational process. Many of the teacher educators believe that European identity is 
not something that can be taught: it has to be constructed by an individual over a 
period of time. Some of the interviewees claim that problems arise over practical 
implementation because European citizenship is an artificial construct. According to 
Breinholdt (1998, App. 6), it is part of a rhetorical construction that is built up by 
personnel in Brussels around a number of activities, but for the people European 
citizenship has no reality. In contrast to Breinholdt's view those interviewed in the 
Netherlands express a general acceptance of the EU and a feeling of European 
citizenship. It is perhaps significant that the Netherlands is one of the founder 
nations. Length of membership of the Union and a greater national commitment to 
the vision of an integrated Europe may be factors that contribute to feelings of 
European citizenship. In Denmark, Breinholdt admits that there is a lack of 
wholehearted national support for Europe which inevitably colours the Danish 
people's views on European citizenship. Clearly teachers need more substantive 
knowledge, skills and understanding than they have now before they will feel able 
and confident to include European citizenship education in their work. The gap in 
teacher education in terms of European citizenship education is a challenge that has 
to be faced. Citizenship education at a national level is increasingly appearing on the 
change agenda. This should be extended to include European citizenship education.
Much of this discussion of the EU makes it sound as if it is a separate entity. As 
Layder (1994) points out, the danger when discussing institutional systems is that 
they are reified and seen as standing apart from human action. However, the Council 
of Ministers, the members of the European Parliament and the Commission 
responsible for the publication of treaties and official texts, are individuals elected 
or put in place by democratic means. Although it is the individuals within the 
structure who initiate action, it is collectively agreed action that is designed to fit a 
structure, and the structural characteristics endure over time. The EU has 
identifiable characteristics which are sustained beyond the lifetime of an employee 
or a politician. The most notable characteristic known to the general public is the 
notion of the EU as a bureaucratic machine taking decisions removed fi'om the local 
situation and imposing control over people's lives. 'In these circumstances people 
feel that they no longer have an overall grasp of social processes and cannot directly 
affect the events that surround them.' (Layder, 1994, p 194). This creates and 
intensifies the image of the EU as a separate supranational force. Education is an 
important mediator, not necessarily to integrate people into the predominant social 
structure, but to inform them by providing knowledge and understanding which
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allows them to make their own reasoned judgements. There is a real need to move 
away from a tabloid approach to Europe. Education has a role to play in helping 
people look critically, understand and gain a measure of autonomy over media 
messages.
A political plan for the people which is based on democratic principles and human 
rights and responsibilities cannot be imposed upon a reluctant and unwilling people. 
It has to be accepted through discussion, participation and negotiation. It has to be 
seen as relevant to their lives, not just an unnecessary bureaucratic layer that sucks 
up money in taxes for things that the people do not see immediate benefits for. To 
participate in the construction of a union, the people need to feel part of the process 
and be able to communicate effectively, in order to have a say in what is being 
created. It demands a critical pedagogy. Fullan (1991) points out that the worth of 
particular policies should not be taken for granted. He suggests, 'We should neither 
accept or reject all changes uncritically.' (p 28). However, a centralised model, with 
complex structures, such as the EU, does not make it easy for an individual voice to 
be heard. It does not immediately offer a reference point for individuals to gain 
access to its workings. A decentralised policy of constructing Europe from the 
regions may prove more successful. Several of the interviewees in the Netherlands 
cite cross-border initiatives as a good starting point. They outline the success of 
projects developed with Germany and Belgium. Starting closer to home and 
gradually expanding horizons from local to regional, to national and beyond is 
based on sound pedagogical principles. This brings the European dimension to a 
much more personal level of shared circumstances and experiences. The focus is not 
so much on the political and economic, but the social and cultural. This is likely to 
be more meaningful and provide an understandable frame of reference for the 
individual.
None of the documents at European level, as one would expect, question the move 
towards an integrated Europe. The national policy documents in the Netherlands and 
Scotland do not question the European integration process either. The views 
presented appear to rest on the premise that survival in today's competitive world 
depends on European integration. There is an acceptance of the judgement that this 
route is the way forward and there are benefits for education along the way. For 
example, the rhetoric of the Treaty on European Union (1992) suggests that the 
quality of education throughout the Member States will be raised through 
cooperation, joint projects and a sharing of good practice. According to the Green 
Paper on The European Dimension o f Education (Commission of the European
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Communities, 1993a), 'When schools take proper account of the European 
dimension they may find it is a stimulus to development. It may act as a lever to 
stimulate education systems and to encourage innovation, especially through the 
meeting of different approaches, and through the sharing of experience in 
developing teaching materials - all of which contribute to improving the quality of 
education.' (p 6). This emphasis on the benefits for education masks the fact that the 
implicit message in the EU documents is that the European integration process is 
non-negotiable, thus limiting democratic debate. Yet, from an educational 
perspective what is required is debate about the best way forward, accompanied by 
further research to find out if a European dimension does indeed contribute to 
raising the quality of education and, if so, in what way.
Much of the justification for change provided in the European documents is linked 
to wider changes in society. The documents set out the challenges that these changes 
pose for education. The changes are not confined to those needed to cope with the 
European integration process. The most recent documents emphasise the 
technological advances and the need to ensure that teachers are adequately prepared 
in order to realise the potential that information and communication technology has 
to enhance the learning and teaching process. The changing needs of the workplace 
and the importance of new epistemological and pedagogical approaches are 
highlighted. In order to prepare for the world of tomorrow a new paradigm is 
needed. The status quo does not enable education systems to respond adequately to 
the changes required. As Hargreaves (1994) points out, while the world has changed 
rapidly, educational systems have not. He suggests that although society has moved 
into a post-industrial, post-modern age, schools and teachers cling to outdated 
structures and modes of organisation. According to Hargreaves, the new emerging 
discourse is grounded in the central proposition that the challenges and changes 
facing teachers and schools are not parochially confined to education, but rooted in 
a major socio-historical transition from a period of modernity to one of post- 
modemity.
The implication drawn from the analysis of the EU documents is that the goals of 
incorporating a European dimension in education are not only related to acquiring 
more knowledge about the European Union. It is about much more than that and a 
European dimension in education must be considered as an interconnected part of 
far-reaching changes required in the educational process. The European dimension 
is not an end in itself. It is proposed not only as a way to raise the quality of 
education across the European Union, but as a way of increasing the employability
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of its citizens and its ability to compete in international markets. The process 
involved in the implementation of a European dimension cannot be defined in 
isolation from other educational changes. It is multi-dimensional; there are 
interactions and overlaps in the changes needed. Fullan (1991), discussing 
educational change in a wider context than the European dimension, points out that 
factors affecting change frmction in interaction and must be treated as such. He says 
that solutions directed at one factor in isolation will have minimal impact. In other 
words, attempts to implement a European dimension in teacher education without 
considering how it articulates with the wider changes needed are unlikely to lead to 
meaningful change. However, the infusion of complex interconnected processes into 
the curriculum amounts to radical and substantial change. The enormity of the task 
is liable to overwhelm teachers, especially if the nature of the multi-dimensional 
changes lack clarity and challenge subject boundaries.
The European documents offer little in the way of insight into practical solutions 
regarding the implementation process. It is not their intention to do so. The 
restricted power of the EU to intervene in the Member States' education systems 
means that they do not offer specific practical advice. However, what is needed is a 
more coherent picture of the way a European dimension contributes to enhancing 
the learning process in a post-modern, European and international society. A 
European dimension in education is a broad concept with many different but inter­
related elements. These elements must be set in a context of general educational 
change which includes politics, economics, communication, teaching approaches, 
learning styles, cultural behaviours and values. However, one of the problems of its 
implementation is its complexity and multi- and inter-disciplinary nature. The 
number of issues that it embraces makes it difficult for teachers contemplating 
including it in their work.
What is required is changes to teaching cultures, institutional structures, curricular 
content and learning and teaching approaches. This demands a lot of teachers and 
teacher educators, who already feel under considerable pressure. Fullan (1991) 
points out that the difficulty of learning new skills and unlearning old ones is vastly 
underestimated. He says that alterations to educational beliefs, teaching styles, and 
other practices represent profound changes affecting the teacher's professional self- 
definition. However, if a European dimension is going to have a meaningful impact 
on the learning process, it will require a change in the way teachers teach and the 
way learners learn. Up until now, the depth of change required in order to realise the 
potential of a European dimension in education has not been acknowledged. This is
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related to the fact that many people have a narrow view of it. Teacher educators and 
teachers need a clearer sense of meaning concerning why it is needed, what it is 
about, how it will be implemented and how it relates to other educational changes. 
The next sections of this chapter discuss these issues.
The rationales presented in the texts and interview data for a European 
dimension in education
Fullan (1991) suggests that a number of major external and internal forces over time 
create pressures for change. The analysis of the textual data and the interview 
transcripts show that a variety of rationales relating to different pressures for change 
are proposed. Few interviewees had any difficulty stating why they believe a 
European dimension is being promoted in teacher education. First and foremost the 
teacher educators did not refer to educational reasons for a European dimension. 
The reality of closer economic and political integration in wider society was the 
most common reason provided. The power of the economy to drive change was 
noted. The need for Europe to compete in international and global markets was 
emphasised. According to the majority of those interviewed, this in turn means that 
student teachers need to be prepared to work in changing labour markets and a more 
integrated world. Several teacher educators in different countries also link European 
integration to the economic survival of their nation. In line with the discourse of EU 
and national documents, the teacher educators appear to believe that the European 
integration process is a given, and rather than being left behind the changes in wider 
society, education should grasp the reality of the situation and do more to prepare 
pupils and teachers for it.
Although not all the interviewees agree with the European integration process, they 
all accept that it is an inevitable process. This provides an example where 
individuals are shaped and influenced by wider society. It signals the naturalisation 
of an ideology, where teacher educators accept that countries are inter-dependent, 
that closer cooperation is necessary and education should play a part. Layder (1994) 
points out that ideology makes it appear natural and inevitable. However, this 
acceptance of European integration restricts discussion and overlooks the need for a 
reasoned educational justification. This point was reinforced by one of the 
interviewees in the Netherlands. Tillema (1996, App. 7) says that the European 
dimension seems like a good idea, but we are doing it without being really sure why 
we are doing it. Humes (1996) suggests that by concentrating on the 'How?' 
questions rather than the 'Why?' questions this avoids potentially difficult issues to
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do with the worthwhileness of what is being proposed. The ends are presented as 
'given' and any 'legitimate' discussion is about the best means to achieve those ends.' 
(Humes, 1996, p 11). The interviews in this study support this point : the teacher 
educators were more comfortable when explaining what they do, rather than 
discussing the rationale for or the definition of a European dimension. This 
reinforces the view of the teacher more as a technician in today's society rather than 
as someone who plays an active part in determining the educational agenda. It also 
supports Vonk's (1992) bureaucratic-managerial model that suggests that 
educational change develops from political and economic debates rather than 
dialogues between interested parties abgut educational policies and practices. 
Teacher educators need to be proactive, rather than reactive. They need to 
participate actively in discussions that examine the educational rationale for 
including a European dimension in their work. To present it in a meaningful way, 
teacher educators must be convinced of its value in the educational process and feel 
a sense of ownership of its development. Fullan (1991) points out that the nature of 
changes should be examined according to specific values, goals, events and 
consequences that obtain in concrete situations. Teacher educators need to have the 
opportunity to consider why a European dimension is relevant for their students.
Setting aside the economic and political rationale as something that they had little 
influence over, the teacher educators did provide their secondary reasons for a 
European dimension which relate more to the educational context. In each of the 
countries they refer to the point that student teachers should have more than a 
parochial view of life and that they should be aware of the social and professional 
context in which they are going to work. Students need to come to an understanding 
that diversity in an inter-connected world is an integral part of life and that diversity 
of views, ideas and approaches can add to the learning environment in a positive 
way.
Many interviewees suggest technological communication and greater ease of travel 
opens new windows on the world. In these circumstances the teacher has an 
important role to play as a mediator between known and unknown worlds. In order 
to exploit the power of the internet to connect with other worlds and encourage new 
approaches to learning, teachers need new skills and understanding. The European 
documents emphasise that collaboration is a powerful source of learning. Similarly, 
Hargreaves (1994) believes that collaboration can add a positive new dimension to 
the learning and teaching process. Communication via the internet is one way to 
collaborate with others. However, it is necessary to point out that collaboration
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could broaden one's outlook and increase knowledge and understanding of others, 
but it could also result in negative outcomes. Cultural differences may inhibit 
communication or lead to misunderstandings and conflict. The role of teachers as 
mediators should not be underestimated. Teachers need to be able to assist learners 
in posing questions, analysing answers critically and encouraging them not to be too 
quick to make generalisations about a country or a culture from collaboration with 
one person, group or class. Teacher mediation is essential in order to add to the 
depth of understanding and realise the potential that collaborative learning 
environments have to enhance the learning process. The changes necessary are not 
just about providing teachers with a set of competences relating to the necessary 
technological skills; they are also about enabling teachers to make the most of the 
new learning opportunities that easy access to other educational institutions in 
Europe and beyond brings. Teacher education needs to address these issues.
Questions need to be raised concerning how teachers facilitate communication via 
electronic means, and how they help pupils make sense of the vast amount of 
information and differing points of view available, in a way that contributes 
meaningfully to greater cultural understanding of others and of themselves. In 
Scotland, a consultation paper presents new guidelines on the use of information 
and communication technology (ICT) within teacher education courses (SOEID, 
1998b). The guidelines emphasise the importance of the effective integration of ICT 
within the teaching and learning environment. However, before it is possible to 
prepare student teachers the teacher educators themselves need staff development. 
For many teacher educators, experience of ICT is limited to using it as a tool for 
communication. Its potential to make European/global classrooms a reality and what 
that in turn means for education has not been explored. EU leaders have set targets 
to have all schools in Europe linked to the internet by 2001 and all teachers to be 
skilled in the use of ICT by 2002. Collaboration on a European scale is not an 
idealistic dream. Target dates may slip, but electronic networks will be put in place. 
New extended learning environments *will be a reality and teacher education must 
prepare teachers for this technological future. The development of ICT increases the 
need for a European as well as a global dimension in education. There is a steep 
learning curve to climb over a very short period of time.
The interviews provide evidence of acceptance that in an integrated world people 
need to work together and a recognition that to do so successfully different cultures 
need to understand and respect each other. Consequently, many of the comments 
made during the interviews are linked to intercultural education; preparing students
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to work in a multicultural, multilingual and multi-faith society. It is apparent that the 
majority accept that teacher education should contribute to the European 
socialisation process by raising the cultural awareness of their students. For many of 
the teacher educators intercultural education is an important element of a European 
dimension. They believe that there is a real need to promote not just tolerance, but 
active encouragement and support for diversity, as well as greater consciousness of 
human rights and responsibilities.
Some of the teacher educators point out that student teachers' future classes will 
increasingly have a more multicultural make-up. This poses a challenge for 
education and adds to the range of tasks that teachers need to address on a daily 
basis. Teachers need to be able to deal with differences between the different 
subcultures which exist in the classroom in a positive way. New learning and 
teaching strategies are required and teacher educators must be ready to assist student 
teachers in preparing for these circumstances. Where and how intercultural 
education articulates with a European dimension has not been adequately addressed. 
Understanding their connectedness and their relationship with other elements in the 
curriculum is essential and must form part of the change process. Courses that are 
bound by subject divisions limit the opportunities available to raise student teachers' 
awareness of connecting educational processes.
One rationale for a European dimension in education raised at the macro, meso and 
micro levels is linked to sharing ideas and learning from the experience of others in 
order to raise the quality of education. These views are based on anecdotal evidence 
rather than results that provide concrete proof. Nevertheless, the comments are 
worth noting. Several interviewees refer to the point that teachers often find it 
difficult to change their ways of thinking and that opportunities to have experience 
of other methods and see things from another point of view, may help them to 
reflect on why they choose their own way and if indeed it is the best. Meaningful 
exchange, debate and reflection are sound educational aims. This highlights the 
notion of collaboration and cooperation once again. Undoubtedly collaboration at a 
European level offers teacher educators an insight into methods and experiences 
they may not otherwise find out about. However, there must be freedom to set the 
agenda. Enforced collaboration is likely to be contrived, short-term or fail 
completely. A teacher educator's own willingness to collaborate with others 
indicates a willingness to learn and should not be stifled by prescription. 
Collaboration at a European level should be recognised as an important element of a 
staff development plan. The findings of this study show that while at European and
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national levels raising the quality of education may be linked to reaching certain 
targets, for the teacher educators it appears to be influenced by their own intrinsic 
desire to provide the best possible experience for their students by enhancing their 
own expertise.
Several of the interviewees cite the reason for including a European dimension in 
their work is related to the fact that environmental issues do not stop at national 
boundaries. These teacher educators emphasise that a European dimension should 
increase students' understanding of the joint responsibility of sustaining the planet 
and demonstrate how a European Community working together could force changes 
that could not be achieved by one country working alone. Some of the teacher 
educators interpret sustainability in a more self-interested way. They highlight the 
competitive nature of student recruitment and suggest that the rationale for 
including a European dimension is linked to survival as an institution. They believe 
that if other teacher education institutions include a European dimension in their 
courses and their institution does not, then this could have a detrimental effect on 
attracting students.
A wealth of different views concerning a rationale were apparent during the 
interviews. This accords with Fullan's (1991) belief that a number of factors interact 
and influence the process of educational change. However, it is interesting to note 
that following analysis and categorisation of the rationales across the macro, meso 
and micro levels they fall into six major categories - political integration, economic 
integration, intercultural education, environmental education, survival as a nation 
and as an institution, and raising the quality of education. It is the emphasis which 
differs at the different levels, in different institutions and according to the particular 
interests, attitudes and values of the interviewees. The analysis of the rationales 
identifies key reasons for a European dimension in education and highlights the 
interaction that exists across the three levels of education. It provides evidence of 
the impact of wider society on education and the existence of common views across 
the five countries in this study. The interviews also demonstrate that there are sound 
educational reasons for a European dimension in education. In teacher education 
these should be at the fbrefiront rather than being pushed into second place by 
political and economic reasons.
It is likely that teacher educators will be far more committed to a European 
dimension if they are convinced that there is an educational task to be done and that 
it has a justifiable place in the education of student teachers. This is an important
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point, particularly as Fullan (1991) suggests that the reasons why individuals decide 
to embark on change strongly influences what happens at the implementation stage. 
It seems that the EU's focus on education's role for utilitarian and vocational 
purposes appears to have worked against its aim of social and cultural integration. 
This view has failed to capture the interest of teacher educators and students and has 
not been conducive to motivating them to include a European dimension in any 
substantial form in their work. Teachers and teacher educators must be given the 
opportunity to discuss why a European dimension should be included in education 
in order to develop a clearer meaning of it. The rationales provided by the teacher 
educators show that the values involved in a European dimension, the benefits of its 
inclusion in the curriculum and its contribution to the learning and teaching process 
are not sufficiently apparent. According to Fullan, real change will only occur when 
educators understand the need for change and actively seek solutions to the 
problems of learning and teaching.
Definitions of a European Dimension in education presented in the texts and 
interview data
One of the main aims of this study is to clarify the definition of a European 
dimension in education. The first part of the research focused on the European texts. 
In the main, the texts studied refer to the European dimension in general terms. 
They set out lists of objectives for promoting a European dimension in education, 
but none attempt to provide a definition. This is perhaps no accident. General 
statements provide leeway of opinion and seem to allow an apolitical stance; one 
where few are able to argue with the overall tenor of what is being suggested. The 
texts are usually the product of large groups of people firom different countries and 
result jfrom a series of complex inter-relationships and differing views, meaning that 
a compromise position is usually necessary. General definitions allow for a 
multitude of possible actions, which in turn enable national governments to choose 
their own course of action, according to what they see as the needs of the country in 
relation to European aspects. This amount of latitude in the EU texts is less likely to 
lead to friction in the Member States, where education remains the responsibility of 
national governments. The downside is that it leads to imprecision and vagueness of 
meaning which is confusing for those who are trying to implement a European 
dimension.
The intention of the EU documents appears to be to set out a framework, not a 
detailed plan of action. A framework approach to developing a European dimension
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in education can be supported for allowing freedom to take decisions, or criticised 
for creating ambiguity. This situation is not atypical. Ball (1994) points out that 
policies seldom tell people what to do. If they did then they would be likely to be 
criticised for being overly dogmatic, or in the case of a European dimension for 
imposing an ideology. The ideas have to be taken up in a multitude of local sites and 
implemented according to the needs and conditions of the context. Walsh (1993) 
highlights the importance of working towards an ideal, but what is important is that 
the ideal appears relevant and achievable. In this case the ideal is proposed by the 
EU, and the Member States and their education systems have to respond.
The 1988 Resolution sets out aims which serve as a framework to initiate discussion 
which should take place at European, national and institutional levels. This 
framework comes nearest to providing a definition of a European dimension in 
education. It is widely quoted in other documents; for example, the policy paper 
produced in Scotland to encourage a European dimension in education used it as its 
'definition' (SOED, 1994).
Although the European and national documents served as a useful starting point in 
the search for a definition, central to the study is the investigation of teacher 
educators' understanding of a European dimension in education, as well as personnel 
working in education at a national level. The question concerning the definition of a 
European dimension in education posed during each interview produced interesting 
results. Most of the interviewees, including those at a national level, express 
difficulty in putting a definition into words. Some justify this position by saying 
either that there is not a single easily identifiable definition, or it does not represent 
a single body of knowledge, or it could be many things depending on the context, 
stage of education, subject etc. Others claim that it is not possible to define. Several 
admit that they need time to think about it, indicating that they have not given it 
much thought previously.
However, all the interviewees did ultimately attempt to give an explanation of their 
understanding of a European dimension in education. Similar to the EU texts, many 
of them begin with a general statement. For example, they suggest it is about 
broadening students' knowledge, raising their awareness, understanding and 
tolerance of other cultures, improving their language competence and fostering 
critical thinking. Many also provide definitions related to their area of teaching. 
What is notable is that not one, but several definitions were generally provided by 
the same interviewee. The findings from the interview data support the literature
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which proposes that a European dimension in education is multi-faceted and that it 
would dilute its meaning and restrict the possible activities if one attempts to find a 
single definition (Beemaert et al, 1993). This provides further justification for the 
European policy makers' decision to provide a frame of reference, rather than a 
single definition.
The other key finding relating to an attempt to clarify the definition of a European 
dimension in education is that some of the interviewees were uncomfortable with 
the phrase, 'European dimension in education'. Many exhibited nervousness about 
appearing to encourage a Eurocentric approach. Part of the difficulty appears to be 
that the media highlight the political and economic dimension to the EU and, in 
some cases, this has a detrimental effect on the development of a European 
dimension in the curriculum. Teacher educators appear wary of tackling anything 
that has overtly political overtones, feeling that it is not part of their job and/or not 
directly related to their subject. Difficulties also arose over the concept of Europe. 
Some of the teacher educators say that it should not be restricted to the EU 
countries, but embrace the whole of Europe. A substantial number of interviewees 
indicated that they would feel more comfortable with the term 'international 
dimension' and its development.
Set against the analysis of the EU documents it could be argued that these 
interviewees appear to have either missed the point of a European dimension in 
education, or have not thought enough about it, or do not have sufficient knowledge 
of the EU documents to make a judgement. The analysis of the rationales showed 
that the majority thought that a European dimension in education was important and 
should form part of a student teacher's course because of European political and 
economic integration, yet when it came to defining it some of them did not feel 
comfortable explaining it in terms of the EU. There is an inconsistency in their 
views. Their reason for including it is linked to the European integration process, 
but their definition does not support this position.
As has been shown in the analysis of the EU treaties and documents, a European 
dimension in education did not originate as an educational construct, developed and 
planned by educationalists based on educational philosophy and theory. Many of the 
interviewees are quick to point out that teaching about Europe is not new and that it 
has always formed part of teacher education courses. However, teaching about 
Europe does not amount to a European dimension in education. It has already been 
pointed out that it is about more than knowledge-based content. The notion of a
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European dimension in education entered the European documentation in the 1976 
Resolution and was reinforced in the 1988 Resolution. More recently the report, 
Accomplishing Europe through Education and Training (European Commission, 
1997a) states, The mission is to muster the people of Europe to take on one of the 
greatest challenges of all time to construct a greater Europe, within a continent that 
is characterised by cultural differences, differing economic approaches and varying 
natural environments, but which is also united by a feeling of belonging to a 
common civilisation. ... For the first time European integration will not be the result 
of political or military hegemony imposed by a dominating power. Rather it will be 
the outcome of the steady progress of democratic decision-making processes. A 
clearer perception of the meaning of the project will be the basis of that progress.' (p 
51).
There can be little doubt in the eyes of the European Commission that a European 
dimension in education is about creating a European union that is integrated 
politically, economically, socially and culturally. It is about preparation for, and 
participation in, this union. In this context any definition should be based on this 
premise. National education systems are based on the promotion of national culture 
and traditions. Four of the countries in this study are members of the EU: they have 
joined a European society. Should education not reflect the new context in which 
people live and seek to create an understanding of European values and culture? 
Student teachers living and working in a EU should be prepared for that context. 
This opens a debate which has not been adequately explored by educationalists, 
including teachers and teacher educators. It is not about unquestioning acceptance, it 
is about encouraging critical reflection. What is lacking is an attempt to reach a 
shared understanding of what the European dimension might mean and in particular 
how it articulates with the educational process as a whole. The dissimilarity of the 
discourses at macro and micro levels exacerbates the problem.
Although the focus of the definition of a European dimension in the EU texts is 
building a European union, this does not restrict the definition to matters related 
only to the fifteen Member States. The list of objectives provided in the 1988 
Resolution indicates that education should include the EU's place in Europe as a 
whole as well as how it relates to the rest of the world. The Green Paper on The 
European Dimension o f Education (Commission of the European Communities, 
1993a) also lists objectives for a European dimension and it refers to giving all 
young people a sense of their responsibilities in an interdependent world. This 
should act as a counter to a Eurocentric approach. The paper proposes that the
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European dimension should develop pupils' ability to act autonomously, to make 
judgements, to assess matters critically and to make and adapt to innovations. Many 
of the European texts take an unquestioning stance regarding the benefits of 
European integration, but it appears that the Green Paper is not suggesting that a 
pro-European approach should be accepted uncritically. Nonetheless, there are 
limits to acceptable criticism as it must remain within the framework of declared 
human rights. The autonomy of each depends on the restraint of all (Ranson, 1994). 
However, the fundamental point of European integration per se does not appear to 
be open to discussion.
Developing a European dimension in education should not be about European 
indoctrination of an ideology, nor should European integration be viewed as an 
uncontested goal. Education's task is to give students and pupils knowledge, skills 
and understanding to live and work in a European society, but it is also necessary to 
provide them with the ability to discuss and question and to develop a critical 
consciousness. These skills are essential for participation in a democratic society. A 
European dimension in education must be as much about the development of 
personal skills and attitudes as the acquisition of subject-based knowledge. As 
Humes (1996) points out, worthwhile learning is transformative. He says, 'It does 
more than add to a person's stock of knowledge or their repertoire of skills. It alters 
their understanding of themselves, of other people, and the context in which they 
live and work, thereby empowering them to act on the world.' (p 20). Consequently, 
'Teachers in a modem democracy need to be not merely technologists of 
information transfer, but facilitators of critique and dialogue, for only this will 
ensure active communication and interaction. (Bell, 1991, p 14). A European 
dimension in education requires a new learning and teaching model with the 
emphasis on active participation in the learning process. This links with wider 
changes demanded in education.
Many of the fears that the teacher educators voiced during the interviews about the 
EU's objectives for a European dimension may have been somewhat allayed had 
they had knowledge of the contents of the EU resolutions and papers. Although all 
those interviewed at national level were aware of them, only a small number of the 
teacher educators had direct knowledge of their contents. Differential access to 
information was apparent. It is unacceptable that documents that set out the EU's 
agenda for educational developments are not disseminated to teacher educators. It is 
acknowledged that not all would be motivated to read them, but for those who have 
a responsibility or an interest in the development of a European dimension it is
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essential for them to have first-hand knowledge of their contents. This gap between 
official European statements and teacher educators' understanding is one that 
urgently needs to be addressed. European and national officials and institutional 
managers must take responsibility for effective dissemination. Suspicion, mis-trust 
and fear is founded on lack of knowledge and understanding. Teacher educators' 
views need to be formed from more than media information and piecemeal access to 
official documentation. Unsystematic dissemination of information reduces the 
likelihood of systematic action. An effective infi-astructure of communication must 
be put in place, enabling information to flow firom the European Commission to 
national agencies and to teacher education institutions.
Having stressed the gap in information that exists between macro and micro levels, 
it has to be stated that for some of the teacher educators, knowledge of the EU 
documents may not have radically changed some of their definitions. Personal value 
systems operate in diverse and subtle ways, particularly in sensitive or overtly 
political issues. It is difficult for teacher educators and students to divorce 
themselves from their political viewpoint or from the values that they hold. 
However, they must be conscious of their beliefs and reflect on how they transmit 
their opinions to others. A European dimension contributes to values education. 
Consequently, student teachers need guidance to develop strategies that enable them 
to open the minds of their pupils without unconsciously transmitting their own 
embedded values. This does not imply that a value-fi-ee approach is either possible 
or desirable, but teacher educators must provide opportunities for their students to 
engage in balanced discussions, enabling them to explore positive and negative 
aspects of European integration. Where guidance is particularly needed for student 
teachers is in knowing when it is apposite to state their own views, justified 
appropriately. They must consider the age and stage of their pupils, their knowledge 
and understanding of the issues under discussion and the social and political 
context. The teacher educators in Slovakia point out that their students are still 
uncomfortable questioning someone perceived to be above them in the hierarchy. 
The culture they were brought up in means that they lack the skills to be critical or 
are still afraid to voice their opinions. Pauer (1997, App. 10) explains that if he 
gives his opinion about anything the students accept it without question. The 
magnitude of change required must be taken into account in the implementation 
process. In this situation, students need assistance to develop their confidence to be 
critical in a progressive way, beginning with small peer group discussions of non­
political issues.
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Perhaps in an effort to avoid confronting European politics, some teacher educators 
prefer to take what may be perceived as the softer option of an international or 
global approach. However, focusing only on international education misses out on 
the opportunities that are available through a European dimension to confront 
difficult issues. Tackling a European dimension in education could force sharper 
discussion and debate and facilitate students in confronting their own views, as well 
as providing them with a model for their future work with pupils in school. It would 
enable them to engage actively with issues relevant to the European society in which 
they live and provide experience of dealing with controversy in a democratic way.
It has to be acknowledged that some teacher educators may choose an international 
approach because they believe there is greater educational value in it. What is 
crucial is that this approach is not confiised with providing a European dimension in 
education. International and European should not be used as interchangeable terms. 
Some would argue that this is merely a question of phraseology; however, an 
international dimension alters the focus from the context of education for life in a 
European society. Undoubtedly, international education is also necessary and 
interacts with a European dimension. What is required is clarity about the goals of 
each, and an understanding of how and where they interact with one another.
Open and rigorous discussion is needed to develop a framework that sets out what is 
understood by a European dimension in education at different levels, and is useful 
for course designers or curriculum developers. The framework that proved to be 
most useful for the analysis of the interview data was Sherman's model (1991) 
discussed in Chapter Five. Alongside the objectives set out in the Green Paper on 
The European Dimension o f Education (Commission of European Communities, 
1993a) this could be used by course teams to initiate discussion among teacher 
educators and students. Three key headings proved particularly useful; namely, 
education about Europe, education for Europe and education through Europe. 
Elaboration of these headings in terms of what they mean for the development of 
knowledge, skills, attitudes, values and beliefs, would contribute to providing 
greater understanding of what a European dimension in education is about and how 
it relates to different course elements.
Knowledge about Europe, its functions, its democratic structures, the Member 
States, different cultures, traditions and religions, its history and its place in the 
world are base line requirements for a European dimension in education. In order to 
feel able and confident to include a European dimension in their future teaching
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student teachers need to have knowledge themselves. This is also true for teacher 
educators. Without knowledge and understanding, informed discussion and critical 
thinking is not possible. Course designers must identify where and how the 
knowledge base is included. As has been pointed out, many of the interviewees 
claim that knowledge about Europe is already included. An audit of such knowledge 
inputs would demonstrate what is included and highlight the gaps that need to be 
filled. This process involves identifying what is being done already and building on 
it.
From the interview data education for Europe concerns the development of skills in 
the use of new technology, language development, negotiation, problem solving, 
decision-making as well as critical thinking. In Slovakia, several of the teacher 
educators made emphatic reference to the importance of independent thought and 
experience of democratic principles. The development of these generic skills is 
relevant across the curriculum. Here the definition of a European dimension 
interacts with the concept of curriculum. Formerly curricula in the teacher education 
institutions and schools in Portugal and Slovakia were defined in terms of 
knowledge transmission and emphasised cognitive/academic goals. In these 
countries the change to accommodate personal/social goals and a more learner- 
centred education requires a reappraisal of the concept of curriculum to a greater 
extent than in the other three countries in this study. Chapter Three highlighted the 
importance of taking cultural differences into account. Some teaching cultures, such 
as those in Denmark and the Netherlands, are more ready to cope with changes 
relating to a broad-based education that encourages students to take more 
responsibility for their own learning. However, curricula in all the countries will 
need to be adapted to make greater use of new technology and alternative teaching 
and learning strategies.
The discussion concerning learning through Europe focuses on the development of 
identity, citizenship and intercultural education. Some interviewees point out that 
lack of first-hand knowledge of other Europeans may be responsible for 
stereotypical views and that these generalisations can best be deconstructed through 
contact and communication between individuals. They say that joint projects and the 
sharing of ideas, methods and experiences are what provide real value for student 
teachers and teacher educators. It is likely that these educational exchanges are 
acknowledged as being meaningful and worthwhile, because they provide concrete 
opportunities to implement a European dimension in education that relates closely 
to the context within which teachers and teacher educators work, and makes a
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refreshing contrast to the abstract jargon of European texts. What teacher educators 
are interested in is seeking ways to deal with day to day efforts to provide the best 
possible experience for their students. Mobility programmes that go beyond social 
exchanges and inform and extend teachers' thinking are something that they believe 
is worth trying to fit into busy schedules. Also, for student teachers educational 
exchanges may be the most meaningful way to develop the feeling of 'being 
European'. Undoubtedly, mobility programmes are a useful educational tool as they 
contribute to the student's learning about himself, about the 'other' and about 
communication. Garcea (1998) points out that discovering the existence of other 
ways of life leads to a confrontation and a rediscovery of one's own values. Concrete 
evidence of the extent to which mobility programmes do contribute to the 
educational process may well help to convince some teacher educators who harbour 
doubts about the value of a European dimension in education. An evaluation of the 
first phase of the Socrates programme (GMV Conseil, Quaternaire, Europool, 1998) 
has been completed recently. It indicates that, in quantitative terms, Socrates has 
enabled a considerable number of citizens, from all the countries concerned, to 
become involved in European activities. This is a very general observation. The 
report says that such a multi-faceted impact cannot be measured precisely, as 
hundreds of thousands of people participate or are directly or indirectly affected by 
the programme each year. From a qualitative point of view, the report claims that 
exchanges of experience have contributed to an improvement in the quality of 
teaching and to the emergence of a sense of European citizenship. This vague 
evaluation is not particularly helpful in convincing unmotivated teachers of the 
worth of a European dimension. What is needed is more precise information about 
the way it has contributed to raising the quality of education and the 'added-value' 
achieved through mobility programmes.
All the issues identified above need to be teased out, in order to reach an 
understanding of how they articulate with implementing a European dimension in 
course work for student teachers and wider changes in learning and teaching. This is 
not a simple matter that is easily resolved and it requires more attention than it has 
received in course planning to date. As Ryba (1995) points out, if a European 
dimension in education were to be restricted to imparting factual information about 
European countries and institutions then problems relating to the effectiveness of its 
inclusion in the curriculum would not be as great. Undoubtedly, difficulties arise 
because a European dimension in education also includes the development of 
attitudes, values and capacities for problem-solving, decision-making and critical 
thinking. It is accepted that these are complex issues for teachers to address, but that
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does not mean that they should be avoided. The effective realisation of a European 
dimension in education is only possible in a form of mutually interconnected 
educational processes. Lack of any theoretical underpinning and a paradigm for 
discussion has not helped. Without clarity concerning what the innovation is about 
its development will undoubtedly be impeded. Teacher educators need to be 
involved in unpicking these processes and identifying their value in educational 
terms. Their involvement in the change process is essential if the implementation of 
a European dimension is to be successful.
One point that is worth emphasising from the analysis of definitions is that - as with 
the rationales - there is a level of similarity in the teacher educators' thinking across 
the five countries in the study. This provides an indication that there is an emerging 
European teaching culture which recognises the need to develop communication and 
intercultural skills, cater in a balanced way for cognitive and affective aspects of 
learning, and find innovative and participative learning strategies. This basis for 
understanding should be developed in order to promote clarity regarding the 
European dimension's contribution to the learning and teaching process.
Factors influencing the development of a European dimension in teacher 
education
This study is concerned with the way in which teacher educators implement a 
European dimension in their work and how it is linked to European discourse and 
practice and to national and institutional practice. All the teacher educators were 
asked what specifically had influenced them to include a European dimension in 
their work. From the responses it appears that the major influencing factor is 
personal interest, motivation and enthusiasm for a European dimension. With a few 
exceptions in each country, the majority of the teacher educators say that they have 
not been influenced by European policies or papers. However, as Sultana (1997) 
points out, the influence of the EU on education is often not acknowledged. What 
concerns him is that the EU influence creeps unconsciously into their thinking. 
Discussion of the rationales has already shown that the political and economic 
changes in wider society have shaped teacher educators' thinking, yet few say they 
have been directly influenced by the EU policies and papers. The secondary 
rationales that the majority of teacher educators gave related to raising the quality of 
the educational experience for their students and developing their own expertise. 
This is consistent with their statements concerning personal and professional
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influences driving their interest in implementing a European dimension in their 
work.
From the analysis of national documents and from the interviews with personnel at a 
national level it is concluded that in all the countries in this study, including 
Slovakia to a limited extent, the EU texts have had an influence on developments at 
a national level. The findings indicate that at a national level this has resulted in 
some action. While teacher educators claim that EU texts have not influenced them, 
the personnel interviewed at a national level say they are influential. This highlights 
a discontinuity in the flow of information from meso to micro or suggests that 
different factors are of influence at the different levels of analysis.
The interview transcripts reveal that what is a significant influence for teacher 
educators is the European initiatives that flow from the policy papers, namely, the 
funding programmes. They have acted as a catalyst for action at teacher education 
level. The teacher educators have been involved in mobility programmes and joint 
curriculum development projects using European funding. This has led to the 
development of a European dimension in their work that would not otherwise have 
been there. The point about the importance of the personal motivation of the teacher 
educators is linked to the fact that these European activities rely on individuals 
having the interest to take up the funding opportunities. To a large extent, it appears 
that for the teacher educators motivation was as much circumstantial as rational. In 
most cases, information about the EU funding programme sparked the interest rather 
than the interest leading to finding ways to include a European dimension in their 
work. Without the funding made available at a European level it is unlikely that 
many of the joint activities would have taken place.
The funding programmes encourage action, but the ultimate nature of the activity is 
based on the expertise and creativity of the teacher educators. This indicates a blend 
of structural processes and human action. As Layder (1994) suggests, human 
activity reflects a mixture of influences. He says that unique psychological 
experiences intersect with the dynamics of particular situations and the influences of 
wider society to determine a person's behaviour. Habermas (1971) suggests a more 
extreme view : according to him individuals are no longer able to understand their 
motivations or the elements that push them to behave in certain ways. However, 
Layder says 'Although all people must to some degree be affected by the social 
contexts in which they are raised this does not and cannot mean that they are simply 
reflections of these circumstances.' (p 209) The interview transcripts reveal that
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some of the interviewees believe that they have the capacity to resist the European 
structural processes that surround them. Hwid (1996, App. 6), Tillema (1995, App. 
7) and Mistrik (1997, App. 10) all say they would not include a European dimension 
unless they thought it was educationally worthwhile. They feel they are free to make 
that choice. A commitment is made to the development of a European dimension 
because of personal interest in other European countries and/or because of the 
perceived advantages of the innovation for themselves or their students.
The responses also show that some of the teacher educators are capable of 
transformative action. In Slovakia this was particularly apparent. Several of the 
teacher educators there referred to their government's lack of support. Uzak (1996) 
explains that the situation is rather difficult and that he and his colleague sometimes 
feel like dissidents, yet they continue to work to change the situation for the benefit 
of their students. To a lesser extent other teacher educators operating in a context 
where economic and time constraints limit their activities, continue to work on 
European projects. The teacher educators appear to recognise the limitations 
imposed by the social context, be they institutional, national or European, but are 
motivated enough to find ways of negotiating around them. This indicates a certain 
level of freedom to act within limitations set by a number of factors. Vonk's (1992) 
model which describes a teacher educator's role as innovatory and participative 
appears relevant here. However, at the same time there are circumstances that limit 
teacher educators' freedom to act. There are checks and balances. There is some 
freedom, but equally there are constraints.
Another point to note is that not all the constraints are necessarily apparent. Layder 
(1994) suggests that modem power does not operate through the direct repression or 
limitation of existing capacities and forms of activity. Kickert cited in Ball (1994) 
says constraints are replaced by incentives. EU funding is offered as an incentive to 
introduce a European dimension at a local level. Individuals are free to make 
choices whether they wish to be involved or not, but to receive funding they have to 
adhere to the main criteria set out by the programmes. Setting criteria for mobility 
programmes and joint projects exerts control over the substance of the activities. In 
this way, large numbers of institutions and individuals across the European 
countries conform to rules and regulations set out by the European Commission. 
This is one significant way that the characteristics of the EU structure are sustained. 
This may also explain, to some extent, the remarkable similarity in many of the 
interview responses and some features of the way the European dimension is 
implemented across the five countries in this study. The discourse of the funding
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programmes does appear to have a powerful voice which is picked up, perhaps 
unconsciously, and added to the discourse of those teacher educators who are 
involved in European activities. In addition, it provides an indication of how it is 
possible for social life to become patterned across five countries.
The teacher educators were also asked about the influence of national and 
institutional factors. Almost without exception, the interview data shows that the 
teacher educators say they have not been influenced by national guidance. Even 
though all the teacher education institutions in this study operate at a decentralised 
level, and they welcome the freedom this brings to take decisions locally, some of 
the interviewees feel that some national guidance regarding the implementation of a 
European dimension in education would be helpful. Several of them suggest that the 
lack of guidance could be interpreted as a sign that a European dimension is not 
valued at a national level and that no clear statement of educational priority means 
that it is likely to be pushed to the periphery of educational practice. By contrast, 
some teacher educators emphasise strongly that they would find national direction 
undesirable and would resist a top-down model. It is difficult in these circumstances 
for national governments to know how to progress when feelings concerning central 
guidance are conflicting and inconsistent. However, to a certain extent cultural 
differences are apparent. Several of the Danish teacher educators point out that 
people in Denmark are not necessarily against European integration, but they are 
resistant to being told what to do by the directives that come fi*om Brussels. Equally 
they would be resistant to national guidelines. A similar situation is noted in the 
Netherlands, whereas many of the teacher educators in Scotland say that they enjoy 
the fi-eedom they have to implement a European dimension, but add that without a 
statement from the Scottish Office to support it, it will be perceived as unimportant 
in schools and higher education institutions. McCall (1997, App. 9) sums up the 
views of several Scottish teacher educators saying, '... if it is that important we 
would have had a Scottish Office pronouncement, but we haven't had one.' (p 475). 
This indicates that there are certain expectations about how educational innovations 
are implemented in each country. Any variance fi"om the norm challenges people's 
perception of the way things are done. This emphasises that the change process must 
take account of cultural differences.
In the small number of institutions where there is some institutional interest this did 
contribute to the adoption and implementation of change. However, the impetus to 
include a European dimension did not necessarily stem from an educational 
justification for it, but a desire to use it as a marketing tool to attract students, or
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because it is perceived to be economically beneficial. This reinforces the point that 
teacher education institutions now work within the constraints of the economic 
market, forcing institutional managers to focus on financial planning, income 
generation and marketing rather than educational developments to a much greater 
extent than ever before.
Implementation of a European dimension in teacher education
Ryba (1992) suggests that incorporating a European dimension in education filters 
through different countries at different speeds. This is confirmed by this study. Not 
only are different approaches apparent, but different stages of implementation are 
noted. This is not unexpected. As Fullan (1991) points out phases of change cannot 
be precisely demarcated. One of the aims of this study is to find out if national 
support is a key factor in the implementation of a European dimension in teacher 
education. The evidence shows that in the Netherlands, Portugal and Scotland 
national policy papers have been published in response to EU initiatives. Of the 
three countries, the Netherlands presents the most systematic approach, in that the 
structures put in place contribute to transferring policy into practice and a 
commitment has been made to embed a European dimension in their general 
education policies. The interview data shows that in the Netherlands political 
support for European initiatives in education is the strongest in comparison to the 
other countries and that the acceptance of the EU by teacher educators appears to be 
the greatest. In both Dutch institutions visited the teacher educators are aware of the 
national policy documents and have a general idea of what they are about. However, 
the major impact of the national policies appears to be at the level of schools and 
teachers in service, rather than on teacher education institutions.
In Scotland and Portugal, only a small percentage of the teacher educators appear to 
be aware of the policy documents published at national level. In Scotland, structures 
which could effectively support the development of a European dimension were in 
place before the policy document was published. Therefore, the policy did not 
significantly add to the development of a European dimension. Like the 
Netherlands, these structures are mainly related to initiatives at school and local 
authority level, rather than at teacher education level. Similarly, in Portugal, there 
has been a national drive to encourage the creation of European Clubs at school 
level, but activities have not included teacher education institutions.
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This cautious national development of a European dimension in education in 
Portugal and Scotland is perhaps hardly surprising. In Portugal, other pressing 
educational reforms are at the forefront; getting the national system of education in 
order, dealing with problems of overcrowding in schools, poor resources and 
untrained teachers, is the first priority. In Scotland, the political appetite for a 
European dimension has been lacking. Uncertainties surrounding the way forward 
on European integration were evident in the previous Conservative government and 
now matters appear to have come to a halt while officials wait to see what a Scottish 
Parliament will bring and what the UK position will be concerning the EU.
The analysis shows that in Denmark, the level of national intervention in the 
implementation of a European dimension is minimal. Decentralisation of 
responsibility is at the heart of the Danish education system, and consequently, the 
responsibility for the development of a European dimension rests with the teacher 
education institutions themselves. However, the interview data reveal that there is an 
International Rectors' Committee which liaises between the teacher educators and 
the Ministry of Education. It provides limited support for the development of a 
European dimension in the eighteen teacher education institutions. It is keen to 
assist in attracting students from other European countries to study in Denmark. 
Chapter Seven explained that one new criterion of the European Socrates fimding 
programme is reciprocity within the exchange programme. Therefore, in order to 
send students out to other European countries, Danish teacher education institutions 
must attract the same number of students in. Consequently, there is an emphasis on 
developing courses which can be delivered in English in order to overcome the 
language barrier. Of the two Danish institutions in this study, one already has an 
English language course in place and the other is working on developing one. This 
provides a concrete example of EU influence shaping institutional change.
In Slovakia there have been no initiatives at a national level to support directly the 
development of a European dimension in teacher education institutions. Where 
Slovakia differs from the other countries is that it is not a member of the EU. It only 
gained its independence in 1993 and is striving to establish a national identity. Also, 
it has an enormous task on its hands to implement changes within its education 
system to meet the criteria for membership of the EU. According to the European 
Commission Agenda 2000 (1997b), at present Slovakia fails to meet the required 
political conditions in terms of its practice of democracy and has scarcely begun the 
task of embodying EU legislation into national laws. Consequently, the meso level
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is hardly in a position to offer support to teacher educators about the implementation 
of a European dimension.
On the whole, the above discussion provides evidence of what the teacher educators 
describe as a lack of guidance and support from the meso level in the development 
of a European dimension. There are specific activities, such as national 
administration of the European funding programmes, which do provide teacher 
education institutions with information and funds, but developments are fragmented. 
There is not a systematic programme of national guidance for teacher education 
concerning the practical implementation of a European dimension in any of the five 
countries in this study. In the main, where there are policies they appear to remain 
largely at the level of rhetoric. In reality there is little change in practice in teacher 
education that can be attributed solely to them.
The findings indicate that the teacher educators interviewed are not in favour of top- 
down initiatives. Many go as far as to say that they would not be successful. 
However, it could be argued that relying solely on bottom-up initiatives may not 
have any greater chance of lasting success. The findings highlight two problems that 
limit the change process. The first is the general lack of dialogue between personnel 
at the national level and teacher educators about the inclusion of a European 
dimension in teacher education. Greater synergy between Ministries of Education 
(SOEID in Scotland, SEED from 1 July 1999) and teacher education institutions 
would help to raise the status of a European dimension in the eyes of several of the 
interviewees in this study. A combination of top-down and bottom-up initiatives, 
where teacher educators are given the kind of support they feel is relevant, would be 
the ideal context for the successful implementation of a European dimension.
The second problem concerns the fact that a European dimension is viewed largely 
in isolation from other educational changes. It appears to be frequently viewed as 
something extra to be added on top of other more pressing changes. The futility of 
trying to implement one innovation at a time in the change process has already been 
pointed out (Fullan, 1991). With a large number of other priorities, a European 
dimension may be viewed by some teacher educators as one change too many. An 
alternative perspective is necessary to overcome these views; one which recognises 
the contribution that a European dimension can make as an integral part of wider 
educational changes.
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Despite a lack of national guidance, the findings show that all the teacher education 
institutions in this study have an interest in European activities. The information 
gathered fi*om the interview data and the institutional course documentation was 
analysed using Bremer and Van der Wende's (1995) model which identifies 
different phases of change in relation to the development of a European dimension 
in education; namely, adoption, implementation and institutionalisation. This model 
is in accord with Fullan’s (1991) view of the phases of change in education in 
general. The three phases of change proved to be a useful framework for analysis. 
All of the teacher education institutions were selected because they were known to 
have an interest in a European dimension. Therefore, as expected, all proved to have 
adopted a European dimension and have moved to the stage of implementation. 
However, the results of this study show that the nature and scope of the 
implementation varies considerably.
The distinction between first and second order changes is important in 
understanding the factors involved in the institutionalisation of a European 
dimension in teacher education. Fullan (1991) points out that first order changes are 
those that improve the efficiency and effectiveness of what is currently being done, 
but do not disturb the basic organisational features, and do not alter substantially the 
way that people perform their roles. In other words, change is not deeply embedded 
in a person's behaviour or in the institutional structures. Second order changes, 
according to Fullan, seek to alter the fundamental ways in which organisations are 
put together, including new goals, structures and roles. This amounts to substantial 
change and is more likely to have a lasting affect on behaviours.
A first order effect of the European funding programmes in teacher education 
appears to be involvement in staff and student mobility programmes and joint 
European projects. A number of the teacher educators say that the experiences they 
have had during a staff exchange or while working with other European colleagues 
on a joint project has motivated them to make changes in their work with students. 
In these cases, the second order effect is curriculum change. The teacher educators 
in the Netherlands are particularly in favour of moves towards the implementation 
of a European dimension in course work and view this as a progressive step. Minnie 
(1996, App. 7) suggests that curriculum change is less ad hoc than staff and student 
mobility. In Slovakia, although for different reasons, curriculum innovations are 
also favoured, rather than mobility programmes.
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In Scotland, several of the teacher educators do not agree that progress in the 
development of a European dimension equates with a move from staff and student 
mobility programmes to curriculum development. Tweddle (1998, App. 9) believes 
that mobility programmes are important in themselves. He says that the time 
available for a European dimension in the formally taught course is so limited that 
any input could only be superficial. He emphasises that if it is about developing a 
European notion, that has to be learned, and the only way to learn it is to experience 
it through a mobility programme. He acknowledges that this could only ever involve 
a small number of students, but believes that a quality experience for a few students 
is better than a tokenistic input for all students. Some of the teacher educators in 
Denmark favour mobility programmes, others favour a combination of both 
mobility and curriculum development. There is no consensus of opinion concerning 
which approach is most appropriate. One might suggest that the ideal situation is an 
opportunity for all students and staff to take part in mobility programmes as this 
offers the greatest opportunity for active learning in a European dimension. 
However, in reality cost and time constraints do not make this a feasible option. 
Therefore, some form of effective curricular input that impacts on all student 
teachers is necessary. If it is deemed to be important and relevant to teacher 
education then it should not be relegated to an input for a select group of students. 
Added to this, focusing on first order changes, such as EU projects and exchange 
programmes serves to isolate the European dimension from more general 
educational changes. The changes made to accommodate projects and exchanges are 
often short-term and superficial. More significant changes to the curriculum, 
learning and teaching approaches or relationships between staff and students are not 
made. Under these circumstances it is less likely that a European dimension will 
reach the institutionalisation phase of change. The chances of it holding a stable or 
continuing place in the curriculum are reduced. As Fullan suggests, the challenge is 
to enable more second order changes - changes that affect the culture and structure 
of the teacher education institutions, restructuring roles, re-organising 
responsibilities and altering the curriculum.
The evidence collected does not help to resolve the ongoing debate regarding the 
most effective method of implementing a European dimension in the curriculum for 
student teachers. The interview data show that in the ten institutions a variety of 
approaches are utilised. These may be summarised as permeation for all students, a 
separate input for all students, elective courses for a small number of students, and 
opportunities for participation in mobility programmes and/or joint European 
projects for small numbers of students. The length of the separate inputs varies
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enormously from two days to a full five year degree programme. There is a lack of 
evaluative evidence to indicate which of these approaches are most effective in 
terms of developing a European dimension with student teachers.
Chapter Seven showed that six out of ten of the institutions include a European 
dimension for student teachers by means of a separate input. Although the design 
and structure of these inputs differs, examination of course documentation and the 
interview data reveals that elements of the content are similar. There is a strong 
intercultural focus in most, with reference to human rights. The majority of the 
course inputs provide knowledge about Europe and opportunities to discuss cultural 
similarities and differences. A small number include opportunities to carry out a 
short period of study in another European teacher education institution. The courses 
across the countries do not suggest that they are based on a random selection of 
content. On the contrary, the similarities appear to indicate that the European texts 
and/or collaboration through European programmes provide some structure and 
collective ideas and views about a developing discourse related to a European 
dimension in education. This indicates a gradual convergence of practice and 
intellectual thinking across the countries in this study. To some extent this accords 
with Foucault's view of a system of normalisation. Any attempt by the EU at direct 
intervention in the Member States' education systems in a move towards 
harmonisation would undoubtedly lead to confrontation. However, through the 
European programmes - designed to bring educational establishments and their staff 
and students together - convergence of educational ideas and acceptance of 
European integration appears, to some extent, to have been achieved.
Some teacher educators argue for a permeative approach, where a European 
dimension is included across a number of curricular areas, rather than a separate 
approach. However, not all interviewees are convinced about a permeative 
approach. Several highlight the danger of relying on this method. They say that a 
situation could arise where everybody and yet nobody takes responsibility for 
including it in course work. They conclude permeation does not work unless there is 
a conscious effort to identify the aims and then monitor their implementation. Some 
of the interviewees suggest that the permeative approach may not be entirely 
effective, but it is better than a separate input that has no impact on other parts of the 
course. Nevertheless, they acknowledge that if it is not separate the ideas may not be 
presented clearly enough to come together conceptually in the minds of students. 
Some of the teacher educators have different views about which approach is 
appropriate for the different forms of teacher education. For example, one of the
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teacher educators in Scotland believes that permeation is feasible in the four year 
primary education course, but a short separate input is necessary in the one year 
post-graduate courses (primary and secondary). Clearly the different teacher 
education courses pose different challenges for the effective implementation of a 
European dimension. These arguments for and against permeation and separate 
inputs may explain why some institutions opt for a combination of both approaches. 
The European dimension is not alone in the permeative versus separate input debate. 
Methodological difficulties are evident in the implementation of most cross­
curricular issues.
The value statement implicit in a permeative or separate approach must not be 
overlooked. Where there is only a permeative approach which is not made explicit, a 
European dimension may be perceived by the students as unimportant, or it may go 
unnoticed. An approach which strives to include it as an integral part of the course 
in a rigorous way, whether it be permeative, a separate input or a combination of 
both, makes a statement about its worth to staff and students. A related point that 
arose regarding implementation and the value attached to a European dimension is 
the way that it is assessed. In permeation models in particular, the assessment status 
of a European dimension is often uncertain. In Portugal, one of the teacher educators 
explains that because European Clubs are the favoured approach in schools, a 
European dimension is not directly linked to the curriculum and is not assessed. In a 
context where great emphasis is put on examination results, and where teachers' 
work is reduced to following a syllabus in order to prepare pupils for national 
examinations, anything that is not assessed is perceived by parents, pupils and to a 
certain extent the teachers themselves, as unimportant. In a situation where many 
student teachers focus their efforts on areas of the curriculum that they perceive as 
particularly relevant to their future employment, motivating them to take an interest 
in a European dimension that is not assessed is a difficult task.
A lack of effective evaluation of a European dimension emerged as a factor that has 
been seriously overlooked in the implementation process. One teacher educator in 
Scotland points out that there are no identified criteria to measure the success of the 
implementation, therefore, there is no way of gauging whether the students have 
grasped the concept. Concrete evidence to indicate for example, improved student 
learning including knowledge, skills, and attitudes would do much to illustrate the 
contribution that a European dimension can make to the learning process as a whole. 
Information can and should be gathered throughout the implementation process. 
This is particularly necessary in order to monitor the effectiveness of a permeative
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approach. A key factor for the successful implementation of a European dimension 
will be finding an effective method of evaluation.
Despite concerns about permeation, the treatment of a European dimension as a 
separate input would not appear to be the most effective approach, as it may provide 
the student teachers with a flawed model as the basis for their future teaching with 
pupils. The multi-dimensional nature of European initiatives suggests that a 
permeative approach would be more apposite, with the proviso that it has a clear set 
of aims and is carefully planned, monitored and evaluated. A European dimension is 
not a discipline, therefore it does not fit a single discipline model of implementation. 
Undoubtedly, this poses a challenge for effective implementation because of the 
way that teacher education courses are constructed, particularly in Portugal, 
Scotland and Slovakia. The courses are caught up in utilitarian, vocational, 
managerial perspectives and are predominately delineated by subjects and based on 
a defined set of competences that students teachers have to acquire, thus making 
cross-curricular elements such as a European dimension in education peripheral to 
the main task of educating teachers.
There is an urgent need to counter-balance the current reliance on specific 
competences with a renewed emphasis on values and dispositions that are essential 
to the teaching task. It has been pointed out that society has changed dramatically. 
The view of the world has altered. The amount of information available in any 
subject through technological means goes far beyond any text book or the 
knowledge of one teacher. Work practices have changed and will continue to 
change. The role of the teacher is now one that is far more than a provider of 
information. Concepts such as lifelong learning and active learning highlight the 
importance of pupils learning how to learn. Pupils need to be able to know how to 
access, acquire and process information, how to reflect on the learning process and 
how to define their own learning goals, as well as social skills such as working and 
co-operating with others. In this scenario, teachers must act as facilitators, assisting 
pupils to leam for themselves. A curriculum that is locked into the fulfilment of 
subject outcomes does not equate with the reality of life, where a range of skills, 
attitudes and behaviours, as well as knowledge, is required in order to survive and 
make sense of the world. This has significant implications for teacher education. 
Yet, teacher education institutions have been slow to respond. Any changes that 
have been made appear to have been around the edges of teacher education rather 
than a rethink of course structure and organisation. Fullan (1991) argues that trying 
to twist innovations into outdated frames or established patterns will not work.
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Teacher education needs to strip away course constraints and struggle out of the 
subject-based straight-jacket and examine the fundamental issues for education in 
tomorrow's society. In three out of the five countries in this study teacher education 
appears to be based on a curriculum model that is largely focused on subject 
outcomes rather than addressing the educational process as a whole. This does not 
imply that all teaching of subjects should be abandoned, but that the balance should 
be redressed. Mitter (1991) emphasises the importance of concepts such as the 
European dimension which require an inter-disciplinary approach. According to 
Mitter the components of teacher education which transcend the system of academic 
disciplines should be predominant and there should be a shift from a prevailing 
preoccupation with cognitive growth to concern for the development of the person 
as a whole. A series of questions need to be addressed. What is the purpose of 
education in the 21st century? What knowledge, skills and attitudes do pupils 
require? What kind of society will teachers work in? In relation to these questions 
what should teacher education be about? What makes a good teacher? What 
pedagogic skills do teachers require? What learning and teaching strategies and 
processes do they need to utilise? In order to prepare student teachers for the future, 
teacher education institutions must shift their focus to future educational needs. 
However, it is difficult for many teacher educators and teachers to grasp the shape 
of education of the future. As Slaughter (1989) suggests, 'There is a very large gap 
between the frequently mentioned 'speed of change' and the imaginative capacity to 
articulate credible future alternatives.' (p 264).
The report, Accomplishing Europe through Education and Training (European 
Commission, 1997a) points out that teaching is an activity that can less and less be 
viewed from within a subject disciplinary logic. It says that contemporary trends are 
towards a teacher's role becoming more multi-faceted, because it increasingly 
incorporates social, behavioural, civic, economic and technological dimensions. The 
report emphasises that many teachers do not have the training or experience to cope 
with this greatly extended cross-curricular role. This may signal a lack of 
understanding among teacher educators themselves as to how best to encourage 
cross-curricular issues such as a European dimension in education. Teacher 
educators need to examine cross-curricular issues more rigorously in order to 
identify effective strategies through research and staff development.
Clarification of the pedagogic value of a cross-curricular approach is a challenge 
which is presently being addressed in the Netherlands. The school curricula and
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teacher education courses are being reformed in order to focus more on the 
development of generic skills. Teachers have to work together in teams across the 
subject boundaries. This has required the teacher education institutions to look at the 
fundamental principles of the teaching task. It is unlikely that a universal paradigm 
for implementing cross-curricular issues will emerge that would be easily 
transferable to all the countries in this study; the cultural contexts vary between and 
within countries and specific methods for implementing change need to be 
considered in relation to national and institutional conditions. However, it may be 
that a set of general factors emerge that together constitute a strategy, which will 
enable other countries to leam from the experiences of the Netherlands.
Teacher education institutions operate within complex contexts. What is clear is that 
the implementation of a European dimension must be understood in the context of 
changes in teacher education institutions as a whole. Although all the interviewees 
have few difficulties providing reasons why a European dimension should be 
encouraged in teacher education, this does not mean that they all necessarily think 
that it should form part of the course in their institution. Once again there is an 
inconsistency in some of the interview responses. Acceptance of the need to include 
a European dimension appears to be at a superficial level. When is comes to 
discussing the details of implementation it is not wholeheartedly embraced by all the 
teacher educators interviewed. Its implementation rests on an acceptance that the 
political decision to bring about a European society has been taken and now teachers 
have a duty to prepare pupils for this reality. This view is not conducive to creating 
a positive or enthusiastic approach to the development of a European dimension in 
education. Considering the teacher education course as a whole they view it as 
something that would be desirable to include if time allowed, but not essential. 
Given the lists of teacher competences to be covered, Kirk (1998, App. 9) says that 
finding time to include a European dimension for all students will become 
increasingly difficult in his institution. Issues that are considered to be non-essential 
are likely to be pushed to the periphery of the course or omitted all together. This 
presents a very narrow view of teachers' work and serves to de-professionalise the 
teaching task and de-motivate the teaching force.
It is apparent that the implementation of a European dimension will not be effective 
if the power of deep-rooted teaching cultures to cling to known structures and 
methods is overlooked. Whitaker (1993) points out that greater awareness is needed 
of the complexities of organisational life and the extent to which cultural factors 
affect and influence the key decisions that are taken. Much more needs to be
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understood about the social conditions of change. Fullan (1993) suggests that 
changes to teaching cultures must precede any attempts to introduce structural 
reforms. He believes that reculturing leads to restructuring more effectively than the 
reverse. The enormity of the task cannot be over estimated. There needs to be 
increased awareness of the links between curricular development, institutional 
development and staff development. New initiatives will require lateral thinking in 
order to understand how they impact on teacher education cultures as a whole; staff, 
students, the curriculum, the infrastructure, the ethos of the institution, its aims and 
management strategies. How staff development articulates with these factors is a 
crucial consideration. Without staff development, teacher educators may feel 
inadequate and lacking in confidence when it comes to implementing change with 
student teachers. Staff development is needed to break the vicious circle where lack 
of knowledge results in lack of interest.
A New Conceptual Meaning of a European Dimension in Education
The implementation of a European dimension in teacher education appears to face 
an up-hill struggle. Its implementation will not be successful if it continues to be 
seen as something extra to insert into teacher education courses and it constantly has 
to battle for a place on a long list of priorities. Added to this, despite the range of 
definitions offered, many teacher educators have a narrow view of a European 
dimension and a limited understanding of the contribution it can make to the 
educational process as a whole. What is required is a new conceptual meaning of a 
European dimension in education.
The social and cultural benefits of a European union need to be more widely 
understood in order to give meaning to the construct. The characteristics of Europe 
which relate to peace, democracy, equality of opportunity, solidarity and human 
rights require to be far more visible than they are at present. More importantly what 
these concepts mean for education and teacher education must be understood. The 
democratic process needs to be seen as more than electing members of parliament. 
The people of the EU must feel able to participate and contribute in a way that is 
meaningful for them and for the construction of a European Community. Successful 
implementation of a European dimension based on these principles will depend to a 
large measure on significant shifts in professional attitudes and public opinion. 
Rather than pushing the implementation of a European dimension to the edge of 
educational practice, it has to capture a central place based on sound justification.
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Changes need to be implemented around two organising principles: the notion of 
citizenship and the development of critical thinking. First, the notion of citizenship 
signifies the dual perspective of the development of the individual and his 
contribution to society as a member of the European Community. As has been 
pointed out, citizenship will only become a reality if people want it and if it 
develops firom shared circumstances and experiences, with a sense of responsibility 
to one another and to the community in which they all live. This will require 
citizens, both as individuals and together, to develop a much firmer sense of agency. 
Education’s role must be about enabling people to participate actively as citizens in 
shaping a more democratic European society. In this context, civic responsibility 
and personal development must be mutually reinforcing. A European dimension in 
education offers teacher educators and students the possibility to work with other 
Europeans operating in similar educational establishments. This provides experience 
in collaborative learning and reflection, as well as developing an understanding of 
shared responsibility. Working together with others contributes to developing a 
sense of community, through the establishment of mutually supportive relationships. 
This type of European co-operation offers opportunities for powerful lessons about 
diversity, conflict-resolution and self-worth, learned through active participation in 
joint work.
A new conceptual meaning of a European dimension must be grounded on 
recognition of the importance of values education in today's integrated, yet diverse 
society. Student teachers must have the opportunity to develop a wide range of 
understandings covering much more then the formal content of what they teach and 
didactic techniques. A European dimension offers the possibility for personal 
identity to be given meaning through others in the wider community. Discussions of 
similarities and differences, points of unity and diversity can give meaning and 
value to one's own thoughts and opinions. Hermeneutic skills can be developed 
through dialogue with other Europeans enabling individuals to go beyond their 
initial position and take account of others' views; through debate and compromise 
individuals can leam to take a wider, more differentiated view. The development of 
these skills and attitudes require active not passive learners. New strategies must be 
employed to encourage learners to engage actively in the learning process.
Within the Member States concepts such as tolerance, liberalism and democracy 
have different meanings for different people according to their own experiences and 
situations. Central to a European dimension is the status and treatment of diversity 
in the EU. As Abdallah-Pretceille (1993) points out, what is needed is innovation.
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re-thinking heterogeneity and complexity, not from the starting point of a 
standardised structure, but from the richness of diversity. In other words, a shift in 
emphasis is needed so that understanding differences is the starting point for co­
operation rather than an attempt to move towards European conformity. 
Multiculturalism and intercultural understanding are not about the assimilation of 
different cultures into a common European culture. They are about exploring where 
different cultural processes meet, developing mutual respect and building bridges to 
create reference points that promote understanding. Differences should be celebrated 
as a rich resource for learning. Confronting other views of life gives students an 
excellent opportunity to examine their own position and extend the breadth and 
depth of their thinking. As has been argued earlier in this chapter, an essential 
element in a European dimension is the development of critical thinking. It is not 
about passive acceptance: it is about stimulating teachers to think for themselves, 
yet always be open to ways that help them to question what they do and why they 
do it. This view of a European dimension provides more positive educational 
reasons in answer to the question, 'Why should a European dimension be included in 
teacher education?'
It is clear that a European dimension in teacher education is not just about changing 
content in teacher education courses. Nor can it be defined in terms of outcomes; 
rather it must be viewed as a dynamic process that can make a significant 
contribution to opening the minds of teacher educators and students. It involves 
change at the cognitive, affective and behavioural levels. This emphasis on a 
European dimension as a process is a key point, which is not stressed in many of the 
interviews with the teacher educators. Accepting a European dimension as a process 
rather than content implies that a different set of learning and teaching strategies is 
required. A framework approach to a European dimension has been proposed which 
includes the development of knowledge, skills, attitudes and values. This implies 
the need for multi-dimensional changes to the learning and teaching process. Fullan 
(1991) says that three dimensions need to be considered to implement change: 
namely, use of new or revised materials; new teaching approaches; and alteration of 
beliefs. The analysis of the course documents in three of the teacher education 
institutions in this study revealed that changes to content have been made. Implicit 
in these documents was attitude change. Without observing the teacher educators at 
work with their students it is impossible to comment on the extent of changes made 
to teaching approaches. Clearly a range of approaches is required. However, active 
pedagogies are crucial to the development of critical awareness and independent 
reason, which in turn are essential in providing student teachers with the ability to
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contribute to a democratic society. Teacher education institutions themselves must 
be open to democratic principles and allow students to play a more active role in the 
decision-making processes. This means more than the token presence of a student 
on academic committees. There is a lot to be learned from the two Danish 
institutions visited. In both cases, students were able and used to voicing their 
opinions in the public domain, as democratic processes are part of their everyday 
life. Much of Grundtvig's philosophy which stresses the value of the people's voice 
is relevant to education today. For teachers to feel able to participate actively in the 
edueational decision-making process, they have to feel adequately prepared to do so. 
Teacher education institutions must offer a model of practice that enables and 
empowers teachers. Experience gained through dialogue with students and staff 
from other European teacher education institutions will challenge them to justify the 
educational system within their own country, offering a useful starting point for 
public discourse. This view of a European dimension offers a much broader 
perspective and one that is much more likely to appeal to teacher educators.
By way of conclusion to this section a model is proposed whieh illustrates the key 
proeesses which have been identified in this discussion (see Figure 4).
Critical Consciousness 
Unity
EconomicPolitical
Conflict ’ Resolution
SocialCultural
Diversity 
Democratic Principles
Figure 4: Implementing a European Dimension in Education
The model proposes four co-ordinates - diversity, unity, conflict, and resolution - 
encapsulated by critical consciousness and democratic principles. Education with a 
European dimension must prepare students for adaptability to change and a 
readiness to participate in conflict and resolution processes in order to understand 
the political, economic, social and cultural influences operating in Europe. To
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develop this readiness for change and a sense of European citizenship, learning and 
teaching strategies are required which enable students to engage in the democratic 
process and think critically. Opportunities for open discussion, debate and shared 
learning experiences are necessary in order to examine values and attitudes, 
challenge prejudices, amend assumptions and contribute to the development of 
mutual respect and understanding. It is important to note that each of the co­
ordinates interacts in a dynamic way. Awareness of the relationship between the 
four points is important. For example, any attempt to move from diversity towards 
greater harmonisation may lead to a strengthening of regional/national identities and 
result in opposition to unity. Implementing a European dimension in education is 
not a simple process. To be successful requires the commitment of the management, 
staff and students. However, lack of understanding of the potential of a European 
dimension to contribute to the learning and teaching process is a stumbling block to 
securing commitment. The key factor of staff development has already been raised, 
but deserves further emphasis. It is a factor which must be addressed in order to 
move a European dimension in teacher education forward. As Fullan (1991) points 
out, the essence of change is about learning new ways of thinking and doing, new 
skills, knowledge, attitudes and beliefs. 'It follows that staff development is a central 
theme related to change in practice.' (p 84).
Ensuring the place of a European dimension in teacher education
Without a change in perspective the future of a European dimension looks bleak. 
The evidence collected shows the precarious position a European dimension holds 
in many of the teacher education institutions visited. This could well be related to 
uncertainties about appropriate methodologies as well as a lack of understanding of 
its educational worth. According to Bremer and Van der Wende (1995), the last 
phase of the process of educational change is institutionalisation of the initiative. In 
this phase a European dimension should be an integral and sustainable feature of the 
institution's curricular programme, moving its implementation from the short term 
life of individual interests, to a long-term structure that outlives individual members 
of staff involvement. However, this is not yet the case; in the majority of the teacher 
education institutions in this study there is a lack of sustainable practice. The 
developments are to a large extent unpredictable and arise from chance encounters 
with people or from external initiatives which appear at different times throughout 
the academic year. Implementation is dependent on the dynamics of the staff. 
Consequently, what happens is linked to place, character and time, rather than a 
rational plan. It is accepted that educational change is difficult to implement;
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structures and practices are shaped by long traditions of teaching cultures. Academic 
practice is notably resistant to change nationally, therefore, changes initiated at a 
European level are likely to take even longer to be accepted into teachers' working 
practice. In terms of educational innovation a slow development, building 
incrementally on activities and projects, is not particularly unusual. Nevertheless, 
this does not mean that change should be haphazard and unplanned; were this the 
case, half-hearted measures are in danger of being reproduced in schools by teachers 
who have been inadequately prepared. Change is unpredictable and a fully rational 
approach to planning the implementation of a European dimension is not realistic. 
What is needed is not precise statements, but a framework for change that provides 
direction, but allows for flexibility, review and refinement according to changing 
circumstances.
Enthusiastic innovators are indispensable and personal interest is commendable. 
However, if the implementation of a European dimension rests on a single teacher 
educator or even a small group of staff, it may easily collapse if responsibilities 
change, enthusiasm wanes or staff leave the institution. Some teacher educators 
point out that a cause needs a champion, but to succeed he or she requires 
institutional backing. An infra-structure needs to be put in place to support and 
monitor the implementation process and this requires the backing of the 
management. This is crucial if a European dimension is to be more than a marginal 
activity within an institution. Bremer and Van der Wende (1995) emphasise that the 
aim is to embed a European dimension in a structural way into the work of a wide 
group of staff. To do this successfully an institutional policy is necessary. However, 
just as some teacher educators did not wish national guidance, similarly some say 
they prefer a bottom-up approach at an institutional level too. They recognise that it 
is necessary to have strong backing from the management team and that a European 
policy would be helpful in sustaining practice, but they also want to have ownership 
of the type of activities and the curricular changes that are made. In this situation, 
teacher educators must work alongside management to write an institutional policy 
and prepare an action plan. This is an ambitious aim, but one that is consistent with 
an institution recognising the need to function in a democratic way by allowing 
wider participation in the decision-making process. It typifies the approach taken in 
the two Danish institutions in this study.
The Socrates Programme (European Commission, 1997d) has had a hand in 
encouraging institutions to take a more long term view of the development of a 
European dimension through its introduction of an 'Institutional Contract'. In the
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first year of applying to the Socrates Programme each higher education institution 
had to prepare a European policy statement outlining what had been achieved in 
European activities and what structures were in place for its continued development. 
This seemed like a substantial move towards embedding a European dimension in 
higher education. However, the application guidelines said that the policy statement 
would not be evaluated and no effective way of monitoring whether these policies 
were in reality happening was put into place. Furthermore, there was a lack of 
follow-up in the subsequent years' applications. Year two of the programme did not 
ask for any detailed evidence of continued and effective implementation of the 
institution's European policy. This was partly because the institutions complained so 
loudly about the bureaucratic task of completing application forms. On the one 
hand, by not asking the institutions to provide evidence of continued 
implementation of their European policies, the European Commission missed an 
opportunity to encourage a more planned approach to the development of a 
European dimension in teacher education institutions. On the other hand, had it done 
so, it would have been open to criticism of heavy-handed intervention. 
Consequently, it took the non-controversial route. The present Socrates application 
guide states, 'The policy statement and description of activities should be regarded 
as the university's own plan whose realisation should not depend on the amount of 
Community support'. (European Commission, 1997d, p 10).
The argument for a new conceptual meaning highlights that a change in perspective 
is required and that this goes hand in hand with more active pedagogies in teacher 
education. To make the changes needed for effective implementation of a European 
dimension in education, it has been suggested that the starting point must be staff 
development. Teacher educators must be convinced that it is worthy of a more 
central place in their work with student teachers. Changing deep seated attitudes and 
encouraging different ways of working is a difficult task, but one that has to be 
confronted if teacher education is going to meet the challenges of the next century. 
Teacher educators need to experience for themselves - through active involvement - 
the benefits of a European dimension, in order to appreciate the value it holds for 
them and their students. Implementing a process rather than a defined set of content 
requires a team effort. It is necessary for all the teacher educators in an institution to 
understand what the process is about. Working in collaboration with colleagues 
across subject boundaries may be stimulating and threatening at the same time and 
needs careful handling to succeed. The very principles that teacher educators are 
trying to promote in their students are required, such as conflict resolution, 
compromise and negotiation. This provides a pathway to finding more effective
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strategies for implementing cross-curricular elements. The involvement of staff in 
the change process is an essential component; without ownership confidence and 
motivation is eroded.
As this study has sought to highlight, implementing a European dimension is part of 
a much wider process of change that is needed in teacher education. It offers a way 
of developing student teachers' thinking through contact with others, and bears a 
closer relation to the interdependent society in which student teachers will live and 
work. Incorporating a European dimension in teacher education will contribute to 
closing the gap between a society that is increasingly more integrated and education 
systems based on national requirements. The link between a European dimension 
and education for life in a democratic society has been emphasised. Providing for a 
more democratic teacher education requires management in teacher education 
institutions and national policy-makers to be open to providing a forum for students 
and staff to participate actively in the development of educational discourse. This 
opportunity for discourse should not be limited to institutional or national 
groupings, but be extended to the wider European community. Institutional support 
for the development of collaborative learning environments and closer 
communication and exchange with other European teacher education institutions has 
been shown to be a key issue. Any support given must be more than rhetoric to be 
meaningful. It must include a sound infrastructure ensuring continuity and quality in 
the development of a European discourse.
Summary of the main findings of the study
The summary of the main finding is arranged around a number of key factors and 
themes that have emerged fi*om this study. It is important to note that while the 
factors and themes are listed separately they cannot be considered in isolation. In 
concert they affect the implementation of a European dimension in education in an 
inter-related way.
Influence o f EU The findings show that firom a legal point of view the EU 
documents are not influential. The EU cannot intervene directly in the educational 
matters of the Member States. Nevertheless, the resolutions, treaties and papers have 
resulted in some action at a national level to promote a European dimension in all 
five countries in this study. However, it is the European funding programmes that 
have been a major influence on the development of a European dimension in all ten 
teacher education institutions in this study. They served as a catalyst for the start up
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of many of the European activities. Without the funding for joint projects and 
exchanges a European dimension may not have been adopted in the majority of 
institutions.
Influence o f the societal changes A European dimension has been shown to be part 
of a much wider process of change required in education. The impetus for change is 
driven by the needs of a complex and fast-moving post-modern world. A 
combination of altered political and economic structures, scientific and technical 
advance, different working patterns and new epistemological and pedagogical 
approaches are the driving forces for change. These changes are all raised in the 
European documents. The findings suggest that a European dimension can 
contribute to the changes needed in education. For example, the establishment of 
collaborative learning environments requires people to engage actively in the 
learning process. Effective collaboration can increase understanding of the potential 
to leam from diversity. Through a European dimension critical and reflective 
thinking, decision-making, conflict resolution, problem solving and communicative 
skills may be developed in order to enable students and pupils to participate 
effectively as citizens in a democratic society.
National influence The findings indicate that the majority of teacher educators in 
this study believe that there has been little national influence on the development of 
a European dimension in teacher education. Where national policies have been 
published they appear to have had limited impact at a teacher education level with 
the exception of the Netherlands. Political will at a national level in the Netherlands 
creates a climate that is conducive to the development of a European dimension in 
teacher education. Although many of the initiatives were more directly aimed at 
schools, a national inffastmcture of funding and support serves to give a European 
dimension a higher profile and makes it more central to educational change than in 
the other countries in this study.
The situation in Denmark illustrates that national support can be given to a 
European dimension through devolved means. Although the Ministry of Education 
is not in favour of a national policy, it provides funding for a network to enable the 
European co-ordinators from all eighteen teacher education institutions to meet and 
exchange views and ideas. This network contributes significantly to the 
development of a European dimension in teacher education in Denmark.
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None of the teacher educators interviewed wish for a top-down approach to the 
development of a European dimension. They have no desire for lists of competences 
or a prescribed European dimension curriculum. The teacher educators want the 
freedom to implement a European dimension in a way that is relevant and makes 
sense for them, their students and the context in which they work. A participant- 
involved rather than a bureaucratie-management approach is preferred. However, 
some of those interviewed believe that a national statement of support or a set of 
guidelines is needed to raise the status of a European dimension in education. They 
believe that what is needed is a combination of bottom-up and top-down 
approaches.
Influence o f a strong advocate The findings indicate that a key factor in the 
development of a European dimension in the ten teacher education institutions in 
this study is the interest, commitment and motivation of an individual or a small 
group of teachers educators. It is their drive and enthusiasm that led to the 
development of a European dimension. Without the commitment of staff in these 
institutions and their interest in European programmes and activities a European 
dimension may never have got off the ground. However, the findings show that after 
the adoption phase if a European dimension is going to amount to more than a set of 
activities at the periphery of teacher education, a significant number of staff need to 
work together to embed it within the course. Involvement in European programmes 
amounts to first order changes. To ensure institutionalisation of a European 
dimension the emphasis needs to shift to second order changes, that require 
adjustments to the organisation, structure and content of teacher education courses, 
new learning and teaching approaches and different relationships between staff and 
students.
Influence o f institutional management The study found that in a small number of 
cases the institutional management are either in favour of the implementation of a 
European dimension or play a role in supporting its development. This support is an 
important factor. Institutional mission statements that include the development of a 
European dimension indicate that its educational value is recognised. However, this 
has to amount to more than policy rhetoric. The links between the different change 
processes needed have to be co-ordinated and managed in order to form a coherent 
and understandable picture. Involving staff (willing or reluctant) in the change 
process needs management, especially when it involves large numbers of staff from 
different departments. Adequate resourcing in terms of time, money and personnel 
requires management decisions. The findings suggest that it is unlikely that a
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European dimension will enter the institutionalisation phase without management 
backing. In some cases institutional managers may require a national statement of 
support for a European dimension in order to change their views about the value or 
status of it in teacher education.
Influence o f different forms o f teacher education Although the findings show there 
is evidence of a convergence of views suggesting a developing European discourse 
influenced by societal changes on a European and global scale, this masks 
differences in underlying learning and teaching philosophies. The majority of 
teacher educators interviewed claim to support the active participative learning 
methods suggested for the effective implementation of a European dimension and 
they emphasise the need for a curriculum that caters for cognitive/academic and 
personal/social goals. However, the evidence shows that the institutions in this study 
are at different stages of the change process. The differences in the magnitude of 
change required to learning and teaching approaches means that some countries, and 
some institutions, face greater challenges in order to develop a European dimension 
in teacher education. The findings also indicate that a subject-approach to teacher 
education is dominant in many, but not all, of the institutions. Underlying subject 
dominance is often a philosophy that emphasises cognitive learning to the detriment 
of personal and social development. Undoubtedly this creates difficulties for the 
successful implementation of cross-curricular issues such as a European dimension. 
An understanding of the relationship between the different organisational structures 
and the underlying learning philosophies is necessary if the difficulties are to be 
resolved.
Influence o f teaching cultures The importance of not underestimating deeply-rooted 
teaching cultures emerged as an important factor in the implementation process. 
Changes to conventional ways of doing things are threatening and unsettling. 
Different staff members undoubtedly react to change in different ways. Many of the 
teacher educators interviewed in this study appear to belong to 'prospector' rather 
than 'defender' cultures (Miles and Snow, 1978), in that they recognise that 
maintaining the status quo is not an option. They are willing and ready to adopt and 
implement change. This state of readiness for change cannot be considered as a 
typical characteristic of all teacher educators. A European dimension in education is 
still a relatively new concept and resistance to change is not unusual or unexpected. 
The challenge of changing teaching cultures must be addressed if the 
implementation of a European dimension is to be successful.
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Clarity o f rationale The analysis of the interview data and the textual material 
shows that the promotion of a European dimension did not stem initially from an 
educational justification. The findings suggest that it was not a case of teacher 
educators identifying a need which had to be addressed. The rationales indicate that 
the majority of the interviewees believe that economic and political integration is 
the driving force leading to the promotion of a European dimension in education. 
This has caused problems in the implementation phase. The reasons why a European 
dimension should be included in teacher education were not adequately explored 
before the implementation process. Activities and changes unfolded in an 
evolutionary way. Now that the implementation process is under way, three levels 
of need can be identified. Firstly, what are the needs of teacher educators in the 
change process? What new knowledge, skills, attitudes, values or teaching 
approaches do they need in order to assist student teachers in the implementation of 
a European dimension? Second, what is it that students need to know, understand 
and do in order to implement a European dimension in their future work with 
pupils? Third, what are the needs of pupils growing up in a more integrated, rapidly 
changing world? What kind of European dimension would contribute to their 
learning? A clearer picture of the educational needs at each level may go some way 
to answering the 'why' questions surrounding a European dimension and should 
make for more effective planning and execution of the implementation process.
Clarity o f meaning The findings show that there is ambiguity concerning the 
definition of a European dimension in education. There is unanimous agreement that 
it is not a single easily definable concept, and this has created difficulties for the 
implementation process. An abundance of different meanings has led to diffuse 
goals and confusion over where and how to start. The definitions proposed by the 
teacher educators indicate that many have a narrow view of what it is, despite saying 
it is multi-dimensional. Not all the interviewees recognise the contribution that a 
European dimension can make to the learning process as a whole. Its role in 
developing generic skills is referred to by many interviewees, but not all. From the 
analysis of the findings a framework approach to achieving greater clarity of 
definition is suggested - education about Europe, for Europe and through Europe. 
The development of knowledge, skills, values, attitudes and beliefs is central to 
these three elements. From the framework sets of aims can be identified which may 
be fulfilled through the various components of teacher education courses. A key 
factor in the successful implementation of a European dimension in teacher 
education will be creating a new conceptual understanding of it, drawing attention to
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the breadth of its definition and the contribution it can make to the wider changes 
needed in education in an integrated and post-modern world.
Complexity o f changes The framework approach to defining a European dimension 
means that a complex set of changes is needed, because of the overlap between 
several educational processes. For example, the study identified links between 
values education, citizenship education, intercultural education, international and 
global education and communication and information technology. The findings 
suggest that in order to accommodate the complexity of these inter-connected 
educational processes in a meaningful way changes need to be made to the curricula, 
to learning and teaching approaches and to teacher educators' and students' beliefs 
and attitudes. Because of the multi-dimensional nature of a European dimension the 
study suggests that permeation is the most apposite model for the implementation of 
a European dimension in teacher education, with the proviso that it has a clear set of 
aims and is carefully planned, monitored and evaluated. Although all ten institutions 
claim to have a permeative approach to the development of a European dimension, 
not all teacher educators interviewed are convinced that it is effective. Many of the 
problems regarding the efficacy of a permeation model stem from the organisational 
structure of the majority of teacher education courses. Added to this, lack of interest 
or understanding of the value of cross-curricular issues in some institutions 
increases the difficulties surrounding effective implementation. Changing traditional 
models which limit the possibilities of cross-curricular learning is a key factor in the 
successful implementation of a European dimension. The enormity of the task and 
the complexity of the changes needed is accentuated when the European dimension 
is considered in isolation. It could be argued that when it is situated alongside the 
wider changes needed to the learning and teaching process, rather than adding to the 
challenges to be faced it may provide solutions to some of them. A European 
dimension must be considered as an integral part of changes to the learning and 
teaching process.
Along with the change factors identified in the study findings, the following key 
themes in the implementation process also emerged.
European citizenship, democracy, critical consciousness and empowerment These 
four themes are closely inter-linked. Together they are central to the effective 
development of a European dimension in teacher education. The findings show that 
for the EU the overarching aim of a European dimension in education is to 
contribute to preparing people for, and enabling them to participate in, a European
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community. However, a political plan that is based on democratic ideals cannot be 
imposed. It has to be accepted through discussion, participation and negotiation. The 
EU documents emphasise that the essence of a European society must be a feeling 
of European citizenship. Teacher educators and their students in four out of the five 
countries in this study live and work in the EU, and education should reflect this 
context. The findings illustrate that the teacher educators’ views in this study about 
European integration are not all formulated from first-hand knowledge or experience 
of European documents or initiatives. Many of the interviewees are uncomfortable 
with the notion of a European dimension in education preferring an international 
dimension, because they do not wish to present a Eurocentric approach. However, 
European citizenship education is not about indoctrination of an ideology. 
Demonstrating the educational value of diversity is as important a component of a 
European dimension as seeking reference points of unity. Education must act as an 
mediator, not to integrate people into a particular social structure, but to provide 
them with knowledge and understanding which allows them to make their own 
reasoned judgements. The development of a critical consciousness is an integral part 
of this process. To participate in the construction of a union, people need to feel part 
of the process and need to be able to communicate effectively in order to have a say 
in what is being created. Teacher educators, teachers and students must feel 
empowered in order to be able to contribute to the development of a democratic 
society. Providing for a more democratic teacher education requires management in 
teacher education institutions and national policy-makers to be willing to enable 
students and staff to participate actively in the development of educational 
discourse.
Reculturing, restructuring and collaboration These three themes must be considered 
together and interact with the other themes and factors mentioned in this summary. 
The institutionalisation of a European dimension requires more than superficial 
change. The emphasis on a permeative approach means that teacher educators must 
work together in teams across subject boundaries to plan strategies for its 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation. The findings highlight the need for 
restructuring in order to alter the organisational arrangements in teacher education to 
enable the effective implementation of a European dimension in a multi and inter­
disciplinary way. The need to take account of long standing teaching cultures in the 
change process is vital. Attitudes, values and beliefs about teacher education, the 
way things are done and relationships between staff and students, are not easy to 
change. Attempts to restructure teacher education without first considering the need 
for reculturing are unlikely to result in meaningful or long lasting change.
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Collaboration between teacher educators within institutions and with colleagues at a 
European level emerged from the findings as a key theme in the reculturing process. 
It is suggested as a way to break down subject barriers and to encourage teacher 
educators and teachers to see the learning and teaching process from different 
perspectives. Meaningful collaboration should enable exchanges of ideas, methods 
and learning and teaching resources, encourage reflection, assist teacher educators in 
questioning their own practice and inspire them to do things differently.
Planning The findings suggest that there are pockets of good practice in the 
development of a European dimension in teacher education. However, many of the 
initiatives in the sample of institutions in this study do not hold a stable position in 
the teacher education courses. In some cases arrangements are on an ad hoc basis, 
with a range of different activities occurring from year to year. It is accepted that 
with so many variables impacting on the change process a fully rational plan is not 
realistic. However, improved planning which provides direction and allows for 
flexibility and adaptation is essential for the institutionalisation of a European 
dimension. The planning process must be ongoing and include a blend of top-down 
and bottom-up activities. The framework - education about Europe, for Europe and 
through Europe - should be used as a basis for discussion and planning. An action 
plan should indicate where and how a European dimension will be incorporated 
across the curriculum. Some course elements may be more suited to the inclusion of 
knowledge about Europe and skills for Europe, while others may be more conducive 
to exploring attitudes and values. The implementation of a European dimension 
should not be contrived. It should be included in teacher education where it is 
relevant and meaningful to do so. Clarifying the roles and responsibilities of staff 
and management in the institutionalisation of a European dimension must be an 
integral part of the planning process. The focus of the plan on ensuring that ways are 
found to embed a European dimension across the course elements should not mean 
that separate activities are dismissed entirely. European joint curricular projects, 
staff and student exchanges have been highlighted as important aspects of a 
European dimension. Planning how these activities can be used to enrich the 
curriculum is what has been lacking. The challenge is to plan ways to link the 
separate activities to the on-going teacher education course. Feedback concerning 
the quality of a European dimension in teacher education is essential. An effective 
monitoring and evaluation system must be devised at the planning stage. Quality 
assurance mechanisms should provide information about the implementation 
process as well as the learning outcomes.
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Staff development Implementing a European dimension in teacher education is about 
change. Staff need to know what a European dimension is about in order to feel able 
and confident to embrace the changes required. They also need to understand why it 
is relevant, how it contributes to teacher education and how they integrate it in their 
work. Consequently, staff development emerged as a key theme in the change 
process and essential to the institutionalisation of a European dimension. A variety 
of different forms of staff development must be considered, including opportunities 
for collaboration with colleagues at institutional, national and European levels. 
Support should be given to enhance knowledge and understanding of a European 
dimension and to clarify how it articulates with other changes in the learning and 
teaching process. Support mechanisms and ongoing staff development must be 
considered in the planning process.
A future perspective The findings suggest that the rapid changes in society have not 
been matched by changes in the education system. Educational thinking is oriented 
to the present. The rate of change in an integrated information society gives 
increased importance to the ability to leam new skills, take in new concepts, assess 
new situations, make sense of diverse views and deal with the unexpected. The 
impact of information and communication technology makes European and 
international collaborative learning environments a real possibility for all teacher 
educators and students. The ability to predict the needs of the future or even 
contemplate education in the future is difficult. As the COMMITT Report (Plomp et 
al, 1996) points out, language to describe education in the future is lacking. 
However, teacher education must be at the forefront of change and teacher educators 
should play a central role in the change process. They need to be proactive and 
creative in shaping the education of the future. Innovations such as a European 
dimension in education which can contribute to extending and enriching the 
learning process should form an integral part of a futures perspective.
Key issues that should be considered at European, national and institutional 
levels in order to implement a European dimension in teacher education in an 
effective wav
The implementation of a European dimension in teacher has been shown to be a 
complex process. Much more than a set of key principles relating to policy-making 
is necessary to encourage its development in teacher education. A range of actions at 
European, national and institutional levels is required. Specific reference will be 
made to initiatives recommended in Scotland.
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The content of EU documents needs to relate more to the lives of teacher educators, 
teachers, students and pupils. The language used in European documents is often 
idealistic and abstract and the discourse appears removed from the day to day reality 
of schools and teacher education institutions. Teachers and teacher educators should 
be more involved than at present in writing and reviewing the content of the 
European documents. This more democratic approach will contribute to bringing 
policy and practice together and make the documents more understandable and 
relevant to practitioners. An infrastructure for more effective communication 
between European, national and institutional levels is required, one which not only 
allows the free flow of information, but enables teacher educators to enter into 
dialogue with European and national decision-makers in order to present their 
views.
Improved dissemination of good practice is needed. Some dissemination of the 
results of European activities already takes place through information campaigns 
and via a European web site, but much more needs to be done in order to share good 
practice and provide teacher educators with concrete examples of the 
implementation of a European dimension. Greater emphasis should be put on the 
development of European networks of teacher educators in order to exchange views 
and share innovative ideas and methods.
Continuity of EU funding for joint projects and exchanges in teacher education is 
essential. National funding in addition to European funding is not available to the 
same extent in each of the countries in this study. Also, continued emphasis must be 
given to the institutional plan in higher education institutions' applications for 
funding. To encourage institutionalisation of a European dimension simplified 
annual reporting should indicate how staff and student exchanges and joint projects 
articulate with the curricular work of teacher education.
A prescriptive European policy on the development of a European dimension in 
education is not recommended. A single European policy could not account for the 
diverse teacher education arrangements in the institutions in this study. The cultural 
distinctiveness of each country and each institution means that a European policy 
including detailed operational plans is not feasible or desirable. The policy-making 
process varies in the different contexts. A prescriptive European policy would be 
controversial, invoking conflicting opinion and may stifle rather than promote 
development. One of the underlying principles of democracy means that policy­
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making must take account of differing beliefs and values. This emphasises why 
European documents need to continue to act as a catalyst for action while allowing 
enough freedom to accommodate the range of circumstances in each Member State.
Development of a European dimension should be integrated into future national 
education policy documents relating to teacher education, in order to move it from a 
position at the edge of educational change. The downside of the general nature of 
the EU documents is that it leads to imprecision and vagueness of meaning which is 
confusing for those trying to implement a European dimension. The general 
statements of the EU need be teased out at a national level and incorporated into the 
Member States' own educational policy documents in a way that is appropriate and 
relevant. This would help to raise the profile of a European dimension in education.
Cultural differences mean that at a national level a specific policy concerning a 
European dimension is not appropriate in all cases. The experience of Denmark 
illustrates that an approach which does not favour a national policy can still lead to 
the development of a European dimension in teacher education. However, the 
findings suggest that in Scotland a national statement concerning a European 
dimension is necessary. A Scottish characteristic is to look to the centre for the 
development of educational innovations. There needs to be a political willingness to 
promote the values associated with the development of a European dimension. A 
political climate conducive to a European dimension in education is important for its 
development, as the situation in the Netherlands has shown. Personnel at a national 
level ultimately take the decisions about the allocation of resources and 
responsibilities associated with the operationalisation of a new initiative. The 
national statement must provide an indication of the political will to develop a 
European dimension in education and outline its educational value by linking it to 
wider changes in education.
A policy {Scottish Education and the European Community - Policy, Strategy and 
Practice, SOED, 1994) was published in Scotland after many initiatives had been 
taken to include a European dimension in teacher education. However, the findings 
show that the policy had little impact on any further developments in teacher 
education. What is required is a different policy-making approach. The need for 
teacher educators to have a voice in educational developments in a democratic 
society has been emphasised. A key principle for future policy-making is a 
participant-involved approach. Teachers and teacher educators' lack of motivation to 
read or act on European or national policies concerning a European dimension may
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be linked to the bureaucratic and political approach normally taken. In this scenario, 
the majority of the teachers and teacher educators feel removed from the proposals 
made for change. Existing teaching cultures are not taken into accoimt. A shift must 
be made to a professional approach to policy-making. In other words, a policy 
concerning the implementation of a European dimension in teacher education must 
involve teacher educators and students in the policy-making process. They must 
have an opportunity to express their opinions on the policy proposals. The 
effectiveness of the policy will depend on concepts of collaboration, discussion, 
negotiation and compromise. The final product should not be detailed and 
prescriptive. A guiding framework that provides clarity of direction, but allows 
practitioners freedom of interpretation according to their own context is what is 
necessary.
It is recognised that a policy arrived at by democratic means, taking account of 
teacher educators' views would be demanding of time and may slow up the 
implementation process. Consequently, the development of policy has to be 
managed. For this reason a combination of top-down and bottom-up collaboration is 
advocated; students, teachers, teacher educators and national personnel working 
together to develop a framework for action. A policy must more than rhetoric. A 
combination of a national statement, an infrastructure of support and adequate 
resources to stimulate action is more likely to result in change.
Communication and collaboration between teacher educators at a European level 
has been recommended. A network of teacher educators at national level, who meet 
to exchange views and ideas about European and international activities, similar to 
the model in Denmark is also recommended. A representative from the International 
Relations Branch should join the meetings in order to allow two-way exchanges of 
information. This would go a long way to solving communication problems and 
information flows between national and institutional levels.
An up-dated General Teaching Council (GTC) statement about a European 
dimension in education is needed. The findings indicated the importance of the GTC 
paper, {The European Dimension in Initial Teacher Training, 1990) in initiating 
action. Together with a statement from SOEID (from 1 July 1999, SEED) this 
would serve to re-activate thinking about the development of a European dimension 
in teacher education in Scotland.
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Improving foreign language competence in Scotland needs to receive greater 
support from a national level. Funding to continue the foreign language initiatives in 
primary schools is required. In addition, secondary school pupils should not be 
allowed to opt out completely from language studies. Those not involved in 
certificate classes should be encouraged to participate in communication classes. 
These classes should involve pupils in linking directly, via the internet and/or a 
video-conference, with pupils in the country of the language they learning.
Despite the presence of a national policy and an infrastructure of support, if teacher 
educators are not convinced that a European dimension has a sound educational 
justification and that time and resources will be provided to allow them to prepare 
for changes needed, they are unlikely to give it more than lip service in their work. 
The implementation of a European dimension will ultimately depend on the level of 
receptiveness of teacher educators, the extent to which they view it as relevant in 
their work and the availability of resources to support its development. A forum 
must be provided at institutional level to enable all staff to engage in discussion and 
debate about the value of a European dimension in teacher education. Substantive 
information must be given to teacher educators in order to enable them to review 
critically the educational rationale for a European dimension and its relationship to 
wider changes needed in teacher education.
Teacher educators need to go beyond the stage of thinking about a European 
dimension as something extra to add to the curriculum. In order to implement it 
successfully it is necessary to institutionalise change within the different course 
elements to achieve multi- and interdisciplinary learning. Effective cross-curricular 
learning will require a commitment to new ways of thinking and working and 
improved communication between staff to enable shared decision-making. A review 
of the whole course structure and a plan for change is needed. Rather than approach 
teacher education through subject disciplines, teacher educators must begin from a 
broader context, thinking about what is fundamental to teacher education in a post 
modem society. The focus must be on the common goal of raising the quality of 
teacher education. Consideration of ways of enriching the learning and teaching 
process to make it relevant to the future must be at the heart of the changes. Teacher 
education institutions have a critical role in the process of adapting and altering the 
educational curriculum to meet the needs of a changing world. In terms of a 
European dimension the curriculum should be examined in order to reflect the 
reality of an integrated European society.
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A recognition of the complexity of the changes is needed. Paradigm shifts are not 
easy, particularly when they challenge taken for granted beliefs about the way things 
are usually done. The principles of collaboration and participation advocated at 
European and national levels are also relevant to teacher education institutions. 
Teacher educators and students must be involved actively in the change process. 
The meaning of a European dimension and an understanding of its role in learning 
and teaching will only be derived fi*om an active process of involvement.
Establishment of a collaborative work culture will undoubtedly create tensions. The 
content and the process of change must be taken into account. Roles need to be 
redefined and traditional mindsets altered. Conflict and disagreement will inevitably 
occur. Sensitivity to staff attitudes, values and beliefs is essential. Acceptable 
compromises to enable working solutions must be sought through joint negotiation. 
The institutional management team must support the need for time to be set aside 
for staff development and for cross-curricular teams to collaborate in order to ensure 
a joint plan of action for effective permeation of a European dimension in teacher 
education courses.
A senior member of staff should be given responsibility to co-ordinate the change 
process. Without co-ordination across the curricular areas, development will be 
fragmented. Clarity concerning the development of a European dimension is 
needed, but it vital that the process of designing a plan of action does not isolate a 
European dimension from other change processes. The changes to incorporate a 
European dimension must not stand apart from the whole course review. A 
European co-ordinator or a small group of staff should not take sole responsibility 
for the development of a European dimension. Different teams of staff, management 
and students must work together to plan how a range of initiatives such as a 
European dimension contributes to a more relevant teacher education for the 21st 
century.
The intention of this study was to add to research concerning the implementation of 
a European dimension in teacher education. It has shown that there are many 
challenges to be faced. The development of a European dimension is at present 
surrounded by doubts about its educational value, ambiguity about its definition and 
confusion about the most effective methods of implementation. However, the study 
highlights the ways in which a European dimension creates new possibilities for 
learning and teaching and offers different perspectives of education. It is hoped that 
this study will help teacher educators to review critically the value of a European
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dimension, and cross-curricular learning in general, and consider the role it plays in 
teacher education for the future. The development of a European dimension should 
be recognised as an important factor in the adjustment of the educational process to 
the new political, economic, social and cultural environment.
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Glossary
CBEVE C entral B ureau for Educational Visits 
and Exchanges. Offices in  London and 
Edinburgh. Provide support in  term s of 
inform ation, advice and lim ited funding 
to promote in ternationalisation. Also 
acts as the UK N ational Agency to 
dissem inate E uropean funds re la ting  to 
the decentralised European action 
programmes.
CEDEFOP European Centre for the  Development of 
Vocational Training. Set up  to increase 
the  flow of inform ation about vocational 
train ing  between the  Member S tates of 
the EU.
CEVNO Centre for European Form ing Education 
in  the N etherlands. An organisation set 
up in  1961 to promote European 
in tegration through education.
CIBB The national Centre for the  Innovation 
of Vocational E ducation and Training in  
the N etherlands. CIBB is a  support 
organisation for education and industry  
whose object is the  reform  of vocational 
train ing  courses. One aim  is the  
in ternationalisation of the 
apprenticeship system , secondary 
vocational education, adu lt education 
and industry.
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CIDREE Consortium of Institu tions for 
Development and Research in  Education 
in  Europe. Network formed in  the early 
1990s by the N etherlands, Scotland, 
France and Ireland to promote 
European activities.
CRE Committee of European U niversity 
Principals
Comett European Funding program m e (Now 
finished) It was prim arily  concerned 
w ith  reinforcing tra in ing  in  technology.
Council of Europe Set up in  1949, the  Council of Europe is 
a pohtical intergovernm ental 
organisation. I t is quite distinct from the 
European Union Member S tates. I t aims 
to: protect hum an  righ ts and  democracy; 
promote awareness of a  European 
cultural identity; seek solutions to 
problems facing European society; 
develop a political partnersh ip  w ith 
Europe's new democracies and  assist 
C entral and E astern  E uropean countries 
w ith  their political, legislative and 
constitutional reform s. A t 1 M arch 1996 
i t  had  39 m em ber countries.
Council of M inisters 
DG22
See Appendix 12
Following the T reaty  of European Union 
(1992) a  departm ent in  the  European 
Commission was se t up to take 
responsbility of education. The 
Commission is divided into tw enty-three 
Directorates-General or departm ents, 
commonly known as DGs. Each one has 
d is tin c t responsib ilitie s  in  a  specific
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DG22 (Cont.) field. The education departm ent is 
known as DG22.
E rasm us European funding program m e, now p a rt 
of Socrates. Set up to encourage the 
mobility of students and sta ff in  h igher 
education.
ERT
ETUCE
European Round Table of Industriahsts
The European Trade Union Committee 
for Education
Euregio
Eurodesk
Dutch cross-border project in  the  field of 
education. The aim  is to stim ulate 
cooperation betw een educational 
institu tions, particu larly  in  the  border 
regions.
Agency launched in  Scotland in  1990 to 
provide inform ation and  support for 
developing a  European dimension in 
schools and fu rther and higher 
education institu tions. Since 1990 other 
countries have sought to se t up sim ilar 
agencies modelled on the  Scottish 
Eurodesk.
European Commission
European Parliam ent
Eurydice
See Appendix 12 
See Appendix 12
The Education Inform ation Network in  
the European Union. I t  w as set up in  
1980 w ith  a  double aim  : to promote 
exchanges of inform ation and experience 
betw een pohcy m akers and, more 
generally, to provide inform ation to all
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Eurydice (Cent.) those involved in  the  field of education 
in  Europe.
E uropean Platform The European Platform  for Dutch 
Education was set up in  1990 by the 
M inister of Education and Science. The 
European Platform  aim s to streng then  
the  European dim ension and promote 
the  in ternationalisation  of Dutch 
education as provided by prim ary  and 
secondary schools and  in itia l teacher 
education program m es.
FOCO Formacao C ontinua de Professores e de 
Responsaveis Pela Adm inistracao 
Educacional. Portuguese program m e to 
enhance the continuing professional 
development of teachers. (Supported by 
European Funding)
GROS A D utch funding program m e to promote 
cross-border educational collaboration.
HBO Higher Vocational Education in  the 
N etherlands
HOOP Dutch Higher Education and Research 
Plan. I t calls for less em phasis on 
studen t mobility and more a tten tion  to 
be directed tow ards curriculum  
development. Major them es are the  
strategic position of D utch education in  
the  long term  and  the positioning of 
Dutch higher education in  the  global 
m arket.
HBO Higher professional education in  the 
N etherlands
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IRB International Relations B ranch of the 
Scottish Office Education and Industry  
D epartm ent
Leonardo European funding program m e aim ed a t 
stim ulating development in  vocational 
education in  the EU and associated 
countries.
Lingua European Union funding program m e 
now p art of Socrates. Set up to promote 
the  teaching and learn ing  of EU 
languages.
Nuffic TheN etherlandsU niversities Foundation 
for In ternational Cooperation.
Nuffic, which was set up in  1952, is the 
independent Dutch organisation for 
in ternational cooperation a t  higher 
education level. I t  aim s to encourage, 
support and improve in ternational 
cooperation and the  in ternational 
exchange of people and ideas w ith in  the 
higher education system.
Phare European funding program m e to aid the 
renewal of the Education System  in  the 
Slovak Republic
PLATO Dutch funding program m e for the 
promotion of teachers, employm ent 
experience and tra in ing  in  education.
PRODEP Program a de Desenvolvimento da 
Educacao em Portugal (Programm e of 
Educational Development for Portugal. 
The programme w as designed to achieve 
effective in tegration  of Portugal into the
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PRODEP (Cont.) European Conununity. (Supported by 
European Funding)
RIF Réseau d' Institu tion  de Form ation 
European Network of Teacher 
Education Institutions. Form ed on the 
initiative of the European Commission 
to stim ulate a  European dim ension in 
teacher education.
SCCC Scottish Consultative Council on the 
Curriculum
SLO
Socrates
STIR
Dutch Curriculum  Development Agency
A European Union funding program m e
Dutch funding program m e to stim ulate 
the mobility of teachers and teacher 
educators.
Tempus European funding program m e. Aimed a t 
developing the h igher education and 
train ing  systems in  C en tra l/E astern  
European countries.
WHITLOW Teacher Education O rganisation for 
In ternational Affairs in  the  N etherlands
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the five countries the interviewees were responding in a language that was not their 
mother tongue.
Appendix 1
In itia l C onceptual Fram ew ork
Initial Conceptual Framework
Three overall levels of analysis: macro, meso and micro.
Macro - European factors defined in terms of large scale social processes, rather than 
the interpersonal dealings of daily activities.
Meso - national factors representing the influence on teacher education of the 
educational system and of educational policies.
Micro - institutional factors and factors relating to individual teacher educators 
representing the various aspects of the institutional constraints of the teacher 
education programmes. Curriculum factors representing the various aspects of the 
content of the teacher education programmes. Interactions of teacher educators in 
their everyday working lives.
Analysis of the European dimension : definition: rationale: influences and 
implementation.
Definition - concepts identified in two models - Bell (1991), Shennan (1991), and 
emerging from the evidence generated.
Rationale - concepts emerging from evidence collected include economic reasons, 
political reasons, social, culturd and personal factors.
Influences - concepts emerging from evidence collected include European, national, 
institutional, personal factors.
Implementation - concepts identified in models proposed by Van der Wende (1992) 
and Bremer and Van der Wende (1995) which include analysis at adoption and 
development, implementation and the institutional stages.
Appendix 2
L ist o f  Interview ees by C ountry
List of Interviewees bv Country
Denmark
Ministry of Education
Gerhard Jaspersen (14-2-96) International Education, Ministry of Education 
Agencies Responsible for Promoting European Dimension 
Ole Breinholdt (16-9-98)
Thor West Neilsen (15-2-96)
Chairman of International Committee of 
the Association of Rectors of Colleges of 
Education
Chairman of the International Committee of 
Folk Hojskole
Teacher Education Institutions 
Haslev Seminarium
Finn Eric Larsen (13-2-96) Rector of Haslev Seminarium
Johannes Honores 
Ejvind Norby 
Mette Rose Gras
(12-2-96) Religious Education Lecturer
( 12-2-96) Religious Education Lecturer
( 12-2-96) Religious Education Lecturer
Helle Faurchou Hviid (12-2-96)
Gitte Kragh
Kaare Langkilde
Mette Vedelsby
Holbaek Seminarium
Finn Koller 
Hans Fulsang
Villy Blom
Gundrun Morch 
Marchman
Ole Glahn 
Kurt Jonas 
Kurt Nejsum 
Jens Pietras 
Inger Schulz
Director of International Education, Lecturer in 
English
(12-2-96) Psychology Lecturer
( 13-2-96) Educational Studies Lecturer
( 13-2-96) Mathematics Lecturer
(15-2-96) Vice Rector of Holbaek Seminarium 
( 15-2-96) Co-ordinator of International Education,
Lecturer in Religious Education
( 16-2-96) Member of the Management Team, Lecturer in
Educational Studies 
(16-2-96) Member of the Management Team, Educational
Studies Lecturer
(15-2-96) Lecturer in Political and Economic Science
( 15-2-96) Lecturer in German
Ù 5-2-96) Lecturer in History & Social Studies
Ù5-2-96) Lecturer in History & Social Studies
(15-2-96) Head of Teaching Practice, Lecturer in History
& Social Studies
Anne Larsen ( 16-2-96) Lecturer in English
The Netherlands
Ministry of Education
Fieke Krikharr (16-11-95)
Cees Ladage (16-11-95)
International Affairs, Ministry of Education, 
Culture and Science, Zoetermeer 
Strategic Vocational & University Policy, 
Ministry of Education, Culture and Science, 
Zoetermeer
Agencies Responsible for Promoting European Dimension
Henk Oonk 
Kees Zwaga
Hans Brosse 
M. Van der Wende
( 1 -4-96) Director of European Platform
( 1 -4-96) Head of European Programmes, European
Platform
( 1 -4-96) Senior Advisor, European Platform
(16-11 -95) Department for International Academic
Relations, Netherlands Organisation for 
International Co-operation in Higher Education 
(Nuffic)
Teacher Education Institutions
Hogeschool Niimesen
Ben Bartels (14-11-95)
Linus Comelissen (14-11-95)
Jos Hilde (14-11-95)
Kees Tillema (15-11-95)
Jacques Van Meegen (17-11-95) 
Gerard Willems (3-11-96)
Hogeschool Holland
Paul Minnie 
Margiret HieUcema 
Tabe Mulder 
Frits Rovers
(15-11-95)
(15-11-95)
(15-11-95)
(15-11-95)
Student Advisor & Lecturer, International 
Centre
Head of Primary Education
Head of History Department
Lecturer in Primary Education, International 
Relations
Director of International Centre
Head of English, Former Director of 
Internationa Centre
Director of International Centre 
Lecturer in History 
Lecturer in Civics 
Lecturer in History
Portugal
Ministry of Education 
Margaret Belard (17-2-97)
Georgina Esteves (21-2-97)
Head of Unit European Clubs, Ministry of 
Education, Lisbon
Head of European Programmes, Ministry of 
Education, Lisbon
Teacher Education Institutions
Escola Superior de Educacâo de Lisboa
Amalia Barrios (18-2-97) Director of Institute
Isabel Chagras (18-2-97) Lecturer in Teaching Methods & Science
Manuela Malheira (19-2-97) Lecturer in English
Florabelle Trigo (18-2-97) Lecturer in Educational Studies
Escola Superior de Educacâo de Castelo Branco
Leonor Godinho (20-2-97) Management Team
Helena Menzes (19-2-97)
Margarida Morgado (19-2-97) 
Gabriela Nunes (19-2-97)
Co-ordinaor of International Education, Lecturer 
in Linguistics & IT
Lecturer in English & Literature
Course Leader Primary Education, Lecturer in 
English
Sophia Pessara (20-2-97) Lecturer in Physical Education
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Scotland
Hope Johnston (9-7-97) Head of International Relations Branch, Scottish 
Office
John Mitchell (26-8-97) Former Head of International Relations Branch, 
Scottish Office. Working part-time in the 
International Relations Branch
Agencies Resnonsible for Promoting Eurooean Dimension
Cameron Harrison (22-8-97) Head of Scottish Consultative Council on the 
Cuniculum (SCCC)
Ivor Sutherland (25-8-97) Registrar General Teaching Council (GTC)
Joe Wake (22-8-97) Head of Central Bureau for Educational 
Visits and Exchanges
Teacher Education Institutions
University of Edinburgh. Moray House Camous
Gordon Kirk (23-9-98) Dean of Faculty of Education
Frank Adams (10-10-97) Director of Teacher Education
Winn Hayes (18-6-98) Co-ordinator of European Education, Lecturer 
in PE
Betty Jordan (25-9-98) Lecturer in SEN, Head of Travellers' Education 
Unit
Tony Shallcross (23-9-98) Lecturer in Environmental Education
University of Strathclyde. Jordanhill Campus
Jim McCall (3-9-97) Dean
Myra Pearson (3-3-98) Associate Dean
Ronnie McKay (20-10-97) Head of Primary Education
Brian Peck (5-5-98) Lecturer in Educational Studies
Brian Tweddle (3-3-98) B.Ed. Course Leader
Slovakia
Ministry of Education 
Peter Skovajsa (16-5-96) Head of International Relations, Ministry of 
Education, Bratislava
Agencies Responsible for Promoting European Dimension
Silvia Matusova (16-5-96) Head of National Pedagogical Institute
Teacher Education Institutions
Comenius University. Bratislava
Zdenek Obdrzalek 
Zuzana Kollankova 
Peter Gavora
(25-3-97)
(25-3-97)
(25-3-97)
Dean
Associate Dean 
Lecturer in English
Josef Lysy (25-3-97) Lecturer in History
Erich Mistrik (24-3-97) Head of Civics & Aesthetic Education
Natasha Ondmskova (25-3-97) Lecturer in Civics, Co-ordinator of Europe at 
School Programme
University of Education. Nitra
Tomas Kozik 
Viera Kurincova
(17-5-96)
(17-5-96)
Dean
Lecturer in Education
Jana Hartanska (17-5-96) Lecturer in Education
Maria Malikova (17-5-96) Head of European Studies
Peter Pauer (16-5-96) Lecturer in Minority Education
Dusan Uzak (18-5-96) Senior Lecturer in English
European Level
Socrates and Youth Technical Assistance Office (Contracted to the European 
Commission!
Yves Beemaert (26-6-97) Head of Comenius European Programmes
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Appendix 3
R esearch  Q uestions
Research Questions
(1) Are there any governmental directives/policy documents guiding the inclusion 
of a European dimension in teacher education in each of the countries in the 
study?
(2) What is the rationale given in the policy documents for including a European 
dimension in education at a Community, national and institutional level ?
(3) Do the policy documents provide a definition of the European dimension in 
education ?
(4) Is the implementation of a European dimension included in the validated 
course documentation for teacher education ?
(5) What is the rationale given by teacher educators for including a European 
dimension in course work?
(6) How is the European dimension defined by the teacher educators?
(1) What are the aims of teacher educators when including a European dimension
in their work with students?
(8) Are there any particular teaching/learning strategies used to implement the 
European dimension in the course for student teachers?
(9) Does the European dimension permeate the whole course, parts of the course 
or is it a separate unit?
(10) How is the European Dimension evaluated in the course work?
Ù 1) Have teacher educators received any direction from a national and/or
institutional level to implement a European dimension?
1 0
Appendix 4
Interview  Schedules
1 1
A  E u r o p e a n  D im e n sio n  in  T ea c h e r  E d u c a tio n  
In te r v ie w  S c h e d u le  (T ea ch er  E d u ca to rs)
This in terv iew  seeks in fo rm ation  about th e  E uropean  dim ension  in  
education an d  specifically about th e  E uropean d im ension in  teacher 
education. I t includes questions a t  th ree  levels, personal, national, and 
institu tional. The personal level seeks your own views and opinions and 
inform ation about your own teaching.
S e c tio n  1 P e r so n a l L ev e l  
W hat is  y o u r  n am e?
W hich  d e p a r tm e n t o r  su b jec t a rea  d o  y o u  te a c h  in ?  
W hat is  y o u r  jo b  t it le?
W hat responsibilities do you have in  th is post?
D o y o u  th in k  th a t  a E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  is  a  n e c e s sa r y  p a r t o f  th e  
e d u c a tio n a l p ro cess?
If yes, why do you th ink  a European dimension should be included in  
education?
H ow  w o u ld  y o u  d e f in e  th e  E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  ed u c a tio n ?
geographical, cultural, social, economic, historical, political definition
1 2
Do you include a European dimension in your teaching?
In including a  European dimension in your teaching w hat are  your aims?
W hat c o n te n t  d o  y o u  in c lu d e  in  y o u r  in p u t o n  th e  E u r o p e a n  
d im e n s io n  in  ed u c a tio n ?
H ow  is  th e  E u r o p e a n  d im e n s io n  in c lu d e d  in  y o u r  te a c h in g ?
• Is i t  som ething th a t perm eates all your work w ith  students?
• Is i t  a  specific and separate  input?
• Do all the  students you teach receive an  inpu t in  the  E uropean 
dimension?
• Is the  European dimension inpu t optional?
• Some other m ethod
A re th e r e  a n y  p a r t ic u la r  te a c h in g  a n d  le a r n in g  s tr a te g ie s  y o u  u se  
to  im p le m e n t th e  E u ro p ea n  d im en sio n ?
group work, debate, discussion, independent learning, 
whole class/year lectures etc.
A re y o u  a w a re  o f  E u ro p ea n  d ir e c t iv e s  o n  th e  im p le m e n ta tio n  o f  a  
E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  ed u ca tio n ?
Any of particu lar influence?
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Section 2 - National Level
W hat h a v e  b e e n  th e  m a jo r  in f lu e n c e s  in  th e  p ro m o tio n  o f  a  
E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  y o u r  co u n try ?
A re th e r e  a n y  g o v e r n m e n ta l d ir e c t iv e s /p o lic y  
d o c u m e n ts  a b o u t a  E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  e d u c a tio n ?
W hat is the  content of the  governm ental documents -
Do they provide a  rationale and a  set of aim s for including a  European 
dimension in  education?
Do they provide a  definition for the European dimension in  education?
D o a n y  o f  th e  d o c u m e n ts  a t a  n a t io n a l le v e l  p ro v id e  s tr a te g ie s  a n d  
g u id a n ce  o n  th e  im p le m e n ta tio n  o f  a  E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  
e d u ca tio n ?
A re a n y  o f  th e  g o v e r n m e n ta l d o c u m e n ts  sp e c if ic a lly  a im e d  a t  
in c lu d in g  a  E u r o p e a n  d im e n s io n  in  te a c h e r  e d u c a tio n ?
Does it/do they  provide a rationale and  a set of aims?
Does it/do they provide a definition of the  European dimension?
In  y o u r  c o u n tr y , a re  th e r e  a n y  o th e r  n a t io n a l a g e n c ie s  w h ic h  h a v e  
p o lic y  d o c u m e n ts  o n  th e  E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  e d u c a tio n ?
Teaching council, unions, research  agencies, curriculum  development 
agencies etc.
Are you able to nam e the documents?
Are any specific to teacher education?
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Section 3 Institutional Level
D o es th e  v a lid a te d  c o u r se  d o c u m e n ta tio n  in  th e  in s t itu t io n  in  
w h ic h  y o u  te a c h  in c lu d e  th e  E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  ed u c a tio n ?
Does the course docum entation provide a rationale and a se t of aim s for 
including a E uropean dimension in  course work?
W hat is the  rationale and w hat are the  aims?
Does the course docum entation provide a definition of the  European 
dimension in  education?
Is the course docum entation in  accord w ith  European and/or national 
policy documents? Sim ilar rationale and aims.
D o y o u  k n o w  o f  o th e r  c o lle a g u e s  in  o th e r  su b jec t a r e a s  w h o  
in c lu d e  a  E u r o p e a n  d im e n s io n  in  th e ir  tea ch in g ?
Is  t h e r e  a n  id e n t i f i e d  m e m b e r  o f  s ta f f  o r  a  g r o u p  o f  s ta f f  
r e s p o n s ib le  fo r  th e  m a n a g e m e n t/c o -o r d in a t io n  o f  th e  E u r o p e a n  
d im e n s io n  in  y o u r  in s t itu t io n ?
H o w  is  th e  in p u t(s )  o n  th e  E u r o p e a n  d im e n s io n  in  e d u c a t io n  
e v a lu a te d  in  y o u r  in s t itu t io n ?
P art of an  overall course evaluation, p a rt of subject evaluations, evaluated 
separa te ly , fo rm atively  evaluated  th rough  class w ork, a  v a rie ty  of 
strategies, not evaluated etc.
D o y o u  t h in k  th a t  th e  in s t i tu t io n  in  w h ic h  y o u  t e a c h  a d o p ts  
s im ila r  s tr a te g ie s  fo r  th e  in c lu s io n  o f  th e  E u r o p ea n  d im e n s io n  to  
th o se  in  o th e r  te a c h e r  e d u c a t io n  in s t itu t io n s  in  y o u r  co u n try ?
institu tional specific, regional variations, national co-ordination.
D o y o u  s e e  a n y  b a r r ie r s  a t  a p e r so n a l, E u r o p e a n , n a t io n a l  o r  
in s t i tu t io n a l  l e v e l  to  th e  in c lu s io n  o f  a  E u r o p e a n  d im e n s io n  in  
e d u c a tio n  o r  sp e c if ic a lly  te a c h e r  ed u ca tio n ?
A re th e r e  a n y  fu r th e r  co m m e n ts  y o u  w ish  to  m a k e  o n  in c lu d in g  a  
E u r o p e a n  d im e n s io n  in  e d u c a t io n , o r  s p e c if ic a l ly  in  t e a c h e r  
ed u ca tio n ?
AM I A BLE TO QUOTE YOU BY NAM E IN  MY R E SE A R C H
TH ESIS?
T h a n k  y o u  fo r  a n sw e r in g  m y  q u e s t io n s .
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A European Dimension in Teacher Education
I n te r v ie w  S c h e d u le  (M in istry  o f  E d u ca tio n )
This in terv iew  seeks in fo rm ation  about the  E uropean  d im ension  in  
education and  specifically about th e  E uropean d im ension in  teacher 
education. I t  includes questions a t th ree  levels, personal, na tional and 
departm ental. The personal level seeks your own views and opinions.
S e c tio n  1 P e r so n a l L ev e l  
W hat is  y o u r  n am e?
W hat is  y o u r  jo b  t it le?
W hat are  y o u r  r e s p o n s ib il it ie s  in  th is  p ost?
D o y o u  th in k  th a t  a  E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  is  a  n e c e s sa r y  p a r t o f  th e  
e d u c a t io n a l p ro cess?
If yes, why do you th ink  a  European dimension should be included in  
education?
H ow  w o u ld  y o u  d e f in e  th e  E u ro p ea n  d im en s io n  in  e d u c a tio n ?
geographical, cultural, social, economic, historical, political definition
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Section 2 - National Level
W hat h a v e  b e e n  th e  m a jo r  in f lu e n c e s  in  th e  p r o m o tio n  o f  a  
E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  th is  co u n try ?  European directives?
W hich  g o v e r n m e n ta l d ir e c t iv e s /p o lic y  d o cu m e n ts  r e fe r  to  a  
E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  ed u ca tio n ?
W hat was the  background to the policy documents?
Do the governm ental documents provide a rationale and a  se t of aim s for 
including a E uropean dimension in  education?
Do the governm ental documents provide a definition for the  European 
dimension in  education?
A re th e  n a t io n a l p o lic ie s  in  a cco rd  w ith  E u ro p ea n  d ir e c t iv e s?
A re a n y  o f  th e  g o v e r n m e n ta l d o c u m e n ts  sp e c if ic a lly  a im e d  a t  
in c lu d in g  a  E u r o p e a n  d im e n s io n  in  te a c h e r  e d u ca tio n ?
Does it/they provide a rationale and a  set of aims?
Does it/they provide a definition of the European dimension?
D o a n y  o f  th e  d o c u m e n ts  a t a  n a t io n a l le v e l p r o v id e  s tr a te g ie s  a n d  
g u id a n c e  o n  th e  im p le m e n ta tio n  o f  a  E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  
ed u ca tio n ?
H as th e  in tr o d u c t io n  o f  re fo rm s in  e d u c a tio n  h a d  a n  e f fe c t  o n  th e  
im p le m e n ta tio n  o f  a  E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  ed u ca tio n ?
D o  a n y  o f  th e  c u r r ic u lu m  d o c u m e n ts  in c lu d e  a E u r o p ea n  
d im en sio n ?
Which subjects?
A re th e r e  a n y  o th e r  n a t io n a l a g e n c ie s  w h ic h  h a v e  p o lic y  
d o c u m e n ts  o n  th e  E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  ed u c a tio n ?
Teaching council, unions, research agencies, curriculum  development 
agencies etc.
Are you able to nam e the documents?
Are any specific to teacher education?
W ho is  m a in ly  r e sp o n s ib le  fo r  th e  p ro m o tio n  o f  a  E u ro p e a n  
d im e n s io n  in  e d u c a t io n  in  th is  cou n try?
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S e c tio n  3 D e p a r tm e n ta l L ev e l
Is  t h e r e  a n  id e n t i f i e d  m e m b e r  o f  s ta f f  o r  a  g r o u p  o f  s ta f f  
r e s p o n s ib le  fo r  th e  m a n a g e m e n t/c o -o r d in a t io n  o f  th e  E u r o p e a n  
d im e n s io n  a t E d u c a tio n  D ep a r tm en t lev e l?
Is  t h e r e  a n  a g r e e d  p o l ic y  w i t h in  th e  D e p a r tm e n t  o n  th e  
im p le m e n ta tio n  o f  th e  E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  e d u ca tio n ?
D o e s  th e  M in is tr y  o f  E d u c a t io n  h a v e  a n  a c t io n  p la n  fo r  th e  
im p le m e n ta tio n  o f  th e  E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  e d u c a tio n ?
Short term  plans /  long term  plans
Is  th e r e  D e p a r tm e n ta l  g u id a n c e  o n  th e  im p le m e n ta t io n  o f  a  
E u r o p e a n  d im e n s io n  fo r  s c h o o l t e a c h e r s  a n d  s ta f f  in  t e a c h e r  
e d u c a tio n  in s t itu t io n s?
H ave a n y  te a c h in g  r e so u r c e s  b e e n  p rov id ed ?
A re th e r e  s tr a te g ie s  in  p la c e  to  p ro v id e  in se r v ic e  o n  im p le m e n tin g  
a E u ro p ea n  d im e n s io n  in  th e  cu rr icu lu m ?
D o e s  th e  M in is tr y  o f  E d u c a t io n  w o r k  w ith  o th e r  a g e n c ie s  in  
p ro m o tin g  a  E u r o p e a n  d im e n s io n  in  ed u ca tio n ?
Committee responsibility, working groups etc.
H o w  is  t h e  im p le m e n t a t io n  o f  t h e  E u r o p e a n  d im e n s io n  in  
e d u c a tio n  m o n ito red ?
H a v e  y o u  a n y  in d ic a t io n  o f  p r o g r e s s  in  p r o m o tin g  a  E u r o p e a n  
d im e n s io n  in  ed u c a tio n ?
No. of schools involved? No. of teacher education institu tions involved? 
Methods of im plem entation?
Do schools and teacher education institu tions adopts sim ilar strategies for 
the inclusion of the  European dimension?
D o y o u  se e  a n y  b a r r ie r s  to  th e  in c lu s io n  o f  a E u r o p ea n  d im e n s io n  
in  E d u ca tio n ?
H as th e re  been  any  res is tan ce  to th e  prom otion of th e  E uropean  
dimension in  education?
A re th e r e  a n y  fu r th e r  co m m en ts  y o u  w is h  to  m a k e  o n  in c lu d in g  a  
E u r o p e a n  d im e n s io n  in  e d u c a t io n , o r  s p e c if ic a l ly  in  t e a c h e r  
ed u ca tio n ?
AM I A BLE TO QUOTE YOU BY NAM E IN  MY R ESE A R C H
TH ESIS?
T h a n k  y o u  fo r  a n sw e r in g  m y  q u e st io n s .
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Appendix 5
In form ation  sen t to the in terview ees p rior to  th e  in terv iew
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S a m p le  le t te r  s e n t  o u t  b e fo re  th e  in te r v ie w  
A d d ress  a n d  d a te  rem o v ed
Dear Professor,
I w ish to th a n k  you for agreeing to answ er some questions for my 
research. My research  study concerns a European dim ension in  education 
and teacher education  in  p articu la r. I am  collecting in fo rm ation  in  
Denmark, the  N etherlands, Slovakia, Portugal and Scotland.
In  each country I am  conducting interview s w ith M inistry  of E ducation 
officials and  key people in  agencies prom oting a  E uropean dim ension in  
education, as well as interview s w ith the  Rectors and teaching sta ff in  ten  
teacher education institu tions.
The interview s generally  take  around one hour. I enclose a  sho rt paper 
which sets out the  aim s of my research.
I look forward to m eeting you on W ednesday 23 Septem ber a t  10.00am. If 
you have any questions regard ing  my research, please do not hesita te  to 
contact me.
Yours sincerely,
Kay Livingston
Senior Lecturer, Co-ordinator of International Education
2 0
A European Dimension in Teacher Education
The idea of a European dimension in education first appeared in a 1976 European 
Community Resolution which aimed to give a European dimension to the experience 
of pupils and teachers in primary and secondary schools in the Community. However, 
the 1988 Resolution of the Council and Ministers for Education gave greater 
emphasis to the inclusion of a European dimension in the curriculum in schools and 
teacher education institutions. The resolution highlighted the need to strengthen in 
young people a sense of European identity and prepare them to take part in the 
economic and social development of the Community and have knowledge and 
understanding of all European countries, not just the member states.
In recent years there have been significant changes across Europe in social, 
economical and political fields. The signing of the Treaty of European Union in 
November 1993 had important implications for education. Article 126 of the Treaty 
calls for a European dimension in the curriculum and encourages co-operation 
between the member states, while fully respecting the responsibility of each country 
for the content and the organisation of its education system. Article 126 allows for a 
multiplicity of initiatives, and therefore, allows for diversity of views, concerning 
how to define the European dimension in education (Livingston & Volker 1995).
Teacher education must prepare people for entry to a profession and a working 
environment which faces constant changes and new demands (ETUC, 1995). In 
recent years much has been said about the need to include a European dimension in 
teacher education. The Green Paper on the European Dimension stated that, "Teacher 
training is the main tool in the development of teachers' pedagogical practices. 
Teachers and their trainers are therefore the main players in integrating the European 
dimension into the content and practice of education." (Commission of the European 
Communities, 1993) In Scotland, the General Teaching Council, suggested in 1990 
that the objectives of the European Resolution (1988) should be achieved through a 
systematic and structured programme of training for teachers who will deliver the 
curriculum.
This research project analyses the most recent major European policy documents, in 
an endeavour to identify the rationale, the influences and the level of direction 
provided for the implementation of a European dimension in education in different 
European countries. The project focuses particularly on teacher education. Through a 
series of interviews it examines teacher educators' understanding of the European 
dimension in education, their definition, the rationale behind its implementation, the 
part it plays in the educational process and the methods used to include it in the 
curriculum for student teachers.
The aims of the project and the research questions around which the interview is 
structured are set out on the next page.
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A European Dimension in Teacher Education 
(Netherlands. Denmark. Slovakia, Portugal and Scotland)
The Aims
• To analyse the influence of European policy documents which seek to encourage the 
implementation of a European dimension in education.
• To find out if there are national policy documents which provide direction on 
incorporating a European dimension in education.
• To analyse course documentation in order to identify the inclusion of a European 
dimension in teacher education in different European countries.
• To investigate teacher educators' understanding of the definition of a European 
dimension in education and the rationale for its inclusion in teacher education 
courses.
• To compare the implementation of the European dimension in different European 
countries
Research Questions
(1) Are there any governmental directives/policy documents guiding the inclusion 
of a European dimension in teacher education in each of the countries in the 
study?
(2) What is the rationale given in the policy documents for including a European 
dimension in education at a Community, national and institutional level ?
(3) Do the policy documents provide a definition of the European dimension in 
education ?
(4) Is the implementation of a European dimension included in the validated 
course documentation for teacher education ?
(5) What is the rationale given by teacher educators for including a European 
dimension in course work?
(6) How is the European dimension defined by the teacher educators delivering 
the course?
(7) What are the aims of teacher educators when including a European dimension 
in their work with students?
(8) Are there any particular teaching/learning strategies used to implement the 
European dimension in the course for student teachers?
(9) Does the European dimension permeate the whole course, parts of the course 
or is it a separate unit?
(10) How is the European Dimension evaluated in the course work?
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Kay Livingston 
Senior Lecturer 
University of Paisley 
Faculty of Education
14 February 1996
GJ My good friend Helle Faurschou Hviid who some years ago was a consultant for 
the Ministry sent me a letter about your research, but I do not know if I can give 
you any more information because the main part of what is done in this area is 
done on a local basis. As I said to Helle, when you go to Haslev, I think you will 
find one of the best colleges that is working most in this field. Therefore, they 
know much more about it than I do from my position, because these things, we 
have put out, decentralisation as we call it, to the local decision. Therefore we 
know very little about what is going on in Haslev or Holbaek or any of the other 
16 colleges in Denmark.
We have no direct rules. I think you got our information sheet and if you look at it 
there is absolutely nothing mentioned about either a European dimension or the 
international dimension, if we make a difference between those two. I think one of 
the main reasons for this is that Denmark is a very small country with its very 
own language, nobody else in the world knows what we say in Danish, therefore 
we always have had a tradition for international education and connection. For 
instance in the fokeskole and basic school or the primary school, we use a lot of 
classes for the subjects foreign languages. English first, German is the second, 
maybe French. This way, you naturally talk about English or German or French 
culture and in this way you naturally talk about a European dimension. If you are 
speaking about Berlin and you are a teacher of German, you cannot teach this 
subject without speaking about Eastern Germany and Western Germany and 1989 
and so on, you cannot avoid this fact and there you have this discussion about a 
European dimension, if you want it.
Our connection with England and Britain and the United States since 1945 and 
back to Israel 1870, the British conquered our fleet and we had a great hate for 
England. In 1864 the Germans conquered the southern part of Jutland and since 
that time we have had a ^eat form of hate for the Germans. And then the English 
come in again and so we have these connections all the time and we think maybe 
we do not need to point it out from the Ministry the exact rules. We do not say, 
‘You have as a teacher to do something.’ Therefore, not in either our rules for
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teacher training nor for the fokeskole will you find a specific mention that you 
have to do this in one or the other subject. You do have to work with a European 
dimension in other subjects like history and geography, that is the natural thing to 
do.
KL So the inspiration for international education at Haslev or Holbaek has come from 
the seminaria themselves rather than from any direction from the Ministry of 
Education?
GJ Yes, I think so, and of course in some way the Ministry or the general politics. We 
have these European programmes, Erasmus and Socrates and some other 
programmes for the northern countries and so on. Of course at the moment you 
instil these things on the part of the government, then the students will come and 
say how do we use this? The next step will be that the college will make contact 
with some French, German, English or Italian institutions and then things will go 
ahead and develop by themselves in some way. But we do not trust in the effect 
of writing in the rules, you have to do this.
We have the experience, for instance in modem electronic technology, we have 
written in the mles that information technology must be a part of all subjets now. 
Standing in black and white on paper it looks fine, but then you have a meeting 
with students as I have had this morning, and what do I hear, ‘Where is this 
modem information technology in our education?’ From the Ministry side, we 
have said that it has to be there, and if it is not, students can go to their Director 
and say, ‘It has to be there. Why is it not?’ They don't have it, because most of the 
teachers at the colleges are not familiar with it, because they are my age and in a 
generation or a half generation that is a natural thing. We do not have to have a 
special subject on information technology, because it is a part of the overall 
subjects.
KL I would like to know about the channels of communication. There have been 
policy papers for example saying that we should have a European dimension in 
education. In 1988, there was the Resolution from the Council and Ministers of 
Education and since then there has been a number of papers that have been saying 
there should be a European dimension in education. I wondered if information 
from Bmssels came through the Ministry of Education and then to the seminaria? 
How does the information find its way into the teacher education institutions?
GJ I think it goes straight to the teacher colleges and the students themselves. We, 
working in the Ministry, we know about these things, but we do not trust much in 
making of stiff mles about it, because you cannot force the teacher to do these 
things. You can inspire him to do this and of course with the meetings you have 
between the Ministry and the seminaria, we meet them twice or three times a year, 
and at the meeting we also discuss things like this and then it grows from the
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bottom. It is an old tradition in Denmark. We have no tradition that things have to 
grow from above and I think it is much the same in this connection. Maybe you 
will think that is my opinion because I sit in the Ministry, but Denmark is not the 
most emphatic European country, we have some reservations on Europe and the 
funny thing is maybe that often the Directives from Brussels are taken more 
seriously than in many other countries, even if the Danish people as a whole are 
rather sceptical about the manner of the effect of the European Union.
KL So the information that comes from Brussels, is it fed in in a specific way to the 
seminaria? You said you meet twice or three times a year with the Rectors. Is 
that the only point at which you would be able to pass information on or do they 
have direct communication from an agency in Denmark?
GJ No, I do not think we have a direct line of communication in this way, because the
things that come from Brussels go to the Ministry of course and the Ministry has 
to decide which way it has to go on, and we are going to make a law and make 
some rules for it. If we build it into our Acts, into our decisions, then of course it 
goes in this way out to our Directors and to the teachers. But I have not seen it, I 
would say that we have not had to distribute directly any rules or directives from 
the Commission or say, ‘OK you have to pass this letter which is a directive to 
the chiefs of schools.’ I do not know if I am informed enough though to say 
anything about the official politics because I have not seen it, but it would have 
passed my table if there had been any. On the other hand, we have a lot of the 
European contracts, it may be OK - Haslev may be one, two, three or four steps 
further on than the others, but I have heard from other colleges that they are doing 
this international work. They are doing exchanges with other countries, maybe 
England and so on.
KL Well, I know I have students not only from Haslev and Holbaek, but from Ribe
and Aalborg as well, so there are obviously these kinds of connections going on. 
One of the other things I have heard about is the International Committee of the 
Association of Rectors. Are you able to tell me any more about that?
GJ As far as I know the Rector of Jelling College is the representative,
KL I was hoping to be able to speak to him, but I believe that Jelling is on vacation,
on their winter holiday this week, so it has proved impossible. I was not able 
make an appointment to see him.
GJ I know he is the man to speak to on that.
KL So that would be one point of contact for the seminaria for international
education. Does the Ministry use the Rector’s Association to pass on information? 
Would that be one way of doing it?
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GJ I do not think we would go through him specifically. It is more his job to take 
part of the international work, to go to the congress on behalf of the Ministry or of 
the Rectors together. But I think if we have some message which we want to sent 
out, we go direct to the 18 colleges.
KL When I was in the Netherlands, visiting the Ministry of Education there, they told 
me about a project that was instigated by the Commission, but the Netherlands 
had been put in charge of organising it. There were a number of countries 
involved in it and Denmark was one of them. They were looking at the 
internationalisation of the curriculum in higher education. In the Netherlands that 
included teacher education, it was part of the project, but in Denmark it did not 
include teacher education because I believe it is not considered part of higher 
education in this country. It was only the universities in Denmark. The person 
who has been involved in the project is someone who works at Odense 
University. I spoke to her on the telephone and she explained to me that she had 
looked at and analysed information from all the universities in Denmark 
concerning how they were going about internationalising their curriculum. She 
also pointed out this did not include teacher education. I found that quite 
interesting because the other countries who have been involved in the project have 
included teacher education. Helle Hviid was saying that perhaps a similar project 
should be carried out in the teacher education institutions in Denmark.
GJ You wrote to Helle about this project and I asked in the Ministry, "Who knows 
anything about this project?" and I got the name and address of the colleague in 
University of Odense. I think the explanation is the fact that, in Denmark, teacher 
training is placed in the 18 colleges, whereas in most other countries nowadays 
they have placed teacher education in the universities. But in Denmark we have 
kept the structure of the 18 colleges, this in itself is a funny thing in this little 
country. We have kept the structure and are very keen about keeping teacher 
education away from the universities, because we do not want the coming 
teachers in the folkeskole to be educated in university ways or whatever you call 
it. We have the idea - maybe right or maybe wrong - that we loose the connection 
with the daily work of school. Therefore, we have very much emphasised that a 
subject at a teacher college is quite another thing as the same subject at a 
university. Nowadays they often critisise the college lecturers trained in 
universities and say you do not know anything about how to translate the subject 
into practical activities in the school.
What is right and wrong in this is difficult to say because a part of the philosophy 
is that it may be the tradition to do it in the Danish way, which is opposite to the 
rest of the world. Maybe not in Norway or Sweden at the moment, but they are 
going more and more in the direction of the university. I think at the moment that 
if you make a project or an investigation, in higher education then everybody in 
Denmark defines that as the 5 universities. There are some other institution, we 
have 12 of them, who have the same Acts and are outside, for instance, the
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seminaria and the colleges. Therefore, if one of the universities work on this 
project then they do not get the idea of involving the other colleges. We have not 
started a similar project at the colleges, we may have done that, but we have not. 
The problem nowadays with the seminaria is that we do not have the manpower to 
do it. In the old days we had 5 men sitting in here in my job and now there is one. 
We used to have 25 consultants/advisors, but as we do not have them it would be 
very difficult for us to do that. Of course we could go out and buy someone to do 
it and we do sometimes, but that is a far greater step than if we had someone in 
the Ministry to do it.
KL One of the things that the Rector at Haslev was saying was that when they employ 
new members of staff to teach in the seminarium, (last year they employed 
something like 14 new members of staff) they ask them specifically 2 questions. 
One is about their experience and their interest in information technology and the 
other question they specifically ask them is about their interest in an international 
dimension in education, whether they would be willing to participate in some of 
the networks and whether they would be interested in participating in the 
international course that they have there. You were saying earlier that the 
Ministry have said that information technology is something you are asking the 
seminaria to ensure that they have in their curriculum, do you think that it may 
well be that international education is something that in future the Ministry would 
try and promote in the seminaria?
GJ Yes, that would perhaps go with the next Teacher Education Act because we are 
discussing it now. The discussion has not started yet, but when we, or if we make 
a new act I think we will take this in some way into the new act. Again the next 
question is, ‘Do they follow this or do they not?’, and of course Finn Eric will ask 
his coming teachers about this point because that is the profile of Haslev 
Seminarium. That is just one of the reasons why we do not prescribe too much on 
the part of the Ministry because we say, ‘OK, it is a good thing if we have maybe 
18 different colleges where you can choose as a coming student and say, I am 
very interested in this’. It maybe music, maybe international, maybe whatever, 
then if a student is interested in this part of teacher education then it is the best 
idea to go to this specific college. The other side of this is that should we have 
one curriculum or should we have 18. Then the Rectors could say, ‘Well, if we 
have only one there are only small differences.’ But the people who engage the 
teachers who are coming out from these colleges, sometimes they do not know if 
it is the same product they get from all these 18 colleges. That is a problem which 
is also discussed in the Ministry. If we say that you have to do something in the 
European or the international dimension, then we start a kind of centralisation. If 
we mean it in earnest we have to follow it up. If we follow it up, we have to say, 
‘What you do there is not enough, you have to do more.’ And then they ask, 
‘What shall I do?’ and we say, ‘You have to do so and so.’ Use the module from 
Haslev, for instance, or something else. And then they say, ‘OK,
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that is fine, but why do you speak about decentralisation if you want to centralise 
in the area of the fine details?’ That is difficult.
KL If we take information technology as an example, the way you would follow that
up is that through the external assessors that are employed by the Ministry ?
GJ Yes, we have this system and we use fine words about it, but sometimes I am not
quite so sure that it works as it should because we are a very little country. I can 
take my own subject, German as an example. At the time I was a teacher of 
German in colleges, I really knew all my colleagues at all the 18 or at that time 24 
colleges. I also knew mostly the teachers who were the assessors. We all knew 
each other, the world is so little in this area that we all knew each other. Here is 
the difficulty. A colleague maybe from the university comes to me and says, 
‘What you do there is not good enough my dear boy.’ I do not know if that works 
as it should, because it is much easier to say, ‘Well, old boy, it is rather good, but 
maybe you should emphasise this a little bit more, or maybe you should ... ‘ and 
so on and then we say goodbye and nothing changes.
KL You said that the external assessors are employed by the Ministry ?
GJ Yes, they are chosen by the Ministry and we say, ‘You are good enough to be an 
assessor.’ But the college itself chooses the one they use for a specific 
examination on a particular day.
KL So they are not employed full time by the Ministry? Only on a consultancy basis?
GJ Yes, and to avoid the same two coming together (teacher and assessor) year after
year, we have made a system where we have 5 groups of assessors and we have 
grouped the colleges and they move in 2 systems, so it should not be possible to 
get the same assessor twice in 5 years. Of course it is not always possible just to 
get this man in this subject for this day at 9 o'clock, b u t....
KL Do the assessors report directly back to you?
GJ First of all, they report to the college itself. Then they report back to the chief
assessor and then he or she makes a general report once a year to the Ministry. 
We do not want to get a report on each single teacher, on how he or she operates. 
It is a general statement, on maths or geography. It is a general statement, for 
example, we have problems in this area and we know how to do so and so. If 
there is a fault, if a person is missing something or doing something wrong, the 
best way would be to report back to his Rector and say, ‘ You have to take care of
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KL The report is your method of ensuring that the quality of education in the 18 
colleges is of a certain standard?
GJ Yes.
KL I believe that there is an international section to the Ministry of Education. Is that 
right?
GJ Yes.
KL And what role do they have in the international office?
GJ They have more of an information role, like Eurydice, and they are the people we
send out, for instance to conferences, if it is specific one of our staff from the 
university department has to be sent out.
KL I see. So they are providing the information about other education systems ?
GJ Yes, and working out papers, for instance the one you have got there, the fact
sheet on the Teachers Act was worked out by them, in contact with us. And then, 
of course, they are participating in conferences and co-ordinating things.
KL The person who is in charge of the international relations branch in the Scottish
Office, Hope Johnston, suggested that someone called Liz Thomson was the 
information person here.
GJ Yes, that is right. Liz Thomson is placed in our international section.
KL So her role is an information officer?
GJ Yes.
KL Are staff in the seminaria able to go direct to her if they want information on any
specific area?
GJ Yes, as far as she or the other staff have gathered it and can help. The seminaria or
any other institution can also go direct to this section of the Ministry and we 
might have or be able to help find out where they can get information.
KL Are there any other agencies in Denmark promoting a European dimension in
education?
GJ I do not think so. We have a secretariat from the directors of the universities
which also works very much in the international section, just to build connections
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to other countries, to other universities, to inform students from abroad about 
Danish students and so on, I don’t think they are any providing teaching material, 
I do not think we have any of this in Denmark. Not as far as I am aware.
KL Do you think that in the folkeskole, there is an interest there in developing an 
international or a European dimension amongst the teachers themselves, do you 
have any information about that?
GJ I think in a way this is the same as at the teacher training colleges, because it very
much depends on the teacher and his or her methods. We have the idea that very 
much is done, because of the many lessons as I mentioned before and the foreign 
languages and so on. We are concerned about these things and of course, in the 
general aim of the folkeskole we have some fine words about multicultural 
understanding, cultural differences and so on, and so every teacher is obliged to 
think about these things and bring them into her teaching, but how much effect it 
has and how much I myself as one single teacher is involved in this is difficult to 
say.
KL Do you think it will be in specific folkeskoles if they have pupils coming into the
school from different cultures, do you think that this will be the catalyst if you 
like, that will begin to generate the interest?
GJ Of course, it is of great importance all the refugees we have in Denmark now. Of
course, if you have a class of 24 pupils and 12 of them are coming from various 
countries. We have schools where the greater part of the children are from 
abroad, from other countries and this gives a lot of problems, it is obvious, but 
from the other side it gives the opportunity to take these matters and discuss them 
with pupils. Discuss what does it mean to have an international relationship 
between people, between countries and so on. But on the other hand, I also think 
many folkeskoles have friendship classes in other countries and often it is done 
through the foreign languages because in 7* form, for instance, they maybe have a 
friendship class in Germany, and they may travel to visit them. The German class 
goes to them likewise, then you have a lot of practical European dimension which 
is of more worth maybe than if we make a fine history book that you have planned 
from the European Union that says we should have a common history together for 
all the European countries. I think that is an aweful idea because then you cut off 
the roots of each country itself. Maybe it is fine to say, T learnt a lot about 
European history itself,’ if it exists, it is a difficult thing to define, but if you cut 
off the roots I do not think that this is right. That is my personal opinion of 
course. One of the funny things about my own subject is that if you speak about 
the War 1870-71 in Germany, it is called the German-French War, and in France 
it is called the French-German War. Each side has a different perspective.
KL You mentioned definition there. Do you think the European dimension is
something that you can define?
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GJ I think it would be very difficult because what is European? On the one hand, is it
the European Union or on the other hand, is it Europe in the proper sense? Now 
we are discussing if we should take in the Eastern European countries, and in 
Denmark we have connections to the Baltic countries which has come up again 
now. And what is Europe in this sense?
KL So rather than Europe, perhaps the international dimension would be more 
appropriate?
GJ In some way it is easier to refer to it as that, in another way of course it is more
difficult because where do we start and where do we stop again? Because
internationally, is it Australia, OK maybe that is the UK in the broader sense, but
on an international level is it Zimbabwe, is it Taiwan or whatever. How far do we 
have to go without losing a connection to the near daily life? And there again, of 
course, if you have some refugees in your classroom it is much closer to the 
Danish people. What is happening in ex Yugoslavia is easier to understand.
KL The policy papers that have come from Brussels have been suggesting that we 
should be including a European dimension in teacher education, what they have 
been saying is that we should be providing the students with an awareness of 
European citizenship. Do you think that is something that is possible with our 
students, that we could raise their awareness about being a European citizen?
GJ I can only give my personal opinion. I think that would be very difficult because I
think most of the European people feel themselves to be Danes, Germans, British 
and so on, but that does not mean that we should not have any interest in other 
countries or in other people. I think this a very good thing is these European 
programmes that we spoke about. That is going for a semester to France, to study 
French culture, maybe even Greek culture being studied in Paris, that does not 
matter. But something which has to do with my whole education, to become a 
teacher and then maybe going abroad for half a year, maybe one year and coming 
back and saying, ‘OK I have learned something there and therefore this area drop 
it out of my Danish studies, so that I do not loose time, but I have got a dimension 
more.’ Which is what they do in Haslev, they concentrate on about 2 main 
themes. I think that it is a good thing. Another fine way would be if we could 
make an exchange programme for teachers, for teachers who have been some 
years in their own country and then go for a year or two or maybe a shorter time 
into another country.
KL There are no restrictions as far as the Ministry is concerned about students who
choose to perhaps go and spend a semester in England, or Scotland, or France, or 
Germany or where ever? You do not have any kind of stipulation that they must 
spend so many semesters in Denmark in order to complete their teacher 
education?
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GJ No, of course the normal thing would be that they are studying for their four years 
in Denmark. The difficulty about this is that our Danish teacher training education 
is so different from the teacher education in the other countries, so that students 
would have a difficulty to find a theme or whatever you call that. A student may 
study in London or Paris or wherever and then come back and say, ‘OK, I studied 
history abroad for 3 months and now I come back and this study for 3 months I 
will just put this in as a little step of our education in Denmark, because our study 
in Denmark is not organised in this way.’ That makes it difficult, but as a 
principle we think it is a very fine idea and in the same way that you may come 
with another education to the college and say, ‘OK I know something about this 
area because I had it in my former education.’ Then the Rector can say, ‘OK, 
you can have an easy run through this. You can maybe make it in 3 years instead 
of 4 years.’ In the same way you can take and bring know-how from study 
abroad.
KL So there is that level of flexibility? They can complete their teacher education
course in 3 years instead of 4?
GJ If they have something else that they can put in. For instance, sometimes we have
students from the university who have studied for instance an MA. They give it 
up, he said, ‘It was not my way, I changed, but I have finished my subject, one of 
the two subjects I was supposed to study. In the teacher training college there (as 
you may know) we have two main subjects. Then the student can say, ‘I studied 
German in the university.’ The Rector says, ‘OK, you missed the didactic 
dimension, you can make that up with some supplementary work in this direction, 
but the main thing about it is that you have one of these main subjects behind 
you.’ Then the student may, if it is possible, it is more practical questions than it 
is to do with rule questions, find a way to do it and may go through in 3 years.
KL That is very interesting. When you were talking about the folkeskole and saying 
some of them had pen friends, a contact classes or whatever you want to call it, is 
that information gathered in any way or do you rely on schools, like Haslev 
telling you that they have an international course. Is it them telling you rather 
than you gathering this information?
GJ More the schools themselves, it is coming from the down steps and not the up
steps and that is OK, we may gather information sometimes to find out what is 
going on and also to inspire others who have not found yet how to do things in 
this way, but mainly we think it is a thing for the schools themselves to find out. 
Also to find the department that is matching what they are looking for.
I am interested to know about the Scottish education system and how you include 
a European dimension in education in Scotland.
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KL You know in England that they have a National Curriculum, but in Scotland we 
have curriculum guidelines. They have different levels of attainment and the 
teacher must decide at each level, Ts this individual working at level A, B, C, D, 
or E? So there is some freedom from that point of view. There is one of the 
curricular documents that covers the European or international dimension and it 
brings that out. The Scottish Office has an International Relations Branch and 
they have just produced a Policy, Strategy and Practice document. At the end of 
the document they have included an institutional self-assessment. It is a set of 
questions for an institution to think about and to help staff find out how the 
institution rates what it is doing in a European or international dimension.
GJ OK, they say, ‘Here are some outlines and you do it your own way afterwards.’
KL There are checks and balances, and not as much freedom on curricular matters as
you have in Denmark. I think we benefit because we are a small country, like 
Denmark, 5 million people, and we not only have the Scottish Office, but we have 
the General Teaching Council, I do not know how much you know about it?
GJ Not a lot.
KL In Scotland you cannot teach unless you are registered with the General Teaching
Council (GTC). When a teacher qualifies from a college of education or a faculty 
of education and goes into school, she or he must complete a 2 year probationary 
period. At the end of the 2 years the GTC will decide whether that teacher is 
suitable for full registration. The GTC work very much in connection with the 
colleges of education. They are part of the validation process of our courses. The 
GTC made some recommendations about including a European Dimension in 
teacher education. We have these recommendations and we have to do something 
about them. Some of the teacher education institutions have international co­
ordinators.
One thing I didn't ask you about when I mentioned the international co-ordinators 
here, did the Ministry have any kind of direction as far as saying that each of the 
18 colleges should have an international co-ordinator or was that entirely up to the 
colleges?
GJ Entirely up to themselves. If they did not have one at first we said, ‘OK, that is 
your choice.’ However, one day we may go so far as to say that the seminaria 
must put one of their tutors on this specific job. We may want to have someone 
we can phone and say, ‘What are you doing about this matter?’ That might come 
at some time but to take information technology as an example, we now have 
someone who claims to take care of this because they have one or another who 
bums for it and it is necessary to have someone who has some understanding of it 
and buy the right machines and so on. But if we have some questions then we go 
to the rector and say, ‘What are you going to do in this area?’ And they may say.
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T have put so-and-so in this job and please contact him.’ But we normally always 
go through the rector.
KL That is interesting. And do you think there will be a new Teacher Education 
Law?
GJ I think there will be because our Minister is very keen to do it and maybe of
course it is also the wish of the Ministry of Education to make this new Teacher 
Act. I also think it is time for it now.
KL Do you think that it would be a radical change? You were saying that in 1966
there was a Law and then one in 1991 which didn't really change the content. It 
was just to make it a devolved ....
GJ I think if we get a new law now, I think it will be a bigger change, because always
we discuss what is big and small in this country, but our aim now is that instead of 
these many subjects,...
KL How many subjects, is it?
GJ 15 or 17 subjects, which are college based of course, because of all of these
subjects only between 5 or 7 are the school subjects. In teacher education we have 
psychology and there are also some subjects whose aim is to give the student 
some know-how, for instance, the area of science, but this subject is not meant to 
be the subject where you learn as a teacher, but it is there for your own personal 
development and you get so many of them. But if you cut down and concentrate 
on the 4 or 5 school subjects and then if we organise these subjects so that for 
instance you have to choose one from the humanistic area, one from the science 
area, one from the creative area and one as a free choice, then we are assured that 
our teacher knows something, has been in connection with, has studied a science 
subject, therefore when all the teachers go out to the school we can make teams. A 
teacher team for a class may consist of 4 or 5 teachers. If they have the right 
choices in the subjects at school, then you cover it from all areas and then you can 
maintain the principle of fewer teachers in the school. So the small children do 
not have 10 or 20 teachers, they have a little team, these are my teachers from the 
core group, this little group has all the experience that is necessary. That is the 
idea behind it. Of course it gives a lot of difficulties, is that good enough, are they 
clever enough when they come out, have they learnt enough in these subjects, but 
we think if we could have a smaller number of subjects we have time enough even 
though we are still only using 4 years. We will have time enough for 4 or 5 main 
subjects.
KL So it would be structural changes?
GJ Yes.
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KL Do you negotiate this with the colleges?
GJ Within the colleges we have a Council, the College Council, where the teachers,
the rector, the organisations, the parents, the Danish Teacher Trade Unions, etc...
KL Is that different from the Board that runs the college?
GJ Yes, because the college itself has its own Board and the Minister has the College
Council which is to give him good advice - for instance, they discuss now what is 
good and what is bad in the ideas of the Ministry.
KL It is another line of communication with the Ministry, these Councils?
GJ Yes, because we have in the Council all the organisations, you have the teacher
trade union, you have the trade union of the college tutors, you have the students 
organisation, and they all sent one representative to this Council, and these 11 or 
12 members, they discuss the things and give their opinions.
KL So each college would have a Council ?
GJ No, they come together. The 18 rectors send one member to this Council, and the
students organisation send one, and the trade union for all 50,000 Danish teachers 
send one, and the municipality sends one.
KL And is there one member from the Ministry of Education who sits on this 
Council?
GJ We act as secretariat for it, but the chairman is our director from this part of the 
Ministry, which in some way is a funny construction, because if this Council 
gives the Minister some advice then afterwards the same man who has been the 
chairman of the Council, it is his job as a director inside the Ministry to think, 
‘Was that a good idea or not?’ So it is a little funny construction, but there are 
political and historical reasons for doing it in this way. It should be a member 
from outside the Ministry. We discuss all these things now, of course it is a broad 
discussion all over the country.
KL And the rectors will probably discuss it in their asociation?
GJ Yes, they discuss it and the students discuss it. I was at such a meeting this
morning, with another 5 persons from a seminarium. It was arranged by the
students and the director had his idea and he put it forward. I came with ideas
from the Ministry and the inspector from the local schools presented what she 
thought a teacher had to know when he goes out, and then we had a discussion 
with the students and they said, ‘You take this back to your Minister.’
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KL It is not something that is decided quickly. There appears to be a lengthy 
timescale in there for all of the negotiations and discussions?
GJ Yes, because we have in this Council that I mentioned, we have made a plan now 
for 4 or 5 meetings during the spring time and the summer holidays and if we 
succeed we may have come through and discussed the thing to the end. Then the 
process starts again when the Minister makes his proposals to Parliament. We get 
all the discussion again, from Parliament and then, of course, the same groups try 
to make the new proposals. It is the democratic way.
KL You may be interested in this booklet, we were an independent college of 
education, we were Craigie College of Education, but now we are the Faculty of 
Education of the University of Paisley. This is the little booklet which says what 
we do in teacher education.
GJ Yes, because I often get teachers from abroad who come to the Ministry who
want to teach and be engaged in the Danish folkeskole. They come with a 
qualification from the UK, from other countries, and then we have to say, ‘What 
does it mean? Can we use you in the Danish school?’ Of course we have the 
directive from the European Union which in principle says that a teacher from one 
country must be allowed to work in another country. But of course, as you know, 
there is a little line that you can say, ‘OK, his qualifications are not good enough.’ 
As we have this system that we have one teacher for all 10 years, we never find a 
teacher from abroad who can do all that. So therefore it is more interesting for me 
to see how different you make things in another country and then for me to find a 
way to say, ‘If you make a supplementary examination in one or two subjects, 
maybe in a specific subject, then we could accept you as a teacher.’
KL That role would be fulfilled by our General Teaching Council. It must be difficult 
to send Danish teachers out when there are 18 different colleges with different 
courses even though you have a general framework.
GJ Yes, we have had some difficulties with Danish teachers going, for instance, to
Germany where the Germans said, ‘OK, fine, we have this European directive, but 
that speaks about university level and you come from a Danish Seminarium. 
What kind of institution is it - we have never heard about it. It has nothing to do 
with university level.’ And then we had a great fight with the Commission to try 
to tell them, ‘OK, in Denmark we have this tradition, but it is still Post Graduate 
education and, OK, it is the lowest step of the university level, I think we have 2 
or 3 levels in the international theme of education, but still it is a university level 
and you have to accept it.’ Or the other way, we have a German teacher who has 
this broad range of subjects but has not the two specialist subjects. And then we 
say you have to go to the Danish College and get the specialisation.
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KL It is just the same in Scotland.
GJ It is interesting though, because sometimes we get a feeling that we make it more
difficult for teachers coming fi"om abroad than we ought to do in the light of this 
directive about the European dimension, but if you have the same problem with 
Scotland and England then I am feeling a bit happier about our way of doing it.
KL We have a different education system and we have a different legal system. Our 
education system is administered by the Scottish Office. Well, thank you very 
much, have you any objection if I quote you when I write up my research?
GJ Absolutely not.
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KL I am interested in the Rectors' International Committee. Has there been any 
direction at a national level to encourage a European dimension in teacher 
education?
OB Do you want me to elaborate in a general way or do you wish to put specific 
questions?
KL You are the Chairman of the Rectors' International Committee?
OB I am a member of the Committee, we do not have a chairman. We share the
work and the influence. There are three Rectors out of the eighteen, who share 
the responsibility.
KL Who are the other two Rectors?
OB Finn Eric Larsen from Haslev Seminarium and the Rector from Aalborg. We
are supposed to advise the Rectors' Committee on all international matters and 
we are expected to organise a link or network of all the International Co­
ordinators in the Seminaria. Typically, this is done by organising a two day 
meeting once or twice a year. During these meetings we have several 
purposes. If new information comes up, we try to make sure that everyone is 
kept well informed. For example, when the new Socrates programme came 
along, it was discussed at the meeting. We made sure that they were able to 
fill the application in. We went through it one paragraph at a time. Now we 
are evaluating the work in Socrates and we are discussing the new practice. 
Which applications are acceptable and why? There is a bunch of official 
criteria, then there is another set of unofficial criteria, that seems to be even 
more important.
KL Where does your information come from, who passes it on to you?
OB It will typically come from the National Agency in Copenhagen, which is the
University Rectors' Committee. They have a secretariat and the responsibility 
has been handed to them from the Ministry of Education. They service all
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educational institutions concerning the funding programmes. They hand out 
the funds. In this little country we try to get to know the people involved 
personally. So we invited the Secretariat to one of the 'Link' meetings with the 
International Co-ordinators. They were able to help us with the applications. 
That was very good and helpful. That is our main source of information.
KL You mention only the Socrates programme, what about other aspects of a
European dimension, does that information come from the Ministry?
OB We have one other main money programme, which is Norplus. This is a
Nordic programme. The money is administered by the Nordic Council of 
Ministers in Copenhagen. Otherwise, the committee is supposed to have the 
antenna out to listen for other information to pass to the International Co­
ordinators.
KL Does your committee have a pot of money to develop a European dimension 
or does it rely solely on funding from European and Nordic programmes?
OB We are only there to service the Rectors' Committee and assist the 'Link'
network.
KL So where does the funding for the 'Link' meetings come from?
OB It comes from the Ministry of Education and in fact all thé colleges get an
extra sum of money for a European dimension. It is around £75,000. We have 
decided to spend some of this money on 'Link' meetings. The rest of this total 
sum is split between the colleges so they can use it for international purposes. 
The amount depends on the number of students. In my institution we get the 
equivalent of about £3,000. We have to keep special account of it, because it 
must be spent on the development of international education. If we cheat with 
this money then they would probably stop it.
KL So there is some support for international education in teacher education from 
the Ministry of Education?
OB Yes.
KL The fact that it is a decentralised process of developing international education
in Denmark is due to the philosophy of giving teacher institutions autonomy to 
make decisions, rather than the Ministry of Education not wanting to promote 
the international dimension?
OB It is the first. It would be against the general trend if they tried to influence 
this aspect of teacher education more than the others. From a logical point of 
view, now they have decentralised everything, they have no reason to step in 
and demand anything special in this connection.
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We have this Social Democratic Liberal Government that we have had for 
many years. We call it the liberal dilemma, on the one hand, the state has an 
interest in decentralising the management of education, but on the other hand, 
they sometimes want new ideas promoted. The difficulty is, how do they do 
that in a decentralised system. Sometimes they step on their own toes.
However, we get the money in this case and we have the right to choose how 
to spend it on international education.
KL Do you have to report back to the Ministry of Education about how you have 
spent the money?
OB For this special sum, we have to deliver an annual report on how we spent the 
money. But, international education has been living in the shadow you could 
say. It has not been given that much priority. We had a new teacher education 
act last year and for the first time the word international was used.
KL Yes, I spoke to Gerhard Jasperson in the Ministry of Education before the act
was published and he told me that international education would be
mentioned, but new technology would get greater emphasis.
OB Do you read Danish?
KL Only a very little.
OB That is a pity because I could give you a copy of the act, but it is in Danish.
The International Committee argued that the international dimension should be 
mentioned explicitly in the new act. The Ministry of Education resisted, but 
they did include a few words. It says, international items must be included in 
teacher education where it is possible and the local management should ensure 
that there is a possibility for a study trip to another country, as part of the 
student's education. Those are the exact words in the act.
KL You wanted more than th a t... the International Committee wanted more than 
that?
OB Yes, we would have liked it to be an obligation, rather than where possible.
KL That makes a big difference.
OB It certainly does. There is an enormous difference between the eighteen
colleges. Some are not interested in international education. They have no 
international context what so ever. The most active colleges have lots of 
international activities.
KL So there are huge variations.
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OB Yes.
KL Would you say the majority have international activities and the minority do 
not?
OB Yes. It is better than the last teacher education act, because now it is 
mentioned. It is better than nothing. So now teacher educators can raise the 
question if they are interested. They can raise a very good argument. Also, 
students can ask, "Why don't we have an international dimension in our 
course?"
In my institution we put a lot of money into international education, because 
we happen to think that it is important.
KL Why do you think that it is important for student teachers?
OB I think that it is important for one main reason. It widens students' spiritual
horizons in different ways. I see it as an important element in the more 
general aims of education and the upbringing of student teachers. I see it as 
part of what we often call the soft qualifications. I don't think that it is that 
important in principle to go far away. You need not go to Italy or far away. A 
trip to Sweden gives them experience of an other culture. The Swedes have a 
very Americanised way of living, especially among young people. They have 
a totally different set-up. The effect of staying in Sweden for three months 
would be just as good as going to Italy, or Spain or France. The point is that 
when you jump out of the circle you are living in, there is a chance to look at it 
fi'om the outside, to have a new perspective on your own way of living. That is 
the main point. To have a new dimension on reflecting on cultures 
differences. You also have new dimensions based on personal experience. 
From my own point of view it is a cultural issue. It has to do with the general 
aspects of education. It has to do with a student's whole life. I don't see it as a 
separate subject. You can get into it through language learning. But it is 
about a cultural understanding, about your own life and others. There may be 
specific benefits. Students may get something in the course in Sweden that 
they might not get in Denmark, so they gain professionally, but that is not so 
important.
KL So raising the quality of the students' education is not the fundamental point, it 
is intercultural understanding?
OB That is my point of view; That is not the only answer that may be given. It 
might be a typical Danish position. When I meet Greek colleagues they say 
please help us to raise the quality of our own education. So it might depend on 
your viewpoint. In our geographical, historical and political position I think 
the intercultural education is a point we should stress. In Denmark we have 
not had a lot of immigrants until now. It is changing international education 
makes people better.
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KL Definitions are linked to one's philosophy regarding educational purpose?
OB Yes.
KL May we go back to talking about the colleges. Do all eighteen have an 
international co-ordinator?
OB Yes.
KL How did that come about? Was it a Ministry of Education directive?
OB I don't know who invented the idea, it was in the middle of the 1980s. The
Rector of the institution I work in at the time came to me to say that he had
received information about developing international education, I contacted 
colleagues in some other colleges to ask them about it. Then a group of us 
decided to establish a network. It was at the time of the setting up of the 
Erasmus programme. It was agreed in the Rectors' Committee that all colleges 
should elect someone to co-ordinate international activities. Each college was 
free to decide how much time they would devote to it. There is still an 
enormous variation in the amount of time each has,
KL But the idea originated in the colleges?
OB Yes, from the grassroots. Then I went to work for the Ministry of Education
half-time. This meant that I could go to them and say that the colleges are
motivated to do something in international education, so let's support them. 
The result was a meeting was organised and paid for by the Ministry, All the 
Co-ordinators of International Education met. That is how it started,
KL So the £75,000 comes from the Ministry to the Rectors' Committee and they 
distribute it to the eighteen colleges?
OB Yes, but we didn't have that in the beginning. We have only had it for the last
five years or so. We also get a ‘prize’ per head for each student we send out
and each student we take in. It is £500 per student. That is very good
business.
KL That comes from the Ministry?
OB Yes, it probably will not last, but we get it now,
KL That is an indicator that the Ministry of Education view mobility as important?
OB Yes, the sum we get pays for the working hours of our International Co­
ordinator,
KL How are the meetings of the International Co-ordinators structured? Does the 
Rectors' International Committee set out aims to be fulfilled?
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OB No, we put our ears to the grassroots, to try to find out what they need to know 
about. We set up a draft agenda and send it around and ask people to reflect 
on it. At the moment we are interested in the evaluation of Socrates. We are 
concerned about the bureaucracy of the applications. We wonder if we can 
give the money ourselves without Brussels. We feel that they say in Brussels 
that the Danes are always complaining. We do not like the hierarchy, it is not 
something Danes fit into.
KL Is there a solid structure in the colleges that would allow continuous 
development of an international development or is it still based on ad hoc 
arrangements?
OB The Rectors' Conference has no authority what so ever. We have no right to 
execute authority over the individual colleges, and we certainly have no wish 
to do so. Behind closed doors, we often talk about the Mafia! It is an informal 
group of people, in these days when everything has been decentralised it is 
probably the only group that can establish links between different colleges and 
assure a certain standard in teacher education. So the Ministry of Education 
has to depend on our advice. They have to support our work, and they have to 
listen to this group of Rectors. We often make deals and agreements. There is 
not always agreement amongst the eighteen Rectors, but in some matters we 
try to form a common policy to establish a common frontier.
KL The three Rectors who form the International Committee, did that group come 
about at the same time as the decision to appoint the eighteen co-ordinators of 
International Education in the colleges?
OB Almost, yes. I think the Rector's Conference was a little in front of the 
initiative.
KL You have read my paper on the European dimension in education, what is the 
position in Denmark?
OB The Danes don't care about the European dimension. It is a strange idea. It is 
an artificial construction. There is no cultural or political reality. I think that 
the European dimension is part of a rhetorical construction, that is built up in 
Brussels around a number of activities. It has never been the meaning of the 
EU that it should interfere in the education systems of the member states. 
Now it comes through the back door slowly. There are now paragraphs added 
to the Treaties.
We Danes smile when people talk about a European dimension, we know what 
it is all about, we know that it is necessary for us to get money from Brussels, 
so we have to write nice words about the European dimension. In reality we 
would like to have an international dimension or a global one. That is the 
dilemma in many countries not just Denmark. A European dimension is far 
too narrow. There are different opinions in Denmark. There is a political or
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cultural dimension to this co-operation; half the population would say that. 
The other half would hesitate.
I think I represent the general attitude in higher education. We would smile in 
a friendly way when people talk about the European dimension, but I think to 
myself here is another one of those bureaucratic faces from Brussels, without 
any reality. When we talk about a Nordic connection, then that is very 
different. That is very serious for historic reasons. The Nordic connection is 
very vivid. We feel that is real.
We have been called the 'footnote' nation by the EU. We always want to have 
footnotes added to the treaties. It makes all the other Member States unhappy. 
We want to be a member, but not at any price. We don't want to go too deep 
into these co-operations.
I do think that it is very important for students to go to other European 
countries. I support a practical policy within education, but I do not want 
artificial ideas. I won't tell a student about different cultures. I would never 
dare to set up objectives for the exchange. They must find these things out for 
themselves.
KL Do you consider student and staff mobility to be more important than 
developing a European dimension in the curriculum?
OB I think letting people travel is only part of the solution of internationalisation, 
because only a minority can go. We send about twenty students out of two 
hundred per year, so it is a small percentage. It is probably about 10% but 
what about the other 90%. They should have international perspectives here 
and there in their courses. First of all in foreign languages, in history and 
geography, in social sciences as a natural part. That is not new. So we will do 
what we have always done. In this small country we have always had to look 
outside. It is a very long tradition. To be an educated person you have to have 
an international perspective. In the previous century only privileged people 
could travel outside, but now we want to find ways of financing the 
opportunity for more people.
If I were to be a little arrogant, I would say that there is nothing new about 
internationalisation, and there need not be. In this country we have always 
picked up cultural influences. It is an ethno-centric view, but I think that we 
have an education system that has an international perspective. So I am not 
worried about the curriculum. We should give as many students the 
opportunity to experience it all, that is why I emphasise mobility. That is the 
new aspect of it all.
It is an official criteria here in Denmark, that you can be accepted into teacher 
education if you have travelled abroad. 25% are admitted on their school 
marks only, another 25% are accepted on different criteria, such as travelling
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abroad, experience in another profession or skill, a voluntary worker etc. Then 
there are other criteria for the other percentage.
KL What do you call a longer stay in another country?
OB At least six months.
KL Do they have to provide some evidence of their stay?
OB Yes, they must write it in their application.
KL That is very interesting.
OB This means about 75% of our students have travelled to another country and
are able to speak another language, usually English.
KL Your students will enter teacher education at an older age.
OB Typically the average age is 23 or 24 in this institution, in other institutions I
know it is higher. The number of students who come straight from school is 
very small. The fact that travel to a foreign country is one of the criteria for 
entrance to teacher education shows the value we place on internationalisation, 
and experiencing things for themselves.
KL Thank you for allowing me to interview you. May I quote you when I write 
up my research.
OB Yes, of course.
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KL I would like to ask you about Grundtvig and the principles behind the Folk
High School.
TWN I will try to do my best, but first it is a pleasure to give you this book about
Grundtvig.
KL Thank you very much.
TWN First, I should tell you a bit about my background. I have been teaching for
25 years now, but I am also involved with the association of the Danish 
Folk High Schools, which is a member organisation, that means that 
teachers, principals, people from the board, (every school is owned by itself 
so it has to have a responsible board), all these people can be members of 
this association. Of course on the board we are working with political 
matters, financial matters, educational matters and international matters. 
We have an international committee and I am the chairman. It has given 
me the possibility to meet a lot of foreigners because many people are 
interested in the this traditional people enlightement started by the Danish 
Folk High School. We have had a co-sponsor - the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs and they have produced this fact sheet in 5 different languages. I
can give you the English one. They feel that this concept is so much a
Danish concept and it something of what we have given as a small country 
to the development of the world.
In fact, there has really been a huge interest, especially during the last years, 
especially from Eastern Europe, because they have been standing with no 
people identity. Very often the interest is combined with wants about 
respecting human rights and the step to democracy. We have also had 
requests from the third world about help to finance and establish a folk 
school there.
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We are involved in projects, one in Nigeria and five schools in Bangladesh 
and now one new school in India. Especially these days, two other 
members from the international committee are visiting Uganda to prepare a 
school project. It has really been very interesting to be involved in this 
work because you meet a lot of people and it opens your eyes that this is not 
only a Danish tradition, it is a world wide tradition to see adult education in 
a concept of what we call non-formal education as an integrated part of 
human development. To give you an example, during the social summit in 
Copenhagen one year ago at the beginning of 1995, we arranged a 
workshop as an official part of the social summit. There we had some 
contributions from 5 different people from different countries about how 
they are looking at this concept of people’s enlightenment.
That was a little about my background. Grundtvig tradition is a long story, 
but I will focus on some aspects within this concept. What he believed in 
and it is a little more than a 100 years ago, it was in a very special situation 
when Denmark had got its first democratic constitution. Grundtvig didn’t 
feel that the Danish people were grown up enough to take responsibility and 
he thought that they had to be enlightened, but not enlightenedd in the 
traditional French way when you are telling people about how to be 
enlightened. No, what he thought was important was to start with what was 
important for the local people, for the native people and especially to tell 
them about history and to do it in their language. At that time the German 
language was used greatly in Denmark. To be an educated man you had to 
speak German. To Grundtvig the mother tongue was very important 
because you had your own personal identity based on your mother tongue, 
your history and most of all your stories. Even though he was a theologist, 
his first important writing was about Nordic Mythology because there you 
had the soul of the people. That was what he felt could bridge the gap 
between the well educated and the common man, and to bridge this gap was 
the most important thing for those schools. In many ways you have an 
alternative type of education.
There is a famous story from this region that the principal who founded this 
school here, Mr Trier had a visit from the Bishop of Copenhagen called 
Martins. They were taking a walk in the garden and Bishop Martins said to 
Trier, “So you really want to give those people an aesthetic education, and 
enlightenment”. Trier said, “Not an aesthetic education which would make 
them unable to do anything when they return to the bams and the stables at 
home. What they have to have is an alternative education, a people - like 
education that should give them joy, by living so much that when they go 
home they cannot stop involving themselves.”
When you are talking about the influence of the Folk High School many 
people think that the people only learned to build community houses and all 
the other things that were started from the Folk High School. Of course 
they learned a little about it, but it wasn’t the most important. The most 
important was that they started to believe in themselves, they got self-
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confidence and self-awareness. When they came back to their own local 
communities they just could not stop doing something and taking part in 
what had to be done to make a development in the local area. The local area 
really needed a development. There is a very fine book about the Danish 
High School written by an American Anthropologist who spent 3 years in 
Denmark and was a student at a Folk High School. It was written about 4 
or 5 years ago. It is called ‘The Land of the Living’. The author is called 
Steven Borris. It has the subtitle, ‘The Danish Folk High School, 
Denmarks’ non-violent path to Modernisation’. His theory is that there are 
two things that prepared this path to modernisation. It was the land 
reforms, but the farmers didn’t start to use the reforms until the schools 
came. In fact, this school was started in Vallekilde by a young theologian, 
he had been a priest during the war in 1864. He was not really a priest, but 
an army teacher because there were too many priests in the army. When he 
came back from war, he wanted to be involved with the people, he wanted 
to build a Folk High School, but he didn’t know where to build it. 
Grundtvig said that those farmers out in the west of Zeeland between 
Holbaek and Kallanburg need a school. He knew the priest here in 
Vallekilde, so he built the school here in 1865. The point is , why did they 
need a school, they needed a school because Grundtvig knew that they had 
started something in this area. They had started a home mission and at that 
time it was very radical to have a home mission. So he felt that, in this area 
there was a potential for a school to make a difference.
KL The fact that he was a priest did that mean that the school had a religious
foundation?
TWN No, because and this is another very important point of Grundtvig’s theory,
he says first he is a human being then a Christian. So, there is a border 
between the Folk High School and the church. Many of the local 
communities, the old communities where there is a Folk High School, there 
is a school and a church. There is here at Vallekilde, but there is a border. 
You do not have to declare your Christianity in the school. Very often it is 
the same people who are the background of the school and the church, the 
community is equal, but the church does not make any demands on the 
students. That is very important.
KL So the principles behind trying to find your own identity - the kinds of
things that Grundtvig felt were important - were they about giving the 
decision-making to the individual?
TWN Not decision giving, if we should have a democracy, to Grundtvig a
democracy had to be based on individuals believing in themselves and their 
own possibilities, to be what he called a people. To be a people means that 
they felt they belonged to Danish society, the Danish history, the Danish 
language, the Danish stories, so you had something to be proud of. He 
learned that in England during his days at Oxford. He was brought up in a 
very conservative Danish church environment - what we called the ‘Black
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Christianity’. In England he realised that living was a gift, life was a gift 
from above, it was heaven, it was a joy to be alive. It is another reason that 
there was conflict in the Danish church between the home mission and the 
Grundtvigians. The Grundtvigians are called the enjoyable and happy 
Grundtvigians and the sad home mission. Of course, should you travel 
around and visit the Folk High Schools in Denmark, I hope that you can 
feel that life is worth living.
KL To what extent did Grundtvig have an influence on the democratic
principles that Denmark developed?
TWN Oh, he wasn’t that much of a democrat from the very beginning he believed
in a monarchy. He was very much supported by the King before we had 
our constitution. The King paid for his education in England. What really 
was essential for him was the feeling of belonging to a people. You have to 
imagine the big difference between society today and society 150 years ago. 
If you are comparing what is happening in Russia and Yugoslavia it is not 
easy to establish democracy. It is hard work.
KL Hans explained to me that the Grundtvig ideal was the individual and the
individual being based in the home. I wonder what Grundtvig would have 
thought about the European Dimension.
TWN That is exactly what we are discussing in our International Committee. To 
understand Grundtvig it is important to be an individual, based in the roots and 
the history and so on, but also to know that you are a member of something 
bigger than yourself. He called the people, ‘folke’ the word ‘folke’ is very 
common in Denmark, the library is Folkebiblitec, the school is Folkeskole, our 
government is called Folketek, the whole way round the word is very essential. 
So, to be an individual based on your roots, but also to know that you are part 
of a people and that you have bigger possibilities than just to be an individual. 
It is the difference between the humanistic aspect and Grundtvig’s theory. 
Therefore, dialogue is also essential, the living word as Grundtvig called it. 
The living word where the people are able to touch something within, to 
influence the discussion.
The first part of this school was formed like the hammer of the god Thor. 
When the first part of the school had to be constructed they made it as a 
hammer. In the head of the hammer you had the two teaching rooms, under 
the head you had the kitchen and the dining room, so in the head you had the 
whole power. The principal of the school lived in the handle of the hammer. 
This hammer is also symbolic of the living word, because just as this hammer 
was able to hit someone and always come back, you have a very fine 
description of the living word. When you have a fine discussion with the 
people, if you are really talking from your heart you are hitting, but you still 
have the words.
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KL When we spoke earlier, I asked you about Grundtvig’s influence on the 
democratic principles in Denmark, the thing that strikes me most about teacher 
education and the folkeskole in Denmark is the discussion and negotiation that 
goes on between students and their teachers, has that been influenced by 
Grundtvig?
TWN Yes, when I said he wasn’t a democrat that is correct, but his influence on the 
democratic ideal and the way to look at democracy is very much influenced by 
Grundtvig. Many people who come from abroad say that what is special about 
Danish democracy is that you are believing that culture is established from 
inside and not from above. Especially, French people they are very interested 
in this enlightenment in the Nordic countries. They feel that culture here 
comes from the bottom up. Also the way that democracy is more a way of 
how to treat each other, the way of running a country it is also essential and 
linked to Grundtvig’s way of looking at the people. So even if he wasn’t very 
much for the democratic constitution, his way of looking at the people has 
been essential. My way of looking at democracy is that democracy is an 
inteipersonal understanding, to work for a common way of understanding how 
to exist together, and how to handle own and common problems.
KL If I may go back to the European dimension, do you feel that it is important in
the education system, does it fit in with the principles that you have?
TWN As far as I can see Europe has been very open for the last 10 or 15 years, when
I am talking with my students they have travelled around so much. The 
society is very open, but if we are looking at international society from a folke 
high school point of view or from Grundtvigian point of view, I do not believe 
in a totally mixed international identity. I do not believe in the possibilities 
made from such a society. What I believe in is and I think many others 
believe the same - what gives dignity, what gives responsibility, what gives 
respect is that you are looking at people as individuals, responsible equal 
identities, similarly to peoples. What gives a fine international society, is to 
have an open dialogue between equal people with their identity and 
background. Not to wipe out your own identity, but to respect your own 
identity and other people’s identity, then you can have the international 
society. But from my point of view many people have misunderstood this, 
what is very important is to have a European identity. I am not a Dane, I am 
not a Swede, I have met many young people who have said, T am a European, 
what does it mean? Does it mean that I am not a Dane, not a Swede?’ They 
are defining it from not, not, not, instead of saying, okay my background is to 
be a Dane and from that I really want to be in a dialogue with others, because 
we have to benefit from it.
KL One of the things that I have been asking the other people I have interviewed
is whether the European dimension is something that can be defined. It 
sounds to me, from what you have just said that you would see the European 
dimension as an openness to the understanding of other cultures.
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TWN Yes, but just as it is very important within people to believe in the dialogue, to 
believe in the possibilities to be in something that is bigger than yourself as a 
human being, totally parallel within my head it is possible to have an inter­
relation between different people and benefit from an open dialogue. I think it 
would be possible also within the framework of the European dimension, as 
we know it today, to be in such a co-operation.
KL In your work here in school, do you include any kind of European dimension 
in what you are doing?
TWN My problem is that I have too many subjects to run. International affairs is the 
third subject that I have to run, because of my International work my time is 
very limited. We want to have it and we do have it in the school as much as 
possible. Many other folk high schools are focusing more on international 
measures than we are.
KL What sort of things are they doing, do you know?
TWN Language teaching, culture teaching - in the southern part of Jutland there is a
school that has very close links with Germany, with exchange programmes 
and so on. I told you a little about schools with different lives and
international lives are very common at folk high schools. Nearly all folk high
schools are travelling abroad with the students. Of course, for some of the 
school it is just as much to go skiing in Norway rather than focusing on culture 
exchanges.
KL The work of the International Committee that you are President of, is it mainly 
for you to go out and promote folk high schools or is it about tiying to 
promote international education in schools. What is the role of the 
International Committee?
TWN Normally we have 3 jobs. We are a member association so we have to 
facilitate our members as they want us to do it concerning their international 
matters. It can be subjects, it can be guests, it can be international contracts 
abroad and so on. Also, to try to help all those people from abroad who want 
to know something about the Danish folk high schools, it is the second job. 
Then thirdly, to be a project responsible association concerning the third 
world, but we have also been involved in some democracy projects. In 
Denmark we have a Democracy Fund which gives money for contacts in 
Eastern European countries who want to know something about democracy. 
Especially the folk high schools are very useful in that way because they are 
residential schools and they can arrange courses very cheaply. I have some 
statistical analysis which show that more than 50 other Danish folk high 
schools have been involved in democracy projects. That is our 3 main jobs.
Our problem is that our resources are limited. We only have one secretary in 
Copenhagen, then we have six people on the International Committee and they 
all work in folk high schools, but it is interesting work. What is so fantastic
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about this work is that when you are looking outside the window you are 
learning so much about what is inside the house, and I have been pushed to try 
and define what we are doing so many times. I have learned that there are so 
many traditions in other countries for putting adult education within a concept 
of respect and awareness raising, citizenship and so on. International work 
must be based on respect for individual people’s identity. I feel that there also 
has to be some general understanding all over the world about human rights 
and about respect for individuality.
KL Would you agree that learning about other people, allows you to hold up a 
mirror to yourself and reflect on your own identity?
TWN That is a good question, I do not know. I entered the Committee 8 years ago, 
no, 6 years ago. I think it was started in the late 1960s. Until 10-15 years ago 
it was a political association without an office, but in the late 60s there were 
some contracts or interest from abroad and I think the International Committee 
started from then. After 1989 it has grown.
KL I am trying to find out if the influences for starting a European dimension in 
education have come from the individual institutions or whether it has come 
from the Ministry of Education or whether it was the influence of policy 
papers from Brussels?
TWN It was very late when we accepted that we had to be part of the European 
Community, it was because of the way of looking at democracy within the 
European Community. Democracy was a way of handling a society not a 
question about common people so we have those two ways of looking at 
democracy. It is linked to the individual.
KL The influences have not come from outside Denmark, from Brussels?
TWN No that would be impossible in the folk high school, they would react very
strongly, they have done it, they have been involved very strongly in a
movement to do with moving out of the European association.
HF There is a folk high school called the European Folk High School, for a short 
time at least. There was a person who started this school from a political 
party. Is that school still alive? Is there really a European dimension 
anywhere in the folk high schools? You were talking about an international 
dimension.
TWN Yes, but what is the European dimension? If the European dimension means 
that we have a specific characteristic for Italy, Denmark, Greece etc., then I 
don’t think so, but if the European dimension means respect for human beings, 
the other way of looking at democracy, then I really think that it not only plays 
a role, but also that it has to be more important in the European reality than it 
is today. It is a wish to be part of a dialogue, we cannot stand outside. Lets 
have this dialogue with different people with their own identity.
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KL Do you mean a critical consciousness of what is going on?
TWN Not necessarily critical, but that everybody respects each other as an equal.
KL One of the points in European policy is about raising awareness of European
citizenship. What do you think European citizenship means?
TWN You could compare it with the U.S. If the American identity is similar to using 
the word European identity, but I am not sure most Americans talk about 
where in Europe they have come from. I don’t know how to describe it, but I 
don’t believe in a European identity based on a citizenship of Europe, you 
have to have something in between, the part that means you are from Scotland 
and I am from Denmark. We have to remember our local community because 
we are not able to feel as an Italian, I am not an Italian.
KL Do you also feel that there are regional differences. Does someone from
Jutland feel different from someone from Zeeland?
TWN Yes, but many people call this nationalism, but to me it is the opposite of 
nationalism. Nationalism comes when you have no identity. You can see it in 
the former Yugoslavia, when you take away people’s identity then they fight 
for it. You can see in Denmark, the most fascist group in Denmark has people 
who do not have any roots in Denmark.
KL Do you think there is a dichotomy between being part of Europe and this 
nationalist feeling?
TWN I believe that if you have respect for each other then the European Union can 
be a very fine meeting point. It can be the board room where we can meet.
KL Almost half of the Danes I understand were against the Union.
TWN Yes, but in some way it is a question of what are you believing in. For many
years I thought that those people who really had an identity were those who
found it most difficult to respect others who were different, but yet if you
know your own identity it is much easier to understand and respect and accept
that other people believe in something different. I hope that the European 
Union will allow people to feel belonging and be different without being afraid 
of nationalism. If we are talking on that basis then I feel that the European 
identity is important in the Danish folk high school.
In teacher training you are teaching people with dignity, they still need to learn 
a lot, but you cannot force ideas on them.
KL Was the folk high school established first, then the folkeskole after that?
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TWN The folkeskole came first in 1814. Mainly the influence of the folk high 
school is that many of the students who go to the teacher training seminariums 
have been students at the folk high schools themselves.
KL The reason I am asking that is that in the folkeskole there seems to be 
negotiation with the pupils and the importance of democratic decisions is 
emphasised. I wonder if the influence for this had come from the folk high 
school.
TWN Of course, we have to be aware of not being too much self-promoting, but I 
can see a parallel where within the Danish system I see the very student- 
oriented system and it is very much appreciated that students are going into a 
dialogue with their teacher. The traditions of people’s enlightenment within 
the Nordic countries has influenced the education systems, especially the way 
of communicating.
KL Everybody I have spoken to in Denmark so far has had this feeling that they 
initiated things because they wanted to do it, not because someone has told 
them or forced them to do it. Negotiation and joint decision making appears to 
be central to the education system.
TWN Y es, that is the Danish way.
KL Well, I am sorry that our time has come to an end. Thank you for an 
interesting discussion. Do you have any objections to me quoting anything 
you have said, when I write up my research paper?
TWN No, if only you can understand me then I am satisfied.
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FEL I am sorry that I am late for this meeting, but I was called to Copenhagen for a
meeting with the Minister of Education, Olav Jensen. He wants to implement 
IT throughout the education system in Denmark. It is in the law, but nobody 
knows how to do it. Something new is going to happen.
KL Thank you for agreeing to let me interview you I believe that you know the
purpose of my research. Perhaps you would begin by telling me about the 
International Committee of Rectors.
FEL The Rector in Jelling College, Leif Stenlev is the chairman of the committee.
I know very little about it. Every second meeting of the Rectors of the 18 
teacher education colleges, international education is on the agenda, but Leif 
only gives us a little information. My knowledge of international education 
comes through the International Co-ordinator here in Haslev College, Helle 
Faurchou Hviid. She, I think is the most knowledgeable lecturer in Denmark 
in international education. I don't think the interest in the group of 18 Rectors 
is clear. It is not a subject that we devote much time to. Sometimes I tell them 
about what we are doing in international education here, because every two 
years we have an international class of 30 students. That is quite unique.
KL Who sits on the International Committee of Rectors?
FEL They are a group of lecturers, the only Rector is the chairman of the
committee.
KL Is it the International Co-ordinators from the colleges?
FEL Yes, we do not get all the details of the meetings we only get the short
summary that Leif Stenlev gives us.
KL Why does Haslev Seminarium include a European dimension in its courses?
FEL It is in the Folkeskole Law, so we see more and more schools making links
with schools in other European countries, with that picture we include it in our
work here. In order to produce teachers for the future who are prepared to 
work in an international way we must provide students with the opportunity to
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spend part of their studies in another country. This experience will be worth a 
lot when headteachers of schools are looking for new teachers. I would prefer 
teachers with this dimension. It is one of the aims of the government. 
Denmark is a very small country, with only about 5 million speaking the 
Danish language. We have to have a second language which is English. We 
have to have a lot of international links, in order to survive as a country. So 
the government wants international links, and the education system is part of 
it.
KL I have seen your guidelines for the institution and your second aim concerns 
the promotion of international education. Is it significant that it is aim number 
2?
FEL It does have a high priority in this institution, but I don't know if that is true in 
the other teacher education institutions. I know some others do include it, but 
I am not sure about exactly what they do. I believe that you have to do things 
with the students. I am proud of my staff here who have had the vision to find 
out how to help the students feel what it is like to live in another country, to 
meet other cultures and to understand the reality of it, not through books or the 
internet, but by living there.
KL Do you see the main focus of the European dimension on mobility
programmes?
FEL Yes, only including it in the curriculum is too much through another person. It
is not a first-hand experience. It is better if it is a direct experience. This 
process is better, you can offer a real experience to the students. Some of our 
students have already visited other countries, some have even worked abroad, 
but with our mobility programmes we put it in an educational context.
KL The international course must also raise the profile of Haslev. Was one of the
aims to attract more students here?
FEL Two matters, internationalisation and information technology are two
important aspects for our profile to try to get students here.
KL I was interested to hear from your Vice-Rector that you have fourteen new
members of staff and that they were asked at their interviews if they would be 
interested in taking part in international projects and promoting the use of 
information and communication technology. That highlights the fact that you 
believe that these two factors are important for students at Haslev Seminarium.
FEL It is important in the future for this college. I was asked the same questions
when I was interviewed for this job. It is important for Haslev Seminarium.
KL Is the European dimension supported by the management group, in terms of
staff time and financial support?
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FEL Yes, we have a special fund, outside our normal economic possibilities for
internationalisation. Again that is a sign of the importance that we attach to it.
KL Has the Ministry of Education influenced you in promoting a European
dimension at Haslev or is it institution-driven?
FEL We operate a decentralised system so Leif Stenlev is the person who links with 
the Ministry of Education on behalf of the Rectors. There is an office in the 
Ministry for internationalisation, that is staffed by one person or a half person. 
Last year I had the possibility to get a little sum of money for an international 
meeting in Copenhagen, but it is quite unusual. We have our funding 
according to the amount of students we have, and we can decide within the 
law what to do with the funding. This small amount extra that I got, is the 
only small sign I can give you that the Ministry of Education are interested in 
what we are doing. It is a sign that they want us to proceed with this kind of 
work, I know talking to them, especially Gerhard Jasperson that it is very 
important that we do it. In the whole system in Denmark now, they have 
decentralised a lot of things and I don't think that it is very clever, because 
they want to do something for the country, but say it is up to you and your 
boards. They haven't earmarked money for these things, like 
internationalisation.
KL How are new ideas communicated? Is it up to you to search them out and
develop them yourselves? There are no guidelines?
FEL It is up to us, but we work a lot together, so the 18 Rectors have a meeting
every month. Since we have had the decentralised system, I feel that this 
Rector's group has grown to be a very important group. Nobody else is trying 
to co-ordinate what is going on in teacher education. To tell you the truth, 
internationalism is only a small subject in this group. Perhaps because it is so 
obvious we don't spend a lot of time on it. Of course we have to build up 
international networks, we know that.
KL Do you think if it was specifically mentioned in the new teachers' law it would
have a higher profile?
FEL I will have to have a look at the law. No, it is not there.
KL Since 1988 there have been a number of European documents about promoting
a European dimension, have they influenced developments here in any way?
FEL No, we are a funny nation. I was a headteacher of a school, for all those years
from 1972 when the idea of co-operation in the EU started. I think that the 
Danish school system tried to avoid implementing what was coming from 
Brussels. We do not get much information from the Ministry of Education. 
When I think back we have only information about a few programmes, but not 
much. So we do not hear about these documents. I think there is a connection 
between this lack of information and the way the Danish people voted in the
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European Referendum. It is a kind of scepticism. In a way we look upon our 
own nation and try to keep the Danish language and culture close and you see 
this in the school system. We know that we must work together with others, 
but in daily life we wait to do it our own way. We don't want to follow all 
these common rules. Last week the Danish government discussed why we 
don't change directives from Brussels into Danish Law. The fact is that 
nobody knows what is going on, nobody knows what is implemented or what 
we sign somewhere in Europe. It isn't put into the Danish daily life.
KL Do you look upon the fact that you do not receive guidelines from the Ministry 
of Education in a positive way, because it allows you to decide whether to 
implement a European dimension in the curriculum or not?
FEL I don't know. This is a personal answer rather than an institutional answer. I 
think that we have to work together, I believe in working across borders, I am 
international, but the Treaty of Rome and the Treaty of Maastricht and all 
these treaties are made in a way that is un-Scandanavian, un-Danish, that is 
how I look upon it. I am the Rector here, I have to work in respect of what has 
been decided in this country, but I wonder why nobody is giving me more 
information. I seldom get papers from the Ministry of Education about 
internationalisation. I only have what I have through my personal 
connections, through my own networks. Sometimes, we get papers from 
Sweden, they are much more eager than we are. Sometimes when I meet 
Swedish colleagues, they tell me what is going on in Brussels, they have 
papers that I have never seen.
KL The system of decentralisation is in line with the philosophy of Danish life is it
not? Would the colleagues wish direction from the Ministry of Education in 
relation to internationalisation?
FEL I don't know. I think about it sometimes, but I don't know.
KL How does the Ministry of Education know what is going on in teacher
education?
FEL It is one of the Danish failures - we believe that our system of education is the
best. This causes problems, when our students go to other countries they 
wonder why are they doing things like that and they come back and say, "Oh 
dear me, why do they do it like that there?" They cannot behave like that in 
other countries when they are guests. We talk about this with them, they have 
to live in other countries and respect what other countries think is best. It is 
difficult to think that our system is not good when we have freedom to choose 
the best way for local circumstances. When we look upon Europe and the 
world, we cannot say that one country is better than another. I think that there 
are different ways forward and it is a positive thing that we have the possibility 
to learn about each other and share good practice. I think that we have a lot to 
gain from each other.
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KL I believe that your course is not written down, so how do you know what staff
are doing in internationalisation?
FEL We do have a curriculum, it is the main themes. I have to look at it and
believe that they are doing it. I know that it isn't perhaps followed exactly. 
We discuss it, this is the typical Danish way.
KL It is interesting that the system of monitoring is done through discussion.
FEL That is our way.
KL Thank you for the interview. May I quote you when I write my research up.
FEL Yes, I was wondering what you were going to do with the information.
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KL My research concerns the European dimension in teacher education, what it 
means and what has influenced its development. I think Helle has given you 
my paper.
JH Yes, she did.
KL Perhaps each one of you would start by explaining your role here in the
seminarium.
JH I have been at this college since 1977, I was Rector of the college for fifteen 
years until 1992. After that I returned to teaching my own subject again, 
Danish Language and Literature and Religious Education.
MMG I am a new teacher here. I have started six months ago. I am a theologian. I 
give lessons in Religious Education to the first year students.
KL Do you think that including a European dimension in education is important?
JH I think it is because even if one realises it or not we are going to be living in a
European dimension. When you think of the economic and social area, it is 
growing more and more in a European dimension. Therefore, you have to 
clarify it in teacher education and say this is the European dimension. I think 
that there is a big difference in my two subjects. In religious studies it is very 
simple to say this is a European dimension, it is an old European tradition. I 
make this clear to students. In Danish language and literature, it is not so 
evident, but language is part of the family of European language. When you 
look at the roots, you can see Nordic roots, you can see Latin roots and words 
fi-om English, French and German language and so on. So a lot that you have 
in the language is coming from a common European area and naturally has a 
long or short Danish tradition. Literature is written in Danish and a lot of life 
questions are made in the literature. When you are seeing it in that way it is 
Danish, but when you go to a deeper level to the hidden meanings you can see 
it as it is in other countries. It is exciting to think about the differences if you 
are looking at French or German literature.
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KL Do you think that the European dimension is important in teacher education?
MMG Yes, because we are both Europeans and Danish people. I think that it is 
important to find out what it means to be a European and what it means to be 
Danish. I think that it is simple in Religious Studies because you go back to 
the roots of all Europe in history and culture. When the world is growing so 
much smaller and we meet all different kinds of cultures, I think that it is 
really important to get to know your own culture and your roots, just to get 
into a dialogue; find out what we have in common and what the differences 
are.
KL You said you wanted to clarify a European dimension in education. Do you 
have a definition for it?
JH Pause. When we are taking it up in religious studies it is a big historical study 
based on different roots and evolutions. In that way you see it as long lines in 
Europe, ethical, philosophical, theological - ways of thinking in all areas.
KL Do you think that it is possible to define?
JH I think that it is not possible to go fi-om the inside, but you can make it up from
what is coming.
MMG I think that it is very difficult to define a European dimension in education. It 
is possible to find common history and common cultural roots, but I think at 
the same time it is important to say that there are so many differences. I think 
the European dimension is to be conscious that we are living in the same area, 
a consciousness about all the differences. It is not easy for me to understand 
people living in the Mediterranean area. They have other values. In a way the 
European dimension is that we are forced to work together and forced to talk 
together.
KL Ejvind, thank you for joining us. We have only just begun our discussion. We 
have talked about whether it is important to have a European dimension in 
teacher education and if it is possible to define.
EN To define what we mean by the term?
MMG We have just concluded that it is difficult. It is easier to talk about how I try to
bring it into my teaching. I bring it in through history and it is also a question 
of getting to know the values of the Mediterranean area, where the church 
started. I think when you are talking about values, honour and shame and so 
on, you get to know that there are many differences. But it is mainly the 
historical aspects I include, because the history of the church is so connected 
with the history of Europe. The importance is also to get to know that Europe 
is multi-cultural, to get to know the different cultures and different religions.
KL Johannes how do you include it in your teaching?
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JH I am teaching at first the Old Testament and the New Testament. We are
trying to discuss what we think they mean, what did they say in their own time 
and what do they mean for our time. It is a question of dialogue. You are 
always in a dialogue with your traditions. I think we have the same dimension 
in teaching about the Greek traditions. They are nearly as strong as the 
Christian tradition because they were mixed in the first, second and third 
century and the centre for the Christian church was leaving from Palestine to 
Greece and Rome. Therefore, the way of thinking, defining philosophy and 
ethical terms were mixed in the Christian traditions, so it is not easy to say 
what is the original Palestinian thinking and what is coming from Greece and 
Rome. We are trying in our civilisation to free ourselves from medieval 
dogma. So it is about different dialogues.
KL Would you sum it up by talking about other ways of thinking.
JH Yes, we are trying to make clear what they said, and how to understand them
in their own situation, and what it means for us now. That is the hard core of 
my teaching.
EN In my teaching we have special work with the cross-cultural dimension. I
agree with Johannes that we have roots in the Old Testament determinism. I 
have here my curriculum, we have worked with Hellinism and Christian 
encounters, with Christianity in the Reformation, the encounters in Europe, but 
especially in Denmark. We have worked a lot with Grundtvig. We have 
worked with Islam. We work with authentic texts. I work with group work, 
so the students can work and talk together. I agree with Johan that it is about 
encounters between the old and the new.
KL For all of you the aim of including a European dimension would be linked to a
historical perspective to try to look at the past in order to interpret the present. 
Am I correct?
EN Also to discuss ethics and philosophy, science of nature of mankind and values
and so on. I do not think that it is as much a historical acknowledgement, it is 
more to discuss the external themes and values.
KL It is a questioning of values?
MMG I think it is about values consciousness, not so much what really happened. To 
read the texts and to see what values are contained in them and to try to get 
into dialogue with such strange things. It is really a heuristic task to try to get 
into this dialogue. The same dialogue that you can have in the old strange 
texts, you can have with people today. If you leam how to get a dialogue with 
things you really don't understand, that is strange to you, then it is also 
possible to get into dialogue with people who are strange to you, who you do 
not understand the first time you meet them. That is what is very important
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today in Europe. That we get into this dialogue with people, it is the same 
thing as we do with the old texts.
KL You would use the European dimension as a way into dialogue with others?
MMG Yes, I would try to do that. To establish this dialogue and to get some tools so 
that you can understand other cultures. Also, to find out about one’s own 
culture?
KL Your aim Ejvind would be to get into a discussion on values and ethical 
questions?
EN Yes, I try to do that I feel that the students are very interested in discussion 
about these things. You have to look for connections.
JH I don't think the students are as interested in ancient times, but when we come
to the Reformation, the engagement is much greater. It is very obvious. We
use a book about Martin Luther written by Linhart. The students form small 
working groups and they discuss Luther. Their reaction is very interesting. 
They are interested in the Reformation.
KL Does the European dimension permeate across a number of course elements 
here or is it implemented in a number of separate units?
JH The Danish education system is different to many other European systems.
We do not have units, we have long runs. You have to see a subject as 
evolution of many different things connected together.
KL Ejvind you have a course document in your hand, is that a specific course?
EN Yes, it is for the international course.
KL Do the other students here follow a course similar to that, or is it specific to the
international class.
EN It is especially for the international students, but I could arrange a specific 
course for the other students.
MMG I teach basic education, and religious education is obligatory, and I teach the 
elements we discussed. Also, I am sure that history includes a European 
dimension in their course.
KL Do you employ any particular teaching and learning strategies to implement a 
European dimension in your work?
JH As a teacher you must work to a framework, but the content is up to you. You
make a proposal to the class about what content you intend to use, but it is 
possible for the students to say, 'We don't like this, we would prefer this'. You
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have to discuss the content with the students. I was amazed when I had a 
contact in England with a lecturer there, we agreed to exchange views about 
content in religious education for teacher education. I was amazed when I 
received a letter with his content for the next two years. It was all set out. I 
had to write to him and say this is our framework, maybe the content will be 
this, but it will depend on the students. We are trying to realise in our 
curriculum the democratic way, so the students have a say. This is a typical 
Danish way.
KL The framework is set though, is it not?
JH Yes, but the students and teachers discuss the content of the frame.
KL What about external influences, the European policies from Brussels are you
aware of them?
JH From my days as Rector I read them, so they are not new for me, but they are 
perhaps new for them (Mette and Ejvind).
KL Are you aware of the policies Mette?
MMG I read about them in the newspapers, I don't really like the EU as a political 
structure. It is ironic that the students are travelling all round the world and 
they have access to all sorts of information through new technology, but they 
do not know their own roots. Our method of education is very good at that 
point. In first year the students have to write a paper and they choose the topic 
themselves. They choose things like, 'How to understand death', 'How to 
understand marriage' and so on. Then it is possible for them to get to 
understand the history of these subjects.
KL Are you aware of a national policy on the European dimension in education?
JH I really don't know.
MMG One of the ways, is that everyone is encouraged to study abroad. It is part of 
our education system.
KL Is the encouragement from the Ministry of Education?
EN Yes, you can get a grant.
MMG The real hot area now is information technology - so they can correspond with
other countries.
KL But there are no government guidelines on the European dimension?
JH I think that there are two sides. The Ministry has always had an international
department and given good conditions for studying abroad, but it was not very
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normal in teacher education in the 1980s. However, in the middle of the 1980s 
we made a connection with Sweden through ITE. The idea of cross-cultural 
education grew from there. We have made a framework that formed three or 
four years joint work.
KL What was the rationale for that course?
JH It grew from the group who were co-operating with the institution. It is in two
areas - environmental and cross-cultural. Each institution makes the 
curriculum in our own way, but there is interaction between institutions. We 
got some money to develop it.
KL You went to the Ministry with the idea, rather than the Ministry promoting the 
idea?
JH Yes, there was no tradition for this kind of work. It was something very new. 
When we showed the Ministry our paper we got a little money. There are now 
16 institutions in the network.
KL What brought the 16 institutions together?
JH It works at different levels. You asked about what the Ministry did at that
time, the answer is nothing. We were on the ground floor with our ideas, but it 
grew as an initiative. We had to convince the Ministry that it was worth 
giving us some money. Eventually they did.
KL Would you want guidelines from the Ministry?
JH It is in ‘Grundtvig spirit’ that the ideas should come from us.
KL It is not a negative view of the Ministry then that they have provided no 
guidelines.
JH No.
KL Are you suspicious of the EU because it puts out directives rather than
allowing you to have a say?
MMG Perhaps there is a connection. There is a tradition here that things grow from 
the bottom-up, because people want them, not because some people far away 
in the Ministry or Brussels say you must do them. I don't think that it works 
because you try to press it back.
JH But the Erasmus programme was an inspiration, because it connected with our
ideas at the time. It would not have been possible to connect without the 
money from the European programmes, that way things grew naturally 
together.
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KL Are there any other agencies in Denmark that encourage the European 
dimension?
JH I don't know whether to say yes or no. You will normally find that Danes are 
sceptical about a 'big brother' figure telling them what to do.
KL But are there any other agencies promoting a European dimension?
JH In the teacher education world I am not sure.
KL One question I have not asked is about your own institution's course
documentation. Do you have to have your course validated by the Ministry of 
Education?
JH Up until 1992 there were central guidelines about the content. Since 1992
each college is free to do their own.
EN There is some central purpose and central knowledge area, but the content is 
up to individuals.
JH And we have the right to do it. We do not need to go to the Ministry.
KL There is some central guidelines.
EN It is very basic, we shall educate about the Reformation for example.
KL Is your course monitored in any way by the Ministry?
EN Not directly no. We evaluate our own courses.
KL Thank you for allowing me to interview you. May I use the interview
responses when I write up my research.
EN Yes.
JH Yes.
MMG Yes.
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HFH This is from the Ministry it is the general order about training of teachers for 
the Danish FoUceskole. You can always have the one from our college, that is 
in Danish, because it has the formal law paragraphs with the goals and the 
central body of knowledge, that guides the folkeskole.
KL These are from the Ministry, these are produced by them?
HFH Yes.
KL Do they specifically mention international education in any way?
HFH Yes, in the Folkeskole Law it says you should bring up children to become
aware of their own culture in contrast to other cultures. That is the key to the 
understanding of the Danish nationality in contrast with a European and global 
perspective. It might be interesting to see how brief it is compared with your 
national curriculum.
KL Why are there two books? Is there one for the folkeskole and one for the 
upper secondary?
HFH No, one is the ideas about how to fill in the guidelines. The other is the book 
on the National Guidelines. They are very brief guidelines.
KL This is for ages 7-16?
HFH Age 6-16  yes, and broken into -
the first - from 4th to the 5th class 
the second - from the 6th to the 7th class 
the third from the 8th to the 9th class 
and then the 10th class.
And English is obligatory till the 9th class and then you may choose it.
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KL What age are they when they start learning English?
HFH In the 4th class, that is about age 9 - 1 0  and we have discussed whether to start 
earlier but we advised the colleges that we should not, because there is the old 
question of the national mother tongue and conceptual well-being created in 
the mother tongue before you start with a foreign language. It has turned out 
that the only benefit that you get from starting very early is that the intonation 
pattern is embedded, but as Danish pupils hear English so much, it is seen not 
to be a problem, but they leam in a different way and quicker at a later age. 
To be able to get your concepts right in your own language before you start a 
foreign language, is the reason why we chose to start in the 3rd. But we had 
experiments going on in the 3rd, the 2nd and the 1st and we then decided to
start in the 4th. So that is what the English teacher at the folkeskole has as
guidelines.
KL There is nothing like this for teacher education? The Ministry of Education do 
not produce guidelines for teacher education?
HFH Yes, we have general guidelines, but we do not have them in English.
KL Do they mention international education or is it to do with the sharing of
cultures?
HFH Well, in our own guidelines of this college, I think it is the second goal, that is 
to expand the international aspect of teacher education. That is why we ended 
up having part of the course where the students can choose international 
education as a special subject.
KL But it is not in any Ministry of Education document for teacher education?
HFH No, there are historical reasons for that and they are silly because we had the 
teacher education law in 1992,1 think, and then the new school law in 1993/94 
and now we have 2 areas which teacher education does not cover, where the 
two laws do not correspond. That is one of the reasons that they are either 
amending the teacher education law or they are going to change it. One of the 
new subjects is what you call science, we call it natural science and social 
studies. The pupils co-operate in one project, and then work on a subject in 
another area. But it does not quite correspond to any subject in teacher 
education, then the next aspect is the international aspect. Therefore, you will
find that the Danish colleges of Education vary, but they all have the
international aspect although some are more advanced than others.
KL What is your title, is it International Co-ordinator?
HFH Well, I am actually Director. I am responsible for the administration and
management and also for the visions if you like, the political aspect. But I also
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have co-ordinated, but Jens Tommerup is co-ordinator now. And then we 
have some of the staff who are responsible for different networks.
KL Why do you feel it is important to have the international aspect in Teacher 
Education?
HFH Well, I have written so many articles about that. First, I think the reasons why 
we do it and why I have been engaged in the work is that if you are going to 
preserve our globe, we have to co-operate, that is the only way we can prevent 
blowing it up or ruining it by pollution or whatever. So that is the reason, that 
is one very important reason, that is why we have chosen environmental 
studies and multicultural studies.
Secondly, I personally agree with the European Commission that the world is 
changing, the balance in the world is changing. There are many things you 
can attack if you like from a European point of view, that we have abused 
other cultures, but at the same time I know why I want my own culture to be 
preserved. Yet I think we have a common factor and I think it belongs to our 
history and our philosophy, based on the political system. So I am one of the 
human rights believers and I think it had its starting point in Europe. I think 
there are good reasons why its Europe and America, but I think that it is part 
of the European world, the expanded Europe world and I do not think it is a 
coincidence that we are the ones to speak about human rights, I realise what is 
happening in other parts of the world and that is fine, but it is going on very, 
very quickly at the moment and especially the Asian part of the world is being 
developed and it has learned quite a lot from our part of the world.
KL From the democratic point of view?
HFH Yes, and science. We have shared our science and I believe that is the right 
way to do it, but you have to be aware of your own culture and the values that 
are important for you own country.
KL How would you define a European dimension then?
HFH Ha, I do not think I can define it. Where are the boundaries? I have just come
back from Syria and Jordan, and almost having the first tablets in my hands. 
Of course I know that there is a blurred line, that we leam from Syria and 
earlier cultures, but the way it was treated in Europe, the way the ideas
developed in Europe, makes it Europe. Then it is a question of where that 
ends. I do not think it ends. I do not think we should see it ending, but I think 
we should try to find the values that are important and that is why I want the 
historical dimension as well as the philosophical and political dimension 
expressed in our schools.
KL It might be easier then to talk about how you actually include it in your 
teaching than tiy to think of what it is. What sort of things do you do that 
brings the European dimension into your teaching?
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HFH Yes, I will give you this because that is the curriculum for the two semesters 
and we have included the two dimensions, the environmental and the multi­
cultural, or cross-cultural as we called it. When we talk about the cross- 
cultural it is certainly the European, trying to cross not to integrate but to co­
operate and that is in a certain area learning from each where the two circles 
meet. In that area we can leam from each other, but you cannot leam unless 
you know your own identity. That goes for a Danish identity, that goes for a 
European identity. So we have talked quite a lot in the projects, we have made 
with our students, or they have made in this field, in what way a multi-cultural 
education should expand and what you understand by that. And there are 
many definitions for that.
KL Are the teaching and leaming techniques you use discursive? You discuss it 
with the students and you try and bring out from them what they think the 
European Dimension is about or inter-cultural aspects.
HFH Yes, and that is what I have said before. The dialogue between people and 
certainly as a lecturer you take part in that dialogue but you try to provoke 
your students to make up their own minds and you try to go into the discussion 
and then you go into reading things and they could expand their ideas.
KL Is it a critical analysis of the situation as it is?
HFH Yes. It is a mixture of working with people’s first and own experiences and 
being critical to that and then expanding knowledge and then going back to 
look at your own views again. So it is not the old 60s/70s Marxist critical 
pedagogy but certainly the critical attitude is strongly emphasised, but also the 
attitude where you explore your own curiosity and your own experiences, how 
do you experience the world, what are your own reflections?
KL That is the starting point.
HFH Yes.
KL Is intemational education or the European dimension seen as something 
important in Denmark as a whole? Is it an important aspect to education?
HFH Yes. It depends on what you call it. As you know Denmark is a hesitant 
participant in the European Union or perhaps we do not like the Union idea. 
We have had some problems at the beginning certainly in this college and I 
think in all colleges where internationalisation has been put in the same 
category as Pro-Europeanism and that is why we have also chosen other words 
with circumspection. We have chosen the global perspective, but included in 
the global perspective is an understanding of your own European heritage, but 
we do not like the enclosed vision of Europe. That is also why you see 
Denmark working so hard to expand Europe into the Eastem European 
countries and I think that is the job of a small country. I mean, a small country
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can do things that bigger countries cannot. They can perhaps be more 
idealistic and perhaps big countries have to be more realistic but I think you 
need both.
KL There are no directives coming from the government about developing a 
European dimension in education?
HFH No, but that does not mean we are not included in the European idea, but 
politically of course you know that is all so divided.
KL And do you think that the European policies have had an influence on what is 
happening in Denmark?
HFH Yes.
KL In what way?
HFH I think that whether we are members or not, I think that our politics as well as 
our economy is governed by our surroundings and I think this will always be 
the case. I think that many Danes are apt to see the more ridiculous aspects 
like the curving of the bananas or cucumbers, but I think that we have to solve 
certain problems together. We have always seen our history as part of our 
neighbouring countries, so we have never only focused only on Danish 
history. We have always included world history and certainly European, so I 
do not think there is anything new in this. I think the new development is that 
we follow the origins of human rights and instead of seeing the differences 
between France and Denmark which is so obvious to see, we try to focus on 
the fact that many of the ideas were actually created in France and taken into 
America etc. So we have the origin of human rights in the French Revolution 
and before that we have it in Greek philosophy and we have it in the 
Renaissance so we try to follow the historical lines. But also we will certainly 
include the knowledge of how the European Community today is structured.
KL It is not just a negotiated awareness of the critical analysis, there is a 
knowledge base there?
HFH Of course. But you cannot expand your own ideas if you do not have the 
initial knowledge. Of course not. So of course we have knowledge areas and 
that is also what you can read in the curriculum.
KL This curriculum is for all students. Is this a compulsory module?
HFH No, it is the students that opt into the intemational class, but we all know that 
these aspects are important in all our subject areas. It is also inter-disciplinary. 
So all the subjects that are included in the multi-cultural, the cross-cultural 
aspect, its history, its social sciences, its religious studies, languages, discourse 
and communication of course, Danish and foreign languages, and pedagogy 
and psychology. So it is a very broad palette.
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KL When do they take this option? Is it in their 3rd year?
HFH No, it is not optional for the intemational class. It is embedded in one
semester in the first part, that is the 3rd semester, and then one semester in the 
specialised part, that is their 6th, so we have an autumn semester and a spring 
semester. So we can take the incoming students from abroad in one 
continuous year but we have to split our visits to other institutions up into two 
because we have these two parts of our education. But the content is such that
when we made it, when we drew it up, we sat with our guidelines for our
subjects to see how it fitted into our whole process.
KL Do you have guidelines for each subject, from the Ministry of Education?
HFH Yes, very, brief as you can see, and therefore there is a lot of responsibility put 
on the teachers and the lecturers. They have freedom of methodology and to a 
certain degree, freedom of choice. That is why we work as we do. We work 
with “What do you choose and why do you choose that, what content would 
you fit in?” Then of course there are guidelines into which areas would be 
relevant to choose in the beginning, etc.
KL Then in second year some of the students will opt for the intemational course 
for the second semester of the second year? Are the ones that come back in 
the 6th semester the same students or are they different students?
HFH Yes the Danish students are the same, so they deepen their understanding of 
the area. But that does not mean that the other students do not have these 
elements at all. The only reason why we chose this structure was that we 
didn’t want everybody to be forced to be able to talk in other languages and in 
the intemational class they very often have to shift into English. Those who 
opt into this group they are people who want to be able to teach in other 
languages and other areas and they get that intemational degree as well. We 
call it the European B.Ed. but you only get it with the addition where you have 
been if you have been in Germany, it says “Germany and Denmark”, if it is the 
UK, then it is “UK and Denmark”.
KL Is it a joint degree course?
HFH Yes, that is correct.
KL How many hours do they spend in the intemational class?
HFH All of what is going on is focused in these 2 semesters on these areas. From 
all aspects.
KL It is not, for example, you teaching in the intemational class in all subject 
areas?
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HFH No.
KL That must have meant you sitting down with all of your colleagues to work out 
the course?
HFH Yes.
KL There is a real intemational dimension throughout all aspects?
HFH Yes, that was the whole idea and that has also in a way been a problem 
because that was a kind of pioneer work. We met every Monday for I do not 
know how long, when we first tested that we could take it into our teacher 
education under the general guidelines without making it a development 
course or anything like that, and then we had to draw up the curriculum. 
Again in a very Danish way, we have different areas you can choose from, but 
we choose together with our students. And I know that you will have a talk 
with most of them, those lecturers who take part in it. In history, for example, 
they looked into Yugoslavia, not only the present situation but also why it has 
happened. So they choose an area that is interesting from that perspective and 
Yugoslavia is quite probably a good one, because we have quite a few guest 
workers and immigrants and refugees from that area, also from Turkey, so if 
you look into what is relevant for Denmark to understand for a Danish teacher 
as well, if you see from a perspective of multi-cultural class, the knowledge 
about these areas are also important.
KL When you say you had meetings with your colleagues, were they subject 
colleagues, were they pedagogic, were they theory of education, were there 
representatives from all of these areas?
HFH Yes. But we very often work in teams, not only in this context, but we have to 
make inter-disciplinary projects in many areas so we always were used to 
sitting down - this was a very large group of course - but we were always used 
to sitting down and talking about planning of the projects.
KL It must have had a spin off for these colleagues in their other teaching which 
means that all students will no doubt have a European dimension.
HFH Yes, but that was also the idea, the area was so relevant, so essential to a 
Danish teacher that the area should be presented in what people are doing in 
the various subject areas, but the students should not be forced into the bi­
lingual, the multi-lingual situation if they didn’t want to do it. And that has to 
do with the fact that it is extremely difficult to discuss something that is new 
with oneself. For instance, when you look into pedagogy and psychology for 
the first time, that is a new area and if you have to do it in English at the same 
time, it is very difficult. So the students have to switch into their mother 
tongue in order to discuss this - we do a lot of discussion as you will have 
discovered - and then they have to switch back. In the intemational class we 
have this special difficulty of language, because none of the foreign students
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can cope with Danish. Even though they have had Danish for one year before 
and that is the ideal, we have not achieved that yet, but that is really embedded 
in the process, they cannot reach the standard of studying. So it is also quite a 
job to include English written materials that we can sort of agree on ourselves. 
It is quite a lot of work.
KL Did your colleagues need a lot of persuasion that this was something which 
was important or were they all positive that they wanted to include this 
intemational aspect?
HFH The people that are taking part in it have not in any way been forced. Our 
previous Principal was very positive and our present one too. So it is not a 
question of the management not supporting it. As you know, we have it as the 
second item of our goals, that is tme too, but nobody has been forced into 
taking part and there are a body of colleagues who for various reasons do not 
take part but all our new staff are employed on the basis of their preparedness 
and willingness and capability of taking part in intemationalisation. That had 
to do with the fact that it is always difficult for Danish lecturers to lecture in 
another language and we need to do that. Not that we offer it in English. I 
think we will go on doing it in Danish, but with this English support, this 
flexibility, this compromise if you will. I think also from the point of view of 
our foreign students, if they want to walk into another culture and that is why 
they are coming here, they are seeing how we cope with these two areas in 
Denmark. How do we treat the multi-cultural class? How do we work in 
ordinary school classes while opening up to the rest of the world? I think most 
Danish classes have a parallel class in another country and they make use of 
the e-mail and visit each other, etc. So that is a very expanded view of the 
Danish school system.
KL Do you think your colleagues saw the intemational dimension as important 
because the management saw it as a priority or was it because they saw it as 
something valuable themselves?
HFH A Danish lecturer would never do it unless they thought it was valuable and 
that is also why some of them do not do it. Some of them would connect the 
whole European idea with a pro-European attitude. This has been my 
problem, I am not a veiy hot pro-European, I do vote yes, but I see the 
problems as well. I am not very keen on the Union. But that is not why I have 
not expanded this area at all.
KL The intemational class is made up of some of your students and some from 
other institutions in Europe. Is that correct?
HFH Yes.
KL How many students, what is the balance?
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HFH That is the problem. We send out more students than those who come in. And 
the first time is always the most difficult. I have more incoming students from 
the other networks than I have from the ITE network which is a pity.
So we got them from Germany in the first place. But we sent to Austria, to 
Germany, to Norway, to Portugal and to Great Britain, to England because it 
was Canterbury, but we didn’t receive any from them. But I think next time 
will be more successful, because everybody has been more aware of this fact. 
But none of us want to force our students into certain choices. We want if we 
can to meet their own wishes. But in the beginning when we started the other 
networks I was as much worried about whether anybody wanted to come from 
Westminster, for example. But when the first batch had been here it seemed to 
develop because they were coming back and our Danish students prepared the 
next ones, etc. It is the first time that is the most difficult.
KL If they come into the intemational course do they always spend a period of 
time in another institution?
HFH No, they are not forced to do that. And some of them stay at home. In the end 
they sometimes have to. So we had a core body of our own and then 
supplemented by the foreign students, that makes an intemational aspect as 
well. And then we had others going out and coming back. And then we want 
this discourse between them. They are coming back with their new 
experiences. All of our students who go abroad take back their experiences 
and use them in their pedagogical specialism or whatever. They often use 
them for their projects and so on.
KL Am I right in saying that you do not have any guidelines at a Ministry of 
Education level as to putting together a course like this? This has been 
completely generated by this college?
HFH Yes.
KL Are there any agencies that produce teaching materials or anything like that?
HFH Well, I think there is a lot of development of teaching materials going on and 
we have projects, many of our staff are taking part in that. Of course, we do 
produce teaching materials for this college because they are studying it, but we 
do not work with how to work with it in schools. So, for instance, Jens 
Tommemp works in history and migration and they are preparing a book that 
is a co-operation between many countries about migration in Europe, and they 
are preparing a database for further information that our students could look 
into. This is for the future. But the book is very close to being ready, to be 
realised. But this is meant as a source material, idea material for teachers at 
various levels, and then they can create their own curriculum. And that is 
going on in many aspects of this. So the end result of our co-operation in the 
ITE network is also developing material or a source book, a collection of ideas
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and source materials with pedagogical reflections for schools. So that is the 
end product for that.
KL You have worked on committees within Denmark to try and develop the 
intemational aspects haven’t you? Has that been at the government level or at 
agency level?
HFH Teacher education is now so decentralised, that is why you won’t find it at the 
government level. That is why we have difficulties when you wanted to talk
to the Ministry. It is not that they do not want to talk with you, but as they say
it is passed on to the colleges. So we have a committee that exists of all the 
co-ordinators from all the 18 colleges and they meet once or twice a year and 
pool their experiences and try to give inspiration to each other.
KL Does every college have an intemational co-ordinator?
HFH Yes, and a secretary. And this is a book that has just appeared. Here is one of
the articles and that is about developments going on in teacher education in 
many aspects and one of them is our intemational work here which, is 
probably more advanced than others because we have taken it into our 
curriculum.
KL But what was the initiative for every single college to have an intemational co­
ordinator and what was the influence that led to you all meeting? There must 
have been some catalyst.
HFH Yes - now where did it come from? I think it must have been government. 
Yes. And when I was advisory to the Ministry, because I was Adviser in 
English, I was used in the European dimension if you like for the intemational 
work. That is also why I ended up here as the Director of the course, and that 
is why I always try to be the promoter or the help for the others colleges. But 
every college today has mobility, but many colleges have only what we call 
fi-eemover mobility because we have this difficulty about language and many 
of them have looked to the Baltic Sea countries and Eastem Europe and that is 
a political guide as well because it is Danish policy as I said before quite 
openly to help include the Baltic Sea countries and the Eastem European 
countries.
KL The 1988 Resolution from Europe that said we should try and include a 
European dimension in our teaching and the Higher Education Memorandum 
and so on, do you think there was any influence coming from them as far as 
taking initiatives within Denmark was concemed or do you think that you 
didn’t really take notice of that?
HFH Oh yes. I think what has probably had the greatest effect was the Erasmus 
programmes. When we sat down not long ago to write our political profile we 
downloaded the White Book from the Commission about Leaming. 
“Teaching and Leaming”, and all these books have been excellent and they
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certainly have influenced me and therefore also others, but again, of course, it 
is an influence but there is also a reaction and there is always this balance 
going on all the time. They are not going to say what we should do and what 
we should not.
KL But how does the Ministry of Education know what is going on? Presumably 
they must check or investigate, talk to the co-ordinators in the 18 colleges to 
find out what they are doing in the intemational dimension. Do you report 
automatically?
HFH No. We normally invite them, but we changed the system not very long ago. 
Before that of course, we had all the advisors and I was responsible for 
English, for example. That was where you had the key person. Today we 
have meetings with the intemational office and someone from the Ministry 
always take part in the meetings.
KL Right. So the intemational office is part of the Ministry, is it?
HFH Yes. And then we have all the Rectors, all the Principals of all the colleges, 
they meet regularly and they have an intemational committee too. So we call 
our co-ordinators LINK because we try to link with them and the Ministry. 
But they are more important today than the Ministry, because they are the ones 
who have the decisive vote. But the Rector who is the head of the 
Intemational Committee, he is also head of the LINK.
KL The Link is the 18 Co-ordinators?
HFH Yes. And the Rector and his deputy for the Intemational Committee of the 
Rectors Association.
KL Right, so do they set you any kind of goals, the Rector’s Committee or the 
Intemational Committee?
HFH No. We do that together. We are the advisory body, so we are the ones that 
do it.
KL The Link organisation is the advisory body?
HFH Yes. And we discussed whether we as a body should try to speak directly to
the Ministry about the intemational aspect in teacher education, but we 
decided it was the job of the Principals.
KL Are they working on new teacher education guidelines at the moment?
HFH Yes, they are working very hard, also at this college to try to put together ideas
about how we think if we are going to have a new teacher education law or an 
amendment, in what way we want it to develop. But the Minister of Education 
was the one who suddenly started to talk surprisingly about a new teacher
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education, and I know why. It was because like the rest of Europe we are 
afraid that we do not produce enough people within science for the future. 
And I agree that our teacher education has been very biased towards the 
humanities. It is quite typical that when we started to teach science here our 
intemational students are surprised because the first word they meet is 
“ethics”. And I think you should include ethics in this approach but we are 
very concemed about the humanistic aspects and I think we have to strengthen 
our science aspect. And I think we have to expand the possibility for children 
to explore.
KL It is to do with children exploring the world rather than the Minister of 
Education seeing this as something that your Danish students need, they need 
certain skills to be able to find employment in a labour market. Is it to do with 
the competitive aspect of employability?
HFH No, it is the pupils’ possibility and it is also the needs of the country for a 
certain group of pupils. But that is not his only reason.
KL But when you talk about the needs of the country, is that to do with needs in 
terms of the competitive markets or is it to do with needs of the country in 
terms of the social cohesion of the country?
HFH No, I think it is in order to survive as a country. I think the demand has been 
expressed from the labour market, from the business world and industry. I 
think that goes for all of our Westem countries, it is not just Denmark, but it is 
certainly a concem to have well educated people in our part of the world. I 
think that is important too, I must admit myself. And it is not only in science 
of course but this is our weakness, and that is why we act so strongly at it at 
the moment. But if we look forward in time, in connection with the birth rate, 
the Danish population will drop fi'om 5.1 million people to 3.4 million. If that 
is tme, we are in even more difficulties. And if that is tme of the Westem 
world, we are in difficulties. I think the development of our society needs well 
educated people more than anything else. So it is a problem.
KL You have not experienced any barriers fi*om the teachers as far as including a 
European dimension is concemed, you know - with having 15 subjects, for 
example, there is not a feeling, we have got enough, we do not need any more, 
this is just another aspect we have got to think about. Have you experienced 
any barriers from that point of view?
HFH No, because we have not created a new subject. It is a question of including 
aspects, the aspects of Europe into teaching. I have not felt any hesitation at 
school level. I think they are very, very open to co-operating with an 
intemational world. I wonder whether their knowledge of Denmark is greater 
than the knowledge of European dimension, but I think many teachers are 
aware of the fact that we need to know more. I think that is tme about 
Denmark, that we all agree that we need to know more in order to make our
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decisions, and that the general population need to know more. So newspapers 
and the official debate, and everything is trying to grasp this new idea.
KL Here in the Seminarium you said that you involve a lot of colleagues in the 
intemational aspects. How do you know what is going on? Do they report 
back to you what they are doing in their teaching? How do you co-ordinate it 
all when it is permeated through such a wide area?
HFH We have a lot of meetings! And it was difficult. We have the evaluation of 
each semester as a project and the demands put to that project we have had 
quite a lot of discussion about it. And when we guided the students doing the 
project it is again inter-disciplinary so all the teachers were included in it, and 
we had fine ideas about using the computer network in order to do it. It didn’t 
really function the first time but that was because the people were not really 
familiar with the technique, but the idea I think was good. We wanted to go 
into the process and talk to the students about the ideas. But then they wrote 
their projects in groups and we had 5 groups, I think, who worked and had 
each chosen their theme, and that theme was discussed with all the teachers 
included in the project and amended and they had to work according to 
demands of a project. You know, they had to categorise their problem before 
they can do anything else, etc. Make a thesis. And then we decided there was 
going to be 2 parts to it. One was the written project and another was how 
they presented it. And in the presentation of the area we took into 
consideration the didactical aspects. Some chose to do it by means of video, 
we sat down and criticised and appraised it and so on. So the whole group of 
teachers and all of the students were gathered when each group presented their 
area. Then we had meetings in between where we discussed it. Then I wanted 
the teachers to hand in their general process of what they had done, the 
programme, and that is only very brief of course.
KL But it is not a validated document, it is not a course documentation?
HFH No. Because we do not do that. That is our problem. From some points of
view it is a weakness, from others it is a strength. But I said, “We need a 
model to show other institutions what we have done, we have to ask them to 
be tolerant, and then we will tell them what we actually did as a kind of 
model”, but we cannot say “next time we are doing it like this,” because the 
students are different and they may do it differently.
KL There is no necessity for the colleges to have a validated degree in terms of the 
documentation?
HFH Well, they have to pass this project as part of the 2 semesters, but of course
teacher education as such consists of a lot of exams in the end and they have 
external examiners and they have both a written part and an oral part.
KL Is the quality assured in that way?
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HFH Yes, but as this is only an element, we have decided to do it like this and the 
other institutions have to decide between ourselves that we would accept that 
if the Danish lecturers say “They passed the project”, the others would take it 
as passed and we would do it like that with the others.
KL But you do not have to have a written down validated course indicating the 
way that the degree course is going to be implemented. It is measured at the 
end by the way the students complete the examinations. Is that the way it 
works?
HFH Yes, but this area is taken out of the final exam, because we cannot examine 
their experiences abroad. We will have to say this has been done and they 
have sat some kind of exam and we take for granted that if they pass some 
kind of exam in another institution that is OK for us. So that is how this 
element is validated, assessed. And then they can include their experiences if 
they want to in what they do for the final exam.
KL With us the situation is that we have to have a course document which the 
representatives fi*om the Scottish Office education Department will come and 
look at in the beginning and they will either say, “That is fine, you can go 
ahead and run that course”, or they will say “No”. It also has to be validated by 
the General Teaching Council.
HFH That is completely our responsibility.
KL And they do not look at it? They do not come and find out?
HFH Well, we have made our guidelines, and we send them into the Ministry. Then
normally it is only a question of phrasing, but if anything is wrong they will 
say “Would you change this?”, and again we work very much together with all 
the other institutions because we do not quite agree with dividing up the 
teacher education in 18 different educations. We want to keep the Danish 
teacher education similar, though we are 18.
KL Is it Denmark? It is not Zeeland and Jutland and Fyn? It is Denmark?
HFH Yes. All the members of all the colleges, they meet regularly?
KL Once a month?
HFH Or something like that. You can ask Finn Eric about that. But of course we
are a bit different. And we have probably developed differently, and we also
know that we are competing now for students. But there are so many students 
at the moment so I think we may have the opposite problem. But of course 
there is that element as well. And the intemational appeal from this college is 
an appeal. It is also seen as a competition. But we have always tried to be so 
open. In everything we have always tried to be so open, and that goes for all 
the colleges. It is against the Danish attitude I think. So I have always helped
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the others if they phone me and say, “What do I do?” I am always ready to 
help them and I think that is wise, but I think it is very Danish too. But I do 
know that there is some competition of course, because we have developed it 
further than most.
KL Has that just been because of the interest in the staff? Is that the reason why
you believe that you have taken more initiatives in the development an 
intemational dimension than some of the other colleges?
HFH It is a combination, no I think to a certain degree it was because I was here at
the change in my own position and the decentralisation and the previous 
Principal, he said, “Hey I have a good card, I can use her knowledge.” So that 
is a coincidence if you like, but it gave him an opportunity. We have been 
through quite a development. There has been antagonism, so it has been my 
job to sort of balance it out. It has been difficult at times.
KL Well, thank you very much for your time.
HFH This is the goals for our college, and the second one concerns intemational
education and we are going to re-phrase that, because it was made some years 
ago now.
KL You have 8 institutional goals. What does the second one say?
HFH The first one is simply that we are going to prepare a teacher for the
folkeskole, etc. The second one is that we are going to establish and continue 
to expand the connection with foreign institutions. It doesn’t say European 
within teacher education, and we are going to re-phrase that.
KL It is no accident that it is in the second position in the list?
HFH No, it is no accident. And then the third goal is that it is going to establish
itself as the local pedagogical centre for the community and it wants to have 
pedagogical development in many areas in order to have an influence on the 
future teacher education. And the fourth goal is it is going to give the students 
as up-to-date an education as possible. That also includes the European 
dimension. And the fifth is going to establish stable employment of staff. That 
means that we want to have them not part-time, but full time as far as we can 
do it. The sixth goal is going to make inservice training for both our own staff 
and for folkeskole.
KL Is that a new one?
HFH We have always had staff development, we do not call it inservice. In English,
as an advisor, I was responsible for creating exactly that, and we have no need 
to do that today because we have decentralised the system. We have 
assemblies for all the subject areas and now it is their responsibility, but it has 
weakened the system considerably. But today it is the Rectorate that are
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responsible for creating the possibility of developing the staff academic level. 
And we still do that.
KL And is that college-based or is that a wider organisation?
HFH We co-operate with all our institutions. It is still usual that all the English 
teachers from all over Denmark meet regularly mostly twice a year for 
meetings and for courses, and we have created them ourselves. You are going 
to meet the member of staff responsible for inservice training. We have 
courses for both our own staff here and we have courses in the different 
subjects. It is an old tradition but we just have to find a new way of 
developing it because we have been decentralised. The last goal is to continue 
to develop an active student environment, student/staff involvement, it is 
difficult to translate.
KL Is it involving the students in the responsibility for their own education?
HFH Yes, and things like that, and seeing ourselves as part of society. So that is the
general goals of Haslev and we have a part translation to English of that, and 
we are going to make a new one. I have hesitated doing it, because I know we 
are probably going to redo it because of the recent development.
KL You have translated this into English?
HFH Some of it. We have put it into our intemational package.
KL Is it possible to have a copy of that?
HFH Yes, you can but it is not up-to-date and it is not the whole thing.
KL Thank you very much.
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KL Please begin by telling me about your role here in Haslev.
GK I am Associate Professor in Psychology, and I have been teaching here for a
lot of years, nearly fifteen years. I am interested in the intemational dimension 
- it has been growing. This college stresses our intemational involvement. 
About four years ago I met a man from Oxford, is name is Hugh Starky, he 
works a lot with human rights. He has a lot of intemational connections. I 
met him at an ATEE Conference in the Netherlands. We were in the same 
working group on peace education. He asked me if I was willing to join an 
ERASMUS group. I did that and there are about twenty-five people in the 
group from about sixteen countries. It is a fascinating group to be a member
of, because the theme we are working with is 'Developing teaching in 
democracy, social justice, respect for human rights and global responsibility'. 
All the different people in the group from all the different backgrounds have a 
common interest in developing ideas in this field. In a way our group is an 
example of the more theoretical dimensions we are working with. Are we able 
to form a democratic working relationship with all these different 
backgrounds? We are still working on the theme. It involves staff and student 
exchange as well. The group has made me more interested and aware of the 
European dimension. It is not part of my subject matter in psychology, but it 
is a dimension that is becoming more and more important for me and that 
colours the way I am teaching and the examples I use with my students.
KL Why do you think a European dimension is important?
GK One of the most fundamental things that I would like to teach my students is to 
become more open to ways of receiving different things - reality, values and so 
on. I think many people tend to be quite narrow-minded concerning 
differences. Studying to become a teacher - 1 think that it is very important for 
the students to be very broad-minded and open to other ways of being in the 
world. I think it is the most fundamental dimension in my kind of thinking. 
Being a psychologist also combined with oneself and one's identity and 
history, which has a lot to do with the way one sees the world affects my 
teaching. To become aware that our own identity, our own way of looking at 
the world is a construction - a social construction - is important. If you realise 
that then it helps you to become more open and tolerant. It is fascinating to 
find out that other people see things in a different way, because they have
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another history and another background. It has a lot to do with cultural 
differences too.
I have a way of explaining it - if we talk about identity I say that there will be 
three main levels. There is a biological level, we are all human beings with 
the possibilities we inherit. Then there is a cultural level, in that there will be 
similarities between Danish people and differences from people from other 
cultures. At the third level there is an individual biographical level - our own 
individual unique way of being human.
Myself, being a member of that working group and all the experiences going 
on with that connection, makes me more aware of the cultural level. I use a lot 
of examples from the group in my teaching.
KL The meetings have changed your teaching?
GK Yes, they have. It makes me much more aware that I am formed by my own 
personal history and that affects my teaching. I am also formed by being a 
Danish woman. I am aware that I tend to be quite frank, quite direct in the 
way I express myself. That may shock people and may make people draw 
back. I know that Hugh had to speak to the French participants in the group 
for several hours, because they were provoked by something I did in a 
workshop with the group. They had quite another perception of the experience 
from me. Something like that you cannot know about beforehand, you have to 
experience it.
KL Do you think then that by looking at other cultures, it helps you to know
yourself?
GK Of course, you are more conscious of your own identity. That is my own
experience, but I know that it is quite a common experience for our students 
when they have visited other countries. They become more appreciative of 
how much more democratic our educational institutions are, down to small 
details. For example, the way teachers and students talk to each other and 
negotiate and so on. You tend to take it as a natural thing until you experience 
another system.
KL What do you think a European dimension is? Are you able to define it?
GK Actually I would rather use a global dimension, that is more important to me
than a European dimension. We are all part of one community.
KL Do you think it is possible to define what you mean?
GK That is one thing that I have found out while working with this group - Europe
is a very complex concept including different elements (political, economic, 
religious, power). There is a lot of different opinions about what goes into a 
European identity or dimension. I think it is very difficult to say what a
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European dimension is. You can use the concept of a European dimension if 
you use it as a negative view, a European stronghold. Us defending ourselves 
against the world, keeping our wealth and so on. That is a negative side of it. 
It might be a positive thing, if you have a consciousness that wants to use the 
wealth or the democratic values to be open to the rest of the world.
KL You would define it in terms of opening the mind, raising consciousness and 
understanding of others?
GK Mainly, that we can leam from each other. I have a way of showing my
students this - it is an old American - Indian way of thinking called a medicine 
wheel. I think it is a very simple but deep way of showing my ideas. It talks 
about the medicine wheel as containing everything, but we all have a different 
starting point on the wheel, from where we see our own personal perspective 
of things. Other people might have other positions on the medicine wheel, so 
that when they look at things, they might see different things, because they 
have another point of view. The ideal is to become a whole person. To 
develop your personality you have to move around the wheel, so that you 
know all the different perspectives and positions. That is what my ideas are 
based on. Instead of standing in one place and saying that this is the truth, and 
all other cultures are underdeveloped or stupid or whatever, you must move 
around the wheel and leam from seeing things from a different point of view. 
You might say that there are some very valuable positions, but try to see it 
from another side. That is the ideal for me, no matter how big or small the 
circle is the principles are the same. In our classes the students choose groups 
to work with and perhaps think differently or negatively about the other groups 
in their own class.
KL But if you take the model of two people outside a small room looking in, when
they look through the window the chances are that they mainly see the same 
things, however, if they were inside the room looking out of the window at the 
world outside, the chances are they would see lots of different things, because 
the context is bigger and more complex.
GK That is tme, because the perspective is different. That is fascinating. For me
there is a connection between your own identity, the strength of being what 
you are, and having the courage to open up to seeing other ways of doing 
things. I stress that connection.
KL I have heard the Indian Wheel described as the Wheel of Courage.
GK Medicine is actually power so it might be related to courage. You require 
courage to move from your safe position. This is where there is a connection 
between the European/global dimension and the individual. In order to be able 
to contain all these differences and see them as enriching you have to have a 
strong sense of self. To develop more democratic, more open, more tolerant 
people, you have to work with the personal dimension as a starting point. You 
cannot tell people to be tolerant.
8 6
KL How do you bring the European or the intemational dimension into your
teaching?
GK I am sure that Helle has told you about our intemational class, that is one way,
because it has it as an overarching thing. In my classes that do not have an 
intemational dimension specifically included, I start to show them with this 
medicine wheel, the fundamental dimension. Then I make a mixture between 
theory and exercises, so you do not just use your head, but work with your 
personality. As I said, I think it is important to come into closer contact with 
your inner self.
KL You try to get them to apply their thinking?
GK Yes, because I want them to develop a sense of self. For me, it is the most
important thing in teacher education, to get the student to be aware of their 
own strengths and weaknesses and to get them to realise that there are things 
they can do about them. Identity is profoundly formed by our culture. My 
tendency is to work with a local identity and talk about the global dimension 
in a theoretical way.
KL Are you able to give an example of what you mean?
GK To talk about how human consciousness had developed over the years and that
consciousness is not a given, that different cultures, different historical 
cultures would develop their own consciousness. I might talk about how the 
westem world has developed a very narrow kind of consciousness - very good 
with the rational, intellectual and logical, but weak in understanding and 
working with feelings and symbols. That is why we have this very unbalanced 
state in the westem world, also influencing the global dimension.
KL Do you think it is possible to identify a European identity?
GK In a way, if we talk about modes of consciousness, that would include ways of
looking at things, values, what you stress in education, how you perceive 
reality, religious dimensions, how you perceive nature, a human's place in 
nature and a lot of other things. I think you can talk about a westem identity, 
because America has the same kind of consciousness. It has a consciousness 
that is very good at some things and weak at others.
KL Do you draw the students attention to the point that they have a localised value 
system and a European value system?
GK Yes, I would do it when I talk about different types of consciousness inherited 
in the time we are part of. I might work with the concept of the ego and the 
concept of the self, because the ego is part of our identity that is created by 
choosing some dimensions and not others. I would talk about personal 
development going to a much broader frame of reference called the self. It is
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the same as moving around the wheel. Creating a consciousness that makes 
people aware of lots of different things, a clear, sharp and balanced 
consciousness.
KL At the start of the interview you said that Haslev Seminarium stressed the 
intemational dimension, why is that?
GK It is very much because Helle is here. She has always found that it is very 
important to develop the intemational dimension and gradually my experience 
has developed too. Helle tumed-on people's interest and now it is a formal 
dimension written in our institutional aims. When things develop it is 
important that somebody champions it. I don't think we would have 
developed that dimension so strongly if Helle had not been here. It is part of 
the spirit of the time too, but I think we were one of the first colleges to take 
an interest and that was due to Helle.
KL Do you think that at a national level the need to have a European dimension in 
education is thought to be important?
GK Yes, if you said intemational dimension, but you know that in Denmark we 
have a strong resistance to the EU way of defining a European dimension. A 
lot of Danish people would say that we should make a union with the Nordic 
countries rather than central Europe. I think a lot of people would say that 
what the EU call a European dimension and the value system they have is too 
undemocratic, that is one of the discussions we have. Decisions should be 
more open, more democratically decided. The Danish mentality is ambiguous 
and contradictory. We have a very strong tradition of democratic practices and 
cooperation in a lot of different areas, but we are also very narrow-minded as a 
nation. Have you heard of the expression, ‘jante’? A Danish author first 
described it as a very powerful mentality in small communities - you are not 
allowed to differ, you are not allowed to think that you are worthy, you should 
always do what you are told, and you shouldn't think that you are important. 
He felt fenced in by the small community he lived in and he went to live in 
Norway. So there is quite a contradiction in the Danish mentality. The 
author’s name is Sendamuus. He is dead now.
KL We have Danish students who come to Ayr Campus and spend three months
with us, and they are always so eager to tell me about the democratic system in 
Danish schools and in teacher education.
GK It is a sort of meeting of different mentalities, the students in teacher education 
want to be very democratic, they have high ideals, but then they come to a 
class of children who haven't been used to that and they can't cope with it. 
Danish schools are very different from each other. One could be very 
democratic, but another may not be. There are different approaches taken. It 
has something to do with different generations of teachers too.
KL It is dangerous to generalise.
GK I know when I talk to my students they are quite shocked at the lack of 
democracy in teacher education in England. They are so used to discussing 
everything.
KL To what extent are you aware of European policies about European 
dimension?
GK I have some knowledge, but that is because I am part of this Erasmus group. I 
don't think I would know about them, my consciousness would be quite 
narrow if I hadn't been a member of the Erasmus group. That is the way my 
mentality works, I have to have a very personal concrete relationship in order 
to create an interest, a knowledge and understanding. That is the case in all 
things. One thing I have noticed is my own ideas change, because I am a 
member of the Erasmus group. For example, the last meeting we had we had 
some money to invite seven people from the former Eastem European 
countries, that was a powerful meeting for me, because I hadn't had any 
contact with Eastem European countries before. When I read the newspapers 
now, I read things about those countries that I would not have read before. 
Usually I do not read the details. After I met these people, their countries have 
meaning for me. I want to know what is happening in those countries to the 
people I know. It is on a very personal level.
KL Do you think the European policies influenced Denmark to include a European 
dimension in education?
GK I don't know, my feeling is that it hasn't influenced Danish education that 
much. If it has to have an effect it has to come from inside the country. 
However, these things are dialectical. For example, I have an interest in the 
intemational dimension that I develop how I want, but my interest came from 
the Erasmus group financed by the EU. It is very complex the way these 
things influence our institution, but I do think it has to be a personal encounter. 
I think the same is the case for school children they need to get to know people 
from other countries at a personal level.
KL At a national level has there been any priority put on establishing a European 
dimension in teacher education?
GK I think that there has, but I am not very strong on official papers. I don't really 
know, Helle would know. We had a new teacher education law just a few 
years ago, I think that it is stated in that. Students have to know about the 
environment and about cross-cultural issues.
KL The intemational class here, are they together as a class from Year 1?
GK When students contact the college when they first apply they are told of the 
possibilities of the intemational class, but they join it in second year. They
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know that it will include for many of them a 3 months stay in another 
institution.
KL They stay as a class all the way through?
GK The idea is that when Danish students go abroad, students from other
European institutions come here, but our language is a barrier to that. So it
doesn’t work as we had hoped. We wanted a class composed of different 
cultures here, but we end up with very small groups because few foreign 
students come in. It is problematic, but the theme, ‘cross-cultural dimension’ 
ran with a small group of mainly Danish students. We cannot force foreign 
students to come here!
KL Are you trying to assist students in the intemational class in including an 
intemational dimension in their teaching?
GK Yes.
KL Is part of that about finding out about the identity of others?
GK Yes, and enhanced by their own experiences of being in another country for
their studies. The fundamental thing for me is this openness to seeing 
differences as enriching instead of threatening. Students have to have that 
experience themselves in order to work with children.
KL What about the Danish students who do not spend time studying abroad, do
you find altemative means of raising their awareness?
GK Yes, for instance using exercises drawn from their personal experiences. A lot
of students have travelled widely and we use that.
KL You said you wouldn't want to call it a European dimension because looking at
any other culture would develop this openness to differences - could it be 
Asian, African etc.?
GK Yes, if you are talking about the environment you could talk about European
efforts to preserve the environment, but even that is complicated - protection 
of the environment is much bigger than Europe.
KL Do you think the purpose of the European dimension is political and
economic?
GK That is what I think the main reason for it is and that is why I am sceptical. I
can see some of the other dimensions in it, but I think that the main thing is 
economic power.
KL Including a European dimension in teacher education in order to prepare
students to work in a competitive market is how you see it?
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GK I think the economic argument is strongest, but they suggest that it is also 
about openness. They suggest both, but the economic power is the strongest. 
There are so many beautiful words and a lot of money is put into the projects. 
There is a paradox about me gladly accepting the money to be part of the 
Erasmus group, while being sceptical about the EU. I feel subversive to the 
power of the EU. I think you can use the EU money to further values that you 
feel important, you can twist it around to openness and democracy. Certainly 
the students who go abroad are more interested in democracy when they come 
back. When they are here they take democracy for granted because it is part of 
our lives. They think that it is natural, it is a given. When they come back 
they realise that it has to be worked at. I try to be a real democratic teacher, I 
ask the students what they want to do, that makes it always uncertain what the 
content is going to be. So setting out a course in pre-planned modules, with 
pre-set aims and objectives and outcomes is not a democratic way of working. 
It does not allow you to teach according to the students' interests. So I cannot 
say that I will definitely have an intemational dimension in my teaching, it 
depends on my discussion with the students, if they want it included.
KL I can understand why you cannot write your courses down beforehand if that is 
the case. In my institution we have to have a validated course. I am able to 
say there will be a European dimension in my work with students.
GK Nobody is controlling what I am doing and that is amazing. The only control
is how my students do in the exam. I have to fill in a paper that says what I 
covered for the extemal examiner, but that is at the end of the year. It is not 
detailed.
KL Does Helle know the kind of intemational work you are doing?
GK Helle knows about it because she is interested in what is going on, but I don't
need to tell her. It is not a requirement.
KL Do the management here see it as important?
GK I do it because I think it is important. I think that several years ago the 
teachers felt quite pressurised to do intemational work, because Helle had so 
many ideas, but now I don't feel a pressure.
KL Is that because you perceived it to be something extra in the beginning, on top 
of the work you were already doing.
GK Yes, you are right, now it is an integrated part of my work. It has found a 
balanced state now.
KL Has there been staff development about a European dimension?
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GK There has been some heavy discussion, but not staff development exactly. I 
think there are two groups of staff - one who see it as important and another 
who thinks we should concentrate on our own education system. Now there is 
a balance, the staff who do intemational work are accepted. Other staff do 
other things and that is fine too.
KL Are there any teaching materials for the intemational dimension?
GK For the intemational class, we are starting to build up materials. We need
materials in English for the foreign students.
KL Thank you very much for allowing me to interview you, may I quote you 
when I write up my research?
GK Yes, thank you I enjoyed thinking about your questions.
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KL Would you begin by explaining your position here at Hasiev Seminarium?
KLa I teach psychology and pedagogy. I started here this fall, so I am quite new to
the institution. I teach two of the international classes. The second year class I 
teach pedagogy and the first year class I teach psychology and pedagogy.
KL Do you feel that the European dimension plays an important part in the
education process here in Denmark?
KLa Very important - 1 have been working for the last three years in Zambia and
before that for ten years I worked for the Danish Red Cross working with 
refugees. I can see having worked with refugees abroad that if you take an 
average Danish class, all teachers today will have at least one or two pupils 
with a different cultural background. This is quite a new thing in Denmark. 
Many schools and many teachers are not aware of this new dimension. That is 
why I think that it is very important that during teacher education, students 
have the opportunity to work with other cultures and get to know some 
different views and get to think more about what culture is and what is meant 
by intercultural education.
KL So it is about raising students' awareness of other cultures?
KLa It is very much about how to handle other cultures. Part of the aim is to open
up the debate about culture and to provide opportunities to work with other 
cutures.
KL What sort of things do you do to try and raise students' cultural awareness?
KLa First of all in the international class, there is one semester where half of our
students are abroad and we have visiting students come to our class. So of 
course there is an inter-relationship there where they are able to meet other 
students and discuss things. During the classes we talk about culture, 
integration, cultural identity etc. and bring in the experiences they have fi'om 
the other countries and the other students in the class.
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KL So it is a sharing of experiences?
KLa Very much so - that is how the European dimension is brought in. Of course
we do also read a lot about it.
KL Do you thing that the European dimension is something that you are able to 
define?
KLa It depends very much on what we mean when we talk about Europe, is it the 
new Europe or what Europe we are talking about? There is a cultural 
inheritance, but the differences in the new Europe may easily be as big as the
differences between Europe and Afiica and Asia. Nevertheless, there is a
European cultural inheritance.
KL Would you prefer to refer to an international dimension rather than a European 
dimension?
KLa I think that I would, because when I worked with the Red Cross I received 
refugees from East Europe who had a Muslim background and the way of 
thinking is quite different from a Danish person. I think that rather than think 
of generalisations, it is better to think of individual differences. Sometimes the 
individual differences are bigger than those of generalisations. When you talk 
about a Bosnian Muslim and an Iranian Muslim they are very different, but 
they have similarities with each other which they don't have with a Danish 
person.
KL How would you define an international dimension in education?
KLa One of my aims is instead of focusing on the problems of intercultural
meetings I turn it around and look at the positive things that you can gain jfrom 
intercultural meetings. I like to focus on the individual rather than the 
stereotype. When we talk about integrating people who come to Denmark 
from other countries we have to view and act towards this person as an 
individual, rather than taking them as one group, calling them foreigners or 
people learning a second language.
It is about gaining an understanding of their background and seeing what we 
can gain from them.
KL Do you include an international dimension only with the two international
classes or do your other classes include a international dimension as well?
KLa We touch on the same things. In the fourth year in the pedagogy specialist
class they can choose topics and one of the topics is intercultural education.
KL So it is not something that every student in Hasiev will receive as part of their
course?
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KLa All of the students will receive some, because I do not think that a student can 
go through four years of pedagogy and psychology without having talked 
about this new reality. So all the students will have discussed it, but some will 
have discussed it more in depth.
KL Are you given any guidance regarding including a European or an
international dimension in your work, or is it up to each individual lecturer to 
decide on what to do?
KLa There is only very broad course outlines. There is a law for teaching Danish 
education. I don't know what you know about it, but it is very much a frame 
and within that you have very big possibilities as to what you put into that 
frame. Within each teacher institution there is also a local plan which must 
follow the framework of the national frame. Here we have our own plan, but it 
does not say you have to teach that and that.
KL You have a good deal of independence in choosing what to include?
KLa Yes.
KL You have brought your life experiences of working abroad to the course, if it 
wasn't you teaching the class the experience for the students could be quite 
different because there are no guidelines to follow?
KLa With the international class there is a plan for the cross-cultural semester of
some of the topics that you have to deal with.
KL Has that been set out locally or has that been influenced by national guidance?
KLa It is a bit of a mixture, but there is not a strict law that says you must do that,
but in the new Danish law for the folkeskole it says that pupils must be aware 
of their own cultural background as well as other cultures. That says 
something about what qualifications teachers need to fulfil the requirements. It 
is very broad, but it is mentioned there.
In psychology we talk about identity and you cannot talk about identity 
without talking about cultural identity.
KL To what extend are you aware of any of the papers concerning a European
dimension published at a European level?
KLa I have heard of some through our international co-ordinator here. I have heard
of some of the programmes that Brussels have.
KL Do you think that it is being emphasised by Brussels for economic reasons?
KLa No, but I am sure that somehow there is an awareness that within the
European dimension there is a concern to preserve some of the European
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identity. The media has so many American influences. I think that it is about 
safeguarding a European identity, there is a bit of protectionism in it. I don't 
like that part if it closes out other parts. That is why I prefer an international 
dimension. I do not find the European economic market a very positive thing, 
but I do support the cultural dimension.
KL Do you think that there is a hidden agenda related to the economic situation?
KLa Could be - in Denmark it is about 50/50 for the European market so these
ideas have to be sold somehow so maybe there is a bit of that. I prefer to 
follow my own ideas about it. Some people do not have a good political 
awareness of what is going on in Brussels.
KL How informed are the Danish people?
KLa There are new laws being made which influence our daily lives and they are
not going through our parliament, which is where decisions concerning our 
lives should be made. For example, new regulations about colours in food, we 
could not take the decision.
KL You said that you do not get any guidance from a national level, do you see
this as a positive thing, because it gives you the freedom to include it or not?
KLa I see it as a positive thing. It is like the school system the pupils are being 
taken into their own learning process, they discuss ideas. We are free to 
discuss and form our own ideas.
KL In the Hasiev Booklet the second aim refers to the development of 
international education and I understand that new members of staff were asked
about their interest in international education when they were interviewed.
What is done to monitor what is happening?
KLa There is no formal monitoring, it is not such a big institution, we share ideas
and talk about it. When I was employed they knew my background was 
international.
KL The Rector obviously thinks it is important if he asks all staff at their 
interview if they have an interest in international education.
KLa Yes, but employing new staff involves a lot of people, it is not just Finn Eric.
KL Why do you think it is important here?
KLa I think that there was interest in the staff here.
KL So it was down to individual interest?
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KLa The multicultural idea is there in the background of the laws, it is in the frame 
so we have to be more aware of it.
KL Have you had to produce your own teaching materials?
KLa One of the difficulties is that Danish is a difficult language to learn, so for the
foreign students that come in I have to find English language materials.
KL There are no teaching materials prepared by a Danish agency?
KLa You pick from all over. The production of teaching materials in Denmark is
limited compared to other countries, but there are books appearing about this 
topic. None are specifically for teacher education. My personal opinion, I 
prefer to take information from here and there, and put it together to suit my 
work with students. We like to look at things from different angles.
Because we are a small country we have to be international. We speak 
different languages and we have been very used to viewing things from 
different angles due to our size. Most teachers find the international dimension 
interesting and positive.
KL Do you see any barriers to the development of a European dimension in 
education in Denmark?
KLa No, I don't think there are any barriers. I think that most of the teachers feel
positive towards including an international perspective. They feel that they are 
able to do that. Again, because we are a small country we have always to look 
outward. What is new is the pupils coming to our schools from other cultures 
and teachers want to know how to cope with that.
KL Thank you for answering my questions. Do you have any objection to me 
quoting you when I write up my research?
KLa No, I have no objection.
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KL Would you begin by telling me about your role in Hasiev Seminarium?
MV I am a teacher of mathematics. I have been here for VA years. I am trying to
make my position permanent, so I have to write up some work I have done. I 
was an upper secondary teacher for twenty years in physics and mathematics. 
Now I have to be evaluated by a panel of three people to secure a permanent 
position.
KL It is like a probationary period?
MV Yes.
KL Is that why you are involved in international work?
MV No, that is just an interest I have. I like to have contacts all over.
KL You obviously think that international education is an important part of the
education system. What about the European dimension?
MV Yes, I think it is very important. The way the world is today, it is important to 
know about other people. You need to know about your own culture, but you 
need to know about others. It is very good for the students at all levels. I 
think it is really good for them to see other ways of doing things.
KL Is your interest in the European dimension included in your maths teaching?
MV It is a little difficult to include. I think mathematics is one of the most
international subjects, but it is taught in different ways in different countries. 
However, I try to include not especially the European dimension, but I try to 
give them articles written in English. The way they are looking at 
mathematics is different, I would rather call it a world dimension than a 
European dimension.
KL Do you use European contexts for teaching mathematics?
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MV I use it in problem-solving.
KL Do you have an example?
MV I have to think about that.
KL You prefer the term international education to European dimension?
MV Yes.
KL How would you define a European dimension in education?
MV It is difficult to define. I could make something in statistics. You could take
rivers and compare them, say in East Germany and the Netherlands. I think it
is good for the students to go out and find the material themselves. They 
could collect data and put it in a data base and compare the data. That is the 
European dimension for me. Then you could compare, why one river is more 
polluted than another.
KL That involves attitudes too.
MV Yes.
KL Are you teaching on the International Course here in Hasiev?
MV No, because maths is not included. It should be included, but it is too difficult
to timetable. I think that it will change. I went to all the discussions about 
setting up the international course because I think that it is important to 
include maths. Mathematics is international, it has an international language, 
you can travel with it to another country. You have the language already.
KL The international course is still new.
MV It is in its second year.
KL Maybe not enough people think that maths fit a European dimension.
MV That is true, but I want to change that. I have tried to use problem-solving to
introduce the international dimension. I think that it is important to use the 
starting point in the students. The only way of learning things is including 
yourself in the learning process. That is difficult, especially when there is a 
range of abilities.
It would be good to have students from other countries in my maths class. 
They would bring a different perspective. I have had one student from 
England for one semester, and she enjoyed my course. I gave her all the 
material in English.
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KL So your course is written down?
MV Yes, I am writing almost all the material myself. I don't think everyone is
doing that. A lot of the published material is too old fashioned, too abstract 
for our students.
KL If you were including a European dimension in your course, do you have to 
write it down?
MV No, it is entirely up to me. I can make the decision myself. I will give my 
material to an external examiner and he will say if he likes it or not. I send my 
exam questions to the external examiner, he can say if he wants something 
changed. He cannot make me change my course, but he can comment on it.
KL There are no guidelines from the Ministry of Education?
MV There are general guidelines and we have institutional guidelines, but I can 
change them. I am the only maths lecturer, so I can decide. The others are 
part-time. We have this curriculum for our institution, but it is close to the 
course in other teacher education institutions. Up until four years ago we had 
a common teacher education course, then they decentralised it. I think the 
curriculum will change slowly. All the maths lecturers in Denmark meet once 
a year, so we discuss things during the meeting.
KL But it is up to each college to make their own decisions?
MV Yes, Helle Hviid did a lot in our college to introduce a European dimension.
KL So it is down to individual personalities?
MV Yes, I am sure it is, but Helle is not telling us to do it. She encourages it, but it
is up to us to do it or not. That is good.
KL Helle initiated the international course, did she invite staff to teach on it?
MV Yes, she invited people and that is where I came in. I went to the meetings at
the beginning, but then I found out that maths wasn't in it, so I stopped going 
along.
KL What was the rationale for the international course?
MV I think there were different reasons. It was to give the students here another 
view of education. If you go to another country for two semesters you get a 
European certificate. I think that is good for the students, because they have 
the possibility to go abroad. If you are interested in the possibility to move 
around, then it is good for the students to go abroad during their education. I 
think these were the reasons.
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KL Are you aware of any of the European directives about a European dimension
in education?
MV No, not really.
KL So none of the information from Brussels comes through to you?
MV No, but we get a lot of visitors to Hasiev. For instance, we have various
European projects. We have visitors who are interested in our IT projects.
KL How many institutions are in the IT network?
MV About six, we are the pilot seminarium for IT. We are working with a
database. The aim is to make a new education for IT. In the new Folkeskole 
Law we have to include IT in schools in all subjects, that means that you 
cannot make teachers without this knowledge.
KL So you are planning it jointly with other countries?
MV We are doing it jointly with America, because the firm we are working with is 
American. It wants to test its software in the educational world and they think
that the American education is not the best. One of the leaders in the firm is
Danish and he knows our system is very good. We want to use this tool for
our international work, because you can introduce distance education with it,
whenever and where ever. One of the ways we will use it is for our students 
when they are out on placement. They will be able to access their course from 
anywhere.
KL The European Commission has tried to encourage teacher education to include 
a European dimension in course work. You do not think that has had any 
influence on the developments here?
MV I don’t think so. It has come from the roots. I have never seen any European 
Commission documents. I don't know what they want us to do. I don't think 
that Jaspersen in the Ministry of Education sent any of them to us. The papers 
must be somewhere, but I have not seen them. We have been involved in 
exchanges for years, but it is organised in our own institutions.
KL So the emphasis was originally on exchanges?
MV Yes, it was not in the curriculum. We decided when we wanted to include it,
nobody told us to do it.
KL Is that linked to the Danish philosophy of letting the people decide?
MV I think so. Not everybody is happy about the EU. It is about 50/50. We are
very independent people.
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KL Are people worried about the economic or cultural links?
MV I think so, I mean I think it is economics. I think we worry about Germany,
that it may swallow us up.
KL Why do you think a European dimension is important in education?
MV It could be for economic reasons, but I think that it is a good idea to include a
European dimension in education, because I think it can strengthen your own 
identity. I think knowing about others, helps you to know yourself. I think 
that it is essential for us to tell the students about other ways of doing things.
KL Are there any other agencies in Denmark which promote a European
dimension in education?
MV No, I don't think so, but I don't think that is a negative thing. We like things to
grow up from the roots.
KL That depends on individual motivation.
MV Yes, but there is some competition between the 18 colleges. If one has it, they
all want it, because we are competing for students.
KL Do the management team see an international dimension as a priority?
MV I think that they are happy to have it, but on the other hand they are a little
afraid we are doing too many things. The IT project takes a lot of time.
KL The management have obviously put a lot of money into international
education to get it going.
MV Yes, but I think that it is worthwhile. When I first started here I went on a
staff exchange to a teacher education college in Sweden and it was so good for 
me to see their way of teaching mathematics. It was good to see how they do 
things. Then they came here into our classes. It was an exchange of ideas.
KL Helle Hviid is the International Director?
MV Yes.
KL Helle has inspired staff across the college to include an international
dimension in their work?
MV Yes, last year she had a meeting with the teachers and she asked them how
they were including an international dimension in their work. They had to 
make a paper or tell her about what they are doing. She does not tell us what 
to do, we discuss it.
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KL Do you know if a European dimension is included in the curriculum in the 
folkeskole?
MV Maybe in history, there is a lot of team teaching, cross-curricular teaching, so
things are changing. I haven't seen the part about a European dimension in the
curriculum.
KL Do you think there are any barriers to including a European dimension in 
teacher education?
MV If we were told from outside - yes! I am sure if we decide to do it, we will do 
it.
KL Thank you Mette, may I quote you when I write up my research?
MV Yes, that's not a problem.
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KL Please begin by telling me your name and your role here in the seminarium.
FK I am educated as a theologian. I have been here since 1972. I lecture in
religious education. Since last August I have the job of Vice Rector.
HF I have been here since 1967,1 am a theologian too. I am also the International 
Co-ordinator.
KL Do you feel that it is important to include a European dimension in teacher 
education?
HF In a way, we have to get a feeling about it. We know that it is coming from
the EU. It has not made an impression on the curriculum or our daily work. It 
is not the European dimension, but it is the international dimension we try to 
include. The political matters means that a European dimension is creeping 
into some subjects. There is a change.
KL What are the reasons for the change?
HF I think the Socrates programme is a very concrete reason for it. In Denmark
there have been very sharp discussions about membership of the EU. I don't 
think my colleague and I have the same opinions about it. He is a member of 
a political party that is very much in favour of the EU. In my way of thinking 
there are some doubts.
KL Finn, why do you think that a European dimension is important in teacher
education?
FK Because I think that European identity is something we have to cope with
now. We cannot close our eyes to it. One is always a little afraid to mention it 
in one's classes because the Danish vote was so split about EU membership. 
The feelings involved are sensitive.
KL You mentioned European identity, could we clarify terms. Do you think that a
European dimension is something we can define?
FK (Laughing) Give me a week or two!
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HF It is a difficult question to answer. I have just come from a network meeting
with colleagues from Portugal and Sweden and it is hard to say what binds us 
together as Europeans. It is a matter of European against international because 
we have connections with people in Europe, common feelings about 
Christianity in Portugal and Sweden. It connects us in the way we look at life.
KL You would say the European dimension is about trying to understand 
similarities?
HF Yes.
KL Do you agree with that Finn?
FK First, I think that the European Union is in one way a very practical thing. I
think it is good because we have to cooperate. We had to do that because of 
war contra peace. The more cooperation the better. When we look at Moscow 
and Eastern Europe I am confirmed in my opinion. We have to take those 
nations into cooperation to avoid confrontation. Another thing, cooperation is 
good for trade. In my opinion we should start with practical things.
KL You define it in terms of cooperation between nations?
FK Yes.
KL What do you do in your teaching to incorporate a European dimension?
HF In religious and moral education the student teachers need to know about
Islam. It is Arabic, but it is becoming European. In the curriculum we also 
have religious questions from Asia, we have to deal with these things to define 
values. I prefer to talk about an international dimension.
FK In our subject, lots of times we refer to a Western way of thinking. Maybe it 
would be good to have a clearer definition of what we mean?
KL What is your opinion of the notion of European citizenship?
HF We could figure that instead of singing our National Anthem we have to sing a
European Anthem. I do not like when I see the European flag on some
people's car rather than the Danish flag. To me that is unnatural, but who 
knows what will come.
KL I am trying to identify the influences that have led to the development of a 
European dimension in teacher education, what have been the influences in 
Denmark?
HF First I would like to emphasise that we only have a few points that relate to the 
European dimension in the curriculum. Secondly, in my opinion we have
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joined the EU because of practical matters, if we can't beat them join them. 
We all thought it would make things better for us economically. We are now 
seeing that what we voted for was more than that. It is affecting all parts of 
our lives, including the curriculum. If we don't want that then we will need to 
drop out of the EU. That is impossible because it does have economic 
advantages. So the agenda is - get European. It is my job to get my 
colleagues to support that.
KL What do you think has influenced the development of a European dimension 
in teacher education, Finn?
FK It is difficult to answer. When the Danes voted 'Yes' to Europe they didn't 
think of educational matters. If we had a referendum today I don't know what 
the result would be.
KL I know that educational decisions are devolved to local institutions and I know 
that a European dimension is not specifically mentioned in the Folkeskole 
Law, but it does refer to raising cultural awareness. In Holbæk Seminarium's 
own curricular framework does it mention a European or an international 
dimension?
HF Yes, we have it pointed out as one of the main points that we should be
international, but we have not worked out what it means yet. In my opinion,
we have made less of it than we should. We should have defined in what way 
we are going to be more international.
KL In the aims for Holbæk Seminarium one refers to the international dimension? 
Is that correct?
HF Yes, that is correct.
KL Why was that aim included?
FK It was the result of a trend. It is 'in' to be international. It is 'in* for young
people to travel. We would be old fashioned if we didn't mention it. It is to
attract students.
KL Was the decision to appoint a Co-ordinator of International Education taken
internally or was it suggested by the Ministry of Education?
HF I suppose it was our Rector, he had his finger on the pulse at the time. He was
aware that this was something that we should do. Then I became involved in 
the Erasmus programme. It was a good way of finding out about a European 
dimension. I think that so many letters about the European funding 
programmes arrived on the Rector's desk that he had to find someone to read 
them to find out what was important and what was not important. I was 
appointed.
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KL Were the letters coming directly from Brussels?
HF Some came directly from Brussels. We also have a Nordic Programme and we
had to establish that too. I find the exchanges a very positive thing and I think 
we have to increase that work, because we can understand one another better.
KL I believe that the Rector's Association has an International Committee. Are 
you able to tell me anything about it?
HF Yes, I know about it. It is called 'Link'. It is an organisation that aims to focus
on the problems that arise in all the teacher education institutions in Denmark. 
The Rector who chairs the International Committee has been a chairperson in 
ATEE and ATEE has been a positive power. Link is trying to get money for 
developing European matters. We have received money from Link to take 
part in courses. I have been to three conferences.
KL Does the money for Link come from the Ministry of Education?
HF Yes.
KL So the Ministry of Education thinks that a European dimension is important in
teacher education?
HF Yes.
KL Does Link comprise Rectors of the Seminaria or is it the International Co­
ordinators?
HF It is a formation of Rectors. It is three people. In different matters they co­
operate with different colleagues in the colleges. They feed information to all 
the Rectors on international education. The government realised that they 
needed to give the colleges some help to be more international, not directly 
European, but international, so they provide some money. We have had one 
meeting this year about the Socrates Programme.
KL Does someone from the Ministry of Education sit on the Link organisation?
HF No.
KL Do the three Rectors have to report to the Ministry of Education?
HF Only how they have spent the money. They are not obliged to describe the
results.
KL Are you aware of any of the European documents and policies.
HF There are two organisations, there is Link and there is a Rector's Committee of
the Universities. The latter is nearer to the Ministry of Education than Link.
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They participate in policy making with the Ministry of Education in a more 
direct way. The papers from Brussels pass through the Rector's Committee, 
they are our door to Brussels. It is only Socrates papers that we get directly 
from Brussels.
KL Do all 18 teacher education institutions have an International Co-ordinator?
HF Yes, they all have one person who must be aware of international matters.
Everybody knows about Socrates. In some seminaria they take more interest 
than others.
KL Does the Ministry of Education give you any guidelines about the European 
dimension?
HF No.
KL Do you look upon this in a negative or positive way?
FK I think that the answer will be different depending on one's political view. I
think it is better that we are allowed locally to decide on these matters.
KL It is not necessary for the Ministry of Education to state the importance of a
European dimension in order for more teacher educators to include it in their 
work?
FK I think it would be fine if it was written down in the new Teacher Education
Law. I would like that, but only a frame, it is better to define it locally.
HF In the Folkeskole Law, it says we have to raise cultural awareness. I think the 
Teacher Education Law should say that, not a European dimension. It would 
seem like the EU was setting the agenda in Denmark and I wouldn't like that.
In the advert for new teacher educators we ask about an interest in 
international education.
KL That highlights the importance of an international dimension in Holbæk 
Seminarium.
HF Yes. I am sorry but I have to go to another meeting now.
KL Thank you for the interview. Do you have any objections if I use the interview
material when I write up my research?
HF& Not at all.
FK
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KL Would you begin by explaining your role in Holbæk?
GMM I am 59 years old and I have been working here in Holbæk Seminarium since
1972. For a long period I only taught educational theory. Now I have a 
management job. I don't teach as much as I used to
VB I have been a member of staff here since 1970, most of the time I have been
Head of Teaching Practice.
KL Do you think that a European dimension is important in teacher education?
VB We are influenced by the whole European culture, in educational theory. We
like to tell our students about how things are in Sweden, in England and so on 
and get them to think about why others do things in different ways. It makes 
students clear about differences in other cultures.
KL You think that is important in teacher education?
GMM Why is it important to write down what a European dimension is? It is
important to write down what a Danish dimension is, but not a European 
dimension. I feel it as an artificial thing to do. The knowledge comes from 
personal connections, our students go out and experience it. I say we do not 
need to formalise it.
VB It is typical of the Danes we like things to come up from the bottom up. I try
to say what does it mean? We like to know what is going on in schools all 
over Europe, we are interested, but I prefer to ask the questions myself. I don't 
want people saying to me you have to be interested, you have to write down 
what it is.
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GMM That is a very old Danish tradition - we do not write down anything until it is 
actually there. Our school laws come about in the same way, they are tried 
first. The formulation of the law is a follow-up to what has been happening in 
the folkskoles for 10 years.
VB Of course it is interesting. I have been in Malaysia and it is just as interesting 
to study Asian culture as European culture.
KL You have a preference for an international dimension rather than a European 
dimension?
VB I would prefer that.
GMM I am sure that you have heard many times, that here in Denmark we are 
sceptical about Europe. Many people voted against the EU. I think it is tragic 
if the EU becomes Europe in our thinking, because Europe is many other 
things. We have many connections with the Baltic States. I would like to see 
those links developed just as much as links with the EU countries.
KL What are your aims when you include an international dimension in your 
teaching?
VB I put up some headlines for investigation about the different school systems.
The students have to find out how they are built up. Maybe find the 
curriculum and compare how different subjects are taught in different 
countries.
KL Why do you think it is important for students to have that knowledge?
VB It opens up their minds that things can be done in different ways. We do not 
have the truth here in Denmark. We need to explain in depth why we are 
doing what we are doing, and at the same time realise that what others do isn't 
crazy - they do it for a reason.
KL So it is about opening the students' minds and helping them to reflect?
GMM Yes, it is about understanding our own system better and understanding that a
school system is dependent on a culture, on the political system, the tradition 
etc. There are reasons for the way we do things.
KL Do you think that it is possible to define an international dimension?
GMM Increasing awareness to other ways and reflecting on Danish identity.
VB Yes, that is fine for me.
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KL What are the influences that have led to an international dimension in teacher
education?
GMM It is very difficult to explain. My awareness of being European is very much 
historically influenced. I am so old that my feelings about being Danish, being 
European are very much influenced by the 2nd World War and the Cold War.
I thought differently about being European after the fall of the Communist 
regime. These things are difficult to explain to the students, because they are 
so young and their historical horizon is so limited.
KL That is a personal influence.
GMM Yes.
KL Has there been a national influence or an institutional influence?
GMM There haven't been any.
VB When we started putting down the aims of this teacher training college four or 
five years ago I am sure that our Rector wanted the aim of international 
education included.
GMM The word is international not European.
KL Why did your Rector want international education included in the institutional 
aims?
GMM One thing was to attract students into Holbæk. We discussed it, that is all the 
staff discussed it, and we felt that we are receiving students in teacher 
education who have already travelled all over the world. We all think it is 
important to be aware of what is going on in the world, but we haven't 
formulated it as a European dimension, but as international.
KL You said earlier that you prefer the bottom-up approach to the development of 
an international dimension. Would you want direction from a national level in 
the form of guidelines?
GMM Nobody wants guidelines. It is important if it comes from the Ministry, you 
have to be sure that you understand it and that you do it. But we have not 
missed having guidelines about a European dimension.
VB I didn't like it when the new Teacher Education Law told us we had to include 
gender differences. I thought what an idiotic thing to write in the law. I feel 
the same about the European dimension. It should not say you must include a 
European dimension in every subject. It must come from the bottom-up. We 
know there are boys and girls in the class, so of course we must consider both 
sexes. The same is true of a European dimension. We have neighbours all
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around us, we cannot close our eyes to what is going on in the world. We 
must live with them, but we don't need a law to tell us that.
KL Do you think these views are based on the Danish culture, on the belief that 
the people should have a voice?
GMM In the educational system it is a tradition. We have a teachers’ association
which is about 110 years old, and it has always been very active in work
conditions, but also the ways of doing things educationally. Danish teachers 
are used to the freedom of being able to try ideas wherever they come from. 
Later when they have been tried a teacher can decide I will do it this way. 
Teachers are not used to being told from above how to do things. Most 
Danish teachers are very aware of this freedom and do not want it to be taken 
away.
KL To what extent are you aware of any of the European papers about a European 
dimension in education?
GMM I am not aware of them.
VB Why do they do it? Of course they could put out something to give us
inspiration, but they should not give us a directive. They should give us a 
little book saying what it is about - they should do some groundwork 
themselves. We could use that with students. Instead, they say, we should put 
a European dimension in teacher education, without telling us what it is.
KL Are there any agencies in Denmark producing materials to support the 
development of a European dimension in education?
GMM No, there is a EU office in Copenhagen, but they are not producing teaching 
materials.
KL Would you like teaching materials?
GMM Yes, of course.
VB Certainly we would find that useful.
KL You said that an international dimension is included in the institutional aims, 
does everyone support that aim? Is there a positive feeling about it?
GMM Among the teachers there are different positions. Many are interested without 
being especially active, some are very active, and some feel negative towards 
it. An important point is that if we write a European dimension down here, 
they would be just as much interested in it or against it as before. I am quite 
sure about that.
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KL I was speaking to Gerhard Jasperson in the Ministry of Education and he said 
that a European or an international dimension may be included in the new 
Teacher Education Act. Is it necessary to appear in the law before teachers 
include it in their work?
GMM No, even if it is written in the law you can ignore it, without anyone putting 
their finger on it. In the law at the moment it says that we must work with 
information technology. That is a good example of what I am talking about, 
some teachers are working very intensely on it, and some are not working with 
it at all. But of course it will come, both information technology and the 
international dimension. Yesterday we had a guest from Sweden, today you 
are here from Scotland. Ten years ago there were no guests from other 
countries, it just didn't happen, now it happens all the time. We get more and 
more used to it. It is slow, but we get used to it. We are interested in it, but 
we are not interested in formalising it.
VB It is crazy to say that it must be included in all subjects, in some subjects it is 
fine, and the teachers should be allowed to decide.
KL I know that you both visit folkeskoles regularly, are you aware of the schools
including a European dimension in their work?
VB They are trying to prepare some materials but it is more to do with the
international dimension, for example, United Nations, human rights and these 
things. They work on issues like the rainforest. I think they are aware of the 
international dimension.
GMM When I think of a European dimension in a formalised way, it reminds me of 
indoctrination, that is not what I want.
KL What is your opinion about the notion of European citizenship?
GMM In Denmark, the first time we voted on the Maastricht Treaty we voted against
European citizenship. Perhaps it is because we are in a small country, we are 
afraid of being swallowed by Germany.
KL Do you think that the notion of European citizenship actually makes you feel
more nationalistic?
GMM Yes, in a European sense, Denmark is a region. I am afraid that we will close
together and be more inward looking if European citizenship is imposed on us.
VB If you take away national identity the problems in Europe may get worse, there
will be more ethnic groupings.
KL What do you think is the driving force behind the European dimension?
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VB It is an economic and political driving force. I think that the people at the top 
of the EU want to be just as powerful as the President of the USA. The Danes 
hate that.
GMM I think many people having the feeling of being fooled into joining the EU. In 
1972 when we had our first referendum, the arguments were only economic, 
but some people said that is not the case, it is social and cultural as well. The 
answer was, 'Oh no, it is only economic'. That is not the case. It affects all 
aspect of our lives.
Obviously one reason for the EU is to keep peace. I feel this way because of 
Yugoslavia.
VB I felt it when the countries of the former Eastern Bloc got their independence.
I felt we must help other European countries that are so close on our borders. 
We must make it work, socially and culturally. Again, I think in terms of 
Europe in the world - an international dimension.
GMM I hate the bureaucratic system of the EU.
KL Do you see any educational justification for a European dimension in teacher 
education?
GMM Make the students aware of political and social problems.
KL Do you think that the appointment of an international co-ordinator in the 
seminarium was necessary?
GMM Yes, as long as it is international and not European.
KL What was the reason for the appointment?
GMM The Rectors of the seminaria meet every month and I would think they have 
been talking about it. Most seminaria if not all, have an international co­
ordinator.
KL The Socrates Programme asks institutions to write down their European Policy 
do you think this is a positive or negative move?
GMM You can write anything on paper, but if it doesn't reflect a level of interest or 
activity there is no point.
KL Is there any system of monitoring the activities?
GMM No, there is no system. The Rector is responsible for monitoring the work of 
staff. We discuss things with the students, so we cannot fix what we do. 
When we start a course we must talk to the students to see what they are 
interested in. If I propose a European dimension and the students are not
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interested in doing it, then we cannot force them. It is our responsibility to 
make sure that the guidelines are fulfilled, but they are very open.
VB The teachers are responsible to see that the guidelines as a whole are fulfilled,
but you cannot force the details. It is very open. It is our experience that the
students must be able to discuss and choose what they do.
We are working very intensely with how we can send students to other 
institutions, we do support it.
KL Thank you for the interview, may I quote you when I write up my research.
GMM Of course.
VB Of course.
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KL Perhaps if we go round the group you could explain who you are and what you
do here in the seminarium. That would be a good starting point.
JP Yes, of course. My name is Jens Pietras and I teach History and Social
Studies here at the seminarium. I have been here just a few years, it is my 
second year. I am a teacher and still have lessons in the primary school or in 
the upper secondary school, in the folkeskole.
OG My name is Ole Glahn, I have been here since 1974. I am educated in
Political Science and I am teaching in the main line Political Science, 
Economic Science and Science for student teachers.
KN My name is Kurt Nejson and I have been in 2 seminariums. I have been in
Hasiev for 5 years and my main subject is History and I also teach in Social 
Science.
KJ My name is Kurt Jonas and I was trained as a teacher for the folkeskole. I
have been working in a commercial college for quite a few years. Since 1991 
I have been in this place. I used to teach English and German. I am teaching 
German here.
KL OK, thank you. Please feel free anyone to answer any of the questions. Do
you feel that including a European Dimension in your teaching is something 
that is important in the education process now? Do you feel it is an important 
part of the course for our student teachers?
JP I think it is very important especially in the Political Science because a lot of
our laws in Denmark are influenced by the decisions of the European Union. 
Therefore it is important to move the political process of the decision making 
from the Parliament of Denmark to the European Parliament.
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KN I would like to say that in History there are problems with what the European
Dimension is? I took a look at the course outline in History for the 
Seminarium and Europe is named, but how much you include the European 
Dimension is up to ourselves. We are not strictly commanded like in the UK. 
Here is the course outline, it is very brief, just a few lines.
KL We are not commanded so much in Scotland as they are in England, because
England has a National Curriculum, whereas we have Curriculum Guidelines. 
However, our guidelines are more detailed than yours are. Do you have any 
impression of how important the European dimension is, Ole?
OG Well, it is important because all the media discuss things and we have what we
call the global village more or less. Our students know a little bit here and a 
little bit there. I think that it is very important that they get an overall idea of 
what Europe is, especially about the present, about the past, and obviously 
about various scenarios for the future so they can act in the future. So I think 
it is very important for the students to have something to do with all European 
countries not only the EU, because that is only one reality, but there are more. 
I think it is very important that they get an overall view of the world, but 
especially Europe. Not only one, five, ten, or fifteen countries, but all of 
Europe.
KL And what about from a language point of view?
KJ Well, from a language point of view, I cannot see the problem, because if one
has been concerned about getting our students out into the world they have an 
impression of how people in other countries live and how they think, and how 
their living conditions are. I have a rather bad feeling about the European 
dimension which I think is rather narrowing the concept. Jens mentioned the 
whole of Europe I know that the Poles and the Lithuanians and the Latvians 
and Estonians and so on, regard themselves as Europeans. What Brussels is 
putting us into is a smaller concept of internationalisation than the one I have 
been used to. So I rather object to this dimension, it is too narrow for me.
KL So Jens and Kurt, you were saying that it is not just the EU. So what Europe
are you talking about? Do you think the European dimension is something 
you are able to define? How would you define the European dimension?
KN I just had a class before this interview, looking at the middle ages. I asked
everybody to try to define the European dimension but they couldn’t. I think 
especially in the middle age, we could not avoid the European dimension. 
This little country, if you look at the map it is a wonder that we are still here. 
Every time we did anything political it was in co-operation or conflict. I agree 
that a European dimension must be broader than the EU.
OG When I mentioned the EU is narrow it is only one way. As Jens is saying, it is
very important that we are very aware of the new challenges from the Eastern 
part of Europe and all over the world, between Europe and the other developed
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countries. So of course, for me the European dimension is a political reality. 
You can like it or not like it, but we are in a European Community and our 
governments have decided that we are united in some economic ways, some 
social ways and so on, therefore I think it is very important for our students to 
know something about it. I have been in Brussels for a study period, not 
studying the political process, but studying how the Danes like being there, 
how their way of life is influenced by the way of life in Brussels. It was a 
comparative study of Danish culture from career people in Denmark and 
Danish career people in Brussels.
JP But I completely agree with you Ole, but I think we have to look at Europe as
a whole Europe and perhaps not talk about the Union, but more or less back to 
the nation state talking about Denmark, Sweden, Scotland, England and so on 
and about regions of Europe. About the people in Europe not the institutions.
KL When Ole defined the European dimension he qualified it by saying that it had 
a political dimension. Would the rest of you feel more comfortable if you 
were talking about an international dimension rather than a European 
Dimension?
Yes (all generally agreed).
KJ I think for me at any rate, it is a question of language, I am a language teacher,
but this word European has a certain meaning and the EU, sort of tried to take 
that in and I agreed with you about institutions, but couldn’t they have found 
another word, because this word ‘European’, is also a word which Poles, 
Slovaks, and East European and Central Europeans would like to claim for 
themselves. So they are sort of stealing something in terms of language. And 
in terms of feelings, identities and so on. And I protest about this use of the 
word European because it is pilfering actually.
KL Kurt Nejsun.
KN I think it is something about the building up of an identity of the real
Europeans. Here we have always been teaching history in relation to 
Scandinavian history or Nordic history and here the students find out that 
Danish is to be seen in a Nordic connection, a European connection and a 
global connection. We do have it all, but the question is do we have some 
borders round the EU.
KL Perhaps it would be easier to talk about how you actually include it in your 
teaching rather than tiy to give a definition. Kurt was saying that in his 
teaching, he is talking about Nordic history, European history and 
international history. That would be how he would include the European 
dimension in his teaching. (To all) - How would you include it in your own 
teaching for example?
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JP More or less the same, but I think foreigners look at our country or our region,
our Scandinavia, our European way of doing things. For instance, people 
coming from India looking at us not us looking at them, or looking at each 
other. We have to look at ourselves to start with and look in a Nordic or 
Scandinavian way and in a European way and in an international way. I 
would include the others looking at us too.
KL Do you think that the European or the international dimension is about raising 
awareness or openness to other cultures?
JP Yes, obviously.
OG We should try to persuade our students to go abroad, to let them see how other
people live, to make personal contracts and involve themselves not as tourists, 
but as people who have lived there.
KL If you had to pinpoint the aim of sending your students out, what would you 
say it was?
OG We have two aims. First to develop fluency and secondly to leam about the 
culture and the country better.
KL Do you see language as one of the basic points in understanding the identity of 
another culture?
KJ Well, the language is a very important part of identity, but personally I have
two languages Danish and German. I can somehow feel when I slip into my 
German identity.
KL Ole, how do you include a European dimension in your teaching? What sort 
of things would you do with your students?
OG I use it when I am going for the answer to some problem. Why is thé Danish 
economy developing in this way? And then I say, “OK, it is because we have 
this government, we have this demand for wages in Denmark, but it is very 
important that I see development in our trade partners and in the EU, because 
it is important for the Danish economy. When I suggest a theory I sometimes 
need to go outside Europe, to the United States, to Japan, to the under 
developed countries. They are selling special goods to us and we are selling 
special goods to them, I have to include Europe, when it is a more social topic 
or political topic, I have to go outside the Danish borders, and see if it is a 
Nordic influence. It is often articulated as a Nordic dimension, but if you are 
looking at the political realities, there is nothing really. The countries you are 
united with economically, politically and geo-politically, when Denmark is 
placed, where we are, we have some interests, could mean Germany, England, 
Russia, Sweden. Therefore in the defence policy we are united with some 
countries because of how we are placed. The European dimension is needed 
in the curriculum economically and socially.
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KL What has influenced you to include a European dimension in your teaching? 
Ole was describing the reason he includes it in his teaching is for economic or 
political reasons and that has perhaps been influenced by what is happening in 
Brussels or in the European Commission at the moment. What do you think 
are the influences for the historians or for the linguists?
KN There is a very great degree of freedom in how to choose to do it. In history, 
we have what we call historic consciousness, something about how to put 
together the future, the past and the present. An awareness of all of them. 
What we start with is how is it that we became a member of the EU, we have 
to interpret the past, what is happening now, and from that point we have to 
look back into the past to make some scenarios for the future. Therefore we 
will automatically place more attention on the European dimension.
JP We are used to doing more in the Nordic than the Scandinavian dimension, 
but we went into the Common Market in 1972, and from that point of view we 
started to look more in the direction of Europe, not Nordic or Scandinavian, 
and now as Ole told us Sweden has joined and Finland has joined the Union, 
but Norway is still outside, but we have chosen to look down to Europe, not 
up to Scandinavia.
KL Jens, what is your opinion?
JP We have to start in the present and then come up with the kind of problems or
what we think about things, and then we have to go back to the past and put up 
some scenarios for the future.
KL Do the guidelines give you a frame, so you as a teacher cannot avoid teaching
about Europe? If you decided that you didn’t want to include it, would you be 
able to make that choice?
OG No, I do not think we disagree on that point, everybody wants to teach about
Europe, to point out the possibilities in the international dimension. We have 
a Danish saying that unless you know where you come from, you do not know 
where you are going to. So that is one of the reasons why I have fully agreed 
along these lines.
KL What I am trying to find out is what has influenced the development of a
European or international dimension in teacher education? Is it to do with a 
statement in your framework or are there other reasons?
JP Perhaps the documents that have come out of Brussels have influenced our
Minister of Education.
KL Do you think that is the case?
JP I don’t know.
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OG Some 80% of our legislation in Denmark is guided by Brussels, and the rest is 
free for us to decide.
KL How great an awareness do you as teacher educators have of the documents, 
resolutions and policies that come from Brussels?
KN We don't know that much. We do not view them as a straight-jacket. Here at
the seminarium we have been asked to come up with a declaration about our 
European activities.
KL Is it the Rector who asked you to do that?
JP It is about getting money from Brussels.
KN We are aware of some of the documents. What I would underline is that we are
very free to choose what we do with our students. So it is up to us whether we 
include it or not.
JP In my opinion, up until now we have had a lot of freedom. Now we have to
choose specific European activities if we want these funds from Brussels.
KL Are you aware of the 1988 Resolution on the European Dimension in
Education?
JP I have not heard of it. I prefer the freedom to decide.
KN We have a choice of content and material.
OG The students would be unhappy, if we demanded that they do something.
KL Inger Schulz, do join us. We are talking about influences.
KJ If the students wanted a European dimension to be included in their course
they would put pressure on us.
KL Is the lack of guidelines related to the democratic principles that appear to be
so important in Danish culture?
JP Definitely.
KL There are no guidelines from the Ministry of Education about a European
dimension?
OG There are general phrases in different parts of the curriculum guidelines and
framework.
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JP In the new Folkeskole Law we have new dimensions, we have environmental 
issues, information technology, and cultural meetings. The European 
dimension is not mentioned explicitly, but it is there.
OG They used to say international understanding in the old law.
KN In the framework it refers to central knowledge and skills.
KL You said on the one hand you have freedom, but Kurt also said that the
students could put pressure on you to include a European dimension.
IS I think that it is dependent on the individual person.
JP The students and teacher educators are supposed to work together in all
aspects of the education system. If you neglect something then the students 
are in their full right to ask you to include it. This relates to the principle of 
democracy.
KL Are there any agencies in Denmark that produce teaching materials to help you
include a European dimension?
JP Yes.
KJ Brussels has a bureau here, then there are a number of commercial companies.
JP But they are not European materials, they are international. We have some
regional centres, where teachers can borrow materials. There is not much 
about a European dimension.
JN In history we do have some books about European history.
IS The Ministry of Education have an international office and you can ask for
information about Europe.
KL Is the information disseminated to you?
OG Some does, some doesn't.
KL You mentioned you had to prepare a European statement why is that?
JP It is a matter of survival, to attract students. It is related to economic reasons.
KL Inger, I believe that you have only been here for half a year, were you asked
about your interest in European activities at your interview?
IS No.
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JP I wasn't either, but soon you find out that there are European activities here. It
enriches the students experience.
KN I was asked at my interview.
KL How much of a priority is a European dimension in this institution?
JP I think that it has a high priority at a certain level here.
KL Is it necessary to put it in the Teacher Education Law, or would you do it
anyway?
JP Yes.
IS I think it should be in the law. There will be a demand from the schools for it
in my opinion, so we will have to include it.
JP We prefer it to come from the bottom-up rather than from above us.
IS It is hard to tell what the influences are. It is so much in the media too.
OG We have to be in the EU because of the money, if we are out we get no money,
so we will have to include European activities.
IS There are very personal attitudes about it. I visit folkeskoles everyday and
their eyes are open to Europe. They are very interested in setting up links with 
schools in other European countries.
JP They want to go for a holiday.
IS They are trying to exchange information. There is growing interest in the
regions in European.
JP We must be very aware of becoming a little region in Europe. We must be
very aware of being a Dane. We have more immigrants now and at the same 
time there is a new interest in Danish history.
KL That is interesting, a similar remark was made by interviewees in the
Netherlands. Some said because the classes had children from Turkey and
Morocco there was a greater need to include a European dimension.
IS The Maastricht vote opened many eyes in Denmark. The discussions before
and after meant people were occupied by it. There are different dimensions.
OG We cannot live alone in this world.
JP We have to trade.
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OG We are merchants.
JP We are trying to find out what our Danish identity is, but we have to trade.
We are not that keen to take on a European jacket.
KL What are your feelings about European citizenship?
IS Do you compare that with American citizenship?
KL Is there something that we can identify that makes us European citizens?
IS Our history is so old and the American history is so young.
OG If the artificial borders of Europe belong to the past what are we.
JP Be we fought a lot of wars to remain Danes.
IS There is not much of Denmark left. As a nation and as a people, we are very
homogenous.
JP We are afraid that our language will disappear and that we will have to
communicate in English or French of Getman. English has become a second
language for us.
KL Inger, just before we finish, would you mind introducing yourself. I am sorry
that I couldn't ask you when you came in.
IS I am the administrator for the teachers in the folkeskole, that is teaching
practice. I also teach history and social sciences.
KL Thank you all very much. May I quote you when I write up my research?
ALL Yes.
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AL My name is Anne Larsen, I am a lecturer at Holbaek Seminarium and I am 
teaching English as a main subject. English is only possible to take as a main 
subject, we do not have it as an obligatory subject.
KL You do not do it in the first and second year of the course at all?
AL No, but probably that will change after the new school law, because they are
considering making English obligatory for everyone, since it is the third 
biggest subject in school.
KL Does that mean that the students who don't take it as their main subject don't
have English at all?
AL That's right, they don't. I think that in the Ministry of Education they have
probably realised that is a mistake. What happens is that because English is 
taught throughout our schools, the students who graduate without special 
training in language are quite proficient at speaking English, so head teachers 
ask them to teach English. What happens is they ask them to teach at the 
lower level because they say that anyone can do that. In fact, that is 
completely wrong, because it takes a completely different approach.
KL The foundation of a language is so important.
AL Yes, there are many things that you need to know before you start. You have
to see the whole period of teaching English as a whole, you cannot separate 
the developmental process. You need to know what should happen next year 
and the next year and so on.
KL I know that you think that the European dimension is important but why do
you think that it is an important part of the teacher training course?
AL I think that it is important because we have to realise that Denmark is a small
country, a small part of Europe. Although, we know that Europe has always 
been there and has been part of the Danish identity, you have to provide the 
students with information about the way that the European systerh works for
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two reasons. One of them is, to create a certain knowledge about their own 
identity, about their own roots. You can very often do that by comparing your 
own culture with other European cultures. The second reason would be, to 
exchange knowledge, in our case about many other European education 
systems, but I am sure that we could leam from each other.
KL Do you think that the European dimension is something that can be defined?
AL You know it is funny that you should ask, because I wrote the phrase, 'the
European dimension' on the blackboard when you left the class today and I 
said, "Could I have a definition please?" It was really interesting because they 
came up with all sorts of suggestions and one of them said, "That is really a 
tough one, I don't think that I can define it without thinking about it for some 
time." I agree, because you can always be vague about the European 
dimension and say, "Yes, of course we do have it" and we do, we certainly do 
in a rather vague way. However, we do have to be more specific and precise in 
our definition and that was why it was so difficult. If you ask me now, I am 
not quite sure really what I should say.
KL What you were saying earlier, was that the Danish identity was important, but 
by looking at other countries this not only helped you to reflect on yourselves, 
it gave you some information about the similarities and differences. Would 
you say that the European dimension was an openness, an awareness of other 
cultures. Is that what you think it is about?
AL It could be, of course that is implied in it somewhere, but I think that it is 
more than just an awareness.
KL Perhaps rather than trying to give a definition of the European dimension you 
may prefer to talk about the kinds of things that you do in your teaching that 
incorporates a European dimension. Are you able to give me some examples?
AL Things that I do or things that I might do?
KL Either.
AL The thing is that when we teach literature, and in my case English literature, it
is obvious that I link it with the same period in Danish literature. You cannot 
help doing it. To help students understand, about romanticism I compare 
literature in Denmark and Germany or Denmark and England. You have the 
European Romantic movement that went through the European cultures at that 
time. If then you compare poetry written in at least two different countries, in 
my case, Denmark and England, it would be obvious to compare what these 
two countries thought, because romanticism in Denmark and romanticism in 
England were two different things. However, that was a long time ago. What I 
do now is read many articles from Britain and I buy newspapers from Britain 
every week and I collect cuttings from the papers. I use articles from British 
newspapers, we discuss the contents and compare them with what we would
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do in each case. Sometimes we come up with different views, sometimes the 
same view. I think that knowledge about each other's cultures is very 
important, because it helps you to reflect on your own language and culture 
and it helps you to make your own identity clear.
KL You were saying that comparing romanticism in Denmark with Germany and 
England is something that you have always done, but do you think that the 
European dimension is more important now than before?
AL Of course I think it is more important now since we have this united Europe 
that we have all decided for. I know that some of the Danes decided rather 
reluctantly, but I have no difficulty with it, because I am a very convinced 
European. For me being a member of this European Union brings a new 
importance to the European dimension. I have no doubts about working with it 
in a more conscious way than I have done before. It has always been there, but 
now I think that you have to work with it in a more conscious way. Also, in 
the light of what will happen to the younger generation all over Europe, 
because when I think of the future, I think that Europe in general will be a 
place where young people will go for further education. They will be able to 
include study abroad in their curriculum. I think it is a great chance for young 
people to move around.
KL What were the reasons behind the promotion of the European dimension at
Holbaek Seminarium? I know that you have an International Co-ordinator, 
why was he appointed to the college and why is promoting a European 
dimension included in the aims of the college?
AL I think that there are many explanations to that. If we want to survive as a
college we have to strengthen our relationship with other European 
institutions. If we cannot offer that dimension to young people, I think that we 
will dig our own grave.
KL Is it about attracting students into Holbaek?
AL That is one reason. You know that I have not been here all that long and when
I was employed they asked me if I would be willing to work within a 
European network. I had the clear feeling that if I said, "No", they would 
employ someone else. It was not difficult for me to say yes, because I wanted 
to work with the network. I think it was our Rector who in the first place was 
the inspiring factor.
KL I know that it is a devolved system in Denmark and that the Ministry of
Education does not issue guidelines concerning the inclusion of the European 
dimension in your courses, do you think that is a positive thing or a negative 
thing? Do you think that each seminarium should have the freedom to decide 
whether to include it or not without any guidance from the Ministry of 
Education?
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AL I think it would be a great help if the Ministry of Education could provide us 
with guidelines. Then each seminarium could make their own content for the 
framework that had been set up for them. I think that would ensure a certain 
common denominator at least. I think that it has a lot to do with the Danish 
tradition of freedom and democracy. People are not that willing to submit to a 
claim of something that they have to do. I think that there is scepticism about 
the European dimension and what it will mean in the long run. I know that, 
because some of my colleagues have said that is the case. They are a bit 
worried about a united school system and that we might loose our democratic 
school ideas. They fear that the European Union will want us to have a similar 
education system to the other countries.
KL Do you think that the promotion of a European dimension is having the
opposite effect from the one that is intended? Is it making people more 
nationalistic?
AL It might be, it certainly has had that effect on some of my colleagues. They
have been worried about what they might loose. It is the same people who 
were worried about the Union in general. It is the same people who voted no 
in the referendum. Only a small majority voted for the Union and I think that 
is the attitude that is reflected.
KL How much awareness is there of the European papers that have been
published about the European dimension? For example, the 1988 Resolution 
encouraging the European dimension, the Higher Education Memorandum on 
the European Dimension etc.
AL None what so ever. We have not seen these papers. I do not know who is
responsible for that.
KL One of the aims that has been specifically mentioned is that we should be 
making our students and pupils more aware of their European citizenship. Do 
you think that is something that is possible?
AL I don't know. What we experience here at the moment amongst young people
is that there is a paradox in the situation of unemployment, they are not very 
willing to move from one part of the country to another, not even for work. If 
they find it difficult to move within a small country like this, then moving 
over the borders in Europe will be more difficult. That might have something 
to do with education. There is a tendency that the higher you go in education 
the more likely you are to move from one country to another. I do not know if 
anyone else has mentioned that. I wonder what European citizenship means to 
the students. I know that students who do go for a period of study in another 
European institution get something that they could not have got here. It is 
completely different and yet in many ways alike. They say that they know 
much more about themselves and what they want to do.
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KL Perhaps by doing something different it helps them to reflect on their own 
education system.
AL Exactly, also the way that you see things done in other countries makes you
think about the way you do it yourself, and review your own values.
KL Do you think that you can describe a European citizen? How is he/she
different from an American citizen or an African citizen for example?
AL We have to think about the history of Europe. We cannot mention a united
Europe without thinking about all the wars that have been going on within the 
European continent. These wars for borders did not take place with America. 
Another thing is language, we do not share the same language and since 
language and culture go so closely together, there are certainly many things 
that might make these different cultures, different. You look at Europe as a 
continent it is so small compared to America or Asia, it is amazing that there 
are such differences in cultures and backgrounds. It is quite unique I think. I 
think that the challenge in it would be to make people aware of all the 
possibilities that there are in other parts of Europe from there own particular 
part and then work together, and at the same time keep our differences. I do 
not see a problem with that, although I know that a lot of people do.
KL You mentioned the wars in Europe, part of the reason of setting up the EEC
was the concern to maintain peace within Europe. Do you think that the 
European Union today is based on the need to preserve peace or do you see it 
in different terms?
AL I think it depends on your age, for example, if I asked my Father or my
Mother, they still have a hard time readily accepting Germans. Of course they 
recognise that the war was a long time ago and that we now have a new 
generation of Germans etc. However, they say that they want a united Europe 
just for the sake of peace. You know our middle generation, people of my age, 
have both attitudes. Whereas, my son does not think of wars at all. He does 
not have any reservations about Europe at all.
KL Thinking about Europe in economic terms, do you think that it is important to
provide our students with skills that are needed to compete in a global market 
place?
AL Yes, I think so. I read an interesting article in one of the Sunday newspapers
about the whole world being the future playground of the younger generation. 
It was a kind of image of the future, where the young people of Europe were 
no longer just Europeans but world citizens and would go wherever the job 
was. They would move from one country to another, from one continent to 
another without any difficulties, in that they spoke several languages. In that 
way America or Asia would no longer have the same importance.
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KL Do you think that instead of talking about the European dimension in 
education, we should be talking about an international dimension?
AL I see what you mean, but no I do not, because I think that the idea of a united
Europe as a political institution, as well as a counter weight to the United 
States, and Asia, which is growing in size and in power is important. I think 
that it makes sense to talk about a united Europe for political reasons and if we 
share culture with anyone that would be with the rest of the countries of 
Europe. Although the countries of Europe are different they are not as 
different as countries in Asia for example. For that reason, I think a united 
Europe would be a good idea.
KL The statement that Holbaek Seminarium makes for the new Socrates 
programme, do you think that it should be firmly embedded in the European 
dimension rather than broadening it out to include an international dimension?
AL Yes, I think so, because I think that is the way we have to think now. I do not
know what it will be like in 15 years time, but right now I think it should be 
European.
KL Your colleagues have been thinking and talking about a European dimension, 
do you think that they will include it in their teaching because they think it is 
important, or does it need the Ministry of Education to give a directive about 
incorporating it in the curriculum?
AL We do include Europe, I cannot think of any subject in the curriculum that
does not include the European dimension, so we all do it. If we had some 
guidelines concerning what we should do it would make a difference, but 
some people would see it as unnecessary.
KL Is there any other agency in Denmark that provides information or support
concerning including a European dimension in your teaching?
AL No, I cannot think of any agency. It should come from the Ministry of
Education. Let's say that the Ministry of Education came up with these 
guidelines, what would happen is that publishing firms would make books, 
teaching packages etc. for school use. Whenever we get a new law, normally 
teachers get together and produce teaching materials. If we had it spelled out 
in so many words, it would force people to produce materials.
KL Without guidelines, these teaching materials would not be produced?
AL No, I do not think so, because most Danes think that they are incorporating a
European dimension already, so they do not think that it is necessary to 
produce any materials. This is what makes it so difficult.
KL Do you think that the Socrates programme will help because it forces you to
produce an institutional plan?
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AL Yes, I think so, it will force us to think much more about it and make it more
specific. We tend to think that it is there, but we need to express it more 
clearly, but we will need to talk about it.
KL I know that you still have links with the folkeskole, do you know if the
European dimension is included in work in schools?
AL It is in some schools, it is up to the teachers whether they want to include it or
not. I know that some do, they do project work, cross-curricular work. I have 
heard about schools doing it. It would be interesting for you to visit schools,
but it is just in the schools where teachers are interested in it. Some teachers
find it important and will include in the curriculum, but in other schools it will 
not be done.
KL Is it very much down to individual teachers?
A1 Yes, it is and to the conviction of the teachers.
KL Is that also the case in the seminiariums?
AL Yes, but I cannot think of any subject that would not include a European
dimension somewhere.
KL Does what is happening in schools have an impact on the curriculum in
seminariums?
AL I am afraid not necessarily. In earlier times the people employed in the
seminariums were not teachers. They were masters of art or science. This must 
sound ridiculous, but they were not influenced by what was going on in 
schools. This is changing now.
KL What about the influence of the student teachers themselves, do you think that
the mobility programmes will have an impact on curriculum changes? For 
example, students who have studied in other universities in Europe and see the 
need to incorporate a European dimension in the curriculum, would they be 
able to suggest changes to the curriculum in the seminarium?
AL The students only have a limited say on the curriculum. We do have a
framework to work to and each seminarium has its own study plan. We do all 
work to the framework. Within certain limits the teachers could include it. The 
students have a student's council where they can use their influence, but it 
would be within the general framework.
KL How is the content of the fi-amework monitored? How is it known whether
teachers stay within the framework or not?
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AL Basically, you can close the door and go in and teach your class. No one will
know what is going on, except your class and yourself. You are not
responsible to anyone, except your conscience and to the students. We do have 
an evaluation system, if the students are not satisfied with a teacher the 
consequence could be that the teacher would have to leave. You do have to 
make sure that what you do is in accordance with the students' expectations. 
However, the students have a right to expect that I as a teacher know what to 
include.
KL The International Co-ordinator in Holbaek, is he responsible for co-ordinating 
a European dimension in the curriculum? How would he know what teachers 
were doing?
AL When we decide about our European dimension, it would have to be there
somewhere in all our study plans. It would be the job of the Principal to check
the study plans.
KL The influence regarding including a European dimension at present, is it to do 
with individual personalities?
AL Yes, but I think that we do need some guidelines from the Ministry of 
Education, in order for it to grow fi*om within. Otherwise people would not 
see the need to write it into their study plans.
KL The democratic negotiation seems to be fundamental to including something 
in the curriculum, talking about it first.
AL Yes, many people in Denmark are not necessarily against Europe but against 
all the directives that come. They are resistant to being told what to do by 
Brussels. Of course, this is a generalisation but most of these people are left- 
wing people. The left-wing people have very clear views about Europe, they 
are against Europe. All the teachers of my generation could be found within 
the left-wing group and that is probably why there was reluctance about 
incorporating a European dimension. It is not so clear now, because the 
younger generation are spread across a wider political spectrum. Before, all 
the decision-makers in Denmark were left-wing, but these days the younger 
generation are no longer left-wing in general. What we see now is an 
emerging generation that are right-wing and those are the ones who will be 
interested in the new united Europe. They do not share their parents 
reservations about Europe.
KL Yesterday I visited a Folke High School and I was told about the principles of 
Grundtvig. I am interested to know if the basis of the belief in democratic 
ideas and the importance of the spoken word stems fi-om the views of 
Grundtvig. Has it influenced the way of life in Denmark today?
AL It is so strong that it is hard to describe. I am very involved in student 
exchange. We have seen that when we get students from all over the world
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and they spend a year in a Danish High School they have real difficulty with 
the language. They say that everybody talks so much, and they struggle to 
understand. However, after 6 months they begin to understand more of the
language, but they still find the school very different. They do not understand
why there are not more written tests, they say that everything is talked about 
so much. There are discussions between the students and the teachers - the 
spoken word is the thing. It is deeply embedded in school life. The students 
from America and Australia or wherever, they are not used to adults talking to 
them and asking for their opinions. They say that nobody will be interested in 
what they have to say. So they find it very hard to join a discussion. The 
spoken tradition in Denmark is so strong. Grundtvig and Kold said that a good 
teacher only needs himself and his ability to talk.
KL Is that the explanation why there are no written guidelines?
AL It could be.
KL I also heard yesterday that the word 'folke' means people and that it is at the
centre of so many things in Danish life.
AL Yes, it is a belief in each individual's potential.
KL Is there a concern that European policy will end this belief in the importance 
of the Danish people's voice?
AL Yes, I think that is very central, if you ask my colleagues why they are so 
afraid they will say that they are afraid that our traditions will be broken down 
gradually because we are such a small country. When you come to think 
about it, it is quite ridiculous that we should think that our system is better 
than anyone else's, but it is funny that a country the size of our country has 
such long traditions. One of the students who had been to Craigie said that, 
she suddenly realised during her visit, that she was just another Dane, like the 
ones you meet all over the world, that think that they know everything about 
everything and that the Danes have the right solution about everything. She 
said that she realised that maybe she should shut up and listen to what others 
have to say. She realised that there is a tendency for Danes to think that their 
system is the best. It is related in some way to the fear of losing our national 
identity.
KL Thank you very much for an interesting interview, do you mind if I quote 
anything that you said?
AL No, of course not and thank you I found it interesting having to think about 
these things. I look forward to hearing about your results and hearing what 
other people have said.
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KL Perhaps I can explain what I am doing here in Netherlands. As my letter to
you explained, I am investigating the European Dimension. I am particularly 
interested in the European dimension in teacher education. I would like to 
find out what has influenced the promotion of a European dimension in 
education, any policies at Government level and how that relates to what 
happens in individual institutions.
FK Is this something that the European Union asked you to do?
KL It is an idea I had for a research project and I managed to get some funding for
it from a variety of sources - from my own University because they are 
interested in promoting international work, and I have also managed to get 
funding from another source.
FK So apart from funding, it is your own idea? It is not something the
Commission asked you to do?
KL That is correct. Would you begin by explaining your role in the ministry?
FK My name is Fieke Krikhaar. I work in the Department of Secondary Education
and I am a staff member for International Education, or International Affairs 
as it is known. It has two different aims. One is to care for international 
relations in this department and the other is to internationalise our schools and 
our education. I think the latter parts take up most of my time. That is our 
main policy aims. I had asked someone from the Central Department of 
International Affairs to join us, because we do have a Central
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Department. I am the person from Secondary Education, but every Directorate 
has one. There is also a Central Unit for International Affairs, but they could 
not spare someone. However I will talk to them about this conversation.
CL I am Cees (pronounced Kays) Ladage. I work in the Department of Higher
Vocational Education as a Senior Policy Officer in respect of Higher 
Education, so a broad field. There is another Department of Higher Education 
who also have people working for instance on international affairs, 
international topics, but we are looking across our borders of directorates. 
Therefore, I hope to cover the whole of higher education if we want to fasten 
specifically on that area. So that means general policy, higher education 
policy, and of course you know that our Minister and our Secretary of State 
make it a high priority to include the International dimension in our strategic 
policy.
If you want to know something about that, I can give something on it. I did 
prepare some general figures for you. What the budget is about, what the 
system is and some minor information. For the rest I think we will bring it up 
in our discussion and through your questions. Or send it to you.
KL That is helpful because what I am interested to know in the first instance is
about the priority the Netherlands appears to give to the internationalisation 
programme. Perhaps you would explain why you think that is? I am trying to 
get at the rationale for each country, whether it is to do with European 
directives or with internal policies or a combination.
CL We are a small country on the continent. We are not an isle in the middle of
the ocean, and that means we recognised the importance of having discussions 
with our colleagues in the other countries about our higher education policy. 
Not only about having an international policy, but also about being really 
international, if you know what I mean by this. That means that we want to 
discuss our economic policy. In effect we are a part of an international group, 
and then we can have discussions in two ways. We can have discussion with 
Europe, with the Commission in Brussels or we can have discussions with our 
colleagues in the neighbouring countries, for instance, North Westphalia. As 
you perhaps know, education is not a real competence of the European 
Commission. It is in Articles 126 and 127 of the Maastricht Treaty and that 
means that the position of the Commission is more about looking to see if 
things are going well and taking initiatives to force things to go other ways 
and so forth. That means that we have our own policy in looking after our 
colleagues in several Ministries because we want to have our institutes 
internationally minded. Once you are of an international mind you develop an 
affection for going abroad and doing things together, not only within the 
Netherlands but also with other parties.
The idea is that you foster strategic co-operations and you ask people to look 
at doing this. That is what we are doing in the higher education field. 
Sometimes we press a little bit, but we advise our universities and
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polytechnics to look to strategic co-operation, to implement mobility of 
professors, mobility of students, to develop common curricula and also to 
acknowledge the outcome, the diplomas. That means if you have for instance 
strategic co-operation between France, Flanders, North Westphalia and the 
Netherlands we want to have a diploma, a certificate ‘with 4 sides’. If I want 
to go to France in order to work there it should be officially recognised by the 
authorities of France and so on. That is in general our policy to have an open 
mind and as a consequence of that we talk with our colleagues at several 
levels of the civil service about new developments in higher education. For 
instance on 15th December the top of our civil service meet each other. They 
come together, from Bremen, Lower- Saxony, North Rhine, Westphalia, 
Flanders and the Netherlands and they talk about strategic issues, about 
internationalisation issues.
KL So it is a combination of preparing your students for a European labour market 
as well as personal enrichment, in terms of opening up their perspectives.
CL Yes, being international means you must have it in mind.
FK I think the last bit I would put it a little bit more directly. The budget for 1996
said that we are going to export our knowledge. That is one of our important 
international policies. It is broader. It is not only our educational policy, but 
the image of the Netherlands and the contacts of the young ones. That is the 
broad concept.
KL Are you able to tell me about specific policy papers at government level that 
have promoted international education?
FK Yes, we have several, but I want to say some more about our goals of
international education. I think an important one is that we really think it 
heightens the quality of our education if it is more international. The problem 
of course is how to operationalise that. We think it is so important for 
children or students to have international ideas, international contacts. ' That is 
why it is part of a wider policy of education.
KL So that links in very well with the European directives, because they
emphasise raising the quality of education through European co-operation. So 
it fits in well with the European policy.
CL So it is a general id&a, the problem is how to implement it, but you see that
several institutes are looking at each other very carefully. What is the quality 
of your education if we formalise contacts? You see, the best like to join and 
like to make an agreement and if another wants to join, they will say,’What 
about your quality?’
FK Yes, at the moment we see OECD, the 'Education at a Glance' comparisons,
jump out. It is a very touchy subject, but that is also a reason to be more 
international. You have to keep your educational standards up to what they
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are in other countries. So you need to know about each other, other countries 
and other institutions. You have to meet. When we change our policies it is 
unthinkable that we wouldn’t look at the policies in other countries. Unless 
we do, we could change our system in such a way that it doesn't fit any more 
with other systems.
CL At the moment that is one of the issues in a political debate, because our 
Minister has put a proposal to Parliament. Here is a copy which I will give to 
you. It is a structural change in which if you look here to the university 
education and to the higher professional education and to the ways in which 
pupils and students can enter the system, you can see that now here in our 
university education there will be a separate way in which academics can be 
educated, trained, do research and so on. Also within the higher professional 
education - you will see there is a 3 or 4 year learning route' depending on 
where students come from. (At the moment, the proposed policy is being 
decided in Parliament). In general terms, the duration of higher education will 
stay at four years, dependent on the route in secondary education, although 
some students will finish their study in three years.
KL Where does the hogeschool fit in, to which category?
CL They are in this category. (See attached paper).
KL With close links with university education at this stage?
CL No, not at the moment. This cooperation will increase, but it develops very
slowly. But if it is to give you an impression that if we want to implement this 
system and we want to give some degree or qualification which is like a 
Masters Degree in the UK, then we have to talk about it with our colleagues 
on the continent mostly about what it means. I must confess that at the 
moment my colleagues in the UK are not involved in this debate. I think it is 
more or less a matter of political priority, but that is not up to me, but if I say I 
like to go the UK to the Department of Education for discussion about policies 
they say, 'OK, but first we go to these others.'
JvM That is really a pity because on the field of tertiary level, teacher training there 
are a lot of institutes where the students go in England for their Master's 
Degree. They think they already know what is going on.
CL Perhaps I may give this to you (see paper attached). On the first page you see 
our proposed budget to Parliament for the year 1996, the national budget, and 
you see that the biggest part of the cake concerns the interest of the national 
debt. You see that the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science is the 
second spender of the national budget. This is the first diagram on the sheet.
The second page is related to the combination of the number of students in our 
total education system, so BO that is Basic Education, VO is secondary 
education, MBO etc., you can look all this up in the brochure.
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KL Yes I am aware of that.
JvM So you see here the number of students and on the other part you see the 
budget, related to the number of students and the point is that in our university 
education WO, a fifth percentage of all the students, consume 10% of all the 
budget. But it doesn't include scientific research.
KL What about international education? How much of the budget is put into
international education?
CL If you mean our institutes of international education, it is not a part of it. They
are paid by our Ministry of Development Corporation (for more than 90%).
JvM I think you mean e.g. the Nuffic or the Platform or all the money for the
Widening Horizons Policy.
CL In general, what we are paying to universities, polytechnics and so on is this
part of the cake. Nuffic and specific programmes can be paid directly by the 
Ministry or through 'umbrella' organisations (e.g. WBO Council).
KL So the international budget is something separate from the education budget ?
CL No, it is included in your definition. If we talk about international schools
which are specially directed to the development countries, it is (from a policy 
point of view) a part of another Ministry.
FK I think we can add something to that for you and see what we can expand on.
We each know it for our own departments. We don't know the whole picture. 
It is for primary and secondary levels together For secondary and primary 
together we spend on programmes via the European Platform, 10 million 
guilders, and that is for all the 8,000 schools. So it is not a lot of money.
KL May we go back to talking about the policies. What have been the main
influences on the development of Widening Horizons!
FK You mention Widening Horizons do you have this document already?
KL I don't have it in English and apparently it has been translated, (copy provided
by FK).
FK Some of it has been translated. It is the broad outline of the policy we made in 
1991, but when I read this policy over and over again, I have difficulty in 
grasping what they really wanted us to do with it. I think it was a very broad 
policy at that moment. We wanted to do something with international affairs, 
but what are we going to do first. We decided to make it possible for 
institutions to go abroad as easily as possible. So we implemented some
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budgets and some programmes, and schools and institutions indeed started to 
go abroad in great numbers.
KL What was the background to this document?
FK We held the Chairmanship of EU at that time. I wasn't here at that time. Do 
you remember Cees? Why was it drawn up? Do you remember what the real 
reason was behind this document? Our Minister is a very international 
thinking person.
CL I think the most important reason is that Jo Ritzen (Minister of Education, 
Culture and Science) has a very international mind and also our Deputy 
Secretary Ferdinand Martens is also very involved in international co­
operation and that means that for us it is a political priority as well as for the 
senior civil service, in line with other aims.
KL This policy paper, did it provide a rationale for the promotion of a European 
Dimension?
FK Yes it did. The policy I mentioned was expanded. It was very vague. But we
have several policy papers.
CL It started years and years ago, and it has developed time and time again. For
instance if we talk about a stimulation programme, for polytechnics alone it 
is 10 million guilders a year to allow them to become more international. For 
the year 1997 we will have a discussion with our HBO Council how to make a 
priority change, but in principle this money will be available for the institutes 
as additional funds.
KL Did it set out some aims which people could use for guidance?
CL Yes, the stimulation programme set the governmental policy concerning
'internationalisation'. It is up to the institutes to implement these. In a yearly 
report, the HBO Council presents the results and progress.
KL Did it indicate what is meant by international education?
FK I don't know, I have not read it for so long.
JvM I read it recently and it mainly focuses on mobility programmes, not on
curricular affairs. It would be nice if it laid it all down, but it is not a directive, 
like a law-making curriculum, but that is coming out of it. So, for example, 
you get the Basic Education programme.
FK It mentions a few things like Basic Education. That is a very concrete
example. Do you have this document?
KL No.
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FK This is an English translation of the Basic Education programme. Within it
there are a few mentions of the European dimension, in history for instance, in 
geography and I think economics. It says children should know about the 
European dimension and then you get the problem of 'What is the European 
dimension?'
KL I was just going to ask you that. How would you define it?
FK I have difficulties with that. I avoid the term to be honest. I always think back
to what we were doing it for. It is to enhance the quality of education, so it 
has to have concrete links with the work in schools. There it has to be of some 
effect. With the European dimension it is all too often translated that they 
should know about Europe, about the institutions, the history, Jean Monnet or 
something, etc. I do not think that is the image we should want to give them.
It should mean that they should know about other cultures, that borders do not
mean there is a wall. They should know that European institutions and 
European laws and rules are having more influence on our lives.
KL So it is raising awareness and tolerance of other cultures?
FK Yes, in broad terms.
KL (to Cees Ladage) And how do you define it? Do you have à definition of the
European dimension?
CL No of course not. You can't define it because everyone has a different
definition of the European dimension, but before going into that I would like 
to comment something about curriculum development in higher education, 
especially in polytechnics. We forced fairly strongly the co-operation between 
institutes across the borders with the aim that they develop joint education and 
training programmes. Joint bilateral and trilateral recognition of the outcome. 
That means there is one integrated programme. That means if students are 
coming and going and when they finish this education it is officially 
recognised. So that is an important goal.
And to talk about the European dimension, for instance in history, in the past 
in my youth, we were taught about national history, and the only war was the 
'national' war. Now teachers make children aware that 'national event' must 
be seen in a broad perspective and even broader than Europe. A European 
dimension is translated in an education programme differently. If we talk 
about a programme to educate a teacher in German, it is different from how 
you educate a teacher in history or in social sciences. The European 
dimension is 'tailor made'.
I know that one of the biggest teacher education institutes, they developed a 
European Module which is sold to other polytechnics and is used as a separate 
European Model in the Education Programme. It is not obligatory for students
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to attend. They can choose this model if they want. And I know that there are 
also European Modules developed for institutes that are not teacher education 
institutes. It is broader than teacher education. For instance, what does a 
European dimension mean in the social laws.
KL So is there specific recommendations at teacher education level issued by the 
Ministry of Education? Is there a policy paper from the Ministry that provides 
recommendations for teacher education?
CL No. Only in general terms.
FK We are working on that at the moment. There is a very big change on the way 
in that field. Something I am trying to do at the moment is to get more aspects 
inside teacher education courses. We are making at the moment a kind of list 
of requirements for teachers. What is a good teacher? What does it mean? 
What does he do? What should he be able to do? What should he know, etc.? 
Internationalisation should be part of it.
KL It is like teacher competences?
FK Yes, and from that we try to make a list of these components. What should
they be able to do educationally and what does it mean for the educational 
institutions?
KL Will this provide guidelines for the teacher educational institutions?
FK Yes, and they are very involved in making them.
KL Will it include competences for internationalisation?
FK Well, that is my aim, yes, because I think that is the only way you can get
internationalisation ideas inside the educational institutions. Until now, at 
least in my sector (secondary education), it is very much on the outside. We 
give the European Platform money and this makes exchanges possible, but 
that is it. At the moment we are trying to make international co-operation 
more part of a policy itself, like with the European dimension in Basic
Education and also in other policies within the schools. For instance in their 
personnel policies, etc.
KL So there would not be any policy papers that give specific guidelines on ways
to approach, include or promote the European dimension in either teacher 
education or in schools at the moment?
FK No, the only policy paper we have is Widening Horizons and from that we are
now trying to enter these aspects in every kind of policy document.
CL But not too directly. That is typically Dutch.
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FK But there should be some mention of this aspect inside a policy document 
from which derives all kinds of regulations for the schools and teachers or 
whatever, so it will always have an umbrella policy.
KL The recommendations are at Ministry of Education level, Nuffic and the 
European Platform - are they the next level for linking schools and teacher 
education?
FK No, we have a big support structure for secondary and primary educational 
levels and we try to give them a role in this because with Nuffic and the 
European Platform it is always only internationalisation. We want the 
internationalisation aspect to be part of our other educational policies, the 
broader ones. Basic Education changes the whole structure of the first few 
years of secondary education. Internationalisation should be part of that 
instead of something outside,
KL Does the support for that come directly from the Ministry of Education?
FK We finance institutions like Platform and Nuffic, but for implementation of
innovations in education in general, to make these programmes work, we have 
other intermediary bodies who also should care for internationalisation. Do 
you see what I mean? That is something that is just starting in my field, to
make the international aspect part of educational innovations in general.
CL Our sector is completely different.
FK You don't have intermediaries?
CL No. The competences for the education and training programmes are lying
within each institution. It is up to each institution to implement it too. We have 
no umbrella organisations who do that for them. The Nuffic is not involved in 
this, even the HBO Council is not part of it. Of course this policy can be 
discussed in general terms between the Minister and the HBO Council, but it 
is the institutions who are doing the work.
FK Does the Ministry check afterwards if they did incorporate it - by inspection?
CL Yes, we have a quality assessment system. If the Ministry and institutes
agreed that they must be more international, they must incorporate it into their 
education programme and it will be checked. And also the quality of that 
module I mentioned is evaluated.
KL Are these results published?
CL Yes, they are published. It is open for public debate between the Minister and
the institution, and also between the Minister and the Parliament.
KL So that is at teacher education level, and is the same true in schools?
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FK Well, schools are less autonomous than HBO institutions, but we are trying to 
make them more autonomous in all aspects. They get a lump sum budget for 
instance, they have more freedom to make their own policies in the curriculum 
and also in the policies of a school organisation and also personnel policies - 
who do I hire or do I do something else with my money?
KL So in the Basic Educational reforms, was it made explicit in the curriculum 
that internationalisation should be included?
FK It was made explicit in some of the subjects. It worked so far. Now we are 
looking at 'did it work inside methods and materials?' Today we are looking at 
these objectives to see what we have to do about them. That is a bit of a 
problem.
KL Were there any curricular documents that included a European dimension?
FK Yes, there are three subjects; history, geography and economics that do
include it in the Basic Education. For the other innovations we are not that far 
yet. For the moment there are changes in the upper secondary level and for 
that there are groups of experts working on the contents of the different 
subjects. I checked the concepts and they have a lot of international aspects in 
them. I do not remember if the group were asked to do it.
CL You check up, and have correction mechanism?
FK Yes, we ask them to send us their work and we see if it is OK.
KL Does that mean that you are working with the SLO?
FK No, not directly. I work with a colleague of mine who does this innovation, 
and he has to make sure that all these aspects are included. Internationalisation 
is not the only aspect to be included, he deals also with environmental 
education for instance, emancipation, etc. There are a lot of aspects. So he 
has to make sure that for every new aspect there is some attention in the 
curriculum, in the different subjects. But it is not very explicit, it is more 
implicit.
CL Will that change, this procedure your directorate has now, if the institutes 
become more autonomous?
FK Yes, if there is a document like that, then that is the end of our involvement.
CL Do you agree or disagree with the work of SLO?
FK For this big project, yes. In the implementation phase, we only have the
inspectorate to check if they did anything with it. These attainment targets in 
the basic education are being evaluated at the moment by the inspectorate. It
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is a very vague evaluation and will not have a lot to say about specific aspects. 
In 1998 it will be evaluated in more depth.
KL Is the inspectorate going into schools and asking about the European
dimension and looking at materials for the European dimension?
FK Yes.
KL Are you able to tell me a little more about Platform and its role?
FK Yes, the European Platform was institutionalised in 1991. The Widening of 
Horizons document was the tool to implement it. They had a very simple role 
or task, namely to make it easy for schools to have international relations, to 
give them the experience of having international relations, and what they can 
do with it inside the schools. So that is their main task. They have a Board of 
Governors which are from the four umbrella organisations in education in the 
Netherlands, so it has really a very broad basis in the educational world. It 
started in 1992 really with the implementation of a few programmes. At that 
time we had several million guilders, I think 7 or 8 million, and it has now
been raised to 10 million, and with that money they make it possible for
schools to have international contacts.
KL Was the money for developing mobility programmes and for developing a 
European dimension within the curriculum?
FK No, not really for developing, but rather for implementing inside the schools, 
making sure it happens. It was a little bit administrative. Now we are trying 
to make it more strategic. We are trying to make more sense of all the
programmes. There are so many small single programmes, they should be 
more connected within one scheme.
KL Do they have a development plan?
FK Yes, and the goal they want to reach is that internationalisation policies are
part of the policy of each school. That is where we want to go. That is the 
real goal we have with this policy.
KL Does the responsibility for promoting a European dimension in the 
Netherlands lie with a number of agencies?
FK Yes, exactly, but the end site is the school itself. It should be part of their 
policy, but they are only experimenting with it at the moment. There is not a 
lot asked of them at the moment. They only have to fill in a form and they are 
able to travel. Some here may call it educational tourism. There are some 
schools that have developed very good internationalisation policy documents 
and also practices. It is really impressive in some schools, but only some. 
The Platform asks for reports from the schools and the schools get the last of 
the money after they send in their reports.
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KL Is that the method you use to find out if there is progress in promoting a 
European dimension?
FK That is one of the methods. I do not know if it is enough. We have a lot of 
data. We know how many schools, we know how many teachers go where. 
We can cross all kinds of data, but the implementation, the real effect it has on 
education inside the schools, that is not clear yet, but that is also because we 
didn't ask them to go that far. We only asked them to take an education theme 
as a basis for the exchanges.
KL It is a quantitative evaluation? The number of teachers that are going and 
where?
FK Yes, there is a lot of quantitative data, but not so much qualitative data yet. 
We are working on that. There is an Education Research Organisation working 
on that at the moment, but they are handicapped by the fact that there never 
was a definite goal asked from schools when applying for money for 
international co-operation, so you cannot measure against it. That is what I am 
working on now, to make that goal more explicit so we can measure and we 
can plan ahead.
KL Are you going to have specific aims that you are hoping that schools can work
towards?
FK Well, the main aim as I explained to you is that they should have thought
about it themselves. We cannot say, you have to do this and this, because they 
are getting more autonomous, so we have to leave it to them. But we are 
saying it is part of your school policy, of your duty as a school to think about 
your international relations and how to do that. If they say they don't want it 
because we have to do other things, then that is that.
KL Is that the same for teacher education? Is it similarly monitored?
CL Not as far as I know. Not as a separate act, but in general we asked our
inspectorate to pay attention to the international aspects of education 
programmes, in general terms. It is up to the institutions themselves to direct 
more or less attention or to give more or less hours to this subject.
JvM Is it correct or not that Nuffic can stimulate it by giving money, also giving the
quality criteria to build up international activities within, for example, the 
Hogeschool?
CL No, this is not Nuffic. We are giving the money to the HBO Council to get
our institutes in a position where they can become more internationally 
oriented. We ask our institutes and we ask our HBO Council to report on the 
structural effects of this programme. We want to know if they build in the 
experiences they get in their national education programme. If an institution
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says I want to be here in a local environment and I will only pay minimal 
attention to the international dimension, it is up to them.
KL Do you intend to have a similar policy to the one for schools? Is it an aim that 
the hogeschools work towards internationalisation?
CL Well, it's their decision. Although it is up to them to do it, it is our aim to give
them the opportunities in terms of e.g. the budget and autonomy to become 
more international. If they choose not to do that, well it is a real market and 
they will have to compete for the students and if the time is ready students will 
say, 'Without the International dimension I don't want to be educated here'. 
They will go to an institution with an international profile. That happens 
already. A very localised institute will not survive in my opinion.
KL Is it part of their marketing policy?
CL Yes, for students and institutes. You may perhaps know that the students pay
a lot of money in terms of tuition fees and they become more and more a 
consumer and they have the right to ask - a kind of Civil Charter - what do I 
get for my money? The study loan they get, they have to pay it back.
If from my point of view you have any more questions you can send a fax. I 
have to leave now. There are a lot of documents about Nuffic, etc., but I think 
that Mr van Meegen will have copies of these available. I hope you have good 
results in visiting Europe and you learn also that Scotland is a forerunner in 
European business.
KL May I ask you about the implementation of a European dimension at the
Ministry of Education level? Are there staff members who are specifically 
responsible for international education or is it a broader remit that you have?
FK The term International Education is not used. We have a Central Department
that is responsible for International Affairs. They deal with EU contacts, 
OECD contacts, the Council of Europe, and all the official bodies we have to 
be represented on. And besides that they have to co-ordinate this international 
policy, but after that it is up to each Department to translate it into their own 
policies and it differs very much. It also has to do with the way the schools 
are organised, primary and secondary education. It is very different what 
happens there and what happens in higher education.
KL At primary and secondary level do you have a policy paper at Ministry of
Education level?
FK For international relations? No, we do not have anything other than Widening
Horizons and the budget every year. Every year we publish a budget for 
educational policy and within that budget there are always sections about 
international relations. This year it was not very satisfying, because it is 
principally about the export of knowledge, higher education and vocational
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education mostly, but primary and secondary level education are slightly out 
of the picture at the moment on the budgetary and policy levels, or perhaps a 
better term would be on the political level. In the meantime we still go on 
implementing the international aspect into our policies at schools, because it is 
still one of the aims.
KL How is it implemented? Is it through the schools working out their own action 
plans?
FK Yes, it should be part of that, but that has not really been communicated to the 
schools. At the moment it is mostly only communicating with the schools 
about the possibilities. Now it is Socrates that is being implemented, so the 
schools get a lot of material about Socrates, but not really what can you do 
with it within your own programme. Just information about what the Socrates 
programme is about, and what they can get out of it. What I was telling you - 
that it should be part of the school policy - 1 am still working on this - it is not 
in a document yet. It is not into implementation yet.
KL Do have an action plan for implementing international education?
FK I have for myself, and I have for my department. They agree with what I
want, but it is not implemented yet. We are talking with the Platform about it, 
about how we should work, what strategies are needed, how we should 
combine the programmes more, and direct them more to attain their goal, but 
it is still in a very early phase. We are talking with the other people, the 
people who implement educational innovations - we call them Process 
Managers - but again they have never really looked at this aspect. They are 
more concerned about mergers of schools, about the schooling of teachers in 
the new subjects, the schooling of teachers in the new way of looking at their 
old subjects. Those kind of items, but these other aspects are still not within 
their field of vision.
KL Are the Process Managers at local education level?
FK No, they are at national level and they direct the different institutions that
worry about the implementation of educational innovations.
KL So they are employed by the Ministry of Education?
FK Yes, they are, because we do not want to do the work ourselves, we ask some 
experts from another bureau to do it. But they are in our Services.
KL You obviously work quite closely with European Platform when it comes to 
implementation of a European dimension?
FK Yes, they have their own contracts and their own policies, but I can direct their 
policy in a certain way. It is difficult of course, they are an independent 
organisation with a contract for 5 years, but every year they have to present a
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plan and a budget. After that I give them their money. So I can always ask 
them to change things, but it is a process.
KL Going back to what you mentioned earlier, you mentioned SLO. Are they 
producing teaching materials that could be used in schools or is it more policy 
work?
FK Well they are producing teaching materials, but that is not really their task, 
they are curriculum builders. However, they are producing teaching materials 
in the way of examples. They are one of the institutions that have to worry 
about implementation of educational innovations in general, so they are being 
directed by these process measures I was talking to you about. They make 
example materials for schools, for certain subjects, so they can take this aspect 
and put it into the materials and they do it at a certain level.
KL Do you think teachers in general are positive about including a European 
dimension in their work? Do you see any barriers? Do teachers feel they have 
so much already in terms of curricular reform ?
FK You are right, in general there is a lot of a 'no more, no more' feeling with
teachers. With all these innovations they have to deal with, together with or as 
part of the general educational innovations, it is very difficult. Before I 
worked with the aspect of international education, I worked with 
emancipation. Well, that is a subject people do not want to deal with. But for 
this aspect I do not see that reaction very much. I am just surprised to see how 
many schools are active internationally, because it takes up a lot of their time 
and energy and they all do it in their spare time. They do not get that much 
money for it. I am amazed at how easy this theme has been taken up.
More than half of our secondary schools are internationally active. 500 
schools are active - 5% of primary schools are active - but it is more than 50% 
of secondary schools that have become involved with international relations. 
And they all go on. After the first years they still ask the Platform for money 
every year which means that they continue their international exchanges and 
affairs, which is very positive. They have to implement so many innovations, 
but we do try to make it easier for them by implementing this aspect.
JvM But it is also very helpful. For example, in the secondary school where I also 
work we try to combine international activities and the autonomous learning 
principle, because by doing it in an international way you can leam from 
others in. For example, Finland, Scotland and also Ireland - they are much 
further ahead in this kind of way of thinking of autonomous learning, so why 
re-invent the wheel. At the hogeschool, the process is going much quicker 
because of our international relations, than if we did not have these 
international contacts. So you can use it in a very productive way.
FK That is an important point.
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JvM And then you see that teachers go away thinking about international affairs in 
a way that can be helpful instead o f’I have to work on something else.'
KL That goes back to where you started, that the European dimension, is about 
raising the quality of education through international relations and learning 
from each other.
FK Yes, but it should not be something outside the schools. It should be 
something inside. It would be very helpful for instance if Jacques talked to the 
Proeess Managers who are working on upper secondary education, because 
they still think it is something extra, but it could change their thinking in the 
using of international experiences inside their own affairs.
KL Do you promote inservice in a European dimension?
FK I do not promote it actively. I try to make sure it is a part of their work, but it
is difficult for me because I am so far away from what is happening on the 
front line. What I am trying to do mostly is to influence my colleagues who 
are working on these new policies and developments and trying to get them 
interested in this aspect. This is interesting because we just had a kind of 
research from the WHITLOW (an organisation of teacher trainers involved in 
international affairs) about a European dimension in teacher training facilities, 
they checked how many institutions were active in this field. The score was 
very low, I am afraid, so we are now thinking what to do about it. The 
research results were so very poor so I think we have to do something about it.
The problem is how do you change that. It will take a lot of time, you cannot
change it over one or two years.
KL How do you go about ensuring that these aims are realised?
FK I first start talking to my colleagues. I think that is very important because
they write policy documents for the Minister on all the educational innovation 
items, so in the first phase they should be aware of this aspect and know how 
to deal with it within their field.
The second line I take is to talk to these Process Managers and to the 
European Platform to get them in contact with each other, so they can leam 
from each other and get the internationalisation aspect inside the normal 
educational innovation field.
On a third level, but that is not something I do directly, but it is something I 
try to keep in mind, is how our school policy is influenced. Partly it is being 
developed here. We are working on school guides and on education guides 
that schools will have to implement. They have to make them up themselves. 
That is part of the autonomous schools idea that schools have to make more 
clear what they are doing on a daily basis, especially for parents and pupils, 
and they have to make documents for them. What goes in those documents is
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partly being decided here. This is where I come in and try to have these 
aspects built in.
KL When you say talking with your colleagues here, these are colleagues in 
primary and secondary education or in the innovation department?
FK Well, we have two departments, one for primary and one for secondary 
education. Of course I mainly talk to the people in secondary education. It is 
not really formally organised, I just make an appointment with them, give 
them some reading material, not too much of course, and try to make it as 
concrete as possible so they can grasp what I am talking about in secondary 
education. I say to them, for instance, try to imagine how schools should deal 
with it. Like in a school guide for instance, when they are making a document 
in their personnel policies, they should think for instance about the training of 
their teachers abroad as well as in the Netherlands. Why should they always 
stay within a country when they can use foreign programmes? And when we 
are looking at new materials for different subjects why not look abroad? Look 
at other systems for instance in Flanders or English materials, or when you are 
starting to develop new materials do it with institutions outside this country 
etc.
KL Is there anything you want to ask me or is there anything you feel we have not 
covered?
FK Well, I wanted to say I am very happy with the Socrates programme. We are
using it for this policy. I think it is a good tool to try to get schools more 
quality minded when they are talking about international programmes. We 
started a few years ago with veiy easy programmes and Socrates is a lot more 
complicated. It asks a lot more from schools if the project has to be part of the 
curriculum. The project has really to have an educational theme. I think we 
should use that. I think the next step is international exchanges. Not so much 
the accent on just mobility, but more on the idea of mobility and co-operation. 
I think I can use it very well to make internationalisation as a quality enhancer 
more concrete for schools.
JvM You mean especially the Comenius programme?
FK In this aspect, yes, but also the other projects are wonderful too. For example
in information technology. I think we are a little bit ahead in this country in 
the inter-cultural field. So we can bring our experience to other countries.
KL Is that because within your schools you have a range of cultures?
FK Yes, we already put a lot of energy, money, programmes and projects inside
these kind of organisations and it was very easy for us to send a lot of project
proposals to Brussels. I think we should use the Action 3 more.
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KL I met some of your colleagues in Barcelona at the Comenius Forum, and we 
were talking about this.
FK Yes, I sent them instead of going myself because it was about teacher training 
so they would know more about it. They give directions and suggestions to 
other intermediary institutions to deal with the teacher education, so now that 
they know more about the international possibilities and contacts.
JvM In your department, is there also a budget to stimulate projects or is the field 
always dependent on the European Platform?
FK For our schools, all the money we have for international affairs goes to the
European Platform. So for primary and secondary education that is all the 
money there is. But of course each school gets what we call a profile budget 
which they can spend anyway they like. They can use that money to develop 
international affairs.
JvM So you yourselves do not have a financial instrument to say, 'This
development is so worthwhile, but cannot be funded by reasons of competence 
or by Platform, so we will promote these activities '
FK No, that is the whole budget for European contacts. One of their tasks is to
work together with all the other institutions and organise a network of 
organisations that are more internationally involved. But there is not much 
'free' money within their budget. That is difficult. That is one of the 
problems. We do not have any good steering mechanisms in this area.
JvM For example, when we came in you said that it is necessary that we promote
the Comenius idea?
FK Yes to make more of the international relations, to heighten the quality of
international programmes.
JvM I was wondering do you have other instruments to promote the idea, not only
financial, but just the idea of Comenius, to promote that idea in primary and 
secondary schools?
FK Well that is what we asked the European Platform to do. To try and promote
it, and they should be intelligent enough to use other instruments besides their 
own, which they do.
KL Would you expect inservice in the field of a European dimension to be carried
out by members of staff firom hogeschools or from the European Platform?
FK Even now directors of schools themselves decide what they want to do in the
field of inservice training. All we can do is make sure that the European 
Platform is actively promoting the possibility. But I think the key issue is that
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School Boards and School Directors should be more aware of what they can 
get out of it, and how they can use these international affairs and projects.
JvM That is why I think that the Comenius programme is one that is very 
important, because school directors can get involved. I would also like to take 
the opportunity to ask you another question. About GION, because we are 
really struggling with the problem of quality criteria for international activities 
in secondary schools. Is this the department which has developed quality 
criteria and a system of quality?
FK No, it is a research institution. The Board of the European Platform asked
them to do research on the effects of international programmes inside schools.
JvM I see, it is something different from the whole quality system.
FK Yes, and what they are doing in fact is making a big inventory of what is
really happening inside the schools, because we never really asked schools to 
be very educationally involved in these international relations, you cannot get 
anywhere when you look for effects. Also because most schools have done 
something else outside their own programmes and not within it.
KL It is difficult to measure quality if you do not have any quality indicators.
FK Yes, so we are now working on the quality indicators on different levels.
Platform too has one person working on this field. He has close contact with 
the Nuffic for instance. Marijk van Der Wende from Nuffic, is working on 
quality standards, and at Platform it is Hans Brosse. He is trying to develop 
some criteria for quality in international affairs on the level of secondary 
education. I thought it was public this document, but is it still not public? Try 
and ask Marijk when you go to the Nuffic. Are you going to the Platform?
KL Yes
FK Well Marijk knows much more about quality indicators than the Platform 
people, but they are also working on it. I think we should be more active in 
this field, but it is really a process. I started this one year ago and it has to 
develop.
KL Do you have any papers on the European Platform?
FK Only in Dutch. It is difficult. They have things in English themselves. I can 
ask them to send you information about their work directly. I can in the 
meantime give you this Annual Report. It is full of figures. You can work it 
out for yourself.
KL Are there any other policy papers? Is the Widening Horizons paper the most 
important?
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FK (Produced 'Education Policy in the Netherlands - 1992-94'). We do sometimes 
translate policy documents into other languages. This is another former 
Cabinet's paper. (Produced 'Education for International Understanding’, 1994). 
This could be interesting, about how we deal with it inside all our subjects.
JvM We run a lot of courses in inservice training for teachers in schools in the 
international field and one of them is to make a policy plan in international 
activities. It is specially dealing with the point to implementing European 
Dimension within the subjects in social sciences.
FK We asked the Platform to combine their programmes more and that resulted in 
the European Plus programme. It gives a little bit of money for an 
international co-ordinator within the school and they get this money if they 
come up with a big policy plan in this field. So when a school combines all 
kinds of programme possibilities in a policy document, then they get this 
money. This is a good start from their practical point of view to get schools 
that have more activities as part of their work.
When you are starting to give more autonomy to schools you also lose all 
kinds of instruments to direct it. You still want to, but you are empty handed. 
You can shout about it in your periodicals or you can make your Minister 
make speeches about it, but if a school doesn't want to do anything about it, 
your hands are tied. It is seldom the case that you can sanction. They must do 
it because they want it. They must do it because it is important for them. You 
only have a little bit of money, but that is also drying up. Different subsidy 
measures for these different projects or aspects, it is really disappearing. This 
is also a reason why it should be part of the general educational innovation 
processes.
. JvM Yes, but what do you think about the future in this sense? About promoting 
international activities within the schools?
FK I am optimistic. I think this is something you can easily communicate to 
schools that it is something they can get something out of. It is not only 
something they have to do. It is still difficult in emancipation, but it is not so 
difficult with this field because it is also fun. That is still very important. 
Because they can travel and they have relations. It is also something that they 
like very much for themselves. The motivation is there. We are really 
accomplished at that. They have a lot of experience. They like it, now they 
have to implement it in their own systems.
KL The Scottish Office Education and Industry Department have an International 
Relations Branch they have produced this Policy and Strategy Paper which 
might be quite interesting for you.
FK I also talked to a Norwegian lady who works in the Norwegian Department for 
Education and in Norway they are also trying to implement 
internationalisation within their curriculum and within their schools. We will
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hold the Presidency of the Commission again in 1997 and probably we will 
make another document about internationalisation. I think it is necessary to be 
more specific about what we really want on it and as a preparation for that I 
would like to have some kind of seminar about this subject - How to 
Implement Internationalisation Into Schools - so I will certainly get in touch 
with you if it works out.
The positive outcome of these last years, is that so many schools have 
experienced a European dimension.
KL That is important - to experience it. It is necessary to capture the interest of 
teachers and motivate them through concrete experiences.
FK Yes, it helps when you have some money to make it possible, but I do not 
think you have to start at an easy level and then make it more complicated. 
That is what some schools say, I just started on a small scale. You can start on 
a small scale, but it should be from the beginning part of a policy, it should be 
part of a bigger idea you want to go forward on. Don't just go on your 
vacation once. Make a policy and start small, but think big or end small, but 
do it on a strategic level and plan it carefully.
KL Thank you for allowing me to interview you may I quote from the discussion?
FK I would like to see a transcript of the interview for vetting, then I will be
happy for you to publish it.
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KL Would you begin by telling me about your position in the European Platform 
and about the work you do?
HO I will try. I am the director of the institute here. We had in the Netherlands an 
organisation called CEVNO. It started in 1961. As you know the Netherlands 
belonged to the founding Fathers of the European Union which started in 
1957. At that time the founding countries believed that it was important to do 
something in education about the promotion of European integration, which 
was important in that period. So in the Netherlands they founded CEVNO.
KL What did that stand for?
HO Centre for European Forming Education in the Netherlands. That was 
supported by the Ministry of Education at the time and by the teaching unions. 
That was 1961, 35 years ago. At the end of the 80s we had European 
integration working towards the Single Market. All the new ideas were 
emerging with Delors etc. and the programmes from the European Union, The 
first one in our area was LINGUA. The Minister said that perhaps we have to 
restructure the organisation to improve it and to make it bigger and better and 
so on
KL Did the Ministry start this institution?
HO It was a combination of teacher unions with the support of the Ministry. The
initiative to set up this European Platform was the idea of the Ministry. They 
thought that it was important to do so for the Netherlands. That was at the end 
of the 80s and the beginning of the 90s. They looked also to UK, Germany 
and France. In these countries already there was a lot of study visits and 
exchanges going on. So the Dutch Ministry decided to bring everything 
together, to make new programmes on behalf of the Netherlands. Therefore, 
the Minister set out a new policy document called, Widening Horizons to the 
Parliament. It had new programmes for the sector of primary and secondary 
education. Perhaps you have heard of the new programmes - PLATO, ECU, 
GROSS, cross-border activities etc. That was the first thing. The second thing, 
already the Ministry was diminishing itself. Foreigners were saying, "Is this
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really true, a Ministry that is trying to decrease?". It was true, so they decided
to give some of the tasks that they did to us at the Platform.
KL This was the International Relations Department?
HO Yes, perhaps you have visited it already?
KL Yes, I have,
HO The tasks that had been done by civil servant, for example, bi-lateral activities 
were passed onto the European Platform and this combined with the work of 
the new European programmes. We are the National Agency. This was 1991. 
From that time on we carry out the bi-lateral activities and the European 
programmes for Dutch primary and secondary schools and the teacher 
education institutions. Not all the schools are working in this field. There are 
8000 primary schools and 500/600 are doing something in the European area. 
We have 1500 secondary school although some are combining. In that sector 
we are working with about 800.
KL It is a much higher percentage in secondary education?
HO Yes, but that is to be expected, because this whole development started with
higher education, ERASMUS and vocational training and then secondary 
came into it. At last it was primary schools.
KL You said that this teachers' organisation started in the 1960s, that was much
earlier than European policies concerning education. Why was that?
HO Well, there was a lot of people who were very enthusiastic about European
ideas of integration. They wanted to ensure that teachers and pupils were 
informed in this area.
KL It was down to interested individuals?
HO What they did was organise conferences about the European ideas, 'How to
implement the European dimension in schools'. There were no exchange 
programmes, there were no study visits. There was only Europe in the 
curriculum. There were working groups and a periodical was made. It was 
more or less information and promotion at that time. The teacher unions were 
interested in the content of the curriculum.
KL You were a headteacher yourself I believe.
HO Yes, I was a headteacher in a primary school and a secondary school.
KL You felt that the European dimension was an important part of the education
process?
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HO Yes, because I saw the whole political development after the war. European 
integration is the most ambitious project in my view. If that is the case it is 
important to adapt education. It doesn't mean that you have to promote the 
European dimension. Promotion of ideas is difficult in educational terms, 
rather it is to inform education about the development. In the 70s for example, 
in the Dutch schools they taught more about Zambia, Tanzania etc. Nothing 
was told about Germany or Brussels or Italy and France. So the simple thing 
was to come back to your neighbours and leam something about them. For us, 
Germany on the east side and Belgium in the south is rather important and 
also rather complicated. So if you told something of Zambia, it was easy 
because it was very far away and you have nothing to do with it. However, if 
you have to tell something about Germany and deal with Germany on your 
eastern border then that is more difficult, but also more important.
So if you look to the whole political thing which is the most important, then 
education must change a little and adapt the content. Later came the study 
visits and exchanges, that is a wonderful method.
KL Would you say that in the beginning the motives for the European dimension 
in education were to do with the political situation?
HO Yes.
KL Do you think that there has been a shift now towards economic motives or do 
you think that it is to do with idealistic motives regarding developing citizens 
of Europe?
HO I think so, because in the beginning it was rather vague and there was a feeling
that we have to promote it because it is so important. If you look nowadays it 
has also shifted to the self-interest of the Netherlands. The reason for this is 
that we are a part of this greater world - the European Union with all the 
competition. It is not an ideal world, people do not say, T will help you, here 
is some money’ etc. - of course not. We are fighting within a framework, that 
is the most important thing, to be in a framework. However, your self-interest 
is very important. It is the self-interest of the Netherlands to have very good 
contacts with other countries, because we are a small country. It is important 
to speak other languages as well as possible and to put forward well educated 
Dutch people in key places. Developing the European Union, more and more 
you are confronted with competition. It is more economic based.
KL In the Ministry they spoke about the export of knowledge which seemed to be 
different from the views promoted in the beginning.
HO The export of knowledge in my view is a small thing. It is more to do with 
adapting yourself to the new economic situation where you have to deal with 
different partners. To deal with countries at a European level and bi-lateral is a 
rather complex process. You must be very strong if you are going to export
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your knowledge as well. If you see it in a more cultural way then it is possible 
of course. The big countries are exporting their culture.
KL Do you think that the European dimension is something that you can describe? 
How would you define the European dimension?
HO It is very difficult. It is partly the content, because perhaps in your curriculum 
you feel that you have to say a little more about countries, so you change 
geography a little bit. In history, you have to look at the books and change 
because of the new context, social studies, civics we call it etc. The content 
question is the smallest part of it, far more important is the dimension itself, 
that means your language policy. In the framework of the European Union we 
have to improve our language policy. That is important it has to be improved 
because of European integration.
KL What about attitudes, a lot has been said about attitudes in European policies, 
European citizenship etc.?
HO I have to say that here we are in favour of the knowledge point of view. There 
is danger with attitude change. All sorts of attitudes are developed from 
outside formal education. The whole area where you are living influences 
attitudes. It is very difficult for example, to change an anti-German attitude. It 
is also difficult to implement an attitude. We think that the best thing is 
knowledge and experience. Through experiences on a study visit or an 
exchange then perhaps attitudes will be changed a little. Attitude change is not 
our main objective, on the contrary we don't even mention it.
KL So it is about providing knowledge?
HO The experience in the European phase is very helpful.
KL The basic reforms in secondary education at the moment, do you think that
they will have an influence on the European dimension? Will it become an
integrated part of the curriculum.
HO That I do not know, because there are not very clear direct lines between the 
reforms and internationalisation. Perhaps you can only see this after 20 year 
when you can say, we did this and I can see the relationship. What we are 
reforming in secondary schools is the system, we are implementing a more 
flexible system in the upper secondary school. I think that there are more 
possibilities for internationalisation. There will be more possibilities to send 
out pupils and teachers, not only for fun but also they can earn some credit 
points for that. That is the new system. In the Ministry, we have different 
departments. The department for international educational policy is 
International Affairs and it takes a lot of time for the ideas and the policies of 
that department to be implemented in the department of primary and 
secondary education.
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KL It appears that internationalisation is high on the priority list in Dutch 
education. What drives that? What are the influences?
HO It is driven from policy. Until 1985/86 we were all in favour of integration, 
80/90%. Absolutely no discussion in the Netherlands about it. The general 
public did not think about it, but then there came some occasions at the 
political level when there was a difficult point. The Dutch thought for example 
that they could rather easily bring the European Central Bank to Amsterdam. 
But the result was not what the Dutch people expected. There were more 
things like that and there were all sorts of clashes with Germany. In my view, 
that brought things to a new situation. The feeling was we are here alone at a 
certain moment. The government discussed this and reports came. They 
realised that we could not go on like this. I think that they developed a very 
good policy to change the anti-German feeling. They are our biggest 
neighbour and we export 50% of goods to Germany. They organised through a 
new policy, better contact with Germany, better contact with Belgium. The 
situation changed and we had to adapt.
KL Which policy was that?
HO That was the Shifting Borders policy. Another result was in educational
policy, Widening Horizons.
KL So did Widening Horizons follow on from the 1988 European Resolution of 
the Council and Ministers of Education or was it to do with what was 
happening in the Netherlands?
HO I think it had to do with the Netherlands themselves. If other developments 
were not already there the Resolution itself was not enough to set up such a 
policy. It was more or less a feeling here we have to change things. It was a 
broad feeling among all parties. Our improvement of relations with Germany 
has emotional feeling. Last year Chancellor Kohl came to the Netherlands, the 
Germans had not understood the Dutch feelings about the Germans. To sent 
the Chancellor 50 years after the war, then the Dutch accepted it was time to 
change. At the moment Kohl is rather popular.
KL So the Euregio and GROS programmes were very much a political move to 
develop things with Germany and Flanders?
HO Yes, perhaps you can now understand the enormous growth of these 
programmes. You can say we are international but in my view we are also 
national. There is a lot of self-interest in sending out roughly 4000 Dutch 
teachers to other countries. Of course, it is to do with international things too, 
but also there is national things. These teachers can collect ideas from good 
practice and implement them here, in order to improve the quality of 
education.
KL Do you think that happened without any influence from European policy.
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HO The momentum was already there, so it came together with policy from 
Brussels. We could combine it. Similar to the UK, they already had years and 
years of Central Bureau, they were doing all kinds of programmes. Perhaps 
not the same, in that we are trying to change the curriculum.
KL Do you think that the Widening Horizons policy was the key one as far as
education was concerned? How did it change things? Did it provide strategies 
for implementation, or was that left up to Nuffic and the European Platform.
HO It wasn't just a policy, they also created a budget. You can make beautiful 
policies, but if there is no budget, then it is difficult. So they made an 
enormous budget for us. They set out some strategies with general criteria. 
The request was do it as quickly as possible as simply as possible. Make it 
simple for the schools. Do not have complicated paperwork, so that teachers 
feel that they are supported. The strategy was very helpful for the schools. The 
schools are very positive about this. We trust the schools that they will run a 
good activity.
KL So the emphasis was on mobility rather than curriculum change?
HO Yes, the mobility of teachers and students, not so much on changing the
curriculum. It was a risk of course. We had to say is it worthwhile? But after 5 
years I would say it is the best thing that they could do for internationalisation. 
This mobility of 4000 teachers per year creates a lot of things in the schools. 
We would never be able to do it, we would have needed an institute of 200 
people.
KL Rather than spending money on inservice and trying to get teachers to come to 
an understanding of what the European dimension might be, the government 
followed a policy of allowing the pupils and teachers to experience it for 
themselves and decide themselves. Is that correct?
HO Yes, last week I was with a group of 30 school leaders and directors in
Sweden, this was one of our 20 or 30 study visits that we organises ourselves.
We went to Sweden to investigate the developments there in the upper
secondary level, all the different modules. Has this something to do with 
international education? Not in the content, it had nothing to do with the 
theme, but we were there a whole week and we visited 10 schools and it was 
very interesting. We compared it with the context in Netherlands. We spent 
the whole week discussing the Dutch situation in the schools. This 
confrontation with experts from another country allows reflection. It gives 
something extra if you go outside the Netherlands.
KL That is a very broad definition of the European dimension, it is about an
exchange of ideas.
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HO It is a method in fact. In the same way if you look at the results of the pupil
exchanges you see the same thing, they have contact with another world. If 
you send Dutch pupils for 3 weeks in a German family then attitudes change. 
They can leam something. The teachers and the pupils like to be confronted 
with teachers and pupils in another European country.
KL Sometimes you have been talking about internationalisation and sometimes 
you have been talking about the European dimension, are the exchanges with 
mainly European countries or is it beyond Europe?
HO Mostly it is with European countries. We call it internationalisation because it
is better, Europeanisation is difficult. By using internationalisation you avoid 
complicated discussions.
KL So the European Platform acts as an intermediary for the Ministry of 
Education as far as the implementation of Widening Horizons is concerned. 
Did you have to draw up an action plan for implementation or was it up to the 
schools to apply for funds once they got the information?
HO In general it was up to the schools, that has to do with the system here, but we
are trying to co-ordinate a step-by-step approach. I told you about the interest 
in upper secondary and the visit to Sweden. We are trying to join these 
national priorities with international visits. So if that is possible and the 
experiences and knowledge can be implemented in national policies then the 
results could be more national than international. Our strategy has two sides. 
One, tmst schools that they can do the work, and they can do anything, and 
second, combine it with a strategy from the government for innovation.
KL Rather than you carrying out information campaigns or inservice courses and
identifying that particular schools are not involved in international work, you 
send out information and then wait for schools to apply? Schools could choose 
not to be involved?
HO Yes that is possible, that is okay.
KL You said that approximately 10% of the primary schools and about 50% of the
secondary schools are now involved in European projects. Has there been a 
shift from mobility to curriculum development?
HO Yes, I think so, especially in the primary school, where the possibility for
exchanges is less. We cannot send out young pupils. There we have to look at 
the second phase of the curricular change. The first phase is stimulating all 
different activities.
KL I have heard of a new policy called HOOP.
HO HOOP is for the universities.
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KL It is not for research in curriculum development?
HO No, as we see it until 1998 we are in the stimulation phase. The Ministry is
looking at publishing another version of Widening Horizons, indicating what 
the next stage will be about. What we want is a plan in school. We want them 
to write a school plan for all their European activities and then they will 
receive a total budget for the whole year.
KL So it is similar to the Socrates programme where it is necessary to write an 
institutional contract?
HO We call it Europe Plus. We have started it with 20 schools, who have a lot of 
experience. Then we will increase this group.
KL That is a difference now, you are encouraging schools to think their European 
activities through and write a policy.
HO Yes, that was not possible in the first phase.
KL Is the progress report on the impact of Widening Horizons going to be
published soon?
HO Yes, they are busy working on it, I think that it will be produced this year.
KL Have any of the government policies on the European dimension been
directed towards teacher education?
HO This is a rather weak point in this whole area, because teacher education 
institutions themselves are rather weak at the moment, hopeless I would say. 
They are becoming smaller and smaller and there is less interest from the 
youngsters to become a teacher. In the beginning I thought that I could rely on 
these institutions to do it themselves, but my conclusion is that they cannot do 
it. We have to support them, but I am still thinking about how this can be 
done. They are too small, there is not enough time, there is not enough money, 
there is not enough personnel to be involved in European activities, and other 
things as well. So that is a problem in itself. If you compare this with a 
secondary school with 1000s of pupils and a staff of perhaps 80 or 100 
teachers, then they are completely different.
KL None of the government policies have been directed towards teacher 
education?
HO No, we do have a small budget for supporting the internationalisation of the 
teacher training institutes, but I must say to you that the money has not been 
used. They are not applying for it, there are no plans. Last month I went to 
Amsterdam to an institution there and asked them to set up something and that 
cost me time and energy.
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KL Is it the competition between the institutions for students that is causing the 
difficulties.
HO Yes, it is that, but they are too small. There are people who are working for 
example six hours a week. At first I thought that there was nothing that the 
Platform could do, but you cannot ignore it, it is important for the future. So
now I try to set up something with Amsterdam and let Amsterdam do
something for the country. I have not yet found a good strategy to support
institutionalisation in teacher education.
KL Is there not new teacher education competences coming out?
HO I don't know.
KL Are there teaching resources to support the European dimension?
HO Yes, here we are doing a lot about teaching resources. We are producing
resources. We are using our experts from the Pedagogical Institute. We are
paying them.
KL Is that SLO?
HO Yes, SLO and CITO and our state catholic and protestant associations, also
teachers. Every year we are producing one, two or three teaching units or 
lesson materials, resources and documentation for the schools.
KL Is that within subject areas?
HO Yes, within history, geography, for primary schools and secondary schools.
Materials are important. We disseminate what we have available every week 
and the schools can buy what we have. We cannot send them out for nothing.
KL Is there any support for writing a policy on European dimension?
HO It is difficult because we have freedom of education and the government is not
allowed to do anything in the production of books, that is totally free. What 
happens the government gives us some money and say that we are free to do it 
as we want to do.
KL You would not give any guidance or instruction when it comes to policy
making or organisational strategies, the schools are autonomous and have the 
freedom to make their own decisions?
HO Yes
KL Schools that are Just starting European activities have no help either?
HO No, that is true
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KL So it would be up to then to find out for themselves.
HO Yes, that is true.
KL Once schools have the policy in place and it is up and running will they have 
to self-evaluate its success?
HO Well in this phase, they only need to write a small report and a financial 
report. We read all these reports and all the conclusions are put together in a
document and sent out to schools so that they have examples of good practice.
KL Reporting is not just about how money is spent, it is a quality mechanism.
HO We try to bring all the experiences together and analyse them and then we
write about it and disseminate it. That will help the schools to leam from other 
schools. We also organise conferences and teachers are invited from all kinds 
of projects and they tell each other about their experiences and the contacts 
that they have with other schools.
KL All the schools are invited to these conferences?
HO Yes
KL That would be a very good way to find out about what is going on and how to 
organise it etc.?
HO Yes, the conferences are very popular, there are many each year. It is put in a 
commercial way. They pay to come, it is not a problem they come in their 
hundreds.
KL You are not a commercial agency?
HO No, but we are able to organise commercial things.
KL But your aim is not to make money is it?
HO No, of course not, but it is more a question that the government says here is
your budget and that 90% of the money must go to schools and 10% for 
personnel. So if we receive all these questions from schools, then we cannot 
cope with it, unless we do it in a commercial way.
KL The report that you write about the school projects, is that one way you also 
feed information back to the Ministry?
HO Yes, we can say to the civil servants you can read this and use it for your 
information department.
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KL As an intermediary you have a close relationship with the schools and the 
Ministry?
HO Yes, but we are free what is free? We are free because we inform each
partner equally. We have a representative from the Ministry on our board. 
There is a stream of information in both directions.
KL The fact that you are totally funded by the Ministry does not constrain what 
you to do?
HO No, we are independent, we have a board and I have to put all my proposals to
the board. We inform the Ministry all the time about what we are doing.
KL How far do you follow directives from the European Commission?
HO In a certain way, we try as Europeans to follow the centre of the process.
There is always discussions, but the programmes are decentralised actions. We 
are the national office, we can decide on our own projects. The money is 
coming to us. It is a beautiful way of working together, they give you the 
money and we carry out the work.
KL You talked about constraints at teacher education level, but in general do you
feel positive about the European dimension in the Netherlands? Do you feel 
that there are any barriers to implementing Widening Horizons^
HO I think that the method for the moment is good at least for the next five years -
the exchanges etc. We have to decide what is important, what our priorities 
are.
KL Do you have a link with Nuffic and SLO, CITO, CPS, CIBB etc.?
HO Yes, we have what we call an educational commission with representatives
from all five agencies and from the regional associations for primary schools. 
We meet four times a year. We also have many bi-lateral meetings. It has two 
points we try to stimulate each other in internationalisation, it is two-way. It is 
also on a practical level.
KL The important point is that the Widening Horizons policy was backed by
funding.
HO Yes, the Netherlands is a small country, we are the same size as Rhineland-
Westphalia, it is one of the 16 states of Germany. The Dutch sometimes 
compare themselves with big countries, but we are small. In a small country 
you must do these things centrally. Decentralised institutions are needed and 
decentralisation of funding but the Netherlands it is a country of 300 
kilometres, and a centralised policy is needed.
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KL When it comes to the responsibility for implementing a European dimension
in the Netherlands does that rest with the European Platform, with the schools, 
with the Ministry of Education...?
HO It is not one actor, we are doing it together. It is a combination of efforts. If
you bring together the experiences of the schools with our own experience and 
information from the Ministry then you have a beautiful combination.
KL I believe that you are now looking at quality indicators.
HO Yes, one of our staff is writing a paper and with contacts in schools, he has put
forward a list of checkpoints on how to evaluate quality for the school. That 
will help the school.
KL Your ultimate aim would be to see the European policy integrated along with
the overall school policy?
HO The ideal is to have as good schools as possible and part of that high quality is
European activities. At this time in our history, there must be something about 
European activities, exchanges, contacts with other schools etc.
KL Would the inspect orate look for European activities in schools?
HO Yes, they would have a look. They also have a commission on
intemationali sation.
KL If a school chooses not to have an internationalisation policy, it is not a
problem?
HO No problem , they are free.
KL Does the fact that the Netherlands is a multi-cultural society influence
internationalisation?
HO From our history we have learned to work with other cultures, so that is
perhaps different from Sweden, for example.
KL Do you have any objection if I quote you when I write up my research
project?
HO None at all.
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KL Perhaps you would begin by telling me about your role in the European 
Platform?
KZ My position and role here is that in the most formal sense of the word I am 
called the Deputy Director of the European Platform. My main task is that I 
am Head of the European Programmes. Which mainly includes all the bits and 
pieces of running the Socrates programme, apart from Chapter 1, which is 
higher education. You understand that in the Netherlands we have a 
distribution of work and Nuffic deals with Chapter 1. We are for mainly the 
primary and secondary level including vocational education. As an exception 
within the area of higher education, we are dealing with teacher education 
institutions, with some emphasis on inservice training of teachers. This is 
done with some support from us in various ways. We are not just funding 
existing teacher training institutions, we are also with the support of a wide 
range of institutions, organise inservice training ourselves. We feel we are 
encouraged to do so by the Comenius part of Socrates. I am sure you are 
aware of all the parts of Socrates.
So, Socrates is mainly what you will find in the Department of European 
Programmes. On top of that there is some work that we are engaged in with 
the Council of Europe. This is dealing with the teaching of modem foreign 
languages. We are involved with the institution in Graz that has been set up by 
the Council, at the initiative of the Dutch and the French. In other aspects of 
modem language teaching we take part in certain seminars that the Council 
organises in various places. In relation to this, because the Council somehow 
sees the two interlinked, we are involved in their activities in school 
exchanges, links between schools in various forms. As you know, and this will 
not surprise you at all, the Council of Europe is not really financially in an 
advantageous situation compared to the European commission. So we tum to 
the European Commission naturally for our activities.
Most of our activities are with EU countries, all the other activities with 
countries outside the EU are bilateral exchanges and a small number of 
exchanges and study visits. The position is that the Ministry in the 
Netherlands has delegated more and more of its work to the so called
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intermediaries or agencies. The Ministry is slimming down and we are 
expanding in a way.
KL Is there some overlap between the Platform and Nuffic when it comes to 
teacher education?
KZ That is the area where we have the overlap. That is a matter for agreement 
between Nuffic and ourselves. From the very beginning we found that there is 
such a natural link between primary and secondary education and teacher 
training that it would be illogical to make a separation.
KL So what exactly is your role with teacher education?
KZ It is very small in terms of commitment and funding, but it is an area of
growth. There are two reasons that it has been very small. The size of our 
links are always in relation to the funding one has, that is obvious. If you look 
at the total budget of the Platform, and look at the funds that go to our schools 
and colleges, you would find that about 96% or 97% would go to primary and 
secondary education so there is a tiny bit left for the other types of education, 
specifically teacher education.
KL So is that decision made at the Platform level or the Ministry?
KZ It is made at the Ministry level. There is some room for manoeuvring and 
there is some expansion, but it is not significant. The second reason was and 
still is that fi-om the side of the teacher educators and the training institutions 
themselves, there has not been an impressive response to the notion of the 
European dimension. We have made attempts in the last couple of years to 
make use of a platform that existed among the training institutions. That came 
to virtually nothing because somehow or other the whole thing did not work. 
We are approaching it now from a different angle. About a month ago we had 
a seminar and we are trying to put together a small group of people that claim 
to have a commitment in this area and are prepared to engage in a significant 
concrete pragmatic approach to teacher education.
KL You indicated that the Platform has around 4% ftinding for teacher education. 
Does Nuffic have a bigger percentage for teacher education?
KZ Yes, they have, but the question is that when it comes to the European
dimension I do not have the impression that Nuffic themselves are making an
attempt to promote the European dimension. Of course it depends on the 
definition of the European dimension and they will claim that most if not all 
their work is the European dimension, because it involves work with partners 
from and in other countries.
KL What do you think the European dimension is?
KZ I do not know.
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KL A few people have said that to me.
KZ To be frank with you my first answer would be to say that I do not know, that
is a very minimal statement. One can go into the world of making some 
indications of what it is and that I think is less difficult than some people may 
think. The European dimension in education in my view involves links with 
partners in other countries in Europe, links at the level of government, but that 
has not made the biggest impact. The biggest impact that I have seen going on 
over the last 5 years is when there are links between schools, that is teachers 
and pupils. When there are study visits, when there are real teacher exchanges, 
both ways, when there are tri-lateral or multi-lateral seminars, meetings 
whether they be 3, 4, or 8 days, (we have seen a lot of that type going on over 
the last few years), where there are attempts for provision of inservice training 
for a wide group of teachers, in the sense that they come from a substantial 
number of countries, there is a European dimension. The more countries 
involved then the higher degree of European dimension. However, for 
practical reasons one cannot always include all the countries. It would be 
nonsensical to say that if you only include 4 countries then there is no 
European dimension and when you include 10 suddenly there is. That is not 
the way that we look at it. There is definitely a European dimension in that 
type of context.
KL So you would describe it as a sharing of ideas.
KZ A sharing of ideas, a sharing of experience, looking at the real practice in the
schools. Not in the form of a passing group, as you may have seen, where a
group are taken through a school and they claim that they have seen the 
Scottish education system. Rather it should be teachers working with their 
colleagues and staying at that particular school for two or three weeks. That in 
my reading has made quite an impact on teachers in the Netherlands, on their 
view towards education. It confronts them with other practices, other cultures, 
other languages and other methods, which when they stay longer may not be 
all that revolutionary, yet different. They have a different flavour, they have 
time to reflect. That may sound uncommitting, you may return and say it was 
a wonderful experience and then forget all about it. That is not what we want. 
We want somehow or other for it to have a lasting impact, one that will lead to 
certain changes where changes are desired or wanted.
KL Is it to do with improving the quality of education in the Netherlands?
KZ Yes, it is also a quality mechanism.
KL Are you taking steps to find out if that next step, the lasting impact occurs? 
Are you looking for a report that explains how they will implement what they 
have learned from a visit to another country within the Dutch education 
system?
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KZ It is not as in-depth as that yet. It is definitely on our desks at the moment, 
because we are approaching the end of our first five years of the European 
Platform, where for the first time in Dutch history, substantial numbers of 
teachers and students in primary and secondary education have had a 
European experience. This did not exist before. What we had was really 
haphazard, really exceptional. What we had in schools was a reasonably 
developed number of cultural excursions. Educational tourism they call it. I 
would not go that far myself by saying that schools did not make an honest 
attempt to make it more than tourism, but often it turned into some sort of 
tourism and students regarded it as some sort of outing, that had a more 
touristic flavour than educational. There are various reasons for this. One is 
that, such excursions were not linked up with a partner school in the other 
country and such excursions were always taking place in certain cultural 
centres where the students were accommodated in youth hostels and that type 
of accommodation. The teacher had to be a night watchman all the time,so 
everyone came home exhausted.
What did we leam from it? That is still the big question. They said that they 
had a good time, but did they really go a little further than they would have 
done on an ordinary holiday on the Costa Brava? The heavy metal music was 
no different from what they heard in the Netherlands and they were even able 
to eat Dutch food to some extent. Whereas now in the educational exchanges, 
I would say, and it is a claim that we have evidence for, and we have to bring 
out and make more obvious, they have a partner school. They meet their peers 
in an educational context, because what is required is that they have a joint 
educational project. They have to work on the project. Of course, there are 
excursions within the exchange, but the excursions should have a link to the 
topic that is being studied. On top of that, they are hosted in host families and 
that makes a big difference. I know that it is not always possible, but in the 
majority of the exchanges we have host families and I can tell you that all the 
reports from both students and teachers are very positive. Teachers feel it as a 
relief, because they do not have to be the night watchman, they are not 
responsible all the time. The students say that for the first time in their life 
they come across Spanish food and they admit that they liked it.
You and I, we maybe experienced and travelled persons, but I can tell you that 
there is a lot of Dutch young folks have on the looks of it a very international 
approach, but in reality they have not. They go out for their holidays to France 
or Spain, to Greece, to Turkey, they think that they have seen the world, but 
they have seen nothing. They have not understood the culture of the country, it 
is all superficial and you come to the places that look similar to the 
Netherlands and that is a great assurance. Somehow, I think that the human 
race seems to cling to what we know and to be surrounded by what we know. 
Now, in my view the school is one of the few places in our civilisation where 
people are forced, if you like, to look into worlds that they would not look 
into, all by themselves. Which is a very important part of education.
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KL Obviously from what you have said, you feel that a European dimension is an
important part of the educational experience.
KZ Yes.
KL From the point of view of not only giving pupils a knowledge of other
European countries but an attitude change o r ..?
KZ An attitude changes, yes, although that is not predominant these days in Dutch 
education, but it certainly is an element that should be mentioned. I think that 
you will have found out that the main aims and objectives that these days are 
being formulated for Dutch education, for the Dutch schools at various levels, 
will not have many references to attitudes. That in itself is a change from the
60s and 70s where some people thought that education was purely there to
change attitudes. Change - nobody knew for what, but we knew that 
something had to be changed and we knew that attitudes had to be changed. I 
am happy now a days that this is not at the forefront of our aims and 
objectives, because as I see it will hopefully happen naturally, in a natural 
context. Not because a particular group of teachers or an educational 
institution is telling you as a pupil or as a student to think in such a way, 
otherwise you are socially or whatever not acceptable.
KL So is the emphasis is on knowledge and skills?
KZ Yes, of course. The attitudinal thing is there, but it is not explicit. We should
not fool ourselves that we are not involved in attitude change, of course we are 
involved, we are involved in attitude change all the time, but we are not 
making it an explicit goal anymore as we did before.
KL Have you seen a change in direction, in that at the beginning it was mobility
of teachers and students that was at the forefront, to now when it appears to be 
much more a whole package where they work on a project and have to work 
with the class? Do you think that it is a move towards curriculum 
development, enhancing or improving the curriculum?
KZ I think that it should be both. There is an interesting approach which is
different from what we had in the 60s and 70s. Before the Platform, Henk 
Oonk and a few other colleagues were already involved in central European 
programmes.
KL That was CEVNO?
KZ Yes, it was an organisation which started in 1961. In those days there were no 
funds for mobility, there was very little we could do, so we emphasised the 
curriculum. We tried to have the curriculum take up a European/international 
dimension. So in those years we were heavily involved in curriculum 
development projects, that produced examples of good practice. We produced 
educational materials that could be used within a school curriculum for a
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number of subjects. Mainly, in the social subjects and civics. We did that type 
of work. We met with colleagues at a European level from non-government 
bodies, but at the school level hardly anything was happening. The contacts 
where at the more abstract level of the curriculum - developers, people from 
the Ministry and the inspectorate. We made attempts in those years to change 
and influence the curriculum. We had a theory, not just in the Netherlands, but 
with affiliated non-government agencies in quite a few other countries on 
what international education could be/should be like. So we had nice schemes 
in which we had a model for internationalisation, here you had European 
studies, here you had development studies, here you had environmental 
education and then you had human rights studies and a whole range of studies. 
In the 70s they were heavily ideologically laden, in the fact that they were fed 
mainly by ideology which had to be interpreted into curriculum material. 
Those were the days of attitudinal change.
KL It is interesting that CEVNO came into being in the 60s, what was the 
rationale behind it? Was it driven by European or Dutch policy?
KZ No, it was to do with the pragmatic approach. We were very aware of the fact 
that at the closing of the 60s Europe was out. In the 70s you could hardly 
come forward and say I am promoting the European dimension in education, 
people would have laughed at you. Indeed in an organisation such as CEVNO, 
it was hard to try to secure part of its work for the European dimension. The 
only way forward for us then was to liaise with the other curricular areas and 
develop this theory of internationalisation, in which you have the European 
aspect, the developmental aspect, the environmental aspect, human rights etc. 
Within that theory we were more or less able to justify for ourselves and to 
others that the work that we did could still be reconciled with the European 
work of CEVNO as such. Of course the European Commission did have 
relations with the Third World countries and of course the European 
Commission was aware of environmental problems and in fact was supporting 
environmental educational projects.
We were among the first to jump on that bandwagon. We said, 'Okay' we will 
promote environmental education in a European context in the Netherlands 
together with partners from other countries. In development education we did 
the same. Apart from the fact that for development education, both from the 
Netherlands and from the European Commission the sources of funding were 
substantial compared to all the areas. So if you were to visualise the volume, 
then really development education was a big chunk. Environmental education 
was substantial, but smaller, then the European education and the others very 
small indeed.
KL Is it internationalisation or international education rather than the European 
dimension that is promoted in Dutch education system?
KZ Yes, internationalisation is the word. Then our government thinks in 
concentric circles. That is the word that is used, I am not too happy with it.
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because it also has a meaning in the educational world which is slightly 
different I think. But it implies and it certainly means that their approach is a 
very straight forward, clear, pragmatic approach, which says, "Listen folks, we 
are part of the European Union whether you like it or not". Most Dutch don't 
even think about, they don't discuss it in the sense, "Do we like Europe?, Do 
we dislike Europe?, Would we like to be within or without Europe?" That is 
not at stake in the Netherlands at all, as far as I can see. So we take a very 
pragmatic approach - as you have possibly discovered, pragmatism is not just 
the privilege of English people which is sometimes said by others - when it 
comes to the European Union.
Here we say is our solid economic base and without a solid economic base 
then there is no way that we can build education. That is the simple straight 
forward in my view pragmatic approach. Then beyond the European Union we 
have the Council of Europe countries - fine we must have links. We must not 
over do it, for the very reason that our resources are limited. In other words, if 
the government, the Ministry of Education, give the European Platform 10 
million Guilders for internationalisation, then this is mainly for links, contacts 
and exchanges with the European Union. The government does not give 
another 10 million guilders for the other countries, to go to Japan, Indonesia, 
Australia and New Zealand. Maybe they have the most magnificent education 
system in New Zealand, that is quite possible, but we cannot on the same level 
and basis have exchanges with New Zealand as we have with Germany, UK 
etc. I know that it is abhorred by some people, but it is a very understandable, 
straight forward approach by the government.
KL I am interested in CEVNO. From what you have told me I understand that it 
was set up because of the enthusiasm and interest of individuals with 
ideologically driven motives. You also just mentioned the economical reasons 
that were behind government thinking. Was there a change in thinking at the 
end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 90s that led to CEVNO becoming 
the European Platform?
KZ Well, let me go back for a while to the early 1960s and years prior to 1961 
when CEVNO was set up. The people who set up and organised CEVNO were 
certainly driven by the well known European idealism. Throughout the 1950s 
there was a time of build up and reconstruction of this country. After the war 
we felt everything was devastated. For 5 years nothing constructive had 
happened, a lot of things were destroyed, so that after the war we had the 
feeling that we are here to rebuild this country into a better place. That was the 
general feeling and that feeling fitted very nicely with the idea of European 
co-operation through the European Community of Steel and Coal. There was a 
lot of idealism with politicians, with people in education and after the 
establishment of the European Economic Community in 1957/58 they said, 
"We think it is time to do something with our schools in the Netherlands, in 
order to keep them abreast of developments."
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We realised that schools may not be aware of what was going on and we had 
to raise the next generation etc., etc. That happened mainly during the 1960's 
and drew a reasonable response from the educational area. Then in the 1970s 
there were peaks and troughs. It was all Afganistanism, that is, solidarity with 
all those out there in the Third World and there was a monolithic view of the 
Third World that was exploited and had been exploited for centuries by the 
cruel Westerners etc., etc. That has nowadays turned into a view that has more 
room for nuances and is not just a monolithic approach. So the whole block of 
ideology that was there has disappeared.
There is a number of reasons. I think after 20 years or less that quite a few 
people were frustrated with what was achieved by the people that had this 
enthusiasm of the 1960. Quite a few people were disappointed by leaders of 
that area because they turned out to be just as awful as anyone else from 
anywhere else. So some development happened on the basis of the 
experiences. We also discovered that things in the Third World were not all 
that rosy and shiny and that indeed the human beings in that world were 
slightly similar to Westerners in that they would exploit others. They would 
cut off your hand, they would kill you. Looking at history we discovered that 
Afiican history is like European history, it is full of wars and atrocities. I 
would tell myself that we have come back to square one and that the failures 
that are to be found within human beings are world-wide and not limited to 
the white Protestant Anglo Saxons and the European - stereotype that we 
made of ourselves.
On top of that, we had the collapse of Communism, which freed us from being 
forced to choose either the rightist or leftist camp. At the same time, during 
the 1980s there was a successful campaign, which I think was due to Jacques 
Delors, where the slogan 'Europe 1992' caught on. It can only catch-on when 
people are prepared to be caught up, that is obvious. The time was right. 
People were receiving this optimistic view concerning the future of Europe, 
then we had Maastricht. After Maastricht we have things being put in a 
pessimistic way, and we have all the troubles with the UK, where the other 
Europeans look at Britain as a country that is still on the threshold - shall we 
join or not? In the Netherlands, as I said, there is no discussion. People are 
sometimes accusing the Dutch of not being prepared to discuss the 
fundamentals of European co-operation, I think that is because we have 
accepted the fundamentals. We can discuss the details of the protocols and the 
various agreements and the details of whatever, but we have accepted the 
fundamentals and there is no discussion as far as the Netherlands is concerned 
about do we belong to the European Union or don't we. There is no question 
about that at all. It would be like questioning whether I am a citizen of the 
Netherlands.
KL To go back to the policies, the Widening Horizons policy paper that came out 
at the beginning of the 1990s, did that happen because of what was going on 
in the Netherlands itself or was it because of European policy making?
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KZ It is an interpretation of historical events and developments, but I think that in 
the end the Dutch policy is based on what was going on in Europe. One 
should not forget that the Ministers of Education only began to met regularly 
as of 1975. During the 1980s we had a Minister of Education who was aware 
of the need for an international orientation of education. That was Mr. 
Deetman. Mr. Ritzen who followed did not move away from what Deetman 
had started. Indeed, I think that he is wholeheartedly embracing the policy that 
was started. After a lot of policy statements were made by the government, 
they were finally turned into Widening Horizons, This policy paper was not 
just lip service by the government, it also contained very pragmatic, concrete 
steps forward in assigning tasks to 3 different agencies in the country. By 
doing so and delegating other activities that they had done themselves before, 
they made a beginning in implementing a European dimension, within the 
theoretical framework of internationalisation. For the first time in Dutch 
history the government was really making an effort to implement activities in 
this whole area.
KL So Widening Horizons provided a strategy for intermediary bodies, who then
in tum interpreted the policy and took responsibility for implementing a 
European dimension.
KZ That is correct.
KL Did the European Platform have to draw up an action plan to implement the
policy?
KZ Yes, exactly. The government gave a general direction and in discussion with
the civil servants in the Ministry, the European Platform worked out an action 
plan, globally speaking for the next 5 years, so it was a joint effort. There were 
different stands that were worked out and developed. Then the money was 
flowing, we didn't have the full budget as planned in the first two years, but 
after that we were in a position where we had full funding and we were able to 
set the schools in motion. Then mobility really took off.
KL That seems to be a cmcial point, not only did the government put the
Widening Horizons policy in place, but it provided sufficient funds to 
implement and support it.
KZ Exactly. In my view, I also think that it linked up with the policy of the
European Commission, because at the same time we had the Resolution in 
1988 which was based on a conference which we organised in Maastricht in 
1987. The final rapporter of this conference, Mr. Vanderberg, who has a long 
track record in European dimension provided the main elements that went into 
the Resolution in 1988 as far as I know. The developments in Europe were 
such that working towards Maastricht and realising that education somehow 
or other was going to have a place in there, the Commission already made 
attempts to widen its field of activities in the education area.
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Under the Treaty of Rome it was not possible to do anything unless you did it 
in a hidden way. Thanks to a motion in the European Parliament there was an 
opportunity for the Commission to start some experimental teacher exchange 
schemes, which started in the school year 1988-89. It was a significant step in 
the direction of having some initial first experience with teacher exchanges, 
would there be any interest at all? We had to find out if teachers wanted such a 
scheme. That went on for several years and then was turned it into a 
multilateral school partnership project, which was an initiative of a Dutch civil 
servant, Frans Lander. In my opinion, he had a very important role in the 
development of Dutch policy based on what happened in Europe. He was the 
link person between what happened in the Commission and the Ministry in the 
Netherlands. If he had not been there, in my opinion, the Dutch government 
would not have been feed so clearly the information and vice versa. He 
noticed what was happening in Europe and he realised that there were 
important developments that the Netherlands should not miss. Also, he 
realised that the Netherlands might as well get their act together, in order to 
ensure that it was not running behind the times. So he acted on the basis of his 
experiences and stimulated his bosses and the Minister who as I said was 
susceptible and sensitive to anything European. The Minister agreed with 
Lander, and said, "Yes this is what we must have". I think that Frans Lander 
had a crucial role. I may be overstating his role, but that is my reading of the 
situation.
The teacher exchange scheme lasted until the time the Socrates programme 
began. Parallel, but linked to the teacher exchange scheme was the multilateral 
partnership project. The two of them merged into Comenius Action 1. It 
started very small, because the teacher exchange scheme on an annual basis 
never involved more than 800 teachers across the Europe Union. The 
multilateral pilot project never involved more 162 schools all together over a 
period of 3 years. We now have Comenius and by the end of this year we have 
possible some 10,000 schools involved in Comenius Action 1 projects.
KL So the teacher exchanges, the pilot project began in the Netherlands?
KZ Well, no, the teacher exchange started at a European level. It was the initiative
of the European Parliament that enabled the Commission to begin a modest 
European teacher exchange scheme. The link is that Frans Lander in the 
Netherlands Ministry, realised, not only due to this scheme, but to all his other 
contacts, that this was an area where we should not miss the boat. So I see a 
link between what was happening at the European level at that time, and what 
was being developed in the Netherlands in terms of policy.
KL What was the total budget that the government in the Netherlands put into 
internationalisation?
KZ After Widening Horizons ? That is a very good question. You possibly know 
that Nuffic already had a large budget by itself, because the universities had 
been international since time immemorial almost. Their budget is really
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significant. The budget that came to the European Platform for primary and 
secondary education together which is a Dutch budget, it does not include 
money coming from Europe, I think at the moment is something like 8 or 9 
million guilders. If you add on top of that the money that we can dish out for 
the replacement cost of teachers, it is certainly 10 million. This budget did not 
exist before 1992.
KL That makes such a difference to the policy working.
KZ Definitely.
KL I believe that you ask teachers to write reports after their exchange experience 
and also ask them to come in with groups of teachers to share their 
experiences with others. Do you also run inservice programmes on the 
European dimension for teachers who are not necessarily involved in teacher 
exchange programmes?
KZ Henk Oonk is better aware of that area than I am because he is dealing with
the training institutions. I told you before that the institutions themselves had 
some form of platform at one time, where they were trying to get to grips with 
the European dimension in inservice training, which was not very successful. 
What we did was get together people who claimed that they were committed 
to promoting the European dimension and could make time available. What 
we have now is a small number of institutions like the one in Nijmegen, one in 
Zwolle, one in Utrecht and one in Leiden where we have some people who we 
think can deliver inservice course for groups of teachers.
I know about the one in Leiden best. They have an inservice course which 
runs over a period of about three or four months. The teachers come together 
for a Wednesday afternoon and evening and they have a full programme of 
how do I internationalise my school from writing a policy paper for my 
school, to the monitoring and evaluation of programmes in the curriculum. 
They have examples of practice, they also organise study visits outside the 
Netherlands. That formula is working although it is scattered over time.
The other inservice provision that happens with the support of the European 
Platform is the provision of European inservice courses. For example, we have 
so many schools that participate in the Comenius programme and they have to 
work out a joint European educational project. Therefore, we are involved in 
the whys, the whats and the hows etc. of putting together a project. It is a new 
situation, they are working with 5 or 6 schools. You are aware of the 
intriguing regulations, it is complex. There is a demand for inservice in this 
area, so we are responding to the demand. We are going for thematic 
seminars, bringing schools together, working on environmental education for 
example.
KL So the European Platform puts money into inservice, not necessarily staffing 
the inservice yourself, but bringing in members of staff from other institutions.
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KZ Yes, that is correct.
KL Just before we finish, may I go back to Widening Horizons and try to sum up
what we have talked about. Do you think that it was the most important policy
paper regarding implementing a European dimension in education in the 
Netherlands?
KZ When you look at primary and secondary education - definitely. For the first
time I think in the history of Dutch educational policy, it was the first clear
policy document that we had in European education.
KL The responsibility for implementing it lies with the three agencies that we 
have talked about.
KZ Yes.
KL Is the policy interpreted for schools and teachers in any way, what I mean is, 
are the schools given any specific guidelines about how to implement a 
European dimension or is it up to them how they do it?
KZ It is up to the schools, that is the trend of this time. We, at the Platform are
benefiting from that trend, because CEVNO would never have turned into the 
European Platform if our government were not in the process of 
decentralisation. They put the responsibility of implementation on us and 
limited the Ministry of Education to policy matters. The fleshing out and 
development of policy remained the responsibility of the government, but not 
the implementation, that rested with intermediaries like the Platform. The 
Ministry do not interfere with the day to day running of the Platform. They are 
government at a distance. Implementation is through the European Platform. 
The final implementation is at the work floor of the school, where the school 
has great autonomy, and that is part of the same trend. The school decides 
whether it will take up the issue of a European dimension or not.
KL It was not a case where the government wanted to off load a responsibility, it 
was a deliberate and positive move towards decentralisation?
KZ It was a positive move.
KL Would you say that schools would not wish guidelines regarding 
implementation?
KZ Not specific guidelines, what they want is some form of help and support in 
setting up educational projects. They prefer to do this in a European setting 
where they meet colleagues from other European countries, where they can 
meet people and confront them with their experiences in comparison to the 
one in Germany or Austria etc. That is in itself sparking off new ideas and 
inspiration for the teachers involved. I do not know what the secret of these
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meetings are. It must lie somewhere in the fact that Europeans are so different. 
There is so much apparently to be found in the visits to other countries.
KL You don't think that it is also about similarities. Teachers realise that the
problems that they are facing are similar to those teachers in other countries 
have. They are not alone, they have the same problems as other countries. The 
problems may be handled in a different way, but the fundamental problems of 
engaging in the teaching and learning process are the same.
KZ Definitely, I agree with you. For the Dutch Minister of Education it is helpful,
because teachers are always complaining and when they come back they say, 
"Well its not so bad!"
KL Do you feel that there has been progress in the promotion of a European 
dimension in the Netherlands?
KZ Yes, over the last 5 years. The progress can be seen due to substantial numbers
of teachers and pupils who have become mobile. That is a slogan of our own 
Ministry, 'Become mobile'. A lot of my colleagues use an overhead slide, 
where you see this energetic active teacher and it says 'Be mobile!'.
KL This is because the funding is there to support mobility.
KZ Exactly, you cannot do it without funding.
KL Do you see any barriers to the development of the European dimension at the
teacher education level?
KZ At the teacher education level there is still a lot to be done before we have
arrived at a situation where we could say that this is satisfactory. Both in terms 
of the curriculum of the training institution itself and in terms of mobility.
KL Is it economical reasons that create the barriers in teacher education? Is it
simply because they are busy doing other things?
KZ Yes I think so, they have just recovered from a major merger. Where all
institutions of higher education have come together in a Hogeschool. Before 
that we had separate autonomous training colleges for primary teachers and 
now the whole lot is one. People are living with it now. They have suffered 
cuts in funding. I cannot tell you exactly the details, if you speak to people in 
that area they will explain the various problems that they have. Maybe this 
area of Europe could lift their spirits.
KL I think that all institutions in many countries seem to be faced with cuts in
funding.
KZ Apart from that I see no barriers to the development of a European dimension.
There are no political or ideological barriers or other barriers. If they are there
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it is just individuals. The European dimension should not be limited in terms 
of substance and direction and ideology in terms of the EU per se. If you allow 
for that freedom then schools will have no problems including it what so ever. 
As Dutch people we feel that we cannot live without the European Union.
KL Thank you very much for the interview, may I quote you when I write up my 
research.
KZ Yes, I have no objection to that.
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KL Did you receive my letter concerning what my research is about?
HB Yes, it sounds very interesting.
KL Perhaps we should start by talking about the influences that have led to the
Netherlands interest in promoting a European dimension.
HB Why internationalisation is such a key element in our present educational
policy?
KL Yes
HB The first reason is educational innovations often stem from abroad, we are in
need of data and information, we have to be open to the facts from abroad. 
The second reason, we have to adjust our educational policy, our educational 
activities to bring them into line with developments abroad, because of the 
economic internal market. The market that permits our labour to work abroad 
and if your education is not in line with what is asked abroad then you export 
unemployed people. So consequently we believe that our educational 
institutions should be very alert to what is going on abroad. Another reason is, 
you have to check your quality, using observers from abroad, in order to have 
an objective view of your own quality. If not, you only judge yourself and 
then you have a provincial view, as the OECD once described the situation 
here in the Netherlands. That is why international co-operation is a must for 
the development of the economical market and the labour market, that is also 
gradually having more and more relations with the world of education as 
frontiers are disappearing. Our educational institutions are trying to change 
the frontiers, the limits of contact.
KL So it is political and economic reasons - you see these as the most important?
HB To begin with it is economic reasons, the reality is that half of our national
income stems from Germany. That is half of our commerce and trade stems 
from Germany, so consequently we have to know what is going on in 
Germany, if we want to sell our products there. The Germans often appear
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here with their products and the same goes for other states who would like to 
sell things here. They have to face certain realities. Our educational 
institutions are preparing youngsters who will work abroad. Their education 
should allow them to move. As half our income stems from activities oriented 
abroad, that means we have to cope with the situation in the educational 
institutions.
KL That seems like quite a utilitarian rationale for incorporating the European 
dimension in the curriculum. Was there also a rationale concerning European 
citizenship, awareness of other cultures etc.?
HB Oh yes, after the 2nd World War, we broadly supported new political views 
that reconciliation and co-operation between people should get more emphasis. 
We also had in these days new instruments for the co-operation, in particular, 
cultural agreements were developed and designed which were new. First of all 
we had agreements with Belgium, then with Germany and France then our 
neighbouring countries, and now with some 44 countries. It is not only a 
utilitarian phenomenon, it also a political necessity, to be surrounded by 
countries that are so close to you, you have to know them. That means you 
have to study them and that means that you have to have contact with them 
and so internationalisation is a very natural part of the educational process. 
Last but not least, education in principle should know no limits by definition. 
A good scientist is transforming the frontiers.
KL You talk about internationalisation rather than the European dimension, do 
you see a difference between the two?
HB Yes, scope, it is also the orientation. International co-operation includes also 
Asian countries, African countries, the American world and European co­
operation is mainly focusing on the European Member States of the Union. 
That is the formal difference which is appearing in this different point of view.
KL Is the emphasis on developing the European dimension or is the emphasis on 
internationalisation or is there not a split, is it one policy?
HB It is part of a bigger major process of internationalisation, and Europeanisation
or what ever you might call it, strengthening the European dimension, is a 
topic which you find in the Council of Europe Policy from many years ago. 
However, the Council of Europe has hardly any budget and the competence of 
the Council of Europe is strictly limited and within educational activities very 
limited. There you see the Ministers of Foreign Affairs are representing the 
various countries, instead of the Minister of Education. So there you find the 
weak side of the Council of Europe. Internationalisation aims at opening the 
whole world for the educational institutions. With respect to the European 
dimension it is ‘a la mode’ and also a necessity because after the Maastricht 
Treaty we cannot escape from the European dimension in all our educational 
activities. It is an absolute necessity.
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KL How would you define the European dimension?
HB It depends on the perspective from which you look. If you look from the
institute point of view, or if you look from the student point of view, or from 
the teachers point of view. It means that you include in your curriculum a 
certain amount of hours to study what is going on in your neighbouring 
countries. In geography, you focus especially on developments next door, on 
Germany, on Belgium or whatever. You try to convince or bring to children a 
certain understanding of an element of long history by definition and that they
have a cultural background which is in common. We have many things in
common - certain traditions, in religious views, in democratic values etc. It is a 
total concept of knowledge which is conveyed to the children, which we 
altogether call the European dimension.
KL You mentioned there about understanding other cultures. Do you think it is 
about attitudes?
HB Not only attitudes also knowledge about each others traditions - in the 
definition of culture you find a lot of things that focus on European dimension. 
It means that you have certain values that you respect in politics as well as in 
social contact, trying to achieve a certain common understanding among each 
other of what we share together. It also means that we have certain common 
interests of living together in a small area with so many people and so many 
problems. For example, the new ecological problems affect us all, in every 
country. That means we do have to co-operate. If you look at our rivers, they 
are polluted by the French and the Germans and the Dutch of course, but 
mainly by the French they just throw their salt in their rivers. These rivers end 
up here in Holland. Here the European dimension would mean that there 
should be very close co-operation between the 4 countries involved.
KL Pollution has no borders.
HB Precisely, and consequently we are faced at the end of the line with dead
animals in our seas.
KL You were describing the European dimension not as a separate entity, you
would see it as something that is integrated through the general educational 
policy?
HB Absolutely, it is part of our culture. I cannot imagine that you could teach
French without teaching something about the French cathedrals, something 
about the history of the French language, their relations with the Romans, their 
relation with the other countries. For example, geography, the study of the 
Rhine is unthinkable without including the many years of war between France 
and Germany. The total concept of the European dimension is by definition a 
broad concept including many links with various disciplines.
KL Are the teachers given guidance about including it in their own subject?
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HB At the Platform, we have set up a series of documents, providing the necessary 
information and background, publications which can be used as a source for 
knowledge with regard to what is the European dimension. It is not so much 
like you put on a switch and here we have the European dimension. It should 
also be involved with our own language teaching, in Dutch. There should also 
be an aspect of, we are a language in the middle of Europe surrounded by 
other languages and the family of German languages, so even there you find 
the European dimension.
KL Are the books that you have here at the Platform only subject based or are
some cross-curricular?
HB Some disciplines are easy and have a better chance to develop the European
dimension and they are geography and history. It is essential to bring the 
European dimension into these disciplines these days if you want to be taken 
seriously. With respect to the other disciplines, you can study mathematics 
and there you end up with a broader concept. The way we try to help the 
teachers is by providing them with materials.
KL It is my understanding that you are encouraging schools to produce their own
international policy rather than ad hoc mobility arrangements or individual 
inputs by interested teachers. Is there guidance given to schools about how to 
formulate an international policy?
HB That is a good question. That is the key problem for schools. The first thing is
that in the line of development of internationalisation the concept happened to 
be a few staff members, a few teachers, a few pupils. Some heads of schools 
were moving, on vacation and meeting some colleagues and changing the 
incidental contact into more structural contact, visiting each other and then 
saying, “We have an international relation”. This was the beginning. 
However, we do support, and I speak now in a broad sense, that international 
education should be carried by the competent authorities in the school, it 
should have a policy paper saying, ‘What are we doing, with whom for what 
reasons, in order to achieve what?’ The elementary questions, the vital 
decisions for an organisation. If you have made your choice with your 
partners then you know what to do and it is shared by the competent authority 
of the school, people who are looking after the budget. If they have put their 
signature on the policy paper then it is much easier to succeed. It is a process 
and we do stimulate schools gradually. The European Platform has launched 
the project Europe Plus and this is trying to offer schools a substantial budget 
to set up a fundamental policy paper, a set of activities that have a kind of 
coherence, a kind of infrastructure by itself and by doing so the Platform tries 
to push the school towards a more formal line of thinking.
KL But it is pushing it through giving it money rather than ideas or concrete
guidance...?
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HB We give both. We have a lot of consultation with schools. We have set up a
series of talks, we have published all kinds of documents and papers 
describing the process. I myself am writing down the history of
internationalisation, how it worked, what to do and where the ideas came
from. Considering nowadays the fact that the school without international 
activities is not taken too seriously any more. Each school wants to participate 
in such a process and gradually we have come out from the basic levels of
mobility, that is a few go and a few come, to, we go with such a delegation to
that country to see that and that and that.
KL But ultimately the schools are free to make their own decisions?
HB Sure
KL Could a school decide to have no international policy at all?
HB They do, some do, it happens.
KL So the inspectorate wouldn’t visit that school and say you haven’t got an 
international policy....?
HB Yes they would ask why do you not have something here on
internationalisation, even the inspectorate is convinced that 
internationalisation of schools is a beneficial development. The inspectorate 
itself hs developed various papers in which they have laid down the principles 
along which schools could operate. It is a process generally supported, 
broadly covered by policy by the Minister of Education. The European 
Platform in this respect is the vehicle to supply the tools and the money.
KL It sounds as if there has been a shift in strategy. In the beginning it was 
mobility and now its moving towards a much more defined policy of 
curriculum enrichment.
HB If you look at 10 years ago to now, it is a big shift in policy, but if you look at 
the developments there is a logical sequence of ideas, a logical series of steps 
to be taken. In the past we had very few people going abroad. Gradually in 
the 1950s we had the development of cultural agreements with some mobility. 
Mainly academics or students with the development of European policies in 
1970s, in 1973 the first ideas being launched and in the 1980s the very first 
programme appeared. For the very first time the budgets appeared. 
Institutions were gradually told that they should focus on the quality of 
education and that they should focus on training their staff more and more. 
The concept that internationalisation helps the quality of education is only of 
the late 1980s. Then the Minister of Education appeared with a national 
budget focusing on national co-operation. Gradually, the budget appeared, the 
European Platform was set up, the CIBB was set up, Nuffic got new jobs to 
do. These 3 lines of thought were developed in 3 different institutions and the 
institutions also got the task to execute the agent called the European Union.
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So on two ways we see the profit, one this European co-operation and second 
we set up our own activities within the national policy. There is one remark to 
be made and that is the limitation on the European countries, mainly the 
European Union countries. East and middle European countries were at that 
time excluded and developing countries getting less and less attention. This is 
a very sad case.
KL This morning Kees was telling me about CEVNO and the fact that the
European dimension was something that isn’t particularly new in the 
Netherlands. Perhaps you could tell me more about the historical process?
HB In the first place after the 2nd World War, people got the idea that we should
co-operate with our neighbours and that we should put emphasis on 
educational activities. We should also have a central focus on European ideas 
to develop them, to exchange ideas, so in 1955 the European Union of 
Teaching Personnel was set up. It is an organisation who aimed at the 
stimulation of ideas and this union was a supporter of European federation to 
support knowledge of European cultures.
KL So that was not CEVNO, that was before that?
HB Yes, before this group of people met regularly.
KL The inspiration for that came from the Netherlands did it?
HB Not only, but to a strong degree, it came from Brussels and Germany too. A
lot of idealistic people immediately after the war set up contacts with German 
colleagues, in order to bring them back into the European family. The 
CEVNO is the second example of early ideas with respect to European co­
operation. It was education in a kind of group of people, schools and teachers 
could be a member. CEVNO has never been a very big organisation, but the 
reception of ideas was an important one, since they could use teaching 
materials, and the translated documents from the Council of Europe and the 
Common Market in these days. They mainly focused on the peace process, 
development education and environmental education.
KL It was very idealistic in its motives?
HB Absolutely, and the two key people were Kees Zwaga and Henk Oonk, plus a
number of other people. They had a hard time making it survive. It has 
always been a marginal organisation. The Ministry of Education only gave 
12,000 Guilders in 1961, to support the ideas.
KL Was the 12,000 Guilders for support in terms of teaching materials rather than
mobility?
HB It was for teaching materials not mobility. Mobility was not an item that they
talked about at that time. They were talking about, “Lets include in our
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curriculum a European dimension, let’s try to focus on not only our own 
history, lets include the history of our neighbours. Since this is an important 
element which had been neglected.” History has a different perspective when 
told in different countries. History is always coloured from your own 
nationalistic perspective. International co-operation has always been a very 
modest phenomena in education. If you look at the budget from the Ministry 
of Education and Science in the 1970s, international education is very 
modestly placed. The budget in 1979 was only 8 million guilders for cultural 
relations.
The gradual development and the broadening scope made it clear that not only 
universities should have international relations, which they often had on their 
own budgets, through their own contacts, but also secondary and primary 
education. In the 1970s the European Market was developing its own policies. 
They set up a number of directorates in Brussels to design the common policy. 
Article 128 of the Treaty of Rome which focused on vocational education was 
broadly interpreted and altogether gradually more and more importance was 
attached to the European policy on education. As well as from the European 
side, education came more and more into focus because how can you solve a 
problem of economic co-operation without education, it is unthinkable.
KL Was the influence from European policy or was the influence from what was 
happening in the Netherlands or was it both?
HB What happened in the Netherlands, was more or less the same as in other 
countries maybe a bit faster, because traditionally we have an open mind to 
international co-operation. The remarkable phenomenon was that the Minister 
of Education had a vision on how to cope with, how to deal with 
internationalisation. He thought that the total world of education should be 
included, primary as well as secondary, as well as vocational, as well as 
universities. This is new, no Minister before had made a move in that 
direction. But by providing the means which is the funding and the 
infrastructure - the universities, secondary and primary education - all three, 
could include in their activities international co-operation. By doing so a 
structure had to be set up to provide the money, at the same time you can see 
there is a process of a Ministry that is going down in size. Giving important 
jobs to neighbouring institutions, or umbrella organisations or intermediary 
bodies or what ever you call it. By giving tasks to an organisation like Nuffic 
or the European Platform the Minister was carrying the general responsibility, 
but the execution of this policy was done by the local organisations.
KL Was the motivation driven by Minister Deeman and Ritzen or was it European 
policies?
HB There are two lines to see. The first line is that both Ministers acknowledged 
that if we are going to ask for money from Brussels, we should also provide a 
sufficient budget ourselves, so that we can ask with a certain dignity and
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honour, also with some strength. The second line - we think that it is much too 
important to leave our institutions at the mercy of one source of funding.
KL So the Ministers were not reacting to European policies?
HB There is a statement in 1988 Resolution about strengthening the European
dimension. That Resolution gave the Minister the tool to ask for money from 
his colleagues to include the European dimension in all levels of education. 
He put it on the political agenda as a problem we have to solve.
KL That was Deeman? He used the 1988 Resolution as a way of getting money 
from the government to develop the European dimension? Is that what led to 
the policy, Widening Horizons?
HB Exactly, in Widening Horizons the Minister included a systematic set of
activities. That was Minister Ritzen. Ritzen gave new tasks to Nuffic and to 
the European Platform and expanded activities. The criticism inside the 
country, on the lack of any cultural policy, of any structure was very wide. I 
can show you a lot of reports about this. A lot of well known people as well as 
the Council for Scientific Advice and National Council who cope with 
governmental problems and gives it advice on various activities. The 
activities were developed by Deeman and he gradually tried to have a coherent 
type of policy. In 1984 there was a statement on bi-lateral relations and from 
then on a certain move was taken in order to have a more systematic approach 
to our educational policy. It was not so much our Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
but the Ministry of Education itself who were the major force. If you look in 
Widening Horizons, if you look in the White Papers to Parliament in respect to 
the relationship between education/internal market, you see there a motivation 
to set up a network of contact. The motivation is economical. Why do we 
work together? We are in need of our partners and in order to know them we 
need to study them.
KL The government saw the European dimension as being important to education 
for economic reasons?
HB Yes, apart from all the cultural reasons, the ideological reasons, etc. there is a 
very strong drive to continue our international co-operation because of 
economical reasons.
KL Is this about finding jobs for your young people or is it about increasing 
awareness of the competitive nature of other European countries?
HB Both, if you have an international labour market, which is a reality today, if 
you want to present your students on such a market and they are incapable of 
coping, then that argument is important for your vocational education. You 
have to design a policy in this matter. The conclusion that we have to cope 
with this problem is widely accepted.
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KL When I visited the Ministry of Education the officials I met spoke about
exporting knowledge, they saw that as the next step.
HB We have always been an exporter of products including knowledge. If you
look at the most important international organisations, we use to provide either 
the Secretary General or the top leaders. The OECD has long been headed by 
a Dutchman. NATO has been long been headed by a Dutchman. If you look 
at the United Nations organisations - UNESCO, many Dutch people held posts 
because of their qualities. Gradually we are faced with a new situation in 
which our efforts to hold posts there are less successful. I think it is a matter 
of diplomatic quality. This is part of the international scope of activities. 
Next to it you have the regular labour market. We export 50% to Germany, 
that means that if you want to sell your products to the German labour market, 
you have to know the German market in depth. Often you only get to know 
the German market by working there and you can only work there if you know 
the German language and if you are qualified.
KL Is this another example of this policy shift?
HB I would not call it a shift, I would call it a gradual development, in which at a
certain moment you write it all down, which is a concept for many people and 
an adopted policy. In Widening Horizons there were two new elements. First, 
the substantial budget for international activities which came from the national 
budget - that is a new phenomenon. The second is the series of intermediate 
organisations that were launched. Already existing organisations got new 
tasks. The shift, if you want to call it a shift is this, at a certain moment a 
formal document existed saying, “If we want to change our quality of 
education we should orient ourselves to countries abroad, we should invite 
educators to come here.” What are the tools for this? Teachers mobility.
KL The motivation was raising the quality of education?
HB Yes, that was the main motivation of a programme called PLATO - mobility
should end up in improvement of the education system.
KL That is closely linked to the Treaty of European Union that talks about 
enhancing the quality of education throughout Europe.
HB Yes, it did. In that Treaty of the European Union is the first formal moment in
which the European Commission got the tools to design a European education 
policy, a full-scale European policy. All the initiatives, so far, from the 
European policy have been very late. The first educational department was 
only 1973. The first programme was the joint-study programme which was 
1977. They tried to set up a set of rules in 1979 for admitting students and 
regulating diplomas. It failed because there was no formal framework for it. 
Only the European Union Treaty permitted Brussels to set up formal activities. 
Now we are trying to design a new Widening Horizons in which the evaluation
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of our activities is included - the motives, essential for ourselves to participate 
or not.
KL You were beginning to explain the implementation of Widening Horizons, am
I correct in saying that Widening Horizons set out the strategies for its
implementation?
HB Yes, it did. The point is that the conception of the institutions had to be
changed. Institutions here are financed for a certain amount of tasks and all of 
a sudden they had new tasks called internationalisation. This would have not 
have been possible without extra funds. Universities have a long tradition, in 
which international co-operation is usually included. Extra means have been 
provided for then. In Widening Horizons, intermediary bodies were given the 
task to manage the funds. European Platform was one of the intermediary 
bodies. They represent primary and secondary schools - they have a monthly 
meeting of the board in which the schools themselves have a representative. 
The umbrella organisation of the schools have developed a series of
educational activities.
KL Are these representatives from all of the advisory agencies, the non-
denominational, the Catholic, the Protestant etc.?
HB That is correct. The institutions are represented on the board.
KL That must provide an excellent channel of communication. These people are
in direct communication with schools and you are able to pass on information 
to them at the board meetings each month?
HB Yes, but even more efficient, information is sometimes passed directly to all 
schools. If the Minister said tomorrow to the European Platform, “Please 
inform all our schools....” Within a week all schools are informed. There is a 
very rapid system of information. The Universities have a direct link with 
Nuffic.
KL Where do the teacher education colleges fit into all of this?
HB Actually the European Platform, it has three main target groups - the teacher
education institutions, secondary and primary schools.
KL There is no reason why teacher education institutions, should not have 
information flowing through to them as well.
HB Those who want to be informed, can easily be informed. Of course, there are 
always people who claim that they never have heard of us, that they have 
never read anything, that they have not heard of the European programmes. 
But those who want to know can easily get access to information.
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KL So teacher education institutions are represented on the board that meets once 
a month?
HB No, there is not such an organisation of teacher education representatives as far 
as I know.
KL Why do you think that the teacher education institutions have not taken up the 
funding that is available through the European Platform?
HB It is a matter of history of the institutions about picking up the ideas. Some 
have designed a policy and developed a lot of contracts, others have not.
KL Did Widening Horizons make specific mention of teacher education
institutions or was it only primary and secondary schools?
HB All aspects of education were covered.
KL So the opening was there for them to be included?
HB Yes. I think that the budget was not the limiting factor. I think that first the
competent authority must be convinced that there is a reason to engage in 
international activities. Second, to do it systematically, to include as much as 
possible the teaching staff, to give them a say in the matter and to report and
evaluate together with them, to include parents, to inform them regularly if
possible to allow them to participate in the decision-making process. Finally, 
last but not least, to involve the pupils and the students themselves, give them 
a say in the whole process. Widening Horizons was a very general paper.
KL As far as the Netherlands was concerned in internationalisation. Widening 
Horizons was a key paper?
HB Yes, definitely. It was the one providing money to schools and institutions
through intermediary bodies. It was a crucial paper because it formulated 
internationalisation as a method of innovation. Innovation should go also 
through internationalisation. This is a key element in the paper, now we are 
evaluating to find out if this is true. Is internationalisation having a positive 
effect on the quality of education? We are in the midst of that process. We 
have reports from study visits which we are analysing. We have a few 
thousand by now. We regularly learn that children are more motivated to go 
abroad, they get an independent attitude, they get a quality input on speaking a 
foreign language, they learn to use the language much better. It is also a good 
mirror, if you are abroad you view your own situation much better and vice 
versa. People look more critically at what you are doing.
KL The aim for internationalisation is to include it in general education policy.
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HB Yes, but the Minister will not say to schools you have to do it, but he has tried
to convince the schools to do so and I think that works. I think it is a 
successful policy.
KL When you are talking about quality you are not necessarily talking about the 
quality of internationalisation, you are talking about the quality of it in terms 
of the effects on general education.
HB Quality has two aspects - it is the process as well as the product. If you look at
quality one should see that the product of the school, which is the pupil who 
graduated should communicate properly in French, if he is graduating in 
French. Through internationalisation we have measured that he is more apt in 
this language, that he is able to communicate better, that is a quality aspect . 
Quality from a customers point of view - is the student who graduated able to 
work in a factory, is he able to work with his education? People with 
international contacts with experience abroad seen to be more able, they can 
adapt, innovate and bring in new ideas. They have more contacts and they 
have seen a little bit more of the world than their own school.
KL Are you able to give me some examples of the quality indicators that you 
would use to measure the process of internationalisation of curriculum?
HB There are several. What we do is we talk with respect to the quality of the
activities. The activities are the mobility, the curriculum plan, the projects and 
the exchanges. All together these are the innovations. Looking at the 
innovation through internationalisation we see the curriculum plan has more 
and more international contacts. You have to co-ordinate this process and 
design a school concept - a plan for the whole school - in which the school 
describes how you measure the process. We look at the content of the plan, 
we look at the education of the staff, and the formal structure of the school is 
of importance.
KL The management structure?
HB Yes. What can you measure? You can measure the quality of the teaching,
you can measure the teaching material, you can measure the progress of the 
pupil, you can measure the progress of teaching staff.
KL When you talk about the progress of the pupil, are you talking about progress
in specific subjects?
HB Yes, like foreign language - the command of foreign words, how to cope with
the language, how to express yourself.
KL You have only selected certain subjects?
HB It should be all subjects, I have developed a paper for the schools to help them
measure. They should have a policy that is known, discussed and adopted in
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the school. Every teacher can make reference to this paper. I describe a series 
of steps to help them describe their policy and measure it. It should be an 
integral part not just one interested teacher. We want the school to measure 
the effects of a school exchange - an in-depth analysis - is the knowledge of 
the pupils better than before.
KL That is difficult to measure is it not?
HB All exchange programmes have a direct effect on language. They all have.
KL You talked about the quality mechanism that looks at school management. Is
the mechanism to measure quality in terms of internationalisation different 
from the mechanism used to measure quality in any other aspect of 
management?
HB No, the management is responsible for many aspects - internationalisation
should not be separate it should be an integral part. I tried to design a 
comprehensive quality measurement. They describe it on a 1-5 scale.
KL What is an example of a question?
HB Is there a substantial change with regard to the knowledge of foreign language,
in the amount of words that the pupil knows, in his capacity to talk?
KL Is that the teacher that is making the assessment or is it the pupil?
HB I have not decided yet who should fill it in. I have sent it to a number of
contact persons in the school, it is not up to me to decide. What I have tried to 
set up is a self-evaluation. The HBO Council has designed for the HBO 
institutions a similar tool, how to evaluate yourself in the process of 
internationalisation. Internationalisation should not be put equal to the 
European dimension. The European dimension is a small part of this whole 
aspect. Internationalisation should not be just about Europe.
KL To change the subject - 1 know that the schools are more multi-cultural in their
population - has that had any effect on internationalisation?
HB Yes, a lot. There is a directive from the European Commission, about
education in the mother tongue - minority language teaching. In the 
Netherlands everything is formulated and put in Laws. So of course there is a 
law dealing with education in your own language or culture. Dutch OETC 
which means minority language teaching - 2% hours in the curriculum and IVi 
hours out of the curriculum, so all together 5 hours for primary schools. The 
school hires for example a Turkish speaking teacher, an Arab speaking teacher 
etc. In the major cities you see an enormous number of children who have 
foreign language as a mother tongue. Gradually this problem is changing from 
Turkish and Moroccan children to Ethiopian, Somalian children, children of 
refugees. I have to mention that the success of this policy is not great. The
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children rapidly learn Dutch in the streets and what they lack is teaching in 
their mother tongue, 5 hours is not enough to lean Turkish for example. 
Turkish is a difficult language, so is the Arab language. You need many hours 
to learn it properly. These hours are not given. Also, there are not enough 
teachers of Turkish and Arabic language.
In an evaluation paper of this 5 hours policy for primary education, (the 
Minister of Education, wrote a paper called Cedars in my Backyard he came to 
the conclusion that the whole policy failed. In secondary education we also 
have this legislation and a number of parents ask for language teaching in 
Turkish or Moroccan, then they will be provided with a teacher, but we do not 
have enough teachers. We hired a number of teachers in Morocco and after an 
additional education they got a job in our schools. The effect of it was that the 
parents are not very satisfied with the quality of education because the teachers 
more or less are in between two cultures. The parents are more to the original 
culture, the Arabic culture and the children gradually move to Dutch culture.
KL How does all of that fit in with the internationalisation process?
HB Part of our internationalisation is the reality that some parts of schools have a
large number of foreign children.
KL What effect does this have on the other children in the school? Does it open 
their eyes to other cultures?
HB Yes, if you are surrounded by Arab children then for sure you know about the 
Koran or Islam.
KL To change the subject again - has the basic Education Reforms had any effect 
on internationalisation?
HB In secondary education a new attitude is trying to be introduced. A national 
committee has been formed. The committee has introduced all kinds of ideas 
with respect to getting the pupils as soon as possible to be independent, how to 
stimulate their own ideas, how to motivate then to study, how to give them an 
independent attitude. This is very difficult and quite a lot of people have big, 
big doubts about whether this is realistic. The content of the teaching should 
be in a more clustered form, you make five major clusters of various 
disciplines which have a cross-cultural aspect and an international dimension. 
The international dimension is not naturally there, we try to influence the 
development by stimulating and giving the working groups some ideas on this 
matter.
KL It is not one of the cross-curricular themes?
HB No, internationalisation should be everywhere in each of the five clusters. The
only problem is the content and the various organisational problems.
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KL I thought that internationalisation or the European dimension was one of the 
themes that they had emphasised along with environmental education.
HB Okay, if you formulate it this way with ecological issues, it is a transversal
approach. The general idea is that secondary education should change.
KL It sounds like secondary education is moving away from subject-focused
teaching towards a similar approach to primary schools.
HB In the present secondary school the curriculum is very clearly defined, the 
school is teaching so many hours, so many topics with so many qualified staff 
to so many pupils. Whereas with the new system, you will have a lot of 
mobility in the school, with children moving from one lesson to another and 
from one group to another.
KL That has not happened in secondary education before.
HB No, they have stayed as a class as they moved, but now they will change
groups.
KL Do you see any barriers to the development of internationalisation in the 
Netherlands?
HB I do not think that we are afraid to set up international activities. What I read
from the reports is that generally everyone is very enthusiastic about it. There 
has always been a fear of losing a little bit of our cultural identity. English is a 
very dominating language and that fear is there. However, we are used to
international contacts, the country has been open for centuries to foreign
influences. If you now bring in international co-operation into schools most 
people would welcome the idea because it reflects what we have been doing 
economically for ages.
KL Are there any statistics to say how successful the Widening Horizons policy
has been?
HB This process is on-going. The separate programmes show what has been
achieved in PLATO for example.
KL The statistics will be a quantitative indicator of the number of exchanges
made, has there been any quantitative data collected?
HB That is the key problem. The European Platform have been invited to provide
the Ministry with information on the quality aspect.
KL The amount of money given to the European Platform is in the region of 8-10
million Guilders is that right?
HB Yes for national programmes.
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KL Does it include cultural relations or is it specifically for international 
education?
HB International cultural relations are classically those governed by cultural 
agreements and other formal bilateral relations. The Netherlands have about 
44 agreements. It is a very old system, it allows people to travel abroad from 
the Netherlands and allows us to invite people here. The funding for the 
cultural agreements is over and above the money for international education. I 
think that all together, although I am not sure, I estimate that at least 88 
million Guilders are spent, if you summarise all the programmes and include 
money given to Nuffic and to agricultural projects, in which our Ministry also 
participates.
KL That is a high percentage of the total budget?
HB No out of 33 billion guilders for education, 88 million guilders is not great.
KL What is your role in the European Platform in relation to your role in the
Ministry?
HB I was invited to create and stimulate a number of activities. Among others I
evaluate the effects of internationalisation on education. What is the effect on 
the quality of education? I run some international programmes. I am in 
charge of a number of in-coming study visits. I try to design some policies on 
it. On a national scale, we have a working group with Nuffic and CIBB on 
promoting quality in education.
KL So the Platform provides policy papers on a regular basis?
HB That is the idea, the Platform has already provided some advice with regard to
foreign language teaching and you have various programmes - bilingual 
language teaching etc. The Platform is reacting either on invitation or without 
invitation on new developments. There is a close relationship with the 
Ministry and the Platform. We are often in the Ministry.
KL The Ministry of International Affairs I believe has been slimmed down.
HB We have a Ministry of International Affairs and that is a modest, small
Ministry with regards to the budget, that is education, that is culture, that is 
agriculture etc. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is co-ordinating in general the 
international/cultural activities. There is a special ambassador for international 
cultural affairs.
KL  but in International Affairs you said that there was only seven members of
staff now?
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HB No, in the unit within the Ministry of Education there are ten staff. People 
working in the unit and several staff members in the different directorates. It 
is separate from the Ministry of International Affairs which is located in the 
Hague. I was the Vice Director of the unit (40 people). Now many people 
have other jobs, they have been placed in other institutions. Many activities 
have been out-placed, out of the Ministry. Gradually the number of staff 
members were reduced. It has gone from 40-10 people.
KL This decentralised policy was it viewed as a positive thing?
HB Parliament said yes this is a good policy.
KL Did the schools and teacher education institutions see it as a positive move?
HB I don’t know. You should realise that this move was done before the policy
paper Widening Horizons. The mobility then was mainly academic mobility at 
university level. The mobility of school teachers and teacher educators is new. 
New programmes have been developed.
KL The fact that the management of the programmes has been decentralised hasn’t 
caused any problems for communication and co-ordination? Do the agencies 
work well together?
HB I do not know if the communication has been improved. Nuffic had to set up 
new departments. There is a growing co-operation between Nuffic, CIBB and 
the European Platform. It is called BISON, it is a consulting forum of 
cooperation in field development..
HB The OECD made an examination, as they do of countries. In order to prepare
the Ministry set up a working team and we made a publication called The 
Richness o f the Incomplete and this paper gives a fine summary of the 
educational history as well as the various vital items in education - the main 
priorities in education. If I go back to the history of education in the 
Netherlands in the 17th Century, schooling was mainly a private business. 
There were teachers that you could hire. At the end of the 18th Century the 
state appeared with general guidelines and up until the French appeared there 
was freedom in education. In 1800 the first legislation was approved. The 
state at that time was what we called the ‘Nightwatch State’, doing nothing as 
long as no problems appeared. Gradually, the policy-makers, and in these 
days the King, realised that this was not a healthy situation. In the 1830s and 
1840s new laws were made. These laws turned the State into a State that set 
the conditions. There were measures against child labour, laws against 
discrimination etc. This was a period of liberation and the design of 
legislation where the State had a clear fimction, a clear role. The rough 
outlines for the school and the teacher were written. There was still a big 
difference between public and private schools.
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A solution was found after the First World War in which all schools had a 
certain level of quality. The only qualification for the school was the numbers 
of teachers etc. The freedom of education, is the freedom to set up a school 
within defined guidelines. The State claims the right to inspect schools. In the 
book The Richness o f the Incomplete all this is explained. The priorities 
moved. Nowadays, quality of education is a key item. The other is the 
relationship between the labour market and education. Various commissions 
were set up to have a forum between the world of the labour markets and the 
schools. This works up to now to the satisfaction of both parties. Schools are 
more and more teaching in the direction that industry wants, and industry has a 
clear say in education planning.
KL This fits in with European objectives - quality of education and preparing 
young people for a European labour market.
HB The European labour market is another item, this market is not very defined, 
actually there is a collection of labour markets, each country has its own 
labour market. However, there is a number of demands that you can frame in 
a European settlement. Brussels is trying to identify qualifications, for 
example, dentists, doctors etc., to make them relevant in all European 
countries.
KL The European policy papers also talk about promoting European citizenship, 
do you think that is on the agenda in the Netherlands?
HB We don’t talk much about European citizenship, we are European citizens 
already and have been for a long time. The people here look with an open eye 
on European developments. The news here on T.V is international, and people 
know what is going on in other countries. In the book I described The 
Richness o f the Incomplete the Netherlands were presenting a picture of itself 
and the OECD evaluations criticised the Netherlands. They said that the 
Netherlands had too provincial a view and that the international aspects were 
under developed. We made a good self-criticism, but the quality aspect of 
education missed the international dimension. As a result the Minister picked 
up the criticism and put new structures in place, gave money to new 
organisations and the rest of the developments are being put together by the 
political leaders. Mr Ritzen who followed Minister Deeman followed the 
same line of policy. Now the OECD is praising us for the internationalisation 
we have realised.
KL Another thing you spoke about was the ‘Cheering Policy’ - what was that?
HB During the period after the war the Minister of Education spent some 8 million
Guilders a year on cultural international relations, but when a university asked 
for support there was not enough money to go round. The Ministry supported 
the project, said it was a nice project, but gave them no money. In other 
words, they ‘cheered’ the project, but unfortunately could not support them 
financially. The government at that time, very openly said that it was the task
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of the local institutions. At that time there was no central policy. The local 
institutions said that they didn’t have the money, so the only 
internationalisation was cultural relations or what the universities could do 
themselves. The real break through was in the 1980s when Brussels provided 
huge budgets for international co-operation. Nobody had dared to dream of 
such funding possibilities.
KL Do you think that the new Socrates Programme will make a big impact on 
international co-operation in higher education?
HB Yes, it is a big budget, 850 million ECU per 5 years. Probably we will get 
some 5% of it, I know that we are diminishing some of our activities and I am 
not very happy about that.
KL Thank you, Hans for answering my questions, do you have any objection to 
me quoting you when I write up my paper?
HB No, of course not.
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KL You will see from my card that I am Kay Livingston. I am from the Faculty 
of Education of theUniversity of Paisley. I am carrying out a piece of research 
looking at the European dimension in teacher education in several European 
countries. I am trying to find out why it is being promoted in this country, 
how it is being implemented and what influence the policy papers have been at 
a national level and/or European level.
MW Are you doing it on behalf of your institution or is it commissioned by 
someone?
KL It is my own interest. The university is prepared to fund it, and also I was able 
to secure some funding from another source.
MW From the DG22 people?
KL No, not from them.
ML Interesting, because DG22 are interested in exactly what these projects are.
However, I will be able to tell you a little bit about that later, probably my 
colleague will be interested to meet you because he is going to co-ordinate that 
project and definitely would be interested in what you are doing or have been 
doing in that field.
KL I was asking Jacques exactly what Nuffic stood for. How it translates?
M Well, it is not an abbreviation any more. It was in the beginning because
when we were founded in 1952 it was the Netherlands Universities 
Foundation For International Co-operation. So in the beginning it was indeed 
an abbreviation. We changed in the early 1990s because very explicitly then
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the field for which we were working in the Netherlands was broadened with 
the HABO sector. So it is not only universities any more. What we did was 
we kept the abbreviation as a name because it was well known and established 
internationally, and now it just stands for Netherlands Organisation for 
International Co-operation in Higher Education.
KL Teacher education and universities?
MW Yes, well - what we call the HABO, non-universities and university education 
and international education which is a smaller sector in higher education.
KL What is your role within Nuffic?
MW Well, this booklet shows the different activities and departments of Nuffic.
One is International Credential Evaluation, to compare curricula and assess the 
value of foreign diplomas. One is called Human Resource and Institutional 
Development - that is the co-operation of developing countries. Then 
International Academic Relations - Co-operation in Industrialised Countries. 
And then we have a study centre, but that is completely oriented on education 
in developing countries and not especially at higher education , more on basic 
education (school based). And then we have the support of International and 
Advisory Research Networks. Also, there is the National UNESCO 
Committee. Nuffic brings together quite a lot of different fimctions and 
activities.
KL And which of these do you work in?
MW International Academic Relations. The whole of Nuffic is about 160 full time 
equivalent, about 200 people. This department - about 33 / 35 people. And 
we are mainly divided into 2 sections, one is for the management of the 
European programmes (Socrates, Leonardo, Tempus, etc.) and the other is for 
the Dutch international relations programmes (STIR programme), and apart 
from these 2 sections we have a staff unit which is called Policy Studies 
Project. So our unit is a staff unit which works directly under the Director of 
the Department. It is called PSP, Policy, Studies and Projects, and that is 
exactly what we do. It is also development of consultancy, research and 
training. We do quite a lot of activities in the way of training as well. So I 
think policy development is internal, as well as related to what the Ministry 
does, as well as what happens in Brussels and other institutions, so that is a 
very delicate field which reflects mostly on us as an intermediary.
KL I am trying to get an awareness of policies in the Netherlands - is there 
national policies in international education which are relevant to schools?
MW Yes, there is a national policy which is basically aimed at stimulating schools 
and institutions to develop their own international policies,
KL Is that Widening Horizons!
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MW That is correct. The current document for the whole education field is
Widening Horizons, For higher education it is now integrated into the regular 
comprehensive document on the planning of higher education.
KL Is that Basic Education Reforms?
MW No, that is Higher Education and Research Planning which is published every
2 years and internationalisation is now integrated into that.
KL I didn't know that. Is that lower secondary or upper secondary?
MW Higher education, for primary and secondary education the basis is still
Widening Horizons. So you could say that for higher education it has been 
more incorporated into mainstream policy.
KL So Nuffic took the Widening Horizons policy and implemented it?
MW Well, I think primarily - it is the institutions who have taken up Widening
Horizons to implement that. That is very much the philosophy of the Dutch 
Government in education. You could say that the national policy is there first 
of all to stimulate, secondly to give a framework, a policy context, and thirdly 
to overcome, but actually to break down obstacles to international co­
operation. The Ministry tries to work out in a European way and also in an 
bilateral way to breakdown obstacles, recognition, tuning of systems, etc. 
That is the principles of national policy. And the intermediary structures, 
Nuffic and the European Platform for primary and secondary education and 
the CIBB for Vocational training, are used to serve as a promoter. So we are 
supposed to promote this policy and we are supposed to do the actual 
management of the programmes that come along with this policy.
KL Does that involve producing a curriculum? Does it involve inservice?
MW It involves information activities. It involves promotion activities, it involves
the administrative role we have. We manage all these programmes, we 
administer scholarships and money, but we have some space for interpreting 
that role as we want and we said that there are 2 other important things that we 
should and actually do - provide training, support the professionalisation of 
people acting in this field, and also to do some more analytical and reflective 
work on what this international relations brings about, and that is the research 
and study part.
KL That is for teacher education or university students?
MW For the whole of higher education. Although in terms of its administrative
function Nuffic is very much looking or concentrating on exchange, on 
mobility, because that is the biggest thing, the grants for mobility. Besides 
that we also give project grants with that institutions get to implement
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anything, projects they want to set up, grants for staff and so on, but certainly 
here in this unit we are concentrating on research. We certainly do not
approach internationalisation as purely something to do with mobility, but 
rather as a process of educational development or change. It is very much an 
innovation approach which includes elements of mobility, networking, and 
curriculum development. We also look at institutionalisation, organisational 
models, effects, and so on.
KL How do you define a European Dimension in education?
MW That depends very much on the discipline in which you are involved. In
general, the European Dimension is what the European institutions make out 
of their European co-operation. That is definitely not something which is 
invented in Brussels. It can be quite different, it can be reflected in the 
curriculum, and I can show you examples of that, especially in teacher 
training. Or more broadly, in Social Sciences it is very often reflected in the 
comparative approach. You could say a traditional subject area is broadened 
by a comparative approach, that is what you usually see in social sciences. 
They not only include knowledge for students to know something about a 
foreign educational system rather than just knowing about their own, but it 
also includes the comparison of both and something I encourage very much, it 
goes beyond comparison. It goes into analysis and evaluation of what 
elements of different systems and practices and experiences can contribute to 
the further development in another country. That is in teacher training 
something interesting, for example, nursery schools in Italy are a very 
interesting thing and how can you learn from that, but also migrant problems, 
how are they approached in one country and how would that compare with or 
translate into another country? Yes, take out the good points and so on.
KL It would be interesting to look at the examples in the curriculum documents. 
It appears that internationalisation or the European Dimension has a high 
profile in the Netherlands. Why do you think that is? Why has it as much 
importance in the Netherlands?
MW I think it is a national tradition, to be international.
KL It has not been a European directive that has stimulated the policy making, it is
something that has been internal?
MW Well, we have of course this very strong national policy and programmes 
related to it - Widening Horizons, which broadened the possibilities for Dutch 
institutions compared to their partners in other European countries. It was 
especially in mobility, and secondly it was not meant just to raise the numbers 
of Erasmus students, but rather to seek for other destinations than those which 
can be covered by the Erasmus programmes - rather to diversify, to increase
the areas, e.g. into Eastern Europe, into the United States and so on.
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But I think basically why our Dutch institutions were so eager and quite 
developed in their international activities is because it is a national tradition to 
be international. It is a very strong notion also at the policy level and that can 
be traced to a very precise moment, but there is a very strong awareness that if
you are not international, I avoid the word European, you cannot keep up the
quality of higher education as you should do as a highly industrialised country. 
Because of scale of course, but more in general.
KL So it is linked to quality in education?
MW Exactly, and the link with quality is very mueh reflected in Widening
Horizons. Internationalisation is not only an end in itself, it is a means to keep 
up and improve the quality of education. It was a reaction to a comment which 
was made in an OECD review of the Dutch education system, in which it was 
clearly stated that the OECD (that report was presented to Parliament in 1985) 
found that Dutch higher education, especially in its research function, was too 
provincial, and that created a very strong reaction from the then Minister to do 
something about that, and that has been carried on by successive Ministers. 
That is not very surprising, comparable things have happened in other 
countries. Japan has a similar series of events. They also were reported on by 
the OECD, they too have been too much inward looking and they should be 
more open to the world universities and so on. They also picked that up and 
also linked it with quality. That is a very interesting similarity there.
JvM The OECD report is very sensitive. One of the points that Ladage made when
we met him at the Ministry was that we should sell our knowledge.
MW That is something I want to say. Especially for higher education, as I said, it
has been integrated in policy making and the quality perspective has been left 
more or less, I must say to my regret. It is now very much geared towards 
export of knowledge and the internationalisation is a cash cow. There is 
almost no implementation, yet we can see we are now going into directions 
that have been left by some countries. We are now interested in seeing how 
we can play a role in the higher education global market.
KL It is not just ensuring that the students that you produce are able to find
employment in the labour market. It is more than that. It is actually creating 
wealth from the exportation of knowledge.
MW Yes, that is the new direction, it is very recent. But it is a shift in objectives, it
is probably a shift in paradigms, in that you take internationalisation to serve 
another objective. There hasn't been any very explicit argumentation to the 
shift, from one staff member. They are of course resistant to do this, but we 
know how policy making goes. It starts as an anticipation on the fact that the 
European market of higher education will be opening out, students would 
probably go elsewhere, we want to have others instead.
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KL So the work in Nuffic, is it driven by the Ministry of Education or is it driven 
by the institutions in the field?
MW In between. We are supposed to be in between and we are supposed to meet 
the demands of both. Of course a lot of our money comes from the Ministry, 
but if we do not work in a way that the institutions recognise is useful we do 
not survive. But all these things are changing as well. We are increasingly 
supposed to earn our own money also, and to become very market oriented. I 
think that is comparable to a lot of organisations like ourselves.
KL You are only partly funded by the Ministry of Education and the rest of the
money you have to earn?
MW Well there are 3 usually. It is a kind of basic funding, a yearly grant from the
Ministry to exist, to keep up our quality and expertise and to do some basic 
functions like the international promotion. There is secondly a lot of money 
coming from our management fees, project management either from Brussels 
or the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the third thing is money from the 
market.
KL And do you then distribute the funding? Do you fund projects at higher
education level?
MW Yes.
KL Do they apply directly to you for funding?
MW Yes, and we have committees in which academics and people from the outside
are represented. We do not do the selection ourselves. We administer the 
whole lot of funds, etc.
KL Are teachers able to apply directly to Nuffic?
MW No, they usually apply to their institution. They can for a cultural agreement,
it depends on what programme they apply for, but the EU programmes, as 
well as the Dutch programmmes are through the institutional contract, it is 
collective and we even give the STIR grants to some institutions.
KL And how is the whole thing monitored? Is the work in Nuffic evaluated in
some way?
MW The regular accounts and submissions, of course, every year, reports etc, and
there is a regular internal and external evaluation, we have just had one this 
year.
KL Do you then have a role in monitoring what is happening in terms of the
European dimension and internationalisation in higher education?
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MW Yes, we are supposed to have that in terms of up-to-date data on databases in
terms of what the institutions do develop, etc., at a level of programmes as 
well, how many projects and numbers of students. We try to do some more 
in-depth work as well. That is because we think it is important.
JvM You have a quality system?
MW That is one of the things, but also for instance the reference guide we 
developed and we tried to put in profiles of each of the individual institutions 
in international activities, and that is something we would like to update every 
2 years and see if things are developing. Then we will do some more in-depth 
work on how institutions are institutionalising the European dimension, etc. 
We are still looking very much at the curriculum so that has been part of our 
research projects, it is part of our training programme, it is also something we 
do for our own interest - to see how this has been reflected in the curricula. We 
now very much need the quality assurance side to develop instruments for 
institutions for their self-evaluation of internationalisation and indicators for 
national organisations to be able to see how institutions develop themselves 
and so on.
KL So is this information gathered through someone visiting from Nuffic or is it 
through documentation that is sent to you, or is it gathered through 
questionnaires that are sent out?
MW All of those. It depends. There are of course some regular reports from the
institutions to Nuffic every year, if they apply for money they have to send in 
a policy plan, etc., and they have to report after on the way they spent their 
money, so that is a lot of updating you get automatically for the management 
function. Apart from that we have a very intensive way of communicating 
with the field by both commissions which bring together people from Nuffic 
and the institutions, but also by our training functions and we do a lot of 
workshops and conferences where we meet people and are able to exchange 
our views, and by surveys and interviews.
KL So the seminars and conferences and so on, do you initiate those? Do you
advertise a conference on an aspect of the European dimension and invite 
institutions to come along and it is up to them to decide whether they want to 
come or is it a directive for them to attend?
MW No, it is up to them. It is their choice, they pay for them themselves. But if it
is an information seminar related to the management specific programme there 
may be no charge because it is included in their functions.
KL Have you found that it is quite positive in terms of the numbers of people who
are willing to attend these seminars.
MW Yes, it is very satisfactory.
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KL Is it something that happens on a regular basis?
MW Yes. Of course Nuffic as a whole has a whole range of things which go on 
regularly, apart from the information meetings on the programmes, e.g. on 
Socrates, etc. I think every year we also hold a special day on Central Eastern 
Europe, or sometimes we can work on thematic things around a region, but we 
usually have one seminar or a one-day conference and a line of workshops, so 
that is more a training aspect so people apply to attend a series of 5 workshops 
in one year or one semester.
KL Clearly Nuffic has quite a central role as far as inservice is concerned?
MW Well, at this point, certainly for the higher education field, there is no other
player.
KL There is no other agency involved in staff development in terms of
internationalisation?
MW Not at international level. At a European level there is EAIE - European
Association for International Education. Are you aware of that organisation?
KL Yes, I know of it.
MW It is a huge organisation. They are an assocation of international educators,
they have about 1500 members, a big player in this field in Europe, and they 
have quite an extensive training programme in this field, in fact they do it in 
co-operation with us. Well, we do it and they present it. So at the European 
level it is very much Nuffic as well, in co-operation with EAIE, and I must say 
that this kind of activity is very much in demand at this point. We have 
been asked by the Australians to talk about co-operation in Australia and 
we are going to Canada next year.
KL You go to other countries and organise staff development as well?
MW Yes, on request. It is something we started to do a couple of years ago and we
now have some experience in it.
KL Within the Netherlands are the institutions paying for this inservice. The
kinds of things that you provide free are related only to project management, 
are they?
MW No, the programmes we manage, for example the Tempus Information Day,
etc., that is something we do for free, because it is included in our programme.
KL But the other examples of inservice, are they to do with producing a
curriculum?
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MW Well, yes. In the past 2 years we have had quite a lot of internationalisation on 
the curriculum, but we also had courses in policy development, administration 
of international education and quality assurance. We are now trying to go 
down to the actual teaching and learning itself.
KL And looking at the teaching and learning strategies? Do you have any papers 
that explain these kinds of things?
MW Yes. Now there is a newer one, one is institutional policies, the other one is 
Exporting Management Training Courses, how to get into this area and so on. 
It is not so much that we have everything here present on the shelf or 
something, but it is very attractive so we would rather provide them with it 
than it comes from other institutions. We get them into contact with each 
other and we provide a kind of theoretical basis from which their area of good 
practice can be developed or conceptualised.
KL Although you are not producing curricular documents yourself quite clearly 
you have an influential supporting role in their development?
MW We had a discussion about that this week. Somebody said that we could 
actually play a role in developing international programmes, but I do not think 
so - of course that is only my opinion - but I do not think so, because then you 
should have all disciplines on board. I do not think that is something you 
should do, and secondly for primary and secondary education we are used to 
having such a structure internationally like the supportive structure to schools 
in their institutional developments. We have had a whole lot of institutions
and organisations in the period of education working on that. SLO was one of
them, CETO was another. They make test materials, etc.
KL So do you work directly with SLO?
MW No because SLO has no function in higher education. That is what I wanted to
explain. This whole structuring which is very well known in the Netherlands 
has never existed in higher education and it will not. Institutions do not use it, 
they do not need it, they would not want it. They have the expertise. I cannot 
develop work in biology, etc.
KL So the seminars you run on curriculum are developing curricula at higher 
education level and as you say it is a framework that the institutions can then 
go and produce their own material.
MW Yes, it is making them familiar with the methodology how to develop it. I just 
give them an example of how you can probably develop a European 
dimension in social sciences, different for biological sciences, etc.
JvM You give those examples of how you do that in biology from an international 
perspective?
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MW Well yes, I would invite a biologist to give that example. We work with 
providing a theoretical basis and all the examples are case studies presented by 
people who have credibility and have been involved in this. But we never 
work in disciplinary settings. We have a lot of people together and people 
who have a lot of responsibility for internationalisation of programmes and 
they will get familiar with the methodology of doing that in different 
possibilities, the management of the processes which is very important in the 
evaluation perspective, how they are going to deal with all the different steps 
you have to take, and they will be provided with many different actual 
examples and have a lot of sharing of experiences among themselves.
KL When you are running seminars on policy making are you suggesting that an
institution sets out aims and a rationale and an action plan for 
internationalisation?
MW Yes that is at the institutional level. Although it can also be applied at the
faculty level. Much depends on how the institution is organised, and we work 
on the basis of a certain model of policy making which can be applied to 
higher education in general, and even to the non-profit sector more generally, 
and introduce that and make that specific to the internationalisation as a 
process and that includes typical things like SWOT analysis, etc. but also very 
special things of internationalisation.
KL You do not take it to the next step in how they would operationalise that. Is
that something that is entirely left to the institutions to work out for 
themselves? They have the policy, they develop an action plan and they 
actually implement themselves.
MW No, they do not even do that on the course. They get work on case studies,
imaginary case studies, in small groups and they take that experience back 
home and they either do it in their institution or do not do it, or they may do it 
in a completely different way.
KL But you have given them a basic framework which they can use. From the
interviews I have already carried out it appears that is a strategy that is 
important in the Netherlands, staff would rather feel they were producing a 
policy themselves rather than being directed to do it.
MW Yes, there is no national curriculum here. It is typical and absolutely related to
the culture of education in the Netherlands, but it is so much in the heart of it 
as well. It is an article of institutions, the framework of education, so it does 
not come fi*om here.
KL To go back to talk about influences, as far as promotion of the European 
dimension is concerned, is the main influence coming from the desire within 
the institutions themselves to develop it, rather than some kind of central 
force?
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MW
MW No, it is a facilitating measure, stimulating measures, but that is where it stops. 
Even if an institution says, ‘We don't want to be international, we do not want 
to be European, we want to be regional or local’, then that is up to them.
KL To summarise, the way that Nuffic is organised is in these different 
departments, and in the international academic relations you are looking at 
bringing university sectors together in different countries. Is that the main role 
of this department?
Well it is the same role as Nuffic's more general terms of promoting, 
supporting and managing the programmes that are there to support 
internationalisation.
KL And what is your role specifically within it?
MW Well, I work in this department for Policy Studies and Projects. There are four
of us plus our office managers and staff - and our main task is research,
training and consultancy and policy making, because we strongly believe that 
doing the three by one person is very, very important. It is indeed a cross­
fertilisation especially between training and research, but also research and 
policy, because we do policy analysis so it is linked. We stick to that principle 
because it is very fruitful, it is very difficult as well because you get some 
stress, you need to be a good teacher, a good researcher, to talk with the 
Ministry. We will stick to that, but we have divided the responsibilities in 
terms of who has a certain final responsibility for co-ordinating roles, so my 
colleague Hans Van Dyke is co-ordinator for training and I am co-ordinator 
for research, I have responsibility for all research projects.
KL Is this Hans van Dyke from the Hogeschool Gelderland?
JvM No, it is another one.
KL Within Nuffic you mentioned some obstacles earlier on in relation to the 
promotion of internationalisation. What are those obstacles?
MW Well, that was one of the elements of national policy especially, to break down 
the obstacles to internationalisation co-operation and solve them. The 
Ministry sees them and we provide information and analysis of them, the 
language of course, different system of degrees, and higher education structure 
to the dual systems and so on. We had degrees in other countries which were 
difficult to understand, language is another thing, housing in terms of 
mobility, access to the system - that has to do with recognition, recognition 
after graduation. The only very typically Dutch thing I would say is the 
language and the degrees.
KL Are these barriers related to the aim of this particular department?
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MW No, that is the Ministry who have that as one of those main topics and it means 
that the Minister makes an agreement with the Minister of Flanders or 
Belgium, tries to get these obstacles removed, tries to get the obstacles 
removed within the European context of course.
KL I am interested in the policy documents and how they relate to the 
implementation process. Are you able to tell me about the implementation 
process, how policies are implemented?
MW You mean links between us and the institutions?
KL Yes.
MW We have some committees which have been there for a long time in which 
representatives of all the universities and the major internationally active 
teacher education institutions are represented. They meet every 6 weeks. 
They have an agenda there which is broad based on the one hand, what is 
going on in all the programmes, what is coming up in Brussels, and on the 
other hand, the issues that come from the institutions themselves. And that is 
one way, a very clear way, of playing the role of intermediary between 
organisations. Translating backwards and forwards between the different 
actors.
JvM You also have direct instruments, for example, you have the possibility of
STIR grants in those institutions which would like to do something about 
implementing the European dimension. Within the group it could be 
promoted by the instrument of STIR. This instrument is finished more or less, 
are there other instruments which you have promoted more actively?
MW There is money and that comes from the Ministry. We have money to
distribute, if the Ministry or Brussels says okay and gives it to Nuffic to 
distribute and to manage. There are probably new programmes coming up, 
but it is the Ministry who decides what they want done. We do not make the 
national policy - that must be very clear - nor do we make the policy for 
institutions either.
KL So it is a guiding role?
MW Well, no, I would not say so. We are not the ones who set objectives, because
we could think in a certain way about the appropriate instruments for eertain 
objectives, but if the Ministry thinks another instrument is more appropriate, 
well we can have a dialogue, but still we do not make the decisions.
JvM What about in the field of quality systems?
MW Well, we do not have anything to say about quality systems. We just work in
the field of international activities and put the international dimension into 
quality field systems with the HA VO. It works out wonderfully and there is a
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publication coming out in 4 weeks time from HAVO. There are a number of 
actors. We are working between 2 Ministries, not only Education but also 
Foreign Affairs.
KL You are working for both Foreign Affairs and Education?
MW More money comes from Foreign Affairs than from Education. The really big
one comes from Foreign Affairs, that is for developing countries for economic 
affairs as well. The export perspective brings us to work with that. But also 
Central and Eastern Europe, it is involved in that field as well.
KL Jacques mentioned STIR. What was STIR?
MW STIR is the Dutch Stimulation Programme for Internationalisation in Higher
Education, both HABO and universities. HABO was allocated a terrible lot of 
money, and the universities very little. But that was because HABO had a 
kind of backward position at that point compared to universities and they used 
it in a wonderful way to get their international experience and role up to that 
of the universities. They were very, very entrepreneurial, very active and 
some of them are definitely more international now than the universities are.
KL HABO is the polytechnic level?
MW Yes.
KL And why has STIR come to an end then if it was successful?
MW Because it is a stimulation programme, and a stimulation programme is always 
there to come to an end at some point. The drawback is always that if you stop 
the stimulation you can lose some of the effects achieved, but it is supposed to 
be pump-priming in the first place. Increasingly the institutions are supposed 
to take over what has been achieved, which does not happen of course, 
because any organisation being able to get subsidies tends to depend on 
subsidies and tends not to anticipate the day when it will end. That is the same 
for universities by the way. But I think there is still something left, but the 
Ministry is not very careful about how the end of the programme should be 
organised. Now it seems to us it will very soon stop and if the institutions do 
not anticipate adequately we will help them to anticipate adequately by saying 
do this step by step, but have another interest, another perspective.
KL Are there new programmes coming up?
MW Well yes, there are new programmes coming up, in different areas, new policy 
objectives. That is also very interesting in a way and difficult for us to find 
out how to react to that because it is not now educational policies. We now 
have a new external relations policy for the country as a whole, as a result of a 
new government, and one of the things we are going to do is to review and to 
re-establish the whole foreign policy of the Netherlands and education and
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culture is part of that. Besides that, of course, there is certain education 
policies, some of them have their own on-going things, but the new external 
relations policy is supposed to be the underlying principle and that sets out 
some priorities in terms of regions, but it also gives a certain new philosophy 
to the whole thing which is very much in terms of economic interest. It is not 
only the Ministry of Education who has taken a more commercial approach, it 
is the whole matter of Foreign Affairs.
KL You spoke at the beginning about Nuffic's role in terms of the new Socrates, 
Tempus and so on, what is that role? Is it institutions coming to you with an 
idea for a project and you provide advice in some way?
MW It is different. For Tempus - we are an information point, broadly and simply. 
So that is exactly it.
KL For example insitututions may phone you up and say how can we do such and 
such and you would give them the relevant information?
MW Yes, someone is manning the Tempus Office and institutions would apply 
directly to Brussels for their projects. For Socrates it is different again, they 
need to send their applications to Nuffic because we are the national awarding 
authority.
KL You function like the Central Bureau in our country. In the UK we send our 
applications to the Central Bureau in London. In the Netherlands, institutions 
would send them to Nuffic?
MW Yes. But we also provide them with information on Socrates. In parallel to 
that we also are going to see how things work out. There are information 
meetings which we are supposed to organise because we manage the 
programme and we want people to fill in their application forms correctly. 
There is a promotion team for the country and we co-ordinate that promotion 
team, and in a more in-depth way, and a very structured way, we also provide 
a training programme for that, so if people really want to see in a more 
comprehensive and a more structured way how they can develop their 
institutional policy and use the institutional contract to work that out, they can 
also take a training course, a 5-day workshop.
KL Are you similar to other national agencies in that you have a role in deciding
which projects are the ones which should be funded?
MW Well, it is different now between Socrates and Erasmus. I should be careful 
there. In Erasmus we didn't select at all and now we are supposed to give 
some advice. Yes, it is different. We have so many programmes in the 
department sometimes I have to think out the fine details of one from another.
KL Presumably all the departments work in close co-operation with one another?
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MW Well, in one sense that is absolutely true, but in another it is like any big 
organisation where various sectors each have their own cultures and dynamics. 
But if we need each other there is not any obstacle to working together and 
where we need to do so it is very successful in effect. But in the same way 
sometimes there is a loss of effect because we do not know exactly what the 
others are doing. This distinction of the world of industrialist and non­
industrialist countries which is still the current way of organising Nuffic - well 
there is an on-going debate about that as an organisational principal - but it is 
also difficult to find an alternative, but one of the drawbacks of that is 
countries which were developing countries some years ago, and now are 
newly emerging countries, we are saying who is going to deal with those 
countries. And sometimes it is our department and at the same time another 
one comes in with a different programme there. And Central Eastern Europe 
is the region where both departments are very active and also this is one area 
where accreditation and evaluation are involved, because in their department 
the whole comparative work on educational systems, qualifications, 
programmes in type of institutions is done. But also in our research projects if 
we need a country specialist we can very easily draw people together in teams 
from one or other department,
KL It is good that that the flexibility is there.
MW Yes, when you look at official regulations and procedures it is quite rigid but
when you come to practical work it is very flexible. In training also we work
with people from other departments.
KL Obviously the remit is in higher education as you said, is there any policies 
that are specific to teacher education?
MW No, because first of all there is the Whitlow, the National Working Group on 
Internationalisation in Teacher Education, in which Nuffic has always been 
represented. (Whitlow is the Organisation of Teacher Training Institutes
dealing with international affairs, either inservice or initial.) So we have
always been involved in that group as we are in many other groups in other 
disciplines as far as they are organised at a national level. They are sometimes 
for medicine, and also they are organised sometimes at European level for
certain subjects. And we advise these groups. But we do not have anything
particular for teacher training.
KL When you organise your seminars and conferences they are open to all 
disciplines?
MW Yes, always. That was one of the principles we started to work on and as 
formalities proved to be very effective and very interesting and much cross 
fertilisation because when you see curricula becoming internationalised you 
very often see it becoming very interdisciplinary as well. And as I said we do 
not do anything discipline-specific because we do not have that type of 
expertise.
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KL What about the distinctions between a European dimension and 
internationalisation? Is there a preference in Nuffic for one term over the 
other. Do they see one as being different from the other?
MW No, I think we basically have the same thing in a higher educational 
institution, from an academic perspective you would always talk about the 
international dimension, because in academic ways there is no need to limit 
yourself to Europe unless you are teaching European Studies or something like 
that.
JvM Or unless you have got the money from Europe and you are bound by the
terms of that. You need to be careful of incorporating the terminology of that.
MW But we have also a pragmatic approach in the institutions. If the money came
from Brussels and it is a European Partnership or a European Partnership 
Network then of course you talk about the European dimension.
KL When you are giving seminars or advice on curriculum documents you would
be talking about an international perspective rather than focusing in on 
particularly European affairs?
MW Well, it depends. So far I think yes, from an academic point of view and that
is the basis for our training activities as well and for all the research we do in 
this area, etc., it is international. But in this programme we would have a 
separate module on the European dimension in both a conceptual way - what 
does it mean, how can it translate into the different disciplines - and in a 
pragmatic way - where can you get the money from to do something.
KL In the hogeschools, for example, if there is a module being produced in the
European dimension, is that sent to Nuffic for any kind of validation or is it 
just for interest?
MW We do not at all have a role in validation. Not at all. We are not even
validating or recognising. We advise institutions on how they can evaluate the 
credentials from abroad, but we do not have any role in accreditation. Now, 
for example, for the master programmes that are offered in popular institutions 
there is going to be set up a separate body. Nuffic has been involved in these 
pilot projects and in the thinking about them. We always involve some of our 
people, but very often in an advisory role.
You see in the other departments, we work in co-operation with the 
industrialised countries. We have a Japan programme here. In terms of our 
research we very much work for OECD, that is the United States, Canada, 
Australia, etc. So that is our focus and Nuffic as a whole works with 
UNESCO, the World Banks in terms of its donors and in terms of the 
countries, except for those countries with which Netherlands do not have any 
diplomatic relations, we are involved everywhere, all over the place.
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KL It certainly sounds as if you have quite a status as far as the advisory role and
the number of things you are involved in.
MW Yes, especially internationally. You should understand that in a national
context our role is limited in some areas. In an advisory capacity well the 
institutions can take it or leave it, it is just advice. In the management context, 
the management function is very obvious and very straightforward. But in a 
way nationally we are bound to a very specific role - nothing! Internationally 
we play a very different role. It is very interesting to see.
JvM Realising the exporting of knowledge, perhaps?
MW Well, probably. That is a new role for Nuffic. Trying to export higher
education. It is very new. But in the international field Nuffic is very well 
recognised.
KL So internally it is an advisory role, but internationally it i s  ?
MW It is also advisory, but also the expertise of Nuffic is certainly recognised in
the country, but internationally in a much stronger way. It is not only thanks 
to Nuffic itself, but it is very much thanks to the country. The Netherlands is 
so active in international co-operation, etc., so it is known as a country which 
has gained some expertise and Nuffic resembles all this expertise in a way. It 
is an institution which is more than 40 years old and it has a standing and a 
reputation, etc. And so in the field of international co-operation and higher 
education, whether it is recognition or whatever, anywhere in the world people 
will say "Let us call Nuffic", and that is quite interesting. It is quite an effort 
to keep it up. I think we benefit from that very much, but that is thanks to 
generations of colleagues and experts who have been active here for years. I 
really became aware of that when I went abroad to work for Nuffic for the first 
time. I was impressed by the reaction that my business card got. And when I 
was in the United States in October I didn't get that. They said, "Nuffic, what 
is Nuffic?" Not everywhere of course, because we had co-operation with all 
countries except the United States. There is a special national agency which 
handles this.
KL Internally, do you have a reporting back role to the Ministry?
MW Yes, only reports.
KL Do they use Nuffic as a fact finding mechanism, to find out what is happening 
in the field?
MW Yes, but much more directly than an annual report. It is like a non-stop
consultancy role. We have a certain monitoring role at least, sometimes
evaluation.
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KL Do you have any links with the European Platform or are you completely 
separate?
MW Yes, that is something I should also tell you about. I think 2 years ago, more 
or less on the initiative of Nuffic, but also asked for by the Ministry in 
Widening Horizons, the Ministry said the policy is going to be implemented 
through an intermediary structure, including Nuffic, CIBB, Platform, etc., in a 
network. They wanted it to be a network system structure. There is a fourth 
one, NET A, which is for education in agriculture, both at the upper secondary 
and higher education levels.
KL So the four are Platform, Nuffic, CIBB, which is for vocational and upper 
secondary, and NET A, which is for agriculture in schools and universities.
MW That is because education in agriculture is still part of another Ministry, the 
Ministry of Agriculture, so there is indeed a fourth one. As I said it was 
already requested by the Ministry in Widening Horizons and it has been 
picked up and taken forward as an initiative in Nuffic to establish a network of 
these four organisations. I do not know exactly what the status of that network 
is. Anyway, there is a network, a kind of consortium. I do not know exactly 
the legal form that this organisation has chosen. Anyway, they are starting to 
co-operate. They have just finished a phase of finding out where there is a 
need for co-operation, where we can benefit from each other, where we can be 
more effective, etc. Some areas are very obvious, like information meetings, 
Socrates, for instance which we will do together. And CIBB and NETA, in 
the new programmes where we are forced into co-operation. But also in terms 
of learning from each others methods, firom what the management do, from the 
way in which you monitor, and for example chairing a group of people from 
the 4 institutions who are supposed to work on quality assurance analysis, 
monitoring and evaluation. We are trying to find out how Platform is coping 
with the evaluation and monitoring in schools and assuring the quality in 
international education, and how do we do that.
JvM Is there a report of that?
MW No, not yet, we are not as far as producing a report.
JvM I see a lot of schools who are eager, they want some kind of instruments which
will make quality assurance more systematic.
MW Really? Well our project is going to be published, yes, but fi’om the
cooperation, no - not yet. Hans Brosse has been attached to the European 
Platform for example, especially to work on this quality assurance thing. He 
has been working on a paper on that. He consulted me several times in his 
work so there has been quite some contact. He is going to present that on 19th 
December, they have a special day, and he has invited me to speak about 
quality assurance, about the way we work on that etc., so there is certainly an 
increasing involvement in each others' developments.
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KL You are talking about quality assurance in developing an international 
profile?
MW Well, quality assurance in your international activities, whatever they are. If it 
is receiving students, sending out students, receiving staff, having foreign staff 
on board, having your own staff teaching abroad, having an international
curriculum, etc.
KL It is about identifying performance indicators?
MW No, that is not the method we chose, because we have in the Netherlands
based our approach completely on the existing quality assurance system, 
because we did not want it to be something separate. So the HA VO Quality 
Assurance System has been brought in as a blueprint and we just 
operationalise it for us.
KL Is that through self evaluation?
MW Yes, that is going to be published. But Platform has not gone so far as
developing an instrument. It is interesting Jacques that you tell me schools are 
interested because we could very well help them with something like that.
JvM Yes, there is a need for that,
MW Hans Brosse is supposed to be coming to see me this afternoon, so I will tell
him and we can try to work out how it could be. Anyway, so there is the start 
of co-operation between these organisations.
KL I have come to the end of my questions, is there anything you want to add?
MW No, I think what is most practical now is that you have a look at the curricular
documents, for instance. We have a collection, not a systematic collection in 
that we do not ask every institution who makes an international programme to 
send responses, but they often sent us it anyway. We find out what they are 
doing in one way or another. We have quite a collection of international 
programmes. We have picked out some in teacher training. Some of it is in 
English and some in Dutch. Some are probably a little out of date, but Jacques 
will probably know that better than I do. Some of it is at university and some 
is at polytechnic level, so you have a broad view.
KL Is this the best document to look at to understand the organisation of Nuffic?
MW No, we have the annual report. In English I only have the 93/94 version, but I
will get you one. Here is another thing you may like to look at in terms of 
curriculum which might interest you. {Internationalisation o f the Curriculum) 
We did a research project and if you want to have one you can buy one from 
downstairs. I know there are only 10 copies left. It is in English.
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KL Yes, I would like to buy one.
MW This report is part of the OECD project I was talking about. It is just a report
in terms of the design of the study and the whole concept of the framework. It
is complete and in terms of its findings it is based on the Dutch country study,
and I also have a report on the 6 countries which were involved. I think I can 
give you that. It is still under embargo, but if you treat it as confidential there 
is no problem. It will be published next year. Please treat it as confidential 
This is a cross-case analysis of the 6 countries which participated. It tells a lot 
of stories already, but it is interesting because it really gives a cross- 
international perspective.
KL Obviously I will not quote at all from this report, but do you have any 
objection if I use what we have talked about.
MW No problem.
KL And your actual title in Nuffic, what is it?
MW Research Co-ordinator.
Here is an article on quality assurance in internationalisation. And the 
instruments we developed. In a way these are annexes to this paper. This is 
the draft. Well, it is finished now, and I have a final copy with the introduction 
in English. So I will give you that. This is the draft of the finished one which 
is not published. I cannot leave it with you but you can have a look.
Here is probably the last thing that I should mention about Nuffic. As you 
said, most countries have a Nuffic-like organisation, the British Council, etc. 
Although I do not think Scotland has anything?
KL Well, what we have is our own Central Bureau which is an agency of the one 
in London and we have a Eurodesk which is European in its focus and it 
produces information on Socrates and so on, so it is an information type 
bureau.
MW Well, it would be British Council in the UK, DAD in Germany, it is CEMO in 
Finland, there is quite a number of institutions and these institutions together 
they also form an association which is ACCA - Academic Co-operation 
Organisation, based in Brussels. Nuffic is one of the founding organisations 
together with the British Council. ACCA is an interesting organisation as 
well. One of the interesting things about them is that they have won the bid 
for managing the Socrates programme for the whole of Europe. I happen to 
work for ACCA as well, as Research Co-ordinator.
KL These documents are very interesting, thank you again for the interview.
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KL What you do in your role as Student Advisor as far as the international work is
concerned.
BB My name is Ben Bartels. I am responsible for student mobility in the Faculty
of Education of Hogeschool Nijmegen. That is one of my jobs. The other 
one is to co-ordinate the module 'European Dimension' in Teacher Training 
and the third one is European Projects. Sometimes I am involved in other 
departments, for example - for history or geography, especially for historical 
or cultural landscapes or environmental courses. This summarises my job.
KL Obviously you think that the European Dimension is a necessary part of
education. Why do you think it is important?
BB I think if you look at current affairs, if you look at the politics, all things are
more international and they will become more and more international, so I 
think if you want to be a world citizen which we will all become in the next 10 
years - or maybe we have already become that - you have to know that there 
are differences among people and you have to learn how to handle that, how to 
do that, and I think that is the most important reason. And especially here in a 
teacher training institute it is necessary because it is a base for people who 
want to become teachers and they have a kind of job to do, and for them if
they choose that profession, I think it is an essential that they need today. It is 
also asked for, the European Union asks very strictly that the teachers play a 
very important role in giving information to the younger generation. It is just 
the job of a teacher, of course.
KL How would you define a European dimension in education?
BB That is a problem because I do not have one definition. It is so multi­
disciplinary. You put a lot of things in. I don't like, for instance when you 
have Erasmus students you are very bound to one item. I do not think that is 
good because when you are working on the European dimension you have to 
look as much as possible to the whole society, to the whole culture. There are 
a lot of aspects which are coming in and I think that is the European 
dimension. Of course there is always a process of reflection going on. How is 
my own luggage and what is coming to me and I think that is the European
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dimension in total. It is a process going on, to see things and learn how to 
handle it by yourself.
KL Do you think it is difficult for teachers to introduce it into their teaching when 
it means so many things to different people?
BB For me it is not. I can understand it. I think it is very easy. For instance if 
you start every lesson with a newspaper only for 5 minutes, there is so much 
going on in the world and to see that every newspaper starts not with local 
news, but always with international news. That is a good beginning, and to 
everybody it is so normal that we start with the international news. Why 
therefore is it impossible for teachers to bring in all kinds of aspects? And it is 
not necessary to do it every day, or every day in the same proportions, but I 
think you have to do this and I think teachers have to prepare themselves very 
well and have to read more and prepare more on the European dimension, 
because it would make it very nice and also very practical.
It is also good for reflection, for children to see what has happened. What 
happens and is normal in your own culture may also take place in another 
culture. Is that thing natural or is it only something that is a cultural baggage 
of your own? I think that this process of reflection is important. In Holland 
there is now a renewal going on in education, starting now in secondary (Basic 
Education Reforms) and one of the most important items is the reflection or 
attitudes, and I think especially the European dimension can make it very easy 
for teachers, because teachers have the problem of making it practical. I think 
if you are thinking in the European dimension way of giving lessons, then it is 
very simple because with everything that is going on you can put questions 
behind it. For example in our country it is normal but how would that be in 
Spain, how would it work in Italy? I think if you are thinking more in that 
way it will be very good.
KL So you are actually teaching in the European dimension yourself? You have 
the opportunities to teach students?
BB Yes. I already told you, I am responsible for the course Module called Europe 
and if you want to talk about Europe you have to start with a kind of historical 
perspective of course, like political. So that is always built up in 3/4 major 
streams. The first items are more the information items like regional 
variations, political, languages - the intercultural language aspect, economics. 
It depends what group we have. All the students are split up in 4 groups, a 
primary group, a language group, an arts group and a science group.
KL Are they all primary education students or are some secondary?
BB No, primary is a group by themselves, and the secondary are split up between 
language, science and arts. The emphasis is a little bit different. That is one 
part, a kind of introduction. The second part is, we always say, from the 
European dimension in your profession, in teacher training, in your own item
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which you are studying here, your own subject and that is a kind of 
introduction. And later on they get working with it in groups. Make a very 
simple lesson on how you can introduce the European dimension and they 
present it in the group. It will be discussed - 'Is that a European dimension?' - 
and they then see that there are all kinds of ways to do it. There is not one 
good way.
I think it is also very personal, and depends on the way you like to be or the 
way you teach. If you are more practical or whatever. So I always say the 
European dimension is the same as Environment in Education, because when
offering environmentalism it is also multi-disciplinary, and I think European is
also. It is totally bound up in each other and that is part 2 of the course. Part 3
is studying abroad.
KL But they don't all do that?
BB No, but everybody gathers information in the beginning, but it is more a kind
of introduction to the procedures - if you want to go, what questions you have 
to ask yourself, what extra dimension would it give to me as a teacher? Is it 
financially viable? Can I go, because it costs a lot of extra money? Is it for 
me to go abroad because you have to pay some extra money? All of these and 
also the procedures, not only to go abroad but also the procedures to go to the 
people who are responsible for your studying subjects; for the credits, because 
nobody is going abroad if he cannot get the credits which he is missing here. 
Maybe you could miss one or two, but not more. That is one of the things. 
But another thing about studying abroad is also the European education 
systems.
KL So you look at other European systems of education?
BB Yes, and the 4th part is a practical thing and it's a kind of excursion. In the 
past we always went to Brussels, but that is not possible now. It is too 
theoretical for them and what they are seeing over there is only confusing in 
that they think that is how Europe is working. Only offices, and only 
bureaucracy. So last year we went just across the border in the Euregio area 
here. We visited schools, we visited Euregio Offices, we visited all kinds of 
projects who are working together in the area of environmental protection. 
We have here a new project which is called Geldersporte which is a world 
wildlife funded project. That is a new project they created to turn the old 
river wetlands back to what they naturally were, and a part is on the Dutch 
side and a part is on the German side, they are working very closely with each 
other and people have to move and they give the land back to the river. And 
they introduce all kinds of animals which lived there in the earlier days like 
beavers, all kind of insects, etc.
This is one of the things, but also in culture a lot of things happen. There is 
also Dutch or German groups who have made this tour around the theatres. 
They were focused nationally but now they come from Germany into our
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region and go back to Germany. And also the Dutch go there. The second - 
this is a very nice thing - most people who are here speak some German, but 
on the other side of the border the Germans do not speak any Dutch, but they 
are learning very quickly now. And they are starting secondary schools which 
will become bi-lingual. So already now, and it's very nice to see, there have 
been benefits, and I have a lot of contact with those because I am also in the 
project to negotiate with the projects of the whole region and one of them is 
language courses. I do not give them myself, they are done by language 
teachers, but I have to organise them and so on. And what you see is that in 
some schools already, the teacher - for instance Geography - gives his lesson 
in German and the next lesson he has to give in Dutch.
KL Regarding this module we have been talking about, what are the aims of that 
module?
BB The most important aim is the European dimension. To understand that the 
world is changing. And European is only a name for something much wider. 
For European dimension you could say international dimension, because the 
idea is much wider, although the European links are there - the cultural links 
and so on. These are typically European, but there are a lot of other things. 
You see it and I always warn my students because Holland is also very 
American oriented and this is the same as England of course, but I think 
Holland is more American oriented than England because nearly all the series 
on television are American.
I invited some of the European Members of Parliament here for discussion and 
the nice thing is that the younger people, the students, don't like the idea that 
they have only one identity, one culture, they are afraid of one culture and 
everybody wants a variety of cultures. That is our base, and I always say to 
them, "Why are you so afraid of one culture? You are living nearly in one 
culture. You are all nearly living like Americans." This is the Coca Cola 
generation. All in jeans, the same music, etc., and then they start to think, "Is 
it true?" Because for a lot of them culture is already unified and they do not 
see it, but only the idea that something like this happens makes them afraid of 
it. But I think the most important aim is to understand that there is something 
going on and that we will become not only European citizens, but world 
citizens.
KL You do not think that it comes back to what we were talking about earlier that 
by looking internationally they actually become more nationalistic, if they 
worry that they are losing the Dutch culture.
BB If they were abroad, all the students seem to think it would make them more
nationalistic, but most students who went abroad are much more 
internationally oriented. Maybe it's also a little bit cultural because the Dutch 
were always traders and they were always sneaky enough to learn somebody's 
language. I think that is also a part of our culture, and we also see the benefits 
of being international. And also because we are traders, and we are living
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only in our present economic position because we have import and export 
involvement, and make money with it. For that you have to communicate very 
well to try to understand the language and the other cultures, but maybe there 
is something natural here that says you can make some benefit from it. I don't 
know, but maybe.
KL You talked about some of the teaching and learning strategies. You obviously 
think reflection is important. The Module is not just about giving information 
is it? Is it about trying to raise the consciousness of the students?
BB Yes, there are 4 parts - after their excursion, they have to write a report, a
reflectional report. They have to work out a task in the class on the European 
dimension as a subject. Later on there is a kind of test. They have to take a
test, but the test is very open.
KL It is evaluated in some way?
BB Yes, different ways. Participation is evaluation. They have to score at least
80%. They have to do all those three things or they do not pass.
KL Is it worth one credit?
BB Yes, it is worth one credit generally. It depends. Some of them can make 2 of
it. They can widen it. Most of our credits are in the programme, but you don't 
choose all the subjects, every year you can choose 10% of the credits. And it 
is growing now because already we have over 30 modules which are free for 
choosing and I think they want to go up to 25%.
KL Is the module something that all primary education students do, some
language students and so on? Is that the only input they get in the European 
dimension?
BB That is not the only part. There is for instance, all second year students from
primary and secondary have to follow this module. In the third year there is
an extra module and that is for students who go abroad and it is more a
preparation module. I tell them something about what it means to study 
abroad and so on. Other students who were abroad tell them of their 
experience over there. They are mostly very enthusiastic, but what they have 
to do more is (1) work out at least two items as a kind of preparation, one is 
always the education system of the country, to figure out how it works and so 
on, and (2) - or (2) and (3) - depends on how much time they have, that can be 
anything, that can be the way of living, the cultural aspects of the society 
where they are going and so on. So it is a kind of way to give them some 
knowledge via preparation.
KL The module is taught not just by staff from the international centre but by staff
within primary education?
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BB Yes, normally there is some people involved from the Centre of International 
Education, but mostly I have a selection of people, guest lecturers, who come 
from abroad, from Europe, etc. But I have also teachers who are here to do 
regular teacher training and they are involved in all kinds of networks. They 
have a very wide experience of it. For instance in the primary department I 
think more than 10 people have been in Erasmus networks for years and years, 
for instance, two colleagues every year have a project also - the European 
Dimension in Primary Education and they go with 4 students.
KL So that is 10 people in Primary Education. How many people are there
altogether in Primary Education?
BB In Primary Education I think something like 40 in total.
KL So it is quite a high proportion of the staff?
BB Yes, primary is very high and becoming more and more. I think maybe there
are more, but it is very high over there. In secondary it is much lower. But 
thinking further, it might also be very high - because we have language 
trainers, language teachers, though I am not sure that you can say they are very 
involved in the European dimension. Maybe more in the bi-cultural or bi­
lateral dimension. But especially it depends on the subject. Geography and 
economics are very active in international processes. Geography and history 
are very involved. Languages of course - they go abroad. Health care is quite 
involved. But the other sciences are not.
KL So do you monitor what is going on? Do you know what people are doing in
primary education and in secondary education, or is it up to their own staff to 
make the decisions?
BB In regular programmes?
KL Yes.
BB It is up to themselves.
KL But you know that things are going on?
BB Yes, for instance I know that in Geography they have their own European
courses, for something like six credits. They make excursions through a lot of 
European countries. History has the same, economics also. Health care and 
Information (PR) also has their own modules about their own specific 
subjects. Pedagogics also has a module. We are sometimes involved in it. 
They ask us to give some guest lectures and they ask us for information on 
how to put the European dimension into those courses and I always try to 
involve as much as possible of the subject teachers or lecturers in that, because 
for me it is the best guarantee that they will also do it in their own courses.
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KL So it acts as staff development?
BB Yes, and the Directorate (The Dean) is very keen on it. It is high on his
priority list, you could say. I think it is also one that you need for the basis of
success in introducing the European dimension. You see the Dean has to say
it has a priority, but on the other hand you have to have lecturers who are very 
enthusiastic.
KL So it has to be a bottom-up approach?
BB Yes.
KL May I ask you some things concerning the national level? What do you think
were the major influences in promoting a European dimension in the 
Netherlands? Was it European directives or was it from things that were 
going on within the Netherlands? What do you think were the influences that 
promoted a European dimension in education?
BB I do not know. I think it is something that is a little bit typically Dutch. In 
Holland we know very well our country is small and if you want to do more 
you need other countries. I think in the beginning it was not promoted by 
anyone, but I think it was always there. If I think back to my own youth - I 
would have been aged 8 or 9 at the time - we already had student exchanges 
with Germany in order to learn something of their way of life, and that was 30 
years ago.
KL So it was before any of the European directives?
BB I think we need to leam about other countries to grow, because we are people
who depend on trading. OK, there are some waves, there are some who are 
more nationalistic and so on, but they are very few, they are in a minority in 
our country. The idea that it must be structural, this is new. I think that has 
been bom. That is one of the processes which has been brought from Brussels, 
but already we did all kind of inservice training at the beginning of the 80s 
which was not promoted by Brussels.
KL And were there government documents at that time which were giving 
direction?
BB Yes, I think we had all kinds of government documents, for instance, for 
secondary what criteria they have to fulfil to pass exams? And always as far 
as I remember there was a kind of international criteria inside.
So maybe that is also something that is typically Dutch, the fact that it was 
included. For instance as I grew up I was very interested in geography, history 
and so on and the items for your secondary exam were I think only one or two 
Dutch, but 4 or 5 were external - always one of the third world, one of the 
European countries, one physical and so on, so that was built in even at that
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time. Also in history especially, the exam items were the recent modem 
history, but there was only a little bit, really a small part of it, it was typically 
Dutch, the rest was wider. In Holland when you get studying, for instance 
history, you would start in the module which is the Roman Invasion, then 
Egypt, Greece, Rome, the Middle Ages, then you have Europe of course, but 
that is still going on. Then we get the Renaissance - we covered Italy in that 
time, later on then you get France - Louis XIV and so on, then England. 
Really there is a very famous chronological history book that has a direct line 
showing it. At sometimes we belonged to Spain, at another time we belonged 
to Austria, we belonged to whoever, and so that is maybe also why we are so 
intemationally oriented.
KL These Government documents, have any of them provided a rationale for a 
European dimension or are they more to do with policy making?
BB I think policy making.
KL There is nothing that is giving any kind of clear direction in the 
implementation of the European dimension?
BB No there is nothing clear in it. It is inside - one of the mles is they can have a
reflection on it, so it is very wide and not very direct.
KL So they don't give any particular reason for the Netherlands promoting a
European dimension in Education?
BB No, I do not see it in that way. I think for them, it is more something like a
multi- disciplinary item to bring all the themes together,
KL Do they define it in any way?
BB No, they do not define in any way that I know.
KL And they don't give any indication about content or how it would actually
guide teachers to include it in their teaching?
BB Not by the Government, but that is typical for the Dutch Government to do. 
The Government documents are very general. They do not say anything 
specific. They only say you have to cover this and this and this. And every 
school - this is maybe why we have so many different school types - everyone
can fill it in by their own way of thinking and their own way of living and
their own ideology, and that is maybe typically Dutch. They are very general, 
all the things that are written down.
KL Is there other agencies who provide guidance and give specific instructions?
BB Yes, that is more like it - we have a lot of methods and the methods brought
out by publishers make a little bit of a European dimension clear. But there
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are not so many books about it, only very few. The most books about the 
European dimension are still produced by the Reseau d' Institution de 
Formation (RIF) networks and by Erasmus. OK, there are some very small 
booklets which tell about it. We have also some we have created to use for 
our own inservice training.
KL What are the other agencies that are involved in promoting a European 
dimension?
BB They belong to the Dutch government, you have to say, and they are out of the 
Government, but they have been given the task from the Government to 
spread out the European dimension. But not that much. They more have to 
give inservice training, to organise trips and often they do not do it by 
themselves, they ask us to organise it. So, for instance, we have courses here 
for primary, for instance we go to Italy to a special type of school, a type of 
primary school, we organise excursions to Spain because it is the exam item 
for Geography, because it is a new Euro country. We organise trips to Fruggel 
for primary teachers - they ask us to do it or we ask them, "Are you interested 
in that, we'll organise it for you". We also organise all kinds of inservice 
training in collaboration with them.
KL What about the Dutch Curriculum Council? Do they have any kind of 
teaching resources that they publish? The SLO?
BB Yes, it was published in the 90s, but also we worked with them to produce 
one, but this was only one. The Curriculum Development Office exists from 
money which it gets from all kinds of offices of the Ministry, and just as we 
have to ask for money in Brussels, they have to ask for money from Brussels 
or, for instance, from our Ministry of Education. Once they get their money 
they create a module, but I think they are not up to date. They rang me last 
year asking if we were interested in creating a new module. I said it was better 
to wait because there are so many changes and if you write it now it will be 
out of date before it goes out.
KL Are any of the documents at a national level specifically about promoting a 
European dimension in teacher education?
BB In that situation we use the RIF booklets. There is one - it's worked out by the
RIF Network - that was one my colleague was in, I took the Erasmus Network
over from him.
KL Which one is that?
BB I would have to look. I think it is five, but we can figure it out. They wrote a
whole book about the European dimension and secondary teachers
KL Is that the one that is co-ordinated by Yves Bemeart and Theodor Santer?
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BB Yes, that is the one. Normally we use those texts.
KL But that is not at a national level? Is that something you use as an institution,
or is it used generally in the Netherlands?
BB No. There are very big differences. You can say we are a kind of pioneer or 
only at the beginning and I think we are still in the lead.
KL So what is happening in this institution is not typical of what is going on?
BB No, you cannot say that in fact for anything, it makes it so different to say
something general about Holland, but it is going on everywhere. I can see - 
every year we get evaluations from students and you can score on all kinds of 
aspects. This year this evaluation also asked for international exchanges and 
so on. And you can see that we were the only ones who scored. Most of them 
were minus or zero. I am not sure what they do or if it is going on. We have 
contact with more institutes for instance like Rotterdam, Amsterdam. It is 
going on a lot, but I cannot say it is always happening.
KL This scoring - how does that work? Is this something that is done in every
institution?
BB Yes, they ask students. The results are published in 'Choice Guide for Higher
Education'. This gives evaluations for the institutes given by students. I have 
on here. This is for students at university for mathematics. Here you see the 
evaluative comments.
KL So you have that for international aspects as well?
BB Yes, I have to look up where it is actually published from. This is from
teacher training colleges. You see this is Eindhoven. They are the highest, 7 
points. And here you have, look here - international exchange. Eindhoven 
scored very good, but they have only mathematics and science as subjects for 
teacher training. They do not have languages, they do not have the arts, they 
have only science.
KL But this must come from some sort of national agency?
BB Yes, I was looking for who is responsible for it. Yes, the Ministry. They
finance it. But I think it must be the Ministry, otherwise they couldn't give 
that easy answers.
KL The Ministry of Education?
BB Yes, the Ministry of Education and Science. But I cannot be sure. They are
not responsible for it. They pay for it.
KL So they actually send questionnaires to the students?
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BB Yes, they pick out from a survey, the central point - and all the students are in
a database, where they study and what they study. They are also responsible
for the grants, and there they make a selection for evaluation. It is done by 
computer and they send the forms out to the students and they get the 
responses.
KL So within your own institution, when you actually worked on producing the 
module did you have to provide some sort of reasoning explaining why you 
felt that module was important?
BB Yes, you need to produce this.
KL So is there a rationale written for that module? Do you actually have to
provide reasons written into some kind of documentation for the validation of 
the degree.
BB Yes, you have to explain it first to the Dean, to the management, and later on 
to all the different directors of subjects. Because what is happening in our 
country is that time will become less and less to finish your study, so there is a 
concurrent degree going on to have as many credits as possible in your special 
subject. But we are lucky, we have support by the management. At least they 
have a few credits to do that - every student in the international or European 
dimension.
KL But as an institution, are you totally free to make your own decisions about the 
reasons? You do not have to be in agreement with any of the national 
documents?
BB No, especially for teacher training. We do not have any rules. We do not have 
a national certificate. We write our own diploma. We are allowed to do it and 
as far as I know there are some very basic rules, but we are totally free.
KL You don't have to fit in with any national guidelines or any European 
directives? That has not been the driving force for writing and implementing 
the module?
BB No, it is totally different from most. If for instance, students come from 
abroad, we can give them credits, if we think it is a credit, we do not have to 
look in any national curriculum. We can make our own decisions. If we think 
it is worth giving them a credit for this, we can give it. That makes it a lot 
easier than in most countries. If we decide to make an agreement with your 
university it is possible, we just have to make a negotiation with that particular 
institution. So there are different universities already. We call them teacher 
training colleges. Do you still have training colleges in your country?
KL Well, most of them have merged with universities now, but there are still a 
one or two who are independent.
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BB One I can remember is Jordanhill?
KL That has now become Strathclyde University, Faculty of Education.
BB Yes, there is one of their books we always use for students - by Brian Peck.
KL My last question is about the organisation of the International Centre. You
began to tell me about that. Is there someone who has the responsibility for 
bringing all of the international work together?
BB Well there was one, but not now. Everybody is responsible for making their
own thing happen, but there is someone who has to control it all. That was 
Anita and now Jacques. We split up all the responsibilities. I am responsible 
for students, mobility, for the courses, for different projects, and most projects 
are, for me, different Erasmus networks. The regional part is mostly mine. 
We have Anake, she is responsible for Lingua projects, some Erasmus 
projects, courses in language training for students, also for teacher inservice 
training. And for Jacques, he is mostly involved in co-ordination, but also for 
inservice training. And we all work it together as a team.
KL There are three of you involved in it?
BB Well yes, but two others are still involved because Gerard - he has retired - but
we can always use him and he can come back to help out as before. Also Jules 
who works on the big Jean Monnet project - he is a historian - he is also still 
involved. So there are 5 of us, and besides us there are different people from 
different departments who are also working with us. We are working in the
Faculty of Education, but together we are also working in the institution as a
whole. Then we always have a meeting with the co-ordinators, but I am the 
co-ordinator from the Faculty of Education because I am responsible for the 
students. These are typical projects and so on, where students are involved. 
We meet 6 or 8 times a year and also do projects together as one institution.
KL So the International Centre is for the Faculty of Education rather than for the
Hogeschool Nijmegen?
BB Yes it is only for the Faculty of Education, not for the Hogeschool. Inside the
Hogeschool every Faculty has their own people who are responsible for the 
international aspect.
KL But there is no central body?
BB No the Centre has been bom because we got a lot of money from the
Government to produce something like games, etc.
KL There is nobody responsible for the whole of the Hogeschool in bringing
together the international work?
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BB Yes, there is somebody. That is a difficult question. There is one co­
ordinator, and he is in the management in Arnhem, and he thinks that he is 
responsible, but he is not responsible for the Centre. He is responsible for 
some parts of the international dimension which take place inside here. But he 
is not responsible for our projects. He is responsible in that he co-ordinates 
that everything is going well in Erasmus. He is responsible for the STIR 
Projects that come fi*om the national government.
KL When the Socrates programme begins and you have to have an institutional 
contract, will that not be a problem?
BB No, it won't. Because we are working very well together. Especially for those 
European networks we work together with the man who is involved, in 
direction, in management. But not for the projects, e.g. for the regional 
projects we do our own bits. For inservice we make our own programmes. 
There is contact, OK, and he knows everything about us, but he has no overall 
responsibility so it is a little bit complex, the structure, but I think that it is 
bom because we started the intemational work here. Later on somebody who 
was involved in projects and the management said it was very important they 
took somebody out of the centre here and put him on a higher level. So he 
knows what is going on here, and that is the reason why we have a lot of 
freedom inside. And some of the things which are going on have not a lot to 
do directly with the students or teacher training but are more or less inservice 
projects and that does not belong to his responsibility.
KL Do you see the whole of the European dimension or the intemational
perspective progressing? Do you see any barriers to it growing?
BB Yes, the barriers are there, but it is not because there is no interest any more,
but it is more about the policy of our Ministry of Education. There are plans 
to reform teacher training like the English system. The polytechnics go into a 
university - 3 years for Bachelor's, 2 years of Master's afterwards. ' In that 
case, I think the programmes will become very busy, very packed, and I am 
not sure if that is a threat to the European dimension. Not for students to go 
abroad, especially when the European credit transfer system is working very 
well. I think that maybe more students are going. The hard thing at the 
moment is - not specially for our students because they always get credit for it, 
that is the reason why nearly 15-20% choose to go abroad - but for the 
students coming from abroad it is very hard to get any credits for what they 
are doing here and that is especially because - as we just discussed - we do not 
have a curriculum. We can create and make the mles of the curriculum on our 
own. We have a lot of freedom. But in other countries, especially the 
Southem Europe countries - it's very strict.
KL And the Basic Reforms at secondary level, has that made including the
European dimension more difficult?
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BB No, it makes it easier because in the new renewal, the Secondary Basic, there
is especially first that the European dimension has its own place as a multi­
disciplinary subject. It is actually written in. And after the Basic, is coming 
now, you can say the second phase, and in there it is central that students are 
not working at one subject but at more subjects at once to embrace all the 
disciplines inside. And the European dimension is a good theme to bring all 
those disciplines inside.
KL So it is actually more positive?
BB Yes, and I think maybe that is the good side of what is going on.
KL And you do think that will be the case in teacher education as well with the
reforms?
BB I hope that those reforms get their own place. If the reforms come, well the
European dimension will still get its own place in teacher training, because 
everybody, for instance they are called the Pedagogics, we call it the
Professional Department here, they are now responsible for the practice
programme, for all kinds of things like Pedagogics, Philosophy, Psychology, 
etc., and they think it is very important. All the subjects which are studied for 
the theoretical base are very important, so you have to fight to get a place 
inside. But I think if the European dimension is really that important in
secondary we will find a place. We have to wait. I always say our Ministry
did listen very well to the criticism of what is going on in England, because 
the complete system is over the top.
KL Things are different in Scotland. We do not have a National Curriculum.
What we have is guidelines, it gives a frame to a certain extent for the teachers 
to make decisions in the classroom.
BB That is a little bit similar to our country.
KL But we at teacher education level, we have government guidelines which as
you know actually give us some competences which we have to work on with 
our teachers.
BB Yes, I think that is coming here.
KL May I quote you when I write up my research?
BB Yes, I have no objection.
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KX Did Jacques van Meegen explain to you what the research is about?
LC Yes.
KL Perhaps you would begin by telling me what your responsibilities are?
LC During the years we have had some experience with exchanges of students to 
other countries, especially the European countries and some projects started, 
and students came to Nijmegen from other countries. As Dutch is a difficult 
language and because we are a small country, we had to look for material and
lessons in English. So we started to produce some English material because a 
lot of students understand the English language. That was the start. Students 
from our institute went to other institutes to have experience and the level of 
visiting schools in other countries, attending lessons and lectures with students 
from the institutes rose. There are differences, some students go for weeks, 
other students go for 3 months, it depends on the programme. For us it is 
important to have the students' intemational experiences. Not only the content 
of the lessons and the lectures, but also the total experience. When they come 
back you can see they have changed their attitude and this year was the first 
year that we introduced for all the first year students a module about 
intemational activities.
KL Is this the module that Ben Bartels is involved in or is this one within primary 
education itself?
LC Some parts of Ben's module we use.
KL But you have your own one?
LC Yes, some of the aspects look the same, but we made it for the primary
department.
KL And is it in subjects or is it in professional studies or is it a cross-curricular 
module?
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LC There are several aspects. One has a more theoretical aspect, history of the 
European Union, how did it start and how it is at this moment. Another aspect 
is introduction to some material, some primary schools use material about 
international activities. Aspects are introduced by a guest speaker, who is a 
head teacher of a primary school, who is very involved in the intemational 
orientation. So we give them some ideas and some solutions of how to 
introduce the European dimension in the curriculum, because we do not have 
such a strict curriculum as the national curriculum in England, However, it is 
always a stmggle with some teachers, sometimes with parents, 'why are we 
introducing a new element in our primary education?' We give some solutions 
how to introduce it because the European dimension can be related with 
mathematics, language, history, geography or whatever.
KL Does the guest speaker provide the reasoning why it is important in the 
education process? Does he help students begin to define what it might be 
about?
LC Yes, it is the first introduction. We also have to mention that these are first 
year students and they have to study for 4 years, so we do not give them too 
much because the effect may be the opposite of what you are aiming for. So 
first experiences, and there is also a practical aspect in this module. The 
students may make their own choice to work together in a group of 4 students 
or 2 students, but they have to produce didactic material.
KL And do they actually use that?
LC This module is one month before they have to do their school practice and at 
that time it is the school practice of the older children of the primary school, 
so for them it is very motivating to practise something because they can use it 
during their practice time. Some students make a game board and it is an old 
traditional Dutch game board with squares on it and you have to go from one 
place to another and you pass different situations, questions, sometimes you 
go into jail, etc. On that basis they produce a game. For instance at level 6 
you have to sing a French song.
KL So is it a mixture of information type questions about Europe, and is it about 
attitudes and different cultural aspects?
LC It is creative. You can put some creativity into this task, but also knowledge
and also the design of knowledge, the material you produce. These are first 
year students, so some produce a game that is very interesting, then we 
discuss with the students, "If you use this game how long would it last, could 
you use it again?" because they made it from very thin paper, so they leam 
about using teaching materials, etc. A lot of aspects are in there.
KL Obviously you see the European Dimension as something that important then 
in educational process?
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LC Yes, of course.
KL And how many of your staff are involved in promoting a European 
Dimension?
LC A lot of my colleagues are interested in intemational exchanges, and the
European dimension, some of them are active members in a European
network. But there are also other colleagues who say, "The European 
dimension, first Dutch language, then mathematics, history and so on, and 
after that we can think about the European dimension", or "Students may go
on holiday to other countries, but not in our curricular time." We learned how
to deal with these colleagues. The only way to involve these colleagues is to 
sent them abroad with a group of students and every time we saw that they 
came back motivated and now some of them are the most involved. Before 
they went they said "Oh no, it is not possible". It was not possible to use the 
language and so on, but after their own experience they changed their ideas.
KL Is the input in the European dimension assessed in the primary education 
course? Are the students evaluated?
LC Yes, but it is not in general. In the curriculum of the Dutch primary schools it
is not marked specially. So it depends on the school, where students are going 
to do their practice. This was the first year that we introduced a module for 
core students. They have to do it. The second year it is up to the student, it is 
optional and the third year of our study programme, the student may choose to 
study abroad for about 3 months (I made a copy of the list for you - of the 
students going abroad for this year - names, institutes). These are ICP projects 
related through Erasmus, but there are also Eastern Europe (Poland), we have 
some institutes, where we have a co-operation without any programme, Russia 
and England. We have also a project in the Euregio with Germany and we 
have some ffeemovers.
KL And are these students going out or coming in?
LC Going out. This is the plan we made for this year. And these students made
their own choice. They had to write a letter and apply for study abroad, to 
show why they want to go abroad.
KL And are they funded for that by the institution or do they pay some of it
themselves?
LC Yes, the grant is not enough, there is some money from the Erasmus
programme, but from that you can pay travel, but you also have to pay your 
stay, but that depends on the institutes, some of them have a Campus facility 
and you can pay the same rate as the home students.
KL And are they credited for this on their course? Do they get any credits for
going abroad?
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LC Yes. That is also one of the aspects of that programme, it is not possible for
an institute to ask it as an extra for a student. If a student likes to go abroad, in
our situation it is possible in the third year, then we give them credit points for 
this study. The student also gets some guidelines and the guidelines are also 
offered to the co-ordinating persons of the institute, but it cannot be detailed 
because we do not know before which special activities are interesting for our 
students, so we said, "It depends on the opportunities the institutes will offer 
and the self-activity of the student". After the exchange the student has to 
prove by a report or presentation with photos or a video tape or whatever that 
he learned different things, but it is not specially outlined before.
KL It is not assessed formally?
LC No. The only thing is that the activity has to have some practical experience.
KL So they have to spend some time in school?
LC Yes, that is why we asked the students to introduce the Netherlands in the
country where they are going to, to the children at primary level so she must 
prepare some sheets to show the pupils. Some students take their game with 
them and so on.
KL Is the module in first year for all students, and that would not be assessed, but 
it forms one of their credits, does it?
LC Yes the module is credited. In the second year if the student chooses to follow 
again another module then there also will be some credits.
KL And the module you have produced is something that has been worked out 
internally? There are no national guidelines for teacher education that say you 
have to include a European dimension?
LC No, that is only based on the individual institutes. We can say that our 
institute has made a step forward by saying in the first year, "You have to 
follow this course". Some other institutes have it as an option.
KL Is the European dimension in education something that is seen in the 
Netherlands as having a high priority?
LC Yes, it is supported by the government. We have these Erasmus projects. 
That means the European Union in Brussels supports the European dimension, 
but there is also from the Dutch government the possibility to ask for a grant, 
so students can ask for some money to have an intemational experience and it 
is not only the students of teacher training colleges. It is also an opportunity 
for present teachers in inservice and the government will pay that. That is 
why I am just back from Italy last night.
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KL Regio Emilio?
LC Yes, and I organised a trip for over 40 teachers in primary schools to go there
in March, and this trip is paid by the government.
KL Is that a European Platform project? Is it funded through that?
LC Yes. European Platform, who got the money from the Ministry of Education,
from the government. So there is support from the Dutch government.
KL Why is that, do you think? Why do they see it as important?
LC There are different arguments. One is to look further than the end of your
nose. You can learn a lot from other countries. If a teacher gets this 
opportunity, you may say whatever it be they got this opportunity and came 
back more refreshed, with new ideas. Also the discussions with other 
colleagues during the trip. With your own colleagues from the Netherlands 
asking how did you do it at your institute. That is interesting, we can use this. 
The result is very positive. The attitudes of the teachers, they are more 
motivated when they come back. They talk with colleagues. At the moment it 
is almost impossible to find some time to discuss with your colleagues about 
education, and most of the times it is about organisation or appointments and 
not a discussion about education. So that is why the government like to 
support it. And I am very glad, there is a lot of criticism to the government 
about salaries, class sizes, and so on, but this is one of the very positive things 
that is appreciated.
KL Jacques was saying you had written a policy paper recently about including a
European dimension in teacher education.
LC Yes. For years we had a lot of experiences and exchanges going on. But if
you look at how this is supported by the directors, by the board, then it is not 
on a policy paper. But now we said, in relation to the new Socrates 
programme, we said we would like to have a signed policy of the Board. If 
you have this signed policy paper by the Board, then you can also ask for 
some money for exchanges, student mobility, also the mobility of other 
colleagues, so we absolutely need a signed policy paper.
KL And what are the contents of the policy paper? Does it have a rationale for
including a European dimension in teacher education?
LC Yes. I produced it together with my colleague, Kees Tillema. At the moment
I do not have this paper with me, it is in Dutch, but we put down some 
remarks about student mobility and an argument why the student has to have a 
European dimension in his experience. Also some remarks on the level of 
colleague exchanges here, why we need teacher mobility, the arguments for 
this, also inservice training, so we hope that at the end of this year we will 
have this official policy paper.
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KL It will actually be written into your course documentation at that stage?
LC Yes, and we have so many experiences in different European networks. My 
activity is specially at the level of special education. This weekend we had a 
meeting in Milan and for me it was fortunately a possibility to ask Regio 
Emilia (that project has a European dimension) in order to have a clear 
agreement with Italians. That takes some time, and now I am waiting for 
written agreement that it is clear that they would like us to visit.
KL So the Regio Emilia project, is it with schools? What is the main aim of that 
project?
LC The project as you see here is a project specially for the younger children, 
under 6 years, nursery children. And it started just after the world war by 
Mothers of the children, who wanted to teach their children, and once a 
teacher came and said, "I would like to help you." so it started. You could say 
it was based on involvement of the parents, involvement of their teachers, 
involvement of the children among each other and also the municipality. 
Then, and still now, Italian communist ideas. It is based on a child-centred 
approach and it is especially that teachers look at and observe what children 
are doing and after that they also discuss with each other, "What did we see, 
and why do the children do this and that?" They take a lot of pictures during 
the activities and these are presented to the parents, "Look at what your child 
does."
KL So is this teachers from the Netherlands going to Italy?
LC What we actually do is to have the teachers of the primary schools visit these
schools. I make appointments with the Regio Emilia institute. They have 19 
schools in their city and these teachers visit the schools and the way they are 
organised, the material they have is so impressive that after this visit, there is a 
talk with the responsible teachers, the next day again a school visit and after 
that, reflections. During this week they also go to separate schools in Milan in 
order to have the experience that the Regio Emilia project is extraordinary, 
because the involvement of people is very intense, the municipality gives a lot 
of money to support it. When you look at a regular suburb school, a 
kindergarten, you will see the same ideas though they have to work with less 
material and money.
KL That is obviously looking at a European dimension from a broader view, 
showing that we can leam from one another?
LC And the result of a visit like this is that people coming back and the group I
went with last year started a group to work together to look at the ideas and 
how it would be possible to introduce our experiences into our courses,
KL That is what the reflection is about, looking at similarities and differences?
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LC Yes, you can see, I hope it is working like a snowball effect. The other thing
is I just brought from the newspaper our activities with Russia. We got a 
project to start a co-operation with a teacher training institute in Russia to start 
at that institute a Department of Special Education. Until now it is rather 
unknown, they have something like it, but it says a lot about the way they 
think of children who are handicapped.
KL Are they integrated into the mainstream school or are they educated separate?
LC No, they get hardly any education. It is a shame to be handicapped, or to have
a handicapped child. For example, "If you have a car and something is wrong, 
it does not function", and these children are seen as dysfunctional people.
KL So it is a negative viewpoint rather than looking at what they have to offer?
LC They try to repair it by doing something for some children, but now they came
here for the first time and they saw how to integrate these children into
society. Brussels gave us a year to define a project.
KL So Brussels is actually funding a project with Russia? That is interesting.
LC Yes, the so-called Tempus projects. From the RTF No. 14 Special Education.
This we presented last weekend, but I only have one copy. The first one we 
made, A Child with Learning Difficulties in Europe^ and then the second one 
is The Teacher o f the Child with Special Educational Needs - how to become a 
teacher.
KL Perhaps it would be possible for me to have a look at it and leave it with
Jacques?
LC Yes, that would be OK. You have names and addresses of members of the
group, one from Birmingham in the UK.
KL Thank you, I will give this back to Jacques.
LC I have to explain this title, students coming from abroad to our institute, we
would like to inform them of all opportunities at primary level. There are 
during the years a lot of reformers of education so we felt we should write it
down. We meant the traditional reform schools, but some English colleagues
told us reforms refers to something else in Great Britain. So reform has to be 
interpreted as being the different ideas about education, and reformers have 
some new ideas, for example Montisorri, Steiner, Peterson, etc., so in the 
Netherlands we have 5 special traditional Reform Schools. It is possible to 
have this in the Netherlands because there is a freedom of education, 75% of 
schools in the Netherlands are private schools.
KL But not from our interpretation of private. It is for religious reasons?
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LC It could be, Roman Catholic or Protestant, etc., but also based on ideas of 
Montisorri, Peterson and so on - these are educational ideas.
KL So that particularly explains why there was not any national guidelines for 
including certain things in teacher education. Is it to do with the freedom of 
choice?
LC We have national guidelines, but they are very wide, not detailed. And every 
school can use their own methods to reach a level where at the end it is 
possible that the child can use his mother tongue well. The details are not 
marked. So in the Netherlands you also see big differences of methods. In 
mathematics you have all different methods and every school can make its 
own decisions. Also the way they introduce it to the children, it is free.
KL So it is possible for the teacher to provide a much more child centred
education in those circumstances?
LC Yes, and so we provide this in English for visiting students or students from
abroad who prefer to use the English language. Also something about care for 
children relating to special education. We introduced also a reader and of 
course there is a discussion with students. We introduced it with the students 
from abroad in our courses in order to have discussions with our Dutch 
students. That is very important.
KL So the teaching methods you use are groups and whole lectures, etc.
LC Yes when the students from abroad come here we have to discuss with the
students which subjects he/she is interested in, then we look at what 
possibilities there are and so we make a more individual programme for the 
students. When we have student from Great Britain, they have 2 special 
subjects, biology and mathematics. Another one is to be history. We look at 
the schedule and ask colleagues, "Do you have more practical activities, if a 
student has to follow more theoretical lectures then it is not possible for them 
to follow that course because of the language problem.
KL Thank you for agreeing to this interview, I know that we have to stop now
because you have to visit a student in school. May I quote you by name when 
I write up my research paper.
LC Yes, you may do that. I have no objections.
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KL You have the letter about my research?
JH Yes.
KL Would you like me to clarify any further what my research is about?
JH No, it is clear.
KL May I ask you to tell me about your remit, your job here in the Hogeschool?
JH I work here in the Department of History. I am not a historian, I am an
anthropologist. In the 70s the institute asked me to come here and give some 
lessons about very popular subjects of the time - imperialism, anti-colonisation 
- so typical items of the time. At that time we observed the influence of the 
guest workers and children in education, especially the influence of migrant 
workers from Turkey and Morocco. First they came without their family, later 
their families followed them, and then we got their children in our educational 
system. At the same time we could observe the effects of the end of the 
colonisation process, so just as in Great Britain we got people from the West 
Indies and people from Indonesia too. And they all came into our educational 
system and we had no facilities, we were not aware of the practical problems 
in education and I was in charge. Nowadays we are speaking about trans- 
cultural education, inter-cultural education, these terms are nowadays given to 
the same items, the same problems. Well, I was in charge to improve 
education and to stimulate my colleagues and my students in the attention they 
have to pay to the schools and also to their special subjects concerning the 
pupils in the classroom. What to do with the multinational classroom, that 
point.
KL So the influences in trying to promote this inter-cultural perspective, were they
from within the Netherlands? Was it to do with what is going on internally in 
the Netherlands rather than them looking towards any kind of directive from 
outside the country?
JH In the last years we had the combination of the situations where the 
government policy combines certain things in their policy, an international
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scope, the global view and they take it together with multi-cultural education. 
Also in the law, the Dutch government indicates very clearly that international 
education is to do with the new commerce in our country. They say that it is 
very important for the country to have a global perspective. The ideas behind 
this are economic influences, possibilities inside the EU countries and the free 
movement of labour. It is in the last 5 years that their educational concepts 
concerning internationalisation are very close to inter-culturalisation so we 
have the two points. So interculturalisation is mainly directed to the position 
of Dutchmen in the international world concerning science, commercial 
activities, all kinds of global activities and they say we need it, we have 
economic, scientific and cultural needs for our country, but it is very close to 
the aspect of interculturalisation at the moment. So what I am doing here is 
also in my instruction to the students is that I point out these two things. I tell 
them that it is important for yourself and it is important for the pupils you 
have to deal with in the classroom. So the lesson can be divided, but we try to 
bring it very close together. And in the government politics it is not totally 
integrated, but it is coming closer and closer.
KL Do you think that including a European dimension in education is important?
JH Yes.
KL From what point of view, why do you think it is something that has to be 
included in the education process?
JH Well, it is to do with very practical situations. We depend in Holland on our
international contacts, concerning language, for instance we need to really 
have a good knowledge, at least in English. We need it not only from an 
economic point of view, but also from a scientific point of view. We had to 
look outwards because we depend on the major, bigger countries in Europe. 
Economically we are dependent on Europe. In a political sense we depend 
strongly on the American and English, the trans-Atlantic political scheme, 
culturally we have a very big influence from the French educational system. 
So we need it as a country because of the small scale and size. We are forced 
to look outwards and in a commercial field, our commercial activities, some of 
the transport systems in Europe. I think at present we are the main road 
transporters in Europe. So there are a lot of very practical reasons for us to be 
involved in the European ideas and to promote European perspectives, etc.
KL How would you define a European dimension in education?
JH Of course there are economic points, the EEC. Also political points, that on a
global scale the European Community if they want to grow in world politics 
then they must work together. On the other side, I personally am afraid of the 
other side of global orientation - the bad side of national orientation. So for 
me personally as a historian, it is a very important point.
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KL Would you see a European dimension being more important than an
international perspective?
JH Yes of course, not only economically but also as a political power.
KL Do you include a European perspective in your own teaching of the students?
JH Yes, I do, but it is not one of my subjects. A colleague of mine does this
subject.
KL What is the content of your input?
JH (showing KL a book) First Integrating Europe is the book we use.
KL So is this from a historical point of view?
JH Yes, it is an outline of the history of European education integration. These
are two of my colleagues, Mr. Hammonds and Vida Linus. They are from 
here.
KL And this is produced by the European Platform?
JH Yes, they funded the publication of the book and it is about the historical,
national and super-national, European or Atlantic approach/orientation, the 
politics, demographics, science, inter-govemment, European institutions, 
Europe and the Third World, environmental aspects of the European 
Community. That needs a European approach of course. Social approach, 
that is important, especially law. For instance, in Holland the position of men 
and women were not equal concerning their social position and a lot of rights. 
Now we have to adapt to the equal opportunities policies. It has been very 
important for women especially. Cultural policy in Europe. Eastern Europe, 
aspects of the European Policy of Safety.
KL Do all of the students in secondary education have this input or is it only
history students?
JH It is especially compulsory for our students in history, - it is not compulsory
for all, but they can choose it as a free subject.
KL And thinking about influences of the international policies in this country, has
there been any direction from the government level about introducing these 
kind of issues in teacher education.
JH Not directly. It is up to the individual institutions, and it depends also like a
lot of things on the money you can get for it. So if there are financial facilities 
from Brussels it stimulates very much the development and introduction of 
courses about European integration, etc., in our curricula.
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KL This book has been funded by the European Platform, so clearly the 
government are willing to put money into promoting a European dimension?
JH Not very much. Most of the money, but I am not fully informed, is coming
directly from headquarters, from Strasbourg, from Brussels. Perhaps there are 
some additional funds from our government, but not very much.
KL The kind of teaching and learning strategies that are used with the students, is 
the input to do with factual information about Europe or is it to do with them 
examining their own attitudes and opinions about tolerance and so on?
JH Both, there are a lot of international exchanges between schools, classes, fixed
exchange relationships between secondary schools, and also we have other 
kinds of activities in classrooms for German and English lessons, penffiends, 
so they write to someone in England or Germany and they write back so they 
practise their English, but also they tell about the kinds of things which are 
happening here. And also visits and exchange programmes, we also have 
those.
KL Do they have to prepare teaching material?
JH Sometimes yes. I have a lot of examples. We have here an example from our
students in history, they have their practice in a secondary school in a nearby 
town and we have an exchange programme into Germany, just across the 
border, you see here.
KL So this is the regional Euregio project?
JH Yes. It is about cultural heritage, this is the kind of things and how you handle
them.
KL And was this made by students?
JH Yes, by students under the supervision and guidance of our colleagues and
with EEC money. It is about all kinds of important facilities.
KL They are drawing a comparison between the Netherlands and Germany,
looking at cultural aspects?
JH Yes, I see here 3 items. For example, birth - what are you doing when a child
is bom. So, the 3 points are - birth, deaths, festivities.
KL And do the students have to go and interview people?
JH Yes, with interview schedules to parents and grandparents.
KL So they are not interviewing other students?
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JH No, they went to families. Also elderly people's residential homes.
KL So it has a historical perspective as well? And do the students have to reflect
on the interviews in some way when they return. Does it incorporate 
reflection on their own attitudes concerning the 3 points?
JH Yes, it confronts you with aspects from your own history and you compare it
with your neighbours, and that is important.
KL Are the students evaluated in any way on these things?
JH Yes, evaluated by us, by teachers, but also by the schools, by the direction of
the teachers in schools. They have to give an evaluation on the students. And 
it is sent to some officials of the European Community, I do not know to 
whom, for the funding.
KL I am still trying to understand the national perspective. Is there any kind of
specific direction from a national level or are all these kinds of projects 
generated from an institutional level? Is there any guidance given specifically 
about including a European dimension in teacher education or an international 
perspective in history teaching?
JH No, it does not exist.
KL So these projects and curricular developments are purely generated within the
institutions?
JH Yes, it depends on the money, it depends on the people, it depends on the
contact with Brussels, it depends on past experiences, etc., etc. and it also 
depends on your opinions about the importance of a European dimension in 
education. Some people say, "We have a lot of other things to do". It is not 
always an important point.
KL So the influences for including a European dimension in education have not
really had anything to do with government directives? Is it more to do with 
individual interest?
JH In my opinion, yes, but I am not an expert. There are other of my colleagues
who can tell you more about that, but my impression is that there is not any 
kind of influence on the part of the government. For instance, a very close 
friend of mine, an inspector, a HMI, has quite another position here in the 
Netherlands compared to the UK. Here it is an advisory role. Their main job 
is to report, but also to advise. Here, for the government, the inspectorate are 
important. For instance, in the area of cultural education, every time they 
came here they asked every school of education, "What are you doing in the 
field of intercultural education?" But they are not asking, "What are you 
doing about the European dimension?" They are not interested in that. So
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you see, it has to do with perhaps social policy in Holland. The European 
dimension, it lives, but it does not have importance.
KL And how do you see intercultural education in the European dimension, do 
you see it as two separate things?
JH I try to combine it. I try to bring it very close together because our students 
think that intercultural education has only to do with ethnic minority groups. I 
say, "No, it is resting with you." Just now we have free movement of labour, 
perhaps for teachers it is difficult, but you can teach in other European 
countries. We have students who are teaching in primary schools in London, 
so it is a possibility for them to do that. In the future you will have teachers 
who can teach in other countries of the EEC and perhaps other places. You 
need a global orientation, and it is not only for migrant children we are getting 
intercultural education, but it is also important for all. So I am trying to bring 
them together.
KL Obviously this book here was published with the help of Platform and I
believe also there is Nuffic as well. How much of an influence do they have? 
Do they provide any kind of guidance or do they come out to find people and 
then fund them or how does it work?
JH No, Nuffic is an abbreviation of Netherlands University Foundation for
International Co-operation. Their main activities have to do with comparing 
of certificates, diplomas, looking at qualifications. Those kinds of official 
things. Nuffic also have to spend some money on international projects at a 
university level. There are projects in India, Asia, Africa, etc.
KL Do they initiate projects or do people go to them for funding for an idea. How
does it work?
JH They have funds, but the universities have to come forward with their
proposals and their plans.
KL To go back to your teaching here on the secondary education course, you use
this textbook. Is the European dimension part of the validated course or is it 
inter-cultural education?
JH It would be intercultural education, but there are separate courses. The
European dimension is compulsory for history students and intercultural 
education is compulsory for all students. (All secondary students.)
KL And you are involved in the intercultural teaching.
JH Yes.
KL Does that bring in perspectives from the European dimension?
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JH Yes,
KL How many colleagues in secondary education are involved in teaching a 
European or intercultural dimension?
JH In intercultural education, about 5. Also for primary education, I have 5
colleagues who give that course in intercultural education, for all students of 
our school.
KL And what is your aim in teaching intercultural education with students? What
is it you are trying to do with them?
JH These are the aims of the government, because the law for secondary
education gives a kind of description about the aims of intercultural education. 
The central point of the aim is that students have to leam to handle cultural
diversity and we have to leam and to experience living together. Also, to have
some knowledge of cultural backgrounds, to live together and to leam about 
each others' cultures. To leam from other cultures and to prevent prejudice 
and racism.
KL And is this the basic educational reforms in secondary education that has 
brought about these aims for education?
JH Well, this law is from 1989, but the government doesn't say how to do it, how
to reach these aims. It is also a very difficult point for the inspectorate to 
measure. There is a law, but what can you do with that law in practice 
because you cannot find anywhere how to handle it.
KL Was the law to do with ethnic minorities or did it have a broader cultural
perspective than that? When these laws were brought in, was it because there 
were difficulties in the classrooms with ethnic minorities and they wanted to 
promote an understanding of other cultures? Was it to do with European 
cultures as well?
JH I do not know exactly why it was planned. Government policy is often a
reaction to certain processes and of course in a number of schools we have 
serious problems. The drop-out problem is very dramatic in Dutch secondary 
education, so they are forced to do something, not only this of course, but this 
is a part of it. So there is a need for governmental action directly coming from 
the situation in the classrooms of course, but I think in this case it is separate 
from thinking about the European dimension. It is different.
KL Although they have this in law, there is no practical guidance as to how
teachers go about implementing it? Presumably then there are no teaching 
resources either than can help teachers?
JH Yes, we do have resources. We have a couple of institutions which provide
schools and individual teachers with materials, as examples for the classroom.
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KL Is that the Curriculum Council, is it SLO?
JH SLO partly, but not very much, but we have some testing materials from
CITO, the Central Institution for the Development of Tests, and SLO is the 
Foundation for Curriculum Development.
KL These kinds of aspects are actually tested in secondary schools, are they?
JH Yes, now not in these aspects we have been discussing, CITO is only testing
mathematics, not behavioural aspects.
KL But they do produce teaching materials for intercultural education, not just 
testing materials, but materials for use every day.
JH Yes, that is right, and they also develop some standards for the measurement
of the Dutch language, the competence level, so at CITO level 3 in Dutch you 
can start in higher vocational education.
KL And what is going on in this institution as far as teaching in intercultural
education or a European dimension is concerned, is it relevant only to this 
institution so that if I went to another teacher education institution the 
situation would be different?
JH No, you would find some similarities.
KL Are the various teacher education institutions approaching the European
dimension in a similar way?
JH Yes, I think so, but not all the same, it depends on the staff you have but
fortunately we have 2 real Europeans in our college, it is important, so we 
have some pioneers.
KL Will this textbook be used in other teacher education institutions?
JH Yes, also we have some projects with Belgium, in Antwerp. The project is
very similar to the one with Germany. During this compulsory course about 
the European dimension for history students, they spent a week in Belgium in 
Flanders in the Europa House. A tutor goes with them.
KL All history students do that?
JH Yes, in their third year. Part of this course is also offered to other students
doing other subjects as individual activities which they can choose freely.
KL I believe that we have run out of time. Thank you very much for all the
information. May I quote you in my research paper?
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JH Yes, of course, I am sorry that I do not have the materials to give you, but I 
write in Dutch. I would like to say that the behavioural side of intercultural 
education is very important. How do you get students to be aware of their 
own behaviour? That is the starting point. You cannot cut off your roots. You 
cannot replace a European identity with your own cultural identity or national
identity. I think that a European identity can develop but it can only develop
from the basis of a national identity.
KL When you think of regional identity, for example, in the Euregio project you 
described working together with Germany, are there more similarities with the 
Germans living close to the border with you, than Dutch people living in the 
North of the Netherlands?
JH Yes that is possibly true.
KL Thank you again for allowing me to interview you.
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KT My English make many difficulties, but that is no problem I think we are able 
to understand each other. Sometimes it works out. But I told you I know 
quite a lot about politics. Well, first of all I have to tell you that I had in this 
part of our institution kind of writing a policy at the beginning. And the 
policy at the beginning was not to talk but simply to do it. So I tried and we 
started out. In the beginning it was a coincidence that it all started. I think it 
was about 10 years ago, I was working as a photographer for a few years 
because there was no place here. There was a merger and I dropped out. I had 
to try and find another job.
When I came back I was 42 and I had an exhibition in Poland and I said I have 
to be in Poland for another 2 weeks before I can start in education again. They 
said that is OK. I came back and they said we have a student who worked in 
Poland and they said it was very interesting to see what Polish schools were 
like. Could there be a possibility for more of our students to go there and for 
more students to have this experience? And then all my colleagues were 
asked, "Who among you would like to go to Poland?" and they said, "No, it 
was too communistic, we are afraid and all sorts of difficult things are 
happening". But I said, "Yes, I would do it." So I went to Poland and made 
the first contact with the universities which in those days was quite difficult. I 
was there for a whole week and on the last day I managed to get in contact 
with the right person.
Then it started that we had an exchange for 10 students each year, our students 
went there for 2 weeks and for 2 weeks their students came here. Later on we 
made together a plan for a kind of module, 6 weeks of work. As well as here 
in Arnhem also in Poland about items we needed. We did it together so we 
called it the Tandem Project, called after the Dutch word for 2 persons. And 
the project here is about primary education in Poland and about the regular 
plan of education in Holland. Over there we had a project for our students for 
6 weeks which also included practice in Polish schools and working with 
children and studying about the fast changing society, the influence of parents 
on education, all those changes and it was very fruitful in fact. The only 
problem was it was difficult to get money for it.
KL I was going to ask you, was it Tempus funded?
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KT No, even this year we asked for Tempus funding, but they didn't accept it. 
When we asked why n o t, and I still find it a ridiculous reason, they said it is 
not a clear route to ECTS. And there is almost nobody working with ECTS, it 
is all in development, so they said there is no clear route for it. So they say 
nobody will ask for it.
KL This is the European Credit Transfer Scheme?
KT Yes, and they only said there are credits in our country and credits in Poland
and we recognise each other's credits, so for 6 weeks it would give 6 credit 
points. But that was not enough for the Tempus Bureau in Poland. I think 
they force Polish universities to be first to have ECTS in Europe. So we are 
working on it. I think it is not so good. So this year I really have problems 
because this year I need 1.5 thousand guilders for each student who is coming 
here for 6 weeks, for board, lodging, etc. Those are the costs and those Polish 
students cannot pay for it.
Later on we started also to work simply from primary education departments 
to have a contact within Erasmus and that is a network with teacher trainers 
primary education and secondary education and Jacques is also further 
education, and they used the already established RIF Networks. They have 
quite a lot of experts in international relations, but in effect we built up our 
own kind of network. Well we can have profits fi*om this networks and 
nowadays also secondary education has a profit of my networks in the way 
that we work together. So we have places within Erasmus and we built up the 
whole thing on what happens. It is always a kind of job you are doing because 
you are interested and enthusiastic and see it as very important, all those 
things. Slowly it rises up to management and management say, "Well, it is not 
too bad and our students like it and we can use it in public relations and all 
those things." and get people interested. But it has a black side, and that 
means that many colleagues are complaining, "Now they are away abroad 
again, this one is always gone, and now that one has gone, and that student 
still needs to do my lesson." Well, I say to my colleagues, "If it is depending 
on your complete programme of 3 months you must have a rotten programme, 
because that cannot be good at all." They reply, "But this is the most 
important part and especially this part they cannot miss."
So OK, we always have a kind of war afterwards because there are 2 or 3 of 
my colleagues who do not like it at all. And one of them says, "Well when my 
son goes abroad he has to do everything again, so why should this student be 
different?" So nowadays that is why we are writing a policy. That we first of 
all make a plan that it is now coming from our policy, fi*om our management. 
It is important, we do not have to prove it any more. Our students tell us it is 
very important. It is very useful, so there is no way back and the other thing is 
that in work I get so little time for it, I would need about 5 times as much. This 
means that I take half of my other job, my preparation time for important 
lessons for doing work on international affairs, and I can tell you that last year
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it just became huge and I could not manage it any more. I had to say to my 
management, whatever happens this cannot go on because I am the man who 
is the weakest person in the middle. I cannot do it any more. So one thing 
that happened was that it was made it legal, really legal. We make 
arrangements, and we put down on paper what is happening to students, what 
is happening to staff who want to go abroad, and you needs to spend money 
and time on it. So that is really a job that you can do and also a job that is a 
legal one. It needs to have continuity and not one person on a job. So I said, 
"Either you do this or you just stop it." and then the management said, "OK 
you better write a paper on it, and submit it for our approval." So that is how 
we came to do it.
KL Does the policy paper include a rationale? You said it was important. Do you 
set out in the policy paper why it is important?
KT Yes, of course it is in Dutch. It tells you about the mobility of staff, the aims 
of mobility of staff, the most important are to be more professional in fact you 
do a kind of orienting on other education systems, but also it is very important 
on other cultures because they are more important than systems. Knowledge 
of the level of preparation as a teacher abroad. Also preparation for student 
mobility. Also to keep in touch with what is going on in your own field, that is 
very important, to have an experience abroad. We have some colleagues who 
are very strong opponents and we say to them, "OK I have a place to go 
abroad, come with me.", and they change with the experience.
KL That is something I was asking Linas yesterday. What do you say to them to 
convince them that a European dimension in education is important?
KT I think it is not so convincing that I am telling them that it is so important. I 
can only refer to students who went abroad and say, "You knew this student 
before he went and you know him after he returned, and you know that his 
horizon has widened, broadened, quite a lot. And you know that the 
motivation of that student has increased." Then they say, "Yes, but... but... 
but..." - they still think you are going on a kind of hidden vacation abroad. I 
may ask one of my colleagues to come with me and they find out the whole 
thing is hard work, that in fact you work 2 days extra in the week and then 
they have quite a different impression. Then they meet a group of people who 
are mostly very enthusiastic, mostly know what they are doing and why they 
are doing it. And especially in a group like that they cannot be opponent they 
must look as if they are the agree it is important. Their sceptical feelings and 
opinions are going and going. Coming back they are almost convinced 
because always you visit that institute, you meet students from there, you also 
meet students from abroad who are there, you are talking to the staff and you 
see what is going on in that institute. When they come back they have so many 
things to tell. So they have changed after only one visit and I say, "OK your 
horizon is quite a lot wider, broader than it was before you went, how do you 
think it is for students who are going for 3 months?" So it works more 
indirectly, it is a kind of policy to do that.
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KL When you are talking abut a European dimension, what do you mean by that. 
What do you see as a European dimension?
KT In my opinion, the European dimension is, talking about students first, so that 
students realise that they are not living in a small Holland, but that they are 
living in Europe. In my opinion even in the world bigger than Europe there 
are many, many different things, many different cultures, but no culture is 
better than the other. Each culture tries to do very responsible things for its 
future, and when a student allows himself to take this very seriously and also 
to reconsider what he is doing here in Holland, he will not talk to students, to 
his pupils nationalistically, but he will talk in a completely different way about 
Germans, about French, about the Portuguese, about Turkey, etc. In my 
opinion that is really the European dimension.
KL Is it increasing awareness?
KT Yes and when that awareness is increased they have a very open eye for
everything that is happening, but they accept other cultural things.
KL Is it tolerance of other cultures?
KT Yes, quite a lot more tolerant and I think at the beginning because talking
about Europe in my opinion is also a little bit dangerous. I prefer to talk about 
a kind of global dimension, not just European, but European will be a past 
after some years, I am very sure about that. We do have links with US. We 
have students who are going to Tangier, students who are going to Thailand, 
students who are going to Australia, Linas gave you the list. So they are going 
to more parts of the world already. I think Europe is too small. And one of 
the good things is that when they come back, they are 3rd year students, then 
they are almost grown up in education. They know quite a lot about Dutch 
education and during their last year they are working in teams. This means 
somebody in your team brings in his knowledge and his experience of what he 
saw in other countries. So this means that the knowledge and experience of 
the others will be shared and I think this is something that is very important.
Of course we get European students here in our institute and, while I have still 
to solve that problem because we have an English class, because the language 
problem is still very difficult. For our students mostly they can communicate 
in English, but when we have students from Britain or from Poland or from 
Sweden, our lectures are in Dutch and so we have the Tandem Project where 
English is spoken. Only when they can speak a little bit of Dutch do they 
come also in other periods. So that makes them a kind of group within the 
school community, so that is still too little contact between foreign students 
and the students of your institute.
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KL You talked about exchanges being important, but may we talk about the
European module that all first year students follow. What were your aims in 
introducing that model?
KT It was introduced 2 years ago. And this module was done by Limas and me.
We were allowed to make that module by our management because they saw
it was important. The aims of the module are - we found out that too little 
students are aware of what is going on in Europe. They have to be a teacher in 
the European community, not in a Dutch community, so we think, first of all 
they have to know something about it. Secondly, that they all need, in my 
opinion, to come in contact with people who are very enthusiastic about 
Europe and not being only Dutch because we still have those students who say 
"All those Turkish people .... - one ship, a bomb underneath, and let them 
drown". I said, "Is your father out of work?" "Yes", they said, "and my 
brother also". Two weeks later she said, "I know what I am going to do, I 
want to be a special teacher for Turkish children." I like that.
So there is no awareness of what is really going on and I think it is a necessity 
for future teachers to know. We give one credit point for all students in the 
first year and it is compulsory. At the end there is a small test about the 
knowledge, and the other part of the test is the kind of games they can play 
and those are games about Europe. They come to me and say, "I want to have 
one of those games", but they are still be to be placed in our library. Those 
games are about the problems of Europe and the differences and the 
organisation and the knowledge of Europe and they make those games ready 
to play for primary and secondary school pupils. So they also have something 
in their hands in the way of teaching material which is very useful to have.
KL It is not just knowledge-based, there is attitudes and opinions and similarities
and differences in the input as well?
KT Yes.
KL Is the module a separate part of the course. Is it an integrated part of the
course, or is it something that they do in a week?
KT It is the full 6 weeks, the last week is the week of tests, but during the first 5
weeks they have lectures of one and a half hours per week and another one and 
half hours or more a week they need to work on this material, producing a
game.
KL And is that the only input they have on the European dimension or are there
other parts that are permeated in the course?
KT Well, when we are talking about world orientation those 2 come together, but
when we are talking about arithmetic with children still there is nothing that 
comes through. That is only when they have been in Poland and they come 
back and discuss it. "I have seen in Poland a different method." So that is
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later, but we still have something else, but this year for the first time our 
second year students have to choose, freely, a module on internationalisation 
worth a half credit point. If they want to go abroad in year three the most 
important item is that they study at least two educational systems of countries 
where they have an option to go, so that they are not completely blank about 
where they are going. They also need to be able to explain the Dutch 
educational system and some items out of it to two foreigners in one of the 
modem languages, so in fact they are preparing a kind of sample suitcase of 
knowledge and material about Dutch primary education so that they also have 
something to say when they are abroad.
KL And when they come back, do they then have to follow it up with some sort of 
presentation?
KT No, only occasionally do we have this type of presentation. Mostly it is done
not in specific lessons, but it could be done when they come back and they are 
talking about doing that in future. It will be that when a group comes back 2 or 
3 weeks later we will have presentations for all students who like to be there 
and it will be an invitation this year or next year because after that everybody 
becomes enthusiastic.
KL Is the module taught by specific staff like yourself, or is it subject staff, or is it
built into professional studies?
KT We try to get as many people involved as possible. This means that during
those modules I am not teaching I am only organising. If one of my 
colleagues can do it, one of my colleagues gives those lessons and some of 
them fortunately have quite a lot of experience within RTF Networks. My 
colleagues were very enthusiastic in the beginning, they know quite a lot about 
Europe and they can tell students quite a lot about it. Mostly it is about a 
world orientation.
KL It is not subject oriented, it is not trying to look at it from different subjects, it
is from a global view?
KT No, it is a group of teachers - we decided this is interesting and this is
important, this needs to be included. And then we said who can be 
responsible for this and this.
KL It is 40 hours?
KT Yes, 40 hours altogether.
KL The kind of teaching and learning strategies - is it whole class, lectures, or
small groups?
KT We start with a lecture for a big group, mostly they are divided in groups of
about 50 and they have lectures and after that they work together in small
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groups. Not yet in teams because that is in the last year and these students are 
only in first year. So that is one of the reasons why we also let them do those 
games.
KL They are actually preparing material that they can then use in their teaching?
KT Yes.
KL And is that followed up in any way? Do they use the materials inschools?
KT Yes, but until now it is not compulsory. It is a case of, "You know it is here."
When the students go out they have a world orientation to their training. They 
use a good book about Europe and then they say because the class teacher in 
many cases does not know enough about Europe, I have quite a lot of material 
about it, I will ask my lecturer if I can have it. I would like to do this lesson." 
So then they are teaching about Europe. So it is not that I say you have to do 
it, but more it is a lot of fun to do it. And I think that is another way round it. 
And if they are telling whoever about what lessons are successful and what 
lessons make them popular, they will be more and more students teaching 
about Europe and after some time other teachers say, "Well I want to leam 
something about Europe too." If another 2/3 years I am still in education I 
think I will try to make a kind of course for those teachers that like to come 
and do the course as inservice.
KL You talked about testing, is the course accredited in some way?
KT Well, it is evaluated. This year we have 2 departments till now, one in
Arnhem and one in Nijmegen. In Amhem I am a very bad tester and I was 
responsible, so I said that this game that the students make is in my opinion 
testing. So I do not personally test, like multiple choice testing, because I do 
not see the value of it, although some of my colleagues do like it. In 
Nijmegen they do a kind of multiple choice testing. We are talking about 
doing it here this year too, but personally I will speak against it. I think 
everything they leam has to be in the test somehow.
KL So they produced their own games as well as using some of the ones that you
have?
KT All these games have been produced by students, they may come when they
are teaching primary education and get games as teaching material or they
must make a game themselves?
KL What they have at the end is something practical that they can use?
KT Yes, and there is a big demand for this type of material because it doesn't exist
anywhere. Even on the market you cannot buy it, and even if it did come on 
the market it would be sold so little that it would be too expensive for you to 
buy. So I think it is very helpful for this institute to have quite a lot of these
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materials. If there is one veiy, very successful game, sometimes you can say 
we will make multiples of it. The other thing is we have always schools who 
have our students for practice and if you like to give them a nice present, well 
why not make it one of those simple games and present it to them as a nice 
Christmas present.
KL To return to the policy paper, does it include students and staff mobility? Does 
it mention the curricular aspects as well? Does it mention the importance of 
having the module on Europe as a compulsory part of the first year course?
KT Not yet, because that is not in this paper. This paper is more an overall paper, 
so we have not just about the aims of mobility of staff, but we also have 
mobility of students - it is about 8 points. The aims for the students. Then to 
make our curriculum more international. It talks about ECTS. It talks about 
doing international things together. It talks about inservice training organised 
by this institute. Then we have some heavy points and that is about a more 
comparative look at the European educational systems, the European 
dimension and how to guide young children especially. Also we mention 
something about what we have to offer the institutes who are sending students 
abroad, and that is about more care in special education and also primary 
education about multi-culturalism. And then we have some beautiful words, 
that we need money, that we have a good arrangement about credit points, etc. 
And if this is accepted by the board, then we have an overall paper. If we have 
an overall business plan, it will be a very, very valuable paper from which to 
make a kind of action plan. And that will be the next thing. And in that there 
will be all the things we say for somebody going abroad. Everything that is 
happening within those 3 months will be included. In fact a student is free for 
that, but just like Erasmus so it will have a structure. We even give one credit 
point extra to our students who have an experience abroad and that can be of 2 
weeks, 6 weeks or 12 weeks, but the trouble you took, the investment from 
you, gives you a free credit point extra.
KL The evaluations or the assessment or the work that they are missing here, they 
do not have to catch up on that when they get back?
KT No, today we have a problem with some colleagues and we want to make that 
legal. It is easy, when the students have to go round with papers for signature, 
because they like to be free of lessons and they have to go to 20 colleagues. 
That is no good for either students or colleagues because you always have a 
kind of split. So that must not be happening, so it must be that the 
management team can say, "OK, you have done good work over there, you
have made a good report about it, and your requirements from that institute is
OK. For this you get one extra credit point"
KL That will make it attractive for students to do?
KT Yes, and I think it is worth their point, they do not get the points for nothing.
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KL Do the students have to pay themselves towards this? Is it all funded 
externally?
KT No, we have some funds from Holland, we have STIR but STIR - next year is 
its last year. STIR is from the Dutch Government and that means that they 
can go abroad, for instance, to England for 6 weeks. They cannot get 
something from Erasmus, but they can get something from STIR and that can 
be only travel costs.
KL Is STIR funding only for higher education students?
KT Yes, but next year it will be finished. Then we still have Erasmus. Erasmus
money is now 90 ECU per month, and there are some rumours that in future it 
will be less. Only if you go within Erasmus can you be sure your credit points 
are accepted. I am afraid about that. I think all the Erasmus money will go to 
Greece, Portugal and Spain.
KL To return to your policy paper, we talked at the beginning about the whole
rationale and the importance of the concept. Is that the starting point of the 
paper, to convince the management of the importance of a European 
dimension?
KT Yes, in fact I think our management is convinced, but this has to make it really 
legal, so that no opponent can say "But it is awful, and we have to do 
something about it." No, it is done and it becomes normal, and then it 
becomes normal for them to accept it.
KL Does the policy describe in any way what you understand the European 
perspective to be? Is it clear from the policy paper what the context is?
KT I think so. It is written in Dutch otherwise I could give you a copy, but I am
afraid it is of no use to you. Perhaps later on when the whole thing is ready I
will think about getting it translated into English.
KL Yes, that would be interesting. You said that the management are already 
convinced. Why are they convinced about international education. Is it 
because of something at national level or is it institution specific? What are 
there reasons for it?
KT I think at the beginning it was the Dutch government who made everybody 
enthusiastic, saying, "Please go abroad", because nobody went.
KL Was there a particular policy paper that said that?
KT I do not know how it was. It was before my time. I know that in the European
community especially those RIF Networks and later on Erasmus, and here we 
had an agency in Holland, and it sends quite a lot of papers to schools. In fact 
there must be a policy paper or something like that. But in the beginning most
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institutes were keeping away from it, because it means extra work, extra time, 
extra money perhaps. In the beginning it didn't cost extra money at all, in fact 
because there was lots of money to be given to students and staff it also 
became a kind of European tourism idea. So they went abroad and from that 
tourism still bothers us now because that is completely over. Now everybody 
is just working and still the tourism is working against us. The tourism that 
was meant to be so good in the beginning. Indeed people went especially to 
make fun, to go to a nice house, to look at nice books and say, "Thank you 
very much for this information." They went home and there was no follow- 
up.
I think it is different now, but I told you about how it started here in this 
institute, bottom-up, I think in fact that is a better way yet in a way it is a bad 
way, because there is no top anywhere who is telling you what to do. There is 
only something happening bottom-up that can make you enthusiastic and it 
takes a little bit more time. But I believe this time has been worth waiting for. 
You see how many students on that list who are going, it is about 25% of our 
third year students who are asking for an experience abroad and I think that is 
a high percentage.
KL What is the percentage of staff involved?
KT It is purely for students, but I think in our staff we have 8 people who have
frequently experience of going abroad, that will be about 15% so that means it 
is not too bad. But now to go back to this paper, I think that there is no need 
to convince anyone any more because we have an experience everybody was 
able to see and even was involved as much as possible and they saw how 
important it is for students already. It has been happening for 3/4 years now, 
that a student who goes abroad - first of all has a wider horizon; secondly, has 
also a kind of proliferation between all the others in Holland. That gives them 
a better place on the labour market.
KL It is an employment benefit as well?
KT Yes, we have very good examples of this already, a student who applied for a
job in the Hague in February and went to the employment Committee. They 
said, "You do not have the diploma, come back in June." She said, "But I want 
to get a job straight away". They said, "Well, you need to have some papers". 
She replied, "I have some papers that say I have 6 weeks experience in Poland 
and I studied over there and I taught the children there." And the Committee 
said, "What is this kind of ridiculous thing you are doing in Poland, you 
cannot communicate with the children, what is going on?" She explained, and 
got an interview extension of half an hour, and after the half hour the 
Committee said, "You are exactly the kind of person we need," and she got the 
job.
KL Why do you think there has been reticence to produce a policy paper before 
now? Is it something to do with the Dutch culture?
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KT To be honest I think most Dutchmen are a little bit against everything that is 
law. We are slightly anarchists and I think that everything that is pushed from 
the top down to the workplace is viewed with suspicion. "They thought 
something was good for us. Well, we will see. I do not believe in it." I think 
when it starts bottom-up it is there in reality already. It is reaching the place 
where it has to be established and so I am a strong believer in a bottom-up 
approach. And the nicest thing is that when you have a bottom-up approach 
you can make mistakes, because you will make many mistakes in the 
beginning. When you have many mistakes in the beginning, there is no boss 
on a high level who says that you have got it wrong, you should do it 
differently. At the beginning it is a trial and error basis and then management 
see there is something going on that is quite good and they say for themselves, 
"But tell me now, how is it?" And of course the best thing I ever did in the 
beginning was to say, "I will go and you come with me." I think that is the 
best thing you can do. The one who has the money has to see it. We see we 
have a good plan at the beginning, join us, and then they can see at the 
beginning that it is not for fun, that it is a learning experience.
KL Going back to talk about influences, you spoke about Turkish children in the 
classroom and I believe there is an increasing number of different cultures in 
the classroom, do you think that has been an influence on the development of 
a European dimension in education in the Netherlands. Do you think the 
influences have been external rather than internal?
KT I think that it is a special primary education problem. It is different from all 
other types of education I think, because primary teachers are really in contact 
with this problem and I think if they are aware of the different cultures they 
will educate children in primary school differently and we in teacher training 
see this as a very important item. In this way I think that these multi-cultural 
programmes are very strongly connected by ourselves directly to "Let us see 
over the border." and that makes you more flexible, and the flexibility that you 
experience in yourself is really what is needed when you have so many 
different cultures in your classroom.
I know that in the beginning it was really exciting if you had a black child. 
But then there were groups of black children. I know that my own children for 
instance were the only ones left because all the other parents took their 
children away. The teacher was not able to tell the value of different cultures 
to Dutch parents. The Dutch parents say, "OK, if my son has a good job and 
is earning enough money and gets a better job and has more chance for the job 
because we have so many people who have no job I am looking for a school 
where later on he will get a job." I think that we have made that connection.
But first of all on a governmental level, of course it is about money and we 
have to admit that the whole thing is done for money and power. That is all. 
And I think that the task of primary school teachers is to bring in a new culture 
to the world and that means an open eye for differences, for other things, and
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not the eye in the way I was educated in school - Holland is great, over there 
even from the British and that commercial war is highly ridiculous.
KL Some of the European papers suggest creating an awareness of European 
citizenship what do you think it means?
KT Acceptance of other cultures is first. The second thing is that it is something 
you cannot touch, it has to be for yourself, that you experience that when you 
have a group of different cultures together, life is richer and that the place 
where you can live in more cultures together you have a richer life. I think an 
effect of this could be a feeling of European citizenship, so I really think in the 
long term it gives young people the feeling of European citizenship. 
Officially, you can put it on paper, but that does not work because nobody 
feels it. Perhaps I am too much an artist, because I thing nothing is relevant, 
only when it brings up a feeling from inside out and that has to be expressed. 
So the feeling has to be in my opinion that, "Hey, something outside myself is 
working, let me have a look, let me be anxious to know what is going on over 
there." And then the next thing is my life becomes better, how nice that I can 
experience this here and in my opinion one of those logically follows the 
other. And then when you should have a kind of feeling of European 
citizenship, in my opinion, I had rather say you need to be a world citizen, but 
perhaps that is boo big, like the American says, "I am American." We are 
Europeans. On the one hand it has something good, but on the other hand it 
makes me a little bit nervous.
KL The bottom-up approach is so important if you are looking for this inner
feeling and an individual awareness. Regarding a definition of the European 
dimension in education, presumably you would be looking for the students to 
come up with their own ideas about what they see the European dimension 
being about?
KT Yes, and the only thing I do try is to make it possible for them to reflect. And 
that is why I am just in between, bringing up their experiences and what they 
experience starts small, gets bigger. And they give the possibilities and the 
rules, and of course the government also gives possibilities, but I cannot say 
that these possibilities are so valuable when the middle group says "Oh, they 
are beautiful thoughts, but that is all."
KL Do you think there are any barriers to including the European dimension?
KT Yes, there are barriers and the barriers are still coming top-down, falling on us.
Perhaps you know about the situation - the government is giving us less 
money and asking more. We always say we manage, but if the government 
reduces funding then you have to make changes as an institute. Perhaps about 
reading, to change your reading system so that it costs less it doesn't take up so 
much time, and the year before it was about arithmetic. The government keeps 
defining different priorities so the curriculum is fuller. There is one need when 
you are working in the field of internationalisation, you need quite a lot of
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creativity, but creativity takes time. And if a teacher does not get time it is the 
biggest barrier. So for instance he has to teach and it is very difficult to go 
away for one week outside his vacation. So he does not see anything, he 
should go, but it is a question of time.
I think a teacher should go to a school abroad for a week to join a different 
classroom to see what is going on. And the other thing is money. It is about 
what to prioritise first if you have no experience. When you have one 
experience it becomes a priority, but if you do not have it, the first experience 
costs money, but you don't see it as a priority. And when I see my students 
being educated and constrained by the Dutch financial system, most of them 
have a small job so they can manage themselves and not depend on their 
parents and they like that. But when they go for 3 months abroad, the boss 
says, "I am very sorry, but I have 20 waiting for a job like this and if you go 
abroad you will lose your job." And so they cannot afford to go for financial 
reasons, they cannot afford to lose their job. I do not know how to solve that 
problem. That is the biggest problem I find now for my students wanting to 
go abroad. And actually having the time to go. If they could go, and come 
back after 3 months and still have their job, no problem. This problem should 
not be there.
I think that 80% of my students should go abroad, they would like to go, but 
they also need money too, and if they say, "I am ruining my financial situation
if I go abroad, I am sorry it will have to wait because I need money for other
things." What can I say.
KL Thank you for allowing me to interview you may I quote you when I write up 
my research?
KT Yes, of course. I will sent you the policy if I translate it into English.
KL Thank you that would be helpful.
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KL Would you begin by telling me about the International Centre?
JvM It started, I think, in the organising period of the Summer University of 1989.
There were a lot of people involved in International Networks, from 
Association of Teacher Educators in Europe (ATEE) and so on, but here the 
RIF, the Network of Teacher Trainers, was founded. There was a lot of work 
to do, but it also had a big impact on the institute because it was for the first 
time that the Dean and others on the Management Team were open to 
international activities within the schools. Because we were rather successful 
in that sense we also got the Ministry of Education to give us some money in 
the BIDO Project. For that reason we could keep employed about 4/5 people 
in the international field, for it was a project for 3 or 4 years, and the funding 
was from the Dutch Government. But as with all projects they have a period 
of rise and a period of decline, so at some point, we had to make up our mind 
what to do, go on for the initial training centre, because also the money we got 
from the government was meant to be spent on the initial setting up, or go on 
in a commercial way. That is to say within our organisation here, we have 4 
Faculties, and in addition - it's not really a Faculty - we have a commercial 
assistance unit for the 4 Faculties.
KL Is this selling inservice, textbooks, etc.?
JvM Yes, but it is also running international projects for example. Well, we 
decided to go commercial. That's the reason we are on this corridor, all the 
people work on a commercial basis. We did it for about 2 or 3 years. We 
made a lot of money, but then came the change of the managers. Also, the 
point of what is our core business and what isn't. And for one reason or 
another, they decided that international activities are not core business in the 
commercial situation. There was a lot of unstructured behaviour - nobody 
knew which direction we should go - but anyway, at the end of last year, 3 of 
the 6 members of the Centre of International Education decided either to go 
for another job or go for retirement. That was the moment I became Director 
of the Centre of International Education and we decided to go back again, for 
the main part, to the initial training level.
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KL So while you were doing the commercial business, were you involved in 
initial teacher training at all?
JvM Nearly no more. We did courses for the obligatory international courses 
(Europe for Everybody), but we had no link at all with teachers from the initial 
training centre. We were bought in for just a couple of hours to do the 
courses. We went in to the conference room, did our courses and left. We 
didn't see anyone else. I tried to change that philosophy and to set up a project 
group for international activities.
Partly we still run some commercial courses because we have obligations from 
the past to meet, and another movement is that at the end of this year, this 
whole commercial activity will go back again to the initial. So everything will 
revert back to the starting point.
KL And do you see that as being a better way to move forward?
JvM Yes, I am very hopeful for the future because now we are a Project Group
from each Department, people will come in with part of the job which is 
international - their main job is not international, but just being a member of a 
subject area. If they are involved in international affairs then their impact on 
the curriculum, for example, will be much more than it was before.
KL Are you totally funded now by the Hogeschool Nijmegen?
JvM Yes, that is to say in our contract we are funded, but part of that money we
should earn back again from other sources.
KL Are you now - as part of your job as Director - are you actually involved in
trying to get more people involved in putting a European dimension in the 
curriculum in initial teacher training?
JvM Yes, and also in running the mobility programmes.
KL Is that part of the compulsory module that Linas and Kees were telling me
about, or are there more activities in the curriculum than that?
JvM Yes, that is only for the primary education. For secondary education we also
have courses. But it is not only running courses. In my opinion, you cannot 
concentrate the European dimension in one week, and say this is an obligatory 
module or for some weeks. But what I intend to do is integrate it within the 
existing curricula of subjects in this Faculty, and one of the possibilities to do 
that is to run international projects. For example, a project on Turkey, where 
you can see that intercultural issues are linked, are intermingled with 
international activities. Perhaps we can touch on that later. It is a point of 
how to get the teachers of the Faculty involved in international or intercultural 
affairs.
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KL Maybe this is a good point to ask you what you understand by the European
dimension?
JvM I would give a very global answer. I do not have a definition and that is why I 
prefer to speak about the international dimension, but what I think is very 
important is that students or pupils from secondary, teachers from secondary 
schools, teachers fi*om teacher training institutes, everybody involved in 
education, should have a wider, more global perspective than only a regional 
or national perspective. So that is a very broad definition. That means we 
have to give knowledge to students, to give skills to students, and also solve 
the attitude difficulties. That is the 3 things necessary to survive in an 
international society.
It doesn’t mean that our students after they finish school will go abroad and 
work in the European Union. I do not think that a lot of teachers will work in 
the European Union other than in the Netherlands, but I think a lot of our 
students will definitely work in an international context. First of all the pupils 
they have to teach - even those pupils will not after a lot of years go into 
Europe and have jobs over there - but they will work in international 
companies, they will work in international services, so you will have to 
prepare those pupils in the next generation, for working in an international 
society, although it is not necessary to go abroad. We have to prepare the 
future teachers for that situation.
KL So it is linked to employment?
JvM Yes, that is the first issue. The second issue is that the future generation and
this generation as well of course, has to live in a multi-cultural society, so it is 
a multi-cultural issue. That is one of the reasons as I said before, we have to 
inter-mingle the intercultural philosophy with the international philosophy in 
this faculty. And there are some more things like the general issues of Europe. 
We do not want to have war any more so students, the future teachers, really 
have to be aware of what is going on in Europe, not only in the integration 
process, but also the disintegration process, the regionalism issue in Europe 
and the possible effects on the new political map of Europe. They have to be 
aware of this so that it should be part of the curriculum.
KL The module that I know the hogeschool has done a lot of work on, and you 
have the little booklets published on it, focuses mostly on Europe, the module 
is called Europe for Everyone. Do you think that will change so that the 
module is more about internationalisation beyond Europe, or do you think the 
title will stay the same?
JvM Well, there are 2 reasons for the title. The people involved in the Centre for 
International Education were very 'Europe minded', and you realise that the 
funding came fi*om Europe, so we had to have Europe in the title for practical 
reasons. But the first thing, the principal reason, was because the people are
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Europe minded. It is not my point of view, I always use the term international 
dimension in my lectures,
KL When you are teaching in the international dimension what sort of content do 
you include in your lectures, what sort of things are you doing?
JvM That depends on the subject. For example, in a couple of weeks I am giving a 
couple of lectures on environmental issues. What I am trying to do is to let 
students see not only from geography or history point of view, but also from 
maths or whatever subject that they are studying, European issues. Just taking 
an example, in this case, environmental issues - you cannot treat this issue 
only by looking at it from a national point of view. I try to give it an 
international perspective. Just simply taking pollution of the Rhine, it is not 
only a Dutch issue. It has been polluted from Switzerland, Germany, France - 
and the polluted water is coming into the Netherlands, so to deal with the 
problem we have to deal with the other countries, to negotiate with other 
countries to get the Rhine cleaner and less polluted. This is a special subject 
which is not confined to boundaries. This is a cross-boundary theme. But 
there are more themes, e.g. we spoke about regionalism in Europe, or the 
changing of the point of gravity in Europe and its influence on the 
Netherlands. For example, you could say that the economic point of gravity 
was going to the south because, e.g. around the Alps, Milan and Nice - a lot of 
firms, a lot of plants were coming into it. Now Eastern Europe is more open 
and Berlin has become a more strategic point. You see that the north/south 
axis is changing and moving towards a west/eastem axis. That is having a big 
influence on the Dutch situation, so you cannot treat the Dutch economy only 
by looking at it in a national way. You have to look at it in a European way.
But in the cultural issues, we have a lot of Turkish immigrants. In fact, 
Turkey has asked to come into the European Union. They want to be part of 
it. It is a completely different culture. They asked to come in for economic 
reasons, and also for other political reasons. How do you cope with that 
problem? Opening the boundaries for everybody coming into the Netherlands 
is an emigrant problem. It means you have to solve a lot of problems, how do
you cope with that? But those are international issues and there are a lot more 
than these 3 issues I mentioned. But students should be aware of them.
KL The kind of things that you do with teachers on inservice course is it similar to
the course with students in initial education? Do you try to get them to come 
to their own understanding of a European dimension, to try and think about 
how they will include it in their teaching?
JvM You are asking about methodology, how I do it?
KL Yes.
JvM Perhaps to answer this I can best give you an example of a module we are
running now. In that module there are very strict presentations of guest
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lecturers. I, myself, giving a lecture for one and a half hours, just giving 
information. Mostly that is one or two days. Another, the issue is having 
round-table discussions with students. Mostly after those presentations, they 
should think about it, they should make notes about it, think of questions they 
want to ask, questions for debate, and so on. And another day we have round­
table discussions about those issues.
The third column in that module is that they should go abroad, have the 
experience of how that links to the subject. For example, geographers are 
going to Germany in the boundary region, trying to find similarities and 
differences on both sides of the boundary. Historians are going by bike to the 
Via Romana. It is partly in the Netherlands and partly in Germany and they 
are following a historical course. Students of commercial studies, they are 
going into Balday, into an international plant just to get an idea ’how is that set 
up'. Linguists are going to Germany to teach English, to teach German 
language, to teach French, but in another country, just to feel the experience.
KL And how long is that for?
JvM It is about 40 hours. In reality it is always more than that because of the travel,
etc. That is the third column. The 4th column is that they have to write a 
lesson in this international sense that they can use during the practical period 
in the school. That is not to say that it needs to be used this year, it can be 
used another year, but they have to make up a teaching unit, teaching material, 
that has an international perspective combined with their subject. And that is 
both in primary and secondary. The fifth column is an examination.
KL The students are assessed on their work in the module?
JvM Yes, they are assessed on that. They get several credits for that. Credits for
just examination - written examination about Europe, also the teaching 
material is assessed, and also the way they acted during the 40 hours. That 
can be one week or, for example, that can be every Tuesday over 5 or 6 weeks.
KL The philosophy of now having the international centre and involving more
staff throughout the faculty, have you plans to monitor that so that you know 
what other people are doing in international education?
JvM Yes, we do not make it very easy for ourselves. We also have another module
which is obligatory for all those who are going abroad. It has a preparation 
route before going abroad, and it has a follow up activity. We try to sell it 
especially to those who are going abroad for short term periods, e.g. to 
Turkey, Morocco, etc. But now we are coming to the point of,"What are you 
doing in the curricula on international affairs?" Of course we made an 
inventory, we know more or less what is going on, but what we would like to 
do is make the amount more than what is going on now. One of the points is 
that we need instruments to get that information. If we just ask the teacher of 
science "What are you doing in international affairs?" and he says "Nothing,"
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or maybe "Something" and it is not very clear. All those teachers of the 
different subjects during the year who are going abroad now have to fill in a 
special paper in which he or she states the answers to "Why do you want to go 
abroad?" "What do you want to leam from it?" And afterwards they should 
fill in a special paper "What are the points you have put in the curriculum?", 
and "What is the difference before and after? And after one year there is 
another paper which has to be filled in, "What has been done in the past year?" 
If it is successful it could be the reason to go abroad again. If nothing 
happens, then that might be a reason not to go abroad again. If it is by reason 
of extra forces, if she cannot help it, OK then we can discuss that, but if it is an 
unwilling situation to change anything, OK we leave it, we don’t have an 
instrument to force it. But we try to have the possibility of not only an 
inservice abroad but also funding for special activities, for subjects, and this is 
also an interesting instrument to change things. You just get your amount of 
money for it, but you can get an extra amount if you do something extra.
KL When the students go abroad, when they are going to Germany and so on, is 
that funded by the hogeschool or do the students have to pay for that 
themselves?
JvM The students have to pay for that themselves, but if they really go far away,
e.g. Turkey, Portugal or Morocco (because it is obvious if they go by bike or 
by bus to Germany, it is a very small amount of money) but if they have to 
spend a lot of money, then they have the Dutch or European grants.
KL It would be hard to make it part of the compulsory course if the students have
to pay for it on their own, - if it was not being funded.
JvM No, it is on a voluntary basis, but we can offer them about half the price of
going abroad.
KL So if they choose not to go then it does not affect their assessment in any way?
JvM No, not at all.
KL Are they assessed on the other things they do in the module?
JvM Yes, that is right, but we try to promote going abroad. Especially in primary
education we notice that in interviews when they come to get a job after 
finishing this institute, if they mention the international experiences they have 
a better chance in the labour market. So that is an instrument. We say that to 
other students, that in one way it is to your personal enlargement to go
abroad. There are various reasons to go abroad and we promote this.
KL A lot of people have spoken to me about Germany and part of the reason to try
to encourage students to go there is to create a better image of German people. 
They have been saying that they saw this as a problem. Is that one of the 
reasons for encouraging students to go to Germany?
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JvM Maybe. It is a problem if we ask students where would you like to go to for 
experience, then Germany is not the first choice, definitely not. Sometimes it 
can be for financial reasons they go to Germany and not to countries further 
away. Sometimes for their own reasons they do not want to go to Germany. 
Maybe you have heard some people talking about this issue. However, 
according to me there is not an issue about students going to Germany. It is a 
hot issue in the politics of Germany and the Netherlands and our Ministry of 
Education wants to set up new programmes, big programmes of getting better 
neighbours and he wants to give a lot of money to education and we shall use 
this also to promote our students to go abroad. I don't mind if students are 
going to Turkey or to England or to Finland or to Germany, it does not matter 
where they want to go to. Also Germany is quite another culture and they 
could benefit as much as if they had gone to Finland so I don't mind where 
they go. And if the Minister wants to give a lot of money then we want to use 
it.
KL We have talked over the past few days that you are in the business of
producing an international policy for the Hogeschool Nijmegen. What sort of 
things are in the policy? Does it include aims and action plans?
JvM You can see the main headings here (any maybe we can talk about quality). It 
says that the Faculty of Education should have a strategic plan to promote 
international activities as part of their public relations. It was a couple of 
years ago and we have to look again at the international profile of the Faculty 
of Education for reasons that it is very good to have that, for the contents of 
education, for quality reasons, and also for reasons to attract students. It is 
published, for example, by an Inspection Committee that we have a lot of 
international affairs, so we can get not only students from the region, but also 
from other parts of the Netherlands because of this. Also we want to get 
students from over the border, from Germany. It could be very interesting for 
them not to go to universities in Germany, but to go to Hogeschool Nijmegen, 
and I think it is also very interesting if we can get the German students to 
work together with Dutch students.
KL So it is raising your marketing profile as far as getting students is concerned, 
not just students in the Netherlands?
JvM Yes
KL Perhaps you would translate some of the points from the policy paper.
JvM We want students from Germany and from the former Dutch colonies. They
are eager to study in the Netherlands. We want to promote mobility of 
students and teachers, physical mobility and also set up a system of virtual 
intellectual mobility. We are linked to the internet and would like the 
opportunity for students in each subject to have the possibility of exchanges 
with every institute. We are part of several networks in the field of telematics -
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not only teachers, but also students should have links. It is also part of the 
philosophy of autonomous learning, the possibility of doing a project on their 
own, getting information from all over Europe on that subject. I also want to 
intermingle intercultural issues and international issues making modules in 
both issues. Another hot issue is promoting equality of international 
curriculum and mobility programmes and auditing them.
We want to make a selection of all the 85 institutes we have connections with 
and bring that back to about 30 high quality exchange institutions and 
especially we want to focus on ETCS and double degree programmes. And 
then use internationalisation as a way of inservice for teachers in this institute 
in the light of autonomous learning, practically organise an international 
symposium in this field. There are some points mentioned concerning the 
organisation, project management of international activities, financing, 
facilitating and so on.
KL We talked about other people in the faculty being involved in international
education, will they actually have to write that into the course documentation 
in order that you will know what is going on in a clearer way?
JvM Yes, that is right.
KL Your policy - you have written that for the Faculty of Education in the
Hogeschool Nijmegen. Is that purely instigated from your own work here or 
is it attempting to fit in with some national policy?
JvM Well you heard yesterday from Fieke Krikhaar, she thinks very like myself in
thinking about it and also I know that the organisation of all the hogeschools 
are also thinking this way, so it is not brand new and not revolutionary what 
we are doing, but I think that thinking in this way, we are one of the institutes 
to choose a direction where we are a little bit further ahead on this than the 
others, so that we can use this to profile ourselves compared with other 
institutes.
KL So it is about raising the profile of the Hogeschool Nijmegen?
JvM Yes.
KL I have heard about Widening Horizons and I have heard about some of the
activities at Ministry level, is what you are doing a reaction to that? Or is it 
you being pro-active because you see it as something that is important for your 
own institution?
JvM For the first point, more than for our own institution and I am not so arrogant
to say that it is the other way round, but what we want to do is provide 
evidence of policy papers, to discuss that with the Ministry or Hogeschool 
Nijmegen and influence them in their thinking of what should be the next step 
for international activities. And one of those next steps could be the
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implementation of activities of autonomous learning. What you see in the 
Netherlands is that there are 2 streams, institutes should develop more 
international activities, on the other hand you see a stream of another way of 
teaching autonomous learning and what we are thinking is, - is it is not 
possible to make a link between the two, and that was a new idea, and now 
after some years, the policy makers are also thinking it is not too bad an idea.
KL We have also talked about Platform, Nuffic and SLO. How do you see their 
role in promoting the European dimension or the international dimension? 
Are you linking in with them at all?
JvM Yes, first of all if we have an idea on several fields, for example, I have the 
idea it would be very good if students had the possibility to go to Turkey or 
Morocco to see the circumstances of a lot of pupils they have to work with in 
future, and Nuffic to my surprise said "That is a very good idea, we want to 
fund that for about 4 or 5 years" and now it is also part of their policy to let 
other institutes be involved in this idea. That is one way of co-operating 
together. They give the money for our ideas. Another point is, they have a lot 
of knowledge, for example, of how to set up an international activity within 
your organisation so I try to let my colleagues go to the Hague, to Nuffic, and 
follow inservice courses on international activities and also they have brilliant 
ideas which they publish and so we can say, "That is a good idea, we would 
like to come in." So it is not a one-way line. We influence each other in a 
number of ways.
KL And is the same true for Platform?
JvM Yes, the same is true for Platform, although Platform is only for primary and
secondary education, so the way we work in that sense together is that for the 
past years we got money from Platform to set up inservice courses for teachers 
who want to internationalise their curriculum. Another link is, for example, 
this afternoon I am going to Kriste College in the Netherlands, they want to set 
up some international activities. I advise them and that costs money so I say 
to them, "Go to Platform and ask for money to pay me." I am an intermediate 
to have links with the intermediates at Platform.
KL And SLO, how is that relationship?
JvM There was a relationship, but it has been broken now. We got a task from
SLO to write the blueprint for the International Dimension, the European 
Dimension officially, for secondary education. We did it and then this kind of 
commercial activity was started. But they do a lot of work in this field and we 
don't have any connections with them any more.
KL Do they have quite an influence on the international education in the school
curriculum?
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JvM I don't think their influence is very great. Most of the influence is by inservice 
training, the direct link with teachers in inservice institutes and the Platform 
has a very big influence by giving the money or letting schools be involved in 
international education. The part of SLO is just that there are some book 
writers, they linked in with the ideas of SLO.
KL The staff of Hogeschool Nijmegen have written a lot of materials, have they 
been used by the SLO?
JvM Not directly. We send them in examples, and we can see in our work that they 
use our materials. That is OK.
KL Togo back to the beginning, you said that the influence behind the setting up 
of the International Centre was to do with the Summer University here in 
Nijmegen in 1989, and that was the start of the international activities here. 
As far as the Netherlands as a whole is concerned, we talked about the 
influence of the Education Minister that he had an international outlook, was it 
because of him personally, or do you think it was because of the European 
directives that internationalisation is seen as a priority in the Netherlands?
JvM Well, both I think. You mustn't underestimate the personal influence of the 
Minister of Education. I think he had a huge impact on what was going on 
and that has always to do with money. In his budget a lot of money was spent 
in this field. But you can say, "Why had he these ideas?" There was a lot of 
reasons, economic and international, so it is linked, I think.
KL Is there any barriers that you can see to the promotion of the European or 
International dimension in the Netherlands?
JvM There are a lot of barriers, e.g. there are the time barriers - "I cannot do 
anything extra", "It is not my job", "There are only 24 hours in a day", "I 
cannot do any more". But there are always people trying to move anything in 
education forwards, for example, international affairs or gender, or whatever, 
and there are people working before and we try to get the others involved as 
well. What I see in inservice courses, when I am advising several schools in 
the Netherlands and there are a lot of schools involved already, 50% of the 
secondary schools are involved in the international dimension and what you 
see is mostly that one-third of the teaching staff says, "This is a very good idea 
and we should go further with this". One third of the teachers really say, "No 
way, we want to focus on other things other than the European dimension". 
One third tolerate or are just in the middle and it is for strategic reasons.
But I always say, "Don't focus on the one third who are against, you cannot 
convince them, leave them. Focus on the one third who are in the middle and 
try to convince them." What I see, not in one or two years, but over a lot of 
years, is that they become convinced because they see pupils are very 
interested in having these international links and that influences teachers in the 
way of teaching, but also that teachers have the possibilities of inservice
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courses outside their own country, so they look beyond. We call it looking 
into the kitchen of another school in another country to see what is going on 
and they leam a lot about it. It is a very slow process. At the moment in the 
Netherlands there are a lot of schools which are very open minded about 
international affairs, for whatever reasons they do anything on the 
international issues.
KL So there aren't any barriers from the point of view of a lack of national 
direction or guidance?
JvM No. It would be counter productive if there was guidance, you have to do this
or that. I do not think it would change the present situation a lot. But I think 
teachers can be better convinced by colleagues and by their own experiences, 
than by someone from the Hague saying, ‘You should do this.’ But that is the 
point of dissemination. I think we should work on this point more than we did 
before, the point of dissemination of good experience, but you can leam also 
from the bad experience. A lot of schools keep their experiences for 
themselves and we should try to make it more transparent because especially 
when the situation arises that there is no funding any more they have to walk 
on their own legs, then you need to have the experience of a lot of schools. 
That is the point of the last 4 years of this era. In the Year 2000 the main issue 
is dissemination of experience.
KL I think that, over this week, the thing that seems to have been most obvious is
that in the Netherlands there is a distinct preference for people to feel that they 
have thought of things for themselves rather than had to react to national 
guidelines. Is that the case?
JvM Yes, that is true, but do not exaggerate. It is both. The bottom-up approach is
not the only way, you have to find a mixture of a top-down and a bottom-up 
combination. Also in the Netherlands you need to have maybe not a directive 
from the Ministry, but you need to have a head teacher to say to the teachers, 
"This could be very important, what do you think about it?" because if you 
only leave it to people at the bottom to say we would like to work on this, it is 
not enough. They also have to be directed from the top down. But if you 
speak about percentages, I think 60% bottom-up and 40% directed.
KL And is part of that the importance of evaluating what is going on in
intemationalisation? Do you think that as soon as something is to be 
evaluated it becomes more important or is that not tme for the Netherlands?
JvM No, it is not tme. By evaluate, you mean for example, inspection?
KL Yes, or in the classroom if pupils are tested in some way or in teacher
education that students are tested in some way.
JvM Yes, of course it is a very important instmment to get it going for the coming
years and that is why it always should all be put in the school policy plan. If
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not, there is coming too much water in it, so we have to be very clear that it is 
pointed out in the policy plan in school and that is also the plan, that the 
inspectorate ask for. So if it is in the plan, and it is not in reality there is a 
distinction, then you are told about it by the inspection team. It is also an 
instrument of the management style to go to teachers and say, ‘You agreed to 
a policy plan.’ A policy plan has to be approved by the whole teacher team, 
and a headteacher can say it was the staff who said let us go for a policy plan. 
What I see is that it is very difficult to assess this because it is not isolated, I 
said that we should try to focus on the international perspective, but it is very 
difficult to isolate it from the rest.
And that is also a point of dissemination but, I think it would be very good to 
have more than in the past a kind of quality control on mobility programmes 
and also pupils should be assessed on what they have learned from an 
international experience. That can be a kind of interview of students, ‘What 
did you leam from it?’ Until now we only heard remarks like, ‘It was very 
nice and I learned a lot out of it,’ and that made the teachers very happy. But 
you should then ask, ‘What did you leam?’ That should be specified much 
more than now. For example, at this moment, I am busy investigating a 
sample of students going abroad speaking French, and the same group 
studying at home, not going abroad, and after a month testing them both. We 
see that the group going abroad get better marks, not because of the week they 
have spent abroad when they got the chance to speak French, but because they 
are not afraid to make mistakes any more. And the group which studies at 
home, they still are afraid "Maybe it's not right" and that point of threshold, it's 
a very important point. So to make clear why it's also important for your 
group to go abroad.
KL I am coming to the end of my questions, I think something you began to talk 
about was the quality issue and maybe that is where we should finish. Do you 
think that is the next stage? Is there a need to identify quality indicators for 
international education. Do you have any ideas about that?
JvM It is very difficult. We are working several years for international issues and it 
is rather ridiculous that we have only now just come to the point where we are 
considering the quality issues. Of course we have had the evaluation of 
international students going abroad, but we have to be much more precise that 
we are now working on those self evaluation of international activities and you 
have your instruments to be more inside the quality of international activities. 
For the curriculum, for the learning process, for the pupil system (in-going, 
outgoing), the organisation, the policy making, the quality system inside the 
institute, and so on. We make questions out of them focusing on the double 
degree programmes. That is a huge process that has to be made.
KL And who produced this questionnaire?
JvM This? Paul Minnie.
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KL Is he acting as an individual?
JvM No, it is from the HA VO Association.
KL The HAVO have a kind of consortium, do they?
JvM Yes, a consortium of all the HAVO institutes and they have a special branch 
for international affairs.
KL Is that to do with the Ministry?
JvM No, it is not to do with the Ministry. It is not really independent. It is
officially an advisory group of the Ministry and I cannot remember a point 
where the Ministry didn't follow the advice of the HAVO, so it is really 
influential.
KL So the HAVO is teacher education / vocational polytechnic level?
JvM Higher than that. Tertiary level.
KL If you come up with a set of performance indicators for measuring quality, do 
you think that people will then look at those quality indicators and it will 
restrict what they are doing because they are working towards specific points 
rather than having the freedom of doing what they wanted to do?
JvM Well, that's a dangerous point, of course, what are they going to do with it also
in the light of the freedom teachers have, but what I would like to do is to put
quality on the following issue, what is the value of international activities on 
your way of working within your subject, more the value-added aspect, it can 
be inservice, that is one possibility. There is scope for variety of needs going 
into this point. That could be the general question, "What is the international 
perspective adding to the quality of the way of teaching in your own subject?" 
and I can imagine some things which are adding to the quality.
KL The kind of quality indicators you envisage are quite open, asking about what
is extra value. Is it more to do then with self-evaluation within a subject?
JvM Well, that is my opinion because I do not believe so much in going to the 
depth of self-evaluation, but I must say there is a quality control person in 
charge in this institution who does these things, but it is too theoretical. I 
would like to make it very practical. You put something in, what is the output 
from it. Make that clear, and it will enlarge the whole quality of this institute.
KL You are not talking about a rigorous quality assurance system ?
JvM Well no, not me, but there are others who will be looking for such a thing.
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KL Thank you Jacques for allowing me to interview and for setting up all the 
other interviews for me. May I quote you when I write up my research?
JvM Yes, of course. I found the interviews interesting too.
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The Netherlands
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KL Would you begin by telling me about your role as the Director of the 
International Centre, when it started and how it came about?
GW You want a bit of history. I was Head of the English Department and I had
been for 18 years. I became involved in ATEE, becoming chairman of the 
Language Working Group and this gave me a taste for international work. I 
saw all sorts of possibilities for working together, not just in the Dutch 
context, but in the European context. Then the Euro Centre which was a sort 
of joint effort of the history and geography departments in the hogeschool, 
managed through lobbying (one of the staff members had a friend in the 
Hague in the Ministry) to get the first European Summer University here. This 
was a Brussels subsidised effort to get teacher education involved in 
Europeanisation.
KL So it was a Brussels initiative?
GW Yes, it was a Brussels initiative. They discovered in Brussels that Erasmus
worked for universities, but teacher education institutions, certainly for
primary schools were mainly passive. The percentage involvement was very 
low. They asked Mike Bruce to look into this (I have his report, which may be 
of interest to you). He came up with stunning figures about the lack of interest 
in teacher education, because of the fact that it had to be a minimum of 3 
months, because doing a teaching practice abroad was frowned upon and 
because they were trained for the national scene. Then Brussels said there 
would be a series of four summer universities which eventually became five. I 
still remember when Francine Vainiscotte asked me if I would be prepared to 
chair the languages group. I agreed. We had the first Summer University in 
Nijmegen and I was asked to chair a group and I got to know people. During 
the first Summer University 14 networks of teacher educators were set up. 
Together they became known as the Réseau d'institution de Formation (RIF).
Then the Hogeschool Directorate became interested in setting up an 
International Centre. We had a historian, we had a cultural anthropologist, we
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had a linguist (myself), who were already involved. A geographer came in to 
help out and she became the first co-ordinator. Through a political decision, a 
national decision, intended to avoid the younger teacher educators being 
pushed out by the older ones that had tenure, for two years they offered people 
over 55 in the first instance and then over 50, to back out, to take a smaller 
percentage of the job with the same pay until their retiring age. The Director 
asked me if I would be interested in working more or less full time for the 
International Centre. I did not need too much persuasion. I had to start from 
scratch. I had the RIF contacts and I had the ATEE contacts and I started 
thinking about funding. That was the best time to get funding, you only had to 
come up with a good bid and hundreds of thousands of ECU's came pouring 
in. I had a TEMPUS project, a LINGUA project and the RIF, of course. Then 
I was asked to do the general co-ordination of the teacher educator exchange 
for RIF. I did that for 4 years, which was rather time consuming. I did have 
some secretarial support, but of course each letter had to be tailor-made. I had 
to do that myself. So by the time the big LINGUA project started and I had to 
do all the administration for that, I said I cannot continue without support. So 
they gave me an assistant, who has now taken over. She works half time.
KL You said that the Directorate of the Hogeschool were interested in setting up 
an International Centre, why was that?
GW I think it was money. Actually the first Summer University brought in a lot of 
funds. Around that time the institutes were developing fi*om state subsidised 
sponges, that sucked up all the money and trained teachers, into institutes that 
had to fend for themselves. They were still subsidised but to a lesser extent 
and they had to find funds for themselves.
KL So they saw the International Centre as a way of making money?
GW That's right, exactly.
KL I am interested in finding out what influenced European activities. You said 
that the first Summer University was a Brussels initiative and that the 
Directorate at the Hogeschool believed that it was going to bring in money, 
but from a national point of view was there also an interest in the European 
dimension?
GW Oh, definitely. The previous chairmanship of the EU was in the hands of the 
Netherlands. It was our Dutch Minister of Education, who is still the present 
Minister for Education who chaired the EU. He made a big fuss about 
intemationalisation.
KL Was that Ritzen?
GW Yes, he actually made teacher education a core point in his policy. That more
or less fitted the developments in the hogeschool. You know these things
happen mutually. The national political initiative fitted the hogeschool
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initiative and the hogeschool became more active. However, when myself and 
my colleague in history took early retirement we only did what we were 
interested in.
If you are interested in how we set up the International Centre, it is because 
the situation at that point was that everyone wanted to make it grow. From 
Brussels, nationally and from an institutes point of view. It all came together, 
it was all very positive. The lay of the land was just right.
After that other hogeschools started and they had to fight many more battles 
than we had, because we were the first.
KL This is what I am interested in - was it Brussels driven, was it a national 
initiative, was it an institutional initiative or was it interested individuals?
GW It was synergetic. It all happened at the same time. The context was just right.
KL There was no clear influence that was greater than the other?
GW No. The second year we appointed Jacques van Meegen and he has taken over. 
The Centre is now reduced to two tenths of a week.
KL You said that you were a linguist before the International Centre was set up, 
but when you were asked to take it on, you did not hesitate to take up the post 
as Director. Was this because you felt European education was important for 
teacher education?
GW Yes, it is a pity that you cannot read Dutch because my farewell lecture was
about this. There are two quotes that I took from the literature which inspired 
me very much. This book the Culture o f Complaints^ written by Robert 
Hughes, do you know it? It is an American source. It was published in 1993.1 
quote from it,
"To leam other languages, to deal with other customs and creeds from direct 
experience of them and with a degree of humility, these are self evidently 
good as cultural provincialism is not."
Now this is in a much wider context, but I think that this human community 
that we have built up over the centuries is going to go to the dogs if we do not 
communicate. I do not think that we do communicate. Only people who have 
experience of other cultures, other ways of thinking, through teaming another 
language, because you can only understand another culture if you have a 
certain degree of mastery in the language. This enables you to negotiate. That 
is my point always, you have to be able to negotiate. You cannot say I express 
myself in a foreign language and I will be understood as I think I should be 
understood. There is much more to it than that.
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This is another book Intercultural Communication by Robert Young. He is an 
Australian. I quoted that in the chapter that I am writing now. This is his 
opening line.
"There is perhaps no more important topic in the social sciences than the study 
of intercultural communication."
He even says its a matter of the survival of our species.
KL What I am interested in is not just the influences but the rationale behind the 
European dimension. Was it because there was some theoretical underpinning 
and it was felt to be educationally important or was it based on economic 
reasons?
GW From my point of view, I got my chance because other people gave me the
chance. These people had other responsibilities and they gave me my chance 
because they thought that there might be money in it. I am not saying that the 
Director didn't really think about these things, about international 
communication and the European dimension. If we in Europe as the oldest 
western civilisation - if we cannot hit it off with each other then this is a 
symbol for how the whole world is going to the dogs. My idea of limiting it to 
Europe, there is no where on this earth, where in a small area like western 
Europe, you have so many languages and cultures and such a rich history. If 
we can make this into a laboratory of learning, (this is all pure idealism) try to 
understand one another and try to communicate across our cultural borders 
then European integration is more likely to succeed. To do that we have to 
really understand what culture means. It is the why questions - why is the 
political system in this country like this? why is it like another? Not just that 
it is different. Why is it different, how do people think, what makes them tick, 
what makes them reason the way that they do?
KL Your ideas were definitely driven from an educational point of view.
GW Most definitely. I need not concern myself from an economic point of view. It
was idealism to a point. I liked doing the work, I liked meeting people, I liked 
travelling. I think that it is interesting and rewarding to talk to people like you 
as well and doing things like speaking to conferences such as Nitra. One does 
these things not just to spread the gospel but because one likes to talk to 
people and find out what makes them tick and how they do things.
KL From the point of view of teacher education was the International Centre 
specifically for teacher education, was it for other departments in the 
hogeschool?
GW It was for teacher education.
KL Why did you think that it was important for teacher education?
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GW I hoped to inspire teachers with the idea. I found doing the big LINGUA 
project that teachers find it very difficult to change their way of thinking - 
language teachers. We had Italians who said, yes it is all quite interesting 
talking about the communicative competence and cross-cultural 
communication and so on but what we were hoping to get were the ideas and 
the materials to use next Monday. Obviously they are still very concerned and 
so they should be, about how do I get my pupils' language acquisition going, 
but I think that they should think further than that. All the language they 
acquire should be acquired at the same time as an awareness of the difference 
in the ways of thinking. As soon as you utter a phrase in a foreign language, 
there are things attached that you have no idea about. You attach your own 
things to them but when another person uses them they may be quite different.
KL It is an International Centre rather than a European Centre is that correct?
GW We had a lot of talk about this. As I told you it started with the history and 
geography departments who had this Euro Centre and some people who still 
work in the institute and remember when we started still call it the Euro 
Centre. When we started in it, the six of us sat together and we were all 
directors of various activities, we said what do we call it. There was a Dutch 
Minister of Foreign Affairs once, who like Schuman and Monnet had a great 
interest in European integration. He was called Beyen. We wanted to call it 
the Beyen Institute, but we finally said we have contacts with America etc. 
lets make it international, so we called it the International Centre.
KL Do you think that the European dimension is something that you can define?
GW Its intemationalisation but on a European scale. Lets first try to get the people
in Europe to leam to negotiate positively with one another. As I said, it could 
be a laboratory for how you deal with these things world-wide. Some 
Americans, like Robert Hughes and so on, know what's what, even so the 
context of his book is American. The American society has to leam to live 
together. Having a federal Europe would be fine, if you look at what is 
happening in America or in Switzerland, where on a very small scale, there is 
four different languages and four cultures, it is a process. Europe is a process, 
it will never be finished. If we can't have a federation, but just EMU etc. we 
still have to leam to live with one another more positively than we do today.
KL So your definition of the European dimension would be about raising
intercultural awareness.
GW That's right and the teaming of languages, but then the raising of intercultural
awareness is impossible without teaming languages other than your own.
KL Do you see the international dimension as being something that is much
bigger and the European dimension just fits in to it ?
GW Yes, I think it fits as one very important element into a larger process.
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KL You said that the International Centre was built from having a historian, a 
geographer, a lawyer and a linguist working together, as far as the students 
were concerned, was the European dimension being included in their 
curriculum in subject-specific ways?
GW No, it was brought in by having special Europeanisation courses per subject, 
but that was more because that was the way that the institute was organised. 
You could have the language students together or you could have the 
mathematicians and the scientists together and so on. We still have the 
booklets which I think you have seen. They were written for language 
students, for primary students and so on. We had them together, these booklets 
were meant as a kind of orientation but we had lectures, there were workshops 
but I think that all that has gone or if it still exists, it is on a much smaller 
scale.
KL So it was very separate. The linguists were introduced to the European
dimension during part of their course, there was no cross-curricular inputs 
with linguists and historians coming together?
GW No, they tried to do that, but the organisation of the institute worked against
that.
KL Did every student have a European dimension as a compulsory part of their
course?
GW Yes, at that time it was compulsory. It was 40 hours, one study point. They
came and they did a week and some subjects wanted a day a week every week 
for six weeks. So some subjects wanted it organised in a different way. 
Sometimes a specialist came in and did some kind of activity with them.
KL From a qualitative point of view, who was responsible for monitoring what
was going on? Were you responsible for monitoring across all the subject 
areas?
GW No, it was Ben Bartells. I think you have met him. We asked the university
institution here for evaluation, they were evaluation specialists. They 
developed a form that the students had to fill in.
KL Did you have responsibility for collating the evaluation forms?
GW No, they may have been looked at by somebody, the Principal or Vice-
Principal to see what was going on and to see if the students were enthusiastic. 
There was development in the content from the results of the evaluation. They 
said could you do a bit more of this or a bit less of this. We had meetings 
about the development of the course.
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KL Did the Centre come about just from interested people. You said that you had 
a geographer, a linguist etc. Was it the case that just the interested people 
included a European dimension in their course or did you have to convince 
people in the various subject areas to include it in their work with students?
GW Oh, I remember the mathematics people. We had to convince them. They said 
how far is there a European dimension to mathematics. They said it is a waste 
of time, what do students gain?
KL Were they doing a 40 hour module as well?
GW No, they let us do the job. The departments felt that they were parting with
their students for a week and they let us do the job. There was no integration. 
Well, there was some integration. A good friend of mine in the English 
Department had read some of my articles and that may have trickled through.
KL But from a methodological point of view the European dimension was
completely separate, it was not integrated into the subject areas?
GW That is correct.
KL Did you feel that was the best way to go about it or was it just the
circumstances that made it that way?
GW Well how do you get these things off the ground. Trying to do it through some
kind of International Centre was the best possibility I think. Otherwise you 
would have had to get various teachers who were interested and trained them 
and find out with them what teaching materials and methodologies would 
work in order to get the students to become more European-minded.
KL Did you have to write any kind of policy paper for the Centre so that it had a
rationale, some aims as to what it wanted to do?
GW Yes, we even had a business plan. You should have asked Hans van Dyke, he
wrote the business plan where the money side was covered. We also had what 
we wanted, my paragraph was about intercultural education.
KL Was a definition of the European dimension included?
GW Yes, I had a paragraph, so did the historian and the geographer, the cultural
anthropologist helped out. We had a lawyer. Did Jacques give you the paper? I 
will send you the policy paper.
KL Going back to national policy was the Widening Horizons Policy paper
published at the time? Was it at the same time as the International Centre was 
being established? Did your policy paper fit in with the national policy paper?
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GW The Government came in later with that policy when the International Centre 
was already in full swing. However, our policy fitted in quite well with the 
national policy.
KL That is interesting. I wondered how much Widening Horizons had been 
influenced by Brussels or whether it had been a national initiative?
GW It was a national initiative.
KL Why from a national point of view did the Minister of Education feel that 
Widening Horizons was something that was needed in the Netherlands?
GW What I remember of what I read in the introduction to the paper - frontiers are
disappearing, we have to leam to live together and so on and so forth. So we 
have to educate our youngster in this context, so we have to train teachers in 
this context.
KL It is quite utilitarian in its outlook. I wondered if it was about survival in 
Europe, from an economic point of view, from a labour market point of view?
GW Yes, of course it is a mix of everything. Definitely the economic side is there.
I didn't hear any noises about economics from Robert Hughes in his book, 
which he wrote for American society, but people look at you with a vague 
smile when you start talking about the survival of the species.
KL When I talked to somebody from the Ministry of Education in Zoetermeer, she 
talked about the export of knowledge, from the point of view of preparing 
young people to take their knowledge out from the Netherlands. I wondered 
how widely that was felt, that export of knowledge was one of the aims of 
international education?
GW I have very cynical thoughts when I hear that. It is the creation of new
markets. That is what I think.
KL It leads me to wonder is there a theoretical/educational underpinning to the 
inclusion of a European dimension or does it come down to economic reasons 
or concern for the labour market?
GW I do not trust governments at all, politicians least of all. I think that it is a
repetition in a way of missionary work, we know that it is good for them.
KL Were you given any kind of direction from the Ministry of Education? You
said that your policy came first and you created the resources yourself? Were 
there any kind of guidelines as far as the European dimension in teacher 
education was concerned from a Ministerial point of view?
GW Even now there is no pressure from above to put in a European dimension or
an international dimension into teacher education curriculum. They think that
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everyone agrees that it is a good thing to go abroad within your study. You 
may have heard of the Clingendal Questionnaire. Everyone was shocked by 
the fact that Dutch youngsters have such a negative stereotype of the 
Germans. Chancellor Kohl came to the Netherlands and talked to the people. 
One of his messages was that young people should come to Germany, study 
there and see what Germans are really like, they are just human beings like 
everyone else.
So there might be some kind of idealism, even if it is only a long-term 
avoidance of a new war, please stick together in Europe because otherwise we 
are going to go back to the darkest past.
KL From my reading of Widening Horizons I understood that the Ministry felt 
that including a European dimension in teacher education was an important 
aim. I wondered to what extent the teacher education institutions had taken it 
on board. Did the institutions know about the Widening Horizons policy 
paper, did they respond to it if they did know about it?
GW What we do is we send students abroad, I have my doubts about how they are 
prepared for the international experience. Sometimes they come back with 
worse stereotypes than they had before.
KL From the point of view of your own institution would you say that the
promotion of a European dimension came about because of initiatives with in 
the institution rather than Widening Horizons.
GW Widening Horizons was at least two or three years after we had already started 
our course. But what is a week on Europe for students who will become 
mathematics teachers, it is not much.
KL Did you bring the European dimension into the curriculum first or did you 
start with student exchanges? What were the steps?
GW We had these STIR grants for some time organised by Nuffic and they had 
already been going before we started. There was an enormous spate of new 
projects, new money to send students abroad. What I know is that my own son 
spent 8 months in US. He had a STIR grant, but it was all a matter of money, 
no support, no preparation, no idea behind why people should be sent abroad.
KL So student exchanges had no influence on including the European dimension
in the curriculum?
GW The student exchanges were on a completely voluntary basis. If students felt 
like going abroad they applied. You get students who are enterprising, who are 
adventurous, who want to look around and so on. They went but there was no 
part in the curriculum except for those students studying languages.
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KL As far as Widening Horizons is concerned has there been any follow up to find 
out how successful the policy has been?
GW That is a good question but I do not know the answer. Did you ask Jacques 
that question?
KL Yes, he didn't think that there had been any follow up yet but the intention was 
to do so. He suggested that there had been no qualitative evaluation but there 
had been a quantitative evaluation in terms of the number of students and 
teachers taking part in exchanges. As far as what impact there had been on the 
curriculum I understand that no assessment has been made.
GW You know that there is this big movement at the moment on the basis of ...Ah
well I have to go back in history to explain this. The teaching profession is 
losing its status as is the case in many European countries, so we had this 
government initiative. A proposal was written to revitalise the teaching 
profession. It was called. Vitalising Teachers and there is still a process 
management group keeping track of the results. They were given money for 3 
or 4 years to see schools and teacher organisations and so on. It is even 
possible as a teacher to go to another school for a year and you keep your 
original place and your pay. It is possible to go into a law firm or whatever in 
order to revitalise yourself. The idea is that you return to the school as a 
revitalised teacher. Of course teacher education has to be revitalised as well. 
There is a process management for that as well and they have recently 
published their report saying that they feel that 70% of teacher education 
curriculum should be a nationally agreed curriculum. I have not read in this 
report any real interest in intemationalisation. It is all very national. There is 
learning to leam, there is co-operation between teacher education institutions 
regionally. There is no attempt to strengthen intemationalisation.
KL Do you think that the reforms in secondary education are perhaps a barrier to 
intemational education? Do you think that the ideas behind Widening 
Horizons has been lost?
GW Probably. Widening Horizons came out of the Dutch chairmanship of the EU
in 1992. Since then a lot of this has been lost.
KL As an outsider, it appears to me that in the Netherlands the circumstances to 
allow intemationalisation are far greater. Money is provided at a national 
level. You talked about the STIR grants, I believe that the European Platform 
and Nuffic still distribute funds. The Dutch government still provide guilders 
to allow exchanges to take place. This indicates to me that the government 
here thinks that internationalisation is important and they promote it by 
providing funds.
GW Well, I think that they must think that it is important. They gives money so
they must think it is important, but as far as the curriculum is concerned it is 
only a possibility. We have lots of students coming from abroad. We had this
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hiccup in Dutch policy when the minister suggested that some of our lectures 
should be given in English. According to him, because no-one can speak 
Dutch, why should students choose to come to the Netherlands? There was a 
big row about this. Teaching staff felt they couldn't give their lectures in 
another language. They felt that they couldn't be themselves etc. It did not go 
down well and the idea went by the wayside.
KL As far as I am aware in the secondary reforms there is cross-curricular themes
and one of the themes is the European dimension. So it is still there.
GW Yes that is correct.
KL We have touched on Nuffic and the European Platform. What was their role 
when you were the Director of the International Centre? Did they give you 
any guidelines?
GW I remember that we had a fight to have a chair representing the hogeschool on
the Platform. I do not know if you know how the Dutch representation on 
these boards is organised. We have the catholic, the Protestant, the neutral and 
so on, these are all represented, but one hogeschool with a very active centre 
could not possibly be represented. I knew the chairman of the Onderwijaad, 
which is a very important body advising the minister. They are the educational 
board of wise men who advise the Education Minister, they are drawn from 
universities and so on. The chairman said that he would see what he could do. 
At that time when the European Platform was set up we were a kind of leading 
light in the Netherlands. We were very successful. Of course my colleague
who has taken over now is in regular contact with the Platform in order to
provide the grants for teachers to participate in European projects like Lingua.
KL I do not think that teacher education is represented on the board at the
European Platform.
GW No they aren't
KL I went to the Platform and interviewed Henk Gonk, Kees Zwaga and Hans
Brosse. All three of them said that the Platform provided grants for teacher 
education to participate in European projects. However, Henk Gonk said that 
teacher education had not taken up all the grants. Interestingly, when I spoke 
to a member of staff from another hogeschool in the Netherlands, he said that 
he did not know that money was available to teacher education from the 
Platform he thought that it was Nuffic.
GW Well Nuffic is pre-service. Platform provides money for inservice and is very
often primary or lower secondary.
KL Is it a matter of communication, because they are not represented on the board
the information does not filter through to them?
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GW Well, that is a very logical corollary, but the communication about these 
grants is very well organised centrally. I do not know what Principals of 
teacher training institutes do with information from the Hague. It is very well 
advertised. Of course they may be just be scared of disruption of their normal 
everyday procedures.
KL When I asked the Platform the same question they said if they don't know 
about it, it is because they do not read. They told me that there is a ministry 
publication that comes out once a week and fact sheets and they provide 
information.
GW Yes, I back that up. The bigger hogeschools all know about the funding.
Historically, teacher education for the primary school was carried out in about 
400 institutes, in a small country like the Netherlands, they were all about 150 
- 200 students. So these small institutions were reorganised and became part 
of larger institutions. We absorbed about 4 in this area. They became part of a 
bigger whole as hogeschools, but they are still out in the sticks and are very 
inward looking.
KL So how many teacher education institutions are there in the Netherlands now?
GW Well, you have 9 universities, there is the national teacher education
institution for technical subjects, so that is 10 and the paper I was telling you 
about earlier is trying to bring them down to 3. If you ruin the infrastructure it 
is the thin end of the wedge. However, decisions have not yet been taken. 
Probably there are going to be 5.
KL But to return to funding, the funding for international activities is still there.
GW Yes, but then it is the provision of possibilities. When we talk about the
European dimension and whether the idea of raising young learners' awareness 
of cultural differences and of the need to learn language and discover the gaps 
and bridge them, I do not think it has pervaded Dutch education. Definitely 
not, not on any large scale. It does happen in small pockets but not on a large 
scale.
KL The impression that I am getting is that it is very ad hoc. I thought that since
there was a national policy paper here, Widening Horizons that it would be 
more systematic.
GW Things only work if they are organised bottom-up and then taken over
centrally and managed, but if you have bottom-up here and there with no 
management then it comes to nothing. I told you that the Hogeschool in 
Nijmegen was a leading light and this led to other pockets coming up here and 
there. They were not actually taken over in what they had to offer, but they 
had an umbrella put over them from above. This does not work.
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I think Widening Horizons, was a matter of : we will show others how to
promote internationalisation. The Dutch have this tendency to think that they
can be the guiding light for the rest of the world! So the policy may have been 
playing to the gallery.
KL To change tack, another point that I wondered about was whether the fact that 
school populations were multicultural in many instances had influenced the 
promotion of the European dimension and raising of cultural awareness in the 
Netherlands?
GW It is there, it does exist. Teachers who work in these schools have a wealth of
experience, but it is the old idea : you only learn if you try it for yourself. I
think that what we are looking at is a long term process.
KL Well, thank you very much for your time. Will you allow me to quote you 
when I write up my research paper?
GW Yes, of course and I will send you some of the papers I mentioned,
KL Thank you.
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KL Thank you for arranging this round table discussion. It will be a little hard to
discuss while we are eating lunch, but I appreciate that this is the only time 
available for all of you today. Perhaps you would begin Paul, by explaining 
why the European dimension is important in the Hogeschool Holland?
PM There is an increasing demand for professionals with an international horizon, 
people capable of working together inside and outside Europe. Our policy is 
aimed at training students internationally and letting them acquire 
international experience during their course. In collaboration with 
polytechnics and universities throughout Europe, the Hogeschool Holland 
organises a number of exchange programmes. These have been met with great 
enthusiasm by the students. In addition, staff are frequently exchanged 
between institutions, enabling mutual transfer of knowledge. In this way the 
hogeschool is developing a growing international network.
KL How long has this institution been involved in these exchanges?
PM Particularly over the last three years. Education is continuously changing. One
of the most striking developments in recent times is the process of 
internationalisation. Not only is the process of European integration important, 
but the process of globalisation.
KL Your preference is for the development of an international dimension rather 
than a European dimension?
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PM Yes, the European dimension is too narrow to describe the activities we are 
involved in here. International is more appropriate. Although, the majority of 
our students and staff are involved in European exchanges and the funding 
comes mainly from European programmes, our partners are spread all over the 
world.
TM The European dimension is too narrow a concept, I can say that my preference 
is definitely for an international dimension.
KL What is your opinion, Margiret?
MH So much of the history we study is related to an international dimension, I
could not say that I would like to restrict it to a European dimension. Of 
course we look at European history, but it is much wider.
FR I would say the same as Margiret.
KL I believe that you have a policy regarding international development.
PM Yes, it has become such a multiple and comprehensive happening which
means that it is often difficult to see or hold the course of policy to follow. We 
needed to determine priorities because we were becoming involved in so many 
different activities.
KL You did not have a policy at the outset?
PM No, the primary goal of the policy is to inform the hogeschool community
about the multiple developments at work in the international process. I want to 
stimulate interest, discussion, actions and decisions. The extent of the 
developments in internationalisation in the hogeschool are such that it became 
more and more necessary that there is a policy document to give direction to 
the developments.
KL Did the management ask you to write a policy document?
PM Well, the answer is yes and no. It was my idea to write a policy, but the
management appointed me to develop international activities, so they expected 
that I would move things forward and this includes writing a policy. Over the 
past years mobility by both students and staff have increased considerably and 
international contacts have become commonplace within the hogeschool. 
Also, we are developing close partnerships with some institutions. For 
example, the relations with the University of Wolverhampton have proven of 
great importance, as we are developing a double-degree route with them. All 
these things have to be managed.
KL Has there been a shift from mobility to curriculum development?
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PM The mobility came first, but there are changes in priority within the policy,
such as a shifting of emphasis from the programmes towards structural
curriculum development. From individual personal mobility to joint projects. 
From occasional projects towards a planned policy of development. Staff and 
student exchanges impact on students and staff who are not involved in 
mobility programmes and European projects have spin-offs for the content of 
the curricular courses. Staff and students who have taken part in exchanges 
bring back new ideas and have renewed motivation this has an impact on the 
curriculum and the institution as a whole.
KL Have these changes been influenced by national policies or are they
institutionally-driven?
PM In Dutch secondary schools and in hogeschools international student and staff
exchanges have gradually become better known because of financial support 
from national and European authorities. Without the funding we would not 
have developed things so quickly.
KL Was the funding mainly national?
PM I would say it was equally national and European. I suppose that we are in a
fortunate position, because we have been able to benefit from both.
KL Perhaps I could bring in some of the others, how are you involved in
international activities?
MH As I said in history teaching, Dutch history is closely linked with European
countries and beyond. It would be very strange for me not to be interested in a 
European and international dimension. You only have to look at our history 
books to understand what I mean. But the perspective you take is important. I 
have a colleague, who unfortunately is not here today or she would have 
joined us, she is particularly interested in the European dimension in the 
history curriculum. She has just written a book on these matters. I will give 
you her card and you can contact her. Her name is Mrs. Joke van Leeuw- 
Koord. She has vast knowledge about European education. I am sure that she 
would be happy to answer any of your questions.
KL What about you Tabe?
TM Well, what is the European dimension?
KL That is one of the questions I was going to ask you all!
TM It could be so many things. When I am teaching civics I touch on many things
that are related to the society that we are living in today, so I must mention a 
European dimension, but I do not like to just think of Europe. How we fit into 
world affairs is important for the Netherlands too. Human rights and equality 
for example are not only European issues. I am not sure about the distinction.
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PM A new speciality has developed within the teaching staff : that of international
specialist.
KL What do you mean by that?
PM I mean that we now have a group of staff who have built up expertise in
international exchanges. When employing new staff in the future, I would like
to see the management look for staff with 'experience with 
internationalisation'. It should be one of the criteria for selection. I would also 
like to see more staff being given the opportunity to attend inservice training 
on international topics such as culture, in order to be able to take up teaching 
posts in foreign institutions as part of an exchange or mobility programmes. 
We want to have parts of our courses provided by foreign lecturers, preferably 
from our partner institutions, but to do this we need to have staff who are 
willing and able to reciprocate.
KL Are these exchanges part of the Socrates programme?
PM Yes.
KL Was Socrates the reason you decided to write an institutional policy now?
PM Well partly, you know that Socrates asks for an institutional policy statement,
so it was necessary in order to get funding from Europe, but there is a push 
here to include an international policy within the institutional policy.
KL Is the push from a national level or an institutional level?
PM Both. If I may quote from the policy for a moment, it says that the
consequences of a policy for internationalisation will have a bearing on: the
educational supply of the hogeschool; the personnel providing the education; 
and the entire institution as such.
What this means is that the education that we supply in this institution must 
prepare the students for mobility in an international labour market. We need to 
prepare them for the growing international surrounding that they will work in. 
Consequently, the staff must be equipped to help develop and shape the 
international educational ambitions of the hogeschool. Also, the hogeschool 
itself must as an institution not only be attractive to both resident and foreign 
students it must be attractive to possible partner foreign institutions as far as 
exchanges, common projects, curricular development and research are 
concerned.
KL You have ambitious plans. Is your intention to integrate an international 
dimension in the courses or do you intend to have a separate module?
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PM Both, there are many examples of internationalisation already, just as I and my 
colleagues have described to you. We have the exchanges, we have foreign 
staff who come and teach here. Margiret, Tabe and Frits have explained how 
within their own teaching there are elements of a European and an 
international dimension. They are not alone in this, there are other staff who 
would say the same thing if you interviewed them. We also are working on 
developing a module for 'internationalisation' for all students in this 
institution.
The policy identifies 12 points for development. Would you like me to read 
them to you. It is in Dutch but you may have a copy if you wish.
KL I would like a copy, thank you, but please read the points.
PM I quote directly.
1. More attention should be given to the development of an international 
dimension in the training programmes.
2. The integration of a module, 'internationalisation' for all students in the 
institution.
3. Have parts of the education provided by foreign lecturers, preferably from 
partner institutions.
4 Offering modem language education to all students.
5. Careful administrative processing of the foreign experience of students and 
mentioning this on their diplomas and certificates.
6. Issuing an English supplement to the certificate to all students.
7. Developing internationally recognised training programmes, e.g. a Master's 
degree.
8. Efficient and useful information must be provided to all students, both 
residential and foreign.
9. Developing high quality programmes that are attractive for foreign students.
10 Developing an introductory programme (i.e. Dutch) language and culture for
both foreign students and staff.
11. Joint development of short courses in English or German, e.g. as summer 
schools.
12. Issuing a certificate to foreign students mentioning both quality and quantity 
of their residency at our institution.
KL It sounds like a systematic development. How much of it is in place?
PM Some of the points are already in place. The exchanges and the partnerships
for example. The others are down on paper because we need to pay more 
attention to them. They are the goals that we are working towards. I have 
begun to create an inventory of the abilities and capabilities, wishes and 
possibilities among staff in view of internationalisation. I am also working on 
an up to date survey of international contacts : which institutions and what 
level.
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KL Did the policy paper Widening Horizons influence your development of
internationalisation.
PM Yes, I am involved with the HBO, I am one of the representatives and this has
been an interest of mine for a long time. Widening Horizons made it clear that 
the government wanted to support institutions in this development.
KL (To Tabe, Margiret and Frits) You have told me that you all include a
European or international dimension in your teaching, will you be involved in 
the development of the separate module?
MH We are all hoping that we will be able to. We are interested in the international
dimension, but as Paul explained there are other staff too. The module is still 
at the planning stage and we are having discussions about it.
KL Do you have any problems persuading staff to participate in European
activities?
PM I am sure other institutions are just the same, just as we have staff who are
interested we have staff who are not.
KL Are there any guidelines to assist in the development of a European dimension
in teacher education?
PM Do you mean nationally or institutionally?
KL Either.
PM There are no national guidelines in a formal sense. We do have some support
from the European Platform and they do have some resources. There are other 
things too, Margiret mentioned the book in history, that is one useful resource. 
I have organised some gatherings for staff to inform them about 
internationalisation and the possibilities that are available. I have issued a 
brochure with information about internationalisation possibilities for staff and 
students.
KL Once again this appears to indicate that you are following a systematic plan,
PM There were so many different things happening I wanted to bring it all
together in a logical way. If schools are being asked to create plans for 
development in internationalisation I wanted us to have a model for them to 
follow. It is early days.
KL Have you built in a way to monitor what is going on?
PM From a quantitative point of view it is not difficult. The numbers of students
and staff going out and in, the number of projects we are involved in and so 
on. Qualitatively, it is much more difficult, but I want to gather information
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about it. How successful are our students? I want to monitor the certificate- 
holders as to the effect of internationalisation on their respective careers. 
Working out how to do that and putting the system in place will take some 
time, but we will do it. We will also monitor the progress of the module we 
are planning. You will need to come back to find out if we succeed!
KL I would like to do that. Well, thank you for giving up your lunch time to allow
me to interview you, I think that we are running out of time.
TM I hope that you are able to make out what we are saying over the sound of the
knives and forks etc.
KL It is a very good mike even though it is so small.
FR I have never seen one like that.
KL Before we finish, may I ask if anyone has any objections if I quote from the
interview transcript when I write up my research.
ALL No problem.
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KL You have my letter explaining what my research is about?
MB Yes, I understand that you are looking at the European dimension.
KL What is your role as Head of this Unit?
MB 15 years ago I sat in many meetings discussing which Europe should be
included in the European dimension. Should it be all the European countries 
working together or should it be the European Community? I believed that the 
European dimension should be about educating the new generation for the new 
Europe being built - Europe in its broadest sense. I believe that we should 
start this education from the beginning with the very young children. 
Educating for certain values. Even now all these years later I do not see it 
happening.
Another idea that is very widespread is the exchange of pupils. I do not think 
that is necessary for a European dimension. It is possible for pupil exchanges 
to take place without a European dimension. A class of 30 pupils go to 
another country, the visit is very superficial and they leave without any real 
understanding of the culture of the country or any change in their outlook.
I was in favour of a different approach, so I launched the idea of European 
Clubs as a permanent structure to take place as an extra-curricular activity. 
The idea was not just for pupils, but the club would result in the formation of a 
small centre in schools for teachers and pupils. The responsibility for
organising and running the club would be with pupils and teachers. Obviously 
the level of input from the pupils depends on the age of the children.
The clubs were the starting point for the European dimension. The idea was 
launched 11 years ago in 1986. All schools were invited to send in an 
application to form a European Club. This included nursery, primary and 
secondary schools. This leaflet which is translated into English, sets out the 
aims of the European Club {Clubes Europeus, Portugal published by Ministry 
of Education, Lisbon).
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The main aim is to prepare and educate pupils for the new Europe. To develop 
understanding concerning the reasons why some countries are members of the 
EU and others are not. To contribute to the understanding of similarities and 
differences in Europe while preserving Portuguese national identity.
KL Do you think that it is possible to define a European dimension?
MB I do not think that it is possible - it is many things. It is geographical,
historical cultural etc. It is the European institutions, the EU and the Council 
of Europe. It is also about tolerance, peace, human rights and the preservation 
of the environment. I think that the values approach to the European 
dimension is most important. Mobility is often seen as an objective of the 
European dimension rather than as an instrument to develop the European 
dimension. It is the second that is important. As I said, the European Clubs 
are centres set up by the teachers and pupils, they are free to plan their own 
activities designed to enhance the European dimension. If these ideas were 
introduced by the Ministry of Education as a compulsory part of the 
curriculum then the idea would be finished. Teachers and pupils must join 
because they are convinced that it is useful. When people say that the only 
way to develop the European dimension is though the curriculum, it is not 
true. For example, history and geography studied from a European point of 
view is not the European dimension. What matters is the creation of a new 
mentality, new attitudes, different approaches and perspectives. The TV and 
the newspaper present negative attitudes, focusing on problems. I am not 
suggesting avoiding the problems, but we must have something else - a 
cultural approach. Pupils need to leam about our common European past and 
present and they have to prepare for the future.
KL Were invitations to form clubs sent out to all schools?
MB Yes, from nursery schools to secondary schools. When we started there were
200, now there are 600. In addition, there is now an international network of 
clubs.
KL Why do you think so many teachers are interested in forming European Clubs?
MB Teachers are interested because they are free to do it their own way. They can
use their own imagination. The Clubs are all very different because they are 
organised according to the teachers interest. Some science, language, history, 
art etc.
KL Were any guidelines provided to help teachers set up the Club?
MB I started with inservice training in schools by holding seminars. It is difficult
in Portugal because teachers have different backgrounds. Some are university 
trained, others are trained in Escola Superior - teacher education institutions. 
These institutions are autonomous and the courses are different. So the 
starting point was teachers already in service. The seminars explained the
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rationale behind the European Club, the aims and suggestions how to work. 
Now through club reports we have collected many examples of good practice, 
so we are able to present them in the seminars. The support of the teachers is 
an enormous task. Every day we have more applications from teachers who 
want to form clubs. As I said we also have clubs in 13 foreign countries - 
England, Wales, Northern Ireland, Belgium, France, Spain, Hungary, 
Lithuania, Italy, Norway and Germany. The reason the clubs started in other 
countries was that what was happening in Portugal started to become known 
and many teachers in other countries wanted to join. We have an annual 
meeting in Lisbon of the International Network. They visit European Clubs 
here and they present ideas from their own clubs.
The Council of Europe asked me to write a monograph about ‘European 
Clubs’. This must have been read by someone in the Ukraine because I have 
now heard about a European Club in the Ukraine. The idea has been adapted 
there to suit national circumstances.
KL Do the European Clubs only take place during extra-curricular activities?
MB No, it is linked to curricular activities. The club may start as an after school
activity then the teachers see how the activities affect the curriculum. In 
nursery and primary school it is part of daily life. In secondary it is different it 
may be linked to different subjects. Also the way the school is organised in 
Portugal often means that pupils have classes in either the morning or the 
afternoon which means they have time for other activities.
I can give you this book Europa, on page 94 it shows you the strategies for 
including a European dimension in education. It also explains a little about 
‘Europe at school’ which is only part of the activities of a European Club. The 
question of how the European dimension should be implemented depends very 
much on the school context, determined by local circumstances. Also, as I 
have said, it is very dependent on the expertise of the teacher. Page 108 of the 
book shows you an activity about making tiles. This was initiated by the 
teacher who has skills in this area. This club is an interesting one because it 
includes teachers from different schools and parents. It also crosses the 
educational levels because there are teachers from primary and secondary 
schools in the club. One important aim of the clubs is to link the school with 
parents and the local community. The starting point to look outward is the 
Portuguese citizen —> local -> regional -> national —> European.
The prize winners of the Europe at School Competition come together in an 
international gathering. The pupils are grouped together, 2 from each country. 
So this is quite a different experience. They come together in a multi-cultural 
group to discuss and reflect on a European topic.
KL Clearly, you believe a European dimension in education is important, can you 
explain why?
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MB I was tired of sitting in meetings discussing ‘Which Europe?’, and of writing 
resolutions about a European dimension. I wanted to put it into practice, so I 
launched the idea of European Clubs.
KL Does the Ministry of Education provide some funding for the European Clubs.
MB There is some small amount of money, but not all the clubs get money. The
teachers have the same enthusiasm whether they have money or not. Pupils 
like this kind of work and they press the teachers. The clubs provide a report 
on their activities. The reports are all very different.
KL Did the Resolution of 1988 influence the development of the European
dimension in Portugal?
MB The Clubs started before the 1988 Resolution. I was part of a committee
responsible for writing the resolution.
KL Were they dependent on interested individuals.
MB Yes, but it is spreading, when one teacher in a school starts a club others hear
about it and it results in more applications to form a club.
KL Is there a tradition of school clubs in Portugal? I believe that there is part of
the curriculum set aside for inter-disciplinary projects. Is this what leads to the 
success of the clubs because time is provided for these activities.
MB No, in fact some schools only have 2 hours per week. They work because
teachers are interested, they are using their own initiative, they are free to plan 
the activities.
KL Is the idea of a school club typical in Portuguese schools?
MB Yes, typical in schools formed in the 1960s. These schools were called
preparatory schools. Nothing to do with the preparatory schools as in 
England. They were schools for pupils in the years between primary and 
secondary schools. The idea of school clubs was introduced there. This led to 
clubs in the secondary school. There were at that time no clubs in the primary 
school. In fact, the European club was the first club to be introduced in the 
primary school.
KL Does the Ministry of Education have a policy on a European dimension?
MB Yes, I can give you it, it has been translated into English. In 1992 it was
submitted by Guilherme de Oliveira Martins, who is now the Secretary of
State for Education.
KL Do you have links with teacher educators?
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MB It is not easy. In the beginning, I organised seminars with teacher educators, 
but they were not very successful. I believe that it is better to start with 
teachers in school. Then they see that it is not theory, it must be practice. 
Different schools have different problems and the implementation of the 
European dimension must relate to local circumstances.
KL Do you target your inservice for schools who do not have clubs?
MB In the beginning I ran two types of inservice seminars. One for schools who
had a club and one for schools who did not. However, now it is only possible 
to run inservice for those schools who already have clubs. We need more 
support, there is only 5 in the team and myself. Previously we were also 
responsible for the Comenius programme, but now Comenius is in the Bureau 
for International Affairs. We are an independent unit directly responsible to 
the Secretary of State.
KL Do you provide guidance, in terms of teaching materials?
MB We provide a starter pack, with a range of ideas and examples. We offer
suggestions, for example, in Portuguese history we look for links between 
countries - Royal marriages for political reasons. We illustrate 14th and 15th 
century geneology horizontally and we see links between Portugal, Austria, 
Spain and England. We are doing the same in our new materials for the 
beginning of the 19th century. We also include in the pack, ideas for games 
and a European journal. We include the education extract from the Maastricht 
Treaty and, the Vienna Conference. Finally, Madeira had the idea of putting 
together a booklet of recipes for bread from all the European countries - so that 
booklet is included in the pack.
KL You have shown me some examples of teaching materials made by the
teachers, are any of these published?
MB No, the teachers and pupils are learning as they produce the materials.
KL Do the teachers set up the clubs because they see it as a step in their career
development.
MB No. In Portugal they have to do special courses to earn credits to proceed in
their career. The European Club does not earn them any credits. They do it 
because they are interested, they like a challenge.
KL Thank you for your time and providing me with very interesting materials.
May I use this information in my research?
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MB Yes, I hope that it is useful in your research.
KL May I quote you when I write up my research?
MB Yes
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KL Perhaps you would begin by telling mç about your role in the International 
Relations Branch of the Ministry of Education?
GE This department is for the educational affairs of the international relations 
branch. I work for the Socrates Programme. We have bi-lateral and multi­
lateral sections. We have in this department the Socrates National Agency, I 
have been working in this department for some years now and I have some 
knowledge of inservice training in this field. As you probably know we deal in 
Socrates with two main actions, Lingua and Comenius. There is another 
programme which is run by an office in this building, which you might be 
interested in. It is a group within the Ministry, they run a programme which is 
called FOCO. It is up to them to co-ordinate the inservice teacher training. 
They have money from the Portuguese government, but also European 
funding within another project, funded by the Commission, which supports 
not only inservice teacher training, but special education, school buildings, 
universities etc. There is also various foundations in Portugal which support 
educational projects. For example the Gulbeckian Foundation.
So, within Socrates, the Portuguese National agency deal with Lingua A 
actions for teachers of languages and Comenius Action 3 for inservice teacher 
training. Our experience of participation is not as good as we would like it to 
be. We have many institutions involved in projects, but mostly they are 
partners not co-ordinators. We would like very much to change this. We have 
another action, Comenius 3.2 which gives grants to teachers and educational 
staff to attend inservice courses organised under 3.1. There we have a large 
participation. Many teachers are interested in attending these course and we do 
not have money for everyone.
Regarding inservice teacher training you have probably been told that if a 
Portuguese teacher attends a course he or she is credited, (as long as the 
course is organised according to a set of criteria). The credits are used by the 
teacher to progress in their career. This is one of the main differences we have 
with other countries the fact that attendance is linked to career promotion. We 
have to insist a lot in the quality of the projects. That the projects are assessed 
according to certain criteria. We do not have enough time to assess the 
projects. Most of the projects are new and they do not always fit the proposed 
guidelines. The majority of the projects are 7 days although the Commission
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favours 15 days. I know that there is difficulty with releasing teachers in some 
Member States and the courses are not organised in the summer. If you allow 
teachers to go you have to replace them and in Portugal we do not have a 
replacement teacher. This has caused us problems. If the teacher is ill or the 
teacher is pregnant the pupils can be without a teacher for weeks. Many 
secondary schools are overcrowded and there is not enough space to put the 
pupils where they could work under the supervision of another teacher. With 
the launching of the European programmes some of these problems become 
more acute.
Added to this we have been implementing a huge reform process. A reform 
that deals with all the level of education firom pre-primary to university level, 
curriculum reform, teacher training - everything. Sometimes we lack not only 
the money, but the time to assess what we have been doing. For political and 
historical reasons Portugal did not keep up with other countries in Europe. 
What other countries have done over a number of years in a step by step way, 
we have done in a short time. When we entered the European Union it caused 
many changes in the country. It is not a question of being equivalent to the 
other educational systems, but there were things that we had to change. So in 
these years we are living with exciting but difficult changes and frankly 
sometimes we have no idea what will come of them.
KL Was including a European dimension in education part of the changes? Was it 
included in policy documents?
GE We signed all the treaties to join the European Union and the European 
dimension is there in the documents in general. In the curriculum everything is 
there, but living and experiencing the European dimension is a different 
matter. This is not only a problem in Portugal, it is something that I am sure 
you find everywhere. You cannot make such changes only by law, you have to 
change the mentalities of people and that is difficult. Let me say something 
that is a cliche regarding Portugal, we are very open regarding the world in 
general and with foreigners, so in principle we have no problem, we are eager 
to have contacts with other schools in other countries which is not the case in 
some countries. Universities, through the Erasmus programme have been 
involved in exchanges for some time. The Comenius action has involved 
schools for the first time and we have a very high quota of participation. Our 
problem is sometimes to find partners in some countries, especially the UK for 
reasons you can imagine, because of the language the UK is one of the 
favourite countries for students to go to. Regarding other countries we have 
the problem of being on the periphery. For example, to work with Sweden, 
Finland, Ireland or even Austria, travelling is very expensive. However, in 
general schools are interested and ready to co-operate in projects. In Comenius 
we face the problem of finding a working language. In 90% of the courses the 
language is English, then a smaller percentage are in French, German, Spanish 
and Italian. Our primary teachers of my generation, or the generation before 
were not prepared in their initial teacher training for foreign languages. They 
knew some French because in those days it was the first foreign language and
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a very little bit of English but that was all. At that time primary education was 
only the first cycle, they attended 9 years of schooling and then only 2 more. 
Only recently they have the same training in general as other teachers, that is 
12 years of schooling, followed by universities or escolas superiors. We have 
to develop a huge effort not at initial teacher training, because for some years 
now they have had foreign languages in the curriculum, they have some 
subjects dealing with a European dimension, but at the level of inservice 
teacher training. We have to do much more regarding foreign language 
training and in the area of European dimension. It is not enough to be open to 
the world, because sometimes if you are not prepared you can have a very bad 
experience going abroad. If the teacher is not prepared and does not organise 
things correctly with the pupils then he or she could have the opposite effect 
from that which is intended. The teacher might for example reinforce 
stereotypes.
KL When you talk about the European dimension, what do you mean?
GE That is something that I cannot tell you. I do not think that anyone can tell
you. We read all these documents regarding the European dimension but what 
is it? How do you implement it? Probably you will not find a definition, it is 
not the concept it is the consequences, the products and how you are 
implementing it that is important.
KL What does it mean for your teachers?
GE When most of these teachers talk with me within the Socrates Programme I
tell them that they have to be open, but they have to know about their country, 
so that when they go abroad and participate in projects they have all the 
knowledge to value what the others do, but with a critical mind and reflect on 
it. In the end you understand that you do not live alone anymore in this world. 
Other teachers have the same problems, it is not hypothetical. This is what I 
have been telling the Portuguese teachers, that they live in this European space 
of the European Union, so they have to change not only their mind but their 
way of working. You have to change the organisation of schools, because if 
they want to benefit from these programmes and from all the exchanges, not 
only from a material point of view but from a intellectual point of view they 
have to change the way they organise their schools. It is not a case of one or 
two interested teachers working on a project, the whole school has to be 
involved. They have to have a co-ordinator for European projects in the 
school.
KL Are they given any guidelines about how to implement a European dimension 
in school?
GE Not really. They have the documents that are produced, recommendations etc., 
but if you do not have the school organised to allow for European projects, 
and change the mentality of people then it will not be possible to implement 
new ideas. The conditions of the schools with overcrowding means that there
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are no rooms set aside for specific subjects, teachers have to move around the 
schools. They cannot set out resources etc. In the primary schools we have 
another problem, we have a falling birth rate and so we have an excess of 
primary teachers. There are schools now where there is only one or two or 
three teachers. This is not good because teachers have no-one to discuss things 
with. The Ministry of Education has been giving guidelines and insisting that 
schools of different levels work together. We insist a lot within the Socrates 
Programme, that schools with more experience help other schools, especially 
pre-primary schools. Regarding inservice teacher training we have created 
school centres for inservice teacher training. In certain areas schools gather 
from pre-primary to secondary. These centres are placed for example in a 
secondary school, and the centre has a director, but what they do is organise 
inservice for all the levels of school within the area. This has only been 
established quite recently. They still have a lot of problems, especially 
financial problems, but if we can solve these problems I think that it is a good 
idea to have all the levels working together. There are some concepts that are 
the same for all the levels, like the European dimension. It will favour the 
pupils if the teachers understand all the levels and the progressions.
KL What influenced the implementation of the European dimension in schools?
GE All these conversations about the European dimension are not new. The
Council of Europe had been doing something before Maastricht. We have had 
Erasmus, Lingua, UNESCO projects etc. We are members of the Council of 
Europe and we have been participating in all the projects. I think for Portugal, 
like many of the Member States, the European dimension was not so new. Of 
course, before 1974 you have to remember that we had a dictatorship and 
there was censorship. We had some magazines but sometimes these 
magazines were censored. We could not travel so easily. Of course we could 
travel, it was not like Hungary or other countries, but it was not that easy, 
especially for some people, those more involved in politics for example. But 
even for students it was not so easy. I remember myself as a student I wanted 
to go to Germany. To get my passport I had to have an interview with the 
political police. I was a university student, but still I had to have an interview. 
So after 1974 lots of things happened and the development was a lot more 
rapid than in other countries. We did not formally have the documents from 
the European Union, these came only when we joined the European Union. 
However, after 1974 we were involved in the Council of Europe projects. 
Probably we had the information from the European Union, but not officially, 
it was not disseminated. Now the Ministry of Education disseminates the 
information. Whether people read it, that is another question. What do you do 
to make sure that the information is well disseminated? We have been trying 
different ways of disseminating information on the Socrates programmes.
KL Did the 1988 European Resolution have any influence on what happened 
regarding the European dimension?
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GE All the resolutions are important because then you have something written on 
a piece of paper that people from the European Union agreed upon. It is a 
cliché to say but when all these recommendations appear it is usually when 
something has already been done. The importance with these resolutions is 
that it is easier not only for the Ministry, but for the people in school to go to 
their board and say this is something that Portugal has signed up to this is 
something that we should do. At least lets try and do it.
KL Has the focus been on implementing exchange programmes or has it been on 
trying to implement a European dimension in the curriculum?
GE In the curriculum at the higher education level it is something that has been 
introduced formally recently through the institutional contract. In school, it is 
something that teachers were doing, but it was implicit, probably not explicit, 
but they were doing it. Now there is a reform of the curriculum and it is 
explicit, that does not mean of course that they do it. If teachers do not feel 
prepared they will not teach it. If you do not do enough inservice teacher 
training and prepare them for something new then they will not do it. Teachers 
in Portugal complain a lot that there is not enough inservice teacher training 
not only from the subject point of view, but also environmental education, 
education for human rights, peace education and the European dimension in 
education.
KL Do you think that the European dimension should be separate or should it be 
integrated in the curriculum?
GE I mean that it should be within the curriculum, it should be integrated. 
Subjects should work together, there should be interdisciplinarity.
KL I believe that there is a time in the curriculum in Portugal called 'school area' 
does this time allow for integration of subjects and an inclusion of the 
European dimension?
GE Yes that time is set aside, but it is only a couple of hours.
KL Is there any funding from the Portuguese government for international
education?
GE Not really. That is one of the big problems that our schools face because they 
have to rely on funding from the European programmes. Other countries 
provide additional funds. In general pupils and parents are not able to pay for
visits abroad. This is an area where we have failed. We have it in law, we have
a decree saying that some of the Departments of the Ministry and some of the 
Regional Directorates should have in their budgets some money to support the 
European dimension. But so far this has not been possible. They tried to do it, 
but then they were asked to make cuts and they have to decide where to make 
the cuts.
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KL I am aware that there is a focus towards the former colonies has that in any 
way limited the development of a European focus in education in Portugal?
GE No not really. The colonies are very far away and being so far doesn't make it 
possible to have exchanges with them. During the dictatorship we were turned 
more towards the former colonies than to Europe, but nowadays I do not think 
that it is the case.
KL You say that the focus is more on inservice training rather than on initial 
teacher education?
GE I cannot really speak about initial teacher training, but from what I hear in 
meetings, there are not enough links between initial teacher training and 
inservice training. Higher education institutions are responsible for initial 
teacher training. There has been many changes in inservice teacher training 
and only very recently there was a new law that organised inservice teacher 
training. This law very clearly defines which institutions are responsible for 
inservice in teacher education, and the priority areas. Finally we have the 
ultimate document which organises everything.
KL Thank you for allowing me to interview you. Do you have any objection to me 
quoting any of your comments.
GE No, I have no objection.
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KL Perhaps you would begin by explaining your role in the institution?
AB I am the Principal of teacher education in this institution. We have pre-service
and inservice. In pre-service, we have pre-school education and primary 
education. In Portugal we have three levels of basic education. The first two 
cycles for children from age 6-12 and the third cycle is for children age 12-15. 
We prepare teachers for levels one and two. There is discussion whether we 
should also prepare teachers for the third level. We also have postgraduate 
education here. For example, educational administration, educational 
supervision, special educational needs and others. In these areas we have 
teachers from all levels. We also have continuing education at all levels.
KL Regarding a European dimension - how is it included in the courses?
AB We have many projects. We have many links with countries, Germany,
Austria, Belgium, Scotland and so on.
KL Do the projects involve student mobility or staff involvement in specific
topics?
AB Both, for instance we have the Compass Network - which is a network of
teacher training institutions. It has Greenwich University, Karlstad University, 
and a hogeschool in Utrecht. In this network there is a diverse range of 
projects. For example, the use of new technology in teacher education, and 
education of primary teachers at an international level. We use to run courses 
involving students and staff from all the institutions in the network every year. 
Last April we had an intensive course here. I can give you a report about the 
course.
KL Thank you. You have a lot of projects for one institution. Obviously the
European dimension is important in this institution. Why do you think it is 
important for the student teachers?
AB First, it is important to know the education systems in other countries, the 
other cultures and other languages. I think that it is important for our students 
to collaborate with others. From the beginning this institution has been
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involved in projects. We are affiliated to ATEE and I was an active member. 
We have many possibilities to collaborate with colleagues in other countries.
KL How did it start?
AB Mainly because I was interested in it, but now many colleagues are involved in 
it.
KL What do you mean when you talk about a European dimension, are you able to 
define it?
AB For me it is very difficult to define. I don’t know if it is possible. For me it is 
something that we feel and we live, but to define it is difficult. It is easier to 
speak about what we do and why we do it. I think that the European 
dimension is important in teacher education because we are interested in 
citizenship at the different levels. At a local, national, European and global 
level. All these levels are important to us in teacher education.
KL How is a European dimension included in the course work?
AB It is not like a discipline. It is not included in an explicit way, but in every
course component there are activities and discussions about this. For instance, 
in foreign language study, in social studies and in science and so on. Every 
discipline contributes to this dimension. In personal and social education there 
is something more explicit in the course, but even when it is not explicitly in 
the course I think all the teachers try to develop this dimension in their 
disciplines.
KL Is this written into the course documents or are the teachers free to decide to 
include it?
AB They are fi*ee to decide.
KL Was it necessary for you to try to motivate other staff to become involved?
AB It depends, some staff are motivated themselves and take the initiative to
become involved, other staff ask to participate in something already set up. I 
would like to show you this. It was a book we produced with colleagues in 
other European institutions. The goal in this project was the development of 
the European dimension through teaching and learning in science.
KL This was produced through the sharing of ideas?
AB The sharing of ideas, activities, different perspectives and so on. We also
developed an intensive course which was run in Ireland with students and staff 
from different countries.
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KL Are there any guidelines from the Ministry of Education about including a 
European dimension in teacher education?
AB There is a national agency and they send us all the documentation from the 
European Union, but the ideas come from the people here.
KL Do you feel that approach is the correct one - bottom-up or are guidelines 
necessary?
AB Sometimes, I think that it is important to have some guidelines and have some
ideas about what to develop. Now, we feel comfortable in this, but in the
beginning we did not have any help. We had to find our own way, but now 
with our own experience and the support of the Ministry things are better.
KL You are involved in a lot of projects, do you know if that is usual in teacher 
education institutions in Portugal?
AB I think that it is not usual, to have so many.
KL Are your projects only in science?
AB No, in primary education and in health education. We also have an ICT
project with Grenoble, and King’s College in England, Sweden and Finland. 
We have other projects concerning intercultural education with Greece, Italy 
and Spain ‘Immigrant Children and School Language’.
KL Is a European dimension integrated into the curricular work or separate in the 
various projects?
AB It is integrated into the course, but we also have intensive courses and research 
projects.
KL Do you have any problems motivating your students to be involved in the 
intensive courses?
AB No, they are very motivated to take part in the courses.
KL Is there any evidence to show that these students go on to include a European
dimension in their own teaching?
AB I expect so, I think they do. In schools there are European Clubs and I know 
that our students are trying to get involved in this.
KL Did the European documents, such as the 1988 Resolution influence the 
development of a European dimension here? Where did your motivation to 
include it come from?
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AB I think here in Portugal, the institutions are free to decide what to do. There
were no guidelines in the beginning. Sometimes the Ministry of Education 
sends European documents to the institutions, but people don’t read them. So, 
I think it depends on the staff and the dynamics of the institutions. There are 
no rules.
KL So it is a decentralised approach at the level of teacher education?
AB Yes.
KL At school level, I have read that there is time set aside for inter-disciplinary
work, is that where a European dimension would be included?
AB Yes, but once again the decision in that area is up to the schools. We have
been helping the schools to develop projects. We run a course on personal and 
social development and citizenship. The teachers that take this course have to 
do a project about this in their schools.
KL Do you have someone who co-ordinates the European dimension in this
institution?
AB We are trying to develop a structure to support the logistics of all this, but up
to now it has depended on the teachers in each department.
KL Do you feel that there are any barriers to the development of a European
dimension here?
AB No, I think here people are interested to know about people in other regions,
other countries and other cultures.
KL The new school reforms have not put pressure on the teachers to focus on the
core of the programme.
AB Oh yes, this is a problem. We have a national examination in schools and the
teachers have to cover a programme. It is difficult to develop projects which 
are not examinable, but in teacher education it is different because we do not 
have national exams or a national programme. However, there is the inter­
disciplinary time in schools, so it is possible. In some schools there is a 
discipline on social and personal development and there is the European 
Clubs.
KL Did you set out aims for including a European dimension in the work of the
institution?
AB The aims relate to each project because the projects have their own aims.
KL Do you think that the projects have had an impact on the curriculum?
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AB On the formal curriculum, maybe not, but in the informal curriculum and in 
the contents of what the teachers teach here I think that it is an important part 
of our training curriculum.
KL Do you feel that the European programmes helped to initiate activities by 
providing funding?
AB The funding helped. If we don’t have money you cannot do anything, but it is
not enough. The institution has to contribute and we don’t have big budgets. 
The money comes late, we have to spend money before we receive it from 
Brussels. Most of the money is not spent on the real activities of the project, 
most money is spent on travelling and accommodation. For the projects 
themselves there is a small amount of money.
KL Is the European dimension included in your institutional aims?
AB Yes, it is one of our institutional aims. Our policy was written 5 years ago and
the development of international activities was included.
KL I know in Portugal that many of the classes in school have pupils from
different cultures, do you think that has influenced the development of a 
European dimension?
AB I think so, because the students develop competences in coping with children
from different cultures, from different backgrounds.
KL Is the development of a European dimension one of the priorities of the
Ministry of Education?
AB Maybe, I think that things are developing in this direction. This Minister of
Education and the Secretary of State are interested in citizenship and the 
development of international activities.
KL I was given a booklet by the Ministry of Education about the promotion of the
European dimension, was it sent to the institution?
AB I think so, but these recommendations have little impact on practice. These
recommendations are written at a high level,
KL Why do they not have an impact?
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AB The information does not come through, the system is not organised in such a 
way that facilitates the flow of information and the development of activities. 
It is difficult to explain. Our system of education is very complex.
KL Thank you for your interview, may I use the information and quote you in my 
research?
AB Yes of course.
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KL What is your role in the escola superior?
IC I teach biology, geology and methods.
KL Do you include a European dimension in your teaching?
IC I explain to the students about the projects I am involved in. I try to explain
what the European Community is trying to implement. I hope that the students 
will have a more active participation next year. I feel that they are far away 
from Europe. They are more concerned about what they see as the more 
immediate problem - teaching pupils. They are not very interested in Europe.
I was involved in an inter-university co-operation programme. I tried to 
encourage students to study abroad in the Netherlands and in Sweden. Two 
student teachers have had the opportunity to go, but I have had difficulty 
encouraging students to go. It seems that the problems facing the students are 
very difficult. The last year of our course, the fifrh year, is an inservice year 
and the students are paid. The students who decide to go abroad are very 
special. When they come back they have had a good experience.
KL Which year do they go?
IC They generally go in their third or fourth year. Our problem of sending them 
out has involved other departments. Some students want to study more than 
one subject, such as mathematics and science, this is usually where the 
problem arises. For the European programmes the other departments here do 
not get involved. I assume that the students think that it is difficult to have the 
equivalent course or they don't understand what the programme is about.
KL Is language competence a problem?
IC Some courses are taught in English and some courses have been specially
planned for the programme. The students talk with the professors, rather than 
being part of a class. They do not get the same course as they would here, but 
they come back with more confidence.
KL Why did you get involved with the European programmes?
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IC Some visiting professors came here and they wanted to establish a
collaborative project, so I got involved.
KL You must have had an interest in the European dimension or felt that it was an
important part of the education process?
IC Yes, I did my PhD in the USA and I had the experience of studying abroad
myself. It was a very educational experience to work with people who have 
the same educational problems, but approach them from a different way. I 
think that it is very important, because it gives you a more complete view.
KL Do you think that it helps you to reflect on your own system?
IC I think so. I think when you go out you have to deal with what is going on in
the country you are staying in, you have to think with different eyes. In 
general you meet people from other countries and I think that these different 
contacts are very educational. It raises your confidence because you see that 
things can be done in another way.
KL How do you encourage students to go?
IC I explain about the different dimension. The students who ask about the
exchange programme understand that they will not follow exactly the same 
course as they would in Portugal, but they know that they will gain in other 
ways.
KL Do you think that the European dimension is something that you are able to
define?
IC I don't know. Since I have been involved in projects, I have had to read lots of
European literature. I think as a teacher educator that it is important to 
communicate these ideas to students. It is necessary to convey to the students 
that although we are here in Portugal, there is another world out there that they 
are part of, and that the European Community gives some guidelines or ideas 
or principles that are important to know. I think that it is important to have 
knowledge about what is going on in Europe. For example, teachers in 
Portugal are not very aware of the importance of technology, but if they read 
some of the literature from the EU that would help them to understand the 
value of technology in education.
The European Community for most teachers seems very far away from the 
classroom situation. I have done some supervising in schools in the town I live 
in, which is outside Lisbon. The pupils there are good, they are very 
interested, they want to study and go to university. It is very nice for the 
student teachers to work with these pupils. This situation is not very common. 
I also have observed some classes in other schools and the situation is 
completely different.
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KL Why is that?
IC It may be because the school in my town is located in a nice neighbourhood. It
makes a difference. I have a Masters student who is in a school where most of 
the pupils are immigrants and it makes it much more difficult.
KL You mentioned that you had read some of the literature from the EU, is that 
information generally available? Has any of the European documents 
influenced things here in Portugal?
IC It is only individuals here and there who know about the European literature.
In fact, I had not read anything from the EU until I started taking part in a 
project. Now I pass on information to the students, but it is not something that 
is generalised.
KL Is information passed on by the Ministry of Education? Do they produce any 
guidelines?
IC I don't know. As a general policy of our Ministry I don't think there is
anything. There are some teachers who have been involved in projects and 
they know about things, but it is dependent on individual interest. If you are 
not involved in projects you would not be aware of European literature. The 
Ministry of Education have just published some information about a new 
programme called Nonio. I have not had time to read all the details, but I 
noticed that there was something about international relationships.
KL Is that linked to the Socrates programme?
IC I don't know.
KL Is there an agency in Portugal which promotes Socrates?
IC There is something, but I am not too sure about it, probably the Ministry of
Culture promote it.
KL There is nobody encouraging you at a national level to include a European 
dimension in your work?
IC No, I have never read anything very clear about the European dimension, so I
think that it is more a personal choice or something that comes randomly to 
you.
KL The management here must support the European dimension in order to allow 
the students and staff to take part in projects.
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IC There are different reactions. I have an intuition about which staff are open to 
the idea. Last year a bureau was established for our faculty to deal with 
European projects, so they are facilitating things.
KL So someone has responsibility for co-ordinating all the projects?
IC Yes, it is useful. There are at least two persons in the bureau, a professor, who
is a member of the academic staff and an administrative person.
KL That is a positive step.
IC Yes
KL Do you plan to expand what you do concerning the European dimension in 
your curriculum work?
IC Yes. I am interested to try to do that.
KL Do you have to write it into a course document and have it validated or are
you free to include what you want?
IC I am free. There are two other professors who teach the same course, so we
talk about the programme, but we are free to do what we want. Its informal, 
but we meet each other and discuss what we are going to teach, so we know
what each other is doing. The course documentation covers only general areas,
it is not specific. There are some topics that I prefer to teach and the other 
professors prefer some others, but the general plan is very similar.
KL Do you have to work closely to the school curriculum, in order to prepare the 
students for their future work with pupils?
IC Yes.
KL Some people have said to me that it is not easy to include a European
dimension in science and maths, do you feel like that?
IC That is a good question. It depends on what you mean by the European
dimension. One can approach it from different directions. With new 
technology students are able to communicate with students from other 
European countries, that offers the possibility for the European dimension. We 
can also look at scientists from other countries and what is going on 
scientifically in other countries.
The main constraint to including a European dimension in science and maths 
is the final examination. The pupils at secondary level have a final 
examination and it is such a concern for them, they want to concentrate on 
what is necessary for them to learn for the examination. The exams are very 
fact-orientated, and the science teaching must prepare them for that.
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KL A reform of the assessment system what be needed to change that?
IC Yes, but it is very difficult to change. The parents want it to stay.
KL Thank you for allowing me to interview you, may I quote you when I write up
my research?
IC Yes.
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KL I believe that you have my letter explaining what my research is about.
MM Yes, I have it here.
KL Do you have any questions about it before we begin.
MM No, I understand your research is about the European dimension in teacher
education.
KL That is correct. Perhaps you would begin by telling me about you role here.
MM I am a teacher of English. I have been interested in developing a European
dimension for some years now and I have made many contacts. I am interested in 
the European programmes. I first became involved when the ATEE conference 
was here in Lisbon. I was one of the local organisers of the conference. I am 
interested from a research point of view too.
KL Do you think that a European dimension is important for students teachers?
MM Yes, I think so. I think it is very important. All the teachers in Europe need to get
over the national dimension and open up themselves. In teaching language, 
particularly English, contacts in other countries and opportunities to communicate 
in the language the students are learning are always important. They need to know 
something of the culture of the language they are learning.
KL Do you think of it as a European dimension or an international dimension?
MM I think the international dimension is the overall objective, but I think in Portugal
being part of the EU is still relatively new. We were very much turned towards 
Africa and our former colonies, now we must think of ourselves in a different 
way, as being part of a European community,
KL What do you mean when you talk about the European dimension?
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MM Oh, it is not very clear, it is hard to define precisely. We have to be aware that
there are fundamental differences and that some of the main ones are between the 
north and the south, between the east and west, between Catholicism and the other 
religions. Our languages are different. But it is important that Europeans come to 
an understanding of each other, accept each other, and get over this nationalism 
that has been so strong over the last 60 or 70 years. The students have to be open 
to the similarities as well as the differences. There is a lack of knowledge of other 
cultures.
KL How do you include a European dimension in your teaching?
MM As I said when I teach the English language I include cultural aspects. I have
created some networks for my students to participate in. If they are interested I 
help them find ways to communicate with other English-speaking students. I also 
want to send students out, but it is difficult for them. The money side of things is 
not easy for them.
KL How many students manage to take part in exchanges or communication
networks?
MM Very few, I am sorry to say. There are many who want to participate, but some
have families, or they have part time jobs, or they worry about their studies etc.
KL What you do in class concerning a European dimension will be important if few
students have the opportunity to take part in exchanges.
MM Yes, the students need to know about a numbers of things to do with language,
culture and communication. It is a special experience to leam about a new 
country, to leam another language, and in Portugal we need to be able to leam 
other languages especially English, because otherwise we could not do anything 
in the world. One of the reasons for promoting communication networks using 
new technology is to give an opportunity for those students who do not have the 
possibility to go abroad some feeling for a European dimension.
KL Is the European dimension taught in a separate way, is it made explicit or is it
implicit and permeating throughout your course?
MM It permeates and I suppose it is mostly implicit in what I am doing. I invite people
to come in and speak to the students. We have some visiting lecturers, people who 
are sometimes visiting for different reasons, like yourself. It offers the students an 
opportunity to hear a native speaker and to ask him or her questions about the 
country and its culture. I am sorry that you will not have time to speak to some of 
my students.
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KL I would have been happy to do it. I just have very few days here to do my 
interviews.
MM I also do a kind of intercultural workshop with the students. I give some 
explanation about education and tradition usually in the UK.
KL What kind of teaching and learning strategies do you employ? When you use the 
word 'workshop', is it discussion, practical activities...?
MM Yes, creating opportunities for dialogue is important in language learning and I 
am able to see how practical activities affects their understanding and use of 
spoken English.
KL Are you able to give an example of the kind of things that you do in the 
intercultural workshop ?
MM Well, one of the things I do is ask the students for instance when they are on a
train, the underground or a bus to identify the kind of things that they see about
the people. Look at the people on the train and then we discuss what they say they 
see. Some students make judgements based on sterotypes according to clothes or 
hair etc. So they see what stereotypes are, and how fixed ideas are created about 
people we know nothing about. If that is the case about people in this country, 
what does that mean for understanding people in other countries, other cultures 
etc.
KL So it is raising awareness of others, similarities and differences?
MM Yes, the whole thing is to open up to other cultures.
KL What influenced your interest in trying to establish networks of contacts for your 
students and your participation in ATEE? Was it a management decision or was it 
because of your own personal interest?
MM I think I have to say it was my interest. But at the same time we had to make new 
objectives for internationalisation. But it was me who started this idea of 
networks for communication. I spent 5 months in England myself so I know how 
much I benefited from it.
KL Has the Ministry of Education in Portugal given any kind of guidelines about an 
international or European dimension in teacher education?
MM Yes, I think so. Through the Socrates programme I know that schools and 
teachers are getting involved.
KL Is there any funding at a national level to support what you are doing?
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MM No, xmfortunately there is no additional funding from our own government. We
are involved in lots of projects and networks in this institution and we do get 
European funding, but it is very slow in coming through.
KL Do you feel that any of the European Commission initiatives have had any
influence on what has been happening in Portugal?
MM Well, I think that these things that the Ministry stimulate come directly from the
Commission.
KL How is information passed on in Portugal? Is it through the Ministry of
Education and then to teacher education institutions?
MM I do not know. There is somebody here who receives the information and passes
it out to us.
KL Do the rest of the staff here feel positive about including a European dimension in
their work?
MM At the beginning some of them were not very sure, but now people are getting
more and more positive and many are very positive. At the beginning it was 
mostly language teachers who were interested, they have always been interested 
and that is not very surprising, but now others are involved too.
KL Did you have some form of staff development or was it a case of those who were
interested became involved?
MM Well, it grew gradually. Nobody forced us to do it. Some said they were
interested in taking part in some of the projects, others were asked if they wanted 
to be involved, but they were free to decide.
KL And you said at the beginning that the development of a European dimension was
about raising students' awareness and that interest came from your own links with 
other institutions. Institutionally was it welcomed as a way to attract more 
students?
MM To attract foreign students?
KL I was thinking of Portuguese students. Was it something that was seen as
important for the profile of the institution?
MM I do not think that we have attracted more students because of this. No.
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KL You mentioned that the Ministry of Education is promoting the Socrates 
programme, are there any other agencies promoting a European dimension in 
Portugal?
MM I am not really sure about that.
KL Well, thank you very much. May I quote you when I write up my research paper? 
MM Yes, of course.
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KL Please begin by telling me about your role here.
FT I am a professor in the Department of Education. I teach at the undergraduate
level. I teach sociology of education. At the graduate level I teach sociology of 
organisation, that is social psychology of organisation at a Master's level. I 
also teach an option course that is called intercultural education. It is just 
beginning here in Portugal, it gives an insight into what intercultural education 
is. One of the component is the European dimension.
KL What level is the option course for?
FT It is undergraduate, teachers for secondary school. Also at the postgraduate
level, head teachers, directors of council, school administration etc.
KL Do the undergraduates and the postgraduates both have an option course 
which includes a European dimension?
FT In sociology of education I always introduce a unit on intercultural education.
KL Are the teachers in a specific subject area or are they studying a variety of
subjects?
FT At the graduate level only teachers who are going to be teaching sciences, 
physics and mathematics. They spend the first three years studying their 
subject. The fourth year they are here in the Faculty of Education following 
the education course, then they have a year in schools as student teachers. 
They are responsible for their classes, but they have supervisors. Usually they
have three supervisors, one is fi*om the education faculty, one is a science
supervisor and they have a supervisor in school. They spend the year in school 
with some seminars here.
KL You said that the intercultural course was new, when did it start?
FT In this faculty, it is only me who introduced it. It spread a little bit over the last
four years, but there are only a few doing it.
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KL You introduced it obviously because you feel that it is important, why do you 
feel that it is important?
FT In sociology of education you have to include equality in school, mostly it is
international literature that focuses on that. I did my graduate doctorate in 
America, so I had a multi-cultural education myself.
KL You said that you included a European dimension component, why do you 
think that is important part of the teacher education course?
FT We are here in the far south west, and the European dimension is really
something that has to be introduced. There has not been a big effort even 
though we are in the EU to help pupils become acquainted with different 
cultures. I think that it is important for pupils because they are living in the 
reality that is the European community. It is hard because we are influenced by 
stereotypes, so we tend to see the British as a whole etc., we don't have good 
materials. The United States have a lot of good materials, but here we need 
curriculum development materials. I use things from the States and from 
Britain which is okay with student teachers, but for pupils we need new 
material.
KL What do you mean by the European dimension? Are you able to define it?
FT A definition in this kind of area is hard. Mostly I focus on the concept of
cultures, the relationship between cultures, the deepness and the complexity of 
cultures and it has to be a study of many cultures. It is a sensitive area. In this 
economic community we need to know each other and understand each other 
better,
KL You think it is about raising student teachers' awareness of other cultures?
FT Raising awareness and knowledge. We do not know the other cultures well, it
is something that we have to work on.
KL Would you find it easier to talk about what you actually include in the content
of your course?
FT Mostly I begin from the preconception the student teachers have of cultures.
As teachers they have to work on that, because they so easily transmit their 
feeling to the pupils. I try to get original pieces of documents that can bring 
more awareness, deepen knowledge, clarify cultures and move beyond 
stereotypes. I start from the connection between things. I use a text from W. 
Taylor. It is a text about the history of Britain. I ask my students if they can 
relate to it. It is very similar to our own history in the sense that you have been 
colonising, we have immigrants from previous colonies, so we can find 
similarities with other cultures in Europe. From the common things I depart to 
the different things.
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It is very tentative still. I have been very influenced by the British literature. I 
prefer it to the French perspective, I feel closer to it, but in a way I am very 
eclectic. I don't follow one perspective. I think that we have to find our own 
way to approach this new view of relationships.
KL Do the students have to think about it in terms of their own subject or is it 
about a general awareness of European citizenship?
FT I begin by a general approach, I do think that it is the way to go in their own 
subject area, but there is not enough material. You must remember that I deal 
mostly with science teachers and they feel that it is harder for them. They 
think that it is easier for teachers in humanities, teachers of languages. I try to
put it from a pedagogical point of view, tending to look at inequalities. I try to
use examples that relate to the European dimension and general multi-cultural 
approaches. I think that we have to work harder at developing materials.
KL What kind of strategies do you use? Is it discussion mainly?
FT I bring some documents, and they have to work on a theme. Usually I have
two groups that choose to work on multi-cultural themes. They have to make a 
presentation to the others. I use it to enlarge the understanding of the whole 
class. Usually they work mainly on African cultures, because these are the 
pupils they find in the classes here. We have lots of Cape Verde children, but I 
try to ensure that there is also a European dimension. I aim to raise awareness. 
My research tends to show that teachers say that they treat all children the
same, treat all equally, but we still have teachers teaching the same to the
whole class, there is no differentiation, so some children don't leam. We have 
to depart from that, it is just not working because their are different levels of 
need.
The European dimension is easier to work on at the Masters level, but I do 
introduce it at undergraduate level.
KL I believe that there is some time in the curriculum to devote to cross curricular 
projects.
FT Yes, it is called, 'school area'
KL Does that include a European dimension?
FT That depends on each school. It is open to the school. I believe some will.
Some European projects have brought in some new ideas, exchanging ideas 
with other schools.
KL Is your component written into a course document which has to be validated or 
are you free to include what ever you wish?
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FT I am free. At higher education level we are free to decide. Although we know 
mostly what each other is doing. I am not a very traditional person. I don't 
think that the other professors include a European dimension. They work on 
structuralists, Bernstein etc.
KL It wasn't necessary for you to write down what your aims are for this new 
component?
FT I do write down the aims. It is in the book of the department, we write down
our courses for the department. I have the objectives of the unit written down. 
The syllabus and the evaluation is there in the book.
KL What are your aims?
FT Most of them are about increasing understanding and critical reflection. I don't
think I can go much further in the course. I always ask for a personal
perspective on the topic. I don't have curriculum development in the course,
but I think that would be very interesting.
KL How is it evaluated?
FT I discuss with them at the end. We discuss the course in relation to the aims. I
try to find out what they feel will be useful in the future and what they felt was 
not useful.
KL Have you had support from the Head of Department or was it your interest that
brought it about?
FT Last week we had a departmental staff seminar and I introduced it. I have done
some research in this area. I gave an overview of the literature in this field and
I presented some of the results that I have already. My colleagues liked it, but
because it is a very new area they still feel uncomfortable about dealing with 
other cultures. They think that it is important and they are very supportive. I 
only got good remarks.
KL If you were not here it would not be happening?
FT No, it wouldn't happen. Our Head of Department is very open-minded and
there are lots of Socrates projects at the research level. It is at that level. There 
are mobility programmes and teacher educators work together. There are 
people working on it, but it is in a different way. I approach it conceptually, 
theoretically with student teachers as part of their course. I have been on an 
Erasmus exchange to Sunderland University, but there was not much from that 
visit that I could introduce with my students.
KL Your input has a strong theoretical underpinning?
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FT I try to introduce it as a field of research into teacher education. It comes from
anthropology and sociology. It is only a beginning, it is not in great depth. I 
am still learning.
KL Has there been any national guidance to help you?
FT Yes, there is a department and there is project support. They send out
information, but it is mostly about European projects. The spreading of 
information is hard. We are just at the beginning. The information goes to 
schools that have projects. They do inform others about what is going on, but
it is still just a few schools. There are no curriculum materials, there is not
enough support.
KL Does the Ministry of Education provide guidelines about what should be 
included in the teacher education courses?
FT In our courses we decide, but in schools there is one national curriculum.
There are no options, every school has the same curriculum, at each level there 
is the same programme. 'School area' is the only part of the curriculum where 
schools can decide what they want to include. We have national exams and 
teachers concentrate on the work for exams. Teachers are worried about the 
exams, so they focus on the core of the curriculum. So there is a contradiction 
here, nothing can be done if teachers do not think that something is important.
KL The school reforms are still going on?
FT I am very cynical. There is a new curriculum and it points to different
objectives, but really the teachers still have not changed they concentrate on 
the list of content. They concentrate on the pupils they are preparing for 
university, not the lower ability pupils. The curriculum is very subject focused, 
not child-centred.
KL There is no integration between subjects?
FT That would be in the 'school area' part of the curriculum, but most schools just
give up on that and don't include it. It is up to them. Some schools are very 
active with interesting projects. Some schools are very traditional and just 
concentrate on the basics.
KL The European policy documents that have been published have they had any 
influence on the content of teacher education courses?
FT Perhaps a little bit, but mostly through the European projects - Erasmus and 
Lingua for example. This is the way that people have got to know about the 
European dimension. Someone in the faculty is working with other institutions 
in other European countries. I think that she has produced some materials.
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KL Are there any other agencies in Portugal that are promoting a European 
dimension?
FT I think that there are some, but I am not sure.
KL Do you think that the fact that there are more multi-cultural classrooms in
Portgal now that a European dimension is more necessary?
FT Yes, definitely.
KL Do you think that there are barriers to introducing the European dimension in
teacher education?
FT We all tend to have our own field of research and it is difficult for people to
change from a routine. It demands a lot of people. Also, maybe some people 
think that it is not important. If I asked them, they would say it was important 
but Some people may think that it is a trend just for now.
KL You don't think they recognise the importance of raising awareness of the EU?
FT Yes, its 11 years since we joined the EU and it is important.
KL Is it something that is in the newspapers? Do the people in general have an
understanding of the EU?
FT Not at that level. I think that it is more at the university level. I think that we
are interested in research, we have international contacts.
KL So teachers who have been teaching for some time will not have had any input
on the European dimension during their training?
FT No, but the Ministry is sending things to schools. The Ministry still directs the
curriculum. Although what is included depends very much on school councils, 
it is still very tied to the centralised system.
KL Thank you for allowing me to interview you, may I quote you when I write up 
my research?
FT Yes of course.
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KL Please begin by telling me what your position is in the institution.
LG I did a Masters Degree two years ago in Sheffield in Electronic Information
Management. I was invited to be a chief in the management of this institution. 
I am working in information systems. I am in the administration side of the 
institution.
KL Are you aware that there is a European dimension in the work of the students 
and staff here?
LG What do you mean by a European dimension?
KL What would be your interpretation of a European dimension?
LG Everything related to the European Union, the programmes and so on. Is that 
the same as your definition or not?
KL Well, everyone has a slightly different definition. There are similarities in
definitions, but there are also differences. Some people feel that it is to do 
with raising the students awareness of other cultures, some suggest that it is 
related to the European Union and the programmes, some people prefer an 
international dimension. For example, rather than focusing on Europe alone 
they suggest that there should be a development of projects with former 
colonies etc.
LG That is not the case here, we do have some relations with Angola and 
Mozambique, but we haven't with Brazil. We have had some projects with 
Brazil, but it is not a strong link. With Mozambique and Angola we have 
some relations. Four years ago some students came to Castelo Branco to do a 
post-graduate course. We planned a programme to go there, but there were 
problems in Angola and it did not get off the ground. I don't know of any 
programme that we have with the former colonies now.
KL From an institutional point of view is there an international policy?
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LG Yes, we have a policy and we have a lot of projects with institutions in UK, 
America and Russia for example.
KL Is it one of the institutional aims to develop international relations?
LG Yes, because we are a small institution, so we need to make contact with other
institutions to share experiences. Also, to profit from all the programmes 
available through the European Commission.
KL By profit, do you mean financially?
LG Yes
KL So the international aim of the institution is related to raising the quality of 
education through collaborative work and increase fimding.
LG I think it is more related to the quality of the courses than to funding.
KL Have you been running international programmes for some time?
LG Yes, since the institution opened. Since 1987/88.
KL Was that because of influences fi'om the European Union or because of the
interest of the staff here?
LG Because people were interested in international relations. In the beginning
three or four members of staff came here from America, because they had
done their post-graduate degrees in Boston. So they influenced very much the 
relationships we developed with other institutions.
KL The programmes that are running are they only in the English language course 
or are they in other subject areas?
LG There is one in social sciences, there is one in multi-media and there is one in
physical education.
KL Did the institutional administration encourage staff in these areas to
participate in these programmes or did it come firom the staff themselves?
LG I think that the administration saw all the possibilities and they support very
much all the programmes.
KL Do you support them by way of funding or through administrative help?
LG We are three colleges in the polytechnic and a few years ago someone was
appointed in the polytechnic to assist with the administration of the projects.
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KL Perhaps you would explain a little more about the administrative set-up of the 
polytechnic?
LG The polytechnic was created ten years ago. It started with an agricultural
college and an education college. Five years ago there was a management
college added and now there is a technical college related to engineering etc.
KL Is the administration in the polytechnic building rather than here in the college 
of education?
LG There are two kinds of administration, one is the financial area and personal
and so on, then each college also has its own administration. It is a sub-branch
of the main administration.
KL So the administration here almost runs independently, but it is associated with
the polytechnic?
LG Yes, so the politic is defined by each college, but the co-ordination is done by 
the polytechnic.
KL So the three colleges are agricultural, teacher education and management?
LG Yes
KL Is it business management?
LG Yes, and we are waiting on another college. The technical college will join us.
KL So does the co-ordinator of international education at the polytechnic have
responsibility for all the colleges?
LG Yes, and there is one member of staff responsible for international education
in each college. They liaise with the co-ordinator in the polytechnic about the 
programmes and so on.
KL Why was the international co-ordinator appointed at the polytechnic?
LG The management wanted to know how each project was running, because it
requires money and staff time.
KL Here in the teacher education college, do you hold information about the
students and staff involved in projects?
LG Not centrally.
KL So information does not come to you.
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LG No, the staff involved in the projects have all the information about the 
projects.
KL I know that you are interested in new technology, do you think that the 
increase in electronic communication has made it more important for the 
students to have an awareness of other European countries?
LG Yes, undoubtedly because we are far from the decision-centres here in 
Portugal. This country is not veiy powerful in these kinds of things, so it is 
very important to maintain contact with other institutions. The internet is the 
best way to do it. It is the future.
KL Has there been any national initiatives to include a European dimension in 
teacher education?
LG I think that it is at the level of the individual institution. Nationally it is at a 
very theoretical level.
KL Is that because the teacher education institutions are autonomous and the 
Ministry of Education does not wish to suggest practical ideas?
LG Yes, all the institutions are autonomous. All the course decisions are made by 
each institution. However, all the courses must be approved by the Ministry so 
you know (laughs and does not complete the sentence).
KL The courses are written here?
LG All the curriculum development is done here.
KL Does someone from the Ministry come here to validate the course?
LG No, we send the course documents to the Ministry and they approve them.
KL It is a question of yes or no? There is no discussion?
LG Of course the Director of the institution speaks with the Ministry, but it is not 
official, it is in private.
KL How many teacher education colleges are there in Portugal?
LG There are fifteen.
KL That is for the first and second cycle?
LG Yes and then there are the universities as well.
KL How many universities are there?
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LG There are ten public universities. I don't know how many private ones. There
are many of them. The teacher education institutions train teachers for the 1 st 
and 2nd cycle and the universities train teachers for the third cycle and 
secondary schools.
KL The information about European progranunes and any European documents
do they go directly to the person co-ordinating the projects or do they come to 
you first?
LG The information comes here and the Director decides who it should go to. I
have access to the information and the documents. The library is involved in a 
project co-ordinated by the national library. We have access to the national 
database.
KL So you have easy access to information?
LG Yes.
KL At the beginning you talked about the former colonies. Do you think that at a
national level there is a tension between the promotion of a European 
dimension and the relationship with the former colonies? Is there more of a 
focus on a global or international dimension rather than a European 
dimension?
LG I am not sure. We have different points of view about our colonies. For
example, in Macao our relationship is completely different from our 
relationship with Angola and Mozambique.
KL Why is that?
LG Because Angola and Mozambique were at war. Two years ago it started to
change. For instance I had a pupil from Angola and he said that there were no 
books in school. After independence they were all burned. So it is very 
difficult.
KL Do you feel that it is important that there is a European dimension in the
course work for students here?
LG Yes, I think so. It is very important. I don't think that the cultural
independence of each country will ever be threatened. The Portuguese will 
always be Portuguese, the Spanish will be Spanish and so on, but in terms of 
work I think that it is important. Each day we work more with someone in 
another country, in England, in France, in Spain and so on. I have a lot of 
colleagues that I only speak with electronically. Each day it becomes more 
important to work together.
KL Do you think that the geographical position of Portugal makes it more
important to communicate with others?
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LG Yes of course, because we are on the edge of Europe. The central European 
countries are more developed. It is important in terms of technology to be in 
contact with more developed countries. We have other things that we can offer 
other countries. We do not have expertise in technology, but we can exchange 
something.
KL Are you able to give me an example?
LG I am only thinking theoretically, but we must discover something that we can
exchange in order to motivate the central and northern European countries to 
exchange information with us.
KL Is it more preferable to have exchanges with central and Northern European 
countries?
LG No, we have exchanges with Spain. The Portuguese export to Spain almost
half of what is exported to the rest of Europe, so Spain is very important 
commercially. The past between Spain and Portugal is forgotten. We are 
different, we are not the same in character, but we do develop a lot of projects 
with Spain, particularly with southern Spain. The people in the north of Spain 
have a very different character.
KL Do you see any barriers to the development of the European dimension in
teacher education in Portugal?
LG Here in Portugal, the disconnection between the programmes and the
management of the programmes is a barrier to development. For example, we 
have a project to develop a CD ROM. After the project finished the CD ROM 
sat on my shelf. Nobody co-ordinates activities after the projects to 
disseminate and share information and expertise. The problem is a lack of co­
ordination. Similar projects run in other institutions in Portugal, but we know 
nothing about them.
KL Do you think that co-ordination should be at a national level or a European
level?
LG I think both.
KL Do you think that the general public is aware of the European dimension at
all?
LG No, I think that the European Union must care about its own image. The
people here in Portugal think that the European Union just takes their money.
KL It is the same in the UK.
LG It is an image problem.
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KL Are there any teaching material to promote the European dimension?
LG It is very difficult to answer that question. It is better to ask the course
lecturers that question.
KL Thank you for the interview. You have provided a view from the 
administration of the institution. May I quote you in my work?
LG Yes.
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KL Perhaps you would begin by explaining what your role in the institution is?
HM I was involved in a project called Minerva, it was a project to train teachers
how to use computers in their subject teaching. The project finished a couple 
of years ago and I began working here in initial teacher training. I teach 
linguistics and IT.
KL I believe that you are also involved in co-ordinating international education 
too.
HM Yes, I was appointed to co-ordinate the international projects within the 
European Union.
KL Was the appointment made by the Director of the institution?
HM Yes.
KL Does that mean that the institution believes that international education is 
important?
HM Yes, some of the teachers have that belief, but not all.
KL You are one of the ones who believe that it is important.
HM Yes, I was involved in Lingua projects. I felt it was important to have a wide
perspective on teacher education and international educational policies can be
achieved by having projects and carrying out research with other countries.
KL Are you able to define what you mean by a European dimension?
HM That is a little bit hard. I think that it is a kind of awareness of other people's
history, culture and language, even ways of thinking and behaving. I think that 
it is especially important in teaching languages, because it is not just about 
language teaching it is about the culture and the way of thinking and behaving 
of the people whose language you are learning.
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KL Do you also include a European dimension in IT teaching?
HM Yes, I am doing my Ph.D. at Exeter University and I am trying to set up things
with them, to do things together in the same perspective. We are trying to find 
out if the same things done there and here achieve the same results.
KL Is that included in your teaching with the students?
HM Yes.
KL From an institutional point of view is there a policy on international or 
European education?
HM Yes, there is. The institute has three schools and each has tried to define an
international policy and overall the institute has tried to bring the policies 
together.
KL Do you meet with the co-ordinators in the other two schools?
HM Yes, yesterday I had a meeting.
KL Is there a central co-ordinator at the polytechnic level?
HM Yes, there is and there is a written policy. It includes student mobility,
research with other European countries, and the projects we are involved in.
KL What prompted the need to have a written policy?
HM I think it was the improvement of education.
KL Is it international education or a European dimension that is included in the
policy.
HM It is international, but it is mainly European. It is called international because 
we try to give an international perspective. There are some projects with South 
American and African countries?
KL Is that to keep links with former colonies?
HM I think so. I had a meeting with colleagues here last week and they asked if we
could have more projects with our former colonies. They are interested in 
Angola and Mozambique for example (the PALOPs - countries that have the 
Portuguese language).
KL At a national level, has the Ministry of Education produced any policies about
including a European dimension in teacher education?
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HM No, I don't think so. There is a group in Lisbon in the Ministry that co­
ordinates international projects, but I think that the only thing they do is give 
information, but I am not sure.
KL They have no direct link with you?
HM They send documents about European programmes. The documents are sent
by Brussels and then sent on to us.
KL What has influenced the inclusion of a European dimension here at the 
institution in Castelo Branco?
HM I think some teachers try to include a European dimension, it is based on their 
interest.
KL So if they left there would be no European dimension.
HM I really believe that,
KL There is no national co-ordination of it?
HM No.
KL Is there any teaching materials for a European dimension?
HM I don't know about other subjects. Within the projects I have been involved in
we developed some CD ROMs. We tried to include a European dimension in 
it. One is going to be tested in Coventry in a primary school. Developing a 
CD was part of my masters degree. I tried to produce a kind of electronic 
phrase book. It was tested with pupils in Plymouth.
KL Your role as a co-ordinator, is it only to do with projects or do you co-ordinate 
a European dimension in the teacher education curriculum?
HM It is only to do with European projects.
KL Do the projects impact on the curriculum in any way?
HM Our students were involved in some exchanges and we have received staff and 
students from other countries and I think that can have some kind of an 
impact, but on the curriculum itself I don't think so.
KL Is a European dimension part of the curriculum in schools?
HM I only know the curriculum for foreign languages and there a European
dimension is included. The other subjects I don't know.
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KL Has any of the European policy papers influenced the inclusion of a European
dimension in teacher education?
HM No, it has been up to individual teacher education institutions.
KL What has been the main influence would you say for the individuals in teacher
education institutions?
HM Going to the UK and other countries to do Masters and Ph.D.'s. It is to do with 
individual motivation and contacts.
KL Are there barriers to the inclusion of a European dimension in the teacher
education course?
HM They have many subjects in the curriculum and lots of different things to do.
KL Do you think that a European dimension should be a separate subject or
integrated in the curriculum?
HM I think that it should be integrated in the subjects.
KL You don't feel that there is a danger that it could be lost using that
methodology?
HM Well that depends on the teachers. IT goes across the curriculum and a
European dimension could be included in a similar way.
KL What projects do you have in the institution here?
HM We have some Lingua projects for the teaching and learning of Portuguese,
mainly through electronic means. We have a Masters Degree with Nottingham 
University. There is also one project with people on the edge of Europe. We 
had a Tempus project with Russia, but that has stopped and there are some 
student exchanges with France. We receive and sent students.
KL Is part of your role to increase the number of students going on exchanges?
HM That is difficult, when it is first mentioned all the students are excited and
want to go, but when the time comes to go it is different. The budgets are not 
very big and sometimes they have to pay themselves and that is difficult.
KL Would it be true to say that a European dimension in this institution comes
mainly through the projects?
HM Yes.
KL Is the direction for a European dimension at an institutional level or is it
driven by individuals?
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HM It is driven by individuals.
KL Nationally has there been any direction?
HM No, I think that the Ministry hasn't done much. The autonomy of the teacher
education institutions is also a factor.
KL Do you feel that some national direction is needed?
HM Nation-wide it would be good to have guidelines, but there should also be
freedom in each institution to implement a European dimension related to 
local contexts.
KL Do you have any involvement with European Clubs? I was in the Ministry of 
Education yesterday about them and Margaret Belard told me there were 
about 600 European Clubs in schools.
HM That is the first I have heard of them.
KL The Ministry of Education also gave me a policy paper about the European
dimension, have you seen it?
HM No.
KL I know that you have to go to a meeting now, thank you of this interview. May
I quote you when I write up my research?
HM Yes.
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KL Will you begin by telling me about your role here in the College?
MM I am teaching English and English-related subjects, like literature and culture
to the students who are doing their teacher training in primary education for 
second cycle pupils.
KL Does that mean that they will be able to teach pupils in the first and second
cycle?
MM Yes, when they graduate they can be teachers in the first or second cycle. In
the second cycle they will be teachers of English. Some of them do teach 
English to primary children - early learning of a foreign language.
KL If they teach in the first cycle, do they teach all subjects?
MM Yes, all subjects and they may teach English. Generally, they prefer to teach
second cycle, they earn more and in terms of status, it is higher.
KL Teaching English starts in the second cycle?
MM Formally, it starts in the second cycle, although now primary schools are
introducing English.
KL Do you include a European dimension in your teaching?
MM Not really. What I include is really intercultural education of English-
speaking countries, including the cultural background that the pupils have.
KL When you say intercultural education - does that include only European
countries or does it include America, Africa etc.?
MM I tend not to include America, but I tend to include the past colonial countries.
I teach post colonial awareness. When I speak of intercultural teaching, it is 
not explicitly put for the students, it is inside the strategies that I use to teach 
English culture. From my experience, I am aware that there are some things 
that you have to explain more than others, because of the Portuguese
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background. If I did not do this, it would pass either wrongly or half­
understood.
KL Are you able to give me an example of what you mean?
MM For example, the teaching of language, you know that in the English language
many words have a Latin origin and which one uses in a very formal context, 
or very academic contexts. Our students tend to use these words quite 
frequently because it is the first association that they get. It is very difficult to 
explain to them, because they go to the dictionary and see the words and see 
that the words exist. I have to explain to them very carefully the kind of 
background of the words. I always explain how language evolves, that there 
was a stage where there was some French origins to English words and that the 
Latin origin has been kept but not used very widely. It is very difficult to
explain the Protestant work ethic to people who have a Catholic background.
This relates to the culture of language. I am always very careful to explain 
this, but it is hard for the students to understand the ethics when we study 
literature, authors like, Henry James or Joseph Conrad who are from a 
different background are difficult for the students to understand. For example, 
they find it difficult to understand why an American would wish to become a 
British citizen. Things like this that have cultural implications that the 
students stumble on have to be explained.
KL So they question cultural backgrounds?
MM Yes.
KL So it is not a specific Intercultural Education course, it is taught as part of the 
English language course.
MM That is correct. It is really part of the teacher’s work. There are certain 
notions that the students find difficult. For example, the notion of 
‘Englishness’ As a Scottish person you might know very well what that 
means, but it is very difficult to explain to the students. Looked at from the 
outside, my students want to apply the notion of ‘Englishness’ to all the people 
who speak English. They find it hard to understand that England is a multi­
racial society. They think of England and ‘Englishness’ relating to an all- 
white country of people in bowler hats. This is a cultural stereotype. It is
very difficult to tell them that it is a multi-racial country and what they have is 
a cultural image.
KL So you do include what might be described as a European dimension in an
integrated way. You are raising awareness of other cultures.
MM Yes, it is not separate.
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KL You mentioned the former colonies. Do you think that in Portugal the focus is 
more on a policy of integration with former colonies rather than a European 
dimension?
MM I don’t know about that. For people who have experience in the former
colonies, that is they have been there or had family there, then it does make a
difference. It does raise questions of power and of difference, but for my 
students who have little or no experience of the colonies, they are more 
orientated towards Europe or America than they are towards Africa. Many 
students desire to travel in Europe, few desire to travel in Africa. Yet people 
who have come from there long to go back, either as a visitor or to work there.
KL Is that an issue at a government level - does the focus have to be carefully 
balanced between Europe and the former colonies?
MM Politically, I think there is much going on towards Africa. We have an
association of Portuguese-speaking countries and with Brazil there are very
strong links. I think that the government has invested a lot on cultural issues 
with former colonies in Africa. For us here, for me teaching English, Africa 
does not influence me. You might be right about the government proposing a 
balanced view, but I don’t know. I am not into that kind of politics. I think 
that we are much more turned towards Europe. It means money coming in. 
As far as Africa is concerned it means money going out and we will not be a 
rich country.
KL So from an economic point of view Europe is important?
MM Yes. Although, people have invested in Mozambique, but it is rather risky. It
is more about aiding these countries, rather than linking with them to develop 
Portugal.
KL Am I right in saying that in this institution you are autonomous, in terms of 
being able to decide on your own curriculum?
MM Yes, every teacher is autonomous.
KL So there is no direction from the Ministry to include certain topics, such as a
European dimension in the curriculum?
MM No, not in terms of subject areas. Not until now. What they are considering is 
if Colleges of Education are going to be allowed to teach students of the third 
cycle, then there is a possibility that they would oblige each course to have so 
many credits for each subject. For example, 30 credits for English, 40 for 
something else etc., but never would they specify content. This is up to the 
lecturer.
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KL When it comes to you as a lecturer deciding on the content you have complete
freedom. The decision to be involved in European projects is taken by
interested individuals?
MM Yes, it is not institutionally-driven, it is individual.
KL Does the institution have a European Policy?
MM It has a policy, I wrote the proposal for the policy. The policy states that the 
institution wishes to maintain and enlarge the links that it has created until 
now, because these links have proved to be fruitful for the whole college and 
for the people involved. In-coming students change the environment of the 
college. Our experience has been very positive. We had to write a policy for 
the Socrates programme, but it was based on the experience that we had 
previously with these projects.
KL So prior to the Socrates Programme the college had no formal policy?
MM That is correct.
KL When it came to writing the policy, did you have to do it or did the Directors
of the institute write it?
MM It was the Director of the Polytechnic who informed us that we needed a
formal statement. As I had been involved with European projects I decided 
that I should do it. Nobody asked me. They supposed that people would 
discuss it in Scientific Board meetings. I decided to do it based on the 
knowledge that I had. I wrote it and it was accepted. Curiously none of the 
other colleges of the Polytechnic wrote anything so my policy became the 
policy for the whole institution. No other school took the time to do it.
KL Would you tell me more about your role as co-ordinator of international
education?
MM It was not much of a role, it was just someone who could be eontacted inside
the college and know what was going on. You have to understand that if 
individual people make contacts, it is sometimes very difficult to know who is 
doing what, so I was appointed as the person who had to disseminate the 
information about educational programmes. At that time it was the Erasmus 
and Lingua programmes. If people had any difficulties I would read the 
paperwork and try to help them. Sometimes I would contact the Lingua 
Bureau in Lisbon, but that was useless, they knew less than I did. They just 
confuse the issues, they are chaotic. What I did was to inform the staff and the 
Directors about the programmes.
KL When you say that you were appointed, was it the Directors of the institute
who appointed you?
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MM Basically, yes. As I had many programmes on the go, they said that you might
as well inform others. It was not stated formally, it was a good thing for the 
college, so they thought that everyone should know about it.
KL You are involved in many projects, obviously you think that they are 
important, why did you think that European projects are important?
MM People in language areas are always more orientated to the outside rather than
the inside. The projects are run by language staff either French, English or 
Portuguese. I always think that it is important to improve language 
competence and to do that you have to go outside, to the culture of the 
language. I always try to have that possibility for my students. The majority 
of people are motivated to get outside and see what they can get out of it.
KL It is to do with raising the competence levels in language?
MM If you are a language teacher you feel the need to go to the country of the
language you are learning.
KL Was the reason you were involved in the projects because of a personal
interest that you had or was it a directive from your own institution’s 
managers?
MM The real interest was to create opportunities for the students. The first projects
were all student exchange, for the students to have a period in the UK to 
improve their language competence. It proved to be quite unfeasible because 
EU policy wanted students to spend a lot of time abroad. The students could 
not afford to do it with private grants, they don’t get much. These students are 
from the regions, they are not used to big cities, they did not feel comfortable 
spending 6 months in a foreign country, where they had never been. Fifteen 
days or up to one month it would have been possible but the demands of the 
policies did not make it possible.
KL But it was you who initiated the projects?
MM Here it is always up to the individual.
KL Do you feel that a European dimension should be part of the teacher training
course?
MM Explicitly, I do not think that it is important. Implicitly the way you teach and
what you teach, I think that it is important. I am also the co-ordinator of a set 
of courses that we have for secretaries, translators and international relations 
where we included specific subjects to do with the European Community, 
European dimension, European culture etc. When you teach subjects 
separately like this, it is my feeling that it is learned as content to be forgotten, 
rather than as content to be integrated into the personal life. I always prefer 
when it comes to a cultural matter to do it in an integrated way.
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EX It is not something you would like to see as an ‘add-on’?
MM No.
KL Do you think that a European dimension is something that you can define?
MM I never speak about the European dimension, speaking as a Portuguese person
Europe is not something that I could isolate either from America or the world. 
Although, I could never include Russia as part of Europe. From my 
experience of visiting Russia I could not call it European. I tend to confuse 
the European with Western, but I always include America. For me it has to do 
with capitalism, with consumerism, with speaking English. It has to do with a 
certain kind of civilised world, where the values are those of consumerism, 
money, or welfare. It has to do with a political and cultural domination. It 
definitely has to do with America. On the T.V. the news we get is from 
France, Germany, UK and America, not more than it. These are the reference 
points for Western culture. We get some national matters and some African 
matters if the African matters are on international matters.
KL We rarely hear anything of Portugal on the news. What about the former
Eastern European countries, do you hear anything about Slovakia, Slovenia 
etc.?
MM Only if it relates to international matters.
KL They do not really fit with the capitalist picture you were describing.
MM I would never consider them to be European. When I went to Russia, I used to 
say, ‘We, in Europe...’ and they called my attention to it. They said, ‘We 
belong to Europe.’ I remembered my geography lessons and said, ‘Yes you 
are’, but they don’t seem like it. It is not just a question of politics, it is a 
question of culture. It is a question of how they dress, how they talk about 
things, how they address people, how they live. I see it as a cultural thing. It 
is a culture where they never say what they think. They never say no in a 
direct way. You always get to an answer in a very round about way. They are 
very secretive. You are always left saying, ‘Well it might be that, but I’m not 
very sure.’
KL One of the European Resolutions said, that we should raise awareness of
European citizenship. What does European citizenship mean for you?
MM It doesn’t mean much. This is something to do with myself, I never rely on
political talk as I think it is very nice on paper but in reality it means nothing. 
I think that we have a serious citizenship problem in Portugal. We do not 
respect people as citizens. The government don’t, police don’t and so on. For 
me, European citizenship does not mean much.
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KL Did the 1988 Resolution on the European Dimension have any impact on the
education system here?
MM I don’t know. I am very ignorant of the EU resolutions. We did not hear 
about them. The politics is very confused. I only know about the programmes 
that enable language students to do a period of study abroad. Yet it is not 
possible here. Either it is because of the Portuguese bureaucracy or because of 
the ignorance. In the Lingua, Erasmus and Socrates Bureau, you cannot count 
on them, because of the kind of politics they follow. Today, it is one thing, 
tomorrow it is another. What you get in this country is the filtered 
interpretation of EU policy. We never get to know what the real policies are, 
because things get so distorted here.
KL Did information on the European programmes come to you from the Ministry 
of Education?
MM The kind of information they sent was interpretations of the European
guidelines, but they added their own rules. For example, at one point they 
decide that schools of education could not apply for funding under Lingua. 
Yet in other European countries and according to the European guidelines
schools of education eligible. The bureaucracy here is very domineering
and very arbitrary.
KL Is the European dimension included in the curriculum in schools?
MM No, not as such, not under that name. It might come in through language
teaching.
KL I believe that there is a part of the curriculum where there is time for
something that is called, ‘school area’ and during this time cross-curricular 
activities take place. Do you have to prepare students for this part of the 
curriculum?
MM Not really, I don’t, others involved in school practice do.
KL Are there barriers to including a European dimension in the curriculum in
Portugal?
MM Implicitly, I don’t see any barriers. It is to do with the cultural background in
Portugal, we have always been very eager to learn foreign languages and 
foreign cultures. Also, because of TV, music, news and so on, young people 
are always looking outward instead of into their own culture. I think that it is 
much more difficult to make them aware of their own Portuguese culture or 
their link with Africa, than it is to call their attention to the UK, to France or to 
the American influence in Europe.
KL Do you think that by looking outward, it helps students to reflect on their own
identity?
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MM It must help. You must consider that there are not many differences in youth 
culture from what goes on here or America or the UK. The music is the same, 
the movies are the same. There are people who feel that young people should 
be encouraged to look at their Portuguese roots. The European dimension is 
part of this, it is not forgetting your own roots, in terms of culture and in terms 
of language.
KL Do you think short periods of mobility will allow students to get an insight
into other cultures? Will short periods, spent in another country be anything 
more than a superficial view?
MM I agree short periods of mobility are not ideal, but you have to be cautious. 
You cannot throw people into a dissimilar environment for six months without 
previously allowing them to look into things. I think that first they should go 
for a short visit and then they might go for longer. To go first for six months 
could be destructive.
KL Thank you for allowing me to interview you and for being so frank. May I 
quote you when I write up my research.
MM Yes of course.
KL Thank you.
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KL Please begin by telling me about your role in the institution.
GN I have been working at this school of education for 11 years now since it
opened. I was part of the staff who made the curricula and the syllabi. These 
schools of education as you know are pretty recent and brought a change to 
education in Portugal. Previously teacher education was centred in 
universities, but very few universities actually made a specific curriculum for 
teacher education. So the curriculum was in specific areas, science or arts or 
whatever and then people had a year of probation in school.
KL With no formal teacher education at all?
GN There was formal teacher training for primary and pre-school teachers. Some
universities from the mid 1970s included some teacher training - in maths and 
science for example, but most universities kept their traditional method.
KL Before this school of education was built 12 years ago was there any teacher
training in this area?
GN Yes, but it was centred in schools. The people had their degree in university
first and then they did a probation year with a mentor in school. Now it is
different.
KL That was from 1986?
GN Yes, 1985/86. We have pre-school and 1st and 2nd cycle teachers here now.
We also have post-graduate students. We presently have an M.Ed. also, but it 
has to be associated with a university and that is Nottingham University.
KL You are the lecturer in English?
GN English and methodology and didactics.
KL How do you include a European dimension in your work?
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GN In terms of languages, it is difficult to say when it started. In languages we 
have not just a European dimension, but an international dimension. I think 
that we have suffered the influences of America longer than Britain. 
Nowadays things are more centred in Europe. Our education is more 
dependent now on the British culture, but we try to include the culture of other 
English-speaking countries. Our projects have allowed us to have a European 
dimension. We have many visitors. We haven't actually practised an 
interchange of students here. We have focused more on curricular 
development projects. There has been direct influences from people coming 
here, particularly, England, France and Belgium.
KL When you talk about a European dimension what do you mean?
GN There are different aspects, the one I have been focusing on has to do with
visitors from Europe, and how they are connected to what we were doing here. 
Sometimes they did not come here directly to teach our students, although 
sometimes they did. Often although they were not coming for that purpose we 
took advantage of their stay and invited then into our language classes. I 
forgot to say that one time we had a long stay of some Russian teachers. It was 
in a project that a colleague was involved in. We also have a few specific 
actions with foreign colleagues, especially in inservice. People came and 
taught a module. However, mobility is just one aspect of the European 
dimension.
Another aspect which I consider more solid is that the European dimension is 
included in several subjects. For example, the educational sciences, history of 
education and curriculum development. There was a specific subject in our 
diploma courses called the European dimension in education. The students 
studied the different education systems. This was a postgraduate course for 
teachers, educational leaders and inspectors. We actually wanted to give them 
that perspective.
KL Is that course still available?
GN Yes.
KL Going back to the initial teacher education course are you able to give some 
examples of how a European dimension is included.
GN Well they usually have a panorama of the basis of education, it gives you a 
look at some historical aspects, but mainly the perspectives of concepts and 
theories that influence education today. Consequently, you have influences 
from all around Europe, but not only Europe. America is obviously an 
influence. It is basically an analysis of different methodologies of education.
KL You are describing a very broad definition of the European dimension.
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GN Yes, the course that deals very specifically with the European dimension is the 
diploma course.
KL In the initial teacher education course it permeates through the subjects?
GN Yes.
KL Is it written into the course documentation.
GN Yes it in the syllabi.
KL In the postgraduate course does it explore a specific set of countries?
GN Yes it does, but it also tries to give a panorama of all the European countries.
KL Why do you think that a European dimension is important in teacher
education?
GN Because it would be very strange not to include it. There are plans in the near
and far future for European integration, not to be aware of the implications 
would be strange. In terms of education, all countries around Europe have 
changes in their curricula which now has a lot to do with each other. What is 
going on is a whole European movement. It seems normal to us to include it in 
teacher education.
KL When was it included in the course here? Is it fairly recent?
GN Since the beginning of the projects and from 1986 onwards as this curricula is
11 years old.
KL What was the influence at that time, was it European documents?
GN Yes, they had a lot to do with it. I remember analysing documents at that time
before we had any projects.
KL Was it only European driven or was the Portuguese Ministry of Education
promoting a European dimension?
GN The Portuguese Ministry was already saying that we should include a
European dimension, so everything was connected. It was not a counter 
argument.
KL Did the Ministry of Education give you any guidelines about how to go about
developing a European dimension in your course?
GN Well, they did, but it was more in very general terms like you must have a
certain percentage for educational science, so much teaching practice etc. It 
was not in terms of philosophy. Obviously we had to analyse all the
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documents that had to do with basic education in Portugal because we were 
going to educate the teachers so it had to be connected. There were some 
guidelines about the European dimension in some areas of the curriculum, but 
it was more related to languages.
KL Was it to do with cultural aspects,
GN Yes.
KL What about the African influences. Is a European dimension important or is 
the emphasis on an international dimension?
GN I think that this focus on Europe has perhaps reduced the focus on Africa, but I 
think that has to do with political positions in Portugal. After the de­
colonisation there was a general feeling of guilt that spread around the 
country. It took about 10 years for it to calm down before people could begin 
to think about it again in a different way. There was always that part of the 
population who had to come back here and they felt uncomfortable and angry 
about being back. They never really adapted to living here, in Europe actually. 
There was that sense of not talking about it. What did not help in thinking 
about trying to go back to Africa in some way, was that all those countries or 
almost all of them were at war. So there was no possibility to go back. In 
terms of politics Portugal has been very clumsy about this in not wanting to 
take a position, in cultural terms they just did not care. In those countries the 
people wanted to go on speaking Portuguese. I am very sorry in terms of 
cultural aspects, that we have not taken a position of looking forward towards 
Africa again. There is an institute that was set up to protect the Portuguese 
language and culture around all Portuguese speaking countries. But it is 
broadly in the hands of influential people, who do not move very quickly, 
actually sometimes it seems that they do not move at all.
KL The focus then is wider than Europe?
GN Yes, I think that the end of the 1990s may be the turning point. The
development of international projects has started, but they are very new. I do 
not know much about them, but there is a new trend. I think that Portugal has 
always been very much turned towards the sea rather than towards Europe and 
connected to other continents rather than Europe. The connection with Brazil 
for example, has never stopped. There is a linguistic agreement which started 
being discussed around ten years ago. Several things have been developed 
with Brazil around Portuguese language and culture. The difference between 
the Portuguese spoken in Portugal and that spoken in Brazil is more or less the 
same as the difference between English spoken in Britain and America. The 
accent is different, there are a few words that they use that we don't use, a few 
aspects of syntax that are not a mistake there, but they are here, and some 
different nuances.
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There are lots of connections in terms of literature as well. Fortunately the 
literature connection never stopped. Obviously the dictatorship that we had 
closed the country very much, but Brazilian writers have always been read in 
Portugal. The same is not true the other way round.
KL There appears to be a much wider dimension here, much more than a 
European dimension.
GN Yes, I think that it has to do with the Portuguese culture, the Portuguese 
feeling. It is all relative, but I think that we have more in common with people 
in Brazil and some people in Africa, than with people in Nordic countries. 
Britain is different because we have the oldest partnership, so we have always 
had influences from Britain. In terms of the Nordic countries, Russia and all 
the countries from the East we really have very little connection.
KL You mentioned the Cameos Institute, are there any other agencies that have
responsibility for developing a European dimension.
GN Cameos is for the promotion of the Portuguese language. We have the
National Agency for Socrates.
KL They provide information to the institution?
GN Yes.
KL Do you have an international co-ordinator here in the school of education?
GN Yes for around the last year we have had someone. You will meet her later. It
is Helen Menzes.
KL I look forward to meeting her. As far as teacher education is concerned has the
Ministry of Education provided any guidelines for developing a European 
dimension?
GN I don't think that has happened, I think it has come more from Brussels than
the Ministry of Education. However, the national curriculum points it out, so 
we as teacher trainers must take note of it.
KL Does it actually mention it in the curriculum?
GN Yes, in the general objectives.
KL Is that for the first and second cycle?
GN Yes
KL Because it is there you have to prepare the teachers to teach it?
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GN Yes.
KL When I was in the Ministry of Education I was told that European Clubs were 
very popular in schools, do you know about them?
GN I am not really aware how far that has gone in schools. There has been
language clubs in schools for many years. Those clubs were connected to the
country that the foreign language being taught belonged. I am not really aware 
how they have developed.
KL In the curriculum I believe that there is some time set aside for cross curricular 
work - 1 believe that it is called the 'school area'.
GN I don't know how the ‘school area’ has developed in concrete terms. I know 
that it has collapsed in some schools. It was not well taken up in schools when
it started, because teachers did not know what to do in it. I heard at some
conferences about some experiences especially in secondary schools, where 
they were not successful. Students are very much pressured towards the 
national exams to enter university, so they actually didn't care much about 
things in the curriculum that did not give them a mark. I am not sure if 'school 
area’ is really working.
There is another aspect in the primary school that I should mention. It is the 
early learning of a foreign language, which if it continues could open up the 
European dimension very much. I had a project which had to do with the 
implementation of teacher training in the early learning of English in the 
primary schools. I am very happy because the teachers involved are going to 
continue. Some of them are very young and they are moving from school to 
school and they are developing it in different schools. They are mostly in the 
second cycle. They have a new possibility because they are our students 
educated here. Before language teachers were educated in universities and 
they went to third cycle or secondary schools, they had no contact with 
primary pupils.
I am changing the methodology, because you need different strategies to teach 
English to younger children.
KL The communicative approach.
GN That is right.
KL So what age do they begin to leam English?
GN It is compulsory at ten years, either English or French. That is in fifth grade,
then at seventh grade they have to choose another language.
KL Have the recent education reforms helped the inclusion of a European 
dimension in the curriculum?
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GN As I said, it is mentioned, but I am not sure if that has helped. I haven't heard 
much about it, so I cannot tell you, apart from the foreign language area. With 
foreign languages there is always a European dimension.
KL You said the school exams put a lot of pressure on the pupils, does it also put
pressure on the teachers? Are the exams a barrier to the development of a 
European dimension in the curriculum?
GN The problem is with secondary education and the exams. There is a gap
between the cycles. The objectives are quite different for the different grades. 
There is one set of objectives up to the 9th grade and after that they are 
pressed into demanding work. There is a big gap between the two. That gap 
increased with the reforms. We have always had a national curriculum, but the 
reforms brought basic education up to the 9th grade from the 6th grade. In the 
old system pupils had to stay back a year if they failed. Now with the reforms 
they do not stay back. They move forward and they should receive 
compensatory work. Philosophically it is a good idea, practically it is a bad 
idea. What happens is that most schools do not provide compensatory work. 
For most schools it is practical problems that stops them. For example, there 
are not enough rooms in the school or enough teachers to have extra classes. It 
is a question of organisation. Also, teachers do not want to have problems and 
so they just give the pass grade to all the students, so you cannot identify 
students early who are failing because they all have a pass. This reform was
badly introduced. Very good experts wrote the reforms but it was not
presented to teachers little by little. Lately there have been more discussions in 
teacher forums.
KL To change the subject and return to the projects that you are involved in, what
interested you to become involved in them?
GN At first, I worked on trying to develop the interchange of students. However, I
noticed that the universities had the biggest share of money and we as a small 
college got a small amount. So we gave it up, before we really started. So 
what I concentrate on is curriculum development, that is what I am interested 
in. I thought that we could gather expertise particularly in things that were 
new to us. This would allow us to reflect on what we do and try to make it 
better. We tried to expand projects as much as we could. We were trying to 
improve the quality of the course through collaboration. It was a matter of 
luck because some projects did not go well, but the ones I am involved in are 
very good, we understand each other well.
KL If you don't work well it is possible for the project to fail.
GN It is not very easy to know how to choose partners, that is why I was
mentioning that luck factor. Nowadays after dealing with some projects we 
know that some partners are not very interesting to have, but at the beginning 
we did not know.
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KL Is the European dimension monitored in any way in your courses?
GN No
KL The students do not have to present how they might include it in their
teaching?
GN Not directly.
KL The international co-ordinator is responsible only for the projects and not for
curriculum development?
GN That is correct.
KL Has the Head of the Institution been supportive of a European dimension?
GN We have a Board of Directors nominated by the Ministry of Education, but we
have autonomy to take decisions.
KL Is the development of a European dimension one of the aims of the
institution?
GN Well we had to write a policy statement for the Socrates institutional contract
and we set out the aims in it. That has helped because we have been given 
administrative help to run the projects on the basis of the policy statement.
KL So the directorate has been supportive?
GN Yes, on a very small scale.
KL Is there anything further that you would like to add?
GN One important aspect is that there have been some staff exchanges. Now I
would like to develop the possibilities with practitioners. For example, there 
are some teachers who were involved in my Lingua project and they want to 
continue the work, but there is no funding to make it possible. The Ministry of 
Education do not particularly help there needs to be more co-ordination.
KL You feel that mobility is an important aspect of the European dimension?
GN Yes, very important because people do not feel the same unless they see it and
experience it for themselves. The other aspect is as I said, to have more 
practitioners involved in the projects and move beyond the theoretical aspects.
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KL Thank you for your time, do you have any objection to me quoting you in my 
work.
GN No not at all.
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Sophia Pessara 
Lecturer in Physical Education 
Escola Superior de Educaçâo de Castelo Branco 
Portugal
Kay Livingston 
Senior Lecturer 
University of Paisley, Faculty of Education
20 February 1997 ____
KL Would you begin by telling me about your role here in the school of 
education?
SP I am a lecturer in physical education.
KL Is that for primary teachers in the 1st and 2nd cycle?
SP Pre-school too.
KL Are these specialist teachers or are they primary teachers?
SP They do many things in their course, educational theory, pedagogy, didactics
etc.
KL Are they going to be primary generalists or will they only teach PE?
SP They have to study other primary school subjects.
KL How do you include a European dimension in your work with students?
SP We have a project with Germany about how the pupils occupy their time after
school, because society is changing and children are changing their habits. 
They spend longer watching TV etc. we want to know how to change this 
pattern.
KL Are you planning a joint curricular course with Germany?
SP Yes, the German teacher trainers have been here and we discussed
methodology. We had a meeting with the primary school teachers and the 
parents to arrange for case studies in order to record the lifestyle of the 
children. It is the same methodology here and in Germany.
KL Was it student teaches who were involved in the project or staff?
SP It was students who went to Germany along with three members of staff. The
students wrote the report and we evaluated it.
KL How did you get involved in the project?
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SP I did a study on the growth, development and fitness of the pupils here in 
Castelo Branco with 7 and 9 years olds. So I was interested in a comparison 
with Germany.
KL Why Germany, did they approach you?
SP Yes, I met two German lecturers and we developed the idea.
KL Do you think that it is important for your students to have a European
dimension in their course?
SP Yes, because they sometimes think that our pupils are not as good as others
and it is different when they look at others. We find out that our children are 
not so different, all of society has the same interest in TV and computers.
KL Did you work with Germany to include different methodologies in the course
here?
SP Yes, in the first year we tried to make changes, particularly in the early years
course. These were the years where we wanted to change the pupils' 
behaviour. We wanted to change behaviour in the classroom and in the 
playground and at home. We wanted the students to think about this.
KL Were your students exchanging their ideas with the German students?
SP Yes, they used different ways of doing it, they shared strategies for behaviour
change?
KL Were there benefits from working with students in another country?
SP Yes, although the cultural differences were there, some of the ideas we were
able to exchange. They had different ideas.
KL Has this project had an impact on the curricular course?
SP Yes, we work with the German partners and with Lisbon University, so it is a
big project.
KL Do you feel that a European dimension is important in your work?
SP Yes, but it increases my work. It is good to change experiences, but it takes
time. It is a small beginning, but in the future we will build on it. It would be 
good to expand and find out about other countries. The trans-culture 
perspective is important.
KL Do you prefer to think about an international dimension or a European
dimension?
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SP I would prefer the international dimension, but it is more difficult to go to 
Angola for example, than to another European country.
KL How would you define a European dimension in education?
SP It is important to change our vision of the world about people and their
cultures. We are near Spain, but I think that we are more familiar with France. 
It is important to try to raise awareness of others. Language is an obstacle. The 
Portuguese understand the Spanish, but the Spanish do not understand the 
Portuguese.
KL Do you favour the permeative approach to the development of a European 
dimension?
SP Yes, when our students arrive they do think about the broader perspective,
through the different subjects they are able to open their minds.
KL Sport is a good vehicle to look at other cultures. For example, the Olympic
Games brings together many countries.
SP There are the same games in many countries. It is important for the students to
think about the similarities and about the history of the games, where they 
were first developed. The language of games is the same in all the countries.
KL But the preparation of a runner for example in Brazil would be different from
the Nordic countries?
SP Yes, the students must think about weather and terrain differences. The
amount of money available for training is also different.
KL Do you have another European project?
SP Yes, we have another project with Coimbra here in Portugal and a university
in England, it concerns pre-school children. This project is only just 
beginning.
KL Why did you choose England?
SP Because one of the staff members here is doing her Ph.D. in England and she
met some staff interested in setting up the project.
KL It is motivated individuals who set it up?
SP Yes.
KL Thank you for telling me about these projects. May I quote you when I write
up my research?
SP Yes, of course.
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KL Would you begin by telling me about your links with the new authorities 
regarding activities in the European dimension in education?
HJ When we send things to the authorities we work with the International Co­
ordinators, we still call them European Co-ordinators, although they are 
actually international now.
KL That is interesting, why international rather than European?
HJ I call them International Co-ordinators automatically now. When the Branch
started they were called European Co-ordinators, but I have found that the job 
is now much more than Europe. Europe is a core area for us and the Eurydice 
information is obviously about Europe, but the number of visitors that we 
have coming in, and the requests for information that come in from all over 
the world, means that it has to be international. For example, this year the 
focus is Commonwealth, the Heads of Government are meeting here, so there 
is a lot of Commonwealth activity. Although a lot of our activities are 
European, we have a lot that aren't, so I don't just call it Europe. That is a 
shift, because at the start in 1990, following the 1988 Resolution, the whole 
point of the International Relations Branch was to make people more aware of 
the European dimension.
KL So the International Relations Branch (IRB) was specifically set up to promote 
a European dimension even though it was called international?
HJ Yes, I don't know the details of why it was called international. There was
another European unit in the Scottish Office in the Development Department 
which was an infbrmation-type body, but I don't think that was an issue. The 
first and main task of the IRB at the start was to raise awareness of the 
European dimension.
KL So as far as implementing it in the curriculum it was a European dimension 
not an international one?
HJ Yes, the guide for curriculum work that was produced was. Thinking
European not 'Thinking International'. Although, we are looking at that now.
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There is a first step in that, we want to find out if any universities in Scotland 
include 'Commonwealth Studies' in their courses, but so far it seems that they 
don't. I know that Edinburgh does African studies which could be regarded as 
Commonwealth studies, others do things in Canadian studies, but there is 
nothing that is called Commonwealth Studies as such. Partly, I think it is 
because we have thrown the idea of Empire behind us, Hong Kong was the 
last vestige. Even the word Commonwealth has a certain ring about it that is 
paternalistic and I think that people are embarrassed to use it.
KL I didn't realise that the start of the IRB was so closely linked to the 1988 
Resolution.
HJ That would be my understanding. If you read the Strategy Paper again, you
will find that it starts with the legislation. That was because there was a 
strategy requirement. There is no requirement by law from our government 
that says that you have got to teach children about European matters.
KL There was ....requirement is not the right word, but the EU definitely wanted 
each country to report back on how they intended to implement the 1988 
Resolution.
HJ Yes, it was a strong recommendation.
KL How did you link in with the DES position on a European dimension at that
time?
HJ John Mitchell would be better placed to answer that, but I think that his view
was that since the systems were separate and the ways of relating to 
authorities were different then a separate strategy paper was required in 
Scotland, which reflected the reality of authorities. Certainly there was a 
strong link with the authorities and there were regular meetings with them to 
discuss what their needs were in terms of the European dimension. Ideally 
what was needed was curriculum materials, they needed to get things into the 
schools. That has continued. Recently, a new publication of Thinking
European has been produced and I got 100 of them. I made sure that each of 
the International Co-ordinators got at least two, but I have made it very clear
to them that it may be photocopied any number of times. I have also put them
in resource centres.
KL Did you send any to schools?
HJ I didn't have enough to send to schools, so hopefully the International Co­
ordinators will make good use of them. They can order more, but they are 
quite expensive and the printers said that they would only accept orders of a 
100. That really makes it impossible for a school to place an order. They 
might do it at authority level.
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KL What about the importance of a European dimension in the curriculum. How 
do you think that is viewed in Scotland?
HJ I think that there are schools that have a huge enthusiasm for it. It has not been 
incorporated into the inspection process. There are no performance indicators 
to do with the European dimension and until that happens it will not be taken 
as a requirement. I was going to say that it will not be taken seriously, but that 
is not true. There are many schools who do see it as important for their pupils, 
but they do not see it as something that is going to cause difficulties if they 
haven't done it. So it is not a core subject in the way maths or languages or 
environmental education is.
KL Do you think that it is something that the inspectorate will pick up on?
HJ It was something that John Mitchell was very keen to promote and to be fair I
think that the inspectorate have gone as far as to say that if they see something 
in the European dimension that is particularly good then they will note it in 
their report as being praiseworthy, but they are not prepared to make it a 
requirement at the moment. On the other hand, if you look at 5 - 14, if a 
school is doing it properly, it is almost inevitable in many subjects that they 
will be doing European studies.
KL Do you think that the European dimension should be integrated across the
curriculum or do you think that it should be a separate input?
HJ Personally, I think that it should be integrated. That is the way that I would
want to do it, but I don't know even in primary if teachers teach that way. 
They certainly don't in secondary schools. They teach subjects separately, very 
subject-related. That is very difficult to change professionally. The profession 
does not want to see that going. Teachers see their status as being related to 
what their discipline is and by discipline they mean what their subject matter 
is. I would like to see it come into something like social education, something 
that is non-curricular or cross-curricular.
KL Something like 'civics' which is part of the curriculum in many other European
countries?
HJ Yes, but we don't have civics. In fact, I think that is something that I would
like to import from Europe into the Scottish curriculum. However, civics is 
seen as dangerous and potentially revolutionary, in that it looks like 
interference.
KL It would also be something extra to add to the curriculum.
HJ Yes. I think that what you get is the European dimension integrated by those
teachers who are interested in it and who see a point to it. I am sure that in 
something like Modem Studies it comes up a lot because they look at 
newspapers. There are a lot of material resources they can use.
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KL What I have found during my interviews in other countries is that it is down to 
motivated individuals and with the exception of one of the countries in my 
study there is no structure to enable the European dimension to be 
implemented in a systematic way.
HJ In a sense that is true of any subject area. We do not have a national
curriculum. We do not have a way of requiring schools to do anything. We 
can strongly recommend. We can send out guidelines. We can make strong
statements from the Minister. Messages are sent in oblique ways to say, that
this is an important area and you should concentrate on it and make sure that 
you incorporate it in some way in your thinking and your teaching', but we 
cannot say, 'This must be done'. The only thing that they must do is religious 
education and I think physical education. By the time that all the expected 
areas are fitted in, like English, maths, sciences and a modem language, fitting 
anything else in is problematic, and so it gets pushed further and further out. 
That is why in a sense I would rather see teachers go for the integrated 
approach, so that at least the word European will be included now and again.
KL Is the new Thinking European publication aimed at mainly primary teachers?
HJ No, it aimed at both secondary and primary schools. I felt that it was quite
important to include in it separate inputs for secondary and primary, so that 
even if they just copied that bit for themselves at least it was something. 
Ideally, they should look at both because they can learn from each other.
KL Do you think there is a problem because there isn't a clear definition of the 
concept of a European dimension? Do you think that causes difficulties for 
teachers because they do not know what they are meant to be doing?
HJ Yes, I do, but you should talk to the Intemational Co-ordinators about that
because they are more in contact with the teachers in the classroom. I think 
that anything that has dimension 'stuck on to if causes difficulties! I think that 
when they hear it, they think that it has some kind of political meaning and 
that they have to reflect some kind of political position. In the Strategy Paper 
the word that is used is 'colouring', 'curriculum colouring'. That is a softer 
phrase and it is a more indicative phrase of what we are talking about when 
we mention the European dimension. If you illustrate what you are saying in 
the curriculum with examples taken from Europe then you implant in the 
pupils’ minds a concept of Europe, whether it is geographical or historical or 
social or linguistic. You also importantly get them thinking of themselves as 
part of Europe. I have not sat in classrooms and listened to what goes on in 
this area, but I rather think that pupils do not experience the latter. I think that 
many teachers still think of Europe as over there and in the last 20 years the 
government administration encouraged that thinking which didn't help at all. 
We are all undergoing a sea change now and it is very recent, because we are
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having to think positively about Europe and about the fact that we are part of 
Europe.
KL Do you think that it is important to have a European dimension in the 
curriculum in Scotland?
HJ As a civil servant I would have to say that it is not a matter of whether I think
it is important or not, you do it because it is a requirement! Personally, as an 
educationalist, I think that it is important, and as important as environmental 
studies, because it is the environment that pupils are living in. It happens to be 
a social, political or geographical environment, it is not environmental in the 
usual sense. It is very important vocationally for pupils. Yesterday I was in 
London at a meeting and I was talking to someone from Central Bureau and 
he was saying that he was really worried about what is going to happen five 
years down the line because people here have no concept of how able the 
students coming from other European countries are. Not just able 
linguistically, but in other ways and how motivated they are to get jobs here. 
In a few years the student here will simply not be quoted. All they have to 
offer is that they are native speakers of English, everything else they have will 
be overtaken. That has not occurred remotely to teachers and I do not think 
that they would think of their career development in other European countries.
KL You mentioned the political side of the European dimension, the latest White
Paper - Teaching and Learning - Towards the Learning Society it has quite a 
competitive edge to it.
HJ Yes, because it followed on from the Delors paper.
KL Do you think that we have grasped that in Scotland?
HJ You mean 'Europe PLC - No, we haven't, we haven't even caught onto ‘UK
PLC’, yet and we appear to be going the other way towards devolution. I think 
that devolution is one thing that will make Scotland more aware of its context 
- political and economic context. If we do get devolution we will begin to look 
for allies that are not always in the south. We will have the choice of doing 
that. I think that it will raise consciousness of who we are, and where we are in 
the scheme of things. We will find that we have more in common with for 
example, Nordic people than we sometimes have with people from England.
I do not know how many teachers would be positive about Europe. They 
might relate it to what the pupils do, for example family holidays and that 
kind of thing, food stuffs that come from Europe, how our eating habits have 
changed etc.
KL Have you any indication of how many schools do implement a European
dimension? There is a number of schools identified in the Thinking European 
document, but it is a very small number in relation to all the schools in 
Scotland.
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HJ I think that is the next step - research and evaluation. Things have changed 
markedly from pre- and post-reorganisation in Scotland. That was a big 
watershed. Before reorganisation, we had only twelve people to deal with and 
of those twelve I would say that almost half were extremely good and you 
could at least be sure that the message was getting across. Post-reorganisation 
there are 32 Co-ordinators and at the first meeting I had with the Co­
ordinators, I realised that the six that knew what they were about, were a fifth 
rather than a half of the total, and that is a very different balance. The audience 
I was talking to was suddenly a whole spectrum from very knowledgeable at 
one end to, 'What is the European dimension?' at the other end. So it is a very 
different ball game. Many have been put in position with no support, usually 
doing at least four other jobs. Very often in a position were there is nobody 
around them doing a similar job.
KL Do all the Local Authorities have an Intemational Co-ordinator?
HJ They all have a designated person. That person has changed several times in
several authorities already, so I have no sense that there is a strong team out
there working in the same direction.
KL How often do you meet them?
HJ I meet them twice a year and in between times we send out a newsletter,
which is just maybe a double sided sheet. It is information about the latest 
developments, it might be information about legislation, competitions, it is 
things that we know schools would be interested in.
KL How does that fit in with COS LA's European activities?
HJ The short answer is that it hasn't fitted in at all. However, I did have a meeting
with COSLA recently and we had an exchange of information. I knew that
they had a European Unit, but I didn't think that it had a strong educational
presence and I still don't. I think that it is far more to do with economic 
development work. I suggested that they should send a representative along to 
the meetings with the Co-ordinators, which would give them the opportunity 
to meet the Co-ordinators, but they did not appear to be keen on that. They 
were more interested in legislative information. So our link with COSLA is 
not very far along the line, but we did have a constmctive meeting. I think that 
it will build up slowly.
KL We have been talking about a European dimension for some time now, what is 
your definition of a European dimension in education?
HJ I try not to use that phrase now because it is not very explicit. The problem is 
that everyone has a different understanding of it, and you might not be talking 
about the same thing. I would tend to use the phrase, 'Being European' and I 
think that means being aware of Britain as part of Europe, as Scotland as part
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of Europe. Secondly, being much less conscious of the historical aspects of 
Europe, (wars) and being much more conscious of the political and economic 
concerns, current concerns, which we learn a lot about through the press. As 
an educationalist, I want to encourage other people to think of being 
European. I want them to think about how they can exchange - exchange 
ideas, exchange visits, exchange materials, exchange experiences. That needn't 
be everyone going somewhere and coming back. It could be done 
electronically.
KL Is there a budget for International/European education?
HJ No. You could say that there is money set aside because there are staff. I have
an allocated budget which has to pay for the staffing.
KL How many staff are there?
HJ For intemational it is shifting, because there are several casual staff doing
work for us. There is me, as Head of Unit. There is one member of staff who 
doesn't do any European activities, he concentrates on Commonwealth 
activities. There is my secretary. There is a member of staff for Eurydice. 
Those are the four permanents. We then have an administrative officer and an 
administrative assistant. One to handle the information side for Eurydice and 
the other the intemational information. I hope to have one further 
administrative person, so it is very small. However, once you have paid for the 
staff there is not a lot left.
KL So there is not a budget to promote a European dimension in the curriculum 
and produce curricular guidelines?
HJ No, for the Thinking European guidelines I had to go to a different fund - a
'topslice' fund, which is for producing materials for teachers. So the funding 
for Thinking European came from a general fund, it wasn't an intemational 
fund. A lot of things that we have done have come out of 'topslice' funding.
KL Do you think that is a change that is needed, so there is a budget for 
intemational education?
HJ I think that there would be goodwill towards that. It is constantly under
review. Partly because of the change of government, there may be changes in 
the way the IRB is set up. It may be thought that this is more to do with 
mainstream administration than for instance the inspectorate. There are issues 
there. There are all the issues about should we be coalescing with the various 
European units in the different departments - should we bring them all 
together into some sort of central European support unit? This would create 
problems because we are broader than Europe.
KL Is your remit more on the administrative side then?
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HJ The remit goes right across all of the departments, so therefore all the sectors 
of education from pre-school to higher education (cradle to grave). The way 
the department is broken up is that there are divisions dealing with different 
sections of education. There is one on schools, one on upper secondary 
education, one on higher education and one on vocational education. There is 
a separate little branch that deals with arts and culture which is education, but 
not quite. The divisions have been reorganised themselves to a degree. 
Interestingly, the schools division is not primary and secondary, it is 
compulsory schools and then post-compulsory. We deal with all these 
divisions and we get information from all of them. We deal with the 
inspectorate and give information to the inspectorate and we deal with the 
other departments which might not be anything to do with education. I have 
given you a diagram to try to illustrate this (see attached paper, p 382).
All of the bodies in the diagram are dealing with different people to the 
different degrees. For example. Central Bureau has very little to do with other 
government departments, but it has a lot to do with local authorities, not much 
with industry, a bit more with agencies, not much with parents, more with 
individuals and schools and some with further education but not higher. 
Eurodesk is a different group, they deal much more with individuals and 
schools and further education, a bit with parents and other agencies and the 
authorities. Again not much with other government departments, but they deal 
with the Commission direct. Eurydice is different again. We have a lot to do 
with other agencies - by agencies I mean all the Scottish Councils of - 
(SCREE, SCEC, etc.) We don't have much contact with industry, we have a 
lot to do with the authorities and we have a lot to do with other departments. It 
is a huge remit.
KL And you have no money!
HJ And we basically have only three people - and a small number of helpers.
KL In the Strategy Paper, there was an action plan. How is the action plan going,
has everything been achieved that was hoped to be achieved?
HJ I think that it is pretty well achieved. One of my tasks for the latter half of this 
year is to produce a rethink. I am hesitant to re-issue the paper or even to call 
it an up-date. I think that a rethink is needed.
KL The 1988 Resolution is quite far away now.
HJ The difficulty is that one of the first groups that I would go to get information
is the Intemational Co-ordinators, and two-thirds of them don't know what 
they are doing or what they need is still away back at the 1992 stage of things. 
One of the signs of that is you hardly get any questions. When I first came in, 
I wrote to everyone telling them about the information we had and at that time 
I got a lot of questions. Perhaps it is because we are giving them the
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information that they need now, but I suspect that it because they do not have 
time to ask questions.
For many headteachers it is completely new while others know what they are 
about. There is a real polarity between people who are really steeped in it, who 
do know a lot about what is going on, who do have a strategy in their schools 
and are telling their staff what they are expecting. From there it goes to a 
complete absence of anything. I have no doubt that there are many schools 
where Europe is not consciously mentioned except perhaps in history.
KL In the different countries I have visited there have been different degrees of 
centralisation and decentralisation when it came to implementing a European 
dimension. To what extent do you think that Scotland should have a Policy 
Paper that does set out the activities that schools and teacher education should 
be engaging in?
HJ You couldn't have a Policy Paper and then say these are the kinds of things
that you might do. Scotland conducts education on the basis of consensus, of 
consultation and of agreement, but still the authorities have the right and the 
power to do their own thing, to make their own decisions. Essentially they 
don't, mainly because they do not want to be different from anyone else and 
also the inspectorate will challenge them on why they are doing something 
differently.
KL The Guidelines for Teacher Education did not mention Europe or a European 
dimension. Also the Raising the Standard o f Education document did not 
mention it.
HJ That's right, it is not there. These documents were under a Tory government
who didn't want to push it, they didn't want to mention it. No doubt partly 
because there was a suspicion that if there was another Tory government we 
may not even have continued in Europe. I think it will change now, but it will 
take a lot of nudging, telling the Minister and people downwards that there is a 
European aspect to anything we do and that we have to consider that. Most of 
the administrators here do not think in European terms, they think in Scottish 
terms, that is their job. This is the Scottish Office and they have to think about 
Scottish policy on agriculture, on industry, on education, whatever. Of course 
there is a context in which that must happen, but most of the time the people 
here do not need to think about the wider context, they are concerned with 
their own house keeping.
KL Do you think that there is still a feeling of Europe as being over there?
HJ Yes I do. We are an island and for that reason I think that we should be
making more of an effort not less. We have a conceptual problem, it is an 
internal map, we do not think of ourselves as part of Europe.
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KL Do you think that the primary pilot on modem language has made a 
difference?
HJ I think it has. It has certainly made teachers more aware of Europe and they
have taken well to it. Importantly, I think it has made the pupils aware of the 
fact that language is universal and intemational and that other people can do 
with their mouths what they do yet it sounds different. Although it is the same 
process and it is the same activity. I think that is a very big concept for a child 
to grasp. I think because children are egocentric the process of development is 
about realising that there is an environment out there. Part of that process is to 
conceptualise yourself. A country is a difficult concept. What does it mean? Is 
it the same as a nation? Is it a lump of land? No its not, it is set of values, it is 
a society and that society is rather different from other societies. Suddenly you 
find yourself feeling very Scottish and you don't even know what it means and 
why you are feeling that way, but you know that you feel different from the 
people over the border. Here we are into values education, we are into 
consciousness. In order to feel conscious of what you are you have to 
articulate your values, what your national consciousness is. The more we look 
at ourselves the more we become aware that others are different and that there 
is something to be learned from others.
KL Do you think that thinking in terms of a European dimension will make
teachers and pupils more nationalistic? Do you think that there is a tension 
between a European dimension and nationalism?
HJ It is about getting the balance right. The more that you think about the
European dimension the more you are aware that it is different and that 
something you do is not something that other people do. When people get all 
exercised about the 'United States of Europe' and harmonisation and the loss 
of identity, I think that they are quite wrong. I think that it is a balance where 
you are constantly relating the two polarities. I think that it makes you more 
aware of what is distinctive about you as a Scot or a Swede or whatever, as 
oppose to what you have in common, and we do have things in common. We 
have certain areas of educational thinking in common, but we also have 
differences. I found it fascinating after the last enlargement when the 
Scandinavians came in. Where before at intemational meetings I would find 
myself thinking like the Dutch, I now find myself thinking more like the 
Swedes and the Finns and less like the Southern countries. There is a whole 
different outlook on education which starts somewhere in Southern Belgium 
and works its way down!
KL The way of working is different.
HJ There are cultural differences.
KL Thank you for a most interesting discussion and I am interested to hear that 
you are thinking of reviewing the Strategy Paper.
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HJ If I allowed myself to get depressed I would because I would think that we 
really haven't moved on. In fact, we have moved on. I know that my thinking 
has moved on in the years that I have been here. I know that I now think 
internationally. Sometimes I have a problem thinking in European terms 
because I am beyond that.
The question of money to be devoted to intemational education will gradually 
become resolved. It will happen. Whether it will be highly integrated or not I 
don't know. The fact that we are going to have a Presidency very soon will 
force us to address these issues very quickly. Lots of extemal events have an 
influence on what happens in the UK.
Reorganisation had a big impact and for me it was a negative impact, because 
I was almost back at square one. However, something like the Presidency will 
have a positive impact because we will need to address issues quickly and at a 
high policy level. It will give me an opportunity to say that we really need a 
strategy paper for this, we really need a policy for that etc. It was important to 
get the Minister along to the first education council meeting to lay down a 
marker, to say that this is something that is important, this is something that 
Scotland should be seen at etc,
KL I met the new Minister for Devolution when I was in Bmssels. He was visiting 
the Scotland Europa Office.
HJ He is also the Minister for Constitutional Affairs and that will become quite 
important. I think that the Scotland Europa Office will become a 
representation office as other countries have. I already use it as my 
representation office. They can clue me into what is happening in Bmssels.
KL I understand that the Scottish Office second someone to the Scotland Europa 
Office.
HJ That's right.
KL That in itself is a recognition that it is important.
HJ That's right. A lot of information comes back, but I am not sure how many
people here know that there is an office there. There is a European register 
where people in the middle ranks can register an interest in Europe, but in 
relation to the number of staff in the Scottish Office I think the number of 
names on it is quite small.
KL Thank you very much for the interview, may I quote you when I write up my 
research.
HJ Yes, of course.
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KL Would you begin by telling me when the Intemational Relations Branch (IRB) 
started and why it came about?
JM It was at the end of 1989 that the Senior Chief Inspector came to Western 
Division where I was at that time. He told me that he had been in discussion 
with Gerald Wilson in the Scottish Office, about the issue of liaison with the 
European Community and with the European Community’s Education 
Committee in particular. Generally, there had been anxiety expressed about 
the lack of information that we were getting either directly from Europe or 
from the DES in London. The DES were the lead department in intemational 
relations. They had responsibility to pass information on to us and we felt that 
we were not getting it on time, or in some instances we were not getting it at 
all. So as a means of improving that situation, and generally examining what 
else needed to be done in the field of intemational education, the Secretary 
and Nisbet Gallagher, the Senior Chief Inspector had put their heads together 
and decided to ask me to look at it for 40% of my time. The other 60% was to 
be devoted to being 'Aide de Compte' to the Senior Management Group.
Nobody knew at that time how big the intemational relations work would be. 
So I began to attend the Education Committee meetings in January 1990.1 sat 
on the Education Committee from then until the end of May 1995. I was one 
of the UK representatives along with two representatives from the DES, which 
subsequently became the DFEE. I felt that it was very important to be there 
because this was our contact with the European Community in terms of what 
was happening in education and training. It very quickly became obvious to 
me that representing Scotland at the European table in this way was not 
enough.
There was a whole lot of other things already going on in Scotland and things 
beyond Bmssels and in other countries of Europe that really we ought to know 
about. I looked around Scotland and I saw that there was the Central Bureau. 
A decision had also been made to set up Eurodesk in March 1990. The money 
came from Division 3 in the Education Department. There was also a 
Eurydice Unit which at that time had been put out to the Scottish Council for 
Research in Education from the Scottish Office. The problem was by 1990 
Eurydice had been somewhat starved of finances and it was not possible for 
the staff to devote much time to it. It was clear that the Eurydice network
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would grow and needed more funds. The only answer was for me to take the 
Eurydice Unit back as the central feature of the branch I was moving towards.
Initially there was no branch, there was just myself for 40% of my time. When 
I started I was asked to 'dip my toe into the water', that phrase was actually 
used and see how it goes. As I looked around and saw the Central Bureau and 
Eurodesk I thought really we have the makings of a kind of information- 
come-advice triangle. So a triangle was formed between Eurydice, run by 
myself. Central Bureau and Eurodesk. It is a triangle providing information, 
advice and some financial support. Central Bureau gave some money to 
people going on exchange visits etc. By the beginning of 1992 I was 
suggesting to the Secretary and the Senior Chief Inspector that we really were 
in a position to form a unit which required a name. We didn't know whether to 
call it a unit or a branch. However, we settled on Intemational Relations 
Branch.
KL It was decided to call it the Intemational Relations Branch rather than the 
European Relations Branch?
JM Yes, I argued that it would be better to call it intemational because we had a
lot of contacts with countries outwith the European Union. Although the thmst 
of the work that we had would be with the European Community, nevertheless 
we had the Commonwealth and we had contacts with the United States and 
Japan. So the field of work was very much wider than Europe, although that 
remained our main or the central focus.
KL What were the main reasons for setting up the Intemational Relations Branch 
at that time? Was there anything specific like the 1988 Resolution which acted 
as the catalyst?
JM Well, there were many different factors. There were two or three in particular
which made it essential for the Department to do something in this area. First 
of all, there were a lot of things happening in the field, in schools, in teacher 
training colleges, in further education colleges and there was a grassroots 
development already in progress. It seems to me that the grassroots 
development had really been stimulated by the 1986 Single European Act, and 
so by 1989 there were already in place several educational authorities advisors 
(European or Intemational Co-ordinators). They existed for example, in 
Strathclyde, in Lothian and there were many schools in those areas and in 
other areas like Tayside, Highland, Grampian, Central and Borders where 
things were beginning to happen. It was all bubbling up from undemeath and 
the Scottish Office hadn't really pulled together any kind of policy up to that 
point, so there was a kind of pressure coming up from below.
The stimulus to set up a link with the Education Committee was really as I 
said before because the Scottish Office felt that it was not getting enough 
information directly. This was combined with an awareness by the senior 
management in the Scottish Office that things were happening in schools and
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colleges. So the two things came together and were of particular interest to the 
Secretary Gerald Williams, because he had been in Brussels himself. He had 
come back from Brussels into the Industry Department. He had been in the 
United Kingdom Representation Office in Brussels for about four and a half 
years, so he had a particular interest and he knew a lot about what was going 
on. He realised that the Department didn't know very much and ought to know 
a great deal more. When he came across from the Industry Department to 
education, after he had settled in this was one of his particular interests. So 
these things were happening simultaneously.
KL Many factors rather than one.
JM Yes, it was a lot of things that led to this 'dipping the toe in the water'. The 
more I looked around after starting at the beginning of 1990,1 saw what was 
happening in not just the triangle I described, but in schools, and in education 
authorities. By that time certain education authorities like Strathclyde had an 
Intemational Exchanges Resource Centre, which had been going for some 
years. Lothian and Tayside were getting going as well and they were 
beginning to produce their own newsletters. Yet still in the Scottish Office we 
were not pulling all this together, and certainly we were not looking at it from 
an inspectorate point of view and asking ourselves any questions about what 
the schools were doing. Since the Second World War we all knew that many 
schools had been involved in trips abroad and school exchanges and all of this 
had been helped enormously by the setting up of the Central Bureau in 
Edinburgh in 1972. So there were a lot of things that needed to be examined.
Going back to this nucleus triangle, the next thing that happened was that I 
sent up a paper to senior management explaining what was on the ground and 
the contact that had been established with Bmssels. I suggested that we really 
needed to develop at least a strategy. Policy is a matter for the politicians and 
politicians will obviously have their own views - the pro-Europeans and the 
anti-Europeans, but we inform, and that was our role. I had to provide advice 
for senior management and directly to the Secretary for State about what was 
happening in the European Community. It was my job to inform the Secretary 
of State and particularly the Minister for Education when there were 
ministerial meetings and what was on the agenda and to suggest to them 
whether it was useful for them to go or not to go. If they decided that they 
might wish to go that then went out of my hands, it was a matter to negotiate 
with the Secretary of State for Education down in London, because the DES 
was the lead Department.
I put up the strategy paper and I indicated in it that what we needed to do was 
to develop this nuclear triangle into a series of associated networks of 
honeycomb variety. In other words, we needed to set up links from the 
Department with the education authorities in relation to intemational 
developments. The Central Bureau already had some links because of things 
like foreign language assistants. Eurodesk also had to develop its links. So
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clearly from all points on that triangle we needed in the first instances to 
establish closer contact with the educational authorities.
This by in large was approved. We began by setting up links with the 
educational authorities in the first instance. We also established a link with the 
committee of ADES, the Directors of Education, which also had responsibility 
for intemational matters. So there was a link with the educational authorities, 
not just with someone in the hierarchy, but with the Directors. By these 
means, we managed to persuade all twelve regions to either nominate or 
appoint somebody with responsibility for developing the 
European/intemational dimension. We held regular meetings with these 
representatives and there are still regular meeting with these representatives, 
although there are now 32 of them.
There were other networks that had to be established. Through Eurydice we 
already had links with at that time 11 other European Community countries. 
We tried to establish others. We succeeded in establishing contacts with 
further education colleges through SFEU. We set up contacts with the 
universities. The universities all had intemational officers. We did not set that 
up, we just slotted in with what already existed. So we had networks at higher 
education level, at further education level, at schools level and we established 
various other smaller networks. The teacher education institutions were less 
easy, they tended to have individual contacts, except for the Strathclyde 
Group, that you were involved in, so it was a loser network. Networking 
became very important to us it was through these networks that we received 
information and we were able to transmit information.
By this time things were getting so big I could not continue to operate on my 
own, particularly as the Eurydice unit was expanding. One of the demands 
was that each country should produce its own National Dossier on Education. 
So the Education Committee, through the Commission made money available 
for the Dossier to be completed. By then I had managed to get assistance from 
a secretary. Over the years we built up to about 9 people, but an equivalent of 
about 6.5. Quite a small unit. It was never put on an official Scottish Office 
footing, with its own budget and to this day it still hasn’t. It operates now in 
the Research and Intelligence Unit which is really what we are about gathering 
information and disseminating it. Martin Roebuck was looking after the Unit.
KL Why did it not get a budget of its own and still hasn't?
JM There are a number of reasons for this. Overarching all of this we have to
remember the political situation, the DES, DFEE was still the lead department 
responsible for intemational relations, and there was nothing in the Scottish 
administrative set up that said that we had any kind of responsibility for 
intemational relations, even though we had a quite distinctive and separate 
education system. Yet, because we had a separate education system there was 
a good reason for it. We did not have responsibility for higher education and
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most of the European co-operation early on was in higher education. That has 
all changed now. Another reason was the fact that Division 3 in the Scottish 
Office had for quite a number of years had responsibility for the budget of the 
Central Bureau and SCEC where Eurodesk was located. It always takes time 
for new ideas to bed down and be accepted. I am not sure that people were 
convinced that the IRB (It didn't have that name until 1992) would exist in the 
form that I was setting up. Until they were absolutely sure there was a lot of 
hesitation about giving money to a unit that they were not sure that they had 
got the right form for. So that was internally as good a reason as any. I think 
thirdly, on the horizon there were other changes being foreseen, a closer link 
with the Industry Department. The Industry Department had its own 
intemational unit. If education and industry came together, what would 
happen to the two units? The industry department's unit was fimded. This was 
inevitable because the European Community is essentially an economic 
construct.
KL Does the Industry Intemational Unit still exist?
JM Yes, but not with the same responsibilities prior to the merger between
education and industry.
KL Did the Intemational Units merge?
JM No, they stayed separate. That is one of the things that is still on the cards, but 
nobody knows what will happen. I know that there are discussions going on at 
the moment about the future of the Intemational Relations Branch. Clearly 
that is going to touch on the future of the Industry Department Intemational 
Unit, but whether they are going to merge, or whether there is some totally 
new arrangement, nobody knows. Once that is decided and it will be decided 
soon, I think that there will be a proper funding arrangement put in place. It 
wouldn't be decided until two things are clear. One the present Chief Inspector 
of the Research and Intelligence Unit, Martin Roebuck is about to retire in 
November. We don't know what will happen when he retires. The post has 
been advertised, but we don't know if the responsibilities will be the same. 
Secondly, we don't know what the outcome of the devolution debate will be. 
If we assume that devolution goes through then there is every likelihood that 
decisions will be made about the future of the Intemational Relations Branch 
and it will be put on a proper funding basis.
So we had a good beginning, it was a 'bottom-up' development. There was a 
tremendous amount that had to be done. The approach that I adopted was very 
much a functional one. I looked around and saw that certain things existed and 
certain functions were being fulfilled already, but there were a whole lot of 
other functions that weren't. So the shape that the Intemational Relations 
Branch took really depended upon the functions that I identified as requiring 
to be fulfilled. I got people to do them and set up the Branch accordingly.
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KL You said that the focus of the work of the Branch was information-gathering 
and disseminating. What about trying to promote aEuropean dimension in the 
curriculum, was the Branch involved in that?
JM Well there were about half a dozen functions that we had to fulfil. The first 
one was the information gathering and dissemination one. The second one was 
the representational function, going to the Educational Committee and 
representing the Scottish system. A third key function was developing the 
European/intemational dimension or really in the first instance it was 
supporting those who were doing it. It was important for us to recognise that it 
was a bottom-up, grass roots development. Which had come about as a result 
of the 1986 Single European Act when a lot of people recognised that things 
were going to happen. After 1986 what the European Commission did, and in 
particular the Education Committee did, was put into place a number of action 
programmes.
They were very much opportunist in the sense that the Commission and 
Education Committee looked around and said we need to promote more 
exchanges of students so we will set up this programme called Erasmus. We 
need to do something in the area of children with teaming difficulties, we 
need to do something about the children of migrant workers, so we will set up 
something there and so on. These varies programmes came into existence 
from 1986 to the early 1990s on an opportunist basis. People spotted gaps and 
said we need a programme to promote contacts across the European Union in 
this area. The Treaty of Rome did not have education in it. It had vocational 
training. In those years up to 1990 there were a number of judgements in the 
European Courts which clarified the definition of vocational training and 
made it quite clear that it covered the whole of FE and nearly all of higher 
education. Then there were various other articles in the Treaty of Rome that 
were used to set up other programmes such as HELLIOS for people with 
special educational needs. Although school education was not covered by the 
Treaty of Rome it was impinged upon around the edges by these other 
decisions. Some of which were directives which meant that they were legally 
binding.
KL Were the grassroots initiative influenced by things that were happening in the 
European Commission?
JM Well, we can only conclude that because there was a sudden upsurge after 
1986, the Single European Act. The Act made it possible for the Commission 
to identify certain articles in the Treaty of Rome on to which they were able to 
hang programmes. So I think that people in schools and in educational 
authorities began to say, "With the Single European Act , we are now quite 
clearly part of the European Community, we are going to become closer 
together and things need to be done at school level." At the end of 1993 the 
Maastricht Treaty also came into effect. These are the two key points.
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KL Did the 1988 Resolution also influence a European dimension in Scottish
education?
JM That did have something to do with it. It is very difficult to say how much it
had to do with it because I don't think that many people knew about it. I think 
that the biggest impact was the Single European Act.
KL From what you have said you clearly think that a European dimension is
important, but at a national level was it important?
JM No, it wasn't, which was why we were last in the field, this may explain why
teachers and education authorities were in the field before us. It was not until 
Gerald Wilson came along and said it is time we did something about this in 
education too, that I got the chance to do something. One of the things I 
discovered was the 1988 Resolution, but it was not a directive, but the UK 
government did sign up to it, and one could argue that they were committed to 
it, but it was not made known. When I was looking for a definition for the 
European dimension, the 1988 Resolution was my source. Clearly the 
politicians had already agreed that this was a definition, otherwise they would 
not have signed up to it.
KL How would you define a European dimension?
JM There are half a dozen strands to it. First of all there is the languages strand,
which has been around for a long time, but it goes way beyond that now. It 
goes way beyond the second strand which was the civics one which was quite 
common after the Second World War. There is a strand related to 
multicultural understanding. I would say that the second most important 
strand after languages is the economic one. What I think in this country tended 
to be called enterprise education. If you look at the understanding of the 
European dimension across the continent it is quite clear that children are 
taught English as their first foreign language for economic reasons, it is the 
intemational language. Behind the teaching of English there lies this notion 
that English is important for economic reasons, it is education for enterprise. 
Language and enterprise, were two areas that fi*ankly, I thought that in this 
country we had not done enough about. I think we still have not done enough 
about modem languages. Although we have done a lot recently to make sure 
that everybody has contact with modem languages up to the age of 16 and we 
have put it into the primaries, but between 16 and 18 there is this gap. We 
have not yet grasped this nettle, because when they go on to higher education 
many students find that they have to pick up a modem language again and that 
gap is cmcial. In addition to which, I think that there are still weaknesses in 
teaching foreign languages in this country. I do not think that there is a 
realisation yet in this country of just how important other European languages 
are, particularly for economic reasons.
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KL Do you think that it needs to move up the priority list as far as the Scottish
national education list is concerned, in order for it to have that kind of impact 
in the schools?
JM Yes, I think that it does, but I do not think that you can get it to move up that
priority list directly. You cannot go to the education system and argüe that 
languages are more important for there own sake. It is only very recently that 
the teaching of languages has changed from a study of a system to being a 
means of communication. The communicative approach is still too young, and 
the vast number of people in senior positions in this society, in industry and so 
on, have had no experience of it. It is not a well established thing yet.
KL What I have come across is people who say that the European dimension is to
do with competitiveness. From the point of view that students in other 
countries have broaden their horizons and are ready to look for jobs in other 
European countries. They have the language skills to do that. Do you think 
that teachers in Scotland have grasped that the job market is open within 
Europe?
JM It would be unfair to compare English with Danish or Dutch, because English
is the intemational language of commerce and industry and air travel etc. It is 
the language that everybody nowadays has to leam In all fairness we could not 
expect a Scottish teacher to walk into a Danish school and teach in Danish in 
the same way as we would expect a Danish teacher to walk into a Scottish 
school and teach in English. I don't think that is possible. I think that the 
second strand I was talking about is the key and that is education for 
enterprise. We have had in the last 20 - 30 years, one or two projects looking 
at education for enterprise in our schools. We have had some materials 
produced for schools etc., but we do not seem to have really moved far enough 
away from just a sort of liberal education approach, to understanding what the 
first founders of secondary schools as we know them now, back in the 
beginning of the industrial revolution in the mid 18th, early 19th centuries 
knew. They knew that schools were there for economic reasons. It is the old 
kind of academic drift argument. I don't think that we have got back to 
realising that secondary schools are first and foremost schools for providing 
young people with the necessary skills to survive.
KL It is a philosophical argument.
JM Yes, I happen to be on the vocational, utilitarian side. I think that the
educational side is always going to be there, but if you focus on the liberal 
education argument you can loose the utilitarian/vocational one all together. I 
think that we have not got the right balance.
KL The reality is that you have to work to survive.
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JM That is the reality, and in this highly competitive world I do not think that we 
have a choice. I think that we really have to have a system that produces 
young people who have the skills and knowledge, who can go into work and 
help themselves and help this country to survive. I do not see any other 
answer. So if we could sort enterprise education we could sort the language 
one. Cultural understanding is important and the whole question of careers 
guidance is also important. Following on from that we have to have some 
notion of European citizenship. That is part of the European dimension, now 
that the European Union is the larger framework within which certain 
decisions have to be taken.
KL Do you see a tension between European citizenship and national citizenship?
JM I do not see that at all. In a sense we already have duel citizenship, we are
Scottish and British. I have never found that people have any difficulty with 
that. I do not see why we cannot be Scots, British and European. Some people 
might prefer to be Scottish and European and miss out the British. I went to 
Japan two years ago to give some guest lectures on education in Britain. On 
the margins of that, I had some very interesting discussions with some senior 
people from the Japanese ministry and universities. We were talking about the 
European Union and European citizens, and it is interesting that they were 
arguing in almost exactly the same way as some people here. Namely, that the 
days of the nation state are over and that it is regions that are important. They 
were arguing this very strongly, saying we have to recognise regional 
diversity which did not threaten identity. We had to co-operate on that basis
and forget about national boundaries and play to our own particular 
strengths. I found that fascinating.
KL In February 1991 I know that the DES brought out a Policy Statement was 
that followed up in Scotland in any way?
JM That actually was a joint paper. It was basically written by the DES with an 
appropriate input from us. It was also published by the SED. It was the same 
paper with a different cover. The document was meant to be a statement of 
where we were in the UK, not just England and Wales concerning the 
European dimension. It gave various examples and it includes Scotland. It was 
not so much a policy statement as a stocktaking paper saying that the 
Government has agreed to the 1988 Resolution and this is what is happening. 
That was a stimulus to us to go beyond a strategy for building up a 
Intemational Branch to actually producing a Policy Statement for Scotland. 
That took a long time. The paper was ready almost a year before it was 
published. Like all these things the time has got to be right. It came out in 
1994. The previous year had been a tremendously busy year for the 
development of the European dimension. There was a tremendous amount of 
discussion in the Scottish Office and beyond in 1992-3, but the strategy paper 
did not come out until 1994. That was deliberate, because like any other 
change you have to give people time to adapt to change or let things sink in. 
Civil servants are no different from anyone else. There were a number of civil
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servants in fairly senior positions who were not sure that was what we should 
be putting out.
KL Was that because they felt that Scottish education should focus on Scotland 
rather than Europe?
JM No, the problem was that we were going through at that time a wave of Euro- 
scepticism at the political level. Civil servants generally are reactive rather 
than proactive, so I was walking a tightrope. I wanted to put it out nearly a 
year before, but if I had I think that it would have met with a lot of opposition. 
Even in the course of that last year there were some small changes right up to 
the last minute.
KL Was the Strategy Paper disseminated widely?
JM Every school, every college, FE, every teacher training institution, every 
agency like SCCC, SCEC etc, and right across all the Eurydice units in 
Europe. That is three years ago and I think that it is time to re-write it. I don't 
think that things have changed that much, there are some new action 
programmes, but the biggest change would stem from the merging of the 
education and industry departments. I think that the new version would have 
to take more account of the industry department.
KL That would fit in with the Learning Society Paper by the European 
Commission, linking education and industry.
JM Indeed, the concept of lifelong learning would need to be developed.
KL The Strategy Paper included an action plan, do you feel that the plan has been
achieved?
JM Yes, with one or two exceptions which were beyond our control. For example, 
careers education did not progress as planned because of changes in the 
Careers Service. That was a bit disappointing. It is probably wise now to wait 
until there is clarity regarding education and industry links before publishing 
another Strategy Paper.
KL There is no specific definition in the paper, what was the reason for that?
JM There is a definition in there.
KL Yes, but it is not very specific, some teachers may feel they need a clearer 
definition in order to proceed.
JM Two things about that. First, the 1988 Resolution is summarised in the Paper
and it sets out the strands identified for the European dimension and that is
expanded in terms of the objectives. At that level I feel it is clear, but there are 
two other levels at which teachers need help. I feel that teachers have been
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given a lot of help in one, but perhaps not the other. One level is the training 
level. Despite the efforts of the individual teacher training institutions, I do not 
think that teachers are given enough help to come to terms with the notion of 
the European dimension and how to build that into their teaching. It may be 
that it is not possible. For example, the post graduate course is very short 
and you cannot do everything. Maybe the European dimension is less 
important than acquiring the skills to teach a subject. We have never seen the 
one year course along side the two years probation as a three year course. If 
we did, that is where the European dimension should have a place. I think that 
more is done for the under graduate students. Maybe the only way to be 
successful is to change the regulations. Certainly some colleges have some 
very good materials, but I think that student teachers on the whole are not 
being adequately trained.
KL The GTC did produce a paper in 1990, saying that all teacher education
courses should include a European dimension. However, in terms of schools it 
comes back to the argument of what is seen to be essential in a packed 
curriculum. To what extent do you think that a European dimension needs to 
be on the agenda of the inspectorate in order for it to move up the priority list?
JM This brings me to the second level, providing teachers who are already
working with the materials to include a European dimension and the inservice 
to go along with it. Documents such as Thinking European, the starter 
package produced jointly by Central Bureau and Eurodesk, and lots of things 
produced by local authorities have gone out to teachers. However, things have 
inevitably taken a back seat during the reorganisation of local government and 
the reorganisation of the Scottish Office. I think that as far as the European 
dimension is concerned we have currently reached a period where we will just 
have to wait until the new infrastructure is put into place.
Regarding the inspectorate, I did actually put together a series of key 
questions that the inspectorate should ask. I think that it is fairly obvious that 
if schools realise that the inspectorate are asking questions about things, they 
will begin to do them. When the Strategy Paper was produced the questions 
were prepared for the inspectorate. The intention was that the questions would 
go at the very end and that schools would be told that in the year 1996-97 we 
would begin inspecting this. That was not acceptable to the senior 
management in the inspectorate because of all the other changes that were 
going on at the time. They felt that the furthest that we should go was self- 
assessment questions which you see at the end of the Strategy Paper. Part of 
the problem was that we were just beginning to ask schools to put together 
their management plans for three years. I think that the first thing that the 
inspectorate needs to do is to get the European dimension into the school 
development plan. It was always intended that the inspectorate would inspect 
the European dimension, but it was put off until 1997-98, and with all the 
things happening it may be put off again, but it is going to come. The surest 
way to get the European dimension into schools is through the development
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plans. If the inspectorate say, "Looking at your development plan I do not see 
any mention of the European dimension." Then I think that it would come in
KL Do you think that will happen?
JM In due course I think it will. It was originally intended that this session 1997-
98 should be the start of inspecting it, but with all the changes it was held 
back. However, the questions have already been written and it will come in.
KL Am I right in saying that at the moment if they see something that is
praiseworthy in the European dimension they will mention it in the report?
JM That is correct. That was the decision. The inspectorate were instructed that if
there was a European link or good work in the curriculum then a sentence or 
two should be included in the report. It will not be evaluated, it is a plus point 
at the moment. Anything negative will not be mentioned.
KL I do feel that there is a lot of good work going on and there is some useful
materials, but I do not get the feeling that work in the European dimension is 
widespread. I feel that it is more pockets of interested individuals. What is 
your overall impression?
JM I think that your impression is correct. It is something that worried us. We did
want to encourage a 'bottom-up' approach rather than imposing something 
from the top. There were a lot of examples of things that were imposed from 
the top and they just did not work. So I was happy to encourage and recognise 
grass roots initiatives. It was the first essential step, but I think that all the 
changes going on, plus the economic squeeze has put the brakes on the 
development. Even today we are seeing it in pockets, despite the good 
materials , despite the superb work of some of the International Co-ordinators. 
It is still not a fully developed part of the educational experience of the pupils 
in primary and secondary schools. I think that the next step will have to be 
from the inspectorate.
KL In order for it to be systematic do you think there needs to be a centralised
push?
JM It has to come from the top now. I think that we have gone as far as we can
with the bottom-up development. With all the changes like local government 
reorganisation, it may well have gone back a bit in schools. We no longer 
have a national development officer which is a major loss. The development 
of the European dimension needs a national development officer. The two 
combined, the inspectorate and a national development officer would put it 
into place.
KL In the Netherlands, central government put a large sum of money into
international education, do you think that is what is required in Scottish 
education?
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JM The way that the system works in Scotland essentially the money is given by
the Scottish Office to the Local Education Authorities for them to spend as 
they see fit, with certain guidelines and recommendations etc. There is not a 
lot of money given under specific grant. The specific grant system can be used 
for developing the international/European dimension. If you look at the 
specific grant list, the international/European dimension is there, but it is well 
down the priority list, and the money tends to run out before you get to it.
KL Does that refer to 'top-slice' money for development work?
JM Yes, it does. So it is well down the development list and there is not a lot of
money available for it. I don't know if anyone has recently made use of it, I 
think that it would be far more effective if the inspectorate started inspecting 
the European dimension. Then from the money that is given to the Local 
Authorities, and from local taxes, they would make a certain amount available 
for the European dimension. In a certain number of cases the authorities 
already do this, because they have International/European Co-ordinators. 
Their salaries need to be paid, they run inservice, materials have to be 
produced etc. Many authorities do make money available at that level, but not 
specifically targeted at schools. What has to happen as far as the schools are 
concerned is they have to do the same thing. If they are convinced that this is 
worth pursuing then the money they receive (and remember we are going into 
a situation of devolved funding to headteachers) will be made available for 
that kind of development.
KL You have identified the links in the chain that are missing - the inspectorate 
and a national development officer, would you also add inservice for 
headteachers?
JM Yes, I think that the key point is that headteachers need to be encouraged to 
build in a European dimension into their school development plan. In this 
respect I think that will happen, if the inspectorate include it and there is a 
national development officer.
The problem for teachers would be much more easily solved if they could 
understand not only the definition, but that it is not something that you just 
add on and that it is not easy to integrate. There are a whole lot of strands to it, 
or different ways of looking at it as far as the curriculum is concerned. You 
might have an add-on, you might integrate it, you might have some sort of 
permeating theme and so on. I think that teachers have to be supported by a 
whole school policy. It has got to be worked out very clearly. There has to 
member of the senior management who has responsibility for it, and money is 
needed to support it. To get into the European dimension, it is a question of 
thinking European. This is why that document was called Thinking European 
I have often asked people what it is like to think like a mathematician. When 
the Munn Report came out and it talked about modes of thinking in activity, I 
asked a mathematician colleague what is a mode of thinking and acting in
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mathematics? He said that every time he went into a building he had not been 
in before, he could not help counting the steps and working out the 
relationship between the floors. He said that is what it is like to think like a 
mathematician. That is his dominant mode of thinking. Thinking European is 
like this. I use to say to teachers, "You as a teacher of a particular subject, or 
you as a primary teacher will have a dominant mode of thinking. What is it 
like to think like a primary teacher or if you are a secondary teacher what is it 
like to think like a geographer? What is like to think like a business studies 
teacher?" Then I asked what is it like to think like a European? If teachers are 
able to work this out when they plan their curriculum they will be switched on 
to this mode and they will think about the European dimension. They will say 
what is the significance of this topic or activity for the pupils as European 
citizens. Teachers are noted as teachers who pass on the culture of the country 
they represent. This helps to represent national identity, but the question is 
what is our identity? Is it Scottish? Is it British or is it European or is it all 
three? It is a very much more subtle thing than simply putting materials in 
front of teachers and saying to them use these materials. That is why at the 
back of the Strategy Paper it is divided into three parts. It is not just teaching 
about Europe or teaching through Europe as a result of exchanges, it is 
teaching for Europe.
KL I seem to remember that you have also used the term, 'curriculum colouring'.
JM I used that a lot. I think that you colour the curriculum by switching on the
European thinking button before you start planning the curriculum. We are a 
long way from that.
KL Do you think that the political climate over the last years has had a effect on 
the development of a European dimension in education?
JM I think since the Maastricht Treaty we have increasingly to realise that we are 
citizens of a European Union with rights and responsibilities. We can set up 
business in other European countries, other Europeans are able to set up 
businesses here, we are able to live in other European countries, we have legal 
rights, we have legal responsibilities. I do not think that people have fully 
realised yet what it means to be a European citizen. Maybe if they took away 
all the passports, maybe if they took away all the boundaries etc. That is 
clearly for various reasons not going to happen (terrorism, drugs etc.), but if 
nevertheless we could realise that we are European citizens, perhaps we would 
get closer to this elusive 'thinking European'.
KL Do you think that the fact that we are further away from other European 
countries, and we are an island, makes it more difficult to see the importance 
of a European dimension? We are not like Dutch people who can easily visit 
Germany, Belgium etc. by getting on a train for a short journey or even for 
those close to border going by bike.
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JM On the other hand, it is true that the further north you go in Scotland people 
seem to be more aware of their European citizenship.
KL I have heard people say that. I know that the Highlands and Islands have
benefited from European structural funds and that they have an office in 
Brussels linking to other agencies.
JM Speaking about agencies there are some in Scotland that I should mention. For 
example, the recent work of the Scottish Council for Educational Technology. 
They have made available to teachers through technology a lot of information 
about Europe.
KL We have not really mentioned the role of new technology at all.
JM I think that the development of new technology, is crucial. It in a way gets
over the problem of being far away from the centre. In the future it will play a 
significant role.
KL Another thing that we have not talked about is the opportunities for pupils to
take a qualification in the area of the European dimension. How important 
have the former Exam Board short courses and the SCOTVEC modules been 
in the development of the European dimension in schools?
JM I think we need to persuade more teachers to look at these qualifications with
their pupils. One thing that the Exam Board agreed was that all examiners 
would look at their questions to see where appropriate they could bring in a 
European perspective. I have quite high hopes about the SQA. On the other 
hand, I have been disappointed that the arguments for upper secondary reform 
have lost the European aspect because originally there were key sentences 
which said that the reform has been carried out because of Europe.
KL Yet it has practically disappeared from all the recent government educational
documents.
JM To me this is an enormous disappointment. The reason for having a reform of
secondary education was the fact that we are now part of the European Union. 
We have to produce people who are not at a disadvantage vis a vis their peers 
in the rest of Europe. We have to have a system that is at least as good as 
anywhere else in Europe because we live in a competitive world.
KL The original Howie document referred to a European Baccalaureate.
JM That is right. I feel so disappointed we have lost that.
KL One other point I would like to ask you about is the work of TVEI in the
development of the European dimension.
JM TVEI has gone now. That came from the top down. It came and it went!
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KL Hopefully something will come in its place.
JM I am optimistic. I think once the reform of local government settles down.
Once we know the outcomes of having a devolved Scottish parliament. Once 
the reorganisation of the Scottish Office has been completed and it beds down 
I think we will see a rejuvenation of the European dimension in education, 
training and industry. I think at that point the inspectorate will also be asked to 
look at it in schools. Finally, I would just mention the training of teachers. I do 
not see the training of teachers focusing sufficiently on the 
European/international dimension until the inspectorate start inspecting it.
KL Do you say that because of student perceptions of their future careers.
JM Yes they prioritise what they see as important.
KL Thank you for a most interesting insight into the work of the IRB and your
own thoughts on the European dimension. May 1 quote you when I am writing 
up my research paper.
JM Yes, of course.
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KL Would you begin by telling me about the background of CIDRE and SCCC?
CH CIDRE is about 7 or 8 years old now. It was formed by the Dutch, the Scots,
the French and the Irish. There is an interesting combination. It is a network 
for activities in Europe.
KL I am interested to know if the 1988 Resolution was a catalyst for action in 
Scotland?
CH Well, the paper you have there about the European dimension was never
published by Scottish Consultative Council on the Curriculum (SCCC). It was 
a paper that was one of a whole range of papers which was put to the strategic 
planning group. Just after I joined SCCC we had we had a strategic planning 
meeting for the whole of Council. The Council was divided into three groups 
and each group was asked to take a different focus. One of the groups looked 
at the European dimension and a whole series of papers were prepared and 
that paper was one of them, but it was never acted on by the Council directly 
in any way. What we have done is publish a note of support or guidance for 
schools, Thinking European that is about the only published note of guidance 
to schools and local authorities that we have done.
KL Did it have a strong link with the Irish Thinking European!
CH Yes, we actually spotted it in Northern Ireland and thought that it was really 
good. We asked them if we could tailor it for us. They were very happy about 
it so we did and we published it.
KL What was the reason behind bringing it out at that time, what brought it to
publication?
CH It looked like a good product and it looked like an area where something
should be done, we should provide something which encouraged the European 
perspective on the whole curriculum. If we hadn't spotted it, would we have 
done something anyway? I don't know - probably, but we might not have done 
it at that time.
KL How much of an influence was European policy on your action?
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CH We were aware that there was an agreement on the part of all countries to 
ensure a European dimension in the school curriculum. That is a different 
task in a country where you have a strategy for a national curriculum to a 
country like ours where you offer guidance on what the curriculum should be. 
In some countries it would be a case of building it into national curriculum 
statements. In ours, it wasn't a case of doing that, although it was incorporated 
into 5-14.
KL I was interested in this paper which you say was never published by SCCC 
because it did include a definition for a European dimension which is unusual. 
Many of the papers I have looked at talk about a European dimension, but do 
not give a definition. How important do you think it is to provide a definition?
CH Pause.
KL Is it possible to define the European dimension?
CH I think that the phrase itself gives you the answer. The answer is clearly, no. If
you are talking about a European dimension in the curriculum, it is going to 
depend on what the curriculum is. What you are really trying to say is that the 
curriculum should reflect something beyond the borders of the culture of the 
nation in which it is embedded, and in particular, something of the culture of 
Europe. It wouldn't be susceptible to definition beyond that kind of generic 
statement. Every country would have to work out what that statement meant, 
because if there is one thing that is true it is that even the notion of curriculum, 
let alone the content of the curriculum is very different from country to 
country. There are some countries where the content of the curriculum is seen 
simply in terms of the selection of knowledge which is taught in schools. In 
other countries, like our own country, we have in parallel to that a selection 
fi-om a set of personal skills which we try to develop. I think we are going to 
go beyond that and our curriculum guidelines are going to refer to three fields, 
(subject to Ministerial approval) the field of knowledge, the field of skills and 
the field of values and dispositions. That is a view of the curriculum that 
would go down like a lead balloon in France or Italy and in some of the 
Lander in Germany. The Dutch are waking up to it. The Danes are well there, 
as are the Norwegians. The curriculum writers in Portugal and Spain would be 
well there, but the schools would not be able to sign up to it. You would have 
to reinterpret what a European dimension in the curriculum could mean 
according to what the curriculum means in different countries.
KL So the context is very important?
CH I think that it is even more than the context, I think that it is the concept of the
curriculum.
KL You said at the beginning that you felt that a European dimension is 
important, how important do you think it is for Scottish education?
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CH That is a very difficult question to answer. I think that it is very self-evident 
that no matter what course the governance in Scotland takes, there is an 
inevitability internationally that every country, whether independent or not 
will find itself much more inter-dependent with the countries round about it. 
As far as I am concerned there is everything to be gained by that 
interdependence and practically nothing to be lost. I think if history teaches us 
anything it teaches us that life is dangerous, and you therefore have at least 
one set of very positive reasons to get international and to get international 
quick. As well as that, I would hope that you would have lots of positive 
reasons to enrich your own culture. Again, I come back to the fact that it is 
one of the interesting ironies, - 1 don't find it surprising, but it is interesting, it 
is curious - that the more European a country or a region gets, the more 
conscious it is of its own identity and the stronger it's own identity becomes. I 
welcome that. I suppose you could say that I am a pro-European.
KL It is interesting in Thinking European there are numerous case studies, they
talk about skills, knowledge and attitudes permeating the curriculum. That is 
perhaps easier to do in primary schools than in secondary schools. Do you 
think that poses a problem for secondary schools including a European 
dimension in their work?
CH I don't believe that at all. I would begin with history, I think European history, 
despite my own background. I am a physicist but science is so international 
that there is no advantage to starting there.
KL Have you had any evaluative information about how useful Thinking 
European was to schools?
CH Only anecdotal. It did go out to all schools. It was before our 'support on
demand' policy. Twice a year we send out flyers, and then people order what 
they want, so now we can tell you what is ordered, before we couldn't. All I
can tell you is every school got one and it went out the door pretty quickly.
KL How was the selection of case studies made, was it through the international 
co-ordinators in the authorities?
CH I couldn't tell you.
KL Is your link with the co-ordinators in the authorities or is it with the Scottish
Office?
CH Both, but it is not a priority at the moment, simply because it is not a priority 
in the authorities.
KL I am interested in the impact of European documents - the latest one for 
example, Towards a Learning Society - on policies here?
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CH There has been Ministerial interest, but I think that we are further ahead. The 
paper did not add anything other than a European endorsement. If the EU 
wants to make a difference in this area it should actively support development 
in this area, not just produce a paper on it. It was not a practical document it 
did not carry us forward. If they were to invite tenders to carry the model 
along then that would be of interest.
KL Do you think that there is too much emphasis on educational links to the 
economy in EU documents?
CH We are living in a very interesting time. I could get the Chairman of CBI 
Scotland, to stand up on a platform with me and support the broad liberal view 
of education for utilitarian reasons. You do not have to argue from bald 
utilitarian principles any more, it is possible to demonstrate and get support 
for the demonstration that the goals of a broad liberal education produce 
people with exactly the kind of qualities which make them most useful in 
organisations of tomorrow. There is no tension any more, so why play that old 
card. It is not necessary and it doesn't run with the grain. Most educators do 
not like that. The broad liberal goals of education for the development of the 
individual, the adaptive individual and the personal consciousness of the 
community, those kinds of goals are coincident with the broad economic 
needs of the country, certainly the political needs of the country.
KL Do you think that teachers shy away from a European dimension because of 
the political aspect?
CH I think that Scottish teachers by in large are not terribly worried about the last 
government's anti-European stance. By in large there were not many people 
who regarded the last government either ideologically or in political terms 
with much respect, so that wouldn't have done any harm. I think if an attempt 
were made to pursue the European dimension using crude utilitarian 
arguments that would be against the grain of the Scottish education tradition. I 
would have to also admit that most teachers do not operate at that level. Most 
teachers would not have heard of that paper which is perhaps a good thing. It 
is not policy papers which make an impact on the classroom, it is the 
initiatives which flow from them. An impact is when the inspectorate come in, 
that is the framework of the policy against which they evaluate what is 
happening. I don't get the feeling that the European dimension is a great 
priority on the inspectorate's checklist for some of the reasons we have been 
discussing. It is not easily defined, it can find life in various forms and 
therefore it is not easy to evaluate.
KL I believe that the position is that if the inspectorate during an inspection see 
something that is noteworthy in the European dimension then they will remark 
on it in their report.
CH There is a whole series of problems regarding inspections - such as the new 
flying visit. It is difficult for them to form a view of what is continuing
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practice in a school. They would have to rely on a school policy paper and I 
would say that policy papers prepared in schools prior to inspections are not 
generally the most reliable indicators of practice within schools.
KL The recent SCCC publication, the new Thinking European what prompted its
publication?
CH Simply a look at the old one and a realisation that we had moved on from
there considerably. An awareness of activity within the network and the need 
to offer more guidance and support to schools tackling these problems.
KL Is there a member of staff working on it who decided this is the moment for a
new publication?
CH I think that it was demand-driven, or our perception of what demand ought to
be. One of the lines along which we operate is that we watch very carefully 
not only central policy initiatives, but we keep a close eye on what is 
happening in schools and respond to their declared needs or our perception of 
their needs. Thinking European would fall into the later category, it is not a 
response to any central policy initiative. It is a case of is this bedding in 
appropriately, could schools do with a bit more support - we think so. Schools 
are not knocking at our door saying please give us some guidance in the 
European dimension, but our perception is that they could do with more 
guidance.
KL Where does the European dimension lie in the priority list of the SCCC?
CH It is not a high priority, but it is there. I am a little disappointed that the
European context is not more productive, it is not a more fertile seedbed.
Scotland through CIDRE tried to interest the European Commission in 
answering the question - What ought the level of broad technological 
competence be for 18 year olds leaving school? If you had a statement along 
those lines you could look back at the school curriculum. This found no 
response at all. The European Commission has a very particular mode of 
operation. It does not evaluate any initiative against the result. It tends to 
evaluate it only in terms of has the policy paper been produced and any public 
statement made in response.
KL How would you evaluate a European dimension?
CH I would try to formulate it as a disposition, are they adequately informed and
do they have a positive disposition towards their 'brothers and sisters' in other 
countries and other communities. Are they aware of other cultures and values? 
I would formulate it in those terms rather than skills and competences.
KL The GTC Paper about the European dimension in education talked about
systematic and structured inclusion of the European dimension in schools and
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teacher education institutions. Do you think that has had an impact on 
Scotland?
CH I am not even sure that the strategy they outlined was the best. I am sure it is
hard to find traces of the European dimension on the ground, of the impact of
the policy. What you find is scattered, teachers who are interested in it will do 
something about it.
KL You described the foundation of CIDRE and that it was based on interested 
and motivated individuals, the same appears to be true in schools and in 
teacher education institutions.
CH I think that is right.
KL Do you think a more central drive is needed?
CH Lets suppose for a moment that the creation of the knowledge and the
dispositions that I described above were regarded as a priority, I would attack 
the problem fi-om both sides. I would shift the guidelines and make them more 
specific, I would thread through the 5-14 and higher still documents, activities 
and objectives which would point in the European dimension direction. That 
is a top-down approach. I would also create some kind of evaluative 
instrument so that schools could judge for themselves how they were doing in 
this area. I would engage the local authorities and the inspectorate in support 
of that self-evaluative process.
KL You feel it needs the top-down approach?
CH It needs both. That is true of all educational change, the approaches must fit 
together.
KL How important do you think funding of the initiatives is?
CH There is probably no pot of money that the Scottish Office could turn to, apart
from what is available at the moment for education. It would just mean 
spreading the butter more thinly. It is a kind of thing that might be an
international policy objective rather a foreign policy objective and funds
deriving from that source may be available. However, I am not sure where 
extra money would be required because one thing they couldn't do is put more 
into the curriculum, because it is too full already. We would have to re-shape 
it. Having said that, last year the Economist published a table of the number of 
young people aged 14-16 who spent 6 weeks in another country. It was 
incredible, the number of Germans, Spanish and Dutch who come to the UK 
to learn a language. How do you generate getting our young people abroad, 
immersing them in a language and a culture? That is not sustainable from 
government funding. What do you do? Offer grants to a few or offer 50% 
funding to more, or what?
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KL From the point of view of mobility, Scottish pupils may be left behind in 
comparison to other European countries.
CH I think that the biggest barrier in Scotland is language, competence is so poor.
I don't think that trying to make someone feel European will make a lot of
difference, unless at a practical level they can communicate.
KL How much of an impact do you think that the primary language initiative has 
had?
CH It is too soon to tell. I don't think that is where we are hitting the biggest 
problem. I think the problem is S1-S4 and continuing into S5.
KL In comparison to other European countries, they are starting language learning 
earlier and earlier.
CH I am aware of that.
KL Does SCCC have a role in promoting a European dimension in Scottish
education?
CH It is easy to say, yes. Clearly if we do not have a role then something is wrong. 
That is not the issue, it is not even what is the most effective way to do it. I 
don't think we have got a clear view of it. The issue is what is the priority? If 
you are faced with a hundred worthwhile things of which twenty are really 
important, but you've only money for four or five, then you ask what is crucial 
to do? At the moment what is crucial in terms of standards and performance is 
maths, language and technology and sorting out the mess of S1-S2. Pumping 
money into the early stages of education to break the cycle of deprivation 
many young children face. These priorities dictate themselves. It would be 
immoral to ignore them. So where does the European dimension come? It 
comes on the category of things that are worthwhile and important, but not 
crucial.
KL Weigh that against the argument of the EU who say that we will raise the 
quality of education by working together, sharing experiences etc,
CH That would be very interesting if they took initiatives in that area. I applaud 
the sentiment, the vision is the same as mine. It is not hard to say I am at A
and I want to be at B. What is hard is taking a step from A to B. There is not a
lot of evidence that the EU has facilitated any steps from where we are to 
where we want to be. Contrary to that the money from the EU doesn't seem to 
go to the crucial areas of education. That is a broader political issue.
KL That is rather downbeat.
CH I have had bad experiences with the European Commission. I encountered no
appetite for making a difference, other than making a difference in the policy
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community, and even then it is limited to whether people will sign up to those 
policies. Practical differences on the ground I cannot see where EU money has 
made a difference.
KL Small pockets of activity are evident. There are successful Comenius 
programmes.
CH How are they evaluated?
KL The EU talks about the multiplier effect which is difficult to evaluate. What is
being learned from the experience may not be immediately obvious, the 
impact may be much later.
CH But because it is difficult to evaluate doesn’t mean that it is impossible, it 
probably means that it is worthwhile. 'Harrison's law' - if you can measure it 
objectively, it is probably trivial. Education is not susceptible to outcome 
evaluation, particularly not in the short term. What you can do if you are an 
experienced educator is say the kind of experience these young people are 
getting is productive, positive and liable to result in the enlargement of 
humanity or it is destructive, negative, constraining or whatever.
To move the national system forward you have to be less interested in the 
spectacular and more interested in grinding away and having a timescale that 
is 2-3 years.
KL Selecting performance indicators is value-laden.
CH That's right. Tell me an important judgement that is not a value judgement. I 
have reservations, the Emperor is naked and all the descriptions of clothes that 
emerge in policy statements from Brussels do not change that rather 
uncomfortable nakedness.
KL Hans Christian Anderson to conclude the interview!
CH It was an interesting statement wasn't it.
KL Do you think the Scottish Parliament will make a difference in European
thinking?
CH Independence might, we would have a foreign policy, we would have to stand 
on our own two feet in Europe and that would be a very positive thing. This is
the irony, if you want to have an international community break up the
conglomerations that are there already.
KL You mentioned international rather than European, do you think we should be 
talking about an international dimension rather than a European dimension?
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CH It is one of those things that has preoccupied our Scottish history review. The 
question is, 'How do you create young people who are sufficiently conscious 
of who they are and how they have got there, to be able to understand their 
society and be able to relate to other people?’ The answer is you have a 
stronger line of Scottish history running parallel to European history. Scottish 
enlightenment was part of a European movement - that is the important point. 
The present nation state system is changing. The natural cultural units in 
Europe do not correlate with the nation states. If you have a Europe who 
genuinely has 30 or 40 regions then that is positive, you stop Europe being 
dominated by giants driven by self-interest. I think that we are working 
towards the Europe for our grandchildren.
KL Thank you for your interesting comments.
CH I have enjoyed the opportunity to talk to you.
KL May I quote you when I write up my research?
CH Yes, of course.
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KL You received my letter about my research?
IS Yes, it is interesting. I notice that you have been interviewing in the
Netherlands.
KL Yes.
IS The Netherlands are impressive in the way they go about things, the way
they organise things in the European dimension.
KL They do have funds that back up their policies on internationalisation,
which makes it possible for them to support teacher exchanges to a far 
greater extend than in other countries. Although, talking to some teacher 
educators in the Netherlands, they say they have money for 
internationalisation, but they do not have money for other things, such 
as buildings.
IS Well we don't have money for either!
KL The study is fascinating, because each country has its own context and
each has its own story to tell. My interest in the European dimension 
stems from the GTC paper on the European dimension, because when it 
was published in 1991 it fell to me at Craigie to see how we could go 
about including a European dimension in our work with students.
IS So we are responsible for launching you on this career?
KL Yes, it was an important paper for me, I don't know how important it
was for everyone else.
IS You make me feel instantly guilty, because we have never really
checked up in any systematic or structured way the outcome of that 
paper. What we have done is meticulously when we were looking at 
courses we always make a point of saying, 'We don't see any reference 
to the European dimension, what are you doing?' We do this whether it 
is the B.Ed., the PGCE or whatever.
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KL So each course you have looked at, you have looked to see if they have
something in it regarding a European dimension?
IS Yes, the members have got quite interested in it I think, and pursue it
quite rigorously. I have seen us say to an institution, (which shall remain 
nameless, but it is not Craigie), 'This is not good enough, you will have 
to do something more, all we see here is a little language module and we 
want to see more than that.'
KL What was the background to the GTC paper, was it the publication of
the 1988 Resolution?
IS I think that it probably was. I think that was what gave it the impetus,
but of course we have been involved with things European away back 
beyond that. I came into this post in 1985 and not long after that we got 
involved as the Scottish designated authority in the shaping, framing and 
adjusting of the EC professional directive in 1989. That is what really 
got us into things European and having to look at courses and think 
about the impact of Europe and the role of language. It pre-dates the 
1988 Resolution, but it probably nudged us into producing a paper.
KL Did you put together a group to develop the paper?
IS All our papers come under the auspices of a committee. My recollection
is that it came through under the Education Committee. I don't think that 
we set up an ad hoc group or a task force. Over the years we have tried 
to produce guidance on a range of cross curricular issues. It may be that 
the European dimension was the first. You may recall that we produced 
one on gender issues and one on multi-cultural and anti-racist education. 
We set up specific groups for these. I am hoping that we will produce 
one on support for learning. I think probably the European dimension 
was the first we did.
KL What is the process of gathering information for these committees? Do
they go out to institutions and gather information?
IS Yes, that is one way and we also produce some in house. We use an
eclectic approach to producing these papers.
KL It was quite a comprehensive paper and it set out wide-ranging aims and
objectives. There was also a definition included in it from the National 
Curriculum Council. How important do you think it was for the paper to 
include a definition?
IS I think that it is useful to have a shared understanding of what is meant.
KL How would you define a European dimension?
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IS In non-scholarly terms, it's a peek into Europe in all its manifestations. I
think this is why it has been interpreted as though it is a languages thing 
and it has been largely the prerogative of linguists. It is interesting that 
the people you have been speaking to in Scotland so far, Joe Wake and 
John Mitchell are linguists and of course I am a linguist as well. Yet of 
course it is much wider than that. It goes beyond language. I see it as 
getting a handle on Europe.
KL Do you think part of the difficulty of implementation is the vagueness of
the term?
IS Probably.
KL The GTC paper suggested a permeative approach. Are you not
concerned that it may be diluted through permeation?
IS Permeation is a smoke screen. When you ask a course team where is
such and such and they tell you that they are taking a permeative 
approach, then you know fine that it is not there at all, or that it is there 
occasionally and by chance. A permeative approach is very difficult to 
carry through in any kind of systematic way in order to ensure that there 
is a kind of consistency of experience for the students.
KL The paper talks about a systematic and structured approach. What would
you have liked to have seen happen?
IS It is not for us to prescribe. It is just for us to drop ideas into the pool, in
an effort to fulfil our remit, which is to make sure that teacher education 
is up to date and taking account of modem issues and preparing teachers 
to teach in today's world and yet be flexible enough to be ready for 
tomorrow's world, so that they in turn prepare ehildren similarly. I think 
that we would take the view that it calls for a core coverage of some 
kind, plus permeation. Don't take it that I am denigrating permeation, I 
am not. I can see that permeation is an academically respectable and 
acceptable way of reinforcing something that is done in a more 
structured way. We did not want to see it relegated to an optional 
module or something that is added on. We felt that every teacher ought 
to be prepared in some way. I think that we took the view that the whole 
business of Europeanisation was a development of such a political and 
social significance, that the schools and teacher education institutions 
could not ignore it.
KL Obviously you think that it is important for Seottish education.
IS Indeed, which is why we ask every time we visit an institution for a
validation about the European dimension. It is tied up with such an 
important event, which is going to touch all our lives if it has not already 
done so. It just seems foolish not to take account of it. On the other hand
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you have to accept colleagues who say, 'In PGCE, we have 16 weeks in 
the institution and 20 out, and you are asking us to do this and 
somebody else is saying remember aids and HIV.' and so it goes on. So I 
accept all the pressures, but I still think that the Council's view would be 
that reasonable coverage in the core and possibly an option beyond that.
KL It hasn't appeared explicitly in any of the latest education documents. Do 
you think that it is getting pushed down the list of priorities?
IS Well that may be. One of the problems I suppose is money. If you see
international mobility as part and parcel of the European dimension as 
we have said it can, then the story all round is that we cannot seem to 
get into the projects which give out money, so we cannot do it. So the 
flow of students has been more into Scotland, than out of Scotland.
KL Do you think that it is only financial? Do you think that a change of 
mind set is needed to encourage students and teachers to look beyond 
Scotland?
IS I wouldn't disagree with that. I think that there is a feeling of insularity
in Seotland, but I think that money is a feature.
KL There is no government money for international education.
IS It maybe that schools have been subject to so much pressure from
government in terms of 5-14 and all the other initiatives that the 
European dimension has slipped down the agenda. It wouldn't surprise 
me if the real reason why it has not appeared in Bearing or Sutherland or 
any kind of government literature is that they are declining to push 
something that involves expenditure.
KL The political climate in the past was not particularly favourable to 
Europe.
IS With the last administration - that would be true.
KL What about the GTC position concerning students who spend part of
their course in another European teacher education institution, how do 
you look on that?
IS We would look on it favourably, I cannot remember if it was explicit in
the 1991 paper, but since then we have gone on record several times 
endorsing initiatives, I think that I wrote to all institutions asking what 
they were doing in the way of student exchanges. We would certainly 
push that as part of the course. Visits abroad are an integral element of 
the European dimension, but there is more to it than that.
KL How long should the placement be?
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IS We have never looked at that in terms of time. We are certainly not
unhappy about people going to mainland Europe and having that time 
credited. If it was over an extended period as part of our accreditation 
arrangements we would want to be satisfied that it was okay. As far as I 
am aware most of the student exchange work has been in regard to 
school placement.
KL So there is no specific time that you suggest?
IS No, we have not looked at that. As a general principle we welcome a
widening of horizons.
KL I thought that there was a recommendation that it should be no longer
than 3 months.
IS I seem to remember CATE forerunner of TTA taking a view that
colleagues in the south thought that was a bit harsh and inflexible. I do 
not know what the TTA view is, I would guess that ours is much more 
collegial and flexible.
KL It is interesting how perceptions arise, many people have said to me,
'What do the GTC say about placements abroad?' Suggesting that the 
GTC put up barriers regarding length of stay. Although much of the 
problem is students who are also concerned about missing part of their 
course.
IS I can understand that. The Council's view would be to encourage
interesting initiatives, always taking into account that the quality of the 
exchange should be assured,
KL ECTS will help as it makes explicit what the students have done during
their time in another institution.
IS Yes, that will help.
KL I mentioned students' fear of going abroad which is often related to their
perception of the job market. They want to do what they can to increase 
their employability and they are afraid that a period away might effect 
their grades. Yet students in Denmark for example, look on a period in 
another country as increasing their employability. What is your opinion?
IS I can understand student unease. Students today are hard-headed, they
have got to be. Their priority is getting a post and I can see them saying 
if anything is not directly applicable, directly relevant and sellable, is 
not going to be helpful. To be fair to my colleagues in the authorities 
when they are looking for staff, they might not be as impressed as they 
ought to be with the broadening of horizons that a student may have had
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after three months away. I can see that in a hard employment-led world, 
not quite a market place, but very near that they might be more 
impressed if the student had specialised in the teaching of reading. I am 
not endorsing it, but I can see it. It is the classic dilemma that teacher 
education faces all the time. How much should be to do with the 
student's own personal development, and how much should be 
vocationally oriented?
KL Perhaps that points up how much more we need to do to make people
aware that pupils are growing up in a more integrated world, in a 
European context and that the job market is extending all the time.
IS I think on reflection that you are probably right, that there was quite a
flurry of excitement and a flurry of interest at the beginning of the 
1990s, and it may be that this interest has subsided.
KL Have you followed up the 1991 GTC paper in any way?
IS This is to digress a bit, one of the things that the Council is a bit weak
on, is the failure to follow-up things that have the status of 
recommendations. We are meticulous at following up things that are 
conditions, but recommendations we make, we are just not staffed to 
follow up. Equally, other cross-curricular issues we have not followed 
them up in any systematic way either. I would have to concede that we 
have not followed it up except that it does figure in our policy statement. 
I will check it.
KL We have been talking about a European dimension, do you favour that
rather than an international dimension?
IS I would favour going beyond that. I have done a lot of work beyond
Europe, but I suppose that you have got to be practical and there is only 
so much room in the curriculum. Certainly, the view of the Council is 
that it would be interested in the Commonwealth. On a personal basis, I 
am attracted to taking a wider perspective, but maybe the more 
immediate thing is Europe.
KL In 1992, the UK held the chair of the Council of Ministers, (we are
about to take our turn again), was it planned that the publication of the 
GTC paper in late 1991 would coincide with the UK as Chair, or was it 
coincidence?
IS I can't remember, but I will check the procedures for setting up the
policy statement. One can see that children ought to be introduced to the 
wider community, that is good pedagogical practice, beginning with the 
playground, the town, the eountry and beyond. However, there is only 
so much that you can do, and you can see all kind of attractions about 
helping pupils see beyond Europe, but you have to be realistic. It maybe
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that Europe is politically more coherent, but I would be attracted to a 
global view.
KL We talked about the difficulty of a permeative approach in teacher 
education, but the same is true for schools. Other European countries 
have a subject in the curriculum called civics, do you think that the 
permeative approach is the way that the European dimension should be 
included in the curriculum in schools rather than a separate input?
IS When one thinks of the curriculum in the primary school, it is difficult
to see it other than an integrated thing with linkage back and forward 
and up and down. If you take that integrated approaeh one is bound to 
think of a permeative approach. Coherence or the integrated curriculum 
surely means both core and permeation.
KL When you consider the content of the 5-14 documents, it is hard to 
imagine how Europe would not be mentioned, but there is nothing that 
brings it all together. Do you think that schools should have some kind 
of co-ordinator that helps teachers to bring it together?
IS I suppose we may be heading for another upsurge of interest, because of
all the concern about language learning in schools. The government 
should be very concerned about what is happening. If they are going to 
translate that concern into some kind of action, then there may be spin­
offs for the European dimension.
KL The reality we have to face is that there will be teachers in other
European countries who have the ability to come and work here, but our 
teachers do not have the language ability to go and work in another 
country.
IS I agree, I think that is absolutely right. I think that it is a multi-factorial
thing, it is not simple. It is partly the attitudinal insularity that comes 
from living on an island. It reflects partly on colonial attitudes, ruling 
the waves and all that too. At the end of the day it comes baek to 
language, if you cannot communicate then you cannot participate. For 
example, it is not good enough to say that standard grade French or 
higher grade will do because to walk into a class in France and teach a 
class you have to be pretty good. Our track record is not good.
KL To what extent do you feel that the primary language seheme has been
successful in introducing languages earlier?
IS I lived through the previous one, in the 1960s, and it did not survive.
There was an array of different inputs. I think as an initiative it is good. 
The Council welcomed the initiative, but wondered how it would go, in 
terms of the money which had been set aside for it, and the level of 
linguist ability of those who were to expected deliver it. My sense is that
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while it was being delivered by feeder secondary schools, by language 
specialists, the language side was okay, but of course it could not in any 
sense be integrated, because they were coming in for half an hour and 
going away again. When it transferred to the primary schools, I think it 
was patchy. It is simply not good enough to say Miss X did standard 
grade French in 1971, she can be the French expert. It is a perfectly 
sound idea, but it has to be done properly and it goes back to the issue of 
resources.
It maybe that with the possibility of more language in the B.Ed. course, 
taking them to a higher language learning level, that will feed itself 
through eventually, but I think that it will never be as good as it ought to 
be until more attention is paid to the level of language ability of those 
who are supposed to be teaching it.
KL If I was going to sum up the implementation of a European dimension in
Scotland, I would say that far from being systematic and structured, it is 
dependent on motivated individuals, that there are some schools and 
some teacher education institutions where there is very good practice 
and you could identify a lot of good things going on, the European 
dimension is more than just language, it is integrated etc., however, I do 
think that it is in only in small pockets. Do you agree with that 
summary?
IS I would share that view. It was always thus. All the interesting
developments and new initiatives and ground-breaking projects are 
always down to highly motivated, committed individuals who are 
terribly keen on something and make sure it happens. There are schools 
up and down the land where you can identify the European dimension, 
but there are others who haven't bothered.
KL The GTC paper was a good starter paper, if more of the aims and 
objectives had been taken up, then we may have been further along the 
road.
IS It is easy for me to sit here and be critical of what TEIs have done and
what they have not done. The truth of the matter is that there has been a 
lot of pressures over the last number of years, not the least of which has 
been shrinking budgets and increasing group sizes. To an extent, it is the 
same in schools, there is curriculum overload. It is not surprising that 
the European dimension has not been taken up to a greater extent. There 
was quite a bit of excitement about the European dimension at the 
beginning of the 1990s, but it has not been sustained, because of the 
different pressures and because of lack of government pushing.
KL Do you think that what the European dimension needs is more pressure
from the government?
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IS One of the things about Scotland is that it is a small unit of educational
administration. I remember Tom Bone saying that it is easy to get an 
initiative going in Scotland, because everybody knows everybody else 
and if there is a will it can be done. If there is a lack of clear direction 
from government, then you will never get sustained, structured and 
systematic development of anything. It does need a national push 
backed up by some resource input. I think that it is not an accident that 
the government has not taken more interest, because it was at times 
positively anti-European, if not directly anti-European.
I agree with your summary, I think that it seems to be in the doldrums, it 
is not on everyone's lips put it that way.
KL What do you feel are the main barriers to the implementation of the
European dimension?
IS Well resources certainly, and overcrowding and demands on the
curriculum, but there are other attitudinal issues arising from our 
geography and our history. There are language issues as well.
KL As far as resources are concerned, in terms of curriculum resources, for
example, publications like Thinking European, do you think that there 
are enough resources to help teachers?
IS There maybe is, however, there seems to be more stemming from south 
of the border. I remember Gordon Bell years ago producing materials. I 
still think that what is needed is an aspirational statement that the 
European dimension is important. It is early days to see what the new 
government will do about Europe. The impression is that they feel 
warmer towards it. It remains to be seen whether the labour 
administration will give Europe whole-hearted support or only go half­
way.
KL It's a power struggle.
IS It is, and the water despite the tunnel cuts us off, and if you link that
with our historical past, then maybe our lack of robust interest is 
understandable.
KL Transport to other European countries is more difficult for people in
Scotland.
IS Yes and you still hear people taking about the UK as here, and Europe
as over there. That is why I steadfastly talk about mainland Europe. 
There is an attitudinal thing about it. It makes sense for a 'hanging
together' of countries in Europe, and it makes sense for us to be part of 
it. It therefore makes sense for that to be reflected in the school 
curriculum and in the teacher education curricula.
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KL Thank you very much for allowing me to interview you. Are there any
other comments that you would like to make?
IS No, the Council's position has not changed from that of the paper in
1991. The Council would be keen to see the development of a good- 
going European dimension in the TEIs and the schools, and would be 
supportive of any exchange programmes. It maybe that the Council 
should take a more active stance.
KL It is not on the agenda to re-issue the paper?
IS No, we too are constrained by resources. We are about to move, because
we need more space, part of the thinking is that the move will allow us 
to do more in certain areas, research and development for example.
KL One thing that we have not talked about is the short course that are on
offer.
IS That's right, but still there is no national movement, there is no
systematic structure and that can only come if there is a central push.
KL Who knows what a Scottish Parliament will do, it may change the
position of Scotland in Europe.
IS Let's hope that they will not be more introspective!
KL May I quote you when I write up my research?
IS I have no objection.
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KL I explained on the telephone what my research was about, and that I am 
interested in the role of the Central Bureau in the promotion of a 
European dimension in institutions in Scotland. Perhaps you would start 
by explaining the history of Central Bureau in Scotland?
JW We have had something called the 'European dimension' coming into 
education in Scotland for the last ten years now. In 1988 there was the 
Resolution on the European Dimension. Nobody at that time knew what 
it was. I prefer not to talk about the European dimension, but rather to 
look at ways in which something might have a European dimension or 
several different strands of a European dimension in it. Over the course 
of time, all sorts of things have evolved. The SOEID with its policy 
document, the Thinking European document, the National Dossier 
which has a chapter in it on the European dimension, things like 
SCOTVEC courses, 'Experiencing Europe' and 'Investigating Europe', 
the Exam Board's Short Courses, and quite a few things that schools 
have set up for themselves and are running.
We got involved at the beginning in writing a Starter Pack on the 
European dimension with SCEC and some of the Regional Authority 
European Co-ordinators at the time. It sold very well. It is old hat now, 
although a lot of the ideas that are in it are still relevant.
KL Who were all the contributors to that?
JW It was a whole mixture. It was put together on the back of Eurodesk. It
grew out of a group of us sitting down together after the launch of 
'Youth for Europe 2' in 1988 in Edinburgh. We were looking at all the 
programmes coming along and all of them were sited in different places. 
Nobody knew exactly what programme was for whom and where to go
for it. So we said, 'Lets have one access point for them all, at least with
information about them all, so that it is not necessary to write to twelve 
addresses to find out which one is the right one.' So we put Eurodesk 
together with ourselves, SCEC, COSLA, ADES and one or two of the 
Authorities that had European Co-ordinators, Lothian had one, for 
example. Eurodesk was launched initially as a partnership between the 
Department, us and SCEC, the local authorities through COSLA, Apple 
Europe and the Commission.
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KL But it wasn't a Commission initiative?
JW It was a Scottish one. There was a deliberate decision to put it into 
SCEC because the first word in the title of SCEC is 'Scottish' and it 
carried the message straight away. If we had put it in here it would not 
have had the same ring to it. The group of people who put the Eurodesk 
package together said at the end of it, 'That is one piece of work done', 
but the whole business about promoting a European dimension still 
lacks support materials. So we put the pack together, but simultaneously 
other stuff was coming along. For example, I went to a conference at 
Crieff Hydro to launch the Short Courses that the Exam Board were 
putting together and I was one of a number of presenters of materials. 
There was an exhibition of educational publishers and people like Shell 
were sponsoring things. When the UK Presidency came along in 1992, 
one of the things that came out of one of the conferences that John 
Mitchell got money to organise, was a directory of materials for 
teaching about Europe. We put it together and passed it to SCCC. 
Thinking European also grew out of that.
KL' Was the catalyst for all of that the 1988 Resolution?
JW Yes, I think so. It is one of these things how do you say, 'yes or no?' You
could say that it might of happened anyway because people were 
starting to get interested in Europe and the Single Market was coming 
along, but I think that we did hang certain things on that resolution and 
therefore there was an expectation of something happening. If you look 
at what was happening down South, the DEE as it was called, did not 
have a European Policy. The Local Authorities here were very critical of 
SOED, as it was, having no policy, yet they had far more of a climate 
that made things possible. All they did down South was give money to 
our London office, for pilot projects and publications. I do not feel 
that we are mainstream enough for a development that is supposed to 
permeate right across all levels of education. What was happening in 
Scotland was that others were involved. For example, the Exam Board 
was issuing instructions suggesting a European context to questions if 
that was appropriate. You had people like SCOTVEC who are also 
public funded, developing the European courses and marketing their 
own qualifications in Europe. There were these other things going on 
financed by public money. The Department could justify that spending 
because of the 1988 Resolution.
This office opened in 1972, when we first went into the Community and 
we had lots of question about what VAT would mean for schools etc. I 
could see that in 1992 there would be another flood of questions. I 
started saying that we would need a person or two to cope with the 
questions. That was how we funded somebody for Eurodesk. So when 
you talk about us and the European dimension we have very much
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contributed to the development. As we are at the moment we do not do 
so much of that because it is up and running. We tend to put in the effort 
to get something started, and then we move onto something else. What 
we are doing now is spending far more of our time administering the 
programmes. Taking part in the programmes adds to peoples European 
awareness. Obviously the Comenius programmes are just at the start and 
will build up.
KL The starter pack was aimed right across the education system whereas
the programmes are aimed at specific levels so there is quite a 
difference.
JW There is quite a difference. The team that put the pack together were
from primary, quite a number of secondary people and by the time we 
got to the end of it, we had people coming to the meetings from the 
Exam Board and from SCOTVEC. There was not a lot of input from 
Further Education, but we had someone from Community Education 
providing an input. So in a sense it is aimed at all sectors.
KL How was the starter pack distributed? Did it go to all schools?
JW It was one of these fortuitous things. We started working on it in the 
summer of 1991, and it was ready for distribution about April 1992. 
Then along came John Mitchell one day, who said that he had been 
given some money because of the UK Presidency, and he would like 
to buy a copy of the pack to go into every secondary school, as the 
Scottish Office's contribution to the Presidency. That was the initial 
distribution, and then it was advertised right across the education sectors 
and reprinted and reprinted.
KL As far as now is concerned you said that your role was mainly the 
administration of the programmes, does that mean that you no longer 
have a role in curriculum development?
JW There is a role in promoting the European dimension, but we are doing it 
in different ways. We are no longer as active in this office because there 
is fewer of us. We are fully occupied in keeping the programmes going. 
We now have a marketing and communications department in London 
who are producing a lot of materials and we are contributing to them. 
Some of the TV programmes that they have turned into videos etc. have 
examples of Scottish schools.
The methodology of promoting the European dimension has changed it 
is not so much of the case of me going out doing roadshows with Bob 
Paine, Mark Liddle or whoever. Although, we still have a joint briefing 
plan for the new authorities.
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We are running the programmes and as we are doing that we are talking 
about European experiences. We are now able to use people who are 
involved in the programmes to speak about their experiences and 
provide examples of good practice.
KL How many schools are involved in Comenius Action 1?
JW Let me show you a list of the secondary schools that are either in the
programme or thinking about applying.
KL I see that Trinity Academy is on the list.
JW Trinity Academy are in everything. They have won the European
Curriculum Award so many times that now they are not able to enter, 
but they were given a special certificate of merit. The European 
Curriculum Award Scheme is different from the programmes. It is 
something that individual schools can enter. They can decide what they 
want to do and then they make a submission. They may or may not be in 
the programmes. If you look at the case study examples in the latest 
Thinking European you will find that the programmes are not often 
mentioned. Although, some of them are in programmes now.
KL Do you have a role in the European Curriculum Awards Competition?
JW The London Office does, they administer it. We send out the leaflets,
but the submissions go to London. I think that next year the competition 
will have a higher profile because we have the UK Presidency.
KL What about primary schools, how many primary schools are involved in
Comenius Action 1?
JW I don’t have it as a printed list, but I can tell you. Primary schools are
probably a similar number or more. We have got Highland Region who 
has one, Grampian has 2, Aberdeen has 3, Glasgow has about 5, there is 
one in West Lothian, one in North Lanark, there is 5 in the City of 
Edinburgh. Down in the Borders they have done it as an Authority and 
involve all their schools in rotation. It is through Derek Reid who is a 
Headteacher. So they have at least five projects. There is a project in 
Fife and so on.
KL That is really excellent.
JW We had some money for Comenius promotions and the Authorities put
together promotion leaflets. They also had promotion days and used 
schools to give presentations on what they are doing. The days or 
evenings were excellent. The teachers presenting were so enthusiastic it 
was tremendous. The evenings included European songs, dancing, a 
European quiz etc.
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KL You seem very positive about the development of the European
dimension in Scotland.
JW Well, I describe only a relatively small number of schools.
KL But the list of the schools you have here shows a good geographical
spread.
JW Yes, and there are now more schools to add. Four of the Co-ordinators
and myself have just finished writing a guide for schools taking part 
in Comenius projects. We are now doing information days for those who 
do not have an understanding of what the programmes are about. I have 
had to pass a lot of the day to day work from ourselves to the Co­
ordinators in the different Authorities.
KL When you talk about 'we' who do you mean? Do you work closely with
the Co-ordinators in the Authorities?
JW We work more closely with some, simply because some of them have
only been in post 12 months. Some we knew already and we were 
working with them. You can see from the list how many school are 
involved in programmes, we cannot possibly service that number of 
schools and be dealing with others wanting to come in. We have got to 
deal with it through the local people. The Co-ordinators need that. If we 
dealt directly with schools the Co-ordinators would not know what was 
going on.
KL Do you see it as your responsibility to carry out information days or
have you passed that to the Local Authorities?
JW There is a bit of both. If all 32 Authorities, independent schools and
Further Education Colleges all wanted Comenius Information days we 
could not do it. Usually, Comenius is run in this office by 2 people.
If you look at the list you can see the scale of schools involved. Some 
have only just got involved. To give you an idea I will go down the list 
and highlight a few. Plockton High School is a Gaelic based project. 
Lanark Grammar School project has been running since the beginning. 
St Roch's Secondary school's project is about performing arts. They 
produced a lovely little book of Glasgow street songs with illustrations 
and explanations of them in the languages of their partner countries. 
Peterhead Academy has the transition from school to work and work 
experience as its focus. Alva has been going since the beginning. Ian 
Lamont is in charge of that one. His partner schools are Denmark and 
Germany. Grange Academy has links with Ireland and Luxembourg. 
Bearsden Academy is on Celtic roots in different civilisations. They had 
a concert and it included a presentation with a reconstructed Celtic horn.
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The Celts had to be fitted into the curriculum in history in SI and S2. St 
Modan's High School's project is about the European monetary system. 
It is the Business Studies Department and the teachers of Italian who are 
running the project.
KL From your descriptions there has been quite an impact on the 
curriculum.
JW Indeed. The next on the list Paisley Grammar School is doing a project
on the North Sea, but it is in the wrong place. They actually had to take
pupils to different locations to video and carry out interviews. Another 
project in Lochgilphead, is about water. They have Finnish partners. 
They carried out an analysis of the curriculum to plan where water could 
be included in the curriculum and which classes. To pardon my pun, 
water will seep into any part of the curriculum. So you can see that there 
are curriculum audits and analysis going on. There is also a 
comprehensive analysis of 5-14 in Whitfield Primary’s project. They 
have demonstrated where the project fits into the curriculum in each 
subject area.
KL Yes I have seen that one. It is very systematically done.
JW I have some examples of curricular work that I gathered for a
conference.
KL Do all of the projects apply directly to you or do they go to London?
JW They come directly to me.
KL Do you have a number that you are able to accept?
JW No, they go down to London and they are decided on merit. I put in a
comment on each and tick them off against the various criteria then 
they go to London. There a panel sits and they are decided on merit. It is 
fairly obvious the ones I recommend. I do not know how it will work in
future, now that there are more applicants than funds. That will be
unfortunate because the schools put a lot of effort into a project before 
the application stage. It will be necessary to have much closer 
communication with other National Agencies, otherwise we may 
approve a project, but the National Agency of a partner school may not. 
The funds will dictate this in future. I have been encouraging Local 
Authorities to encourage their primaries to work together, so that money 
can be shared around.
KL All the examples you have described are excellent, but it is just pockets 
of schools. Do you think that more centralised guidance is needed to 
promote a European dimension more systematically throughout all 
schools in Scotland?
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JW I don't know. I think that you would have to ask the schools that
question. I ran a thematic network day recently and the Scottish teachers 
who were at that were pretty clued up. Perhaps it is due to the Primary 
Modem Language Scheme and Comenius programme coming at the 
same time.
KL You said earlier that you preferred the term a. European Dimension 
rather than the European Dimension, do you think that the lack of clarity 
about the definition creates problems for teachers?
JW I don't know. At the thematic day I explored that question. I think that it 
is recognisable in different ways, it can be diagnosed in different ways. 
Different definitions apply at different times.
KL For interested teachers I do not see a great problem, they will work at it
and try out different ideas but do you think that teachers who do not 
know what a European dimension is about need more specific guidance? 
Do you favour the grassroots approach rather than a 'top-down' 
approach?
JW I like the grassroots approach. I like the populist way of doing things. I
mentioned before that Comenius is still a very new programme so you 
do not have very many people to provide examples of good practice. It 
is like so many other things, it is peer group interest that helps to 
develop motivation. Giving teachers a platform to present their work 
and demonstrate the practical examples is non-threatening. It lets 
teachers see that it is not something that is enormous and additional 
extra work. Most of the projects running are part of the curriculum, they 
are not additional.
Do you know Steve Bell and Fred Rendell and the Storyline Approach?
KL I have heard of the Storyline Approach, through a Danish contact.
JW They present their work all over Europe at inservice courses. The
storyline activity lends itself to the European dimension. It provides a 
very practical approach for primary schools. For example, a day in the 
life of a primary school in different European countries. It takes the 
curriculum first rather than trying to fit the European programmes into 
the curriculum.
KL The European dimension has not yet been picked up by the inspectorate.
JW They are picking up on it now.
KL As I understand it they will mention it in their report if they see anything
that is praiseworthy, but they will not criticise a school for not having a
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European dimension. Do you think that it has to be on the essential list 
before it will become more widespread in schools?
JW That is probably true, but the schools where there is a European 
dimension will probably want to put it up front on the menu they present 
for the inspectorate. I know headteachers who have done that.
KL The spin-off from participating in the programmes should be fresh ideas
for the curriculum.
JW There are two things that have to be separated. First there is a
programme organiser who sees what schools can do and how they can 
respond to it. The other side is school management - that means that the 
headteachers chooses to pick it up. They may choose something else 
music, sport, computers etc. to make a big thing of. You cannot expect 
every school to do everything.
KL To what extent do you think that headteachers should be targeted for
inservice?
JW Senior management has to say, 'Yes'. Projects have to demonstrate the
support of the senior management team. Many projects are led by the 
headteacher.
KL If it comes from the headteacher then the administrative back-up will be
there, which is an important issue.
JW Senior management commitment is essential.
KL If a systematic approach is taken across the curriculum then it is more
likely to be sustained. Where it is run by an interested individual it can 
come to an end if that individual moves on.
Do you favour an integrated approach rather than a specific module?
JW It goes back to discussing what the European dimension is? Some
people have discovered it for themselves, because they have been 
approached by someone from another school in Europe, It is easier to 
see differences, finding similarities is sometimes more difficult. If you 
have a project which forces you to present your local area you think 
more about your own locality.
KL Do your links extend to universities?
JW Not really, except in Comenius 3.1. We do have links with yourself, but
we don't have a strong link with teacher education. I know that things
are going on, but what actually goes on in the curriculum I do not know.
My impression is that they have gone about it in different ways.
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Our office down South spends time going out and meeting teacher 
educators.
KL Do you still organise teacher exchanges outwith the European 
programmes?
JW Yes, but there are not very many. The take-up this year is one male
teacher to Germany and he has been three times already.
KL To conclude, do you feel positive about a European dimension in
Seotland?
JW There are a lot of pockets of schools involved and it is an increasing 
number of pockets. I only see the tip of the iceberg, but gradually I am 
seeing more and more. I know that there will be people out there who 
will not have heard of this office or of Eurodesk. I think that the cascade 
effect is working. We need to give the new Local Authorities more time 
to get things going. I deal on a regular basis with more than half the Co­
ordinators.
KL You mentioned work experience earlier - do you have any role in
arranging work experience in other European countries?
JW Basically it is up to the individual schools. 'Work experience' is a 
difficult concept. It means different things in different European 
countries. Some misunderstandings have arisen. Some have worked very 
well others have been fraught with difficulties. I know that there has 
been work experience with Trinity Academy, Grange Academy and 
Alva Academy.
KL To what extent do you feel that the catalyst for action has come from 
Europe or was it nationally driven?
JW It has to be a combination of both. I think that Scotland has to be 
proactive, otherwise we could be on the periphery. Europe, in terms of 
the programmes, I am not sure that they have made a big impact. The 
funding that is available is not great and I think that the schools are 
going into it for reasons other than money.
KL Do you feel that money should be available for international education 
nationally?
JW This office has a small budget, our budget is around £320,000 this year 
for everything - building, staff, postage, travel the lot.
KL You then compare that with the Netherlands, who provide funds for 
international education.
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JW However, the Dutch tell you that they can get money for international 
education, but they can't get money for school buildings. We must 
remind ourselves of what has been achieved in this country with very 
limited resources. A lot of hard work has been put in. It is interesting 
when you look at some of the locations of the schools, they are from 
deprived areas and they are very committed.
KL Thank you very much for giving me a lot of interesting examples of 
what is going on in schools. May I quote you when I write up my 
research?
JW Yes, of course.
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KL What is your title now?
GK It is actually Dean of the Faculty of Education. The University of Edinburgh is
a very interesting place, because while there are Deans there are also Provosts.
KL That is an interesting title, what does it mean?
GK Provost is Dean, but the person has other responsibilities. Edinburgh groups
its faculties into major planning units and the head of a major planning unit is 
a provost and he or she holds the budget.
KL So you are going to be a Provost?
GK Not so much a Provost, because we are only one faculty, but I am going to be
provost-like, I am going to have the powers of a provost, but not be called a 
provost.
KL Will you have a grand chain of office? Do you want a grand chain of office?
GK Not really, but anything that lends an air of spurious authority would be good!
No, it is very interesting, I am in the position of being able to make 
comparisons between different types of institutional associations and 
affiliations. I am in the position of being able to compare the Heriot Watt way 
of doing things with the way the University of Edinburgh do things.
KL From an institutional point of view, do you think that a European dimension is
something that should be included in teacher education?
GK It is vastly over-rated.
KL Why do you say that?
GK The teacher education curriculum is under enormous pressure, there is hardly
a day passes when they say x should be there, y should be there and so on. If 
you look at recent pressures there is not enough of a Scottish dimension in the 
curriculum. We are castigated publicly for not having enough science and
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technology in the curriculum. The health education lobby is vigorously 
campaigning in Scotland, because of the poor health record. We don't do 
enough in health, we don't do enough in equal opportunities, conservation and 
so on. The list is endless.
I feel that the European dimension became one of a range of pressures that we 
simply had to take account of. At no time when these pressures were coming 
along did people sit down and say, 'Okay this is important'. I am not saying 
that the European dimension is not important, obviously there is a 
determination to make us all members of the one family and educational 
establishments should try to reflect that. However, I believe that the European 
dimension became an imposition, like so many others and we had to battle to 
find ways to accommodate it.
I am happy to share with you the strategies that we adopted at Moray House to 
take account of it, but you asked me should it feature in teacher education, 
well it strikes me that it is not in the same category as health education or 
education for sustainable development. I think that it has been elevated and I 
think that we gave it a position that it probably, (judged under the aspect of 
eternity), does not deserve. I think its important that people should have some 
understanding of how the European family is being created and established, 
but I do not think it is as important to merit a requirement on behalf of the 
GTC, that says you will make provision for it. I am not saying that is a view 
that is shared institutionally. Institutionally we make specific provision for it, 
but I think that we gave it more importance than it deserved.
KL The GTC Policy Paper followed the 1988 European Resolution on the 
European Dimension. I am interested in what influenced Moray House to 
include a European dimension in the curriculum. Was it because of the GTC 
Paper?
GK You would need to check that. I could not say whether the GTC was the sole 
determinant. We had some colleagues who had links with European 
institutions and our colleagues on the Cramond Campus had well developed 
links. I would find it difficult to say without looking up the record. Certainly 
the GTC was one influence and when the professional body requires it, then 
you have to find a way of including it.
KL When you say that it is over-rated, are you saying that it should not be
included at all?
GK No, obviously you want people to be aware of the world that they are living 
in. I like to think in terms of teacher education courses. You would expect the 
educated teacher to be aware of the social, professional context in which they 
are going to be working. I sense that a notion of being part of a wider 
European family is just one of the 'givens' we have. You would expect people
who were going to be teachers to be aware of that.
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When I say that we give it more time, or that we gave it a greater status than it 
deserved, I think my primary reason for making that judgement is because I 
do not see it as being as interesting or as stimulating or as generative as say 
health education for example. By comparison I see the European dimension as 
being a bit dull, a bit concerned with machineiy rather than with the exciting 
ideas. It matters to me that space ship earth has got to look after its resources 
in sensible ways. That effects the life of all of us and impacts on my 
imagination in a way that Brussels and what I know about trying to winkle 
money out of it does not. There is an educational dimension that we ought to 
be finding ways of engaging people in the analysis of interesting issues. I do 
not see it as being educationally generative.
KL It depends on what you believe the definition of a European dimension to be. 
How would you define it? That may qualify your statements.
GK This response won't be based on extensive reading of recent history, it will be 
a combination of the intelligent person's interpretation of what is happening in 
the world round about them and the document from the GTC and other places.
At the minimum level an understanding of the political context in which we 
are working. It is impossible to deny that teachers should be aware of that, but 
I am also aware that the European dimension has embedded in it notions of 
the educational value of acknowledging differences. It is mis-educative to 
focus on what is happening in your own backyard. One of the key educational 
principles is to compare and contrast. I see that being valuable, but it is not the 
kind of thing that I find exciting.
KL Some institutions focus on environmental issues because they believe that 
pollution has no borders.
GK But that is not just a European issue, that is part of the globalisation of 
education. The question would be - if education for sustainable development 
is important, then clearly to focus on a European dimension is not enough. 
What happens in Antarctica has probably got a bigger impact on us globally 
than what happens in Europe.
KL Do you think an international dimension is more relevant than a European 
dimension?
GK That is my concern. My perception is that there were political pressures. The 
institutional response to Europe was motivated by the political determination 
to effect one of the major changes in the post modem world. I can see that. 
Those who wanted to see Europe as a family were keen to see the obvious 
educational advantages - using the educational system as a kind of mixer, 
cement or the social glue that was going to bind us together and therefore it 
was important to have it in teacher education. I can see all of that and that is 
the reason for having it in teacher education, but I don't think that the 
European dimension is as important as all that.
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KL I believe that you wrote the institutional policy for the Socrates contract, can 
you recall what you put in that document?
GK No, I can't recall what I wrote. If you have the evidence that I wrote it, then I 
accept that.
KL It was Winn Hayes who told me that you wrote that part of the document.
GK I am sharing my views as an educationalist with you. I do not recall engaging
in any conversation where I implied that this was not an important area that 
we should not consider and I have tried to make sure that it has a high 
educational priority. I remember chairing the group considering Socrates, at a 
time when there were a lot of pressures, and I made sure that we got a 
rationale. I cannot remember if I actually wrote it. It would not be completely 
fair to say that the rationale was an affirmation of educational philosophy. It 
was an attempt to winkle money out of the European Commission and when 
you are concerned to do that, given the kind of world that we live in, you 
would sell your soul for that, so it was a bid for money.
KL One of the teacher educators I interviewed in the Netherlands said that the
only reason they used the term European dimension rather than international 
education was to get money from the European Commission. Is that what you 
are saying?
GK Socrates seemed to me to be an interesting step forward and given that it
covered every department in the institution and knowing that there were 
colleagues that were committed to furthering links, (although I always felt that 
the expenditure and effort was out of all proportion to its educational value) I 
supported the Socrates application. It certainly wasn't an income generator, 
but despite all that I tried to make sure that Moray House was going to be part 
of this development for educational reasons, to give students here 
opportunities that were available elsewhere. If we at Moray House said that it 
was not worth it, that would be to treat students at Moray House unfairly 
compared to treatment elsewhere.
KL I believe that you have a half module on the European dimension, although
that may change when you revalidate the course, do you think that the stand 
alone input to the course is better than a permeating approach?
GK I am undecided, but I will give you a little of the institutional context for the
module. We started to think about the modularisation of our courses in 1988 
or 1989. I wrote an issues paper along with a small group of colleagues 
considering modularisation. One of the advantages of modularisation, I 
argued, was that students involved in different programmes might be able to 
undertake some units of study in common. There was an educational 
justification for that as well as an argument about institutional efficiency. In 
the modularisation strategy that we adopted we identified a number of cross
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college modules, that is to say, units of study that every undergraduate student 
at Moray House should take. I think that we had 8 of these, e.g. 
communication and self-presentation, information technology, research, ways 
of enquiry into social sciences, human development and socialisation, 
professional values, equal opportunities etc. The European dimension was one 
of these units. We gave them a particular place in the timetable.
The obligation on course teams was to make sure that whatever else they had 
in their courses they had to have these 8 half modules. It wasn't a big 
obligation of time in our system, but we felt that if they were there we could 
point to them and we had the assurance that everybody was getting exposure 
to a range of ideas. That was the thinking behind it.
I think that it would be fair to say that from the point of view of actually 
encouraging common or shared-leaming it was a disaster. It just didn't occur. 
The way in which we have organised courses here has encouraged the kind of 
'arm round the jotter' approach. It was extremely difficult to get agreement 
when these cross-college modules should occur in the timetable.
There were one or two initiatives , but as an opportunity for shared-leaming, it 
did not work at all. When it came round to evaluating how these modules were 
becoming embedded, I can remember a really fiendishly hostile meeting of 
course leaders. No one course was up for scmtiny, but we discussed issues 
that course leaders should discuss together and there was an item on the 
agenda, 'Matters of concern to course leaders' and it was clear to me that there 
was wide-spread discontent about these modules. They said that they were 
impositions, not central to the work of a particular course, their assessment 
status was uncertain, people disliked people being parachuted into a course 
who were not part of the course team, there was a whole succession of things.
As a result of that, I reported to the Academic Standards Committee and I 
persuaded them to do a review of the cross-college modules and find a way of 
integrating them more closely into the work of the courses. This was a 
recognition that we were not going to get shared learning. We asked those 
responsible to rethink the modules and certain things were changed, we 
encouraged host tutors etc. That is the framework that we have been operating.
How are we going to handle it in the new administration? We are going to 
have (and it will work this time, because the authority of the university is 
behind it) certain units of study that will be compulsory for all education 
students, (Education 1 and Education 2). Education 1 will have physical 
education, primary education, social work and community education students. 
The curriculum for education 1 and 2 is under discussion at the moment. They 
will be generic issues. It is out for discussion at present.
It will be interesting to see how much support there is for the European 
dimension. There are two possibilities, either we continue with the present 
arrangement, or it will be part of the social environment slot or it might
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become one of the key permeating issues. We are just engaging in the 
discussion at the moment.
We have a framework for undergraduate courses, the model makes provision 
for common units of study, certainly in years 1 and 2. Whether the European 
dimension features in these units or other places or is permeating I don’t know. 
When you say you do things through permeation things evaporate. If you are 
going to do it that way, there has to be clear monitoring. Each course has to 
show how it is being developed. It is important for me to have agreement 
about which way we choose, but I do not have a personal view. I am interested 
in seeing the views of the staff. I can confidently predict that there will be a lot 
of discussion.
KL Would you say that in the scheme of things the European dimension is likely 
to be on the periphery of the curriculum?
GK I think so. The university has a strong commitment to international education. 
There is an international office. I think that it is helpful to look at the 
European dimension under a wider heading. I find that our links with North 
American institutions are good and we organise a Scottish semester for North 
American students. Not only is that kind of thing educationally worth doing, 
but it is the kind of thing that helps to enrich and enliven the campus. 
However, it is not easy. We attract a lot of students to the campus, but we 
have not been as good at sending out students. It is extremely time consuming. 
With a dedicated office it might be easier.
We did have a Centre for International Education, the purpose of that was to 
make money. I said that the European dimension should be under the remit of 
the International Centre, but Jim Morrison who was responsible said, 'I agree, 
but where do you want me to put my priorities?' He just did not have the time, 
so we found other staff, Betty Jordan, Winn Hayes and so on who have an 
interest.
As a university I do not know yet what the division of responsibilities will be 
between the international office and the Faculty of Education. I know that we 
have a small group that are looking at the implications of the merger for 
international education at Moray House. About the basic question of what will 
the future hold regarding the provision of the European dimension I am in the 
unhelpful position of saying I am not sure. I know that we will take account of 
it, because the GTC requirement is still there and as to movement of students 
in and out, the university has a commitment to that. The university policy 
declaration on international education is being discussed at the moment. We 
will not be able to run away from obligations of this sort.
KL It sounds like an incremental approach, dependent on the interest of the staff, 
rather than a rational approach.
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GK I think that it would be fair to say that. If you look at our equal opportunities 
commitment, there is a little equal opportunities group, there is an action plan 
and there is a senior lecturer. In other words, if you take that example we have 
the institutional machinery that says that this is important and we are going to 
keep track on how the institution is handling equal opportunities. There is 
even a group that does the same task for education for sustainable 
development, there isn't a comparable group for the European dimension. You 
may say, why is that? I would say part rationalisation, it has not been the kind 
of thing that has impinged on my mind or in the minds of colleagues as 
deserving that amount of institutional priority. It is the only explanation I can 
give for it. It has not been made to impinge on us as that important.
KL Has it been driven by interested staff?
GK I think that is a fair comment. While we would have been justified in
presuming that it fell within the remit of a Director of International Education, 
because we had such a person, that person could have done it, but it would 
have been done at a very substantial cost to the institution. We have in place 
two colleagues who have some institutional time for European initiatives, but 
they may say that the institution has been a bit grudging about giving time to 
it. I think that would be a fair comment
KL One thing that you haven't mentioned is languages. In other countries the
interviewees said that was a big issue for them. They felt that part of a 
European dimension in teacher education was about giving students the 
opportunity to develop other languages. Would you agree?
GK We are deplorable in that area. A lot of people have links with ATEE and we
encourage that. We were also in ETEN (European Teacher Education 
Network), but the language used for that was English. The educational value 
of being part of ETEN was not great. I could not see how it was going to 
enhance our educational standing, or improve the quality of our educational 
experience. It was only ever going to be possible for a small number of our 
students to go to Malmo, and for the returns it was just not worth the hassle. 
We paid £600 a year to be members, and the return on that was negligible, so 
we withdrew from it.
KL One of the key points that the European Union pushes is that co-operation
between educational establishments in Europe will enhance the quality of 
education. However, there is a lack of empirical evidence to support that 
point.
GK I found that membership of ETEN resulted in a pleasant social gathering, but I
grudged the time spent on it. There were terrific meetings but, it wasn't 
something that I felt benefited the institution educationally.
KL I would like to summarise what I see as the main points of our discussion so
far to ensure that I have understood your views. From what you have said I
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feel that the European dimension is not something that has high priority at 
Moray House. It is organised perhaps not in an ad hoc way, but there is not a 
rational approach to its development. Are these fair comments?
GK I think that would be fair. There is a commitment to international education, to 
keeping lines of communication open, especially when we were a small 
institution it was vitally important, I couldn't tell you the number of visitors I 
welcome to this office every year. That is partly because it is Edinburgh. I like 
to think that we are the kind of institution that is open to forms of institutional 
collaboration and learning from other people. We have not, and I am prepared 
to be criticised for this, although it is not that one has been twiddling one's 
thumbs, I do not think that we have put a European dimension in place, apart 
from a half module.
People say that what an institution values is its strength in its curriculum. The 
fact that we made space for a unit that dealt with the European dimension has 
to be taken into account. What were the factors motivating that? We have 
colleagues who are strongly committed to the European dimension and have 
good strong links, but I think that institutionally we were responding to yet 
another requirement and we made the sort of move that affirmed we will 
attend to this. We have not followed that up by putting into place the kind of 
institutional infrastructure that would have declared to the world that we think 
this is vitally important. We haven't done that.
The fact that we are having this meeting gives me the opportunity to reflect. 
Maybe I am under estimating the extent to which people think that the 
European dimension is important. I think that we have not given to the 
European dimension the institutional priority that is given to a lot of other 
things.
If you ask me, those things that we have given institutional priority to, deserve 
it, in my view more than the European dimension. That might be because I 
have a small minded and heavily insular narrow view about Europe. I do not 
think that it is as important as all that. I am putting an interpretation on it.
We did not set out to say what can we do here, we responded to a requirement. 
If you consider equal opportunities, we have a senior lecturer, it is in the 
curriculum, there is an action plan, there is regular discussion and reporting on 
it in the académie board, it matters to people. We have not done that with 
Europe. I think that anybody looking at us would be entitled to assume that 
you guys are not taking this as seriously as you take other things and that is 
true.
If the criticism is, 'I don't think that you are taking it seriously enough', for 
instance, if the GTC were to say, 'This looks a bit tokenistic, we are looking 
for something more', we would respond to that, because it is the professional 
body. Even if it is a bit misguided in what it thinks is important, we would
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have to jump to it. How we would actually do it I am not sure. I know that 
there would not be a senior lecturership.
If there was some further commitment that fell upon us by virtue of 
membership to the EU, then we would have to take it a bit more seriously. I 
do not remember any discussion with HMI saying, 'Where is the European 
dimension?', but you get discussion about special educational needs for 
example.
KL Do you think that is what is needed, an external push from either the GTC or 
the Scottish Office?
GK I am sceptical about this, I revert to my educational argument, that this is not 
something that is as generative, exciting or as sexy as some of the other things 
we have to deal with. That is perhaps me just not being aware. The heart of 
good teaching is to make something that appears to be mater of fact, lively and 
exciting. We certainly have people here who are terrific teachers and would do 
that.
If one result of your research is to say that across the countries there are 
variations in practice and we need to take this issue seriously then that would 
be interesting. An institution that took it seriously would do for the European 
dimension, what we have done for equal opportunities or some of the other 
issues like multi-cultural education and information technology. There we 
have a policy commitment, we have regular monitoring of what we are doing. 
We haven't done that for the European dimension, which is implying that we 
do not think that it is important either in our hearts or because the pressures 
have not been strong enough.
KL Other interviewees have talked about what is essential in the curriculum and 
what is desirable. What is your comment on that in relation to a European 
dimension?
GK It would be great, I seem to remember the idea that everybody in higher
education in Europe should spend a term in another country, that would be 
terrific. The idea of going from Paris to Rome would be a wonderful year, but 
I don't see it. If people want to do that, they can do it during the breaks in the 
summer.
I am giving you my perception of the situation. There was a large file about 
the cross college modules, people became quite disparaging about them : 
'cross-mollege cogules' as they were referred to. It would be interesting to find 
out how we assessed the European dimension.
KL It was attendance. I have a copy of the module descriptor.
GK We had differential assessment of the modules. That is significant that it was
attendance. I tended not to intervene. A Principal's or a Dean's job is to make
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sure that the right things are on the institution's agenda and while one might 
have a view on them and fight one's comer on them, in the end it is important 
that colleagues agree. How these things were assessed I would assume to be a 
matter for colleagues who were actually going to be delivering the modules. 
However, it is interesting if that was the approach taken.
KL It puts a value judgement on it as far as the students are concerned.
GK Exactly. One of the serious issues we are facing now is to take account of the 
new guidelines. I think that it will be extremely difficult to devote as much 
time to the European dimension. If we were devoting as much time to it in our 
new design we would not be doing justice to other important areas. My 
reading of the guidelines, particularly for the B.Ed., is that they are becoming 
more constraining. I don't know what my colleagues will think in social 
environment, that would be an appropriate context in which it could be 
included, rather than taking up time in Education 1 and 2.
Obviously it is an area close to your heart. It matters to you. If we are selling 
our students at Moray House short, because they are not getting the kind of 
experience they would be getting else where, then that is a point that we 
would need to take account of.
We talked about what is essential and what is desirable. The great Paul Hirst 
said, 'It is not a matter of what is worthwhile that features in the curriculum, it 
is what is the most worthwhile.' and that is the problem we have just now. 
Unless, other institutions are more efficient than us, arranging exchanges is 
so time-consuming.
KL It is, but many students are very parochial in their views and to go into school
with such a limited horizon is not good, especially when we live in a more 
integrated world.
GK I agree, but it is international experience that is needed, not just European. If
when I get to the pearly gates my maker says, 'You did not work hard enough 
on the European dimension.' I will say, 'Agreed.'
Things change, the GTC, sometimes inexplicably gets excited about things 
and clearly if it started beating the drum about the European dimension, then 
we would have to jump to it.
The University's statement on international education is terrific.
KL Is it to do with overseas recruitment to earn money?
GK It is partly that, but also there are statements in it that I am sure you would
applaud about interdependence and formalising whatever qualifications people 
get, to do with quality control etc. The university has an international policy. I
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attend the cabinet, that is the central management group and at one of the 
meetings the Director of International Education spoke to a paper.
KL That will filter down to the faculties?
GK Yes, one part of it is to do with the university's international standing, I doubt
if it includes an international perspective in the curriculum. I will try to
remember to send you a copy when the paper is finalised.
KL Thank you and thank you for an interesting interview, may I quote you when I 
write up my research?
GK Yes, I have no objection to that.
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KL What is your role here at Moray House?
FA My current role is Director of Teacher Education, which means I have an
oversight of all the teacher education courses with the exception of the B.Ed. 
Physical Education which is located at the Cramond Campus. There is a 
system of course leaders, but they are responsible to me for the course and 
how it runs, review, validation, accreditation, quality assurance, all of these 
kinds of things operate through here. We also run a placement database 
through here, we do all of our placements through a computerised system and 
that is located in the ITE Unit here.
KL It is both primary and secondary?
FA Yes
KL What about a European dimension in the courses, do you have 
responsibility for that?
FA I do not have a direct responsibility for it, but within the institution we do
have a policy on the European dimension. For the past at least four or five
years since we moved on to a modular course system we identified a number 
of issues which we felt were common to all courses, not just teacher 
education, but social work ^  community education and the other kinds of 
courses we run here and which you would expect to find located somewhere 
in the course. We identified a group of about six or eight of these, which were 
issues like human development, research skills, how to study and one of these 
was the European dimension. These were designated as so called common 
modules in the courses. They were not whole modules they were half 
modules. In Moray House terms a whole module is 40 contact and 60 hours 
independent study, so a half module is 20 hours contact and 30 hours
independent study. Some staff worked up material which became a kind of
core for that and it became officially part of every course, so that every course 
leader had to work that into their course somewhere. So that everyone had this 
half module in their course. We are currently having to review the whole 
structure because we are about to become a Faculty of the University of
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Edinburgh, but we would still expect the European dimension to appear 
somewhere in the courses.
KL It is a distinctive module rather than a permeative approach?
FA It is a distinctive half module which all students take. The original idea was
that these modules could be delivered on a cross-course basis - primary, 
secondary, community education and social work, but the logistics of that 
never really worked out. They have tended to be delivered on an individual 
course basis. The course will have a slot scheduled for the European 
dimension, students take that as a set of lecturers, discussions, whatever it 
happens to be.
KL Is it relevant to more than one subject?
FA That is the idea. The idea was that the half module would be a basic
introduction to themes and issues and notions about the European dimension. 
The courses themselves will contextualise as appropriate within a variety of 
ways. In fact it has become more common for them to become delivered on a 
single course basis rather than a cross-course basis, it is tailored to the 
particular context of the course. For example, the one for the B.Ed primary has 
general information about Europe and it also includes a comparative education 
element, looking at different educational systems in Europe.
KL Does it also give them the opportunity to consider how they would introduce a
European dimension with pupils?
FA They will have that kind of information, not particularly from that module, but
more from other aspects of the course, such as environmental education where 
they would be aware of the resources that are available in the European 
dimension.
KL So all the B.Ed. students take the half module on a European dimension?
FA Yes, in fact all our students take it.
KL Does that include the PGCE students?
FA No, they are not on a modular system, they do have an input but it is much
less. It is more of a permeating feature.
KL What were the influences that led to including a European dimension in the
course?
FA When we do course reviews, we have a strategy, where we look at course
evaluations, internally, feedback from students, from schools and all the rest 
of it. That gives rise to a number of issues. Another part of the agenda for 
review is to look at the professional context. What are the big issues when a
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course is being reviewed? At the time we first included the European 
dimension, it was a big issue. The GTC had published a paper and it was 
regarded as something we should respond to. I can't remember the exact date.
KL The policy that was written at that time, did it give a rationale for including a
European dimension in the course? Did it provide a definition?
FA My recollection is that it looked at the issue as something that colleges and
schools should be responding to, but the operationalisation was more 
important - the design of the course module.
KL When you are talking about a European dimension, what do you mean? Are 
you able to define it?
FA Clearly there is an element of awareness of other educational systems and
structures - common issues and common problems. We have tended to have 
another element to it, that is to give the students more information about 
Europe itself, because many of the students come with very little knowledge 
and understanding about what modem Europe is. Some of which you may 
expect to come up in environmental education, but this was agreed as a way of 
making sure that it is covered.
KL Is it mainly knowledge-based?
FA Yes, I would say that it is. I have the module descriptor here.
KL As far as implementing it is concerned, you said that the various course
leaders are responsible, but is there anyone who co-ordinates the 
implementation of the European dimension and monitors the input?
FA No, the primary responsibility lies with the course leaders. They have to see
that the module fits in with the course design. There are 12 modules per year, 
48 modules over the 4 years. Obviously, there is a whole range of pressures on 
that, but because there is an institutional policy that supports the common 
modules in the course, these are to certain extent protected. One of the design 
problems that the course leaders and course team have is a way of locating the 
common modules within the overall course stmcture. We have had a member 
of staff who has had responsibility for production of materials and quite a lot 
of the delivery of the European dimension modules, as we have had in other 
common modules, such as research. The person responsible for the European 
dimension is not responsible for the overall course structure, so there is a 
sense he has to live with the decisions of the course team, although he will be 
involved in the decision-making of the course committee.
KL So, he is involved in co-ordinating the European dimension, but he is not the
driving force for individual course design?
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FA He is the driving force in terms of content and in discussion with members of
staff with how it is delivered in relation to a particular course.
KL Does the teaching of modem languages tie in with the European dimension?
FA We have a modem language elective, the two modules are not necessarily
related. They are both there, but not related.
KL Do you have an exchange programme?
FA We have a lot of students from different locations coming in, but they are
mainly from Scandinavian counties. We have not had the same number going 
out. We have had students go out. The most formal links that we have had are 
through the European Teacher Education Network (ETEN), which Moray 
House is a member of. We have an exchange agreement with the University of 
Gothenburg and the University of Malmo. It has been problematic. We have 
students come in, as is common across the TEIs, they are very keen to come to 
Scotland, but our students are less committed to going out. There appears to 
be more support for the students coming in. For example, in Gothenburg they 
are able to get grants, that just doesn't exist here. We had 4 or 5 students going 
out, mainly to Sweden, Gothenburg or Malmo. Students go and spend a term 
or a semester. We have also had free-movers, some fee payers, some non-fee 
payers. They have mainly been in primary education. We have slotted them in 
with the home B.Ed. students. They have taken the same course, completed 
the same assessments etc.
KL Have you had any feedback from your own students about the impact of
having these students joining them on the course?
FA Not formally, informally they say it enhances their course. They enjoy having
them.
KL Is that one way of raising awareness of the home students?
FA In a sort of a way. I don't think it is all that concrete. The students who have
gone abroad have enjoyed it, they have gained from it, but the difference
between the course structure is great. We have a multi-track course with 
different elements, whereas the students who come from Sweden specialise in 
environmental studies for example. They are amazed at all the different 
elements we have in the course. For our students that go out we have to find a 
way of topping up what they get when they are away. We have students from 
B.Ed. technology and B.Ed. primary who go and we have made arrangements 
for them to do school placements. We have made sure that it is 2nd year 
students who go out so it doesn't complicate the award of the degree. These 
students have a 5 week placement in schools and they have certainly gained 
from that. But I think that the students who stay at home and rub up against 
these students don't gain all that much.
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KL Is there a move to encourage students to participate in exchange programmes?
FA We have deliberately marketed quite hard. Taking the ETEN link we could
have 20 students coming in, and even if we really marketed it we would never 
have that number going out. In terms of statistics, that would look bad, so two 
years ago we decided to limit the number of incoming students, to try to get a 
balance. That is why we limited it to Gothenburg and Malmo because they 
agreed to deliver their course in English.
KL Why do you think Scottish students are reluctant to go?
FA There is a variety of reasons. I think financially they find it very difficult. 
Many of them are working in part-time jobs, which they have to give up if 
they go away. They really are concentrating on getting though their course 
here, that is their first priority and they don't see the advantage of going to 
another European university, it is just an additional hassle. Even if you try to 
make sure that the credits that they get over there are the same as here, it still 
doesn't make a difference. I think that there is a whole issue in there that has to 
be explored with students not with staff. I was talking to someone from 
Greenwich last week who has stopped trying to do student exchanges, they 
concentrate on staff exchanges to try to include the European dimension, 
because they have had such difficulty. So it is not a Scottish problem.
KL Talking about staff, at the time of the development of the module on the
European dimension was there a need to carry out a staff development 
programme. Was it a case of using the expertise of existing staff?
FA It was mainly existing staff expertise. At that time we had a senior lecturer
who was the European Co-ordinator. He retired and was not replaced. We 
don't have one now, but the former co-ordinator spent a lot of time talking to 
staff and encouraging them to apply for staff exchanges. He really worked 
hard at that, but we have never had a systematic programme of staff 
development in the European dimension. A number of staff do have expertise, 
for example, we have a member of staff who delivers a course in 
environmental education in Malmo every year. That is an ongoing exchange. 
We also have other staff involved in other projects in Europe. There is a lot of 
awareness across the staff. We have three members of staff in primary 
education who have had a long standing relationship with an institution in 
Italy in relation to nursery and early education. They have been back and 
forward and carried out joint projects. So there is a lot of things happening at 
staff level.
KL So rather than a systematic and structured top-down arrangement it sounds
like interested and enthusiastic individuals.
FA Yes, when I was course leader of the B.Ed., I actively promoted it within the
B.Ed. I went to various places, saw the schools, came back and encouraged 
staff to participate. It has tended to work on an individual basis, but there is an
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institutional commitment, but it has not been at the level of making it a staff 
development project.
KL You talked about ETEN as an important network for you, what about the 
European Union initiatives have they influenced staff?
FA ETEN has been the basis on which a group of teacher education institutions in 
various countries got together to do their Socrates bids. At the Cramond 
Campus, they have had a greater number of students going out to do physical 
education work. So if you talked to people there you might hear about a 
different profile. Winn Hayes is the European co-ordinator there. I suggest 
that you talk to her.
KL Was Winn Hayes given responsibility for submitting the Moray House bid for 
Socrates?
FA Yes. We have had a lot of staff exchanges. We have here the Scottish Centre 
for International Education which had a Director Jim Morrison, until July and 
then he retired. He and Winn Hayes put the bid together jointly. Jim Morrison 
always saw his role to be about third world countries, development education 
and TESOL. The European dimension as such he didn't respond to, although 
he and Winn did the bid together.
KL It is interesting that you mention international education, do you think that the 
course should include an international dimension rather than a European 
dimension?
FA I am totally committed to an international dimension. I don't know why we 
have to specifically separate out the European dimension. I think that it is just 
a bureaucratic thing and it is excessively bureaucratic. Any bids that you put 
in for anything are just an absolute nightmare and that puts people off. I put in 
a Tempus bid and it was really awful to do. That puts people off. When I was 
the course leader of the B.Ed. I established a link with Pennsylvania 
University in America and I felt that was just as important as European links. 
We have just the same low level of response to exchanges in America, it is not 
just Europe.
KL So the reluctance to take part in an exchange programme is not to do with the 
language barrier?
FA No I don't think that the first reason is the language barrier. Anyway Malmo 
offers the course in English.
KL Do you think that it is a mind-set problem, that there is a feeling that Europe is 
over there and the students don't feel part of it?
FA No, I think that it is the culture of society that students find themselves in 
now. When I was a student in the 1960s, if we had had the opportunity to do
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that kind of thing I am sure that we would have jumped at it and thought that 
it was great. I find that students are now extremely focused. They come in, 
they are doing the course, they have an eye on getting a job when they are 
finished and they are going for it. They are not really wanting to do other 
things.
KL Students recognise the reality of having to get good grades in order to get into
the job market. Perhaps the students do not perceive the value of a European 
exchange in relation to their future career.
FA I think they feel rightly or wrongly that people do not read through their CV. I
think that they feel that people do not see beyond their grades. If it was a 
question of two people with equally high grades then perhaps exchanges to 
America or Sweden or where ever would come into play then. Most students 
want to get to their target which is a good qualification.
I think that we could have done more in trying to encourage short skill study 
visits, for example two or three weeks in another institution in Europe and 
then coming back and sharing the experience with others on the course. I think 
that it all comes down to individuals having the energy to set it up and having
the contacts and so on. I am pretty sure that we could have done more of that
here. We haven't done it with initial teacher education programmes, but we 
have a colleague who has done it regularly with teachers on inservice courses. 
They go to Hungary to look at special educational needs.
KL Getting funding for short visits is not easy.
FA It is desperate. Either the students pay for it or it is a difficulty.
KL What about assessment, is the half module on the European Dimension in
Education assessed in any way?
FA The course booklet will tell you about assessment. Half modules are usually
assessed through attendance and participation. There is a history behind that, 
originally everything had to be assessed, every module had to have an 
assessment outcome. When the module first ran there was a kind of spurious 
assessment with it, but we persuaded the academic board for a variety of 
reasons to drop it. The module is for fourth years, you may say that is too late, 
but the fact is that working out the actual structure and dynamics of the course 
it was not appropriate to slot the module in anywhere else in the course. In my 
view, it is in totally the wrong place.
KL Does it come in the induction to teaching slot?
FA Yes it is towards the end, it is not in the right place. When we re-validate the
course we will have to look seriously at its placement. What we do at the 
moment in the primary course is to heavily contextualise it in comparative 
work and give them a feel of the educational nature of it.
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KL Although this half module is in fourth year, are there other links to the 
European dimension in the earlier years, in for example, environmental 
studies?
FA Of course, that is the permeating side of it. We have some informal 
monitoring of it in other modules.
KL You said that when the module was initiated here it was a culmination of 
various factors. Did the Scottish Office Policy have any influence?
FA The only influence from the Scottish Office has come through the guidelines. 
We responded to the guidelines.
KL The European dimension is not mentioned specifically in the guidelines. The
Scottish Office did bring out a policy on the European dimension, it mentions
teacher education, but it is general paper.
FA That happens a lot with the Scottish Office,
KL Do you think it comes down to priorities?
FA When you talk about primary education there are so many things that are
regarded as priorities. There comes a time when they cannot all be regarded
as priorities, or if they are then they have to be given an order. There is a huge 
pressure on courses to deliver in terms of maths, language, science etc. Then 
there is environmental sustainability, health education, European dimension 
etc. The teacher education course is like the primary curriculum it is not 
infinitely expandable. The course is even less expandable than the primary
curriculum, when you are working on 15 hour student contact time. There is
limit to what can be done in independent study time etc. There are problems.
FA How important do you think that it is for students to have a European
dimension in their course?
FA I think that it is very important that they are not only parochial. That they do 
not only see the Scottish situation. I think that they have to be very aware of 
their place in a wider community of professional educators and we have a lot 
to learn from each other. So I do think that it is important and I am quite 
committed to it, whether it be international or European. I don't think that it 
necessarily has to be done as a separate and distinctive element. Maybe that is 
appropriate and we are committed to that at the moment. We are able to say to 
the students we think it is important and that is why the module is there.
KL When you talked about re-validating the course would it be a matter of
moving the half module to a point earlier in the course, or would it be 
different in nature?
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FA If there is a half module in existence it will not just be on its own. We have a
number of these modules which we have just been talking about. Some of 
them will be done via a permeative approach, some will remain as distinctive 
modules. It is not a course decision, it is an institutional strategy. Ultimately 
the Course Leader will have to decide dependant on other pressures in the 
course.
KL Are there barriers to continuing the half module in the European dimension?
FA There are no barriers to it. There is a lot of good intentions in making the
provision to the students. There are a lot of practical difficulties, structural 
ones about the course, practical ones about student movement and that kind of 
stuff. I do not see any barriers to it in terms of ideological barriers. You know 
the situation when course teams are designing the course when it gets down to 
the nitty gritty there are people who are defending their position for particular 
aspects. My view is that any course in teacher education, especially primary is 
a compromise between what would be ideal and what is actually practical. 
That is where the European dimension will have to find its place. It will be 
there though because it is protected. Where it will be in the next version, who 
knows.
KL Do you think that the value of a European dimension is not recognised? Do
you think that it needs more direction centrally?
FA I am not a great believer in course development through coercion. There are a
variety of reasons why things go onto the agenda of the inspectorate when 
visiting teacher education institutions and they are not always educational. 
That is the problem, they are political. I am much more of the view that you 
address these kinds of issues and others from the professional perspective and 
find answers to them. It is like going back to payment by results, if it is done 
purely because of an accountability thing then it is not worth the paper it is 
printed on.
KL You would not be in favour of the inspectorate including it on their agenda?
FA I have no view on it. How many balls can we juggle in the air? It is very
difficult. I do think that we should have a design that opens up views about the
world and there should be contact between teacher educators and between 
students and other students that is a healthy intercultural arrangement. The 
moment that you say this is on the agenda, you must do this, then it is a 
different ball game.
KL Thank you for an interesting interview, may I quote you when I write up my
research?
FA Yes.
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KL Perhaps you would begin by telling me how you got involved in European
activities?
WH Some eight or nine years ago our then Head of Department, Charlie Bisset,
asked me to go to a meeting in Paris concerning a sport and leisure network. 
He was due to go to the meeting himself because he had been to the first one, 
but he had other commitments so he looked for someone that had a smattering 
of French and could attend the meeting. He asked me and my involvement 
grew from there.
KL So it was by chance that you became involved?
WH Initially, it was a chance involvement.
KL Did you have any interest in matters European before the meeting in Paris?
WH No, I am a great holidayer in Europe and Charlie Bisset knew that. I often
visited and still visit France on holiday.
KL What followed your attendance at the meeting?
WH That meeting was a group that was trying to set up a diploma in European
Sport and Leisure. It grew from that and we then got involved with other 
groups to do with PE.
KL Are there quite a few networks that Cramond is involved in now?
WH Within Cramond we are involved with a network that deals with PE. It deals
with student exchanges and it deals with trying to produce a European module 
for use with students at their home universities. It is about PE in Europe. 
Essentially, it is a group of 13/14 universities that are trying to get together to 
produce materials on PE: sport and PE in schools, training of PE teachers and
so on in the different countries, that we could then use in our courses here.
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We are involved in another network which is on sport, leisure and tourism. 
We do not do tourism, but a lot of our European partners have a much 
stronger link between sport, leisure and tourism than we do. That is a network 
which from its past history deals with exchange of students, it runs an 
intensive course on the quality of sport and leisure management and we have 
just got the approval through for the production of material for a European 
dimension module or material that we could use to enrich the European 
dimension of our courses.
We are involved in another one which is curriculum development at an 
advanced level for a masters programme in PE. That is the three main 
networks that we are involved in. We have a few other bi-lateral student 
exchange contracts in addition to that. We are also a partner in a Nordic sports 
school, which is an intensive course project.
KL Is it all at the level of student exchange?
WH There is staff exchange in all of them, or the option for us to put in for staff 
exchange. On this campus there has been three staff out and four staff in.
KL It sounds quite a comprehensive involvement in European activities.
WH For the size of this campus, I think that we are quite active. For the size of
Moray House as a whole, I am not sure how active we are, at least not in the 
Socrates/Erasmus programme. The other campus is not as active in that, but 
they are more active in some of the other programmes, Tempus etc.
KL The network you mentioned that started you off on European activities, was
that a EU network, or was it through interested PE institutions?
WH It was two universities in France who decided to get together to mount a
European diploma and through various contacts they got other European 
universities involved.
KL Was it institutionally-driven rather than EU driven?
WH It was institutionally driven at that point, but the universities did put in an
application for expenses to allow the meetings to take place, so there was 
European money?
KL I am interested to know what influenced the setting up of the networks. Was it
European resolutions, national initiatives, institutional or personal influences?
WH My personal view would be that it is individually driven. I know that the
institution now has to make its declaration through Socrates, what it is doing, 
what it wants to do etc. and I think in an ideal world of unlimited money 
Moray House would do a lot of it, but in the realistic world of very little 
money, then the amount of money that the institution can put into it is limited.
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They have put money in, but there is not unlimited money for staff to travel to 
other countries.
KL When you talk about a European dimension in the course what does that 
mean?
WH Every under-graduate student does a half module called, The European 
Dimension' - whatever course they are on - Sport and Leisure, Primary 
Education, B.Ed. PE etc.
KL So it is the same half module that is done with under-graduate students at the 
Holyrood Campus?
WH Yes, when that module started it was about knowledge, the history of Europe, 
the money systems, the languages of Europe, the forming of the EU, the 
European institutions, the religions of Europe etc. I think that it is fair to say 
that it did not go down 100% with the students, they could not see the 
relevance of it for them, so the course has subsequently been adapted. It is 
now 50% of what I described above and 50% contextualised. I do not know 
what the technology and the social work students etc. do now. I only know 
what the B.Ed. PE students do and the Leisure and Applied Science students 
do, because I do the contextualised input. We look at the various forces that 
shape PE, sport and leisure practices in terms of government policies, history 
and traditions, and then we look at case studies of a selection of countries.
KL It amounts to the same hours, it is still a half module?
WH Yes.
KL When you mentioned the European module that the network is producing, is 
that an elective part of the course here?
WH It does not exist yet. It is groups of partner universities. It is essentially a 
group of staff that get together and meet to put together and exchange 
material, so that we have at our disposal a richer selection of materials that we 
can use to run courses with our students who do not go abroad.
KL So it is informing the staff?
WH Yes, somethings you can pick up from a book. For example, you can find out
the rules governing PE in schools in France from a document, but what 
actually happens you need to find out from people in France. It is only by 
exchanging ideas and experiences and getting people within that system to 
talk about it, that you get the difference between the policy that is on paper
and the reality. It is from hearing about the reality that you can get 'live'
material that can be used with students. Information from documents is kind 
of dry and uninteresting.
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KL Clearly you have an interest in Europe, why do you think that it is important 
for student teachers to have a European dimension in their courses?
WH I think that it is important for our student to have a European input whether 
you agree with the EU or not, and obviously there are a number of people who 
are not necessarily in favour of a EU, but the fact remains that we are part of 
Europe. If you look over the past 5, 10, 20 years the number of people that go 
abroad, and I am not just talking about people that go and lie in the sun on 
holiday, but go abroad for working purposes, that marry people from other 
countries, for a large number of students some part of their future life is going 
to be tied up with Europe.
I think that we are disadvantaged enough by the fact of our geography, by 
being physically distanced from other European countries. We are certainly 
disadvantaged in terms of our language competence, that is one of the greatest 
stumbling blocks. I think that anything that we can build in is important. I 
think that student exchanges where students can go and study abroad for a 
semester to a year are brilliant. I think to go for a year is better, after 3 months 
they are just finding their feet. After a year they do add to their job prospects. 
The language problem and because of the fact that our students generally 
come in a year younger than other European students I think our students are 
extremely young, extremely immature and are perhaps not yet ready to 
appreciate the advantages being offered of going away for a year. I think that 
they are too ready to accept the comfortable option of. Til just stay here in 
residence.' Therefore, I think that anything we can offer by way of European 
knowledge and enrichment to their courses here is all the more important.
I think things like the 8 day intensive course that we offer in France, where 
students look at the quality of sport and leisure management is important. We 
are able to offer translation because it is only for a short time, therefore it 
becomes feasible for students who have no language skills. I took six students 
out and to say that it was a life shattering experience for them is not an over 
statement They were astounded by the length of the working day, by the 
amount of work that the students there do etc. It was a totally different culture 
for them. I think that it was an extremely worthwhile experience for them, 
both the content of the course and the cultural experience.
KL Did it also help them to reflect on the comparison with the course here?
WH Yes, we had an interesting discussion on the boat on the way back about the
differences and the similarities. I think that some of these intensive courses 
within their own course are worthwhile.
KL Do you have difficulty attracting students to go on these intensive courses or 
to take part in student exchanges?
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WH We have only had one this year and the students did have to contribute
financially, although not a lot, but I don't think we have difficulty attracting 
students when the course is going to be supported by translation.
KL Frank Adams on the other campus said that he had a real difficulty attracting
students. He said that he had many more students wanting to come in than 
want to go out.
WH But he is talking about long tern exchanges, 3 months or a year. We have had 
to cut down on that as well. We will not take from the same range of 
universities as we did 4 years ago. We are trying to get a balance of those 
going out and those coming in. I think that is a shame because I think having 
foreign students into this institution adds a European enrichment to the course. 
I have only two going out next year, if we cut it down to only two coming in, 
we are losing an opportunity to have European contact for our students.
KL Do you think that it is about a knowledge enrichment for themselves or is it
geared towards them including a European dimension in their future teaching 
in schools?
WH I don't know the answer to that. I don't know that we are doing enough for
them to be able to pass it on to pupils.
KL It is about widening the students' horizons?
WH I think at this stage it is widening their horizons. I think one of the unfortunate
things about the European programme is that European opportunities are 
going to become more and more an advantage for those students that are 
already advantaged and this will get worse with the payment of fees in the 
future. Those students who have backgrounds where they learned languages, 
where they have been abroad a lot, are mature enough to survive abroad, have 
parents that have money and can support them, those are the ones that are 
going to be able to take advantage of exchange programmes. In relation to all 
of that some of the curriculum enrichment courses, the intensive course where 
you can take students for ten days etc. are maybe going to become more 
important. That is my personal view.
KL That does not immerse them in it.
WH It doesn't immerse them in Europe, but realistically we are never going to get
10%/20% of our students who could go abroad unless there are drastic 
changes to our language learning, to funding etc. I have a feeling that until we 
get towards 20% of our students going out, which would be something like 14 
of our 70 third years, I don't think we are going to make an impact. I think that 
the experience of going away for 3 months to a year has great personal value 
to the individual student, but I don't think that it has a major rub off on the rest 
of the student cohort. Whereas, having one or two European students in their
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section, does make a difference, it has an impact. It gives the students a 
different perspective in their seminars etc.
KL How important is that for the institution, is it seen as important to increase the
number of student exchanges?
WH The institution cannot afford to take 15 students in and only send 2 students
out, so I do not think that they would make it a priority to increase the number 
of incomers. The institution does provide some support for small groups to go 
abroad on intensive courses. I think that the institution in principle is 
supportive of the idea, I am not sure that they are as an institution too clued in 
on how to make it happen.
KL Obviously some importance is attached to a European dimension, if all the
students on all the courses receive a half-module about the European 
dimension.
WH It is actually being discontinued. It is scheduled to go and to be replaced by
the European dimension being done via permeation in all the courses.
KL What was the rationale for bringing the module in?
WH It was brought in at a time when there was an evaluation which identified
some things that it was felt that all students need to know, not peculiar to 
doing PE or primary B.Ed. or social work. There are some things when all 
students come in that need to be covered, like study skills, like equal 
opportunities, like professional development. These sort of things all students 
need to know about and Europe was included in that list. In fact, a lot of the 
other aspects are going to be stopped as modules in their own right. They are 
all going to be done via permeation.
KL Is there a structure to monitor that? Is there someone within the institution to
co-ordinate the European dimension?
WH Theoretically, me, but I don't know how I could monitor across the whole
curriculum of primary B.Ed. to find out if the permeative approach was 
working.
KL Is your title Co-ordinator of the European Dimension?
WH It is not Co-ordinator of the European dimension, it is more that anything that
has Europe on the envelope comes to me. The actual European dimension 
module is co-ordinated in the Social Sciences Department. That is their 
concern.
KL Do you think it should be a European dimension or an international dimension 
that is included in the courses?
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WH I think that it should be an international dimension. On the other hand, if we 
request an international dimension I suspect we will get an American 
dimension, which I think would be counter-productive. We should be looking 
beyond Europe, but we are struggling to encompass Europe.
KL Do you think that more needs to be done at a national level in Scotland?
WH I am tempted to say that I am not conscious of Scottish Office driven things. I
know there is the argument that everyone speaks English, if in doubt we just 
speak a little louder in English, but unless we address the language issue we 
are always going to have problems. The rest of Europe's perception of 
someone who is educated... it is not about they feel you should speak their 
language, the whole thing of the ability to speak languages is part of the 
perception of an educated person. They have difficulty understanding a lack of 
alignment with that. It is the norm to speak their own language plus at least 
two others. I feel that unless we address the language issue we are always 
going to be apart, because we are going to have communication problems.
KL Are you aware of the Scottish Office Policy and Strategy Paper?
WH Which document are you referring to?
KL It is about the European dimension in education and it includes teacher
education. It is a little A5 booklet.
WH I was thinking of a large white booklet.
KL That is Thinking European. The Scottish Office brought out the policy
document a number of years back. Few people appear to be aware of it.
WH One of the problems is that there is such a gap between policy and what
happens and that policy comes without the means to implement it. I could do a 
lot more had I the time. There is only a small amount of my time allocated to 
Europe. I am supposed to do it for the whole of Moray House. I think that I do 
it reasonably for Cramond, I don't think that I do it at all well for the rest of 
the college. One, because I am never on the other campus, two, because I have 
so much to deal with here with European matters and European students.
KL You did the Socrates application for the whole of Moray House?
WH Yes.
KL Did writing the policy statement help, did it clarify what the European
dimension at Moray House involves?
WH The Principal wrote it. It is questions like how much resources they put behind
the grandiose ideas. The statement was written around international as well as
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European activities. I am not sure if international activities fair better in 
Moray House. Mike Wallace looks after international activities now.
KL How many staff are involved?
WH I have two more staff here involved in collaborative work. I will try to get
another couple of people involved this year. There are other people who are 
involved with projects and have got funding, such as Tony Shallcross.
KL Is there any aspects that you feel we have missed?
WH I don't think so.
KL Thank you for allowing me to interview you. May I quote you when I write up 
my research?
WH Yes.
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KL Would you begin by telling me about the European projects you are involved 
in?
BJ It is anything to do with travellers, but it is looking at much broader issues.
What I mean is looking at travellers' education and relating that to issues such 
as interrupted learning, discontinuity, discrimination and ethnicity. All issues 
that every country is facing. I am not sure how much of it is a European 
dimension, other than what we learn from each other. I haven't written 
anything about a European dimension and intercultural studies. Comparative 
studies are very rare.
KL What do you mean when you talk about a European dimension?
BJ Understanding each others countries, hearing about them, trying to interpret
the words we are using and understanding the meanings behind them. I find 
that the meanings behind the words are very different, that is one of the things 
that Socrates did not point up. Perhaps nobody was aware of it and it is just 
part of the learning process. When we talk about intercultural education for 
example, we had been using the term multicultural in this country and it slid 
into intercultural because it was more politically correct. When colleagues in 
Italy use it, what they are really meaning is multi-cultural, because they are 
only just coming to the concept that you must accept that there are other 
groups, that society is not cloned. That kind of issue at teacher education 
level, the concept behind the words, is what we have shared. It has been very 
painful. It is very long and drawn out when you haven't got enough language 
skills. When you think you've understood their meaning suddenly they will 
say something else that doesn't tie in with what you thought they were 
meaning. You have to question them again and you get a different perspective 
on it.
KL Do you think it is about understanding one another’s cultures?
BJ I have read some of the documents that have come out, looking at all the
statistics about education in the different EU countries, in the documents they 
use the same words, like special educational needs. You think that it means
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the same as special educational needs in Scotland, but it doesn't mean the same 
at all. It means a variety of things. Even the way that they gather the statistics 
is so different. In 1991/92 the HMI in charge of traveller education said that 
we had to write about the situation in Scotland, for a European document. We 
had three weeks to do it in. That is how the European dimension gets built up 
in a very spurious, ad hoc way. When the finished document came out last 
year, I felt as if I should not have bothered, because the figures were subsumed 
in with the English system. Their system is different from ours. The 
European dimension that is written in the EU documents is a million miles 
away from the reality. I found that a real concern,
KL That is why it is important to research at a European, national and institutional 
level.
BJ There is little interest institutionally in my work.
KL Are they not interested from an RAE point of view?
BJ Yes, that is interesting, but I don't have time to write in academic journals.
What I do is focused on what is happening out there in a practical sense, it is 
not about writing. It is Scottish Office approved. They know about my work, 
but it isn’t supported institutionally.
KL How does your project work impact on your work within teacher education?
BJ I slip it in. Stencil money was given to write a 30 hour study pack. I made a
video and there were six units written for the B.Ed. primary course on support 
for learning for gypsy-traveller children. It has never been used, because they 
have not found the funds to produce it in book form for the students in order to 
put it in at institutional-college level. Everybody is so busy, we grabbed the 
money, but nothing is done when the pack is produced. Now I have done a 
module on interrupted learning that fits in with the modules at masters degree 
level. It looks at it in terms of generic issues rather than just travellers, but it 
hasn't gone through validation yet.
KL So the only way you include a European dimension is through your own 
teaching in special educational needs?
BJ Yes, I have to say in the last two years that social work have been asking for it, 
not community education.
KL Your input to special educational needs, is it with all students?
BJ I do the B.Ed. P.E. course, I do an elective in fourth year there. I do the B.Ed.
technology course, that is about understanding special educational needs. I do 
that with all students, it is not an elective. I designed and put together a 
module for an elective with B.Ed. primary, called, 'Promoting Diversity'. It is 
about education for all, but it is not well marketed by the B.Ed. team. I have
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had two cohorts of students, who have said that it should be in the core for all 
students. That is what the G.T.C. are saying now, but it is still an elective. It 
is really about where you can slip things in .
I do all the learning difficulty lectures with the PGCE course (primary). It 
amounts to 5‘A hours, which is quite good when you consider the hours 
devoted to the course as a whole.
KL With these numbers of hours, are you able to do much on a European 
dimension?
BJ What I do is make comparisons with other European countries, what they are
doing in special educational needs. For example, I know a lot about what is 
going on in Sweden, because I have friends there I have been able to talk to 
teachers there. You can see that it is on an ad hoc basis, it is not planned.
We have a European dimension half module I don't teach on it. Also, I 
understand that it is going, that it has been squeezed out.
I don't see opportunities ahead. I have put information in the staff bulletin 
about my work in European projects. I have said, ‘Get in touch, if you want to 
know more.’ I have never had any response, everyone is too busy. If it is not 
part of their agenda, then they have no time.
Where I am able to include a European dimension is in the conferences I put 
on.
KL Is that at inservice level?
BJ Yes, it is all teachers, and head teachers. I ran 5 conferences in the UK last
year. I then did 5 dissemination seminars in Bristol, Hertfordshire, 
Birmingham, Durham and Edinburgh. I did the evaluation of the seminars and 
what it showed was that in England it was teachers who came, in Scotland it 
was predominately head teachers, advisors etc. The difference between those 
who attended in England compared to Scotland was amazing. That is the sort 
of information that should go in the European documents. The people who 
attended in Scotland were in positions where they could effect changes.
I have also brought together people from across Europe to share information 
on traveller education. I was able to get a small amount of funding from the 
European Commission to pay for travel and accommodation. That was very 
successful, we were able to discuss similarities and differences and benefit 
from the range of experiences. That is what the European dimension is all 
about.
KL Was there any national input to it?
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BJ There was a Scottish Office input. Everything I do has to be approved by the 
Scottish Office. I have a yearly plan and they vet it. Frank O'Hagan is my 
HMI, he goes through it and asks, ‘What are you getting out of that?’ They 
really support it.
The Scottish Office gives me some funding. For example, there will be a 
conference in December about combating exclusion. It is aimed at the 
Directorate.
KL I know that you believe that a European dimension is important for teacher
education, why is that?
BJ Because teacher education can be extremely insular and there is strength in
diversity. If we really are Europeans we need to promote this. I think in 
Scotland there has always been links with Europe, e.g. France, Netherlands 
and Scandinavia. Independence may make us more European because we will 
look more to Europe for links. If we are going to resolve issues like social 
exclusion and poverty we will have to look at what each other is doing, 
identify good practice and share it. There is no point in working in parallel, it 
make sense to collaborate. I have learned a lot through European partnerships. 
I have been able to go to the Scottish Office and say this is what is going on in 
Denmark, Sweden etc. It is mentioned in the report published by the Secretary 
of State's Advisory Committee for Scotland’s Travelling People. In there the 
European dimension is stated. There are references to other European 
countries. I am very pro-European links, it opens your eyes and broadens your 
understanding.
KL You talked about diversity, do you think there is a tension between the
European dimension and the national dimension?
BJ None, for example my Dutch contacts have no problem with being Europeans,
yet they are proud to be Dutch.
KL What influenced you to get involved in promoting a European dimension?
BJ I came into this job 8 years ago. I thought that I could put together a course
about travellers' education. I realised that there was no point in doing that in 
splendid isolation. I wrote to a contact in France, because I wanted to know 
more about what was going on in other places. Then I heard about a 
conference down south, that was for representatives from other European 
countries. I went to it and came back bursting with ideas. It started it off for 
me, wanting to know more and wanting conformation that my thinking was a 
long the same lines. Then I secured some European funding via my French 
colleague. It was a mixture of my needs driving it, then with the links I had I 
got involved in projects about various issues. EFICOT opened up Europe for 
me, it has been extremely valuable. It brought a level of professionalism to 
the work.
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KL You were in the fortunate position of being half funded by the Scottish Office, 
because from what you said earlier, that allowed you to travel to a variety of 
different countries.
BJ I couldn't have done it without the funding from the Scottish Office. If Europe
is serious about co-operation, then we have got to get it into teacher education.
KL There is a Scottish Office Policy and Strategy Paper on the European
Dimension, have you seen it?
BJ No, I know that Hope Johnston is there in the Scottish Office, but I don't know
what the International Office does.
KL Do you think that it is better to have a grass roots approach to the development 
of a European dimension?
BJ If as a nation we are serious about being European, and knowing and
understanding about Europe, then there has to be a Scottish Office initiative. 
We need packs about combating bias and stereotyping.
KL Co-operation is at an abstract level for many people. They talk about it, but 
there is not a clear strategy.
BJ At the Scottish Office there is a commitment at policy level to travellers’
education, yet they only put out one letter of advice to the Directors of 
Education in 1989 and that is it. It is so superficial, it is so remote. 
Everything is implicit, rather than explicit. When you look at the way that 
policy is formed in Scotland, it is all about the relationship of individual 
Directors of Education with their Education Committee - the elected members 
hold the purse strings. You have got to get into the jargon of the elected 
members.
KL You mentioned about the need to make an impact at teacher education level in
implementing a European dimension, do you feel more resources are needed? 
For example, Hope Johnston sent out a pack of information about Europe, 
when we held the chair of the EU Council of Ministers. It went to all schools.
BJ We don't get that information, we have to fight to get documents. I have to
rely on seeing them advertised in the Times Educational Supplement.
KL If teacher educators don't know about the documents then do teachers know
anything about them?
BJ No, they don't. I think that there are some resources there, but there seems to
be a gap, in that the dissemination process isn't effective.
KL What do you see as the main barriers to the development of a European
dimension in teacher education?
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BJ I think that there is the perception that it will be extra work and that it takes a 
lot of time. There are a few good things happening, but we don't hear enough 
about it. There should be a series of national seminars about the European 
dimension, much more needs to be done.
KL Thank you for the interview.
BJ I'm not sure that I answered your questions, but perhaps I've given you a
different perspective.
KL May I quote you when I write up my research?
BJ Yes, of course.
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KL I outlined what my project is about, I would be interested to hear about your
involvement in the development of a European dimension at Moray House.
TS The first project I was involved in was one with Bradford University, which
was called, 'The Messages Project'. It was about trying to promote inservice 
education in environmental education in secondary schools. I wasn't 
particularly happy about that project it was a very top-down project. It seemed 
to me that a group of people had been brought together to give the project 
legitimacy, while the person at the top, wrote, what he wanted. However, as a 
result of that experience there is a 'Learning for Life' group which started in 
1992-93. It was with SNH, RSPB, WWF. It was an attempt to pull together 
all the teacher education colleges, as they were then, to discuss environmental 
education and how we were going to respond to the 'Learning for Life' 
document. At our first meeting we decided that a very useful response would 
be to work collaboratively on producing an environmental education module 
specifically for the B.Ed. primary course, aimed mainly at B.Ed. year three 
and four.
As that proceeded I became aware that it is possible to bid for DGl 1 funding. 
We were unsuccessful in the first year, as we didn't have enough European 
partners, but we put a second bid together in 1995, to take the original ideas 
forward and develop them into an inservice package on sustainability 
education to be used in European primary schools, I directed the project, and 
it lasted for 18 months. We decided we wanted to look at whole school 
approaches; institutional change, culture and sustainability to emphasise the 
social dimension of sustainability; issues to do with values and attitudes 
change.
We didn't want a centralised inservice model nor did we want a school-based 
model, where a package just dropped through a letter box without any 
warning. We went for a school-focus model to train trainers. We would run a 
two-day course to train trainers. The usual problem is usually that teachers do 
not then have the support material to carry on. So the project supplied the 
support material. That finished in 1997.
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After that I spoke to the person in charge at DGl 1 and she told me that they 
did not fund the same project twice, so we put a bid into Socrates for 
Comenius Action 3.1 fimding. That was successful, and allowed us to produce 
curriculum materials. So that is where we are at. We had eleven education 
systems involved in the first project and I think we have got nine in this one. 
We have put in a bid for some further funding, to disseminate our work.
KL So the European dimension is about sharing information?
TS There is a European dimension in the content, in that in the first project I felt
that in teacher education learning from other people's examples is very 
important, so we included case study material on institutional change and 
sustainability education from Austria, Germany, Greece, Sweden and the UK. 
There is also a European dimension in the sense that right from the outset we 
wanted a very constuctivist approach to what we were doing, which has its 
problems. In our first seminar we were in a big group, but then we broke up 
into small groups and tried to make sure that the different groups had people 
from different European countries. The other way we encouraged a European 
dimension was through using some funds for translation. So there is a 
European dimension in those three senses. We tried to make sure that the 
project was being produced in more than one language, that it was using case 
study material which was drawn from a number of European contexts, that it 
was also demonstrating a European dimension because of the nationalities in 
the different sub-groups.
KL You said the influence for you at the beginning was the 'Learning for Life' 
document, was that a Scottish Office initiative?
TS The 'Learning for Life' document was Scotland's national strategy for
environmental education which was produced in 1993 in response to the Rio 
Conference. A group of us went to our Vice Principal and said, 'What is 
teacher education going to do about this?' We took the initiative as Moray 
House contacting all the other teacher education institutions in Scotland. We 
arranged a meeting and the project developed from there.
KL I am interested in the influences that led to the development of a European 
dimension. Why did you join up with other institutions in Europe?
TS I suppose pragmatically we realised that was the only way we were going to
get money. I became aware of it because of my participation in the University 
of Bradford Project. Also, I think in Scotland because it is a small community 
there is a danger that people do not realise the quality of things they are sitting 
on. I have a lot of contacts in England and I had a lot of favourable comments 
about the project. I think the collaborative model of development is paid far 
too little attention. Also, I find that it is a very powerful learning environment 
to be working with people in other contexts. It came from a number of 
different influences.
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KL But it was mainly driven by you rather than an institutional initiative?
TS In that sense, it was personal, through a chance encounter. Through my
involvement in the first project I met Giselle Verne firom D G ll. I told her 
about my idea for another project and she pointed out that I needed more 
European partners. So in the second bid for money, we included more 
partners in Europe. We applied for money as a Learning for Life Group.
KL How has the project impacted on the teacher education course here?
TS There has been a very big spin-off. Quite a lot of these materials are now used 
in a collaborative way between Northern College, St Andrew's College and us. 
They are produced as independent learning materials on a website. I know 
that a lot of the colleges have incorporated activities from the materials.
KL Has that brought a European dimension to the B.Ed. course?
TS We had up until this year a module called, 'The European dimension' I always
thought it was a mistake.
KL Why is that?
TS I think the European dimension should be something that permeates. It should
be implicit in what you're doing. I can see that there might be specific bits of 
knowledge that you might need to teach separately, but I think that in the main 
it should permeate.
The materials that we are using in the project are being used with the B.Ed. 
mainly through environmental education rather than anything that is 
fundamentally European, although there are implicit European issues in them.
KL You are not afraid that by using a permeating model a European dimension
will in effect be omitted?
TS You have got to police permeation and find some way that it happens. It has
to be built into qualitative measures. If we cannot put a permeating model 
across in a teacher education institution that gives students an inter­
disciplinary view of things instead of teaching them in discrete subjects and 
leaving them to make connections, then there are real problems.
KL How would you define a European dimension?
TS I think there is a strong content focus about what Europe is. Far too many
people relate it to the common market. I think there are issues to do with 
culture and disposition. I think some of the more interesting things are to do 
with views of the world - a European view of the world and the idea that 
modernism is really a product of European philosophy. It has to have a view 
of Europe as a disposition, a sharing of cultures. Increasingly, I think it is
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about ideas about liberal democracy and values and attitudes. I still think 
these things permeate. I think if you are going to take something out and say 
that it is a free-standing issue, you have to demonstrate that there is something 
generic and skills-based about it, something that teachers will not acquire 
unless they are taught by specialists in the field. I don’t think the European 
dimension is like that, I think it is more a taking of a perspective on the course.
I am not too sure that as a teacher I could claim there are skills that are 
particular to it. It does fit the whole-school approach to things.
KL You see it as something that requires a whole-school approach?
TS I am not too sure. Changing values and attitudes does depend on whole-
school approaches. Schools as a community have to be a focus point, by 
practising the issues. It needs a global perspective.
KL Do you prefer an international dimension to a European one?
TS I think as long as Europe is seen as part of an international dimension, then it
is not a problem. If you look at the concept of sustainability, we need a
revolution in people's consciousness to really start to see the world in a
different way. To achieve that you also need a change in people's perception. 
I think one of the big revolutions you need concerns the problems on this 
planet. It is not just about Britain as part of the EU, it is wider than that. It 
should be about a commitment to liberal democracy, a commitment to some 
sort of international dimension. I think learning is much more important when 
people see things in a different way for themselves. Going through an 
experience which allows you to formulate your own ideas about differences is 
important.
KL Do you think that teacher education has embraced that?
TS Concerning Europe and values and attitudes - 1 don't know. I think maybe the
issue is that students need to understand various models about Europe and be 
able to apply them themselves. To me part and parcel of teacher education is 
not to equip people with the right way of doing things, because I am convinced 
that there are different ways of approaching a whole range of topics. I don't 
think we do enough about values and attitudes education. In Britain we have 
been overtaken by a curriculum that is too content-focused. I think values 
education needs to be high on the agenda. Maybe the biggest failing in teacher 
education is that we advocate whole school approaches, but we do not practice 
them ourselves. That is where the gaping hole is. We are teaching people to 
go and teach in schools, yet operating on a level where most staff have a body 
of knowledge to deliver. Most people who work in higher education fall into 
that category. Raising the agenda about institutional practice - I feel many 
people find insulting - yet I think it is crucial to society. Its not about 
providing a role model because that is dangerous, but a role model in the sense 
these are the values I espouse to and act on them accordingly. It is about 
raising awareness, I don't feel we have grasped enough that teaching is a
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relational activity that takes place between human beings and the power of that 
personal influence and that personal exchange.
KL Thank you for allowing me to interview you, may I quote you when I write up 
my research?
TS No problem.
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KL I know that you have been involved in international education for some time, 
how did your interest begin?
JM It began with the run up to 1990 when Glasgow was European City of Culture, 
Tom Bone and I planned a conference, with a European focus, Teacher 
Education in Europe: the Challenges Ahead'. The planning started two years 
before in 1988. In setting the conference up we had contact with Brussels. We 
had two visits to Brussels to try to get funding for the conference and we were 
successful in getting some funding, particularly for translation facilities. One 
of the positive things we did for the conference was to have the translating 
facilities, we had English, French, German and Spanish and because of that we 
attracted a lot of Southern Europeans. I think an event like that gave Jordanhill 
a place in European minds. It gave the institution a focus that it didn't have 
before.
KL You said you started planning the conference in 1988, did the Resolution on
the European Dimension in 1988 influence your thinking?
JM I think it was an influence, I am not sure I would say it was directly causal, it
was certainly related. The Resolution gave us the opportunity to go to Brussels 
and say here is a chance to do something on a European scale rather than 
individual countries. So that was the starting point and it developed from 
there.
KL So it was a personal interest of yours?
JM It was a personal interest, but it was also driven by bodies like the GTC saying
that there should be a European dimension in the curriculum. I am not sure 
that has happened in schools. People like Ivor Sutherland were on the Planning 
Committee. After the conference there were follow-ups. I was invited to speak 
at other conferences, and a lot of contacts have remained. There has also been 
a broadening of contacts.
KL You mentioned the GTC and its interest in promoting a European dimension
in the curriculum in 1990, was it included in the course for student teachers at 
that time?
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JM There wasn't anything particularly structured. Others will be able to give you 
more details, but my impression was that it was accidental rather than planned. 
I cannot recall there being segments in the course saying we are going to look 
at the curriculum in Europe. One of the things that has happened with 
successive sets of guidelines and the pressure on the curriculum in teacher 
education is that things like comparative education have gone. I think there is 
a loss in the lack of comparative knowledge in teacher education. The only 
system students are aware of is the Scottish system or at best the UK system.
KL How important do you think it is for Scottish teachers to have a European 
dimension in their course?
JM It is important that we should not be inward looking. I think that it is important
that they have a base line which is build on Scotland, because for the majority 
of them that is where they will operate, but I think that it is important that the
base line is extended and capable of further extension. They should not see
themselves as being isolated. I think courses should be outward-looking. The 
danger is that they become superficial, given the time constraints. It is rather 
like some multi-cultural aspects, it is celebration of festivals and that is about 
it. There is a real danger of going down that route and it becomes a token 
gesture. I think in the longer courses it is possible to build in both base line 
compulsory elements and give other students the possibility to extend that 
with electives. In the B.Ed. the elective programmes offer a range of activities.
KL You mentioned comparative education and the problem of it being superficial,
where do you think a European dimension fits in, what would you define as a 
European dimension?
JM That is difficult. I think this is one of the problems we all face when devising
the curriculum. What is it? Is it about knowledge of systems, or is it about
attitudes and cultures or is it about giving an experience of Europe? Is there
something that is distinctively European as opposed to international? Is there
something European distinct from British? That is the problem, what is it that 
we are trying to deal with? Although the literature is voluminous it does not 
tackle it very well.
KL An explicit definition is rare.
JM What is it to be European? Is it the fact that we hold a maroon passport rather
than blue?
KL The 1988 Resolution talked of strengthening European citizenship...
JM Even citizenship within national boundaries is a very vague concept.
KL Do you think that the vagueness of the concept causes difficulties for student
teachers?
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JM I think it means that it is interpreted differently in different locations, or even 
on different courses in the same location. Just as concepts like differentiation 
may have one set of meanings for the inspectorate, it may have a different 
meaning for classroom teachers or for lecturers in TEIs. It is not a unitary 
concept or the understanding is not unitary.
KL You mentioned international as opposed to European, do you prefer the term 
international dimension or European dimension?
JM I think European should and could be international. Our notion of what is 
Europe is expanding. I think the boundaries of what is Europe are 
continuously being pushed. Is Israel European? Where do you draw that line? 
Is it a cultural line? Is it a geographical line? So international and European 
there is a blurring of these boundaries and distinctions and I do not think that 
they are all that helpful.
KL How much of an influence do you think economic survival is on the 
development of a European dimension?
JM I think relatively little. I think that it is seen as a good thing to be aware of 
Europe and it's potential and what it's peoples actually do, rather than an 
economic thing. I doubt if many teachers or teacher educators actually think of 
it in economic terms, governments might. I think the impact here is not in 
terms of market economies, although clearly that has a big impact on the 
world outside a school. Personally, I think that is how most people would 
interpret it.
KL What reason would you give for including it in the curriculum?
JM The same reasons that you use for justifying other subjects in the curriculum.
There will be instrumental reasons for having. There is also a knowledge-base 
reason. There is a pragmatic reason, in that the UK is a member of the EU. We 
seem to view it with a whole range of perceptions some positive, some 
negative. We seem to be viewed by other members both positively and 
negatively at different periods of time. I think that it is important to get away 
from this sort of tabloid approach. I think that schools should do rather more 
than create further sets of stereotypes. I think that we have to tease out what it 
is that is worth knowing, what the realities are and even what are the questions 
that have to be faced rather than fixed answers. Some tabloids seem to 
concentrate on certainties, I think raising some uncertainties can be highly 
educational. So I think that there are pragmatic reasons, I think that there are 
geographical reasons, I think that there are political reasons and clearly there 
are economic reasons. There are reasons for people knowing about their own 
personal identity within the country they operate, but it should be broader than 
that, moving away from narrow nationalism, whether that is defined in terms 
of Scotland or the UK.
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KL What about how it is included in the curriculum, do you favour a separate 
input or a permeative approach?
JM It may depend on what time is available, it may be a pragmatic decision. It 
may also depend on what expertise you have within the staff. There are 
arguments in favour of having a defined module or a block of activities which 
can be well taught. The danger is that this may be seen as divorced from other 
aspects. There are all sorts of arguments for the permeation model. On 
balance, I would prefer to see in shorter courses some physical input that is 
clearly defined. On longer courses you can take the risk of the permeative 
approach working. It is a bit like other things like multi-cultural, equal 
opportunities, values... Maybe you need both, probably you do need both, 
because if it stays in it's own little box, then it is only going to operate within 
that box and not in the wider context of the rest of the curriculum. I think in 
short courses particularly like the PGCE, they are so crammed already, it is 
difficult to find substantive time. However, I think that even on short courses 
that there should be opportunities for students to be exposed to ideas, that may 
have some novelty for them. Then if possible go into deeper study. With 
PGCE (secondary) we have tried to build in an elective programme and the 
European dimension has been offered. Inevitably it is always a minority of 
students.
KL So at PGCE level it is just an elective?
JM Well some would argue that there is a bit of permeation, I think personally in
the last review it was pushed down and down by the guidelines. I think that it 
would be fair to say that if it appears at all, it is as an elective, except that 
some subjects pick it up in a big way. For example, I would think modem 
languages, social studies perhaps, but hand on heart I don't think the maths 
course has much of it.
KL Including aspects about Europe is not necessarily new to subjects like modem 
studies and social subjects, but would you call that a European dimension? Do 
you think that a sharper focus is required?
JM I think it may be needed, but I think that one would have to argue very
cogently for it against the claims of other things in the curriculum and
ultimately you have to make tough decisions about what will be in the 
curriculum and what will not. I think if a body like the GTC said that for 
accreditation purposes you have to demonstrate that issues such as the 
European dimension are treated in the course before it is accredited, then it 
brings extemal pressures on institutions to behave in particular ways. The 
GTC would have to define what they meant by a European dimension. I 
cannot see them doing that however.
KL Do you think that it comes down to what is crucial and essential in the 
curriculum compared to what is desirable?
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JM I think if you were to ask the majority of staff here if you have to make a 
choice about what has to be put in the curriculum, I think that you would find 
that for most, although not all, the European dimension would come quite far 
down the list of priorities.
KL What do you think the reasons are for a European dimension coming so far 
down the list?
JM You have to balance it against the relative perceptions as to how important 
they regard their input in say maths or what ever it is. They may regard the 
European dimension in education as important, but they regard their input in 
maths as more important. It is a relative thing rather than an absolute. I think 
all of the curriculum is like that, there are those aspects that are essential and 
those that are desirable.
KL Do you think that the inspectorate needs to support the need to include a 
European dimension in the curriculum in order for it to be included in the 
curriculum?
JM I think that if they did start to include it, it would change attitudes and 
behaviour. We saw for example, when the inspectorate made very explicit that 
they were going to look at religious education and values, then these begin to 
get more attention in the curriculum. I think if they did make noises about the 
European dimension then there would be changes over a period of time, but 
there would be resistance. People would want them to be explicit about what it 
is and they would want to be trained. There would need to be a sharpening of 
focus. It may well be that what is required if there is to be movement in this, is 
that the inspectorate, the GTC and the SCCC actually collectively agree on 
what a European dimension is. At the moment they cannot agree on what 
Scottish culture is. There is a huge consultation about what should be Scottish 
in the curriculum. There will be about a decade of discussion.
KL Do you see a tension between including a Scottish dimension and a European 
dimension in the curriculum?
JM I see no tension personally in terms of the ideas, because I think that the 
Scottish curriculum can be located within a wider curriculum. I would hate if 
we had a very narrow, inward looking Scottish curriculum. There is no tension 
for me in terms of the ideas of nationalism and internationalism. I think the 
tension comes in terms of the delivery, it is about how much time is allocated 
to each, what is the balance? I have no problem with the notion of having both, 
but what has to be decided is - is it a European identity with a slight overlay of 
Scottishness or is it a Scottish identity with a bit of comparative work on the 
European side to give you that framework. It could be argued both ways and I 
think that there would be a long set of debates.
KL Who would decide on the balance?
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JM We do have a set of guidelines in Scotland and they could provide guidance
as to how things should be treated. I would not want a slavish approach that is 
laid down in a national curriculum that stated how things have to be 
approached. I am not aware of any SCCC material on this that pushes us in 
any direction.
KL There is the Thinking European publication.
JM They have not said how that goes into the curriculum.
KL It is not mentioned explicitly in any of the recent government educational
publications.
JM  but universities are international!
KL That is what you see written in mission statements, but there is a distinction 
between international recruitment and international education.
JM I think that is a neat distinction, when universities are recruiting internationally 
they are doing it to get clients. Only incidentally, and implicitly rather than 
explicitly do they use these clients as a means of broadening the educational 
experience. In universities, Europe will only be dealt with in certain courses 
and certain types of courses. A typical engineer may not experience that, 
although some will. Some courses offer joint courses with other European 
universities.
KL Do you think that Scottish students are more inward looking?
JM I think that Scots are reasonably good at looking outward, but perhaps to the
English-speaking world. I think that is a factor, English is such an 
international language. The people from the smaller countries of Europe are 
the ones who are more mobile and who have developed high levels of linguist 
competence - the Dutch, the Danes, the Scandinavian countries in general, to 
some extent the Germans, to a lesser extend the Spanish. It is not 
homogeneous across Europe. I think language competence or lack of it does 
make it more difficult for students to go from the UK to Europe. Placing 
students in Europe is difficult and that has to do with our educational system. 
The learning of languages has not had a high priority.
KL Do you think that the primary modem languages project will make a 
difference?
JM I have to be optimistic, but I also have to be realistic. I think that we are so 
immersed in English it is difficult to break through.
KL Do you think that it comes down to money. Extra funding was needed to 
support the primary language project. Do you think extra funding is needed in 
order to develop a European dimension?
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JM I think that it would make a difference. I think the problem is politically
whether you can identify European or international activities as being different 
from other activities. The Scottish Office is very careful to allocate funding to 
the authorities and it is then up to them to decide how to spend it. There is 
very little designated money of any sort that goes from central government and 
is manipulated by local government. I think that it would be difficult centrally 
to follow that strategy. It might well work. A Scottish Parliament might decide 
to go down that route, but I don't know how it would work.
KL If I could bring our discussion back to the courses here at Jordanhill, we have
talked about the input on the PGCE course, is there an input on the B.Ed. 
course?
JM Yes, there are inputs for all students, but again we have a number of electives.
The elective might not be called the European dimension, but it will be 
strongly European in flavour, both on the language side and more generally 
through social studies.
KL As far as the course documentation is concerned is there a rationale for
including a European dimension?
JM I am not sure there is a rationale that specifically identifies the European
dimension. I think that there is a rationale that covers the general issues that 
will be addressed in the course. The trouble with course documentation is that 
it gets more and more voluminous, it is more a case of what to leave out.
KL Does every student gets a European dimension in some form or other ?
JM Well, they get exposure to European ideas, we have talked about the difficulty
of defining what a European dimension is. I think that they become aware that 
schools and education systems do not operate in isolation. They have a local 
impact, a national impact and an international impact. They are located within 
cultural frameworks. I think that all students are exposed to these general 
issues, the question is what additional things can they then be exposed to, and 
that is where the elective programme fits in.
KL Does someone have responsibility for co-ordinating a European dimension in
the curriculum?
JM Not that I am aware, we did have a European co-ordinator. I think that it varies
from course to course how it is handled.
KL In 1990 when the GTC paper recommended that teacher education should
include a European dimension in the course was there a conscious effort to 
bring together a group of people to look at it?
JM I think only when the course was being revised.
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KL How is it evaluated?
JM Through the normal procedures for course monitoring and review.
KL Is the placement of students in other European countries encouraged?
JM We do a little of it, we try to encourage it, but there are major financial
impacts both on the students and the institution. It occurs a little on the teacher 
education course. We also offer it in some of the non-teaching education 
courses. For example, in community education.
KL What about students coming into the courses from other European countries?
JM We have a number of students coming in from a range of countries. We
encourage that because they can have an influence that goes beyond the formal 
curriculum. Our problem as a university is that we have an imbalance of 
students coming in compared to students going out and we are trying to 
address that.
KL To sum up, do you feel that within Jordanhill the European dimension happens 
due to the personal interest and motivation of staff rather than a structured 
programme driven by an institutional plan?
JM I think the GTC statement was not well fulfilled in this institution. I do not 
think that we have a structured, delineated approach. I think that we have a 
range of approaches, which are maybe personally driven, maybe somewhat 
idiosyncratic, but is probably not atypical of what is happening in other 
teacher education institutions in Scotland. Just as there are some schools 
where because of the enthusiasm of head teachers or others, they will have a 
very well developed programme, while in other schools teachers would say 
what is the European dimension?
I think that we are beyond saying what is it, but I do not think that we can say 
that we have a 100% commitment, nor do I think that if you asked a number of 
staff here, depending on who you asked, you would find enthusiasm for it.
KL Did the ATEE conference here last year have any impact?
JM It is difficult to say. It showed them that the institution is well respected, but
for some it was just seen as another conference. I think some staff did develop 
an interest from the event.
KL What do you think are the barriers to including a European dimension in 
teacher education?
JM I think that there is the question of definition, I think there is a need for clarity
on that. I think secondly, there is a need to decide whether it is a separate
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entity or whether a permeative approach is best or a combination of both. 
Third, we have got to see where it fits into the curriculum, where it fits the 
educational experience that we offer to students in initial teacher education, 
whether they are on four year courses or one year courses. These are not easy 
things to tease through. I think that there would be quite different answers 
from different respondents.
KL What you describe sounds like quite a systematic approach, do you think that 
some sort of overall co-ordination is needed?
JM I think that the course leaders need reminded that the GTC guidelines are there 
and that there are European initiatives that can be a value to them.
KL Do you think that people are aware of EU resolutions and treaties?
JM No. I am sure that because they see the government giving lip service to
European treaty obligations, they say that if it were that important we would
have had a Scottish Office pronouncement, but we haven't.
KL The Scottish Office does have a policy paper on the European dimension, do 
you think staff know about it?
JM A lot of staff do not even know that the Scottish Office has a European desk 
for education and how that operates. There is a level of knowledge that we 
have to establish first.
KL Thank you very much for allowing me to interview you, may I quote you 
when I write up my research?
JM Yes, I have no problem with that.
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KL You are the Associate Dean now?
MP Yes, it was finalised around the time of the ATEE Conference last year.
Douglas Weir is the Dean now.
KL Would you begin by explaining what your role in the institution is and 
how you got involved in the European dimension?
MP I am in the Professional Development Unit. Almost two years ago, a
decision was taken to close the Department of Inservice, because it 
spanned the departments. The Professional Development Unit is a very 
small academic unit, with a large amount of administrative support. It 
pulls together all the professional development work. It links through 
the under-graduate programme to Ph.D., award bearing to non-award 
bearing, to conferences, to what ever we want to do, where we should 
be going etc. It is a broad remit. There are two directors and two part- 
time members of staff, the rest are in other departments.
KL How does a European dimension come into your work?
MP I had been to the ATEE conference in Oslo. One of the reasons for
going to Oslo was because we were going to have the ATEE 
conference here, but I was also interested in the professional 
development of teachers in other countries?
KL Where had that interest come from?
MP A bit of work we had been doing was about assessment, and I was
interested to find out how it was done in other countries, but it was also 
the management side. I wanted to know how a large conference was 
handled. The organisation of the ATEE conference in Glasgow was 
one of the first responsibilities of the Professional Development Unit.
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The first day of the conference virtually coincided with the opening of 
the unit. We used it as a training exercise.
KL What was the work that brought you into the European dimension?
MP We were working with our post-graduate primary students. In the
elective programme we looked at the European Dimension in education 
and comparative studies. The course looked at how schools operate in 
the Netherlands mainly, but also in Germany and Belgium. We took 
the students across to the Netherlands at Easter and we worked in 
schools.
KL How did that come about?
MP It is written into the PGCE course. It was an initiative by PGCE tutors,
we thought that it would be an interesting elective. We started by 
doing it in this country. We had a week set aside with all the students 
and we tried to tie together all the work of the course and link it to 
work in the field. As a team we thought that it would be a good idea to 
look at the field study approach in another country. We established a 
link with the Netherlands, in a college near Maastricht. Our students 
went there and their students came here in a reciprocal arrangement. 
So it started as something that was integrated into the course, then it 
became an elective and built into the re-validated course.
KL What were the initial influences that brought it into the course?
MP It was staff interest and staff desire to pull together the different
elements of what is a very short and intensive course, and to make 
much clearer links with what we do in the course and the induction 
process to the world of work. We wanted to use the community as a 
learning resource. We started in Barlanark in Glasgow. We wanted to 
show that regardless of the area you could make use of the community.
KL It sounds like a very broad definition of a European dimension in 
education.
MP Yes, we were looking at enterprise approaches to education which then 
spread to the European dimension.
KL Do you think that a European dimension is something that you can 
define? How would you define it?
MP It permeates, it is hard to define. It comes through different areas. For 
example, one of my colleagues is developing a new module with a 
European group, it is about European environmental education, it is
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within a European context. They define the European dimension 
within the context of environmental education. I think that is what you 
have to do.
KL When you included a European dimension in the course for the post­
graduates you obviously thought that it was important for student 
teachers?
MP Yes, to give them a broader sense of education, the fact that there are 
areas of commonality in what we do with other countries. Also, to 
encourage them to look not just at how they might and where they 
might work in Scotland, but to have a sense of belonging to a wider 
community. To show them that they can access that and use that. They 
can also use that with their future pupils. Ultimately, these things are 
constrained by resources.
KL You mentioned linking the European dimension to enterprise 
education. Do you see the European dimension in a utilitarian 
perspective - linked to the world of work?
MP It is just linked to the world!
KL That's a broad definition!
MP You can get into it, by linking it to enterprise education, which isn't just
about the world of work. It is about developing the skills of the 
individual and his or her own abilities. That is a useful way into it, but 
it is not the only way. It does give the students responsibility for 
linking with institutions in other countries, rather than reading about 
and finding out about it second hand.
KL Do you see it as raising awareness of other cultures?
MP That's it.
KL Did the developments you have talked about fit into an institutional
policy on the European dimension?
MP The developments came fi*om the staff themselves, not from an
institutional policy. It was very much an initiative by the team that 
worked on the PGCE course. The B.Ed. course also had a European 
dimension at that time. They had a module on the European dimension 
and one on field studies, so they also took students to Europe to engage 
in different types of activities. One year we combined with them, but it 
doesn't always work mixing under-graduates and post-graduates, so we 
split up again. There were parallel things happening in the major
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teaching courses. Did this come from the institutional courses or the 
guidelines, or the requirements, or the things that we are encouraged to 
do? It was a mix of things, but it was mainly staff interest and staff 
involvement.
KL That is similar to the situation in many of the institutions I have visited
for this project.
MP We do have an international office that helps to promote various
aspects of the European dimension. They always pass on all the 
information about fhnding programmes to us. However, it is very 
much left up to the individuals in the departments to decide if they are 
going to do anything. It is not a requirement, ‘You must.’
KL Does the international office have any input or influence on the
curriculum?
MP It is at the administrative level. The senior management team actively
supports the development of the European dimension. It is an overall 
aim of the university's mission statement.
KL To go back to influences. The G.T.C. brought out a paper in 1991
stating that all teacher education institutions should have a European 
dimension in their courses. Did it influence the courses here?
MP It came out at a time when we were already in one version of the course
and the guidelines were taken into account at the next review of the 
course. The fact that we were already doing it, when we read the
guidelines, it was just a matter of making it more explicit. As usual
with the ongoing development of the course, during its lifespan, these 
things came on. You realise that you are doing them already, but the 
focus of attention changes. It is a bit like special educational needs and 
other areas.
KL So it is in the course documentation?
MP It will be in the existing course documentation, certainly it is in the
B.Ed. documentation. It will be in under the electives section and it
will be under the electives/option in the PGCE course. However, the
numbers in the PGCE course are dropping, and in order to make it 
viable, you need to have a certain number and that makes it difficult. 
When we had 100-140 students there was no problem about running 
options. When the number dropped and there are only 10-12 students 
in a group, it doesn't become a viable proposition.
KL For the post-graduate students, it was an option?
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MP It was an option.
KL How many hours was that?
MP In addition to the week, we had something like 10 hours. It was in the
students’ own time mainly and our own time. That is quite an 
important element. We didn't cost it in the same way as other options, 
but it was based on 10 hours contact. We tried it in different ways, 
meetings before the visit and follow-ups was the basic model.
KL Do you think that permeation is an appropriate way to include a 
European dimension in the course for student teachers?
MP It should permeate, but if you want it to happen you have to do it as a 
module. The only way to be sure that it is done, is to do it as an 
individual module. We are offering a new Enterprise in Education 
Post-graduate Diploma, one of the compulsory modules at diploma 
level is European comparison - to look at what is happening elsewhere, 
what we can leam from that and compare what we do here. The
European dimension will be included in that way. I think in
environmental education it has become a compulsory element. In these 
days of accountability, we have got to make sure that it is done.
KL Why do you think it is important that student teachers have a European 
dimension?
MP We are often in danger of becoming too inward-looking, anything that 
encourages students to look outward and to reflect on their own course 
is good. The same issues arise and it is important for students to see 
that. They need to look to Europe and beyond.
KL Do you think it should be a European dimension or an international 
dimension?
MP An international dimension might be nice in theory, but in practice, it is
quite difficult, because we have European money and we are closer to 
Europe. It is easier to get to. It is not very easy to get to the Far East or 
Australia or USA, In an ideal world, it ought to be world-wide.
KL Do you think that it is important that students have the opportunity to
take part in a mobility programme.
MP Yes, students going out and students coming in, both at under-graduate 
and post-graduate level. I think it is good to have a mix of international
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students, their perspective is helpful. It helps our students to stand 
back and reflect. It is good to listen to other students' insights.
KL Do the post-graduate students try to formulate a definition of a
European dimension when they plan their future work with children?
MP We always try to bring it back to the level of children. We get them to
think how they would introduce it to children through the subjects.
KL Do you feel that more extemal direction is needed from the Scottish
Office or the G.T.C., or do you feel an institutional approach is more 
appropriate?
MP I think that some of the support should come from the Scottish Office
and the G.T.C. They are very good at sending reports for discussion or 
comments and consultation, but they are not always good at giving us 
information that would be helpful at the implementation stage. There 
is an expectation that it is a directive, ‘This is what we would like and 
therefore you’ll do it. ’ How you do it and how you resource it, is your 
problem. This leaves the institutions to work their way through it, but 
when there are so many conflicting demands on courses it is quite 
difficult to take that forward. If there are the same demands on the 
local authorities to implement it in schools, then it must take its place 
in the pecking order alongside all the other initiatives that come out as 
a top priority from the Scottish Office. Maybe it is about not 
compartmentalising it, maybe its about giving more support and 
showing how it links with other things and how it is integrated. That 
would be better than a nice glossy report saying what we should be 
doing.
KL Do you know of any Scottish Office material on the European
Dimension?
MP SCCC have brought out materials.
KL Thsi's Thinking European.
MP Part of it is the dissemination of materials from SCCC. It should not
just be sent to schools, but institutions of higher education. Also, 
higher education institutions should be involved with SCCC in the 
development of the materials.
KL Do you think that a national policy is needed to ensure that a European
dimension is implemented?
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MP The danger is that if you make something else a policy then it adds
further pressure on top of all the other policy requirements. A stronger 
statement about it might be helpful.
KL There is the 5-14 cross-curricular booklet, but it is not particularly 
helpful regarding implementation.
MP The actual practicalities of it are always left to the schools and colleges 
to deal with. When schools have a long list of other things to develop, 
the European dimension is low down on the priority list.
KL You see this as a barrier to implementation?
MP Yes, the fact is there are too many other priorities. It is a great idea, but
the actual implementation of it is not thought through as well as it 
could be.
KL There was a policy statement brought out by the Scottish Office, but
this was not followed up by the inspectorate.
MP If the inspectorate brought out a document - 'How good is your School
in the European dimension?' it would help. So that people were 
expected to have analysed that, then it would happen. We are asked to 
implement other things in the curriculum without help, regarding 
implementation the European dimension it is no different. It is 
assumed that the expertise is there. There are all sorts of barriers 
around it.
KL Does anyone co-ordinate the European dimension at Jordanhill?
MP Not across all the programmes.
KL Is it down to course leaders?
MP Yes, and the course teams.
KL You began by saying that the institution is positive about the European
dimension, did having the ATEE conference here contribute to this?
MP There were people coming in and out of the conference because it was
here. Also, there have been spin-offs, people getting involved in 
projects through the ATEE working groups.
KL It did create an interest?
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MP Yes, but the priority at the moment is re-validation of the course, 
modularisation etc.
KL Is the elective running with the PG's this year?
MP It is not running this year and it didn't run last year.
KL Is there any other issue you want to mention?
MP Our links are really at an international level not just European.
KL That is why I was interested to find out whether you felt it should be a 
European dimension or an international dimension?
MP You have to start somewhere. We have a lot to leam from our own 
community before we look elsewhere. Although it is good to look at 
others and compare.
KL Do you think the vagueness of the concept, 'European dimension' is a 
problem?
MP Probably, it tries to do all things for all people. If you try to define it 
you will get constant complaints from people, you've missed out this or 
that. In the end it is not a question of what the Scottish Office or the
institution say it is, but individuals defining it for themselves.
It is better to network with people who are of a similar mindset, which 
would be world-wide rather than Europe-wide. It would be horrendous 
if we came to a situation because we were Europeans we were expected 
to have a single view. That would be educationally restrictive.
KL The Maastricht Treaty does not demand harmonisation, because it is 
recognised that education is a very national-orientated concept.
MP There are two many different approaches - just look at pre-school and 
school starting ages.
KL How influential do you think the EU is in education?
MP What influences us at the moment in education is the league table;
where we stand in Europe. That is not about the European dimension 
that is comparison, it is a competitive society.
KL That could be described as a European dimension.
MP It is not the European dimension, it is purely comparison.
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KL A lot of policy documents do talk about Europe competing with USA 
and Asia in educational and economic terms.
MP How do you measure these things?
It is interesting that one of our generic modules for all our courses is 
called, ‘Personal Development*. It looks at values as an individual, as a 
professional within society in broad terms, and how you reconcile your 
values when you work with others.
KL That is interesting. Thank you for the interview. May I quote you when 
I write up my research.
MP Yes.
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KL You received my letter explaining my research?
RM Yes
KL Ho’w did your involvement in the European dimension begin?
RM For as many years as I can remember we have had a European dimension in
our courses. People have talked about them and people have thought that they 
were important. They tended to be electives, rather than in the mainstream. 
My view was that in the past they have tended to be rather tokenistic in their 
approach. It was thought to be a good thing, a fashionable thing because we 
were a part of Europe, therefore it was put into our courses. That is not to say 
that people did not believe in it, because there were people who were 
passionate about it. In the primary courses you would get some small bit on 
the European dimension in the environmental studies programme and 
gradually you would get electives. They tended to be taken by people from 
the educational studies department who have done some research in that field 
or the social studies department. I became interested in it through someone in 
Jordanhill saying to me that a link had been established with a hogeschool in 
the Netherlands, would I like to go there. It was at that point that it became 
more than a noble idea, but something that somebody was going to do 
something about. It became much more interesting. The move from 
something interesting to something that is put into programmes is still 
dependent on funding to make it happen. When the first project took place, 
there was an onus on me, because I had visited the hogeschool, to get funding 
and to get something launched. We got funding for 10 students to go from 
here to the Netherlands and 10 to come back.
When I went to the hogeschool and made contact with the staff and students I 
discovered we had so much in common. It was intriguing to discuss the 
differences, but we had an enormous amount in common. I felt at ease with 
the people I was working with and I was interested in their system. What is 
good about it is it starts to make you think about your own system and why 
you do things in particular ways. The answer to that is often for historical 
reasons, because you have always done it that way. I was interested to 
maintain the link, so I applied for modest funding to continue. We were able 
to achieve something over a 10 day period that was part course time and part
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vacation time. It was about information technology at that time. For me, it 
was one of the most memorable things I have ever done. Mainly because I 
knew students in a different way. I knew staff in a different way. We enjoyed 
the enterprise of working together. Half of the students who took part in the 
exchange then went to work in another country. Some went to the USA, some 
went to Europe. Either they were these kind of people anyway, or it was the 
experience. They all spoke of how being away made them interested in other 
systems. So that was how it all started.
KL When was that?
RM That was 4 years ago. The following year 10 students came from the
Netherlands. The next stage would have been to have put that type of 
programme into the course, but the funding disappeared. What we would like 
is to go for a project where students go for a much longer period of time. It is 
that idea that the courses here are struggling with. To send students for a term 
is a bit more difficult. However, my own personal view is that it is not as 
difficult as people make out, because while I was in the Netherlands, I met two 
students who were there for 3 months. Admittedly they were from the Social 
Work course and they were doing different things than they would do here, but 
we have got hung up on our courses here on having to do the same. It has 
proved difficult to get over that barrier. We get a constant stream of students 
coming here, so we don’t do enough. Nevertheless, on the B.Ed. course there 
are a number of little experiments of students going out for extended periods 
of time, which is growing.
So, my experience started with that and then spread from my experience in 
ATEE. That came about almost accidentally. I got involved because the 
conference was coming here. From that I have made all sorts of contacts with 
people in all different countries and I am in continuous contact with people in 
other European countries nowadays. I have a whole network of contacts. So 
the teacher education bit of it has developed, it has gone from one person to 
three or four people in the primary education department involved in projects. 
Part of that is snowballing from European/International dimensions. Part of it 
is from research ratings too, some of the climate is to do things in that field. 
So we have a number of links. These are not just social links, they are strong 
professional links, even though there is not a lot of funding.
KL Why did you decide to get involved in the Dutch project at the beginning? 
Was there something specific that influenced you at that point?
RM The visit that sparked it off was not a conscious move. Somebody came to me
and asked me. The conscious move was afterwards, I said, T must do
something with this to develop a strategy’. The same thing happened with 
ATEE, I was asked to go, I then took the initiative.
KL How important do you think it is for student teachers in Scotland to have a
European dimension in their course?
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RM I think that it is very important, it should be there. I cannot imagine you 
finding anyone who would argue against it, but I don’t think the issue is 
should it be there. The issue is how you handle it, what experiences you put 
into it. It cannot just be about a member of staff wearing a European 
dimension hat and making visits. That’s okay but something of the life of 
Europe needs to be in the course. There are electives in the B.Ed. course, 
some of these electives have built into them opportunities to go to Europe. 
There have been study tours of schools, but it is not massive.
KL You’ve talked about a European dimension in general terms, are you able to 
define what you mean?
RM (Laughs) If I had done my homework I could answer your question. It could 
be a mixture of things. It could be modules, units or more likely elements in a 
teacher education course where the focus is providing knowledge, 
understanding and experiences about aspects of education in Europe. Also, it 
can be something that is a permeating policy throughout the whole of the 
course. People who are course planners expect people who teach on the 
course to be aware of a European dimension and bring it into what they do. 
Probably the best way is to have a combination of both. Although, I am 
coming round to the view that permeation, doesn’t work unless it is plotted. 
So I think that it is something that heightens the awareness of students, give 
them knowledge and understanding of and experience of teacher education in 
Europe. Not a tourist visit, but something with an educational task. If a visit 
is not possible for financial reasons, then elements in the course that allow 
students to interact with people from other European countries, either students 
or visiting staff.
KL I am interested in your phrase, ‘Bringing some of the life of Europe to the
course’. Other people have made a similar comment. Is the implementation 
of a European dimension down to the course leaders, is there anyone who co­
ordinates it?
RM No.
KL The permeative aspect - is it plotted?
RM Only by the course leaders. I know that in the course documentation there are
permeative elements on the European dimension, but I do not think they are 
there in the same way as gender issues, and multi-cultural issues. Most course 
leaders think that there are too many permeative elements. My view of it is 
that the European dimension does not have a central role.
KL The staff who are involved - do they come forward because they are interested
or is there a strategy to involve people from different departments in a planned 
way?
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RM I cannot recollect any kind of central development on that. There are very 
important elements within, for example, the professional studies department, 
in educational studies. That is because of Brian Peck and people like that who 
have an interest. I am not saying that it is haphazard because he has that
interest, but because he has that expertise it is built into the courses. Where it
happens in other parts of the course, it is where people have a special interest 
in it. There has not been a central thrust in the European dimension, other than 
in every document about courses it gets a mention. There will have been a 
conscious attempt to make sure that it is included, but it is not monitored in the 
same way as some of the other elements. Such as gender issues and multi­
cultural issues.
KL You favour a combination of approaches?
RM Yes, the permeative approach is less effective, but if there is only a separate
input the argument is that it never has any impact on other parts of the course. 
Yet, if it is not separate the concept and the ideas are not clear, but with only a 
permeative approach everyone else thinks that someone else is doing it.
KL When you talk about a separate element do you mean an elective for a small
number of students or do you mean on input for all students?
RM All students, but in the B.Ed. course it has to be a small element. Those 
students who have a particular interest could then take an elective.
KL You talked about funding, do you think that funding is crucial to a European 
dimension in teacher education?
RM Yes, at least to kick start it. We started with an Erasmus grant, it wasn’t much, 
but it just made it easier to go to a course leader and say, ‘Can you give me a 
wee bit more to add to this grant to make the visit possible?’ If you were 
going for large sums then it would not be possible. If you ask students to pay, 
it restricts it to students who are able to afford it. I think funding gives it that 
extra push.
KL There has been no hesitation in Jordanhill to match funding?
RM There has been a discussion in Senate, that the costs for the University for say
a Tempus programme are enormous, for no similar return. I think the factor is 
that money is becoming tighter, every department is much more cost- 
conscious.
KL Do you think that international education should be funded by the Scottish 
Office - a pump-priming fund similar to the situation in the Netherlands?
RM I think that it would make a huge difference, money puts things on agendas. 
Any initiative from the Scottish Office would give it a much higher profile, a 
much greater impact and a much greater affect.
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KL What about the role of the inspectorate. Do you think that would make a 
difference?
RM It probably would, but I think that they distract what happens in schools by the 
things they put on their agenda. I don’t see it happening at a time when they 
are doing what they are doing at the moment. It would be pretty powerful, if 
they put it into inspection in schools it would happen, but I don’t think that is 
the way ahead in this. I think that it might be counter-productive, if teachers 
resented something imposed from above. I think what would cause less 
resentment, is some kind of central frmding, that would enable aspects of 
experimentation that would grow naturally by schools that were interested. I 
know of schools that have established links because they are interested. A 
little funding would help these schools do a little bit more.
KL It was on the agenda of the inspectorate. I believe that the plan was to include
it in inspections from 1998, but because of all the other changes it was 
postponed.
To go back to an earlier point you said that not many students take part in 
visits to other European institutions, is that because there is an unwillingness 
to take time out of their course?
RM I can only talk about the visit I was involved in and certainly there was not a
flock of people wanting to go. The courses are very demanding and they get 
their heads down. I think in these days of unemployment, emphasis on good 
grades, and high qualifications that they don’t want to take any risks. A short 
visit that wouldn’t disturb their course might be more attractive. Even though 
somebody convinced them that it wouldn’t disturb their course, because of the 
pressure of assessment they would still be unwilling. They become so 
consumed by the number of things they have to do on the course. That could 
be an argument for course planners to say lets sort this out and encourage our 
students to go.
KL Is it possible to change this situation?
RM It requires an enthusiast, people in positions of responsibility to be
enthusiastic, present papers at Boards of Study for example. That could be a 
very valuable strategy or a very dangerous strategy. We have someone here 
who is very strong on multi-culturalism/anti-racist education and he is never 
done raising the matter, but sometimes it is counter-productive because people 
have so many other things to consider. I think that it needs someone at the top 
to spark things off, but in the nature of things unless there are some enthusiasts 
around who push for it then it will not happen.
KL Do you think that a grass roots initiative is the way forward rather than a
systematic strategy?
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RM I think that it will only have a higher profile if there is a systematic strategy.
The problem is that people are uneasy about the success in areas like special
education, multi-cultural/anti-racist education and gender issues, all these are 
big issues and they are not sure that they are doing terribly well in them, so it
is difficult to make a break-through in the European dimension.
KL Is that because there are so many pressures on the course?
RM Yes, there are all sorts of policies about different things. For example, green
issues is another one, nobody can stand up and argue against them. There is a
climate that makes it harder to push for any one of them.
KL Do you think the permeative approach is a barrier?
RM It is a hard slog for it to happen any other way. It definitely needs a number of
enthusiasts.
KL Do you think a Co-ordinator of European Education is needed or should the
responsibility lie with the course leaders?
RM I think it lies with the course leaders who know their courses. That is just a
personal view, if I was pushed I might find it hard to defend, but I think that 
there is a limit to the number of co-ordinators you can have on a course.
KL Have any of the European policy papers been influential on the courses here?
Do people know about them?
KM They are not well known at all.
KL Interested individuals would know?
RM Yes.
KL Is there any staff development on the European dimension?
RM No, I do not recollect even a small staff development on that at any time in the
last ten years. I have heard people talking about it passionately, but not in a 
staff development session.
KL Do you have an international office?
RM Yes, their job is to organise mobility programmes and there was an European
Unit. In more recent times they don’t have a co-ordinating role. I go to them 
for technical things like contracts rather than support for concepts or ideas. It 
maybe that I have not used them appropriately, I didn’t find them very helpful. 
I found I had to read things myself to understand them. I know that is an 
unfair judgement of them based on my experience. I feel comforted that there
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is an international unit in the university. I will turn to them in the future, once 
I get to know them it will be easier. I just don’t know them at the moment.
KL Thank you for the interview.
RM I found it interesting. Although at the beginning I said that I would not know 
the details and you would need to speak to the course leaders, I found it 
interesting because when somebody poses questions, you start to clarify your 
thinking and think about the things you do and don’t do. I think I am 
committed to the European dimension in teacher education through the 
contacts I have had with others, I have seen the benefits of reflection upon 
one’s own work.
KL It is interesting that you identify the importance of reflection that is gained 
from a visit to another European institution, some people I have interviewed 
feel that there is a tension between promoting the European dimension and a
national dimension. Some see the teacher’s role as promoting national culture.
RM It is interesting to explore it further. There are incredible differences. One 
example, from the work of the ATEE Working Group I am involved in was 
about student placement in schools. Our students said that they worried about 
the tutor coming out to visit them and observe them teaching in school. 
Whereas in other countries the students did not worry about this at all, similar 
kind of students, similar kind of experiences, yet not worried about tutor visits 
at all. This is just a little illustration that this kind of exploration of an aspect 
across countries produces interesting discussion that leads to reflection about 
what you do. Even if it is only for a justification of what you do.
KL Thank you, do you mind if I quote you when I write up my research?
RM No, not at all, use it as you wish.
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KL Perhaps you would begin by telling me how you became interested in 
theEuropean dimension?
BP It goes back a long time. When I was at the Institute of Education in London I 
did a research thesis on the European dimension with Edmund King, in the 
1960s. It looked at the development and importance of the European 
dimension in teaching. That introduced me to things that were happening from 
the Treaty of Rome up to the mid 1960s. It has been a lifelong interest since 
then. The interest led me into links with various organisations. The European 
Association of Teachers was one, I was involved with that for many years. I 
was involved with ATEE.
I was invited to the first meeting of the networks that were established by the 
European Community in 1989. We met in Nijmegan and we were in groups 
on the last day to form the networks. We called ourselves the MOUSE project, 
which was the Management Organisation Unit for the Study of Europe. That 
drifted along for a year or two without any money. I was the co-ordinator of 
the group from 1989 to when it finished in 1996. We were RIF network 3. In 
1991 we began to get a little money. We produced a publication, The Training 
of School Directors for the European Dimension. This was essentially about 
how school managers managed the European dimension. The first volume was 
about the management of schools in Europe. The second volume was called, 
School managers and the European Dimension. It included case studies and 
exemplars of how the European dimension was introduced in different schools 
in different countries. Then we produced a third volume about a training 
programme that could be launched by headteachers and others. The group was 
then overtaken by Socrates.
I think that the main thrust of the university now is moving into the new 
Europe. We had a conference here in 1990, it was about European teacher 
training, we had many visitors from Eastern Europe and as a result we 
established formal links with a university in Lithuania. We are also 
establishing links in Estonia and Latvia.
I was also involved in a project in Portugal, funded by the Treaty of Windsor. 
It looked at school management too. One other project looked at school boards
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in Scotland and school councils in Spain, examining similarities and 
differences. That will lead onto a much bigger study which will be published 
in the year 2000.
KL How did all that fit in with your role here at Jordanhill? What is your remit?
BP I was firstly in education and then we combined with psychology to become
educational studies. I was appointed here to develop international links and 
that has been the case for many years. The International Centre, such as it is, 
on the Campus, is mostly for overseas people from South America and Africa 
who are coming here for courses. It use to be run by Jim Dunlop, who has 
more or less retired now. The centre was the basis for an international 
committee which included European issues. We met from time to time. As the 
years went by the international committee was more involved in overseas 
issues rather than European ones. That committee has now been dissolved. My 
understanding is that something new is being set up.
In this faculty there is an enormous number of projects going on and I don't 
think that the right hand always knows what the left hand is doing. I know that 
the IT Department is involved in the Czech Republic, Estonia and Latvia. 
Staff in social studies have been involved with teacher trainers in Russia 
assisting in the re-writing of history books. I have been working with school 
directors in Lithuania and Estonia and there are other projects which we never 
hear about.
There are many links and field studies carried out by other departments, such
as geography and modem studies. They go to Berlin and the Netherlands and
visit Strasbourg.
KL Is that an option?
BP Well it is an option in that it has to be paid for, so not everybody goes.
In this department, I have led groups abroad. We had strong links with 
Sweden during the heyday of the comprehensive school. We went to Sweden 
about four times. We combined with the Swedes to visit East Germany, which 
was very interesting. There were other visits.
KL Were there student visits?
BP No, these were mostly staff visits. The students have gone generally with the 
social studies department and the B.Ed programme.
I should also tell you about the Strathclyde Centre for East European 
Economies in Transition, that was set up four years ago. There are 
representatives from each of the faculties. This I understand has around 200 
projects in Eastern Europe. The law school and the business school is heavily 
involved. There is a lot going on, but I don't think that people know what
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other people are doing. There are lots of hidden agendas and some 
competition between faculties.
KL You are part of the Educational Studies Department - does a European 
dimension come into your teaching?
BP Yes, what we have done over the years is to provide a variety of inputs which 
may be waning a bit. There has always been an element in the PGCE course, 
which is in two parts. One part is in the prescribed common core for all the 
students, where one or two of their days has been devoted to the European 
dimension. Sometimes I have done it myself with colleagues, over the last two 
or three years we have invited a school head and the Principal of Modem 
Studies from Trinity Academy in Edinburgh. They came over and did some 
presentations and ran some workshops. We have had other visitors. I think 
John Mitchell came once. We had mass lectures followed by seminars. The 
problem was staffing seminars with people who knew something about the 
European dimension. So we scraped that and the last two or three years we 
had visiting people who just did a mass lecture.
KL So it amounts to mainly awareness raising?
BP Yes, it is awareness-raising, but in addition to this there is an elective. 
Although it sometimes does not run. I think the reason for this is that students 
are concemed about finding jobs. Whether the European dimension would 
help them find a job is questionable. What we find is that many students flock 
to the IT option or special educational needs because they see this as an extra 
line to put on their CV.
When the elective mns we have had typically twelve meetings, myself along 
with staff from the Social Studies Department. The meetings include 
information about how the European institutions work, the parliament and so 
on, what is happening in schools in terms of social studies activities, European 
issues and problems - teacher mobility in Europe, probation in Europe etc. All 
of that was for the PGCE secondary course.
For the B.Ed. programme I also ran an elective for many years. It looked at 
schools in other countries, how they were organised and run. We touched on a 
whole variety of things. That has disappeared now for one reason or another. 
Whether the primary department are running one I don't know. We did have a 
couple of mass lectures for the B.Ed.s too. That may have been taken over by 
the primary department too, but again I don't know.
KL You mentioned that the students are thinking about their future job prospects 
and do not perceive that a European dimension will be valuable to them, do 
you think that there is a lack of understanding about what a European 
dimension is?
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BP I am sure of it. It is in the papers a lot, but it is about the EURO or the loss of 
the pound, political in-fighting or the vast salaries of MEPs and people 
working for the Commission. My own feeling is that there is knowledge, but 
of the wrong sort. The papers are invariably critical. I think the students have 
perhaps rather a negative view. I am convinced of that. The few that go on 
field trips I am sure have a different view.
What we did in the mass lectures was to look at what the European dimension 
is and the statements made in the 1988 Resolution. The statements were 
included in their module booklets so they ought to know about them, but the 
reality in my view is that the hunt for jobs dominates. We looked at four or 
five statements fi*om the 1988 Resolution in order to understand what the 
European dimension is about.
I have been involved in many exchanges and for me personally the European 
dimension is an extension of educational studies and change and development.
I think that there are problems. In my view, it is a little like a dart board. You 
have the inner six who started the ball rolling in 1957. This number extended 
over successive years and by the year 2005, there could be 25 countries in the 
Union and this will inevitably mean league tables. The European dimension 
will become much more complex. My particular interest at the moment is in 
the Baltic States, and Estonia is lined up to become a member in a couple of 
years. Despite the unity and the Baltic Council of Ministers and all sorts of 
joint activities between Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, the Lithuanians and the 
Latvians are saying we really ought to join together and have a united fi*ont, 
but because Estonia can meet the criteria at the moment and they are going 
ahead. That has caused splits and I can see this happening in many directions. 
Those countries that have benefited enormously from the European dimension 
financially, such as Ireland, Portugal and Spain will feel less enamoured with 
the European dimension when they see money going eastwards.
In the beginning the European dimension was something that you could 
contain in your mind, but now I don’t think it is so easy to do it. You could 
perhaps define it as extending links and all kinds of projects, networks and 
opportunities fimded by the EU, but bringing it all together and talking about 
a European dimension is not so easy. You could also say that the European 
dimension is about those former Eastern European countries who feel very 
European. Despite the EURO and the formalised links I would describe the 
European dimension as rather loose.
KL Do you think that this difficulty defining what the European dimension is 
makes it difficult for student teachers to grasp it and see as important?
BP I think that it does. Communication and involvement with various projects is 
easier through the use of new technology, but that is not really the European 
dimension. It is part of it, but to comprehend the wider notion is difficult. In 
the network I was involved in we had some Danes and they frequently said
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that the definition of the European dimension is based on where you live. I 
think that is a very good point. For example, the Danes who live on the east 
coast look towards the Baltic's, I think if you live in Scotland then the 
European dimension is France and Germany.
KL Do you think it is a mind-set problem in Scotland, that there is a feeling that 
Europe is over there and that we are not Europeans?
BP Yes, you usually have to go through England and then across the channel. The 
European dimension is also a matter of money. If you can travel easily it is not 
a problem, but if you have to travel great distances then you need money. So 
pupils in Scotland will be really lucky if they have a school trip to another 
European country.
KL You said that when you were appointed it was to bring an international 
perspective to Jordanhill. Why was the management interested in doing that at 
that time?
BP My field was comparative studies, although I always focused on the European 
scene, it essentially emanated from comparative education.
KL So you were working on it long before the European Resolution in 1988?
BP Yes. I was working on this from the early 1970s.
KL You mentioned that you included information about the 1988 Resolution in 
your lectures, how much of an influence do you think it was on the 
development of a European dimension in teacher education?
BP I think it is up to the General Teaching Council. They supported those of us 
trying to include it in our courses. What we have done is include booklets for 
all the courses and we provide a lot of information. For example, the students 
are asked to use the material to help them answer the question 'What problems 
might you as a probationary teacher meet when you try to include a European
dimension?, how might you overcome those problems?, How would you
evaluate your success? How would you convince your principal teacher that 
this is important? In the booklet there is material from Trinity Academy, 
extracts from the 1988 Resolution, extracts from 5-14, extracts from the 
Scottish Office policy documents. I am not sure if the booklets will be issued 
next year, things are changing.
KL Do the PG students and the B.Ed.s receive that booklet?
BP Just the PG students, the B.Ed.s used to get it, but I am not sure now whether 
they do. I understand that the booklets will be reduced next year. It is two days 
for the PG's at the moment. What happens when we have to consider the new 
list of competences I don't know, it may well destroy it. We do have a very 
wide range of courses, so as a department we are listing the key things we are
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doing, so that they will be available at least as a core for all the courses we 
meet. For example we have got 'Professionalism and
contemporary issues', there is 'Teaching as a profession', there is 'Teaching in 
the wider community'. It will depend on the expertise in the department at the 
time, but there are areas where the European dimension can come in. It will 
depend on people's strengths, department battles - who wants to do what etc. It 
will go on, but it won't hit the headlines.
KL You have had a lifelong interest and you have been instrumental in setting up
a lot of projects, if you were not at Jordanhill, would it continue?
BP No, the Dean has said to me already that when I go there will be real concerns
about how it will continue.
KL It cannot be based only on individuals.
BP Individuals are often motivated in spite of the institution which is very sad.
When I last spoke to the Dean about my next trip to Estonia he was very 
supportive of international links, which is encouraging given the concerns 
within the university. The research exercise features in it all.
KL You mentioned international, do you prefer to use the term international 
dimension to the European dimension?
BP I think that you have to have both. I forget the details of the treaties but it has 
all kinds of agreements such as the Lome agreement which says we must look 
outward. However, the expansion of the EU provides an international 
dimension. This faculty has many links in Australia, New Zealand, Africa and 
America. Most of them are research links but I think there is a balance of 
links.
KL Do you think the European dimension has been pushed aside? Do you think 
that it needs a statement from the GTC or the Scottish Office to put it back on 
the agenda?
BP I do think that it has been pushed aside in the student courses. There is never 
enough time to do everything. Course co-ordinators are constantly harassed 
about what to put in and what to leave out. Given this scenario some kind of 
GTC and Scottish Office impetus would persuade the course directors that 
they can't avoid it. It would allow those who struggle for it, to have a platform 
to stand on. I noticed that the European dimension is not prominent in the new 
list of competences issued by the Scottish Office. I don't get the message from 
the GTC these days that it is highlighted that much. I don't think that it is just 
a Scottish problem, I think that the same thing is true in England. The 
peripheral location and the myopic concerns of a Scottish Parliament looking 
inward. This underpinning of the wider links ought to be much more evident 
in the years ahead, it could easily be lost or submerged in internal politics.
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KL Clearly you think that a European dimension is important for Scottish
education, is your view shared within this institution?
BP I think this university sees any kind of international link as very important
whether individuals think it is important is difficult to say. I suspect not. There
are about four pages of the university mission statement, I think that it does
mention attracting students firom other universities for research degrees, 
combining qualifications etc. There is much support for that. Whether this is 
the European dimension is questionable because we have said that it is more 
than links.
KL Thank you very much for allowing me to interview you, may I quote you 
when I write up my research?
BP Yes.
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KL Perhaps you would begin by talking about the B.Ed. course, is there a 
European dimension in the course?
BT There are a number of elements of it in the course. The most obvious one is 
that there is a general elective in year one which is called 'European Studies'. 
It is a half module, but it also involves a week long European visit. That is the 
one obvious element. There are however all sorts of other European elements 
which come into the course. These have grown up almost accidentally in 
terms of the various ways that we look at issues. For example, we have an 
agreement with the Stockholm Institute. We have three or four student 
teachers who come to us each year. We now have an arrangement through a 
Tempus Project with Slovenia. A number of our students went to Slovenia in 
September and we have some Slovenian teachers coming next week. So that 
sort of exchange programme is on the go. There are a number of other sorts of 
exchanges, we have had some teacher exchanges with Denmark, although that 
appears to have died a death at the moment. The PGCE students have been 
involved with an exchange programme in the Netherlands. Just this week I 
had a fax from the Netherlands saying that they want to send two of their 
students here. Maybe these exchange programmes are getting a little bit away 
from direct course involvement.
Within the course apart from the elective module that I have already 
mentioned, there is a European element in the geography course, and along 
with the European Studies students the third year geography students go to the 
same place on an exchange programme. They do similar things but not 
necessary identical things. I would say that these are the two main elements. I
am not sure to what extent there is a European dimension in other areas of the 
curriculum. In fact, to be honest I do not think that there is.
KL There is not a European module in the course that all of the students do?
BT No there is not.
KL Approximately, how many students in the first year opt for the elective 
module on European Studies?
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BT That module has always been a particularly popular one, but we are having to 
cut back a little bit, because of the pressure of smaller numbers of students and 
more electives. In the past we have had up to fifty students taking that 
particular module, now it is more like twenty students.
KL How long is a half module?
BT A half module is 24 hours of contact. In actual fact, it is nominally 24 hours of
contact time for a half module. To be truthful the reality is that it is about 18 
hours contact time. But in the case of the European module there is also a 
whole week for the exchange programme, so it actually has more contact 
hours than any other module.
KL Is that contact week done in the students own time, during the holiday?
BT Correct.
KL Do they have to fund it themselves?
BT It is fifty/fifty. We fund fifty percent out of the course budget. That is under
pressure too. Every year I think that might be the last. So far we have 
managed to keep it going.
KL Is a European dimension written into the course documentation only in the
elective, rather than in any permeative way in the whole course?
BT The European dimension is mentioned in the permeative way, but I have to
say that I do not think that it is represented in all areas. It is mentioned in a 
number of different areas, such as geography. Also, we used to have a fourth 
year elective, but we had to abandon that. I think that the European dimension 
is not well represented in the formal elements of the course, it tends to be 
more in the exchanges that I was talking about.
KL Do you feel that it should be in the course? Do you think that it is important
for student teachers?
BT Yes, I think that the whole of the international dimension, not just the
European dimension is important. The students need to have some notion of 
comparative education. We do have a comparative education study within 
professional studies which looks at different systems in different parts of the 
world, including European. So they do get an introduction to other educational 
systems, but it is not like any kind of immersion course - certainly not. I 
suppose when I think about it, they also have a fair bit about the country when 
they are studying a language. We use to do a number of languages, but we 
have reduced it to French, because it was too difficult to resource with small 
numbers. We have an all through programme, so it is possible for someone to 
do French in every year of the course. Some people choose to do that and they 
get a qualification for teaching French. They also learn a fair amount about
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France. That is not about Europe as such, it is about France. One also has to 
remember that the students teach about various parts of the world and 
therefore they have to research it when they are on school experience. But if 
the question is - is the European dimension an identifiable compulsory 
element for all students? Then the answer is - no it is not.
KL Perhaps I should have begun by asking you what you think a European 
dimension is?
BT I have spent a lot of time discussing this. I don't know quite what the answer 
is. The more you think about it the less sure you are. It has a number of 
elements. It is a knowledge thing to start with - knowledge about - do they 
know basic geography about where Europe is? Do they have any kind of 
understanding about European institutions in the European community? But it 
is also about the whole of Europe, not just the European Union. So there is a 
knowledge base. There is also an emotional base, that we are European. For 
example, I will watch skiing and I will want a European to win rather than a 
North American, because I think of myself as European rather than English- 
speaking. Others may have a different view. So its about an emotional 
attachment, the feeling of belonging to a place, that is home, and home gets 
bigger and bigger. So I would hope that a European dimension would help 
people to think about themselves as being European. Then there is that 
important element which is about the European Union - how does it affect my 
daily life? There are these three sorts of elements. I think that the European 
dimension means different things to different people.
KL Do you prefer to talk about a European dimension rather than an international 
dimension?
BT I think that both are necessary. I think that students have to recognise that they 
do not live in an isolated world, but I do think that there should be a European 
aspect.
KL Do think that the lack of a clear definition is problematic? Do think that it 
makes it difficult for students to grasp?
BT I think that it is difficult and I think that it is not just students who find it 
difficult to grasp. Legislators and course designers find it difficult to know 
what it means. It is very easy to say we are Europeans, we must sign up for a 
European dimension, but what exactly does that mean? When you come down 
to course design and looking at modules, you say well is that actually more 
important than SEN, for example. The European dimension is important, but 
where does it rate in comparison with other things. Also, if you take the kinds 
of definitions we have been talking about, giving knowledge about Europe is 
not difficult, but is it a good use of time? Could students not find this out via 
all sorts of other means apart from the course? If its about developing a 
European notion, a feeling of belonging to Europe, can you teach that? I 
would argue that it has got to be learned and the only way to leam that is by
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being there and being a part of it. So it might well be that the informal 
contacts that one develops are actually far more powerful than any formal 
structures of the course.
One of the reasons why I have never pushed too hard to have a European 
module in the B.Ed. course is because I am not at all convinced that it would 
be very effective. I think that it would be making it something that we were 
doing because it seemed like a good idea without being really sure why we 
were doing it. I don't think that the enthusiasm among staff is there, and I am 
not sure that the enthusiasm among students is there. If they want to do it I 
think that it is better for them to opt into doing it.
KL Do you think that it is better that the separate teacher education institutions are 
able to make the decision regarding the importance of a European dimension 
themselves or do you think that there should be a central policy?
BT I think the individual teacher education institutions should have their own
choice. The reason is that I do not believe that the imposition of - you must do 
this - is necessarily the most effective way to bring about change in this area. 
Having said that, I do believe that in a kind of related area, environmental 
education it has been effective. As you know, we have just got the first kind of 
national module for environmental education in teacher education and that 
does seem to be working. Nevertheless, I feel that those who are teaching the 
environmental education module were already doing that. All that has 
happened is that it has been restructured, repackaged, re-focused and 
formalised. I do not think that is the case in the European dimension, I am not 
very sure who would teach it or if you would have the same level of 
commitment for the European dimension as you have for environmental 
education. Therefore, I have a feeling that unless people want to do it, it would 
become a bit ritualistic and not very effective.
At a time of very scarce resources I am not at all convinced that it is the best 
use of time. I would much rather move down the road of student exchanges 
and try to develop first-hand experience.
KL That is always going to be only a small number.
BT Yes, but I am wondering whether that small number who have a good
understanding and knowledge is actually more effective than a very superficial 
knowledge and understanding of all the students. The vast amount of our 
students do travel, the days where our students had no experience outside of 
the classroom have gone. I agree that is not so in every case, but in the large 
number of cases the students have travelled to Europe. Some of them not far 
from the beach, but some of them have been further afield. I wonder whether a 
better approach might be to harness these individual experiences which they 
have had and bring more meaning to them. I think that some time to reflect on 
these experiences and share them with others is what is needed. I genuinely
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believe that is what we have to do with the world of work and why not with 
the European dimension.
You will gather that I am not totally convinced about the need for a formal 
course. I am not convinced that it would be successful, despite the fact that I 
do think it is necessary to move towards giving students a European 
understanding.
KL What was the rationale for including the elective? Why was it felt that 
European Studies should be an elective module?
BT It is an area of knowledge and experience, and that particular set of modules in 
first year is about understanding society, it is not related to teaching. So, it is 
not about how to teach about Europe, it is about learning about Europe. It 
would be perverse not to include it as one of the available experiences for 
students. So we have in that same group, the heritage of Greece and Rome.
KL It is not linked to the students' future teaching, it is more for their own
understanding?
BT Yes
KL From the point of view of a European dimension permeating the course, is it 
stated in the course document?
BT The European dimension is stated as a permeative element, but I would be 
telling lies if I said that it is always honoured. It is there, people are expected 
to include a European dimension. We have done an occasional survey to see 
the extent to which it is happening. However, I am not convinced about the 
notion of permeation. Permeation is a non-starter. Focal points plus 
permeation can be an effective strategy. I think nearly every example I have 
seen where it has been said, 'We will do it by a permeating strategy', it is an 
excuse for doing nothing. I do not believe in permeation as a means for 
delivering particular sets of outcomes. I think what we would want to do is to 
try to make sure that staff and students recognise there is a European
dimension to education. If that is as much as we can achieve then I would be
satisfied. I think if you really want to make a difference then you would have 
to invest a fair amount of time and energy in the European dimension.
KL Where it sits in the priority list will obviously effect that.
BT Exactly and I am not convinced that it is at the top of the list.
KL What do you think is needed to see a shift in the priority list?
BT Well clearly if the Scottish Office guidelines said, 'You must', then we would
do it and we would invest resources in order for it to be done. Just as if 
modem languages was deemed to be compulsory, then we would do what had
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to be done to make it happen. Indeed, anything else that the Scottish Office 
decided was required then we would honour it. We would do it by a dedicated 
module rather than saying we will do it here, there and everywhere.
KL Was the decision to have an elective module in European Studies related to
the GTC Paper suggesting that teacher education should have a European 
dimension?
BT No, it has been there for many years before the GTC Paper. It originally arose
from staff interest, what staff wanted to offer. There was a fourth year and a 
first year elective. One was knowledge-based and the other looked at issues in 
the European dimension. Now we only have the first year one. It is run by a 
geographer, but it draws on other issues. The original fourth year one was a 
full module and I think that it is quite sad that it has gone.
KL Did it disappeared because it was linked to going to another institution?
BT The exchange was in the fourth year module and there were so many other
pressure in the fourth year that it disappeared. Maybe that was a mistake 
which is rectifiable.
KL It wasn't just about funding students going to another European country, it was
also to do with the pressures of time in fourth year?
BT Yes.
KL As far as the institution is concemed is there a positive feeling towards having
a European dimension in the course? Do you as course director think that it is 
should be included in the course?
BT I would say that it is not heavily promoted in the institution. I do not think I
have ever been asked about it in an intemal course scmtiny. That having been 
said, I do think that there are efforts to make the institution more European. 
We have links with ATEE as well as a whole list of links with other European 
institutions. I think that the institution is becoming more European in relation 
to experiences, but not necessarily the undergraduate courses.
KL What do you see as the barriers to including a European dimension in the
course?
BT I think that there are two barriers. I think the pressure of time is the first. The 
second is that it does not have a champion, there are so many other pressures. 
The only way that you are going to have the European dimension taking a 
higher priority is by having somebody to champion it. Even then it may not be 
successful, but without a champion, because of all the other claims on course 
time, it would not be considered. My own area - enterprise education is not 
embedded in the B.Ed. It is an elective and even though it does have a 
champion, because of the pressure of time other staff cannot include it.
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What is happening in education in the primary sector and to a certain extent in 
the secondary sector, is that you have two conflicting pressures. You've got 
one which is narrowing the curriculum - you must concentrate on maths, on 
languages, you must do more of them. If you concentrate on them everything 
else falls off the page. On the other hand, there is another pressure that is 
saying these are all the things that you must embrace and the European 
dimension is just one. You could take up a dozen of these, Scottish history 
would be another one. Those of us responsible for course design and course 
planning are having to face up to twin pressures. It is a juggling act, there is 
no question that we cannot fulfil all the demands that are placed on us. The 
European dimension is perhaps unfortunate that it came up at a time when 
there were a lot of other things to be considered. There was a tendency for 
people to say , 'Stop - we cannot take on more and more'. It has been pushed 
aside not because people think that it is unimportant, but because they cannot 
see how on earth they can fit it in. Some things make a breakthrough, but they 
will only do so if they are pushed very strongly in the form of guidelines or in 
the form of something that virtually details what should be done. So the 
European dimension falls into a kind of wilderness area where people know 
that it is important, but don't see how they can include it.
KL You mentioned guidelines - SCCC brought out Thinking European for 
schools, but there is nothing similar for teacher education. Do you think that is 
a gap that should be filled?
BT I do not rate Thinking European very highly as a document. I do not think that 
it was very influential. We launched our own Over to Europe at the same 
time. I do not think that Thinking European particularly served the cause of 
the European dimension. The second, much more substantive point, is about 
to what extent do teacher educators need that kind of guidance? I think 
provided that kind of guidance came as a result of consultation and as a result 
of general acceptance on the part of teacher education institutions that this was 
what was required, then it would have a powerful influence. If however, it 
became something that was parachuted in, top down, 'You must do this', it 
will not be successful. To a certain extent people already say, 'Yes, it is a good 
thing', there is a general acceptance that it is a good thing, but unless there is a 
genuine taking of people with them, its either not going to be included or it is 
going to be included in such a way that it doesn't really address the issues. It 
comes back to what I was saying about environmental education, it works in 
that case because people are committed and convinced that there is an 
educational task to be done. So guidelines would certainly help, but they 
would be very much more powerful if staff development was also taking 
place.
KL It sounds like quite a staff development programme. With environmental 
education the staff involved are easily identifiable. For the European 
dimension which group of staff would be involved?
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BT That is exactly the problem. We have a number of people who champion the 
European dimension in this institution, two of them are in professional 
studies, one of them is in geography, one of them is in the international office. 
So there is not a clear focus. If you had a centre for European Education where 
these ideas could be collected together then you may get some kind of 
development. But, it comes back to a question you asked earlier, we would all 
have to agree on what we mean by the European dimension. I suppose the 
very fact that you have to ask that question highlights the problem. You 
wouldn’t have to ask me what special educational needs are. Although there 
are shades of definition of it, everybody has some kind of concept of what 
special educational needs are as an area of specialism. The European 
dimension is very difficult to define, what is it? What should people include in 
it? Unless you can get a consensus as to what it is it is difficult to get it 
accepted.
KL Do you think that it is the word dimension that is the problem?
BT Yes, I think the people that are promoting the European dimension do not
seem to know what it actually means. You see all kinds of odd things are seen 
as being part of the European dimension. Just because it happens in Europe it 
is the European dimension. Okay, that is one definition, but that does not give 
you any kind of structure or format or knowledge of how you address it. Is it a 
rigorous concept?
KL You did mention a difference between the 1st year module and the 4th year 
module. You said that the 1st year module was learning about Europe and the 
4th year module was more to do with learning through Europe, that itself is a 
structure.
BT Yes, I am not saying that there are not structures. What I am saying is that 
everyone is very unclear about what the structures are and there is no rigorous 
attempt in teacher education institutions to get any kind of structure or to get 
agreement on what they think it means. You have to be careful, a lot of what 
we have to do are ideas that are already part of some other discipline or 
structure, does that change just because they happen to be taking place in 
Europe? Is the location of these the important element? Does it matter where 
Freud lived? Are his ideas still as relevant or irrelevant? Would they be 
different if he lived in Britain? There is a geographical notion of determinism 
that would say he would not have had those ideas unless he had lived in that 
particular place. I am a bit dubious about determinism as a concept, but much 
of what is in the European dimension is already linked to some other 
discipline and way of thinking. What is it that is European that gives it special 
characteristics? That is why I think it is that feeling of belonging that is 
important rather than a rigorous study. As soon as you get into that semi- 
emotional area then you are into difficulties.
KL That is why I was asking you about the rationale for a European dimension in 
the course here. I feel the rationale is linked to the approach taken. Do you
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think that people need to be clear about the reasons for including a European
dimension?
BT One of the ways in which you get that sense of belonging is by having a 
shared history. I certainly can remember studying as a student European 
history and I think that is part of the reason that I feel European, because of 
that history. If we want to do more on history, should we do more on 
European history or modem Scottish history? Immediately you are faced with 
that kind of nationalism. Europe is full of that kind of conflict at the moment, 
people are breaking away and forming smaller and smaller units. I personally 
believe that we should be thinking in European terms rather than nationalist 
terms, but there is a lot of pressure in education to conform to the smaller 
grouping rather than the larger grouping. I do think that in order to help people 
understand what it means to be European we should be doing European 
history. Again, the difficulty in that is, that in teacher education courses you 
are trying to prepare students to teach. How many people are going to say I 
think you should do European history because you want to be European, 
rather than a bit more of mathematics. There is a conflict. In a perfect world 
we would be able to explore all of the issues. I do think we have to be realistic 
about what we can actually achieve.
KL Do you see a tension between the national approach and the European 
approach?
BT I am sure there is a tension.
KL Do you think that it is possible to do both?
BT I sure that it is, but you need to explore these issues sufficiently thoroughly in
order for them to become meaningful. What I am saying is although there is 
that tension, there is also the tension between that and all the other things that 
have to be covered.
I do genuinely believe that the best way forward for developing these ideas 
about the European dimension is to actually visit as part of an exchange 
programme. Not just to go and visit, but to go and do. The amount that
students will leam if they go there with a purpose is far greater than to go as a
tourist. I really think that is more powerful.
KL If visits are stmctured?
BT Yes.
KL You are not concerned that visits are only open to a small number of students?
BT I think that it is better. I think that many of the other ways of including a
European dimension are too superficial. I will repeat what I said earlier, I 
think that we can do more to make use of students' own experiences, so that
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they are able to share their experiences. I think that we should seriously build 
that into our courses. That could be done through structured questions and 
through peer group support and that kind of thing. I think that would be a 
much more powerful way of introducing a European dimension.
KL Do you think there is a place in the course where that kind of sharing of 
experiences could be done?
BT Yes there is a module about educational review, where the students have time 
for reflection
KL Thank you for allowing me to interview you. May I quote you when I write up 
my research?
BT Yes.
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KL Perhaps you would begin by telling me about your role in the Ministry of 
Education as far as European integration is concemed.
PS We are an organisational stmcture. We have a section for primary and
secondary education, higher education and a section of financing and 
intemational co-operation. We are the latter section, we have four 
departments, a department of bi-lateral relations, a department of European 
integration, a department of Phare 1, (it is a department for renewal of the 
educational system) and a department of Phare 2, (it is for reform of 
vocational education and training). My department is responsible for 
European integration.
KL What exactly does that mean?
PS It is in the sector of education, approximation of law, we are trying to analyse
our legislation to join the European Union. There is a White Book, 
Preparation o f Associated Countries o f Central and Eastern Europe for 
Integration into the Internal Market o f the Union. Chapter 18 deals with 
recognition of diplomas etc. We have a working group composed of 
representatives from different sectors who are looking at the requirements 
related to the agreements in this chapter. They will prepare proposals about 
which laws need to be changed.
KL So that is right across all professions?
PS Yes, doctors, accountants, teachers etc. There is also some directives of the
European Commission conceming higher education. At the moment we are 
analysing what has to be changed. The head of the working group is head of 
our Centre of Recognition of Diplomas. It is a national centre, they co-operate 
with UNESCO, with the Council of Europe and now it is beginning to co­
operate with the European Union.
The second activity of my department is to take part in the European 
programmes, Socrates, Leonardo, Tempus etc.
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KL Do you have any role in trying to promote the European dimension in higher 
education and in schools? Is that part of the Ministry of Education's role?
PS We should do it, but we are at the beginning now. We are trying to support 
projects conceming the European dimension. For example, there is a Phare 
programme that is looking at multi-country co-operation in education and 
involves co-operation in higher education. It will include a component of the 
European dimension.
KL Is Phare organised by the Ministry of Education rather than an independent 
body?
PS This Phare project will be mn by a co-ordination unit which will also be part
of the Association for the Development of Intemational Co-operation of the 
Slovakian Universities. So it is a non-govemmental body composed of all 
faculties of universities in Slovakia. There is something like a Board of 
Directors. They have different administrative departments there is a Socrates 
office, a Tempus office, a Leonardo office and the fourth will be this Phare 
multi-country co-operation in higher education office.
KL Are these offices here in Bratislava in the Ministry of Education building?
PS They are here in Bratislava, but they are not in this building.
KL Do they work in co-operation with you?
PS Yes
KL Does someone fi*om the Ministry sit on the board?
PS Yes, I do.
KL Is the first aim to increase mobility programmes or is it curricular projects?
PS We deal with different projects, it depends on the mles which are laid down in
each programmes. For example, Tempus has its own mles and priorities.
KL Has the number of projects in Slovakia been increasing?
PS In Tempus or generally?
KL In general.
PS I think that it depends on the money available, so for Tempus we have been
successful, but for the next years it will be less because there will be more 
Socrates programmes. Also we hope that there will be more funding firom the 
stmctural funds fi*om 1998.
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KL Has the Ministry got any involvement with the 'European School Project'?
PS Yes, but it is supervised by the Department of Primary and Secondary 
Education, not this department. The co-ordination was given to the State 
Institution of Pedagogy.
KL That is one important way of promoting the European dimension in schools.
PS There are also other projects which our schools can participate in. For
example, in our vocational education there is something like 'pedagogical 
twins'. There are ten schools in Slovakia which have these twinning 
arrangements with ten schools in the Flemish part of Belgium. We are in the 
beginning of this Phare vocational and training reform, and there is a strong 
component of partnership with European schools. The pilot schools will have 
relationships with schools in the European Union.
KL They are secondary schools?
PS Yes.
KL What are the aims of the Phare project?
PS It is to bring the level of education in Slovakia up to meet the level of
education of the European Union. To know more about the European Union, 
and to tell them more about Slovakia. It is a two-way process. It is a national 
Phare project, but it is also a multi-country project.
KL Are there statistics that tell you how many links schools and universities in
Slovakia have with other European countries?
PS We are trying to gather this information, but universities are independent
bodies, so it is up to them if they want to give us the information.
KL What were the priorities for the Phare project?
PS These priorities are not set every year. They are related to different
programmes and the priorities are set out in the programme guidelines.
KL Is there a governmental policy concemed with increasing the number of
student exchanges and promoting a European dimension in the curriculum?
PS The priority now is to implement European programmes. For example,
Socrates - because it has a strong element of mobility and emphasis on the 
development of a European dimension. My department is preparing
information for the government. There are needs in the programmes which
we are trying to meet. Socrates has been approved for us to join from 1997. 
This year is the preparation year, so we were given money to establish the 
organisational structures, the national agencies, establishment of offices and
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training of staff for Tempus, Socrates, Leonardo and Phare. We are about to 
start information campaigns, launching the programmes via conferences and 
seminars. We have close relations with DG22, in Brussels, who provide us 
with information. In our government, it was discussed in March and there was 
a press conference and the TV cameras were there, so very slowly we are 
preparing the public.
KL How important do think a European dimension in education is for Slovakia?
PS It is important, because Slovakia is a European country and it is willing to
enter the European Union. Our economic progress is related to European co­
operation.
KL How do you define a European dimension in education?
PS Children should know that they are citizens of Slovakia, but at the same time
they should understand that they are citizens of Europe. They should know 
about other cultures in Europe and the cultural differences.
KL Are there any agencies in Slovakia that produce teaching materials for use in
schools?
PS The Socrates office, through the Comenius part of the programme will be
responsible for providing schools with information and the National 
Pedagogical Institute also provides information.
KL How important do you think the Socrates programme is for Slovakia?
PS I think it is very important, because it will result in projects and these projects
will demand activities to be initiated in schools, and that is better than 
something that is started from the top. The activities will be initiated from the 
schools and teachers themselves.
KL What is your role here in the Ministry regarding the Socrates programme
specifically?
PS We are responsible for implementing the programmes and finding appropriate
co-ordinators for the various programmes.
KL So the co-ordinators will provide feedback to you rather than the Ministry
directing the co-ordinators? It will be bottom-up?
PS It will be bottom-up and top-down.
(PS leaves to speak to Minister of Education, then returns)
I will tell you something about our organisational procedures for the 
integration process. We have some top bodies, a governmental Council for
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European Integration, which is composed of a representative from all the 
Ministries, there are also State Secretaries represented there. At the head of 
this council is the Vice Premier, who is responsible for the European 
integration of Slovakia. So now we are preparing strategies for European 
integration for every Ministry.
KL How much of an influence has the White Book for the Preparation of 
Associated Countries been on the integration process?
PS It is translated into Slovak, so it is our guidebook. It is published by the 
Commission. It is an agreement of measures that we should follow. It was 
signed by the Slovak government and the European Union. For example, there 
is a chapter entitled, 'Education and Vocational Training', it says that the two 
partners, (the Slovak government and the European Commission), will co­
operate to raise the level of general education and vocational qualifications, 
taking into account the priorities of the Slovak Republic. The co-operation 
will be focused on the following : the reform of the system of education and 
vocational training in the Slovak Republic, initial vocational training, lifelong 
learning, co-operation between universities, co-operation between universities 
and enterprises, mobility of teachers, students, teachers, education staff and 
youths, support for learning and teaching in the framework of European 
studies, and the recognition of qualifications across Europe.
KL When you came back from speaking to the Minister of Education, you said
that some strategies for implementation had been put into place. Can you 
explain what they are?
PS Yes, the strategies for Phare and Tempus programmes are already in place and
we are trying to put in place the strategies for the Socrates programme. The 
bodies who will manage and organise the programmes will be independent 
firom the Ministry. We will not directly influence the choice of projects.
KL Have the educational reforms influenced the European dimension?
PS A document was prepared for OECD in 1994, it was a comparative study of
secondary education. It concemed secondary education reforms but had a 
European dimension. The materials are available from the OECD in Paris or 
the publishing house of the European Union. They are also available on the 
intemet.
KL Thank you very much for your time, I know that you have another meeting to 
go to now, so we must end our discussions. Do you mind if I quote any of this 
information when I write up my research?
PS No, I have no objection.
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KL I wanted to ask you about how the European dimension is being implemented
in Slovakia. Last year at the Medacta Conference, you spoke about the 
European activities in schools. Would you begin by telling me more about 
these European activities?
SM I would say that the European dimension can be seen at different levels. In the
curriculum, in the official documents, but there you can scarcely find 
something explicitly elaborated. You can find more of these activities in the 
curriculum in schools, as it is carried out. But not in each school or at each 
school level. In schools, it is obvious that the European dimension is quite 
frequently pursued or exercised in quite a few subjects, that apparently deal 
with Europe. In geography or history or civic education, and so on. When I 
mention these subjects, these are the subjects in the curriculum of our primaiy 
and secondary schools. I myself am of the opinion that the European 
dimension is not teaching about Europe, or educating for Europe. It is really 
about the promotion of intemal attitudes of children towards Europe; 
European citizenship and European awareness. These things can be 
categorised as skills and knowledge, but I am personally of the conviction and 
belief that it is about the intemal personal attitudes and open-mindedness 
towards Europe, European issues and affairs. It is very difficult to describe 
and very difficult to make a summary of clearly defined categories.
KL Do you think that you can define a European dimension in education?
SM I try to do it, and you can find it written in my papers. I will just try to 
distinguish what I have been saying. It is a clarification of concepts, it is 
education for Europe, education about Europe and what the European 
dimension might be. It is about giving our pupils and students the opportunity 
in education or outside education in extra-curricular activities, to acquire the 
knowledge, skills, insights and attitudes to participate constmctively in a 
changing Europe. These are some aspects of the European dimension. To give 
you a more precise answer to your question, I would stress one important 
activity in our schools, and this is the competition, ’Europe at School’. 
Compared to other countries, this competition is relatively new in Slovakia. In 
our country it started with the so-called ’zero’ year in 1992 and then officially 
in 1993. Nowadays, we can say that we have a very slight and an undeveloped
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tradition in this area, but there is some tradition. I can tell you that last year we 
got some 32,000 entries, throughout the whole country - works of art and 
literature in Slovak language and even in the Hungarian language, as the 
minority language which is taught in some schools for minorities in Slovakia. 
Also, there were some entries in foreign languages, (English, French and 
German). This year there were more than 30,000 entries that passed through 
school, district, regional centres and on to the central or national level. Mainly 
the role of the teacher is the most significant in this activity. The teacher is not 
the deliverer of the entries, but in one way he or she is the creator of the 
European awareness. So through the attitude of the teacher and of course 
through the background of the family and the social surroundings of the pupil 
the interest is created. So either the importance of European awareness and the 
European dimension can be stressed or it can be diminished or it can even 
cease from the pupils life depending on the teacher.
I can tell you that it is very important politically for Slovakia. Political 
circles in our country stress the process of European integration. It is also 
important for us that not only the EU, but also other European countries 
understand our position. This 'Europe at School' activity has to be promoted 
from different bodies, and from different councils. When I started with these 
activities, within the political situation there was a strong tendency to promote 
all the activities towards European Unification and the integration process. 
First of all, it is the unification of the national law and legislation with 
European law and legislation, that is activity number one. For schools I would 
say that the 'Europe at School' activity has just arrived, it is new. There are 
district and regional school authorities and at the level of the Ministry there is 
our organisation, the National Pedagogical Institute. It is one of our priorities 
to promote these activities, to write articles and to train teachers. We have 
teacher trainers and we also organise some activities for teachers so they not 
only read about the European dimension, but they have some opportunities to 
discuss, to gain information and to exchange some practical activities in how 
to implement the European dimension.
KL As the National Institute you are promoting the development of a European
dimension in schools?
SM First of all, to describe the function and the focus of the institute, it is
necessary to say that the official translation of the institute's name is the 
National Institute for Education. The position of the institute is that primarily 
it is responsible for curriculum documents and partly for some selected issues 
of pedagogical research. Third, for textbook evaluation and fourth, for some 
parts of inservice training of teachers. There is also some others, but these are 
the main ones.
KL Is it part of the Ministry or is it an independent body?
SM It is an independent body that can work with the Ministry. It can work on its
own with intemal and external contacts. We are funded by the Ministry, but
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our position is autonomous and we work to our own plan of activities. What 
we have to do is submit our drafts of the curricular documents to the Ministry. 
The Ministry approves all curricular documents at a central level. This 
practice still continues in our country. It was introduced several decades ago, 
but it still persists as it was.
KL So you produce the documents and the Ministry approves them?
SM Yes, they approve them, they say, 'Yes' or 'No'. Our colleagues or our workers
have different positions in the institute. For example, they work as curriculum 
developers, expert evaluators, programme or project elaborators and project
leaders. It means that they carry out several tasks. We also have several
intemational projects. As far as the European dimension is concemed, we 
work through the European Committee that consists of national 
representatives from the committees for the 'Europe at School' activities. 
There are some personal links with the Austrian Ministry, with the Italian 
Ministry and the Hungarian Ministry who is in charge of the Europe of School 
activity. The lady who is the Vice President of the European Committee of 
Europe at School activities is Hungarian. Her name is Maria Guoth. She 
visited our institute in March this year, when our national jury assessed the 
entries that passed all the regional levels and came to the national level. She 
was very pleasantly surprised by the quality of the entries, by the creativity of 
the entries and by the quantity of the entries. She said that the entire number 
of entries in Hungary was not more than 2000 for the whole country. So 
compared to Hungary we have a huge number of entries. I was surprised and 
pleased, I thought that some 10000/20000 was the normal quantity. The idea
has really attracted the young pupils and teachers in our country.
KL You said at the beginning that a European dimension is not explicit in the 
curricular documents, but obviously the Europe at School competition is one 
way of implementing it.
SM Yes, exactly
KL How is the competition organised? Do you sent information to every school 
inviting them to submit entries?
SM Public relations and some kind of propaganda is always necessary. I am aware
that without my colleagues it would not have been as great a success as it was.
They did their best. First of all each year after the competition is closed, we 
write a very short assessment and publish it in the teacher journals, with the 
names of the most successful entries and their pupils. We do not indicate the 
first, second and the third prize, we just give the names of the best pupils and 
the best entries in each category. We also introduce at the national level the 
most successful teachers that promoted the best pupils or repeatedly promoted 
different pupils from the same school. They are the ones that we have 
registered repeatedly appearing on the list of the entries. It means that we list, 
for example, the teacher of painting or drawing who promoted the elaboration
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of artistic works, or the teacher of Slovak language and literature or the 
teacher of foreign language who promoted the European idea through their 
lessons. The pupils were attracted by the way of teaching or the way that the 
teacher has approached the European dimension. So our aim is to promote 
these teachers nationally so that others are aware of what they are doing.
KL It sounds rather like publishing quality indicators.
SM Yes, this is very important to give feedback to the teachers publicly. It is also
a kind of evaluation and a kind of grade, a certificate of excellence as a 
motivational tool. Also, we distribute and disseminate information at the 
beginning of each school year. We sent letters through the school authorities 
and districts. We have small departments in each district that focus on 
methodological issues of education and partially deal with inservice training 
of teachers. Through these small local school authority departments we 
disseminate the idea and the motto for the year of the competition, approved
by the European Committee. We elaborate for different categories our own
very clearly defined mottoes. The categories are clearly defined and expressed 
for teachers and pupils. For example, for pupils in the category of 6, 7, 8, 
years old, we suggested and introduced the motto for the entry, 'Come and 
play with me' which is quite easy to understand or 'Europe in my dreams' or 
'My visits to different European countries' or 'If I were....what would happen' 
and so on. There are different categories. I think that it is provides evidence 
of some educational mastery by my people in the institute, when they are able 
to make the transfer to the European point of view and disseminate the 
European dimension at a national level in an understandable way.
KL Are the activities for primary and secondary schools?
SM Yes.
KL When you talk about the districts, is this every district in Slovakia?
SM Yes, we started with several hundred entries around 300, not more, in the so-
called zero year.
KL So it has grown very quickly.
SM Yes. We don't invite schools to participate, it is the task of the local school
authorities. They disseminate our papers and documents and our appeal or 
invitation for the competition. If the school and the teachers feel that the 
motto's are suitable and they can follow the ideas then they will promote it.
KL Would you explain the organisational structure? You have the Ministry of 
Education, then does each district in Slovakia have its own local education 
department?
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SM It is quite clearly defined in my paper. The school administration is executed 
by the school head, a local or regional authority and the Ministry of 
Education. There are 42 districts and they administer local primary and 
secondary schools. Primary schools grades 1 - 4  and grades 5 - 8 .  Only some 
of them attend the 9th class.
The role of the Ministry is state administration, policy making, budgetary 
responsibility, and it determines and approves intended curricula, not 
prescribed. The development of curricula is the responsibility of my institute.
KL So the Ministry sets the priorities and you have to produce the documents?
SM Yes. For example, in the last 10 years one of the innovative elements of the
curricula was environmental issues. So this was one of the priorities. It was 
our responsibility to explore how to elaborate these issues, how to implement 
these issues into the approved curricula and school documents and see if it 
was necessary to introduce an extra subject and say what to do for teachers 
and pupils.
KL Has the European dimension been a priority of the Ministry?
SM No, it has not been a priority of the Ministry yet.
KL Obviously from what you have been saying, you think that a European
dimension in education is important.
SM Yes, we think that it is important. I can give you evidence of its importance
each day, because I can find it on all electronic media, in all mass media, in all 
the newspapers in our country, on TV and radio and wherever. So you can 
find many, many appeals and challenges that say how important it is to 
educate for Europe and the importance of preparation for integration, the 
development of awareness of differences and commonality and and and....
KL At a political level, there is no concern about the loss of Slovak identity?
SM I wouldn't say so, because identity is quite strongly developed. In some
people it is developed to such an extend that sometimes patriotism is 
misinterpreted as a kind of nationalism. I wouldn't say so. I know that Scottish 
people are also very proud. When you start going in depth to European 
identity, I do not think that there is any loss of national identity. European 
identity is like a global identity, you can say you are European, but it is from a 
global point of view. When you live in a certain area, I don't want to say that 
you have a label, because I hate that expression, but it gives you some 
characteristics of the way of living of the people in that area. You have a kind 
of identity just from where you live.
KL To change the topic of our conversation - Do you have any links with teacher 
education?
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SM Yes, we collaborate with the teacher education college or Pedagogical Faculty, 
here in Bratislava at the Comenius University and also with Nitra. These are 
our most intensive links. Also, some of our professional staff in the institute 
work part-time for us and come from the teacher training colleges. So there is 
some inter-connection between us and teacher training.
KL Are you interested in seeing a European dimension implemented at the teacher 
education level?
SM Yes.
KL Do you provide any guidance for the implementation of a European dimension
at the level of teacher education ?
SM Not yet. I think that it needs a lot of time. I think that we have to elaborate it
very carefully, so as there is no opportunity for mis-use or misinterpretation of 
it. I have written an article concerning this issue probably you have seen it. It 
is in the same book that you have an article. It has been translated in Slovak 
and disseminated in our institute's journal which goes throughout the whole 
country. There is still time to move forward with this issue. We started very 
generally with the basic issues, 'What is Europe?', 'What about these ideas?', 
the Treaty of Maastricht and the individuality of educational systems that are 
the national matters of each state in Europe.
KL Do you think that any of the European policies have influenced the promotion 
of a European dimension in Slovakia?
SM Definitely yes, because the Council of Europe, for example, was one of the 
first internationally acknowledged bodies that we tried to bring in, when we 
tried to be attached as a member country. Then after 1989, but mainly 1990 
and 1991 the official documents of the Council of Europe started to be studied 
at different levels. Started from the Ministry and so on. One of the most 
important activities of the Council of Europe is the implementation of the 
European dimension, so you can find it really everywhere. The problem is that 
this issue is not elaborated generally and there is no review of the documents 
that could be available for teachers or teacher trainers. The documents are 
either at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or at the Ministry of Education. These 
documents are distributed so they remain at the level of the Ministries. It 
hardly goes down to schools and teachers, there is not really an attempt to 
promote the European dimension.
KL I know that in Slovakia there are quite a number of teachers who are mature 
in years, do you think that this creates a barrier to the implementation of a 
European dimension? Do they find it more difficult to change their way of 
thinking?
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SM I agree with your statement, very probably it might be difficult for older
teachers and there is a high number of older teachers in our schools.
EX The fact that Slovakia has so many ethnic cultures does that mean that people
are more open minded towards different cultures? I know that there are 
Hungarians, Poles, Germans, Ukrainians etc. all living in Slovakia.
SM Yes, I think so. It makes it easier to understand. There are different languages 
spoken, there are different traditions and cultures. The minorities have a 
different way of life. It definitely has been an enrichment of our national 
culture and the national concept of tolerance. Of course there are people that 
cannot be tolerant to anyone, but this is an issue that you can find in any 
country, not only Slovakia.
KL Are you also responsible in the institute for producing teaching materials or is 
it only curriculum documents?
SM Curriculum documents and teaching materials. We do not propose them, we
evaluate the written drafts and recommend them for approval by the Ministry. 
It is a very important task to make an assessment and to evaluate the draft of a 
text book and say, 'Yes' or 'No', and make some written recommendations. 
Sometimes the recommendations are not accepted, then a text book is not 
approved.
KL Do all teaching materials have to be approved by yourselves first and then the
Ministry?
SM Not all teaching materials, there are the official text books which must be
approved and there are auxiliary materials that are appropriate for teachers or 
that could be utilised as resources for pupils, but not necessarily in the form of 
text books. They must go through the process of evaluation, there are some 
rules and the teachers can use things like dictionaries using their own common 
sense.
KL So teachers are free to produce their own teaching materials if they have the
motivation to do so?
SM Sometimes they are forced to elaborate materials themselves because for some
curricular topics there are no text books at all, so the teachers have to be 
flexible and summarise some reviews of different texts from newspapers and 
so on. We also elaborate some guidelines mainly for the official subjects.
KL Presumably the European dimension is so new that there are no official texts
and if the teachers themselves have no knowledge of the European dimension, 
then they will not be able to produce any materials? In this case, something 
would have to be developed centrally?
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SM Yes. This is a problem, teachers are not always motivated to produce
materials. They have no time or they are preoccupied with some other 
business.
KL Has there been a lot of educational reforms?
SM Some of our teachers are quite innovative and quite flexible and they are able
to make their own texts that are appropriate for lessons. There are many 
teachers who are textbook writers and are very experienced. For example, one 
of the inservice courses that our institute runs is a kind of study about how to 
advise teacher textbook writers. We make a study of what makes a good 
textbook. When the teacher has the ambition to write a textbook, the course 
helps them to know what the aspects, the expectations, the conditions and 
requirements that they have to meet.
KL So is your institute responsible for organising and running inservice in
Slovakia?
SM Not only us, there are four regions in our country and in each region there are
inservice centres. The official name for it is Methodology Centre. Their main 
task is to elaborate projects for inservice and to organise inservice training.
KL Do they do any inservice on a European dimension in education?
SM I am sorry to say, 'No', as far as I know they do not.
KL Do you work with the Methodology Centres?
SM Yes, we co-operate because partially we do the same things.
KL I met Mr. Skovajska at the Ministry of Education, and he said, that the
Ministry favoured what he described as a 'bottom-up' approach. He said that 
rather than the Ministry having control, he would like to see a similar 
approach to the one that was taken in the Tempus Programme. He explained 
that the organisation and management of the Tempus Programme had been 
moved out of the Ministry, to a separate organisation. He said that he 
preferred this approach and would like to see ideas coming forward from 
external organisations. Do you think that this is the approach that teachers 
would prefer? Would they wish to make their own decisions regarding what 
they should implement, rather than a policy being laid down?
SM Yes, I think that there is a good portion of fi-eedom for our teachers for lesson
planning and for the curricular activity of the teachers during their lessons. 
They must meet some requirements, but they have fi-eedom. The Tempus 
Project is for universities and higher education, it is not for schools. There are 
some tendencies for some projects to be put outside the Ministry because the 
number of employees in the Ministry is limited. So when there are new 
projects or new activities, the Ministry try to make some structure and give the
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organisation to other institutes. There are a number of institutes at the same 
level as ours. The Ministry for example, decides that the project is suitable for 
a particular institute and they put it there. The institute then have to find the 
staff to carry out the project. The Ministry write you a letter and send you 
some documents and then it is left up to you. Sometimes you are invited to an 
advisory committee, but it is left to the institute to start and run the project.
KL Do you see any barriers to implementing a European dimension in education 
in Slovakia?
SM I think that there are other priorities at the moment. For example, 
environmental education is a priority, but this does not exclude the European 
dimension. I think that you can include it in many topics. So you see that 
sometimes the priorities set by the Ministry do not have the European 
dimension explicitly in the name, but that does not mean that the European 
dimension isn't in the curriculum. There are ways that teachers can include it 
in the curriculum.
KL The huge response that you have had from the 'Europe at School' competition, 
must have created an interest?
SM Yes, I think that we will probably hold further inservice courses to make
transparent for the teachers what the European dimension is. The second step, 
will be to elaborate some guidelines. Not exactly implemented into curricular 
documents, but some guidelines about what it is and how it can be 
implemented.
KL Will you get funding to write these guidelines?
SM We get a budget at the beginning of the year and it is our responsibility to
decide how to use it. We plan our activities according to priorities. The main 
strategic priority is patriotic education and multicultural education and the 
European dimension. We also organise research, document writing and 
inservice. It involves a lot of discussions within our institute.
KL Do your priorities have to be approved by the Ministry?
SM Officially, yes. We have to incorporate the priorities of the Ministry in our
plans. The priorities are inter-dependent, so to say. When we have energy and 
time and enough money left then we can include our own priorities.
KL If you were going to run inservice courses on a European dimension in
education as you suggested, would the money come from a central source in 
Slovakia, or would each local authority or school have to fund its own 
inservice?
SM Inservice is still free of charge. There are some fees for some extra activities,
but each school authority when it organises continuing education for its
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teachers usually pay for the fees. When we organise some inservice, we 
generally pay for the accommodation. Our budget is not so big, so we cannot 
pay for everything and for everybody. That is why we have to set our 
priorities, and what we consider as the most important and the most 
significant then we introduce and implement that activity, and we pay for the 
accommodation for our participants. However, sometimes we find extra 
budgetary money, through sponsorship or donors and other bodies that 
promote inservice training. Then we can either afford to do more activities, or 
we can organise a study visit for teachers, or one or two day trips somewhere 
to make observations, in for example, environmental issues, or visits for 
headteachers in the area of school management. It is very difficult to handle 
the budget.
KL Is there a problem releasing teachers from school for inservice activities?
SM Sometimes yes, sometimes, no. When teachers apply for inservice they are
usually in the first phase of their own decision whether to apply or not. They 
must discuss their application with their headteacher. We usually ask that the 
application is approved by the headteacher. This is the sign for us that the 
headteacher has been informed, so that when the time comes he or she is 
aware that the teacher has to be released for inservice. There is a very big 
demand for inservice and we cannot satisfy everyones needs. There are many 
non-govemmental bodies, non-profit organisations and even private 
enterprises and agencies that make their money on education and inservice. 
They organise their educational activities on Saturdays and Sundays, not on 
working days. The teachers cannot be released to attend private inservice 
courses, but we as a government institute have the right to invite teachers on a 
working day.
KL So the teachers do not have to pay for any of the inservice themselves?
SM Usually the schools or the local educational authorities pay for the travel
expenses and we pay for the accommodation. Occasionally meals are paid for 
by organisers. In our institute we do not generally pay for meals because you 
have to eat, whether you are on an inservice course or whether you are in your 
own home.
KL In order for headteachers to sign the application, or for local school authorities
to approve the inservice, they would have to believe that a European 
dimension in education was a worthwhile activity to invest in and agree to 
release the teacher?
SM When we introduce an inservice activity we normally submit it to the Ministry
for formal approval. We have so little money that we cannot run inservice on 
each topic, so really we have to make some selection and organise inservice 
courses on items that are congruent with the priorities of the Ministry. Mainly 
the inservice activities are always approved. I cannot afford to organise 
inservice that is useless or on an issue that is perhaps the eighth priority. If I
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did this the Ministry would say, 'Why?* and, 'What sense is there in organising 
this?' Even if something that was a low priority was approved, it is likely that 
we would get no application forms, because teachers would not be interested. 
So why do that?
KL Do you think that a European dimension is a priority?
SM Yes, I would say that it is a priority.
KL In order that teachers implement a European dimension in schools, do you
think that it is necessary for a European dimension to be included in the
teacher education institutions and the universities?
SM I am convinced that it makes sense to make a start with teacher training at
under-graduate level and not somewhere in the middle of the teaching career. 
It is better to start at the beginning.
KL Does the fact that the universities and teacher education institutions are
independent make it difficult for you to co-operate closely with then?
SM My personal life experience is that everything stems from personal contacts.
Sometimes it happens only by chance that you meet someone, but when you 
read journals, textbooks or newsletters and you see an authors name, then you 
follow the name. There are some conferences at a regional or national level 
and when you are invited, you get the opportunity to see or meet the people. 
Then you can assure yourself that you are dealing with the right people. This 
is the way that my colleagues are hired. We met new people at conferences 
who are experts in very specific fields and then we hire them. Although, I 
know many good scholars who are not good teachers. They are not able to 
give the richness of their knowledge to others.
KL Can you tell me anything about the Phare project?
SM The main co-ordinating unit of the Phare project is in Brussels. There can be
links between one or two central European countries and one eastern 
European country and one western European country. There are one or two 
priorities set by the Phare project, but what is interesting for you is the 
programme of Socrates and how Slovakia is preparing to join this programme. 
Yesterday we had the meeting of the Socrates National Board. The European 
dimension is a big priority of the Socrates Programme.
KL Is the institute going to be the National Agency in Slovakia for Socrates?
SM No, until now I was elected as the Chairperson for the Socrates Advisory
Body. There are several people from the institute who are involved in the 
Socrates programme and the sub-programme Arion. Now the Advisory Board 
are planning information campaigns.
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KL Thank you very much for giving up your lunch hour to allow me to interview 
you. Do you have any objection to me quoting any of the comments you made 
during this interview?
SM No, but perhaps you will send me what you write.
KL I will do that.
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KL I have explained my research to you and I would like to ask you some 
questions about a European dimension in teacher education in Slovakia.
ZK Yes that is all right.
PG I will explain it to the others in Slovakian for clarification (conversation in
Slovakian).
This country is thinking about joining the EU. The European dimension is not 
a specific subject in teacher education.
ZO (PG translates from Slovakian) We are trying to catch up with literature, the
education literature in European countries, in order to co-operate with other
countries. We have projects with the Netherlands, Germany and the United 
States. We are trying to gather information about key European issues. They 
inspire us.
KL The projects that Professor Obdrzalek mentions, are they at the level of student 
or staff cooperation?
PG The Netherlands project was at the level of staff cooperation. It was not 
specifically teaching the European dimension, it was a cooperation on re­
structuring the primary school curriculum.
ZO (PG translates) Monographs written in the West have been translated into 
Slovak language.
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KL The project you were describing with the Netherlands......
PG It was a joint project, not a joint curriculum.
KL The project gives you a European dimension in teacher education?
PG Yes.
KL How would you define a European dimension?
PG/ZO/PG Discussion in Slovakian
ZK I understand the problem from two sides. One is what is a European
dimension in teacher education? In Slovakia, I understand it to mean to be 
familiar with some democratic or pluralistic criteria. What are these criteria? 
Tolerance in behaviour and so on. The other side is in our education of the 
students, we want them to learn that we are people who believe in Slovakia, 
but there is no longer war and we belong to Europe now. We are not only 
citizens of Bratislava or Slovakia, but citizens of Europe and we have a duty to 
receive criteria of EU.
KL Is there any tension between the Slovak and European identity?
PG/ZK Discussion in Slovakian.
PG We are talking about the history of Slovakia. Slovaks were usually oppressed
by someone. We were governed by another nation - Austria - Hungarian 
Empire or Soviet Regime.
ZK (In Slovakian, PG translates). After 1989 and the Velvet Revolution we had
an opportunity to start anew. First of all we want to show other nations that 
this is a nation of Slovaks. The problem is that we have to persuade the 
Slovak citizens that they are Slovak, but you belong to a larger entity called 
Europe. It brings some rules to be European, which the Slovak citizen has to 
learn and has to obey. Again as in the past there are rules.
KL Do you think that learning about other countries will help the student teachers
to find their own identity?
PG (Translates the question) They nod in agreement.
KL Am I right in saying you are preparing students to teach in the basic school?
PG This faculty prepares teachers for primary and secondary schools.
KL Prof. Mistrik was telling me about Civic Education, what grade does it begin
in schools?
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ZO Secondary education and second level of primary school.
KL In teacher education does a European dimension only appear in Civic 
Education or is it included in other parts of the course?
PG It is certainly in geography, history and languages. In other subjects such as
literature it is implicit in the work of students. It would be a mistake to 
concentrate a European dimension in one subject. The key element is the 
teacher who teaches any subject including mathematics and science. The 
teacher can include a European dimension if appropriate.
ZO (In Slovakian PG translates). The key task is to teach the student teachers to
accept the idea of a European dimension and identify themselves with it, so 
they can teach their pupils.
KL It is a cross-curricular approach?
ZO/ZK Discussion in Slovakian.
PG (Translates) They are talking about the distinction between pupil-centred and
curriculum-centred education. The old system was significantly curriculum- 
centred.
ZO (In Slovakian, PG translates). Since 1989 we are looking for a more balanced
approach between teacher-centred and curriculum-centred. It should not be an 
extreme.
In Slovakia, rather than stressing the subject matter, emphasis is put on the 
active participation of the student.
KL Do you think that a European dimension is important in teacher education?
ZO/ZK Discussion in Slovakian
PG (Translates) We are in a state of transition, changes are gradual, we can't do it
through shock therapy.
ZO (In Slovakian, PG translates). Through contacts with Western countries we
search literature. Our university teachers have changed their orientation and 
they write books themselves. It is a long and gradual process.
KL So the first stage is change at the level of teacher educators?
PG Yes.
ZK (In Slovakian, PG translates). It is easier for young people to learn about the
European dimension. They watch TV, listen to the radio, have more
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opportunities to travel abroad, read foreign books. For teachers, in the past 
they were taught to believe in a single ideology, which was political 
internationalisation. It was about cooperation between socialist countries. 
That was a big slogan and every lesson was orientated to it. These things were 
done in a very superficial way, because teachers did not necessarily believe in 
what they were saying. The danger is that many teachers would do the same 
as before, if the new slogan, The European Dimension' becomes a must. It 
would be superficial.
KL Sounds like changing one ideology for another.
PG Yes. This is a problem with young teachers.
ZO/ZK Discussion in Slovakian.
PG (translates). This discussion is just an internal clarification.
PG You cannot teach a European dimension like mathematics - 2  + 2 = 4. You
have to orientate young people to the world. The basis is independent 
thinking. This is how I see the development of a European dimension. The 
teachers must still be in the classroom, but assisting students to communicate.
KL This is a point I referred to earlier - does the fact that many teachers are mature
in years make it more difficult to implement changes, such as a the
development of a European dimension?
ZK/ZO(Discussion in Slovakian, PG translates).
Instruction in primary and secondary schools is more or less stable, in contrast 
to some alternative classes where modem instruction is being introduced. We 
are very impatient and would like all the classes to be different, but it is a slow 
gradual process.
PG Also the curriculum guidelines given by the Ministry of Education are not
quite open and flexible. There is a tendency to tie the hands of teachers.
ZO (In Slovakian, PG translates). Also, the school legislator is sometimes not 
compatible to the more dynamic approach needed.
KL Is the curriculum is set by the Ministry of Education?
PG Yes.
KL What is the role of the School Legislator?
PG By school legislation, we mean how to organise the school. We think that the
Ministry of Education curriculum should be less detailed, so that the teacher in 
the school, or the headteacher could have more freedom.
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ZK (In Slovakian, PG translates). I think that in spite of all that legislation there is 
space for some freedom. The regulations now say that as much as 30% of the 
curriculum is for the teacher to decide. However, many teachers are reluctant 
to make changes for several reasons. One, there is no extra payment whether 
you introduce changes or not. Plus, the social status of the teacher is not 
significantly valued by other citizens.
KL I understand that universities are independent and that you are free to decide 
on your own courses. Against that you have to prepare students for a 
prescribed curriculum in schools. Does that constrain what include in your 
courses?
PG The universities are free concerning the study programme, but you are right 
we do have to prepare students for a fixed curriculum. We have introduced 
general courses. These are for all teachers independent of the subject they are 
studying. The courses are in pedagogy, psychology, sociology, philosophy 
and educational studies.
ZO (In Slovakian, PG translates). Back in the pre-Communist period in this
country, there was a rich period between the wars, we had a reform movement. 
We think that there was a European dimension in it. We are happy to go back 
to it.
ZO His translation is good!
KL I have to trust him!
ZO We tried to speak English, but it is too difficult with complicated questions.
PG I am sorry but I have to go now.
KL Thank you for your help and your contribution to the interview. I am sure that
we will manage to communicate.
KL You began by telling me about the projects that you are involved in, how
important are these projects for this institution?
ZO Our teachers are in a team of teachers from other countries. It is very
important for us.
ZK The Professor is an expert in school management and he has been part of an
UNESCO project in this theme.
ZO It is very important for us to continue to work on these projects with other
European countries. We need to do it.
ZK There are other projects apart from the one with the Netherlands. It is very
good for our teachers, for their educational work. For instance, in our
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department I have 3 or 4 members who are involved in projects and it is very 
good for their development.
KL You believe that it is important from the point of view of staff development?
ZK Yes, economic development is also important, but the possibility to take part
in some kind of project is a very good experience, not just for the teacher, but 
for their students.
KL What influenced you to begin to participate in the projects?
ZK There are very many offers for cooperation in projects (Phare, Tempus,
UNESCO, European School). I was involved in a project for teachers in 
vocational-technical schools. It was very interesting. It includes only a small 
group of teachers, but it is a starting point. I think one thing at a time.
KL Was it interested individuals who took up the opportunity to take part in
projects rather than an university initiative?
ZO It is very expensive to take part, our economy is not so good, the possibilities
are not very good because of money problems.
KL My question is about the influences. What led to your interest in participating
in the projects?
ZK It was the Dean who told us that there is a programme and we could take part.
ZO Materials arrived from other countries, and information about the projects and
we found out that it was possible to take part. I am sorry but I have to go to 
another meeting now.
KL Thank you both for allowing me to ask you some questions. It was very
interesting. May I use the information that you have given me when I write up 
my research? May I quote you.
ZO/ZKYes.
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KL Professor Mistrik explained that you are a member of the Civic Education
Department and you teach politology. Did he tell you about my research?
JL Yes, he did.
KL Perhaps you would begin by explaining your role in the university.
JL Yes, my programme of political ecology is very broad. I begin with the
history of political thought, from Greek to modem times. I include democratic 
questions of theory and democracy in 19th and 20th century, then political 
sociology, political culture and to end the course is political philosophy. I go 
from Greeks, through medieval times, the renaissance, liberalism, 
conservatism and socialism, in a broad conception.
KL You include a European dimension? You include European influences?
JL Yes, Slovak tradition in politology is 20 years old. I have studied politology
since the beginning of 1960s. We were ten lecturers in politology and 
sociology. In this faculty I have the possibility to teach politology.
KL How much has it changed since 1989 and 1993?
JL It has not changed much.
KL There isn't greater emphasis on democracy now?
JL Yes, for democracy teaching there are very good books. For example, books
about theory of democracy. It is a start. We have good books in Czech 
translation. We have some books in English about systems of voting. We also 
have classic books about democracy.
KL I believe that you are involved with a European Club in the faculty.
JL Yes, we have a European Club. It's a student club. We have discussions about
for example, the Slovak Republic joining the European Union. We have the
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possibility to discuss Slovak politics. We have visitors from the whole 
political spectrum in Slovakia. Our first guest was from the Democratic Left 
Party. We are also having the member of the Foreign Policy Group of 
Parliament. Do you know him?
KL No I don't. Is he part of the coalition group?
JL Yes, we discuss coalition and opposition. We have the possibility to invite
members of the opposition and the coalition. We discuss membership of the 
EU with both groups.
KL What is your opinion about Slovak nationalism and European integration?
JL Our people and our students yield to the European Community - it is not a
problem. The problem is how quickly it happens and the differences in
political opinion. I don't think the question is 'Yes' or 'No'.
KL How much do the general public know about the EU?
JL It is a problem. Also what is a Slovak? It is a problem because Slovakia is a
very young republic. We have very good relationship with the Czech 
Republic. After 1989 we had to think what we could make of EU. It is a 
problem for Slovakian politics. How can we work towards the European goal? 
It is problem of integration with Europe.
KL Is it an economic problem?
JL No, it is a political problem. Slovakia's political transition is at the beginning.
KL In what way is it a political problem?
JL It is a problem of the political structure of Slovakia.
KL Was the idea of having a European Club in the faculty your idea?
JL The idea was a student initiative. We have the club in our department. The
students have the will to have the club.
KL Do you feel that the club is important for the education of student teachers?
JL Yes, in the club they have the possibility to discuss the things they study. In
the educational process, they can get some political meaning and liberty. They 
are at liberty to discuss. They are free to discuss. It is a new tradition for our 
department and I think that it is very good.
KL You feel that it is important for the students to have the opportunity to discuss 
European political issues?
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JL Yes.
KL Is that because it develops their thinking?
JL Yes, it provides new conditions and a new situation. It gives them new
possibilities to learn. It is very important.
KL It gives you an opportunity to include a European dimension in your work?
JL Yes, it provides an opportunity for new discussions and contacts with new
people. It is important for their perspectives and decisions.
KL It gives them the possibility to see other points of view?
JL Yes, that is not a problem for me.
KL When you have the guests from the Parliament do they only provide
information or are the students able to discuss issues with them too?
JL The students have new ideas and it is interesting to have the guests.
KL Are all your students going to be teachers of Civic Education?
JL Yes.
KL What percentage of Civic Education is politology?
JL Politology is in the first stage. Our students seek the possibility to include
politology in their future work.
KL Is you input on politology mostly theoretical, to inform the students' thinking
or do you expect them to think at a more practical level how they will include 
it in their own teaching?
JL That is a very hard question. I deal with theoretical questions, but our students
must think practically. It is important to give the theory first and then think 
practically.
KL Is it an alternative ideology? Exchanging one ideology for another?
JL The government is changing very slowly. The students are more radical in
their thinking about European integration. It is a problem of reality. Slovakia 
must face reality.
KL Is democracy in Slovakia a reality?
JL Democratic idealism for our students is a goal. They want the ideal to be a
reality. They want the ideal to survive.
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KL Europe is a different power structure for you?
JL We do not want a Eurocentric view, we want a multi-polar view. We want a
global perspective - clear and distinct. It is the ambition of teachers and 
scholars to see the European dimension in global perspective. It is the goal of 
our department. Multi-polarity is the number one problem for international 
politics. The equality of integration is important. The political infrastructure 
must be clear. The problem for us is the balance between the government and 
the people. It is a hard question. Slovakia's will is to integrate without 
conflict.
KL Has the fact of the presence of so many different cultural groups in Slovakia 
made it more important to have a European dimension in education?
JL In Slovakia there are many ethnic groups. These groups see new possibilities
of equality in the European Community. The problem for the government is 
how to realise the possibilities for equality.
KL How do you introduce the ideas of democracy to your students?
JL We have a very good relationship between our department and our students.
We provide democratic theory in lectures. In seminars we have good 
possibilities for discussion.
KL You use a participatory method?
JL Yes, my lectures are open. They have the possibility to ask questions even
though that is difficult for me.
KL How many students do you have in your class?
JL Forty, perhaps more.
KL How many in a seminar group?
JL The same, forty. It is hard with forty students.
KL It is not possible to have smaller groups?
JL There is no possibility at the moment, but perhaps in the future.
KL How do you evaluate your students?
JL This year we introduced a test. They write essays about democratic
institutions, voting systems in the UK etc., and they talk about their paper. 
There are some examples, this one is written by two students.
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KL They may choose to work with another student?
JL Yes. Now, I am going to ask them to write about political thought. I try to get
them to think. There are some papers about the situation in Ireland, the 
political situation in Italy, the USA and so on. They have two tests in a 
semester.
I begin by talking about Ancient Greece, it is very interesting for my students 
to hear about the Greek civic revolution and compare it with European 
integration process. The discussion is very interesting.
KL There are many political parties in Parliament in Slovakia.
JL Yes, the political structure in Slovakia is in development. There is a
movement for democratic process.
KL How do you define a European dimension?
JL It is a political question, but for politics there must be culture. Culture and
politics, and economic questions go together.
KL What are the influences for change?
JL We must change. The Maastricht Treaty was a tool to start the process of
change. Slovakia is in a transitional period. I don't know how we will change 
in relation to Maastricht.
KL What do you mean Slovakia must change?
JL Economically we must change that is clear. We must change in relation to the
European integration process. Our people must leam how to change. It is a 
problem. We have problems in political and economic sphere, but they are
similar problems to Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland. We must be very
active in all spheres.
KL Are people generally willing to change?
JL It is a problem for the older generation, I think, I am not sure. The younger
generation is willing to change. When we see the European process as a 
normal process then it is good. When a European identity becomes accepted it 
is good.
KL How would you describe a European identity?
JL I don't know, it is a political goal. Maastricht Treaty brings change in political
tendencies. It is a problem for all countries in Europe. It is a difficult 
problem. We must have free discussion for European integrity for all people. 
I mean all people. The cultural perspective is missing. The media needs to be
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controlled, we do not want the American media system here. It would be a 
catastrophe for Europe.
In a new global situation we need to deal with the American problem. The
European political tradition is one step, I mean European integration. New
nations like Slovakia, Czech Republic, Poland and so on have a chance. 
Maastricht can make a change in European political structure. We must all 
change. Europe is a philosophical continent and I am very optimistic.
KL Thank you very much for the interview, may I quote you when I write up my
research?
JL Yes.
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KL Did you receive my letter explaining what my research is about?
EM Yes, I also heard you speak about your research in Glasgow.
KL At the conference?
EM Yes
KL I know that you have written a short book on the Cultural Dimension o f Civic
Education. In it you discuss the problems of civic education in Slovakia as 
seen in the European context. You mention the Phare project Education for 
Citizenship and European Studies.
EM Yes you are right, I think that civic education and European studies are very
closely interconnected.
KL From what you wrote it was clear that you feel that European studies are
important for your students. Would you explain why you feel it is important?
EM Well you know the situation that Slovakia is in now. In the past we did not
leam much about Europe and I think that the country is being reconstmcted 
from Communism to something that we can call a democratic society. 
Changing to a democratic society can and must be done in two ways. Both are 
very closely interconnected and one is not more important than the other. The 
first is to change the economy and the political system, this is being done. The 
other one is to change minds. We lived in a Communist time for 40 years, and 
before that we lived in another totalitarian system. People are used to thinking 
in such a way that was useful for Communism. People were not responsible 
for themselves or were not being taught to be responsible for themselves. 
People were not taught to work very hard. For example, the exhaust on my car 
was changed on Monday but it is making a strange noise. The workers in the 
garage think that it is enough to just repair it and let it be, whether it works or 
not. This is something that is very deeply ingrained in the minds of Slovak 
people. I think my generation and the older generation cannot change
themselves. We are already such and such but we can change the minds of
our children. Not ^  can change, the children can change their own minds. I
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think that this is the second way, for changing to a democratic society - to 
change something in the minds of children, and that means we have to start 
with the teachers. Teachers were educated in the past, now we must not only 
educate new teachers, my students in the department, but also the teachers that 
are already in service. To educate them that children should be responsible for 
themselves and act as responsible people, independent people, who know what 
they want and people who would like to achieve their goals. People who 
would never say, ‘Let it be.’
This is the main reason why I think that a European dimension is really 
important for Slovak teachers. What do I consider the European dimension to 
be in this? It is my point of view, sometime we cannot differentiate between 
teaching democracy and the European dimension. Democracy grew up in the 
United States and Europe, the United States is a European country I think. I 
hope you understand what I mean by that. I do not differentiate the USA and 
Europe, I think that it is one Euro/Atlantic culture.
KL You mean a kind of Western culture?
EM Yes, I think that if you teach democracy you really teach a Western way of
life. If you teach about the history of Europe and the structure of Europe, the 
political institutions, communications between European countries and 
economic life in European countries you are teaching democracy. If you are 
doing one then you are doing the other.
KL When you look at democracy you look beyond Slovakia, do you look at other 
European countries and the way that these countries are organised and draw 
examples from them?
EM No, I am trying to go deeper or this department is trying to go deeper, because 
they are working on the basis of my conception, my ideas. People agree with
that, I do not need to push them. If I speak only about examples from Europe,
it is not enough. I think that we should go much deeper and teach a way of 
life. It means not only to speak about Europe, the parliament, democracy, the 
structure and so on, but to teach the students how to act and how to behave as 
responsible citizens. This is democracy, not parliament. Parliament is just 
‘the cream’ at the top of democracy and European life and European 
dimension teaching starts from a basic level. Teaching a person to be an 
individual, someone who grows from his or her own sources.
KL You educate for a participating democracy?
EM Yes, this is closely connected to the Slovak political situation, we have
democratic institutions and so on, but we are used to asking someone above 
us, so that they can tell us what to do. This is not democracy. Democracy 
starts with people working for themselves. So I think that just to show 
examples from Europe is not enough.
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KL In your book you talk about a new theoretical concept for teacher education, 
what methodologies do you employ, is it a critical approach?
EM Just to explain what I mean I will use an example (I don’t like using examples 
but sometimes you must use them). My main subject is Aesthetic Education. 
A typical structure of my lecture - first I play some music or show some 
picture or I read some poetry, then I discuss it with the students. I let them 
feel what the art work can provoke in them, in their minds. Then we discuss it 
and only at the end, I write down on the blackboard some categories and some 
structures. I think the best method to teach democracy is to let people feel, to 
let people act and only at the end you show them that they were acting in a 
democratic way. Otherwise it is teaching ideology. If you first state some 
theoretical structure and then ask people to act accordingly to this structure 
then democracy is only good ideology nothing more.
KL Do you think that a European dimension is simply replacing one ideology for
another?
EM Yes, this is what I don’t like. I didn’t like Soviet ideology, I don’t like
European ideology, I don’t like American ideology, but of course I like Europe 
much more than the former Soviet Union, but just to replace one with the other 
is not enough. We must change the way of life, that is teaching democracy, it 
is also teaching the European dimension.
KL In your book you talk about the importance of the Slovak national identity and
the multi-cultural perspective, to what extent is it possible to have both?
EM I think that it is possible to have both. I think it is not as plus and minus. I
worked on a programme of Slovak national identity for years and I think that 
Slovak culture was not created as one ethnic culture. It is a mixture of 
cultures. Even myself, proud to be Slovak, you see the Slovak national flag 
there, but my roots are German four centuries ago. There is a large German 
minority, a Czech minority and so on and all of them are creating Slovak 
culture. For example, there is a typical Slovak word meaning bread, it comes 
from Barbarian times, yet it is not a Slovak word, it arose from the Vysogots. 
So if you go more deeply into Slovak national culture you see that it is not 
one, it is a mixture. You can recognise the multicultural character of the 
Slovak national culture. You cannot teach Slovak national culture without 
teaching the multicultural view. To understand German culture, is to 
understand my culture - If I understand myself I can understand the others.
KL Is it possible to identify what Slovak culture is?
EM I think that it is, if you don’t identify it on the basis of the status quo of present
day. If you identify it from a historical point of view then you can do it. You 
can feel Czech influences, Russian influences, Hungarian influences, German 
influences, Italian influences, then you can see it as a crossroads, as a mixture.
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You can see how it changes in history. It is not the same as the previous 
century and you can see the changes.
KL Does it not become diluted by all of these influences?
EM No, it doesn’t disappear because still there is something that works. For
example, when German colonisation came to Slovakia seven centuries ago it
was about 10,000 or 20,000 Germans which is a large number, but in time they 
disappeared into Slovak culture. We know about them, we have a lot of 
German words in the Slovak language, we have a lot of skills from them. We 
feel we have a part of German culture, but it disappears.
KL You think there is a Slovak identity?
EM Yes, I think so.
KL When you talk about a European dimension in education, how do you define
it?
EM That is a difficult question. A definition might have two or three different 
lines. The first one is that it is a different world, but it is not as homogenous 
as Chinese culture for example. The second line is that it is based on 
analytical reason. Thirdly, it can be defined as an individualistic world as 
compared to Chinese or Japanese and then I think there is a fourth - democracy 
as a result of this individualistic culture. I mean individualistic as a society 
composed of individualistic persons not otherwise. I mean it in a positive 
sense. So maybe the European dimension, is differentiated, individualistic, 
democratic and analytical. Critical analysis is connected with individualism. 
If you are an individual you must be critical. If you teach democracy and the 
European dimension you must teach critical thinking. It is the main part.
KL You talked about a Slovak identity, do you think there is a European identity?
EM Yes, there is. You are raising very difficult questions. I think you can identify
it. I went to India 8 years ago for 3 months, there I recognised a European 
identity based on the 4 points I just identified. Being in India provided a 
comparison. I could feel it. I was thinking from day to day about why I was 
so different. One of the main points was Christianity, but this is a religious 
point of view. Even if I do not believe in any god, I grew up in a Christian 
country, that is different from India. However, I think that a European identity 
is based on the 4 points I mentioned. When I am teaching my students that 
Europe is worth living in, then I am really teaching these four things.
KL Through your visit to India you said that you felt you came to a better
understanding of your own identity, do you think that this is the value of
promoting a European dimension? Do you think that by looking at other
European cultures it helps the students to understand their own identity?
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EM Yes, of course. If you look across the borders you can understand yourself. I 
was happy when Czechoslovakia split, but still I do not like the idea of 
Slovakia being closed in on itself. You cannot close borders. I do not mean 
only in terms of travelling I mean in terms of your mind. To speak about 
Europe is useful for understanding yourself. When you understand your 
neighbour you understand yourself. I think that the European dimension is 
closely connected to teaching democracy. It is very important for growing up 
as a person.
KL You mentioned that it was possible to promote Slovak national identity and a
multicultural perspective. You have no fear that promoting European 
citizenship may have the opposite effect and make people more aware of 
defending their own culture, more nationalistic?
EM I don’t worry about this. You do not lose your identity through teaching the
multicultural perspective, if you connect these issues with, for example, 
Slovak history. If, however, you teach only Slovak history and you don’t 
teach about Europe you can lose the multicultural points of view. You must 
do both of them. You are Slovak, but still you are European. You can become 
tolerant and flexible, you can understand other cultures. You can understand 
other cultures more easily if you can understand your own culture.
KL Do you not think there is a fear that European integration will lead to a loss of
national identity. For example, you said that following the German 
colonisation of Slovakia thé Germans disappeared because they were 
integrated into Slovakia. Do you not think that a united Europe could result in 
a loss of the identity of individual countries?
EM I understand this point, but I do not worry about it. The European integration
process is coming hand in hand with differentiation. I see two processes not 
only in Europe, but in Slovakia, integration and homogenisation, and on the 
other side differentiation. It is different from the homogenisation which came 
from the Soviet Union. It was implemented here, we were not allowed to feel 
as Slovakians. For example, the Slovak flag was forbidden, I would have been 
arrested, 6 years ago, 10 years ago, because I display the Slovak flag. 
However, European integration is not coming from above we feel part of it. 
There are two points of view, one half of Slovakia worry about losing Slovak 
identity, the other half feel that Slovakia will remain Slovak. So when I say 
that I do not worry, the same is not true for all Slovaks, it is only part of 
Slovakia.
KL The point I was raising links regional feelings and national feelings. There is
an argument that through promoting integration in Europe people become 
more aware of their own surrounding and wish to promote their region or their 
nation.
EM I think that if you teach the European dimension you do not need to worry that
you will promote nationalistic tendencies. There are people in Slovakia who
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are strictly anti-nationalism they support Europe, they support 
Czechoslovakia. I think that you can support both, I do not think that they are 
opposite.
KL To return to your concept of a European dimension and the promotion of the 
individual, do you think that this is the reality of Europe? What are your 
feelings about the economic perspective, promoting European integration in 
order to build a group of nations that can compete in the world market with 
Japan and America?
EM This is the other reason for European integration, the money market etc. I do
not think that this can be overcome, it is going on we cannot stop it. Some 
people want the integration of Slovakia into the European Union for economic 
reasons, they think that we will become wealthy.
KL Is it one of your aims in the European Studies course to prepare your students
to survive in a European market?
EM I must prepare my students to survive in the European Union if we become
members, but it is not the only aim. I must prepare them mainly for life in 
Slovakia. The life in Slovakia is slowly competing with life in Western 
Europe. It is happening slowly but it is coming this way, so I must prepare the 
students in order to teach the children in school. Teaching the European 
dimension is a way to prepare them to live in a future Slovak society. It is 
becoming competitive very slowly. They must think about how to survive but 
it is not the main point. The main point is to live in a future Slovak society. 
The side effect is to prepare then to survive it in Europe.
KL Did you include a European dimension in your work with students from the
basis of your own ideas or was the Slovak government providing any 
directives on this issue?
EM Well, the government does not like European Studies, particularly the Ministry
of Education, but I do not like to criticise my country. There are two reasons 
why I came to include a European dimension in my work. The first one I 
recognised just after the second one. The start was that my Dean pushed me 
and my department to prepare students for civic education. I did not want to 
do it for 2 or 3 years. Then he said, ‘You will do it.’ So we started. I did not 
want to do it because civic education in Slovakia was not good and I did not 
like it. After that when we had to start it, we prepared a programme - seven 
years ago. We had to teach all students in this faculty, philosophy, aesthetics, 
ethics, theory of religion and so on. We started with the idea that we had to 
prepare all students as individual personalities, so we started European Studies 
in a similar way. Then I was selected to study civic education in the United 
States. There I realised what democracy was about. There I recognised that it 
is based on individual personalities, I could feel it. When I came back to 
Slovakia I felt that civic education had to be based on individual personalities. 
It pushed me to recognise that the European dimension should be taught and
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should be connected to teaching about democracy. When I returned from 
America, I realised that this was something I had felt during Communist time, 
but I had not recognised it. So when I am speaking about individualism and 
teaching responsible persons and so on, then I am speaking about the objective 
need of democracy and at the same time I am speaking about my own personal 
feelings.
KL You started doing this 7 years ago before Slovakia became independent?
EM Yes. Civic education was a regular part of the education system in basic
schools and secondary schools during the Communist time, but it was 
ideological indoctrination. It started to change in 1990. This department was 
created not as a department of civic education. We provided our student with 
a general course. With our involvement civic education started to change. We 
entered into these changes in 1992 when we started to prepare teachers for 
civic education.
KL Is it a difficult task? D the students come with their own value systems?
EM No it is not difficult, because I never say this is a good value system, this is a 
bad value system. I teach my students not to say that to their pupils - this is 
teaching democracy. If as a teacher you behave in a democratic way, if you let 
your students feel their own value system and you don’t impose your own 
value system then you are teaching democracy. This is the niain point of view 
that is why I start my lectures with students feeling art products, after that we 
discuss it. After that I must give my point of view, it is not very easy but I 
must do it. I say, ‘This is what I feel hut you must feel your own feelings.’ I 
do not see any problem in saying that you have a different value system from 
me, why not?
KL The culture of looking to the person above for answers does not continue? 
There isn’t a danger that the students will accept your point of view?
EM The first years of the work of this department the students were confused. In
school they were taught the teacher is the most wise person, he or she should 
say what is good or bad. I did not say that, so the students were confused and 
still people in Slovakia are confused.
KL In the beginning you said that the influence for this department came from 
your Dean. Was it his personal feeling that the European dimension was 
important for the students.
EM Yes, Mr Byjanje, he really felt it because he spent 20 years in the rest of the
world, in Europe working for UNESCO, that is why he pushed us. At first I 
did not like it, but finally I recognised that he was right.
KL Did the European resolutions have any influence on your department?
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EM If I don’t feel the necessity of including this in Slovak education I will not do
it, no European resolution would impose it on our teachers. We must base it 
on our needs. If I feel it then I will do it.
KL There was no direction from the government?
EM Some people in the Slovak government did not support it. We have had 6 or 7 
Slovak governments since 1989. Some of them were happy about civic 
education, some were not, but most supported it.
KL So there was no government policy on the European dimension?
EM Some of them were orientated towards Europe, very openly and very strongly.
Some of the governments were expressing that they would like to enter the
European Union but they are not acting that way very effectively. The second
type of government is now in power in Slovakia and sometimes we have some 
troubles, but still every government more or less recognises the necessity of 
civic education, teaching democracy and including a European dimension.
KL But there is no government policy?
EM Yes and no. There is a centralised curricula in Slovak schools, that is state
schools, but officially a teacher can change 30% of the state curriculum. It is 
up to the individual teacher to decide. Also there is a growing number of 
private schools and they write their own curricula, it is not centralised in any 
way.
KL The fact that there is a centralised curricula doesn’t constrain what you do with
your students?
EM No, I don’t care. Of course I must respect the curricula that is used in schools,
but I am preparing my students in a broader way, not just for this curriculum. 
After a while the curriculum may change. The curriculum is created from a 
classic point of view, it is structured according to different scientific fields of 
work. For example, psychology, philosophy, sociology, aesthetics, economy 
and so on. We must prepare them for a situation where the curriculum may 
change. If I teach them in economy this and this and this and then the 
economic curriculum changes then they do not have any basis for their 
teaching. However, if I prepare them to develop as citizens then they do not 
need to care which part of economy they are referring to.
KL It is a child-centred approach rather than subject dominant?
EM Yes,
KL Am I correct in saying that the universities are independent, whereas the
schools are state controlled? Does that cause any difficulty for you?
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EM No it is not a problem. Nobody cares about what you teach as a university 
teacher. When I say nobody cares, I mean no Deans, no Ministry officials, 
care, this department cares. There are five universities that prepare students 
for civic education. Each of them is a little different, each has their own 
conception. Each prepares teachers in a different way, but all respect the 
curriculum that is set for basic and secondary schools.
KL Is there any communication between institutions? Do you know what each 
other is doing?
EM No, we just know about each other.
KL Are you part of the Faculty of Pedagogy?
EM Yes.
KL Are you preparing teachers for basic and secondary schools?
EM The Faculty prepares teachers for primary schools and for secondary schools.
My department is preparing teachers for the second part of primary school, 
grade 6 on to the end of secondary school.
KL Do you have a written and validated course that you have to follow?
EM We have prepared our programme of study, which is discussed by the
department, then it is formally approved by the Dean and then it is formally 
approved by the Scientific Council of the Faculty.
KL Is a European dimension is written into your course?
EM It is not written in as a separate subject. We include it in the way that I
explained. For next year we started to prepare a separate subject - European 
Studies which may be studied as a separate subject.
KL Are you only preparing teachers of civic education?
EM In this faculty, the students select two subjects. For example, civic education
plus history, civic education plus Slovak language or civic education plus 
mathematics. Most of them select history.
KL You support civic education as a separate subject rather than integrated within
other disciplines?
EM This is a long standing discussion, this is closely connected to the European
dimension too. I think that the best would be if it was integrated, but then I 
am afraid that it would disappear. That is why I think that it is more useful to 
be taught as a separate subject.
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KL In your book you also talk about an ecological approach, would you explain 
what you mean by that?
EM We have included a range of subjects, ecology and man and technology. For
example, we include environmental ethics. Ecology is taught by Mrs 
Ondruskova, you can ask her about this.
KL To change the subject then, does the fact that Slovakia is composed of a
number of different ethnic groups create a greater need for a multicultural 
view?
EM Yes, this is one of the main reasons that the European dimension and the 
multicultural perspective goes hand in hand. Slovakia is not ethnically clear, it 
is composed of mainly Slovaks and Hungarians. There are Germans and 
Czechs. This is why we must teach about a European dimension rather than 
only Slovak identity.
KL Did the development of a European dimension in education start from a need
within Slovakia? Was it influenced by the European Union?
EM Even though Slovakia is preparing to join the European Union, it is not
because somebody is pushing us, it is because we need it.
KL Do you think that the general public understands that need?
EM 50% to 50% Half do, half don’t, it is related to politics.
KL Does that create a barrier to inclusion of a European dimension in education?
EM No, because teachers are very important agents in classes and small children 
trust their teachers. Secondary school is different because they are more 
independent in their thinking and more critical. Even in this department, 
teaching adults age 19-24, there is no barrier to including a European 
dimension in my work. I may have one opinion, they may have another, but 
we must co-operate, this is back to the teaching democracy and different value 
systems.
KL Do you only work with student teachers or do you also work with teachers in-
service?
EM Both, because there is a shortage of teachers in Slovakia, so some students
already work as teachers. Then there was the Phare project which prepared 
materials for teachers already in service. The materials were tested in specific 
schools.
KL In your course documentation, was it necessary to provide a rationale for your
course?
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EM No, it was discussed in the department, but not written down. Department 
meetings are very important to discuss what we do.
KL You just mentioned the Phare project, would you explain more about it?
EM The Phare project did have its origin outside Slovakia, but even in this case the
Phare programme was based on the agreement of the Slovak government and 
Brussels. In this agreement some priorities for Slovakia were stated. These 
priorities were negotiated. One of the priorities was civic education and the 
European dimension. It was negotiated by the Minister of Education, but the 
agreement was a subject for the whole government. It had its origin in 
Brussels, but it was an agreement of two parties - Slovakia and Brussels.
KL The initiative was from Brussels?
EM No, the initiative was from both.
KL You led this project?
EM Yes, I was asked - 1 was forced, but I finally agreed. The project was linked to
Dutch/Slovak co-operation. It was the continuation of a project that started in 
1992. An institution in the Netherlands, similar to the State Pedagogical 
Institute here, sent people here to teach Slovak people how to write 
educational materials for civic education. The Dutch group was called 
Catholic Pedagogic Centre. As a result of this work, some educational papers 
were prepared. I was involved in this project as a member of the team who 
were writing a text book. When I became Head of the Phare project, it was 
very logical to continue with this co-operation and to ask the Dutch people to 
continue. This project was divided into five or six activities. The main idea of 
the project was to change civic education as a whole. One part of that was 
including a European dimension. Our aim was to create an alternative 
curriculum for civic education. Alternative means not officially approved by 
the Ministry of Education. It was not meant to be approved, but still 
Slovakian teachers can work with it. About 20 schools are experimenting with 
this curriculum on an official basis approved by the Ministry.
KL Is this primary or secondary schools?
EM Both. The second activity was preparation of educational materials. The third 
was training teachers to write their own materials. A group of about 20 
teachers from all over Slovakia worked on the project and came to Bratislava 
twice a year for a week for two years. They were trained by the Dutch people 
on the methodology for writing educational materials, not the content. Twenty 
people is not enough. The fourth activity was for these teachers to return to 
their regions and train teachers in their own area. We were not successful in 
all regions. We were totally unsuccessful in Bratislava. The fifth activity was 
the analysis of teacher training, teachers for civic education and the European 
dimension. This was done by this department in the university. The sixth
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activity was the publication of a news sheet which reviewed activities in civic 
education. This was published by the Faculty in Nitra, but we worked in co­
operation. The aim of this publication was to disseminate information about
not only the Phare project but any new ideas.
KL Did this go out to all teachers?
EM It went out to all basic schools, nearly all secondary schools and to all
universities and colleges. There was about 5,000 published of each issue. It is 
still being published. The Phare project lasted for two years, but this activity 
will continue until the end of August.
KL In the first section of the Phare project you described, you said that it included 
a European dimension, what sort of activities did that involve?
EM From the start, we did not consider the European dimension as a separate
subject. We tried to include it into a lot of activities. For example, there are 
some parts of the curriculum which speak about European traditions - regional, 
national and European, they are interconnected. We analysed possible 
alternatives for training teachers in civic education. One of the ways was what 
we call a European Club. The aim of this club is to discuss European issues. 
We started the club last November. We asked a member of a Slovak political 
party, the party of the Democratic Left, to come to the club. He explained to 
our students how the European Union was created, how it works and they 
discussed these issues. We are negotiating now to have another member of 
parliament from Democratic Slovak Movement. He will speak about the same 
issues. We do not want to over-emphasise the European Union so we will 
only invite one person each semester.
KL Was it a factual input on European institutions?
EM It started with facts, but it very quickly came to a discussion about relations,
priorities and value hierarchies and so on. Our students are able to discuss 
issues more deeply than just the level of facts. This is a typical way of how 
we try to include a European dimension into the preparation of our teachers. 
This idea grew up from the Phare project.
KL You spoke about 4 points earlier that you wished to promote - individualism,
democracy, critical analysis and differentiation, is this idealism or in reality is 
it happening in Slovakia? How does this relate for example to the economic 
situation in the country?
EM Well the ideal democracy is something that I cannot find around the world, but
this is one of the main reasons why we try to prepare our students not for 
‘good ideology’ but for real life. That is to prepare them to act in situations 
which most of the time are not ideal. We understand this difference and we try 
to prepare students so they understand that life is not ideal, that democracy in 
reality is something different from democracy in theory.
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KL You said in your book that the economic and technical needs of society may 
lead to a suppression of creative thinking. It is similar to the argument of the 
individual. Are you able to explain your ideas on this issue?
EM Can you imagine anyone working towards scientific progress without being 
creative? Can you imagine a manager of a company who cannot think 
creatively? I think creative thinking is the basis for living in a changing world.
KL I must return to your point concerning the cultural synthesis of the Slovak 
identity. What did you mean by that?
EM I never try to describe Slovak identity as something that is lasting for ever. I 
try to describe it as a changing identity. I think there are some basic features 
of Slovak identity but none of them last forever. We are quite closed, even if 
we are open to guests, we are not open to the world. The other typical feature 
is that we are not very strict in our opinions we hesitate a lot, this is caused by 
historical development. All the time we are fighting within Slovakia. In the 
past we were divided between Catholics and evangelists, now we are divided 
by supporters of Prime Minister Vladimir Meciar and those who are not 
supporters of Meciar. Four years ago we were divided by supporters of 
Czechoslovakia and those who did not support it. This is going on all the 
time. Slovak people are not people who are economic speculators. I can 
continue but none of these features last for ever. All of them are the result of 
some historical development.
KL But some of those characteristics could fit other cultures.
EM This is the reason why I don’t like to say there is one Slovak identity.
KL But you talked about the importance of maintaining the Slovak identity,
perhaps you would explain the methodology you had in mind for teachers of 
civic education?
EM We don’t try to show students that this is the Slovak identity, we try to let 
them feel it for themselves. We had a lot of discussion four years ago about 
the Slovak national teacher, because we had a Slovak Republic. But if the 
student is of Hungarian minority do they teach from a Hungarian identity or a 
Slovak identity? We decided in our department that it was not the main point. 
They might be of any nationality, find your nationality as you would like, but 
be loyal citizens to the Slovak Republic according to state law. You cannot 
strictly differentiate between this is European dimension, this is Slovakian, 
this is American etc., unless it is related to a historical situation. The historical 
situation in Slovakia today is that it is very close to the Czech Republic, it 
would like to join the European Union, so we are open to European ideas. 
After that we can talk about connections.
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KL Are student teachers able to cope with all of that. Do they have the skills to 
implement these ideas with pupils?
EM At first, I thought the theoretical lectures should be cancelled and students 
should come to the ideas themselves. Of course this was a mistake, students 
need knowledge, they need a structure, a general framework. It is necessary, 
but still, I must stress discussion and feeling and empathy and development of 
personality. Our school system in Slovakia is based on giving knowledge, 
growth of personality is lacking. That is why I support the development of 
personality. I cannot give students the whole structure. I do not have time for 
it, they must find it themselves.
KL Nevertheless, there is a theoretical underpinning that remains?
EM Yes, even if we are speaking about the European dimension I can let my
students feel what Europe is about, but I must support it with knowledge of the 
European Parliament, European Union, Maastricht Treaty and so on.
KL How do you evaluate this? Is the European dimension evaluated in any way?
EM Yes, we are doing it continuously. We are doing it in the corridor, in everyday
discussions and we evaluate it at the end of the school year. Not each school 
year but we have done it twice or three times. We had a general discussion in 
the department. It takes five years and our first graduates will be next year. 
We will evaluate it then.
KL What criteria will you use?
EM We will link them to our aims and goals. We will compare aims and goals and
results. We are slowly changing our aims according to results. To give you an 
example, part of their course is about logical thinking. One of the colleagues 
in the department joined the lectures and he said he would like to use the 
categories for logical thinking in his classes. This was evaluation in process... 
we decided to change the course. The course consists of logics, politology, 
ethics, aesthetics, economics, philosophy, ecology, technology etc.
KL Do the students think about preparing teaching materials?
EM No, this is one area we are still neglecting.
KL How far does theory and practice come together?
EM We deal with theory, but the students work in schools throughout their course.
This is supervised by staff in the pedagogic department. They are also 
observed by teachers in schools.
KL We have covered a lot of issues, is there anything you would like to add or 
anything you would like to ask me?
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EM I have lots of questions about your work and your research, but perhaps we
could do that over lunch if you have completed your questions.
KL Yes, thank you for the interview, may I quote you when I write up my
research?
EM Yes.
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KL I believe that you have responsibility for the 'Europe at School' project in 
Slovakia, would you begin by telling me about it and how it relates to your 
work here in the department?
NO In autumn 1991, some of the co-ordinators from the unit for 'Europe at School' 
Project in Bonn came to Slovakia. Following their visit we started with 
activities in Slovakia. I prefer to call them activities rather than a competition. 
The Co-ordinating Unit saw it as a competition, but I saw it as activities that 
could be carried out in many different ways. During this process pupils can 
think and they can write. It is very good and it has many possibilities for 
young people to think and talk or write about very serious European problems. 
For example, tolerance problems, xenophobia etc. It is very interesting for 
them . I am very happy about the project. Over the six years since it started 
here, about 100,000 pupils have described their thinking about Europe.
KL That is a huge number.
NO Yes, I think that is a huge number. Over the six years the 'Europe at School'
activities have had a good place in state policy and in school policy. I am not 
saying that it was very easy and that it happened automatically or that it 
became a normal part of the curriculum. In this country the guarantor of the 
project was the Ministry of Education. During the six years that the project 
has been running we have had five different Ministers of Education. I cannot 
say that any continuity existed. Just now, it is a very difficult situation with 
the 'Europe at School' activities. The Ministry of Education does not listen 
because the focus is European not Slovakian. Also, the secretariat for the 
project sits in the State Pedagogical Institute and the personnel have changed. 
It has completely new management in the State Pedagogical Institute. Silvia 
Matusova has gone and now nobody wants to listen about 'Europe at School' 
activities which cost money. Last week, we finished the work of the Slovak 
National Jury which looks at all the entries. I was very happy because we had
a huge number of projects, 1840 in total. That was at a national level, but you
can imagine how many there would be at a regional level. Only a few projects 
from each region are submitted at a national level. So I think that it is a strong 
force in schools. I explain to the Ministry of Education and to the new
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management at the Pedagogical Institute that we must continue to support 
these activities, because for the new generation of pupils there is an interest in 
European problems. The theme this year was very interesting. It was, 'What 
culture for the 21st century?'
KL That sounds like an interesting title for pupils to think about.
NO Yes, after each year the title changes. Also, the theme changes according to
the age level of the pupils. There is one for primary pupils and one for
secondary pupils. Projects are submitted and they include written work and art
work. The jury was very impressed by the excellent results.
KL How does the 'Europe at School' activities relate to your work here in the
university with student teachers?
NO All my students hear about the ’Europe at School' activities and I explain my 
opinions about it. I think that it is very important for them because when they 
become teachers in schools in the future, they will know about these activities. 
It will not be strange for them. I take my students to see the exhibition of all 
the results of the projects. It is one way for me to include a European 
dimension in my work with students. I think that there is no problem between 
national education and a European dimension. Yes we are Slovak, but we are 
also Europemis. We cannot sit in Slovakia and say that we are Slovaks, fiill 
stop!
KL When you talk about a European dimension, what do you mean?
NO I can't say exactly what it means. I think that the European dimension is not
only in the subject of geography. It is not just teaching about capitals or the 
main language of the country. It is also about the culture and thinking of other 
people. Our pupils have good knowledge about facts. Our school system is 
very strong in this. Knowledge of facts has a high value, but we don't have 
individual thinking about problems. The 'Europe at School' activities give the 
pupils an opportunity to go that step further and think about European issues 
for themselves and find their own information.
KL Do you think that the European dimension is creating an openness to other
cultures?
NO Yes, through the European dimension you can open each subject, maybe 
maths too, but in languages, in history, in geography, in civics education, in 
ethics, in aesthetic education...in many ways it is possible.
KL Clearly you think that a European dimension in education is important. Why 
do you think this?
NO I think that it is a tendency in Europe now. I look at the results of the 'Europe 
at School' activities from other countries and I see that these activities are
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happening in many European countries. However, these other projects talk 
about mainly Western European countries, they seem to know nothing about 
Slovakia. We know about Western European countries, but they do not know 
about us. Life in Europe for the young generation will be about living 
together, they must co-operate with each other. For teachers it is a very 
important moment. Pupils spend a lot of their day in school and teachers have 
the responsibility of preparing them for life in the future.
KL What about economic reasons, do you think that they have had an influence
on the inclusion of a European dimension in education?
NO I don't really know. I am not an economist, but I think that economic reasons
are important. I also think that new technology is an important factor. We are 
able to get to know one another better through the use of new technology. I 
think that the emphasis should be on values and cultural integration, not only 
economics. Also, I think that we should not just emphasise European 
integration, we should emphasise global integration for the next century. We 
must first clarify our relationship with Europe then look beyond.
KL To return to the 'Europe at School' activities, how did you introduce the
activities in schools?
NO In 1991 at the Vienna Conference, 'Europe at School' activities were identified
as one way of implementing the European dimension in education. As I said a 
member of the co-ordinating unit in Bonn came to the Slovak Republic and 
had a meeting with our Minister of Education. The Ministry of Education then 
invited about eight institutions that were directly under the Ministry of 
Education to a meeting. One of these institutions was the State Pedagogical 
Institute. The Minister of Education gave this institute the responsibility of 
being the secretariat for the 'Europe at School' activities. I was in the State 
Pedagogical Institute at that time and I had the responsibility for these 
activities. Organising the competition was a national responsibility, but I 
introduced the ideas by establishing networks in the Slovak Republic in 
January 1992. There existed 42 pedagogical centres in each region of Slovakia 
and also in each region there were methodological centres. Recently the 
structure has changed, but at the beginning I sent information to each regional 
centre about themes and how to implement these activities and entry forms. I 
also put this information in teachers' newspapers and magazines. Information 
was also put out on the TV. The aim was to distribute the information as 
widely as possible. In the teachers' newspaper, on the second page, there is 
information presented by the Minister of Education. We had some co­
operation from the Minster and we were able to include information about the 
'Europe at School' activities in this Ministry of Education column. It was then 
up to teachers to tell their pupils about the activities. Entries are first sent to 
regional juries, they select what they think are the best entries and they are 
forwarded to the national jury. Some regional centres organise exhibitions of 
their results. They invite parents and interested local people. The national jury 
then choose the entries which they think are the best. I told you that I don't
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like calling it a competition, but we have to choose a winner to sent to the 
European prize winners gathering. The best may be a pupil who has worked 
the hardest and here the emphasis may be on the process that led to the entry. 
The national jury hold a Day of Europe to celebrate the winners. We write to 
the co-ordinating unit, to the school and to the parents of the winners. We 
invite about 100 prize winners to Bratislava. We have a big exhibition of 
pictures and written work in a house of culture in Bratislava. We give pupils a 
diploma and medals from the co-ordinating unit. The Council of Europe 
Office in Bratislava also help us and organise some awards from some of the 
embassies in Bratislava. The Minister of Education presents the awards at the 
prise winners gathering. I also send a report to the Minister of Education about 
all the activities.
KL In the beginning did you carry out an inservice programme to help teachers 
implement the 'Europe at School' activities?
NO I knew that there were some very good teachers in schools and that there were 
some good managers in each region so I asked them to come to Bratislava. We 
tried to give them some theoretical knowledge and some practical ideas. We 
were only able to organise a seminar bringing together teachers three times, 
because it is very expensive. We did not have enough money to do any more. 
The Minister of Education gave us no more money. I know that we need more 
inservice training to help teachers implement a European dimension and give 
them new ideas, but it is not possible. The financial situation is very difficult. 
Also, there is new management in the Pedagogical Institute and it is rather 
difficult.
KL To turn to your role here in the university, am I correct in saying that you 
teach civics?
NO Yes, our students study civics and ethics education. My subject is history of 
philosophy and history of ethics theory and also ecological ethics.
KL How do you include a European dimension in your work with students?
NO I include it in history of philosophy and in moral history. In this part, my
lessons include how values are formulated, particularly thinking about 
influences from the past. I think that these lessons provide very good 
opportunities to talk about the European dimension. I also tell the students 
about the 'Europe at School' activities.
KL Do you see any conflict between promoting a Slovak national identity and a 
multicultural view?
NO No, I think that it is possible to promote both. I think that for new countries
seeking a new identity they need to look outward. I believe that you must find 
your history and clearly that is linked to Europe. We are not only Slovaks, our 
history is linked to other countries.
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KL You mentioned ecological ethics, what does this include?
NO In the past, I was a teacher in a technical university in Bratislava, and that is 
where I became interested in ecological ethics. At that time, I was teaching 
engineering students and my aim was to tell them that ecology was important, 
not just economics. Now I am in a different situation. I am in a Faculty of 
Education. My lessons are about environmental ethics. I want to explain the 
relation between culture and technical issues. The future of Europe must 
consider ecological ethics. Environmental issues must have a European 
dimension. We have to work together to solve environmental problems.
KL What methodology do you use to introduce these issues to your students? Do 
you present a lecture?
NO My students prepare some papers. I describe my opinions but afterwards they 
present their opinions.
KL Do you have an opportunity to see students teaching in school and 
implementing these ideas?
NO No, but I work closely with a colleague in the department who does. In the 
third year the students have a passive practice where they observe in schools. 
In fourth year they teach.
KL I have heard from other people who I have spoken to that the teaching
profession in Slovakia is rather mature in years, but judging by the number of 
entries, this did not pose a problem when implementing the 'Europe at School' 
activities. Did you find that older teachers were willing to try new ideas and 
look at things from a different point of view?
NO It is true that the big number of pupils involved in these activities would not
be possible without teachers' ideas. I think that it is very good that so many 
teachers are interested in these new activities. I know that there are Slovak 
nationalists, but I do not think that this attitude is good. I am not saying that it 
is bad, but I think that we must work with other countries.
KL I know that we have to stop now, as you have another meeting, so I would like 
to thank you for this interview and ask you if I may quote you when I write up 
my research?
NO Yes, I don't mind.
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KL I have explained my research, may I ask you some questions?
TK My English is not very good.
VK Please excuse my grammar.
KL I cannot speak any Slovakian, so do not worry about your English. I know
you believe that a European dimension is important, why is that?
VK I think that it is a very good opportunity for students to study abroad. There
are three points of view. One of them is language. That is very important in a 
European dimension, because students can improve their language skills. The 
second is to compare in their subject of study what is done in another country 
and maybe to find better ideas or be proud of what we have in this country. 
Third, the students find out about other cultures, the people and their customs 
and so on. A fourth point is that they make new fiiends. Everything will be 
better if we find some level of international cooperation.
TK It would be good to prepare a cooperation agreement with your institution.
KL Yes, perhaps after the interview. From the point of view of the education
system here, do you think that a European dimension is important in teacher 
education?
VK When we look at various branches of study, you cannot find a special subject
which is called the European dimension, but I feel that it is necessary to see it 
like a cross-curricular thing.
TK This is a participation contract, maybe we could exchange some students with
you? There is a list of ideas for cooperation here, they are not the only 
possibilities. Cooperation is important for our curricula and for comparative
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research. We already co-operate with an institution in London and one in 
Limerick.
KL This document indicates that you wish to increase international links.
TK It is only some of our activities. I prepared it last October and there are more
activities now. Excuse me, I will explain to Viera what I mean in Slovakian.
(Conversation in Slovakian)
VK We are hoping to be able to participate in the Socrates Programme, but we 
have not begun yet.
TK It is a new view for us, for our lives. I think your system in Scotland is nearer 
to ours than the English.
KL How do you include a European dimension in your teaching?
VK I am a pedagogy teacher, so I think it is a question of my feelings and my
insight. I think that it is very necessary to have this idea. I teach in the first
course an introduction to education. I explain the basic goals of education and
I do a small comparison. That is one theme - comparison of education 
systems. I explain that differences have their roots in culture, political life and 
so on. Later students can go on and study comparative problems in more 
depth. For instance, in the second year the students look at theory and 
methodology in upbringing children. That is the straight translation.
KL Is it socialisation of the child?
VK Yes, that's it, that is the topic. There are some themes related to pupils aged 7-
10. How to prepare them for life in a multi-cultural society. It is orientated on 
peace education, global problems, environmental issues etc. What teachers 
can do for this. Do you understand?
KL Yes, Does it include cultural awareness and tolerance?
TK We have a subject that includes tolerance - it is ethics.
VK I teach family life education. I compare divorce in different countries for 
example.
KL So you include moral education?
VK Yes, I am also responsible for organising student mobility. There is a link 
with Leuven University in Belgium. This is another way of fulfilling a 
European dimension. One difficulty is that our students have difficulties with 
foreign languages and we try to overcome this by setting up special courses. 
All this I think fits the European dimension, but I am not sure.
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KL How would you define a European dimension in education?
VK It is very difficult, I try to find activities that can support the development of a
European dimension.
KL Will the students have an opportunity to implement ideas about a European 
dimension when they teach in schools?
VK I think that they can do it. I am in close contact with the students, and I know
those who have taken part in exchanges continue the contact with students 
they have met in other European universities.
KL Is that a small number of students?
VK It is only a very small number of students. Language and money are a
problem.
KL But the course you were describing is for all the students?
VK No, this course is not compulsory, it is an elective activity based on
competition. It is only the best students.
KL So topics like family and tolerance is only for a small number?
VK No, sorry I am not explaining clearly. These topics are compulsory,
comparative education in the introduction to education is compulsory, family 
life education it depends on the branch of study. In some branches it is 
compulsory. Socialisation of the child is compulsory for all of them.
KL So all students who are training as teachers, do have a European dimension in
their course.
VK Yes, it is cross-curricular, but it is not called a European dimension.
KL Do the students realise that these issues relate to a European dimension?
VK I try to explain to them that education is not just for one nation, that the child
will be a member of the whole world. A European dimension is not explicit.
TK We started a Centre for European Council here. We have a special room to
provide information. It came through the Phare Project. We must use this 
information system.
KL May we return to some of the issues I touched on at the beginning. You
started to explain why you thought that a European dimension was important...
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TK Yes, I can tell you it started when I was not Dean. International cooperation is
very important for the development of a school. For our university, it is 
necessary for development. We emphasis international development, not with 
Australia etc. but countries in Europe. International development is a goal for 
us.
KL What influenced your decision to make it a goal?
TK Our universities are independent, our university saw the importance of
international education itself. Slovak Republic needs to give information 
about itself to other countries. We have 16 universities in the Slovak 
Republic.
KL I didn't realise you had so many.
TK There are 62 faculties, 16 faculties prepare teachers. We have 3 faculties here
and they all prepare teachers.
KL What are the 3 faculties here?
TK Faculty of Humanities, Faculty of Pedagogy and Faculty of Science. The 16
faculties have established an association for cooperation. It is very positive. 
There are 12 out of the 16 faculties involved in international activity. We are 
not against Slovakian independence, but we want to develop international 
understanding.
KL If this number of faculties are interested in the international dimension, then 
that demonstrates that you feel positive towards the development of 
international education.
TK The situation changes very quickly.
KL Viera, do you have teaching materials for comparative education?
VK Yes, but they are hand-written.
KL Is it written into a validated course document?
VK Yes, it is written down, but it is in Slovakian.
TK In this time we seek new ways for cooperation. We have two problems. First,
we have too many students and second we need to prepare students to teach in 
Hungarian schools, German schools, Romany schools and so on. We also 
need English teachers, so we need lots of schools for teaching practice.
KL How many students do you have?
TK In our faculty for basic education we have 850 students.
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VK Would you like an overview of teaching practice? I have some hand-written 
notes in English.
KL Thank you. I was interested to know if any of the ideas relating to a European 
dimension, were being implemented in schools?
VK It is not explicit.
KL Do you feel that it will be implemented in schools?
VK Not as a special subject. It will be done in a cross-curricular way.
TK We want it to be included in schools, but it is not possible to prepare students
for this at this time. There is a development now. As Dean I have big ideas. 
Some of the staff have prepared information for me.
KL You mentioned earlier that you are preparing students to teach Hungarian
children, German children and Romany children, does the fact that schools 
have a multi-cultural make-up mean that a European dimension is more 
important?
TK Yes, I think we have a European dimension already here, there are rich
opportunities. This faculty was established in 1958 and it started as a faculty 
that prepared teachers for Hungarian schools. More than 20% of our schools 
now are multicultural, we must prepare students for these multi-cultural 
schools. It is a historical development in the Slovak Republic.
KL I think that you had left the room when I asked Viera this question, do you
think that a European dimension is something you can define?
TK I think the European dimension is the only way for Europe, but this 
development will not come very quickly. First all nationalities must feel 
freedom. They must be able to co-operate. I don't think that there are any 
problems at the level of the people, it is the politicians, a social problem, a 
philosophical problem. For example, there are very rich countries in Europe, 
but how do they deal with the economic potential for all. Yesterday, I heard 
someone say that the last time the government wanted to win, they used tanks, 
this time they use banks.
KL In that sense the European dimension is to do with economic survival?
TK I think that is very important, if European Parliament wants economic
equality.
KL Do you see any barriers to the development of a European dimension in
education in Slovakia?
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TK I think that we have no barriers. I think that it will be very interesting now
how young people see it compared to older people. My generation only had 
communication with Eastern Bloc countries. Today it is different.
KL How does that relate to teachers? I understand that the majority of the teachers
are mature in years, does that make it difficult for them to embrace new ideas?
TK For younger teachers it is no problem. For older teachers I'm not sure. It is a
problem for social research.
KL The students you have now are they willing to discuss issues and be critical?
VK If they can. I want to say that it is very difficult to understand our standpoint.
Professor Kozik explained it fi*om a social or wider view. As a member of the 
teacher education department I tried to explain to you from the point of view 
of curricula for basic school (children age 6-10 years). The basic principle is 
identity (where do I come fi*om?), mother language, basic history and 
geography, socialisation (understanding my family, my town, my country). It 
doesn't say the European dimension, but we have neighbouring countries and 
we must understand, Germany, Romania, Austria, Hungary etc. Also the 
multi-cultural issue, we have classes with German children, Hungarian 
children etc. they must be able to communicate and understand one another. 
Culture of other countries is important. We also have ethics education which 
is compulsory in the next stage of education. In secondary Schools there are 
more subjects. There are possibilities for including a European dimension, but 
it depends on the teacher, and their understanding.
Do you have any information about the curriculum in Scotland.
KL Yes, I have some documents and information with me, you may have them.
Thank you both for the interview. May I quote you when I write up my 
research.
TK Yes.
VK Yes.
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KL I have explained the nature of my research to you, perhaps we could begin by 
talking about the importance of a European dimension in teacher education. I 
know you believe that it is important, why is that?
JH Definitely it is, we cannot live in an isolated place. There are a lot of changes, 
a lot of political/cultural changes have appeared recently and it is necessary to 
understand each other better as humans.
KL I believe some of your students have been able to take part in exchanges. 
What are the benefits?
JH They are on fire when they come back. Their enthusiasm is enormous. They 
are so grateful that they have been given a chance to spend some time at a 
foreign university. It enriches their life and knowledge. They really are very
hardworking and intelligent students and when they come back they are full of 
new ideas. They are more open and full of understanding of the ideas of 
others. They are able to compare the systems of education. They are able to 
see the pros and cons, because nothing is ideal in this life. They also build 
their self-confidence and they have improved their language. They make a lot 
of new friends. They bring all these things back home, so it is a very positive 
experience for them.
KL What about the students who do not have the opportunity to take part in an
exchange, do you find the students who do study in another European 
university have an impact on their peers when they return?
JH They have to speak about their experiences and they have to share their ideas
with their classmates. We interview them because we are eager to know what 
they have brought back. We are eager to know what we might change, 
because we feel a lot of benefit from these visits too. We have included new 
ideas in the system of study from these visits.
KL Are you able to give me an example?
JH When we started, when I came here 6 years ago we had no resources and no
equipment. We studied books and other curricula from other countries and
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step by step we were able to form our own curriculum which is more flexible, 
adaptable and more compatible with either English, Scottish or Irish curricula.
I don't want to suggest that there has been a dramatic change here, because our 
Slovakian system is still rather traditional. It is not very easy to get rid of old 
routines and persuade our authorities that there is something very positive to 
include in our curriculum, but we have realised that it is a necessity if we don't 
want to standstill.
KL Exchange visits bring new influences and ideas to your curriculum?
JH The students broaden their minds. They are really more self-confident. They
are able to speak freely and openly. They are able to criticise, to put some 
critical points of view into their tasks. As a teacher you have to cope with this 
change. If you want to be an authority for them, you have to develop your 
abilities as well, so it is a constant development. It is perfect when the student 
and the teacher are on the same track. The students are very interested in 
travelling abroad, because it is a chance for their personal improvement. It is 
not only the improvement of their ability to communicate in English, but also 
their ability to met, to see, to study, so it is a whole personal development.
KL How many students have the opportunity to study in another European
university?
JH Quite a lot, I haven't thought about it, I am not sure of thé exact numbers.
Although this is a College of Education not all our students want to be 
teachers, so some see study abroad as a chance to improve their English. This 
will give them the opportunity to get a better job in a private company.
KL Not all your students will finish as teachers?
JH They finish as teachers. They qualify as teachers, but they choose to take
other jobs, such as translators, interpreters etc. They are better paid.
KL Do the students have to pay for their university education?
JH As far as I know it is just a symbolic fee. There is a small enrolment fee.
KL Are you restricted in the number of students you are allowed to take?
JH Yes, we are. Our system is that we can't accept all the applicants. We are
limited.
KL I understand that the school system is fixed centrally, but the colleges of
education are independent. To what extent are you free to decide on your
course? Do you have to fit in with the school curriculum?
JH Yes and no, two years ago we introduced a new system. In the Faculty of
Humanities, we have accepted a credit system. It means that the students can
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choose from more electives. It is up to them if they are able to cover the 
obligatory number of credits. They bear the responsibility. I think it is 12 
credits. In the 3rd, 4th and 5th year of study they have to have 14 credits. 
After four semesters of study they have to pass their semi-final state exams. 
When they succeed they go on.
KL It is a 5 year course?
JH Yes, that is correct. We have various kinds of study, because the 5th year
students major in two subjects. They have to have 10 lessons in one subject 
and 10 lessons in the other subject weekly, plus the common basis, like 
pedagogy, psychology. With the Phare students, they major in only on 
subject, which is German, English, French, Italian or Spanish. Phare students 
study for only four years
KL Do you include a European dimension in your own teaching?
JH We teachers of English have some advantage, because it is the core of
communication that you have to meet native speakers. You have to give and 
accept new ideas and you have to be open. If there is a chance to introduce
some topics on a European dimension then I will. I am a teacher of
methodology. I introduce information about curricula in English-speaking 
countries. For example, reading, we talk about different systems.
KL How would you define a European dimension?
JH I am not able to define it. It is some awareness of being European. Slovaks
are proud of their nation. First you have to identify yourself as a 
representative of a nation and then you have to look beyond the borders.
KL When do the children start learning English here?
JH It differs. There have been some recent changes, in the majority of cases it is
from the age of 10 years. There is a tendency to bring down the age. In some
schools in Nitra they start learning English at the age of 6 years. It is an
experiment. The interim results are very positive.
KL Would every school in Slovakia have a teacher of English?
JH Ideally, yes. The pupils have to be educated in two foreign languages. The
second language is introduced two years later. It is usually German, here in 
Nitra we have a bilingual gymnasium, it is Spanish. The pupils who go there 
are excellent.
KL I know that Slovakia has Hungarians, Poles, Romanians, Ukrainians etc. Do
you think that because it is a multi-cultural society the need for a European 
dimension is greater?
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JH Yes, there is a good basis here. Slovakia is a crossroads of nations and 
nationalities. If we want to live in peace we have to be able to communicate 
and co-operate with one another.
KL Is this faculty further ahead in the introduction of a European dimension than
other faculties in other universities in Slovakia?
JH Yes, I think so. We started with it as the first university. I don't know any
other institution that has a European Studies course.
KL Do you have any input to the European Studies course?
JH Unfortunately not. I do discuss it with Mrs Malikova and Mr Uzak,
KL When you say you are a methodology teacher, does that mean that you visit
students in school?
JH That is right. I observe them and I teach them methodology in four semesters.
It covers classroom management, grammar, pronunciation etc.
KL Do you get the opportunity of seeing the students implement a European
dimension in schools?
JH I think even if you don't realise that it is the European dimension it is there. I
don't think that we should label things, the European dimension. It is much 
better to feel it.
KL It is there even if it is not explicit?
JH Sure, sometimes it reminds me of the way we used to somehow during the
totalitarian regime co-operate closely with the socialist countries. It was called 
internationalism. It is something that we were used to, so the European 
dimension has just changed the borders. The name has changed and their is no 
political role. The approach is different, but the idea of cooperation is the 
same. There are nice phrases, but it must be a reality. It must be a democracy.
KL Is there a national policy saying you must include a European dimension?
JH No, there is freedom. In this area there is freedom. There is some basis, we
have to obey some structures, we have to follow something, but we have 
freedom to speak about a European dimension.
KL Do you have a validated course document?
JH Yes.
KL Is it validated at Senate level?
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JH Yes.
KL Is it validated at national level?
JH I am not sure, I think that it is at Senate level only.
KL I understand that the teaching profession has a high number of mature
teachers. Is that a barrier to introducing a European dimension?
JH It is hard to answer, sometimes they are positive, sometimes they are negative. 
It depends on the personality of the teacher. Some are open, some are very 
traditional, you can find both categories of teachers. There can be middle-age 
teachers who wish to stick to traditional methods and there can be older 
teachers open to new ideas.
KL Are they able to implement a European dimension? Are there teaching
materials to assist them?
JH Of course, if they are willing to study.
KL Is there inservice available for them in a European dimension?
JH I don't know, but I know that inservice teachers do have regular meetings, and
they discuss new ideas. Inservice attracts the best teachers. There are some 
who are very shy or not motivated and they do not go. I think it is the same in 
every country. We have a British Council Worker here and he takes 
workshops. It is the same teachers who go to his workshops.
KL How many teacher education colleges are there in Slovakia?
JH There is one that is a faculty of the Comenius University in Bratislava, our
College of Education in Nitra. There is one in Banska Bystrica, there is also 
faculties in Kosice and Tmava.
KL Do you feel positive about the development of a European dimension?
JH There is the organisation, 'Europe at School'. They have been very hard­
working in this field with very good results. These things are on the right 
track, more people know about a European dimension. Through the Europe at 
School Programme the parents get to know about what is going on. There has 
been some publicity on the TV so it is growing.
KL Thank you for the interview.
KL May I quote you when I write up my research?
JH Yes. It was my pleasure.
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KL I have explained what my research is all about would you begin by telling 
me about the Educational Studies course? Everyone I have spoken to so far 
has said that you are the ‘Godmother’ of the course and Dusan Uzak is the 
‘Godfather’. How did it start?
MM You mean the European Studies course? Before the revolution, we knew
precious little about what has gone on behind the iron curtain and little 
about the European Union. Then the opportunities arose so we could go out 
for study stays, sometimes for one week. When we got the chance to go 
abroad we not only saw but we could get information about the idea and the 
basic philosophy about the European Union, about Europe - to become one 
house and all the countries living under one roof as our previous president 
Haslev mentioned for the first time. The idea was very appealing and we 
thought why shouldn’t we start this in Slovakia as well. It takes five years 
to finish such a course. We were convinced that in 5 years we would 
probably be members of the European Union and if not the young 
generation should be ready and be prepared. Being the teachers of foreign 
languages, both Dusan and I can communicate in several languages, we 
somehow felt and understood that without communication there is no 
fnendship or good relations. You need to be bi-lingual or tri-lingual and 
this is quite important for such a small nation as Slovakia. Then we studied 
European Studies in many manuals, in at least eight or nine European 
countries, in Ireland, in Great Britain, in Germany, in Denmark. Most of 
these European Studies courses were for business management, for lawyers, 
for social workers but not in education and we are the Teacher Training 
College, so we realised that in our European Studies, we had problems with 
the name of the subject. It is a brand new subject it has never been done 
before, it had to be accredited and passed by Senate.
KL This is by your own University?
MM Yes, by the Senate and the Scientific Council in the Faculty of Humanities.
So we had to prepare the material, starting with the name of the course, then 
the objectives of the course, then a quite convincing and clear rationale and 
profile of the graduate of the course and the content of the course. We were 
thinking of a new subject and it had to be different from the ones that we
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had studied and make it relevant to Slovakians. Different in two ways, that 
it is not for businessmen, it is not for lawyers or social workers, it is for 
educators first, and that the basis of it should be Slovakian, coming from 
our history, our political situation, the Communist situation.
Our idea and philosophy about the subject, the nucleus of it, was that our 
students should know a lot about Slovak history, if there is a place for the 
Slovaks in Europe. When our forefathers came what they had done in 
relation to other European nationalities and tribes or whatever, but from the 
view of the whole Europe, from us being such a small country. After the 
Velvet Revolution it was the first time that Slovaks had gained their 
independence and they were full of pride that we now have our own 
nationality, but knowing very little about our history, 2000 years ago, 9th 
Century and 10th Century and so on. This we meant not to be only history, 
but about geography, about philosophy, about culture in the broadest sense, 
literature, fine arts, music and even folk law and everything. With the 
relation of not only neighbouring countries but the whole of Europe. We 
would like to see that our graduates be really knowledgeable about who we 
are, whether we as the Slovaks have somehow enriched the European 
cultural heritage and if so at what point and where, how we have influenced 
other countries in music, in literature, in architecture and so on.
So why do we want them to be educated in this way - as you can see it is a 
very special subject that is intermingled, somebody studies history, 
geography, literature, fine arts, or whatever, but when we reached our 
independence we were very eager that the world knew that there are some 
Slovaks and they are not Slovenians or Ukrainians or Russians they are 
Slovaks. So there is a kind of motto that we have to visualise ourselves 
somehow. I do agree with that but this way of making us known and 
visualise myself should be in an intelligent way. So that the people are able 
to speak about themselves, about our history. These are the subjects
included in the first 4 terms. The students will be subject teachers, one
subject is European languages, mostly English or German, it might be 
Spanish or French or Italian but about 80% of it is English. If the student 
chooses English as the main subject they graduate and become Masters of 
English or German and they can teach it at secondary level schools. Second 
subject is European Studies. This is not a subject taught at any schools. .
KL These are students who come to you to be teachers, they follow the
common teacher education course and their first subject would be English 
and their second subject would be European Studies. Is that correct?
MM Yes, they are both major subjects, but European Studies so far is not a
subject as such, taught in schools, but we do hope that if it is not called 
European Studies it might be called, ‘Education Towards European 
Awareness’ in the next 2, 3, 4, 5 years, so they will be prepared and ready.
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KL But European Studies isn’t an optional subject, it is one that they choose in
their first year to major in - am I correct? It is not something they opt for?
MM Yes
KL How many hours do they spend on it?
MM We have to follow the same pattern as with other subjects in pairs, so we
have ten lessons, 45 minutes for one subject and ten 45 minute lessons for 
the other subject. They are content lessons and include lectures, seminars 
and workshops.
KL How many weeks does that go on for ?
MM Our semester is 13-15 weeks.
KL They have approximately 13 weeks on European Studies each semester?
MM Yes, one term, one semester. After the first four semesters, all the students
are expected to pass the so-called semi-final. These are more basic studies. 
For example, English as a foreign language, we will have practical 
phonetics and phonology, poetical grammar, 4 skills - listening, writing, 
speaking and reading. They pass this semi-final, after two years, then the 
next three years are more theoretical, more scientific. Within European 
Studies, we want to add these subjects about the very idea of European 
Union, the philosophy about making Europe united and about all the 
institutions that have been established so far - the Council of Europe, the 
European Parliament, many Commissions that work, the Court of Justice 
and all the materials, the acts that have been published, the resolutions and 
so on. This forms the content of the next three years, added to that is the 
Slovak situation. Therefore, I asked Mr Figuish from the Council of 
Europe to give a lecture. I also asked someone from the Ministry of 
Education to give a lecture. We also asked people working in the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, namely those who are if not ambassadors, work in the 
European Parliament. Also Ms Matusova lectured on the European School. 
We also had the comparative view, how other systems of education differ 
from the Slovak view.
KL You will have to make sure you mention Scotland now!
MM This seems to be a mixture of various subjects, but the main philosophy or
the profile of the graduate of European Studies is that he/she will be an 
individual Slovak who is tri-lingual. Besides the mother tongue, he will be 
fluent in two other main European languages. Why? - because otherwise he 
will not be able to inform others about Slovakia and other views about who 
we are. That individual should be able throughout his career - 1 mean 25-30 
years - wherever he or she works, to get information through these 
languages, (very little is translated into Slovak,) otherwise their horizon is
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very small. We think that some of these graduates will work not only in 
schools, but maybe in the beginning will represent Slovaks in the European 
Institutions - the Council of Europe, the European Parliament, some of the 
Commissions. Why? because not many Slovaks are tri-lingual and not 
very many Slovaks are knowledgeable about European issues. We have 
problems to send our representatives to these institutions at the moment. If 
they fit politically they don’t fit because they do not speak English or 
French or German or have this broad horizon. These graduates will be 
very, very usefiil and I hope also wanted at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
the Ministry of Education, in some other institutions maybe in TV, 
broadcasting, newspapers and some of them, if the number is large enough 
will also teach. If the subject European Studies is not introduced in school 
they can still teach through English or Civics or History etc. You have to 
have a lot of information to implement the European dimension into your 
subject. If you don’t have that broad knowledge then it is very difficult to 
convince the pupils about this idea.
KL So you have 32 students at the moment, you have had 2 years of
Educational Studies so far?
MM We started with one group of 15-20 students. We started 2 years ago. Next
week we will have admission exams for the third year so we will have third 
year students, but we would like to have larger groups. Not only one 
seminar group. In the very beginning nobody knew how successful the 
subject would be. We are linguists - 1 mentioned already why it is a section 
in the language department - other colleagues were not interested, I mean 
they were not ready, they do help us and they are very eager. The lectures 
on history come from a historian, lectures on physical geography come 
from a geographer, lectures on ecology come from an ecologists. They 
come in from other departments. The idea is not theirs. They are not ready 
to make it or create it as a subject, but they assist us.
KL The inspiration for the creation of the course came from yourself?
MM Yes, but only thanks to contacts and to Tempus. Otherwise I would not
have had the chance to study abroad and see these materials in libraries. 
Council of European materials etc. It came from that.
KL You obviously thought it was important for your Slovak students to have
this course.
MM Exactly
KL Why did you think it was important for them?
MM I mentioned it at the beginning, because I as a Slovak, before I went out and
before I studied a lot of materials about the European Union I knew little, 
practically nothing and my co-patriots are the same.
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KL So you saw a need?
MM I realised that we are very eager to enter the European Union and if there is
a referendum about it, people don’t know anything about it. Our newspaper 
men don’t know about it and they don’t speak foreign languages, and they 
don’t know because they have not studied these materials. They are very
restricted to only a few bits of information from some other agencies. We
knew that it was going to be a very difficult task because nobody else 
started this in Slovakia. Many people still do not understand it. They say, 
‘Why do you teach a subject that is not taught in schools?’ So we are not 
afraid of the situation whereby this subject is not taught as such in schools, 
we know that the graduates will not be unemployed because they have 
foreign languages and that will suffice.
KL When it came to accrediting the course, was it a difficult job to convince the
Rectors or the Scientific Committee that this was something that was 
important?
MM No, which I didn’t expect. I expected that these Senators might be very
suspicious of it because there were no conditions on it, but the material was 
well prepared. I tried to convince them that this is a very special subject 
that we can cover up to 60-80% by ourselves. Asking people from other 
departments where necessary.
KL You obviously have a very broad view of a European dimension in
education, do you think you are able to define it?
MM I do not have problems for myself to define a European dimension or
European awareness. A good European, a functional European, a useful 
European should have information, if not knowledge about many things 
about other nations. Not only that they exist and what the capitals are and 
probably what they produce. It is our place here too, that we too are 
European, even if we are a small country. So if we want others to know 
about us then we should know about other people as well. I think that all 
the nations can behave in a more firiendly way towards each other without 
the suspicion or think that, ‘They are dull, they are lazy or they are mad.’ It 
is about raising awareness about others and understanding others.
KL What about the students that aren’t following the European Studies course,
has there been any impact on other students? For example, you have other 
students doing English who do not take the European Studies course as 
their second subject. Has there been an influence on these students?
MM The course has only been running for two years and we are really at the
beginning. If you can realise how difficult it is to get together the teaching 
materials. We had to start from scratch. If we have material it is all in 
English. We already do offer electives courses for other students but we are
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very few staff. First we have to convince the Dean of Faculties to 
implement courses in their curricula. It does not work as in your university, 
where everything is open. We operate only in one faculty or school so the 
Pedagogical Faculty prepares only classroom teachers, seldom does any 
student in the Faculty of Humanities or Faculty of Science include a 
European dimension. This is what we would like to work on now, to open 
the other faculties and make the courses available to all students. But we 
still have to convince other colleagues in other departments that if the 
student wants to take other courses they should have the opportunity. Up to 
now the courses are compulsory so they do not have the time or the energy 
to take electives. It needs a lot of ‘free-construction’.
KL The students that are following the European Studies course are going to be
qualified to teach the upper primary and into secondary, is that correct?
MM Yes
KL But will they be specialists in the primary school rather than class teachers.
MM Yes, because they study two subjects for five years.
KL The class teachers do four years and the specialists five years?
MM Yes
KL You spoke earlier about the European acts and the resolutions did they
influence the way that you structured your course?
MM Yes, very much. As I said, I am a university graduate, I am a member of
the Slovak intelligencia. If I know so little about these things, how much 
can a normal Slovak know. I found that many resolutions are wise and 
many Slovaks would approve of them. It would be nice before they vote to 
enter the European Union that they know more about all this, all the pluses 
and minuses. All our newspapers and TV announcers stress only the 
economic points of view.
KL So do ours, not the cultural side. When you were saying that the inspiration
for you to start the course came fi*om other universities, did any inspiration 
also come from the European documents?
MM It was simultaneous, the very fact that I could spend a whole month abroad
meant that I spent six to ten to twelve hours a day in libraries. I found the 
subject European Studies and I thought what is this? I read about the 
courses on offer. Then I found the special bookshelves on European 
Studies. Immediately it came to my mind, we should introduce this subject, 
but what form, what content? What do our people need to know, because 
Silvia Matusova might have mentioned that, the people in the National 
Pedagogical Institute, study course books of other European countries and
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they found out as we did when they read the history of Europe that our 
pupils maybe know a little bit more about the history of European countries 
and the geography than pupils in Germany or the UK for example. So what 
did our pupils need to be good functional Europeans? We want other 
Europeans to know about us, so they do not think that Europe ends at 
Vienna. So they should know more about us. We probably know more 
about them, than they know about Hungary, Slovakia, Poland etc. That is 
why this European awareness is so important.
KL Yesterday, you spoke about the importance of the European Studies course
for the economic survival of Slovakia.
MM Yes, the end of the 20th Century and the next millennium according to the
Japanese, (and I think that they are right,) what is important in economy is 
not producing cars and watches etc., but producing information software, 
high tech and all that. We are not only a small country, but we are 
exhausted, we are exploited of everything, we have a shortage of wood, of 
coal, not to speak of raw materials or crude oil or whatever. We have to 
import everything and pay for that. So to my mind it is easier to give 
money to education to produce information. You have to be bi or tri­
lingual to get the information. If you speak only Slovak you have to wait 
until somebody translates the information for you. We have in Slovakia, 
brain cells in the heads of our population and skilled hands, but we cannot 
compete with other European countries because we have no raw materials, 
so we lag behind. What will happen is that Slovaks will have to work for 
other countries, as cheap manpower and this is the end of a nation.
KL Does the government see education as a priority?
MM No, unfortunately this government doesn’t. The budget for education is cut
enormously every year. The government is constantly criticised, also on 
the budget for health care. Which are the two most important things. If the 
population is not healthy and sane and highly educated then nothing can 
save you. What our government, our Prime Minister builds now is an army, 
a Slovak army. What for I do not understand, we are so few. The two
World Wars came through this country, during my lifetime there were at
least 5 revolutions, fortunately in Slovakia and the former Czechoslovakia 
they were not so bloody as in other countries. We seem to value our lives, 
but we cannot defend ourselves. I would rather see our country restful and 
put the money in health care and education. But as I am not the Prime 
Minister...
KL We were talking earlier about the six colleges of education in Slovakia, is 
this the only one that has a European Studies course?
MM Yes
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KL Do you think the other colleges of education will follow what you have 
done? Do you have any communication with them?
MM We hope so, but first we can only convince the Deans and Rectors or
colleagues that the graduates have something that is needed and they won’t 
have problems getting employed.
KL So that may take the full five years?
MM It is something like producing a new product and testing it. What we would
like to do is prepare teaching package and help Silvia Matusova and offer 
something like a summer course, first of all for teachers of civics.
KL With the small number of students doing the European Studies course and
given the fact that you think that quite a high proportion of the graduates 
will not go into teaching then surely the impact on schools regarding the 
European dimension will only be very small.
MM I know but it happens, not only with future graduates of European Studies
but graduates of foreign languages. No more than 20% of them will go into 
teaching because they are wanted in commerce, banking, management etc., 
mainly as translators and interpreters. They earn five times as much as they 
would as teachers so you cannot prevent this situation.
KL So one of the priorities for you then is preparing teaching materials that the
present teachers in schools can use. Is that the case?
MM Yes
KL Are you allowed to do that or do you have to do it in conjunction with
Silvia Matusova at the National Pedagogical Institute?
MM That Institute takes care of inservice and there are 1000s of teachers who
teach civics or history or geography or other subjects, so I would like to see 
Silvia and her colleagues produce the material as well. We ask our 
colleagues who lecture in the European Studies course to put together the 
packages. Then we will try to find some money to publish them.
KL You said that the Rectors were not difficult to convince regarding
accreditation, but was it difficult to get colleagues from the other 
departments to teach on the course or were they quite excited by it?
MM In the beginning it was quite difficult, but this was extra. They were asked
to do extra work to lecture more hours, and in a foreign language. This 
meant extra preparation because they cannot lecture the same as they 
usually do with subject specialists in history or geography. I say to them do 
not forget the European angle of the subject. It has both convergent and 
divergent dimension. What Slovaks have done and what they have got.
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how they influenced and in what way the culture of Europe in the broadest 
sense, and how the Slovaks were influenced and by what type of influence?
KL Did you have to carry out a staff development programme in order to 
prepare your colleagues to teach on the course?
MM I went to each department and at the very beginning I had to explain the
whole philosophy of the course, not only convince them, I had to motivate 
them. Most of them liked the idea and now we do have some core course 
operators, even if it is extra work. I would like to convince the Rectors and 
the Deans of the 3 Faculties and the 2 Institutes, so they are open to the 
course.
KL What are the 2 Institutes - one is for the minorities, but what is the other?
MM We might call it Literary Communication and Translation. The only thing
was that the Rectors and Deans were a little concerned about what the 
graduates were going to do. My answer was don’t worry they won’t be 
unemployed, even if they don’t teach the subject European Studies. As I 
mentioned before we would like to have more students because if we invite 
somebody from abroad as a visiting Professor or from the Ministry to 
lecture to only one seminar group it would not be worthwhile.
KL One thing that I am interested to hear about is the influence of the different
cultures - the Hungarians, the Ukrainians, the Germans, the Romanians etc. 
in Slovakia on the European dimension. Does the mixture of cultures make 
a European dimension more necessary?
MM In my course I lectured this term on the languages of Europe and the whole
world and I had a Romany, three Hungarian students and others were 
Slovaks studying French, German, English and Italian as the main subject 
so they knew more via the language, they study the culture as well. It was 
very interesting discussing about the role of language, not only from the 
philosophical point of view and from the national feeling point of view, but 
also as the most effective tool of communication and how many languages 
are spoken in Europe. What language will the European citizens use as the 
lingua-franca in 2200? We have seminar work on that, whether it is a 
natural language or an artificial one. I somehow wanted to influence them, 
the fact that people speak different languages, yet it is not the case that we 
cannot understand one another. What will be the language of united 
Europe?
KL That is an interesting question.
MM Now this is from a historical point of view, languages of Europe, past and
future. I want to show the students that languages like Latin are extinct 
now. The point of view of languages, changes, so that the language itself
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may not be the cause to start fighting. Of course, we were discussing the 
resolutions on human rights, and the right to use the mother tongue.
KL But does the fact that you have these different cultures in your own class,
have an impact on their view concerning the need to study other languages.
MM It is not so difficult because all these students have two foreign languages
and the third is their mother tongue. Many have four languages - 
Hungarian is their mother tongue, Slovak is the state language that they 
have to master, then the two foreign languages.
KL You mentioned French, German and Italian, do all the European Studies
students study English or can they take a different language?
MM One of their languages should be English, they have two major subjects, if
English is one of their major subjects then they can choose another one.
KL What about the fast-track students on the Phare project - you mentioned
them yesterday - do they take the European Studies course?
MM Not in the sense that....well let me put it this way, they are going to be
teachers of English, French or German, we do offer 1 or 2 courses about 
what the European dimension means, but this is just a slight idea. It does 
give them the chance to implement the philosophy of the European Union 
via the foreign language.
KL What do you see as the barriers to implementing a European dimension in
education?
MM Lack of teaching materials and the lack of funding in education are two
factors, but they need not be the crucial ones but they are very important. If 
you don’t have teaching materials you can’t do it. It also depends on the 
Minister of Education or the government, whether they introduce a subject 
like this into the curriculum. Although, we don’t necessarily need to 
introduce a new subject into the curriculum because we have civics. In 
some part or grades at school, this material could be part of civics or it 
might be interwoven into subjects across the curriculum. To my mind, it 
needn’t be a special subject because as I understand it, a good Slovak also 
means to be a functional European with all those criteria to be tolerant and 
all that.
KL The course outline that you mentioned with the rationale and the profile of
the graduates is that translated into English?
MM Dusan will do it for you, he will translate it for you. We could translate the
15 semi-final topics for you. For example, input of Slovakia into European 
cultural heritage, common European language, suggestions for, the place 
and role of national languages, individualism versus collectivism,
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nationalism versus universalism, charter of human rights, anti-culture and 
European integration process. These are only the topics for a 3 hour essay.
They should have everything they have covered in the first 4 terms for the
semi-final.
KL It would be excellent if I could have a translation of the course outline.
Thank you very much. Do you have any objections regarding the use of the 
tape? May I quote what you have said?
MM I have no objection.
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KL Would you begin by telling me about your role in the European studies 
course?
PP I am actually a part of the Institute for Research in Education and Minority 
Studies. The official function that I was given was to teach about democracy; 
the theory and history of democracy, international law in respect of the human 
rights general charters, (something that was deeply neglected by the system 
that was in place before). In theory, the government that we have now is better 
than the one that we had before, but in reality the picture is different. Most of 
the people that we have in Bratislava are actually the same people that we had 
before, so not much is really changing. The changes that one can observe are 
changes that are done on a very small scale in a few universities in Slovakia, 
this is one of them. We are really beginning from scratch. There is not very 
much support from above. There are many individuals in the Ministry who 
would not like to see this project continue, as you may or may not discover 
when you visit the Ministry.
KL Why is that?
PP The government is not really too sure what they want to do. On the one hand
they are talking about approaching the West feeling that we are part of Europe 
and have always been, but on the other hand the gravitation towards Moscow 
is becoming more and more obvious. There are some voices in Slovakia 
calling for neutrality. The nation is not too sure what to do, the people are 
simply confused and lied to, as they were before. They are not able to make up 
their own minds. When the government is talking about us approaching the 
West, us wanting to part of the EU, NATO and the rest of it, in the nation, in 
general, and even the universities there is no-one to inform the people, to 
teach about these matters. No-one knows how to teach it. There is no real 
practical experience in these kind of subjects. Even when I talk to my 
colleagues, many of them in fact, they are avoiding the issue, they don't want 
to talk about it.
KL Why is that?
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PP They are afraid of their careers, they want to finish off their years and go into 
retirement without any disturbances. Mrs. Malikova and Mr. Uzak are 
different types, mainly because they have been in the West so many times, 
they speak English and they know that the world looks different beyond the 
Danube. Whereas, the majority of our teachers at high school level and at 
universities, do not have the experience of seeing the world outside. In fact, 
they do not care, it is a unique combination of ignorance and arrogance. This 
kind of attitude you meet not only at the university level, but also at the 
Ministry. I know for example, that the Minister of Education herself is as red 
as you can get. I warn you, she will say that everything is just fine, and that 
everything is grand in Slovakia, when in reality this is not the case. For 
example, we don't have any literature, none what so ever.
KL Do you mean literature in Slovakian?
PP 1 mean any literature. What we do have in terms of quality and quantity is not
much to talk about. For example, the courses that I am teaching, are entirely in 
English, the kind of literature that I am using is my own personal collection of 
books, that I have from the UK, US and Canada. I think that I have better 
books than the University of Comenius in Bratislava. I cannot really lend any 
of my books, not just because they are expensive, but because they are 
irreplaceable. In any case, if I lent a book to someone I may not see it again. 
That is one practical problem. What universities do is they go around begging 
for money, no-one wants to give money for these types of courses. The 
government is talking about the need to educate people in these types of 
issues, but in fact it is only rhetoric, few people do it.
KL When you are saying that there is no literature, is that because the books you 
had were mainly in Russian?
PP When it comes to this type of study, European awareness, human rights,
international law, history of democracy, the kind of literature that we had 
before was Marxist, Leninist, Stalinist type of literature. This is still very 
much the case today, even though it is 6 years since the so-called revolution 
took place.
KL So the interest for European studies is not coming from the government, but 
from individual institutions?
PP Yes, this particular programme, in this particular university is due to Malikova
and Uzak, they are the 'Mother and Father' of the programme, it is as simple as 
that. There is a large number of people, highly placed people, within the 
university who do not want to see this programme succeed. Politically 
speaking, it is not a safe programme to support, besides there is no money for 
it.
KL So, does all the money for it come from external sources?
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PP Unfortunately so. You see the government is not too happy about this
programme, they will tell you that they like it and that it is great, in reality 
they would like to bury it as soon as they get a chance.
KL The Slovak National Party do not support the belief then, that by looking 
outward at other cultures it will help Slovaks understand their own identity 
better?
PP No, because they are so arrogant that they think that they know their own
national identity, that they understand themselves, which in many instances is 
not the case. I use to have a teacher many years ago, who said, the best way to 
understand yourself is to look outside. That I discovered later was true, when I 
was studying in England and in Canada.
KL Are you only teaching on the European Studies programme?
PP No, I am also teaching what is called Cultural Studies and American Studies.
KL Are you able to define what you mean by a European dimension?
PP We are still searching for a definition. In the course, we still do not know
exactly what it should be or what exactly we should teach about. We are very 
much free to design the programme as we see fit. This is easy to say, but in 
reality when you are facing a class that has no knowledge of the outside world 
and knows very little about how government, any government works, then it is
a problem. Political science was never really taught at any level of the
educational system. The Political Science department was only approved a 
few weeks ago and they only have two students. It is something that people 
shy away from.
KL How do you personally define a European dimension in education?
PP This is to make the young population aware of one simple fact, that they are
part of Europe, part of the European value system and civilisation. That the
division between the East and the West was an artificial one. That division 
created very strong psychological barriers between the two sides. Both sides 
lived for 45 years in suspicion of one another. It will take a long time before 
psychologically either side, ideally speaking, both sides, will actually 
dismantle that psychological division. This should be reflected somehow in 
the educational system. I did see many books and attended many lectures in 
England, in the US and in Canada, and I saw how they were teaching about 
the East and the so called East Block and it was scandalous, absolutely 
scandalous.
KL Because they did not understand what the situation was?
PP There were lies, distortions, half truths, lack of information or very knowingly 
withdrawal of information. What the pupils were getting by in large was a
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propagandist-type of education. Exactly the same situation was happening on 
this side. I was able to see both sides and to compare the pluses and the 
minuses. It is very true that students in the West have tremendous and easy 
access to high quality information, providing they want to find things out. 
Some do care but some don't. It is astonishing that most do not care. I am not 
saying that they should care about little Slovakia, but they do not care about 
the outside world in general.
KL Do students here have easy access to information now?
PP Not really. Students here for example, do not have access to the internet, it is
too expensive.
KL You clearly believe that an education with a European dimension is important,
are you able to explain why you think that it is important?
PP Because students are not very much aware of where they live and of how
different cultures, civilisations, societies and countries fit together. It is like a 
mosaic. Most of our young people do not have an idea of what it is like 
beyond the Danube and the situation for adults is even worse. Technically 
speaking the borders are open, but only very few can afford to go out. Only 
very few can travel for the sake of seeing the outside world, and only a very 
few have relatives or friends in the outside world. If you do not have this kind 
of natural access and if you don't have half decent literature, journals and 
newspapers, then knowledge of the outside world is difficult. In fact, generally 
speaking most can't read English. Anyway the magazines and journals that are 
available are prohibitive because they are so expensive that people cannot buy 
them. So my students are stuck with me for better or for worse. They have to 
rely on my lectures, I am the only source of information for them. Almost 
every week I am giving them some kind of handout, but then I am deciding 
what they should read.
KL It is your value judgements, it is your selection of information...
PP It is my values, my biases, my objectivity, my whatever... I am the only source
of information. The problem is that apart from myself they have no access to 
literature. The second problem is that most students are lazy literally and do 
not look things up for themselves. They are accustomed to a pedagogical 
system where they are told what to do or what is the case. It is a very old 
fashioned type of education, 'I am the god, you listen, you keep quiet, I 
lecture, I will decide.'
KL So the students are not involved in the learning experience, they are not
questioning...?
PP Madam, if you had a secret video camera and were able to see the so-called
seminar sessions at this university or any other, then you would be astonished. 
They are very boring, very dry, students do not participate, they are not
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accustomed to it, they are too shy toexpress themselves in front of each other. 
Not because it is in a foreign language, even if it was in Slovakian they would 
not say anything. If it is remotely political they will not say it, they are too 
afraid.
KL Even now? 1989 is some years ago.
PP Parents are educating their children at home even at this level, at university
level, to be very careful what they say, to whom and how much.
KL That is incredible when the democratic principles are supposed to be upheld 
now.
PP In theory, yes but in reality they are not. Students are very wary, they are very
careful about what they say. If they can help it they will not pose any 
questions. You can repeatedly say do you have any questions, any remarks, 
any comments? ... but silence. They are not used to thinking in a critical way.
When you tell them to critically analyse something then they do not
understand what you mean. They cannot write a critical essay. Essay-writing 
is not part of the educational system of Slovakia. This country still has an 
obsession with oral examinations, as if this was the only way to approximate 
the volume and the quality of knowledge.
KL So the idea of involving them in the learning process poses a difficult
problem. They have no understanding of the democratic principles that allow 
them to voice their own opinions?
PP No. What they need is a benevolent dictator - 1 am only half serious, but this
culture is accustomed to being told what is right and what is wrong, what is 
moral and what is immoral and so on. It is also true that many of our educators 
are really not educators at all. They got their credentials from the Marxist- 
Leninist type of education style.
KL They do not have teaching skills?
PP They do not teach, they read lecture notes. I am one of the very few who 
lecture without any papers. That is how I was taught in Canada.
KL Why do they only read notes?
PP That is a good question. It is partly because of the previous system, where you
had to be politically safe, so you read things that you were allowed to read to 
the public, in this case, the students. Secondly, it is very convenient not to 
have to prepare for each class. You do your notes once, and then you use them 
for the next 15 years. Then 15 years down the road you make some changes 
and continue on until you retire. Most of my colleagues do this, the papers are 
yellow and brown and the comers are worn out.
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KL Do the Ministry o f Education have any policy regarding a European
dimension in education?
PP No.
KL Is this the only teacher education institution that has introduced a European 
Studies course?
PP Yes.
KL Does it have to be accredited by the Ministry of Education?
PP There is an approval, but it is more like a gentleman's agreement, there is no
tablets of stone.
KL My understanding is that there is a Council of Europe Office in Bratislava and
that schools are participating in a Europe at School programme. Pupils are 
able to write essays about Europe or produce some kind of art work which is 
put forward in a European competition. Is this true in reality?
PP Well, there are two offices in Bratislava, but it is a very cumbersome
operation. They do not really co-operate with anyone. I have made a number 
of visits and made a number of phonecalls, I request information but weeks 
and weeks go by, and I receive nothing. In Slovakia people are pretending to 
be great democrats and compassionate and have lots of understanding about 
human rights and fellow citizens, but in reality they do not act it out. They 
simply wait until retirement age.
KL So the European initiatives from Brussels and the establishment of the
Council of Europe offices to try to disseminate information, is not resulting in 
greater awareness of Europe?
PP You may realise that when you speak to people who are able to speak English,
the chance of them being aware of whom they are, where the country is going 
and what Europe is all about, is so much better. As soon as you run into 
someone who is uni-lingual, which is the great majority, then with these 
people they will not be open, they will be very cautious. They will not show a 
real interest in being part of some outside authority. They really think that the 
previous system was not the best, but the system now is hardly any better. So 
why change? We were lied to by the Eastern side, we were not really happy 
with the relationship with the West either (I am thinking of the aftermath of 
the 2nd World War). So we may as well either stay put, or perhaps create 
some kind of neutrality if the West approves, and Moscow, of course. If not, 
let us not move in any direction. People are very complacent, the whole 
culture is very complacent. The quality of political culture of most Slovaks is 
very low. Joining the European Union is a non-issue. No-one is preparing and 
educating the nation concerning what it is about. No-one is telling the nation 
about the privileges or the responsibilities that lie ahead.
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Nobody explains the kind of financial responsibilities that we will have to face 
once we enter the European Union.
KL There is no encouragement to include a European dimension in schools?
PP We are searching for a way to include it at university level. It is not perfect. I
do not think that it would be too bias for me to say that Slovakia is just like a 
little child learning to walk. First steps in the democratic system. Politicians 
will tell you that everything is just grand here, but it is far from it.
KL The European Studies course has two lots of 15 students at the moment, so we
are talking about training 30 teachers, that is a small amount for the whole of 
Slovakia.
PP The Comenius University in Bratislava and the university in Banska Bystrica
do something similar, but it has a different name. It is hushed up under 
international relations. They do more or less what we do, although I am not 
sure. I have seen the programme that is being given to students in Bratislava, 
but what is happening is that only a selected few are given the opportunity to 
study this programme. Most students do not know what European Studies are 
about until they enter the programme.
KL So they are not aware of the content before they enter the programme?
PP No. What I do is print out the lecture headings and put it on the wall so that
the students can see what it is about. The content is a mixture of politics, 
history and international law. Students do not know what use it will be to 
them in the future. The terms are new to them.
KL So even when the lecture headings are printed out the students do not
understand what the course is a about?
PP When I explain about democratic principles, how the British parliament
works, how Scotland fits into the overall scheme of things when it comes to so 
called nationalism and the expression of it, both in theory and in practice. 
Then the students say, 'What is the difference between us and them?' They 
feel oppressed by London, we feel oppressed by Bratislava, before that 
Prague, before that Moscow, before that Berlin. They are quick to be very 
cynical. They think that I am supporting the West making it look better than it 
is. That I am trying to sell them values that are not part of their culture. It is 
something very nationalistic, they see me as an Anglophile or an 
Americanphile.
KL You have a lecture heading on your list called, 'Slovakia in a new European
dimension - problems and prospects' what kind of content do you deal with in 
that lecture?
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PP I compare and contrast the situation in Slovakia, not just the Slovakians 
themselves but the minorities too, to the outside. I use examples from not just 
Western Europe but also North America and Latin America, Asia and also the 
Middle East. Some students though say, 'Why care about the Curds in Iraq or 
the Indians in Mexico, or the Lapps in Finland,?' It is something that is very 
exotic but not really very practical for their own knowledge.
KL The fact that there are so many minority cultures in Slovakia does that mean
that they have a better awareness of minorities and are more open to 
understanding minorities because of the situation in their own country?
PP The topic of minorities was obviously forbidden by the previous regime, now
it is not forbidden, you can teach as you please, the content is really your own. 
But the response from my own students and from my own colleagues is not as 
positive, as pleasing as I would like to see it. Most of my colleagues are 
saying, 'Big deal, we lived with minorities for 45 years.' The idealist picture of 
living together under 'one roof, so to speak is supported by a small cluster of 
people. So the idea of us becoming part of one Europe, and behaving as one 
big large family, sounds very idealist wishful thinking to the majority.
KL Does the government not see the need to include within the education system 
a better awareness of other cultures because of the situation within Slovakia? 
They do not see that including a European dimension would be a bridge to 
understanding?
PP To teach these kinds of things students first need to have a basic
understanding of other countries, but they don't. These types of subjects such 
as politics, history, philosophy, ethics are taught and were taught very 
simplistically, in a very much Marxian type of approach. The content was 
Bolshevistic, not much access to reality. Not having literature, and not being 
able to speak any western languages, makes it difficult to be at ease with 
people from England etc.
KL So you feel that the government is not encouraging a European dimension in
education?
PP Not enough. They are very quick to make proclamations, but you do not see a
lot of action afterwards.
KL What about encouraging the European dimension within teacher education? Is
the European Studies course completely separate or is it something that all 
teacher education students have access to?
PP Well as far as I know, it is only for this small number of students. Very few
colleagues know about the course, and those who do, don't care.
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KL The fact that the teaching profession is mainly mature in years, does that make 
including a European dimension more difficult, because they are used to the 
old system and not open to new ideas or willing to change?
PP The whole teaching process is based on what it was like before 1989. It is a
continuation of what it was. The content and the teaching techniques and the 
relationship between the teacher and the student is still very similar to what it 
was like before. The teachers do not know how to include a European 
dimension because these topics were forbidden, they simply did not exist. The 
question, 'Who is going to teach it or who has the knowledge or ability to do 
it?' is important. Teachers say, 'If I do not have the knowledge or ability to 
teach it where am I going to get that knowledge?' The access to literature is 
minimal, what we do have is written in English or French. Therefore, 
educating and enlarging the group of people being aware of the European 
dimension will be very slow.
KL Surely the European Studies course has so few students that it will not really
make an impact. Without government backing it won't be implemented into 
schools will it?
PP The course is better than nothing. The state is doing very little to expand on
this type of programme at any level. I have seen recently the type of books 
that they are using for teaching history. They are very boring, they are badly 
written and they are very selective in the choice of content. There is large 
periods of time that are hidden away from the eyes of the students. The people 
who wrote these books are the people who built up their career on the previous 
ideology. They write the same thing, what was red before is now blue. As we 
continue to have these type of educators, the whole system of spreading 
information about European issues is very slow. You are right we only have 
30 students, and yet if it were not for Prof. Malikova and Prof. Uzak we would 
have nothing. So this is better than nothing. Hopefully we will attract more 
people and gradually it will put down some roots.
KL As I understand it at university level you are free to decide on your own
curriculum, but in schools the curriculum is decided centrally.
PP That is correct. It is a very centralist system at the level of schools.
KL The possibility of including a European dimension at school level is entirely
dependent on the government saying that this is something that should be put 
in the curriculum?
PP Yes
KL Is there any leeway within subjects, for example within history, geography or
civics to include a European dimension if the teachers wanted to?
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PP No, I have visited all the high schools in Nitra city and a few in Bratislava and 
I do not see much difference in the curriculum from what it was like before 
1989. The same thing is continuing, teachers are very careful in explaining 
this or that period of time. In fact, explanation is too good a word, they do not 
explain anything. The way that they teach history and political science here 
(or what is similar to political science) is very simplistic. The teachers choose 
very carefully whose names and what is going to be mentioned. Just 
mentioned, not explained. The teaching of the French Revolution for example, 
is very simplistic, nothing is mentioned of 1968 or 1948, nothing about 1956 
and so on and so on.
KL What you are saying is that it is very valued laden?
PP Yes, indeed.
KL Are they central values?
PP Yes
KL Even though, you are free at university level to plan and implement a course 
on European studies and decide on the content, when teachers go into school, 
they will be restricted to teaching what is centrally decided. Is there any room 
for them to implement any of things they learn from their course at university?
PP That is yet to be seen. The course has not been taught before, it is really an
experiment, hopefully a good one, but we are yet to see as for the students 
themselves whether this type of programme will survive. None of the students 
have graduated yet, so whether it will be realised we will have to see.
KL But the students will have to implement a European dimension through their
own subject teaching. They will have to have the courage to do it themselves.
PP Individualism in any form and at any level was discouraged in this culttire. So
I am very pessimistic about this point. I would like to see how many future 
teachers from this university or any other will actually be individualists in 
their choice of content and their ways and techniques of communicating this 
information to their pupils. We are very much looking over our shoulder. We 
are still very much afraid of Bratislava, what they will say, what they will do, 
what the consequences of our actions will be?
KL So it will be another 3 years before the students will graduate?
PP Yes, and the books are still to be written.
KL There are no teaching materials?
PP No
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KL What about the materials that are put out from the Council of Europe offices,
can they be used as a basis for teaching materials?
PP They could be, they should be, but what I found strange is that they do not
have extra copies. They say that they will send them to me, but months go by 
and I receive nothing. So what I am using is my own initiative and my own 
imagination, but I am only one person.
KL That would seem fine while you only have 30 students, but if the number of
students on the course increases, then surely to sustain the course you will 
require more resources?
PP The university has no money, the government gives no money, we cannot
copy it because it is so expensive. A zerox machine is a natural part of 
university life in the West, but here it is a privilege. I have a telephone on my 
desk, which I cannot use, I have no fax or internet connection. I do not even 
have a computer in my office.
KL You have described many barriers, is it possible for you to summarise the
main ones?
PP The European Studies course is an excellent one that should be developed. It
is the kind of programme that should have been here years ago. We are 
learning as we go along. We are lacking in information, wide information that 
is needed to give to the students. The students only have access to what the 
state provides and what the state provides is very simplistic. There is not much 
of it, and it does not correspond with official proclamations. It is like an 
animal with two heads.
KL So you are saying that the government says one thing, but in reality does
something different.
PP Yes. The students have no access to any information outside of the three of us
involved in this course. It is laughable. In the libraries, both the university 
and the public, the books are completely out of date, chapters and pages are 
often removed. There are no journals. A student cannot do research, I cannot 
do research. I cannot access any state documents at the Ministry of Education. 
I would need permission from a battalion of high ranking officials. To make 
an appointment with the Minister of Education, you need to know her family 
before she will even give you 5 minutes. I have met her twice and it was a 
disaster.
KL Research is such an important part of teacher education.
PP Yes, but it is also fair to say, although I am very bias, most students do not
know how to write. They could not carry out a piece of research. If they write 
anything, they plagiarise. If I was to use the criteria for assessment that I used 
in Canada, half of the students in this university would go home.
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KL This morning I met the Vice-Dean and she was talking about the writing skills 
of the students too. Her conclusion was similar to yours. She said that they 
were very poor. She showed me some examples from the Hungarian class.
PP Madam, I have Hungarian, German and Slovak students, mostly Slovak, and 
all of the students with the exception of one girl, cannot write. Slovak students 
who are supposed to write an essay, the result is terrible. It is not just the 
language skills, it is the content. Fair enough, they have no access to 
information, but they literally plagiarise the facts.
KL It sounds as if they lack the skills to go about collecting, interpreting and 
using information.
PP That would be my interpretation.
KL Do they have difficulty writing in English or do they experience difficulties
writing in Slovakian?
PP Both. High school level in Slovakia has collapsed, the quality has collapsed.
Still in Slovakia, the main source of information is the teacher and the 
lecturer. The students listen, but do not think for themselves. There are a few 
exceptional students, but then they do not need me. The students get little
information from other sources. In North America and the UK it is the
opposite situation, the teacher is the facilitator, the main source of information 
is not the teacher, students gather information from other places. The teacher's 
role is to guide the pupil through the information towards the goal. You do not 
need the teacher so much. In Slovakia, the student cannot afford the luxury of 
not attending lectures. Therefore, the system is pushing the students to attend 
lectures, because there is no other way of them gaining knowledge.
KL Surely this exacerbates the situation, whereby the students are only getting 
one view?
PP Yes. They are not use to critical analysis of any sort, they accept what the
teacher says. There is tremendous old-fashioned respect for the teaching 
profession. The students would never dare to question my facts. They never 
challenge me, they would never attempt to verify what I say by searching out 
another source. They have no way of knowing whether I am knowledgeable or 
not, whether I am making a fair assessment of the facts or not. They accept 
blindly what they are told. When it comes to the examination, it is simply a 
waste of time, I hear myself. They are repeating whatever they are able to 
memorise. Memorisation was and still is very important in so called educating 
oneself.
KL There is no quality measure that checks the competency level of lecturing 
staff?
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PP No, no-one would do this. You may have doubts, but you don't express them.
You may have some doubts as an individual, but you would not go around 
expressing them. At the high school level and the primary schools there is 
some inspection, but even it is suspect. At university I am free to teach as I 
wish.
KL At the time of employment are you asked about your experience?
PP No, it all depends on who you know. The question of real competency is
secondary, these are the realities.
KL Well, thank you for being so frank. Do you have any objection to me quoting 
you in my research paper?
PP No.
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KL I have explained what my research is about, perhaps you would begin by 
telling me about the Educational Studies course.
DU By now we have the second year of the course finishing in major English and 
European Studies. Now they are going for their minor examination. In a week 
they have ten lessons, four of them are languages. They have such 
introductory subjects as geography of Europe, history and subjects that are 
culturally orientated. Then they can go on to specialise.
KL Am I correct in saying that the European Studies is not only for students that 
are going to be teachers, some are going to be journalists etc.?
DU In this institution we are the University of Education, we are bound to observe 
this teaching aspect, but we really do think that those who will be able could 
help the next generation of journalists and diplomats and so on, after they are 
able enough,
KL How long is the course?
DU It lasts five years. So far we have the two plus three years system, which we 
would like to exchange for the three and two, bachelor of studies and so on, 
but there are several concepts clashing here. There could be also non- 
educational studies extending to three years or five to six years. At the 
moment we have 30 students.
KL How many will be teachers at the end?
DU It is very difficult to answer that because we cannot guard them when they
leave. Theoretically they should all be teachers, but it also requires changing
the curriculum. It is a new subject for our secondary schools. It will require
them to influence the change of the curriculum. So far, they have classical 
subjects called studies of the society and they have natural geography and 
history or cultural subjects, but the subject European studies does not exist. 
We try to form all the information we have into some sort of curriculum 
which we can negotiate and press on secondary schools.
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KL Do the students on the course follow the usual teaching qualification but take 
a special option in European studies? Do they take that option in each of the 
five years.
DU So far yes, for the two years. They should have at least 6 + 6 credits for each 
year out of which 40% goes to language, that is the second language, mostly 
German here and they should communicate in both languages, English and 
German, about the basic subject they studied (history, geography, cultural). 
We have specialists from each of the departments and visiting professors from 
the department of geography, history etc. who come and teach the students. 
They also have philosophy and ethics. We like as far as possible for the 
lecturers to deliver their subjects in English, but it is difficult to find 
specialists in geography for example and English. Sometimes we have to 
translate it. We had a specialist subject this year Slovakia past and present. We 
had 15 lectures on the Romany questions, which was interesting. We were 
trying to make our students deliver if possible some information on their 
minority groups from which part of Slovakia they come. There are quite 
interesting problems now. We have two students fi-om the newly created 
border region between Slovakia and the Czech Republic. Seventy years ago 
there was the partitioning of Hungary and Slovakia. Interesting problems that 
have a historical background, but they need a new approach. This is the sort of 
spiritual background to European Studies.
KL Are the students going to be teachers of English with a specialism in European
Studies?
DU Yes, the idea was that it is very difficult to say whether we are going to
succeed in school reform and introduce a new specialist subject - European 
Studies, but if not they are going to be specialists in two languages - English 
and German. Then they can press for European Studies.
KL They will be able to teach both upper primary and secondary school children?
DU Yes, the Gymnasium if they are good enough.
KL Is it a Masters qualification?
DU Yes
KL How many hours do they spend doing European Studies in each of the years?
DU So far it was per week 20 lessons. If they study major English and European
Studies they have ten lessons of English and ten European Studies. This is 
divided up four lessons in second language and usually three obligatory, two 
lesson lectures in philosophy of modem times, European philosophy fi'om 
ancient times, through middle ages to modem times. I can quote from the 
syllabus. For example, the topics are recent history of the newly created 
central European states like Slovakia then philosophical subjects as I
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mentioned or the theory of democracy. We have a colleague who emigrated to 
Canada and spent 25 years there. He took a Masters degree in International 
Studies. He has been delivering interesting lectures on human rights. We also 
follow the language specialism, so that they should understand in English, 
because we maintain that it would be difficult to become European orientated 
on the basis of Slovak only. This creates some problems for the students who 
are not specialising in English.
KL Is it only the students following this specialist course who have an input in 
European Studies, do the rest of the teacher education students get a European 
input at all?
DU All subjects have recently in this institution are European and integrated 
orientated, but this course especially has a form where the emphasis is on 
European Studies. In Bratislava there is the Academia Istropolitana which 
cares for the post-graduate European Studies. We divided our competences. 
We care for the undergraduate studies. We call it the European aspect or the 
European dimension in teacher education.
The political situation for Academia Istopolitana is not very good. It has been 
maintained that they have been too independent. The present government 
including the Minister of Education is somewhat nationally minded. We do 
have problems now with some of the top institutions. There is a constant 
pressure from some nationally minded people to re-evaluate the history, the 
literature and so on. Also Academia Istopolitana is reliant on foundations 
abroad for funding. Some maintain that it should have a national approach.
We are trying to overcome this here. This institute here is one of the colleges 
where there were Hungarian minorities. Courses were specially designed to 
prepare Hungarian minority teachers in Hungarian languages, This was not a 
formal status. There were always departments e.g. mathematics etc. This was 
both good and bad because sometimes when you reach the top level of studies 
it is impossible to communicate within Slovakia in Hungarian only. There are 
simply no books, when bringing books from Hungary they will have a 
different social order so it is quite problematic. The original idea of European 
Studies was to overcome it, to bridge it, we have always maintained that the 
minorities are bridges among states. There is a big Hungarian minority here, 
but also in Romania and using these we could learn more about Romania. 
That was a very noble and lofty idea, but so far the political problems have 
been dominant, but we do hope that it will work.
KL European Studies has been taught here for two years, obviously it was
introduced because it was felt that the European dimension was important.
DU Yes, naturally. The spiritual Mother or Father was Professor Malikova. I
agreed with it very much. There was a strong concept of creating an 
independent department. We would be organising elements from the other 
departments, there would be the specialists to help us. So far, it has ended
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somewhere in the middle. It very much depends on the support of the Dean’s 
Office. To put it very frankly there has not been very much understanding, but 
on the other hand there has been this minority question. So we are viewing 
European Studies as something between the tendency trend of the reuniting of 
Europe as bigger than one state, and on the other hand those minorities living 
on this or the other side of the border are already transcending those states, so 
this is something between regional studies and in the spiritual sense Europe. 
Moreover we are always living here on the Hungarian border bi or tri-lingual, 
so we do feel in this central European way.
KL Why did you feel that a European dimension was something important for 
your students?
DU Because they already had these subjects, but they were scattered. We felt that 
it was important to give them a roof metaphorically speaking and also to 
utilise all those materials that we have from the established offices in 
Bratislava of the European Union.
KL Do you think that the European dimension is something that you are able to 
define?
DU No, it is a highly volatile feeling, but one that is deeply ingrained in this 
Danubean Region. This used to be a bigger country and the problem was that 
nationalism caused the disruption of it. When we were asked recently if it was 
good to separate from Czech Republic, I can only say that it was not 
politically correct, but most of the people in the street agreed that we were 
different from the Czechs, from Hungarians from Austrians and for the last 
150-200 years this nationalism has been growing.
Now we think that it is time for this feeling to diminish and paradoxically 
enough you can do it in a dialectic way. To integrate into something bigger 
because we view Europe and European feeling as regions existing and 
maintaining their own identity and special character, but with the borders not 
as impermeable as they used to be. We had this feeling that this has already 
existed before, but in those times there was no national feeling that I am this 
and that. This could go on infinitum. Once we are splitting from the Czechs, 
then the Northern Slovakians and Southern Slovakian may claim they are 
different. That should be overcome in a very cultured European way. I think 
that you find this process in Western Europe already in a way so I think that 
this is a good place to start.
KL So is the European dimension is about understanding different cultures?
DU Yes, basically so and the formal ways that it is using already in the European
Union, in Germany where they have come together so the lessons that we can 
learn from it. On the other hand, Slovakia may look to smaller nations. It is 
learning from one another. For us it means learning fluently other languages 
and somehow introduce our language to others. I wrote a paper on the deep
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Celtic roots and also the three big groups of Slavonic languages of which I 
think that Slovakian is the easiest to learn.
KL Does the Ministry of Education think that a European dimension is important?
DU That is a very interesting situation so far as we can see into it. We have
something called an accrediting committee that would admit a new subject 
into the curricula if there were enough teachers and specialists for it On the 
other hand, they are trying to be rather traditional so it is quite difficult to 
change something. So far we have spoken with several people fi'om the 
Ministry, they would be very much for it, but formally we have to pass this 
accrediting process. The problem as anyone could see, in recent times (last 
10/20 years), for people who were European or Western orientated it was a 
very difficult situation. We could consider ourselves as émigrés or internal 
émigrés, sort of dissidents in a way, working on our own. The teaching of 
English was decimated. This is an attempt to start something from the bottom.
KL It is not something that the Ministry of Education is suggesting institutions 
should do, this institution took the initiative itself?
DU Yes, so far the Ministry or the present government is somehow supporting the
central Slovakia newly created university. We could see some sort of political 
battle in the background between Bratislava in the West and Tmava which is 
in this cultural triangle, a religious university and Nitra which has an 
educational background, but also has the minorities. We have the minority 
institutes here. Central Slovakia, which is politically more pliant and 
obedient, they are trying to push there. There is also for example in Eastern 
Slovakia, at the English and Literature Department, English Studies. 
American Studies are considered to be part of European Studies, so we have 
integrated this process and we are trying to spread this knowledge. We have 
contacts with our colleagues in Eastern Slovakia. Our course is rather unique, 
teacher education towards European reunification; European orientation, to 
bring it into the secondary school and to train teachers to teach it. We 
disseminate the idea over Slovakia.
KL Would it be seen as a separate subject in the secondary school?
DU Yes, we are trying to prepare it as separate subject, to prepare special
curricula. The bulk of it will be learning languages.
KL You feel that it is better to have it as a separate subject rather than integrated
into other subjects?
DU I would rather have it as an aspect of each subject. For example, geography,
history, civic studies, but it is difficult to get into the curricula which already 
exists. I feel why should they only learn about history, geography etc. on the 
basis of the Slovak language, why not English? However, once again, the 
political and generally social situation is rather against it, the language law
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binds you to using Slovak in all aspects of the society. It would be an 
advantage to integrate it, but the situation at the moment will not allow it.
KL Is the main teaching done in Slovakian not Hungarian?
DU Yes, there is a mixed Hungarian school system in Southern Slovakia, but
recently there is a new law which says written documents should be all 
Slovakian. It could be understood that we should generally accept the Slovak 
language. It has historical roots, Slovaks have always felt suppressed or 
oppressed. Somebody described it as an inferiority complex. We do hope to 
overcome it.
KL To return to the influence for the course, was there a government policy paper 
about including a European dimension in teacher education?
DU No, it was our inspiration, we started it. We have quite good contacts so far. 
The official talks with the Ministry have not started yet. We have to begin
with our own Deans. The interest for studying it is amongst our own students.
Sometimes they are very attracted to it, this is a good pressure. I see our 
European Studies as a Cinderella now which may become a Queen.
KL You said that you have two lots of 15 students. Did you have many more
applicants?
DU Yes, because of rooms and lecturers and so on we could only accept a certain
number.
KL Why do you feel that the students are so interested in it?
DU Because it is a window on the world, by studying English, German, French or
Italian and the topic of European Studies, they hope to have a very good level 
of education. They know that it is worth it. We have Phare studies 
programme, the students are so good at speaking English, we wish that we had 
a topic to give them.
KL Will you explain what the Phare project is?
DU We call it fast track courses. It is a three year course - a mono-thematic course
- English only. That is why European Studies is so popular they get two 
languages, plus an integrated political sociological topic. It gives them greater 
employment possibilities.
KL Is it a vehicle for better employment?
DU Yes, a vehicle for better employment and better spiritually. The young people
are now very agile and interested in life.
KL Who accredits the course, is it the government?
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DU It is accredited by our Deans.
KL Do all the courses have to be formally written down?
DU Yes, it is related to the language course. We are in the language department
and we have to favour strongly the language input. We have stayed closer to 
the European aspect, European dimension.
KL Have you had the opportunity to see any of your students teach European 
studies yet?
DU No, they have just finished their second year. They start teaching in their third 
year.
KL Has there been any influence from the European Union? Were you aware of 
the Resolution in 1988?
DU Yes, we have a good relationship with our institutions in Bratislava, the 
European Documentation Centre. They bring materials from the central
library. We are looking for the way to bring them into our course. We had the
White Paper translated into English and Slovak. We would like our students to 
study it and discuss it.
KL How long has the European Documentation Centre been in Bratislava?
DU It has been there since Autumn last here. It is quite new.
KL So you are aware of the European documents through them?
DU Yes, the Phare programme has funded a room here providing information in 
English and computers and language learning machines.
KL Do you see any barriers to including a European dimension in teacher 
education and education in Slovakia?
DU Yes, the one that I mentioned before. There are two trends, the nationalists 
view, brushing up of the history, the pressure on the academic institutions to 
create a better fitting image, both historical and philosophical image and the 
broader view. So from time to time there is a clash between those who are 
cosmopolitan and those nationalists. It is not so long that we had graffiti on 
our number plates, denouncing this or that. Sometimes it is simple envy, 
people who live in Slovakia don't have a view of outside, and it is difficult for 
them to understand.
KL I understand that the teachers in Slovakia are quite mature in years does that 
create barriers to the development of the European dimension?
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DU Yes, the worst teachers are middle-aged and once they have a routine it is
difficult to change, but fortunately we are graduating many new teachers who 
are enthusiastic about bringing something new.
KL So there is no problem about attracting young people into the teaching
profession?
DU No, the general problem is that there is general polarisation that those who
feel that they are not paid the best go elsewhere. On the other hand, language 
teaching has become better paid than others. The Phare project was set up 
because there were a lot of teachers of Russian teachers who were no longer 
needed. They retrained in teaching English. There is a shortage of English 
teachers in Slovakia. Some schools cannot teach English because of the 
shortage.
KL How many institutions are there in Slovakia that train teachers?
DU Formerly 30 years ago there were 6 regions in Slovakia and there will be again
and there was one institution in each region. These were formerly called 
teacher training institutions. Now there is a so called Pedagogical Faculty 
College. There is one in Bratislava, there is one in Nitra, there is one in 
Banska Bystrica and one in Presov, altogether five.
KL Is this the only one that has European Studies?
DU Yes, this is a product only of Nitra. When I started here 25 years ago I was a
young assistant teacher, we were very keen on communication with other 
departments. It took about seven years, then we were disbanded because we 
were not needed. Then the Russian Language Department thrived. We went to 
the Department of the Slovak Language. We graduated up to about 200 
students in those days, they took up non-teaching jobs. So it was an 
unfortunate time. After the 1980s this became re-evaluated. From all these 
problems we hoped to mould something to transcend these problems.
KL What is your remit, do you teach only in European Studies?
DU No, we are English language teachers, my speciality is syntax, part of
grammar, linguistic studies and we are patrons of the European Studies.
Something that I would like to mention is that within the group of students we 
have some who come from minority groups and that creates a special learning 
situation. The students have to be aware of the different viewpoints. It is very 
personal. It was not about a particular topic. It was an ethical problem.
KL Is it very much experiential learning?
DU Yes, indeed.
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KL The teaching and learning strategies that you use, do they involve the students
participating in small discussion groups which give them the opportunity to 
express their feelings?
DU Yes, you find a positive attitude towards minorities beginning here. We were
nationalist when discussing the recent history of the Slovak state during the 
war, practically under nazi Germany. We must say that it was more 
independent pro-Slovak, but was a fascist totalitarian regime.
KL Do you think that because Slovakia is such a multicultural country that has
influenced the promotion of the European dimension?
DU Yes, I consider this to be a genuine territory where all these minorities are
mixed, but strangely enough there is not the official feeling that these should 
be reconciled or understood, but the feeling is that they should be national in 
the sense of Slovak. There are so many minorities here it endangers the idea of 
having a majority nation. If you go to all those pockets here, it somehow goes 
against the state.
KL Do they feel Slovakian first and Hungarian etc. second?
DU This is perhaps a problem of this government, but we are in between elections.
As I said I think that the European Studies course is needed. We hope to be 
able to change things. In three years the first cohort of students will finish 
their course.
KL During the first year of the course do you concentrate on the language?
DU Yes, 40% of the 10 lessons a week, 4 go to language, the second language and
the 6 to basic subjects which in the first year were : European educational 
systems, history of visual arts, the history of music, the history of European 
populations and the philosophical ideas shaping this region's thinking. In the 
second year, they could have subjects on European integration, human rights, 
plus they could combine some elective such as minorities or the languages of 
the world. Altogether, they get 6 plus 6 credits plus the other credits for 
languages.
KL Is the European Studies course taught in Slovakian or English?
DU Both, 70% I would say is Slovakian.
KL Is there any difficulty with teaching materials?
DU So far no there is no difficulty. Mostly they are centred in the Phare room. All
the materials which come fi'om the European Documentation Centre many of 
them are translated or being translated.
KL So the Council of Europe has quite an influence through the materials?
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DU Yes they do.
KL Are there any other agencies in Slovakia promoting a European dimension?
DU There are regional dissemination centres.
KL Thank you Dusan for that interview, may I use this information when I write
up my research paper?
DU Yes of course.
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KL You have read my paper so you know what my research is about. I have
interviewed teacher educators in different European countries and I have 
spoken to personnel in different Ministries of Education, but I have not had a 
pan-European viewpoint.
Would you begin by telling me about initiatives at a European level that are 
concerned with promoting a European dimension in education?
YB It depends how far you want to go back, but I can give you the history.
KL Do you think that the 1988 Resolution was of major importance in promoting
a European dimension in education?
YB In terms of school education it was the 1988 Resolution, but in terms of higher
education, languages and the education of migrant children, it was much 
earlier. It was the 1976 Resolution of the Council of Ministers of that time. 
There was a directive in 1977 for Migrants' Education. In 1976 you have the 
joint study programmes of Erasmus. They were not called Erasmus at that 
time, but you had 11 years of a pilot phase, it lasted from 1976 - 1987, then 
Erasmus came about under the Belgian presidency.
There were several initiatives in the field of languages. It is interesting to see 
that one of the suggestions concerning language assistants, that was made in 
the 1970s, was not taken on board until 20 years later. If you look through the 
history many elements were focused upon, but as far as school education was 
concerned the initiative was not until much later. I am not talking about 
vocational and technical schools, because there was action in that area many 
years earlier, from around 1963. There was the first Directive with 7 fields of 
action, which were agreed upon to develop joint policy between the Member 
States and the Union, well the EEC, as it was called then.
The 1988 Resolution was the first step towards school education. You know 
that a resolution means that Member States are free to decide whether to do 
something or not. The resolution was made up of two parts. It started with an 
introduction, saying why the European dimension should be introduced, 
referring to citizenship etc. It did not give a definition of the European
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dimension, but mentioned what can be done at the level of the Member States 
and at the level of the Commission to introduce a European dimension. There 
several elements were highlighted which were useful. I think that it is one of 
the rare texts where there is an explicit reference to teacher education. In my 
research, I looked at all the Community texts from 1958, which referred to 
education - and you don't have many in the 1960s and a only a few in the 
1970s - and the explicit words 'teacher education' only appear in two texts. 
One is the 1988 Resolution, and the other was about equal opportunities for 
boys and girls (gender education). In this text there is explicit reference to 
teacher education, that it should take action. As a result of this in 1986 or 87, 
some action was taken. It was called the TENET programme which stood for 
Teacher Education Network. So these are the first two times that teacher 
education is explicitly mentioned.
Simultaneously, with the Resolution of the Council of Ministers in 1988, they 
set up a body which was an ad hoc working group. There were 
representatives of the Member States who met once or twice a year to look at 
what was happening as a result of the resolution. The part which referred 
explicitly to teacher education was very simple. It said that teacher education 
had to contribute to promoting a European dimension and it had to take some 
action. It was proposed to launch a 'Summer University' for four consecutive 
years as long as the resolution lasted. A Dutch lady called, Rennie Rubbens- 
Aarts proposed to the Commission to run the first summer university in 1989. 
It was out of this summer university that the Reseau d'institution de Formation 
(RIF) came later on. So that was one initiative in the field of teacher 
education.
Although, teacher education did get a stimulus in 1976 through the Resolution 
of the Council of Ministers at that time because you had the first action plan in 
the field of education. Major associations like ATEE (Association of Teacher 
Education in Europe) were created in 1976. However, I was told that it was 
not under the impulse of the Commission, it was more the Council of Europe, 
but it coincides with something major happening in 1976.
After 1988 there were two reports which were a synthesis of what was 
happening in the Member States. However, you cannot say that before 1988 
there was nothing in the curriculum about Europe, because there was. 
Geography and history lessons in the 1960s for example, included Europe.
KL People I have interviewed have said that the European dimension in education 
is not new.
YB It is not new, but it has been brought to the forefront. It is more explicit than 
before. It became more generalised and there were specific initiatives which 
were launched. People were brought together so there was explicit attention to 
do something on the European dimension in teacher education. The major 
initiatives were to do with bringing people together to exchange experiences, 
to work together, and to encourage mobility. This was not done at the level of
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schools, but you must be aware of the fact that the only thing that was really 
added later, apart from some explicit curricular content, was multi-lateral 
partnerships, because many schools had bi-lateral partnerships for years. For 
example, in France after the Second World War there was an organisation 
which set up co-operation activities from the beginning of the 1950s. This 
enhanced the learning of German in France enormously, because it was 
Franco-German co-operation.
However, in 1988 several initiatives were launched, which were different and 
it also coincided with the creation of many other NGOs like ESHA, the 
European Secondary Heads’ Association and many others.
KL Do you think that the Maastricht Treaty was the next major influence on the 
promotion of the European dimension?
YB In 1988 apart from the fact that you had those initiatives that were mentioned 
in the resolution, there was no explicit funding for action in the schools. There 
were occasional contracts which the Commission gave at that time, but you 
must remember that in 1988 DG22 did not exist. There was no Director
General (DG) for education. There was DG5 which dealt with educational
matters along with other social affairs.
KL When was DG22 created?
YB It was around 1990 that they created a separate Task Force and it was called,
'Task Force Human Resources, Education, Training and Youth'. After
Maastricht in 1993 or 1994, it became DG22 and the Task Force disappeared. 
The Task Force was a mini- General Directorate, but they had to wait until 
Maastricht came into effect before they could turn it into DG22.
Gradually there were changes. As a result of 1988, there were several steps. 
One step in 1989 was the LINGUA Programme. The LINGUA Programme 
was the first programme which had an action (Action 4) which was dedicated 
to upper secondary schools. Originally it was said in the text that it should be 
mainly technical and vocational schools, but most of the countries interpreted 
it very broadly so that all schools could be involved. This was an action 
enabling education. Later on the action became LINGUA Action E. 
Simultaneously, in 1988/89 you had teacher exchanges, which first of all was 
for secondary teachers. Then in 1992/93 it was opened up to primary teachers.
KL The teacher exchange scheme was an initiative of the Task Force?
YB Yes together with the Member States. Under the Dutch Presidency in 1991,
the Dutch Minister of Education, Ritzen, proposed the launch of the multi­
lateral school partnerships pilot project, which came into effect from 1992 
until 1994. The projects were given money in 1994/95 to come up with 
products. So you see most of the bits and pieces for Comenius Action 1 were 
already in place. So in Action 1 of Comenius you have teacher mobility, the
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teacher exchange scheme and the multi-lateral school partnerships. The 
gradual build up through pilot projects is a strategy of the Commission. If you 
look back in history, they take an initiative, they have it approved, they launch 
a pilot scheme for some time and then the pilot scheme develops into 
something general. When Socrates came about in 1995, the Commission had 
no real evaluation of what it had done before, it just had a report, 'Multi-lateral 
School Partnerships' you may have seen it.
Early on the Commission also focused on involving the secondary heads in 
the introduction of European dimension work, which I think was important. It 
organised a conference in Dublin focusing on the role of head teachers in the 
European dimension. There were several conferences which gradually built 
up the European dimension. Most of it is explained in the Eurydice booklet 
which has just been produced, 'Co-operation in Education from 1976 - 1995'
KL A lot of people have said to me that the economic influence is driving the 
promotion of the European dimension and this seems to come through in the 
recent White Paper, Teaching and Learning - Towards the Learning Society. 
What are your thoughts on the economic rationale for the European dimension 
in education?
YB It depends, on the one hand you could say that it is increasing, on the other 
hand you could say that it is decreasing. It depends if you look at it in general. 
If you look at the developments since 1958 after the Treaty of Rome, which 
established the European Economic Community, you see that while the 
economic focus has always been present and hasn't decreased, other elements 
pop up, such as education, human resources etc. In general you have to be 
realistic, economics is important, it has to do with people getting a job. 
Simultaneously, I think that more and more attention is being paid to the 
human side of the European dimension. I think that it is interesting to see that 
one of the latest documents. Challenging Europe through Education and 
Training, highlights five objectives and the first is not competitiveness. The 
first objective is to do with the centrality of the person, human rights, dignity, 
democracy and so on. I think that is good because it puts the right focus on 
what it is all about. Objective number two is competitiveness. If we cannot 
compete how will you keep up your human rights, your democracy and all the 
things that you stand for. It is necessary to be realistic, but I think that quite 
quickly the Commission has focused on equal opportunities in terms of 
education. The Directive on the Education of Migrants was in 1977 which was 
20 years ago. I think the economic side is important, but I think that the 
education of the personality and creating a European society and promoting 
democracy is definitely there. It is certainly present in the latest documents 
more and more.
KL We have talked in very general terms. You said that in the 1988 Resolution 
the introduction began by saying why the European dimension was important. 
From a personal point of view why do you think that it is important?
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YB I think for several reasons. The first is, that it is a political plan to create a 
Union and you have to look at it in a positive way. If we want to move 
towards a Union, the European dimension in its diversity ought to be present. 
One of its elements is knowledge about Europe, another access in Europe. It 
has also to do with contact between people and creating a European society. I 
think that through the European dimension we can bring this about. Let us not 
forget that the very original idea of creating a Community after the war (the 
Coal and Steel Community), was to avoid war and create peace and this is still 
the basic idea.
You have to bring people together, people have to learn to be together. We 
live in a reality which brings us back to the importance of economics. If you 
want to be competitive you need a strong economic group in which people 
have to be well trained and well educated. We have values we stand for like 
democracy, in which we belief in, and which you do not necessarily have in 
other countries. We have the Social Chapter, which the government in the UK 
did not like, but which is important. In the Far East for example, you can see 
the negative effects of no social legislation, people are exploited. The 
European dimension means making many people aware of many things and 
trying to create an economic, political, cultural system which has its own 
characteristics. This does not mean that you do away with the cultural 
diversity. On the contrary, through the European dimension you make people 
aware of other cultures and cultural diversity. We each have our identity, but 
on top of this we can have other identities. For example, at certain moments I 
feel Flemish, I feel Belgian when the football team wins and at moments I feel 
European. I strongly believe that we can create a union where people belong 
together. Through the European dimension you also focus on the teaching and 
learning of languages and this gives access to other cultures and other 
literature. So I think that the European dimension is opening up and 
broadening peoples' vision. It is taking away fear. If you do not know 
someone you fear him. When you get to know him this is the basis of the fight 
against racism and xenophobia. To get to know people, you have to live with 
them, you have to meet them regularly and I think that the European 
dimension contributes to this.
Introducing it in the classroom can be done in several ways. You can do it in 
courses, but you can do it through contact with teachers, contact with pupils, 
through exchanges of information or through information which is displayed 
in the classroom, but being aware that there is this huge diversity of countries 
and cultures. This is the richness that we have.
KL That was sounding like a definition. Do you think that the European 
dimension can be defined?
YB No I don't think you should, because each person will have their own 
definition, but for me the European dimension is maybe the concrete elements 
which can link together the different European countries for better or for 
worse, like a marriage.
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KL Do you think that it is necessary for teachers to have a definition as a starting 
point for implementing it in the curriculum?
YB I don't think you need a definition, what I think you need more is ....but this is 
dangerous because people will think that it sounds like nationalism, 
somewhere people are convinced that they contribute to a political plan. I 
mean 'political' in a very broad sense, as in Greek where you want to develop 
a society, where people live together in a certain way, with certain attitudes 
based on certain values. I think that is important.
For example, for 15 years I was a teacher in catholic education. Although you 
teach whatever, you teach firom a set of principles which you believe in and 
you feel that this is what you want to stand for and that it is worth contributing 
to. I think that this is what Europe has got to try to do. It has not yet succeeded 
in inviting people to join its political design. I don't think that you need to 
have a definition of the European dimension. However, I always feel that the 
classroom can be enriched by the fact that you have a European dimension 
and by the fact that a teacher has contact with teachers firom other countries. 
This will open up young people to the reality in which they will live.
KL You mentioned different identities. Do you think there is any tension between
a national identity and the promotion of a European dimension?
YB No, I don't think so, I think there is no difference. Within Europe you have
more and more emphasis placed on regional identity and simultaneously you 
have the development of a European identity. It is not contradictory. We in 
Flanders go on building our Flemish identity and our Flemish autonomy, but 
the more you do this the better you can contribute to Europe. Very often some 
of the identities have been oppressed in one way or another and I do not think 
that this is a good thing. The whole story of Flanders is a kind of liberation of 
its oppression in terms of its identity. It had no Flemish university until 1929, 
we had to study in French, so this was in a way oppressing identity. So similar 
to other countries you had an emancipation which happened and 
simultaneously something happens in Europe. I do not think that it is 
divergent, I think that it is convergent. It is not contradictory.
KL You do not think that it is an exchange of a national identity for a European
identity?
YB I don’t, but I think that politicians may see it that way. They do not speak in
terms of national identity they speak in terms of the power that they have at a 
national level. The main problem that I see in the future and it was debated in 
Amsterdam, is whether following enlargement of the Union every country 
should still be entitled to having Commissioners. Personally, I do not care if 
tomorrow my Prime Minister is French and my Minister of Finance is 
German. If they are the best men for the job at the moment, then I could live 
with it. What we always forget is that the whole system of Europe is based on
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solidarity, which boils down to this, I put money in a pot through VAT which 
was set up in 1969, then according to needs the money is distributed through 
the Structural Funds. The money then goes to help a certain area. This means 
that a country like Germany will contribute a large amount of money which 
will go to Portugal, If you see what has happen in Portugal over the last ten 
years since it joined the European Union, there has been enormous changes in 
terms of infrastructure. Which is good. Also, Ireland has received a lot even 
for teacher education. I have heard it called, 'Silicone Valley' in terms of 
electronics and this is thanks to the European Union. This period of solidarity 
has been good.
KL But do you really think that people have grasped this sharing between nations 
or even between regions?
YB The European dimension can help to demonstrate that jointly we are able to 
tackle the challenges and the problems better than separately. For years we 
had developments in educational systems, everybody made changes. For 
example, we developed educational systems alongside each other and we 
responded to challenges never looking to the other systems. Now gradually we 
see people looking at the other systems. This of course leads to some people 
shouting, 'Harmonisation - danger, danger!' There is no need for 
harmonisation, people can leam from one another and adapt ideas to their own 
circumstances and systems. This raises the quality of education and responds 
to needs.
KL Do you prefer the phrase, 'European dimension' to 'International dimension'?
YB I think that the European dimension is very important. If you want to create a
Union, then there should be elements of an identity of this Union. Some of the 
elements of the identity are those which we have in common. There is a list of 
values in the Report of the Reflection Group on the White Paper - democracy, 
human rights and so on. You also have to be aware of diversity. Cultures are 
different, but one culture does not exist without another so that cultures have 
an impact on each other. One culture takes on elements from another. I do not 
fear that there will be a melting pot where you do not recognise one country 
from another. I think that we should insist in education that each region or 
nation should have their own characteristics. It is important to be aware of 
this. I think we should stress in teaching what Europe has contributed 
generally and what it can contribute to the world in co-operation with others, 
not against others but with others.
We always forget that the Europe Economic Community was the first body to 
make an agreement at the beginning of the 1970s with its former colonies to 
give the poorer countries stable prices for all their export products. Many of 
the colonies were mono-product countries, for Jamaica is was sugar, Belgian 
Congo it was copper. It was called the 'Staybex System'. The European 
Economic Community agreed to pay a stable price. It meant that those 
countries could plan a long-term budget. This is another example of solidarity.
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It is easy to criticise the Europe Union if you do not look at all that has been 
achieved so far. You could give many negative examples of course.
KL In Denmark and the Netherlands the majority of the people I interviewed 
favoured the promotion of an international dimension rather than a European 
dimension.
YB Yes, but people like to stress negative elements. For example, many people 
stress that the European Union has a mainly economic focus. I think that you 
have to be realistic. We cannot survive in this world without being 
competitive, but this does not mean that you stress competitiveness at the 
price of human beings, as it is happening in Asia where people are exploited. 
We have a social security system in most of the European countries. Of course 
the international dimension is important, you have all the Treaties of Lome.
KL You have hinted at the idea of citizenship. The promotion of European 
citizenship was something that was also mentioned in the 1988 Resolution, Do 
you think there is a 'European citizenship'?
YB I think everyone will believe that there is citizenship, we educate in our 
countries towards British citizenship, Belgian citizenship etc. You have to 
look at what the basic elements of citizenship are. What is a citizen supposed 
to do in a society? It is someone who can actively contribute to the well being 
and welfare of the whole society in which he lives to the benefit of all. That he 
is given the opportunity to use the potential that he has. European eitizenship 
is about contributing to society. It has to do with human rights. It has a social 
side to it. It has an egalitarian side to it. It should have an inter-cultural 
dimension. It should have an ecological dimension. We should be aware that 
the environment is important. If we live in Europe and we create a union with 
other people then there should be a European dimension to citizenship. I 
should be open to other cultures and I should try to maintain the cultural 
diversity that there is and I should be open to international co-operation. This 
is not contradictory.
I fear that people use the term 'international' to attack the system that is trying 
to be build, yet everyone wants to profit from the system. Citizenship has a 
political, cultural, social, environmental, economic, intercultural dimension 
and you eould on. We have to contribute to this in education.
KL What do you think the role of teacher education is in promoting a European 
dimension and European citizenship?
YB The Memorandum on Higher Education was strongly debated. The role of 
teacher education is a major one, but in many of the teacher education systems 
a lot still has to be done. Why? I think one of the basic reasons is because 
teacher education systems have not been very receptive to the whole idea of 
the European Dimension. I think this is because in most of the countries for 
decades teacher education was the means to educating young individuals
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towards national citizenship. It is about praising how good the country was 
etc. If you train the teachers of a country in a certain way it means that the 
people in power have in turn a certain power over those who enter the 
classroom.
I think that teacher education should open future teachers towards the reality 
of Europe. That is why I am veiy disappointed when I look at the results of the 
institutional contract. The results show that we had 94 requests to create an 
intensive programme of those 38 were excepted. Why do teacher education 
institutions go for intensive programmes? I think that it is because they are not 
able to set up true mobility. They say that a PGCE structure makes it difficult, 
but even in the traditional B.Ed. you have very little evidence of mobility of 
three months or more. I do not think that there are any mobility programmes 
of 6 - 9 months in teacher education institutions. Therefore, they go for 
intensive programmes in order to avoid long periods abroad. This shows an 
unwillingness of teacher education institutions to send their future teachers 
abroad. They appear to have the idea that they are the only ones that are able 
to train them.
In the other areas of the institutional contract, like curriculum development at 
an advanced level, (Master programmes) there are only 3 from teacher 
education institutions from all over Europe. It is a disgrace. European 
Modules - there were 50 requests sent in and 8 were funded. Curriculum 
development at an intermediate level - 51 requests and 5 were accepted. 
Integrated languages courses only 4 were introduced across Europe and only 1 
was accepted. This shows the lack of interest that teacher education has for 
languages courses. This should be looked at in detail. As you are doing, I 
think that it is necessary to look at the teacher education systems and see how 
they are introducing a European dimension explicitly into their programmes. 
Only a few countries have done it and the Netherlands is one example where it 
is introduced into the policy of teacher education. They do not call it European 
dimension I think that they call it internationalisation.
KL How important do you think it is to have a policy at national level, such as the 
Widening Horizons paper in the Netherlands? Is it necessary to 'kick start' the 
promotion of a European dimension?
YB In many countries things have happened without a policy - a lot has been 
done, but not enough. Especially at this moment I think that there should be 
more focus given by the Ministers of Education to enhancing the European 
dimension. In some institutions it is gradually happening, but I think that the 
Ministers need to take specific action in teacher education. That could be 
done. You should not try to push it into the curriculum, but I think that more 
should be done at initial teacher education and inservice to make teachers 
more aware of the importance of having a European dimension or just being 
open to Europe. By that I mean, co-operating with other teachers, seeing the 
advantages of pupils being in contact with others. Through the European work
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they can practise skills and competences and so on. You do not have to do this 
with legislation.
KL From my interviews it appears that it is implemented by motivated
individuals. Do you think that a more systematic approach is necessary?
YB This is the constant dilemma, do you have to create a minimum structure in
order to enhance a European dimension? I do not believe you do. I think that 
you have to create the necessary openness to see that the people in charge of 
the schools, the headteachers are aware of the importance of it. They may need 
some training so that they are able to introduce the European dimension, 
European co-operation and activities into their schools. Then they should be 
willing to create the minimum structure which facilitates European co­
operation, so that a teacher will be exempted from teaching for exchanges or 
whatever. I would never go as far as to say that every school should have a 
European officer who does four or six hours less than others, but you need a 
support.
I know in Flanders our Minister of Education does not really care, he is 
willing to let it happen, but it is not one of his major concerns. It would be 
good if it was one of his concerns and that people were aware of it and were 
willing to enhance it, but to create structures to really embed it into the 
educational system so that it is something that every school must have a 
European dimension, a European Club or a European Team, I don't think that 
is the way to go about it.
KL To what extent do you think it should be integrated into the curriculum rather
than a separate input?
YB It should definitely not be separate. It cannot be a subject or a discipline. It is 
the same discussion with civics education or religious education. It is the same 
argument as, you will not make Catholics by teaching catholic education. You 
will not contribute to making European citizens by having somewhere in the 
system a course that is called the European Dimension. I think that throughout 
the curriculum they should get bits and pieces of knowledge and next to this 
all the kinds of co-operation that pupils and teachers can experience. This 
means co-operation with other schools, where there is exchanges of 
information, some mobility of teachers and pupils, of heads and so on. It is a 
school that is open to the world around it and the world at large. I do not 
believe that you have to explicitly add to the curriculum. Again, I emphasis 
that effort should be made at teacher education level, pre-service and 
inservice. Teachers should be trained well. I think that not enough is done at 
the moment.
KL Clearly you see co-operation with others as a key element.
YB It is a key. I think that co-operation should be at all levels. This is where I
think that Ministers of Education can help so that schools can link-up with one
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another, through the internet, so schools can send out and receive teachers and 
so that schools can develop schemes for co-operation. It should not be forced 
into the curriculum. Support in terms of a body that can help schools and can 
disseminate examples of good practice is what is necessary and this is 
happening in some countries. This again is about raising awareness. For 
example, a magazine could be sent out to all teachers saying this is what is 
happening, and provide some examples of good practice. Not defining the 
European dimension, but showing them what could be done. People may then 
say, This is interesting I would like to do this.' I think that you will motivate 
people by giving them concrete examples. I don't think that you need to put 
something separate into the curriculum, but introduce it through subjects. For 
example, I think that you can definitely enhance the European dimension by 
the way that you teach history.
KL You are not concerned that a permeative approach will lead to a dilution of the
European dimension and that it will not be clear in the minds of teachers or 
pupils?
YB There should be a structured approach in schools, but I do not think that you
need to force it on schools. In a school's pedagogical project, as I call it, I 
would see it as important to focus on the European dimension.
KL Do you know of any other agencies in Europe that are specific to teacher
education apart from ATEE (Association of Teacher Educators in Europe)?
YB ATEE is the main organisation which focuses on all the aspects of teacher
education. There are several other smaller organisation which focus on 
specific areas. There is a network in the field of teacher education in 
agriculture. There is a body called EVETE, for vocational and technical 
teachers. There are more smaller European groupings which focus on sub­
elements of teacher education. There is a new thematic network for teacher 
education.
KL There is also the ETUC booklet on the European dimension.
YB Yes, the thematic network should link up with trade unions. It is useful to see
how systems are opening up and making links with other agencies, with 
industry for example. There are several interesting initiatives. One of the 
major challenges is teacher education linking up with the whole idea of 
lifelong learning and becoming more flexible and open. I think that teacher 
education is still rigid in its structures.
KL Thank you for a very interesting interview. May I quote you when I am
writing up my research paper.
YB Yes, of course.
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Appendix 12
Brief Outline of the 4 Institutions of the EU
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Four Main Institutions of the European Union
The task of achieving the objectives of the EU is entrusted to four main institutions: 
the Council of Ministers; the European Commission; the European Parliament and 
the Court of Justice.
The Council of Ministers
The Council of Ministers is the Community's principal decision-making body. It is 
the highest organ of the Community with each Member State having a place on the 
Council. Each country's Foreign Minister is the usual representative, but the 
participants vary according to the agenda. For example, agriculture ministers 
discuss agricultural matters; employment issues are dealt with by ministers who take 
this responsibility etc. The Minister of Education of a Member State would attend if 
education is on the agenda. The Presidency of the Council rotates between the 
member countries every six months.
The Council of Ministers is where the Member States legislate for the Union and set 
its political objectives. Some matters are decided by qualified majority voting and 
others by unanimity.
The Permanent Representatives Committee prepares the work of the Council and 
acts on the Council's instructions notably by setting up committees or working 
parties to make specific studies and prepare reports.
The European Commission
The Commission is the guardian of the treaties and is responsible for seeing that 
they are implemented. The Commission has two main functions.
• It proposes Community Policy
• It is responsible for the administration of the Community
The role and the responsibilities of the European Commission place it at the heart of 
the European Union's policy-making process. The Commission acts as the catalyst 
of the Union in that it initiates legislation.
The Commission is comprises 20 Commissioners, appointed by the agreement of 
the Member States' governments. They are obliged to act in the Community's
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interest and not in the interests of the country of their origin. Whether this happens 
in reality in all cases is debatable (see Alexandrakis, N., 1996 The Lost Vision). 
Each Commissioner has responsibility for one or more department in a special field 
related to Community policy. In turn, these departments are headed by a Director 
General. The title of the departments is usually shortened and they are referred to as 
DGs.
The Commission has an administrative staff based mainly in Brussels. It comprises 
approximately 15000 officials divided between some 23 Directorates-General and 
around 15 specialised department.
The European Parliament
The European Parliament comprises 626 elected members. It advises the Council of 
Ministers on Commission proposals and with the Council of Ministers determines 
the budget of the Community. It also exerts some political control over the Council 
and the Commission, in that it has the right to question members of the Commission 
and the Council. Through this mechanism it is able to monitor the work of these 
institutions. It has the power to reject the Commission proposals by a majority vote 
and it has the power to reject the Council's proposals for the Community budget. It 
also approves the appointment of the 20 members of the European Commission and 
is able to dismiss them on a censure motion carried by a two-thirds majority.
Parliament votes on the Commission's programme and monitors the management of 
European policies by putting oral and written questions to the Council of Ministers 
and the Commission.
The Court of Justice
The function of the Court of Justice is to settle disputes involving Community law 
and ensure the observance by Member States of the treaties of the Community. The 
accepted practice is for each Member State to provide at least one judge. There are 
15 judges assisted by 9 advocates-general.
The Court of Justice can find that a Member State has failed to fulfil an obligation 
under the treaties. Judgements of the court are binding on each Member State and 
are enforced by the Member States' own courts.
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There is also a Court of First Instance comprising 15 judges which deals with 
actions brought by individuals and businesses.
(European Commission, 1995, The Institutions of the European Union, European 
Commission, 1995, The European Commission 1995-2000, European Commission, 
1996, How does the European Union work?)
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